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Because many of late, as well as Justice Roger L'Estrange, do seem to believe themselves in their accusation of me, as changing with the Times; though I greatly affect the change of a Proficient, and know not at what age it is that such men would fix us that we may grow no wiser, nor ever repent of former Ignorance or Error; yet I will here confess to them that if what I here write against be good and right, I have been forty years unchanged in my Error.

My mutability hath been little to my advantage for this world. For further than I was for the King, I never was one year on that which was called the upper or stronger prevailing side, as far as I understand it. Nor to the very day that I was turned out of all, did my Preferments, or Riches ever serve me, so much as to have a House, or keep a Servant man, (lace in Travail) or Woman (lace one aged Woman that provided me necessaries, in a few top rooms of another mans House;) which I mention for the sake of the mistaken French stranger, Mr. Durel, that tells the World another story.

And as to this Subject, this is the Breviate of its History, ab origine. I was in my Childhood first bred up under the School, and Church-teaching, of eight several men, of whom only two preached once a month, and the rest were but Readers of the Liturgie, and most of very scandalous lives. After that I fell into the hands of a Teacher, that studied for preferment, and reviled Puritanes; and after that I fell into the happier acquaintance of three ancient Divines, that were called then Conformable Puritanes; and all of them bred in me an Opinion, that Nonconformists were unlearned men, addicted to humorous, causeless Singularity. For I knew but one* who was an honest plain Preacher but of little learning. And to settle me, the Divines that I followed, made me read Bishop Downame's Defence, Bishop Andrews, and others for Episcopacy, and Mr. Sprint, Dr. Burges, and others for the Ceremonies. And I verily judged them to be in the right. But as soon as I was ordained, I removed into a Country where were some Nonconformists, some few of them Learned Ministers, and many Laymen; of whom, one in the house with me, was oft disputing the Cafe with me, and I thought I had still the better. And the Non-conformable Ministers there, were men of so much Holiness, and

Peace,
Peace, that they would scarce ever talk of the matters in difference, but of Holiness and Heaven, and repressing the over-much heat of the Lay-men: And the famous William Fenner being lately of the next Parish, a Conformist of learning, yet plain and affectionate in preaching, God had blest his Ministry with so great success in the Conversion of many ungodly Persons; as that the reverence of him, kept up the honour of Conformity among the Religious people thereabouts.

But in 1640. I was removed to Brignorth, and the Canons newly made, impos'd on us an Oath, which had these words, [I A. B. do swear that I do approve of the Doctrine, and Discipline, or Government of the Church of England, as concerning all things necessary to Salvation—Nor will I ever give my Consent to alter the Government of this Church, by Arch-Bishops, Bishops, Deans, and Arch-Deacons, &c. As it stands now established, and as by right it ought to stand—And all these things I do plainly and sincerely acknowledge and swear, according to the plain and common sense and understanding of the same words, without any equivocation, or mental evasion, or secret reservation whatsoever; And this I do heartily, willingly, and truly, upon the Faith of a Christian: So help me God in Jesus Christ.]

Though every Minister in the Countrey, as well I, was for Episcopacy; yet this Oath so startled them that they appointed a meeting at Brignorth to consult about it. It fell out on my Lecture day, and at the meeting, it fell to my lot to be the Objecter, or Opponent, against Mr. Christopher Cartwright (a good Man, incomparably beyond me in Learning, the Defender of K. Ch. 1. against the Marquess of Worcester, and the Author of the Rabbinical Commentary on Gen. whose Papers of Justification, I since answered) He defended the Oath; and though my Objections were such as were none of the strongest, the Ministers thought he failed in answering them, and we broke up more dubious than before.

I had a little before set my self to a more serious study of the Case of the Ceremonies than before; and upon the reading of Dr. Ames Fresh suit, and some others (having before read little on that side) I came to see that there was a great difference between the determination of such Circumstances of Order as the Law of Nature, or Scripture allow and oblige men to determine one way or other, the Genus being necessary, and the making of new mystical significant teaching Ordinances, and Symbols of Christianity (of which see Bishop Jer. Taylor cited in my 2d. Plea.) And hereupon I had settled my Judgment only against the imposed use of the Cross in Bap-
Baptism, and the abuse of undertaking Godfathers.

But now I resolved before I took such an Oath as this, to study over again the Controversie of Episcopacy, (which else I think I should scarce have done) For I saw 1. That such an Oath and Covenant, so Universally imposed, was made the text and terms of Church concord, and so would be an Engine of division by shutting out all that could not take it. The Scotch Oath, and Covenant was not the first imposed on us: The Bishops Oath and Covenant to the contrary went here before it. 2. I saw that the whole frame of the present Church-Government, was about to be fixed, as by an Oath of Allegiance, on the Land, as if it were as necessary as Monarchy, and to be woven into the fundamental unchangeable constitution, and it were true, No Bishop, no King. 3. I askt, What was the meaning of the Et cetera, and could have no solution, but from the following words [As it stands now established] And understood not well how far Lay-chancellors, Officials, Surrogates, Registrers, Proctors, Advocates, were part of the established Government; but I saw it certainly included, Arch-bishops, Deans, and Archdeacons. 4. I askt whether the King and Parliament had not power to set up a Bishop in every Corporation? and to take down Deans, Arch-Deacons, Chancellours, Officials, &c. and few denied it. 5. I askt my self, if the King and Parliament make such a change, and command my Consent, whether I must disobey them, and forestall my obedience by a Covenant and Oath? 6. I thought that what is imposed on all the Clergie to day, may be imposed on the Laity next; And then all Parliament men will be Sworn and Covenanted never in Parliament so much as to Consent to change any of the Church-Government now established. 7. I found that I must also swear [That it ought so to stand.] which could mean no less than by a Divine Law, when Mans Law may not alter it. 8. I found such Heartiness, Willingness required in the Swearer, as required very full satisfaction in all this. And that with the terrible re-nunciation of the Help of God in Christ, if I do not all that I swear to. 9. And I must be deprived of my Office (for Benefice I had none) and cast out of the ministr, if I refused to take this Episcopal Covenant and Oath. 10. And I knew that he that made no Conscience of deliberate Perjury, had little reason to hope that he had any good Conscience, true Grace, or Honesty: and specially if he concurr'd to involve all the Clergie, or Nation in the guilt.

Upon these Considerations, I set my self to a more searching study of the matter: I read Gerfom Bucer, Didoclaue, Jacob, (and after Parker, Bains,) and others on one side, and all that I could get on:
on the other, (Downham again, Bilson, Hooker, Saravia, Andrews, and many more) And the result of my search was this, I wondered to find so many write for and against Episcopacy, without distinguishing the sorts of Episcopacy; For I found reason to think one sort at least Tolerable, yea, desirable; but that which the Oath of 1640, would have bound me to, I found great reason to judge to be, but what I have described it in this Book: And I here give notice to the Reader, that wherever he findeth me speak as against the English Diocesan Prelacy; I mean as it was described by Cousins, and Dr. Zouch; and as relating to that Oath and Canon, and not in opposition to the Laws of the Land.

This Judgment then settled, I never could see cause to change, but the more I read of the Ancients, Church History, Counsels, &c. And many other Writers for Episcopacy, (Petavius, Saida Clara Spalatenis, Dr. Hamond and many more) the more was I confirmed in it to this day. When Usurpation was at the highest, I wrote accordingly in my book, called Disputations of Church Government. When the King came home I accordingly used my Endeavours as a Reconciler with the Ministers here called Presbyterians, who seemed mostly of the same mind, And how little an alteration of the Church Government in the Kings Declaration of Ecclesiastical Affairs, did we receive with thankfulness, and it would have been with a conforming joy, but that we knew the leading Men, that treated with us, too well to hope that they had any intention to continue it, but to use it——they knew to what, till they had done their work and got this Act of Uniformity.

In 1668. After I had been in the Goal, and yet men called for the reasons of my Nonconformity, I drew up some of my thoughts rudely: And in 1671. The call being renewed I wrote this Book, as now it is (having a few additional Notes): But call it by my Friends and my experience persuading me, that the Bishops, and their Parliament adherence could not patiently bear it.

Many years after some Letters past between Mr. Henry Dod- well (then of Ireland) and me: And his last being tedious, and he seeming not to intend or define a publication of them, I gave him but a short general return, instead of a voluminous particular Answer, especially because I had this Book written by me, in which I had more than answered him, and was not willing or at leisure to write over the same things again: But when I had lately wrote in my Book of Concord's summary collection of Mr. Dodwell's schismatical Volumne, in which he degradeth, unchurcheth, if not unchristeneth, so many of the Protestants, as having no

Sacrament
Sacraments; no Covenant right to Salvation, but sinning against the Holy-Ghost; and all for want of a Ministry derived by an uninterrupted succession of Episcopal Ordination from the Apostles, (and could not by importunity prevail with him to answer) Veetins de desperata causa Papatus, or my Dispute of Ordination, at last I received a Letter from him, signifying his purpose, upon his Friends desire to Publish his long Letter written to me out of Ireland: So that I saw a necessity of Publishing my Treatise which contained more than an Answer to him: And the rather because some R. Reverend Bishops and others had urged me, to give an Account of the Reasons of my Non-conformity: So that I had not leave to suppress this book, nor be longer silent. And yet I fear that they that so called for it, will not easily bear it.

The same of Mr. Dodwels Letter to me, now in the press, is to prove the possibility of right Discipline, by our Dioecese Govern-ment as it is, 1. Because Magistrates can exercise theirs by as few: 2. Because the Ancients de facto did it by such: Therefore it may be done.

To answer these two is to answer his Letter, which one would think should be so easy, that no Scholar should have need of help to do it.

1. If any man can by an harrangue of words be brought to renounce his reason and experience, so far as to believe that the Office of a Pastor may be performed to as many Parishes, as the Office of a Major or Justice of Peace may, and that Pastors have no more to do in watching over particular Souls, instructing, exhorting, convincing, comforting, visiting, worshipping, Governing, &c, than the works of a Justice of Peace amount to, and that Dr. Stillingfleet (e. g.) shall be executed if he do no more for his Parish, than Justice Rog. L'Estrange doth, I undertake not to convince that man of any thing. Read over the work of a Bishop as I have here described it from the Scripture and Dr. Hamond and compare it with a Justices work, and if you can yet be deceived by Mr. Dodwell be deceived.

And yet I think there are in divers Parishes about us many Justices for one Pastor: I am confident London Dioeces hath a great number for one Bishop.

And either our Justices are bound (besides what now they doe) to labour as much to bring some to Repentance, and such other work; as the Pastors are bound to do, or not: If not, it will not follow that large a Circuit may be Governed by one Pastor as by one Justice: If yea, then he doth but condemn the Justices for unfaithfulness; which will not prove, that a Pastor must be as bad.

Abd
2. And as to his appeal to the discipline of the Ancients; I leave the Reader to the deceit of his man's arguings. 1. If he cannot find it fully proved in this Book, that the Churches of the ancient Bishops were not so big as our greatest Parishes, as to the number of Souls, much less as our Dioceses. 2. And if in my abstract of Church-History of Bishops and Councils, I have not fully proved, that Discipline was neglected, corrupted, or overthrown by degrees as Bishops-Churches overflewled. When we read such doleful complaints in History, Fathers, Counsel and their Canons of the corruption of the Churches, is this the true use to be made of all, that we must be like them, and not blame them, lest we open the nakedness of our Fathers? 3. And if men can make themselves willingly to blind, as by a story that the Fathers did such things among People and circumstances which we know not, to renounce common experience that it is not now any where done, nor can possibly be done: If men can be so ignorant what our Parishes and Dioceses are, and what a Bishop and Chancellor do and can do, Let such err, for I am unable to cure them, any more than if they were confident, that my Lord Major can Govern all the Families of London as their Masters, by stewards, without Family-Masters, or that one Phyfitian, or one Tutor, could serve instead of many for the City.

Indeed they that have as low an esteem of true Discipline, as Mr. D. in his Letter seems to have, may easily believe that a few men may do it. And those Papifls that can let the Church be the sink of common uncleanness, and a Nursey of Ignorance, Vice, and Prophaneness; so they may but keep up their Wealth, and Ease, and Honour, by crying up Order, Government, and Unity, may accordingly believe, that no more knowledge, Piety, or Discipline is a duty, than serveth the ends of their worldly Dominion.

I must again give notice to the Reader that whereas the Common Objections of the greatnes of Bishops Churches in the second Centurie, are fetched from the instances of Rome, and Alexandria, I have answered even those two, in the beginning of my Breviate of Church-History, to which I must refer you, and not again repeat it here.

I know that poor ignorant Persons must expect such a shameful Cant of old reproach as this, to cheat them into the hatred of Chrifls Church-order, and Government, into a love of Clergie bondage, a scornful smile shall tell them [Mr. Baxter would have as many Bishops as Parishes, and a Pope in every Parish; when men think one in a Dioces, too much: When every ignorant or rash Priest shall be the Master of all the Parish, and you have no remedy against his Tyranny: what a brave reformation will this be?] And such a deceitful scorn will serve to delude the ignorant and ungodly.
But if they truly understand the case, they would see the shame of this deriding objection. 1. A Pope is a Monarch or Governor of the world, and a Diocesan of a multitude of Parishes. And sure he useth not so much, who will be but the Church-guide of one? A man is able to guide one School, Colledge, Hospital, or Family, than a hundred or thousand, without any true Master of a Family, School, Colledge, &c. under him.

2. Why is not this foolish scorne used against these foresaid relations also? Why say they, not every Master maketh himself a Pope or Bishop to his own house, and every School-Master to his School, whereas one Master over a thousand would do better with bare Teaching-Officers, that had no Government.

3. Let it be remembered that we would have no Parish Pastor to have any forcing power, by Fines, Mulcts, Imprisonsments, &c. But only to prevail so far as his management of Divine authority on men's Consciences can prevail: And we would not have Magistrates punish men meerly because they stand excommunicate, or because they tell not the Clergy that they repent. True excommunication is a heavy punishment fitted to its proper use, and not to be corrupted by the force of the Sword, but to operate by it self; And *valent quantum vale propius*. He that despiseth it will not say he is enslaved by it. But is this all that the Bishops desire?

4. We would have no man become the Pastor of a Church without the people's consent (if not choice) no more than a Physician should be forced on the sick. And as the Servant that consenteth to be a Servant, consenteth to his Masters Authority, and he that consenteth to a Physician, consenteth to be ruled by him for his health, and neither take this for a slavery: So he that consenteth to a Pastor, consenteth to his Pastoral conduct; And if he think it to his injury, he may choose.

5. And yet we believe that the Magistrate may confine Atheists, Infidels, and such as refuse all proper Church Communion, to hear God's word Preached, and make all the Parish allow the Teacher his tythes and maintenance due by Law: But he may force no man to Receive the great gift of the Body and Blood of Christ, or a pardon delivered and sealed by Baptism.
Baptism or the Eucharist; and to be a member of the Church as such, against his will. For none but delirious conscienters are capable of the gifts, so that the same Minister may be the common Teacher of all the Parish; and yet the Church-Pastor only of fit conscienters. And when Sacraments are free and no Minister constrained to deliver them against his Conscience, nor any unwilling man to receive them, who is by this enslaved?

6. And if a Church-Pastor do displease the Church, and the main body of them withdraw their consent, we would not have any man continue their Pastor while they consent not, but disclaim him. Though in case of need the Rulers may continue him in his Benefice as the publick Preacher, if the people be grossly and obstinately capable of displacing him.

7. And we would have that Parish Pastor to have the power to hinder any other Minister from giving any one the Sacrament whom he denyeth it to, or that receiveth it from him: Though he that for a common cause is cast out of our Church, should not be received by others, till he repenteth, yet that holds not in all private causes, between the particular Pastor and him; nor in case of unjust excommunication: And other Ministers must judge of their own actions, whom to receive; and an injuring Minister may not hinder any other, nor the injured person from communicating elsewhere.

8. And we would have Parish Churches be as large as personal communion doth require or allow, and every Church to have divers Ministers; and if one be chief or Bishop, the rest assistants, and if three or four small Parishes make one such communicating Church, we resist not.

9. And we desire frequent meeting or Synods of neighbour Pastors; and that there every single Pastor be ready to give an account of his Ministry, and to answer any thing that shall be alleged against him: And that the vote of the Synod oblige all against unnecessary singularity.

10. We refuse not that one in every such Synod be the moderator; and if as of old every City (as ) or Corporation had a Bishop, so if any Corporation or market Town, or every circuit that hath as many Communicants as can.
can know one another by neighbourhood and some conversation and sometimes assembling (like a great Parish with many Chappels), had but so much power as is essential to a true particular Pastor and Church, yea or but the power that a free Tutor, Philosopher or Physician hath, to manage his office by his skill, and not as an Apothecary or mere executor of a strangers dictates, we should quietly submit.

II. And as we refuse not such Bishops (even during vita et capactate) in every Church or City that is Corporation, so if it please either the King, or the Churches by his permission to give one grave and able man a general care of many Churches, (as even the Scots superintendents had at their reformation, as Spotwood of Lothian, &c.) not by violence to silence, and oppress, but by mere Pastoral power, and only such as the Apostles themselves used to instruct junior Pastors, to reprove, admonish, &c. we resist not: And so if Godly Diocesans will become Arch-bishops only of this sort, and promote our work instead of hindering it, we shall submit, though we cannot Swear approbation, it being a thing that Christian Ministers may doubt of, and no Article of our Creed.

11. And if the King do cumulate wealth and honour on them, and give them their place in Parliaments, to keep the Clergy from contempt, yea, or trust any of them under him as Magistrates with the Sword, whether we like it or not, we shall peaceably submit, and obey them as Magistrates.

12. And if for order take these Diocesans should have a negative voice (unless in cases of forfeiture or necessity) in the ordination of Ministers to the Church universal, not taking away the power of particular Churches to choose, or at least freely consent or dissent, as to the fixing of Pastors over themselves, we would submit to all this for common peace. Specialty if the Magistrate only choose men to Benefices and Magistracies, and none had the Pastoral power of the Keys, but by the Election of the Clergy and the peoples consent, which was the judgment and practice of the universal Church, from the beginning of Episcopacy till of late.

13. And lastly we hold the Magistrate the only Governor by the Sword, as well of Pastors as of Physicians and all others.
others, and though he may not take the work of our proper calling out of our hands no more than the Physician, yet he may (by justice and discretion) punish us for male-administration, and drive us to our duty, though not hinder us from it. And we consent to do all under his Government: Judge now whether we set up Popes or Tyrants.

By all this it is apparent that it is none of the design of this Treatise to overthrow or weaken the Church of England, but to strengthen and secure it against all its notorious dangers. 1. By reforming those things, which although not undoubtedly will cause a succession of dissenters in all generations, though all we the present Nonconformists are quickly like to be past troubling them, or being troubled by them, even of themselves many will turn upon the same reasons which have convinced us. 2. By uniting all Protestants, and turning their odious wrath and contentions, into a reverence of their Pastors, and into mutual Love and help.

This Treatise being hastened in three presses since Mr. Dodwell sent me his Letter that required it, I have not time to gather the Printers Errata, but must leave them to the discretion of the Reader. Only for [English Prelacy] before the first Chapter and in many other places should be [The described Prelacy].

I will end with the two following Testimonies, One ad rem, the other ad hominem.

The Lord pity his Ship that is endangered by the Pilots.

October 14, 1686,

Richard Baxter.
Justin Martyr's Apolog. We had rather die for the confession of one Faith, then either lie or deceive them that examine us: Otherwise we might readily use that Common saying, my Tongue is sworn, my mind is unsworn (vid. Rob. Abbot; old May p. 51.)

Thorne to of forbearance of Penalties. It is to no purpose to talk of reformation in the Church unto regular Government, without restoring the Liberty of choosing Bishops, and the Privilege of Enjoying them, to the Synods, Clergy and people of each Diocess. So evident is the right of Synods, Clergy and people in the making of this of whom they consist, and by whom they are to be governed, that I need make no other reason of the neglect of Episcopacy, than the neglect of it.
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CHAP. I.
The Reasons of this Writing.

I am not ignorant how displeasing it will be to the Prelates, that I publish these Reasons of my Nonconformity to the Subscriptions and Oaths by which they would have me become an obliged Approver of their Function. Nor am I ignorant what Power, Wit and Will they have to express and exercise their displeasure: And consequently, how probable it is that I shall suffer by them for this work. And I well know that peaceable subjects should not unnecessarily say any thing against that which is required by their Rulers Laws, nor cherish the People’s discontent, but do all that is lawful for the common Peace: And I am not of so pugnacious or self-hating a disposition, as to be willing of men’s displeasure, especially my Superiours, or to be ruined in this World, and all that I may but vent my Opinion, in a case wherein I have published already so much that is still unanswered, as in my Disputations of Church-Government is to be seen.
And upon such Reasons (but above all, that I might not cast away my opportunity for some more useful writings, nor put an end to my own labours before God put an end to them) I have been silent in this Cause since our publick debates in 1661, above ten years. I have lived peaceably; I have endeavoured to preserve the due reputation of the publick Ministry, and to persuade all others to due subjection, love and quietness: I have by Word and Writing opposed the Principles of such as are exasperated by their sufferings into the Dividing and Separating extream; Though I knew, that by so doing, I was like to incur the di-pleasure and bitter cenure of the Separatists, as much as I had before of the Prelates, (though not to suffer so much by them.) And I thought that the Prelates themselves who would not understand the true state of the People, nor the tendency of their way, by our informations, and evident Reasons, might yet come in time to know all by experience, and so to amend what they have done amiss.

But now I dare be no longer silent for the Reasons given Apol. ch. i. which I will lay the Reader briefly to rum. 1. I find that experience itself doth not Teach some men, but Harden them.

2. I perceive that those that are now convinced by experience, and wish they had taken another course, and rather have united the Ministry, than silenced them, are not able to undo what they have done, nor to amend what is done amiss, much less to retrieve all the doleful consequents; but the matter is gone out of their hands and beyond their power.

3. I see that while we wait, the Devil’s work goeth on, by the silence and by the Divisions of the Ministers: Popery greatly increaseth; Quakers multiply; Atheism and Infidelity go bare-faced among those that are accounted men of reputation: Malice, and bitter hatred of each other, with common backbitings, cenfurings and slanders, instead of sweet Love and Concord, do notoriously encrease. Thousands are every day committing these sins, to the increasre of their guilt, and the hastening of God’s judgments on the Land: The sufferers call the Prelates persecutors, and wolves in sheeps cloathing, who are known by their fruits, their teeth and claws. The Prelatists still say that the Nonconformists are unreasonable, discontented, peevish, factious, unpeaceable, unruly schismatics; that will rather see all confounded than they will yield to things indifferent. And shall we still stand by, and silently see this work go on?

4. And to love and defend Truth, Honesty and Innocency is to be like to God. It is pity that those that Christ hath done so much to justify, and will so gloriously justify at the last, should have nothing said on their behalf by men. But we are much more obliged to justify a righteous cause, than righteous men; For all men have somewhat that is unjustifiable, but so hath not the truth of God.

5. And he that in his Baptifmal Covenant is engaged against the Flesh, the World, and the Devil, should be loath to see all their work go on
and not oppose it; and to see, that which he taketh to be no better than deliberate Lying, or Jullifying sin, and Perjury it self, and covenanting never to obey God in lawful and necessary Church-reformation, to be all called; Things indifferent.

6. Nature and Scripture teach us to have a due and moderate regard of our own reputation as men; but much more as Ministers of Christ; seeing the doctrine of Christ which we preach or write, is usually dishonoured in the Ministers dishonour, and the edification of the souls of them that hear us or read our writings, is greatly hindered by it.

7. While Noblemen, Knights, Gentlemen, conformable Clergy-men, and many others of all Ranks, are possesse with these thoughts of us, that we are persons who hypocritically pretend to Godliness, while indeed we are so humoursome, that we will forbear our Ministry, and our Maintenance, and suffer any thing, and divide the Church, rather than yield to indifferent things; this is a scandal, a grievous scandal, either given or taken, and tendeth to wrong their souls that are scandalized: And if we give them this scandal, it is our heinous sin: But if they take it by misinformation, we are obliged to do our part to heal it: Souls are precious; and scandal doth endanger them, even to Christ's Religion itself, for the fakes of such as they take us to be: And we must not stand by and see men perish, if we can do any thing to save them.

8. The sufferings of many of the Ministers are very great, that have not bread for their children, nor clothes to cover them, and are ashamed to make known their wants: And if with all this, we suffer the burden of unproved calumny to lie on them, and keep them not to the necessary comfort which conscience should find in sufferings with innocency, we shall be guilty of uncharitableness our selves.

9. It is part of our Honouring the King and Parliament and other Magistrates, not to despise or slight their cenfures: And the judgment which they have publiquly passed on us, in an Act of Confinement, which imposeth the Oath for Prelacy, is so hard and grievous, that if we are guilty, it is fit we should be made the common reproach of men; And if we are not, (as Non-conformists) it is our duty to rectifie the judgment of our superiors where they are misinformed. And as Augustine faith, that no good Christian should be patient under an imputation of Heresie; so I may say that no good Subject should be sensibly patient under an imputation of disloyalty and sedition: That better becometh the anarchical and truly disloyal and seditious, who take it for no crime.

19. And we know how piously the Papists insult to hear us stigmatized for Villains and seditious Persons by our brethren, and what use they will make of it at present and in future History to the Service of their malice, and injury to the truth: which we ought not silently to suffer; while we see how hereby they do already multiply.
11. And how unlikely forever it be, it is not impossible, that our Superiours, that at once deposed and silenced about 1800 Ministers of Christ, when they see what Reasons we have for our Non-conformity, may be moved to restore those that yet survive: And then how many thousand souls would have the joy and benefit?

12. Lastly, Truth and the just information of Posterity, is a thing exceedingly desirable to ingenuous minds: It is a great trouble to think that the Ages to come, should be injured by false History. Therefore we must do our best, that they may but truly know our Case; and then let them judge of the Persons and Actions of this our Age, as they shall find Cause, when Truth is opened to them.

Upon all these Reasons, though to my own great labour, and to the greater contradiction of my natural love of silent quietness, and to the probable incurring of men's displeasure, I take it to be my duty to give my Superiours, Neighbours and Posterity, a true Account of the Reasons which have moved myself and others of my mind, to refuse to Subscribe and Swear to the present English Diocesan Prelacy: Committing my Life and Liberty to the pleasure of God, in obedience to whom I have both refused to Conform, and written these Reasons of my Non-conformity.
The English Diocesan Prelacy, and Church-Government, truly described; that it may be known what it is which we disown.

It being not Episcopacy in General, but (the Popish and) the English Species of Prelacy, which our Judgments cannot approve, and which we cannot swear to as approvers, it is necessary that we tell strangers, what this Prelacy is, that the subject of our Controversie be not unknown, or misunderstood. But the subject is so large, that the very naming of the parts of our Ecclesiastical Government, in Tables by Dr. Ri. Cosins, maketh up a Volume in 16 Tables, and many hundred branches. Which being written in Latin I must refer the Foreign Reader to it; Not at all for the understanding of our Practice, but only of our Rule, or Laws with our Church-Constitution: seeing it would take up a considerable Volume to open but one half of his Scheme. All that I shall now do is to give you this brief Intimation.

That in England, there are 26 or 27 Bishopricks: of which two are Archbishops: In all these set together there was when Speed numbered them, nine thousand seven hundred twenty five Parish Churches, but now many more. In the Dioces that I live in (Lincoln) there is above a 1000 or 1100. In very many of these Parishes, besides the Parish-Churches, there are Chapels, that have Curates, in some Parishes one Chapel, in some two, in some three, if not more. In these Parishes the number of Inhabitants is various, as they are greater or lesser: The greatest about London, such as Stepny, Giles-Cripplegate, Sepulchres, Martins, &c. have some about 50000 persons, (some say much more) some about 30000, some about 20000, &c. But ordinarily in Cities and Market-Towns through the Country, the number is about 2000, or 3000, or 4000, or 5000 at the most, except Plymouth, and some few great Parishes that have far more. And in Villages, in some 2000, in some 1000, in some small ones 500, or 300, or in some very small ones fewer. There are in England 641 Market-Towns (faith Speed) which are of the greater sort of Parishes, and such as in old times were called Cities, though now a few have got that title; at least a great number of them are equal, and some much greater and richer than some that now are named Cities. The Dioces that I live in is about six-score Miles in length. By all this you may conjecture how many hundred thousand souls are in some Dioceses, and at what a distance from each other: and what personal Communion.
munion it is that they are capable of: I my self who have travelled o-
ver most of England never saw the face or heard the name of one Person
(I think) of many thousands in the Dioces that I live in: Nor have we any
other Communion with the rest of the Dioces (even with above a thousand
Parishes in it) than we have with the People of any other Church or Dio-
ces in the land about us, save that One Bishop and his Chancellor and o-
ther Officers, are over us all.

The Magistrates Civil Government of the Church I shall not meddle
with, as having no exceptions against it. The Sacerdotal or Spiritual
Power, called the Power of the Keys, determineth who shall be Members
of the Church, and partake of its Communion, and exerciseth other acts
of Spiritual Discipline, of which more anon. This power is said to be
in Archbishops and Bishops in foro ecclesie publico vel exteriore, though
also in the Governed Presbyters, in foro privato interiore, as they may
privately comfort a penitent person, and declare God’s promise of the
pardon of his sin. [a] The Archbishops have it in eminency: As also the
power of confirming the Election of the Bishops of their Provinces; and
the power of Consecrating Bishops with two others: and the power of
Convocating Provincial Synods upon the Kings Prescript; and of moder-
ating in them. The power of receiving Appeals, and of visiting the
whole Provinces; yea, to receive Appeals from the lower Judges, omit-
ing the middle ones; and to exercise Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction in any
vacant Dioces under them. They have [b] power of Dispenstation in
all Causes (not judged contrary to Gods word,) wherever the Pope had
power; and where the Pope had not power, if the King or Council per-
mit it them. They may dispense with the Eating of flesh on Fastings-days,
with Marrying without previous publication; with divers irregularities,
and sometime may abolishe simoniacum ambitium. They may grant Commen-
dams, and Dispence with Non-residence, and with the keeping of divers
Churches called Benefices, in several Cases, and with a Son succeeding
his Father, and with Lay-men’s possessing the Church-maintenance, called
Prebends.

The Bishops (who take place in Parliament of other Barons, as the
Archbishops do of Dukes) [c] are all chosen really by the King, who
nominateth in a Writ to the Dean and Chapter the man whom they must
choose; who pro forma do choose him, never contradicting the Kings
Nomination.

Their proper Office consisteth in the powers of Order and of Jurisdicti-
on, (as they distinguish them:) Their power of Order is threefold, 1. To
Ordain Priests and Deacons. 2. To Consecrate Churches and Burying pla-
ces; 3. To Confirm Children after Baptism, when they can speak and
say the Creed, Lords Prayer and Decalogue, and others that were not
Confirmed in their Childhood. Besides, that they may be Privy-Coun-
sellors, Lord-Keepers of the Great Seal, Lord Treasurer, Embassadours,
&c. Their ordinary Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction extendeth, 1. to the Inter-
diction
dition of Divine Offices, 2. to publick Admonitions and Penances, 3. to
suspension from the Sacrament, and from ingress into the Church, and
4. to Excommunication and Absolution, and 5. to Anathematims. And
as to Ministers, 1. They may Sequestrate Benefices. 2. They may Suspend
ab officio & beneficio, and forbid them to Preach or Pray; Or grant Li-
cence to such as shall be tolerated to Preach. 3. They may deprive; 4.
And depose Ministers by sentence verbal, and degradation actually.

This Church Jurisdiction of Bishops is distinguished into Voluntary and
Contentious; [d] The Voluntary extendeth to abundance of things grant-
ed them by Statute, and by Common Law, which I pass by: That which
they claim both by Municipal Law and Ecclesiastical, is, 1. The probate
of the Testaments of the dead; 2. The granting Administration of Goods
to the next of Kin, 3. Keeping the bona cadua where none claimeth the
Inheritance, 4. To receive Reasons of Administricing, and to be Judges of
them. 5. To confer Benefices, or Institute such as others present. 6. To
grant Induction to the Instituted. 7. To receive the Fruits of vacant Be-
nefices. 8. To allow the Vicar a fit proportion. 9. To grant Letters Di-
misfory, or Testimonial. 10. To Visit their Dioceses once in three years.
In which Triennial Visitacion, they usually go to one Town in a County,
(and never see the face of the people in the many more or hundred
Churches about them,) and thither they summon the Ministers, and the
Church-Wardens and Sides-men; Where one Minister preacheth, and then
the Ministers must dine with the Bishop; and in Court he (or his Officer)
giveth a Book of Printed Articles, containing a multitude of particulars,
which the Church-warden must swear to present by, where because of the
quality of them some Church-Wardens refuse, and others because of the
number; some laying it is unlawful to undo their Ministers and Neigh-
bours by such Penitences (as for omitting a Ceremony, for preaching
or keeping a Fast in private, &c.) and some laying it is impossible to
keep the Oath, and some laying that if they do it, they shall be hated of
their Neighbours: Whereupon those that refuse are prosecuted to punish-
ment; And the rest take the Oath and Articles; but not one of many doth
present accordingly; though the Canon enquires after the perjured. And
many that fear perjury or persecution themselves, do hire some poor
man to be Church-Warden in their stead, that will venture upon all. I
must intreat the Reader to peruse some of their Books of Articles (es-
specially such as Bishop Montagues and Bishop Wrens) to see what was then
enquired after. Dr. Zouch de Ind. Ecles. p. 37. §. 1. Part. 3. faith, Ad
judices quod attinet statuto ordinatum, quod persona conjugate dummodo Doctores
Juris Civiliis suerint, qui ad officium Cancellerii, Vicarii Generales, Officialis,
vel Commissarii à Majestate Regia, Archiapiscopo, Episcopo, Arckidicano aut
alio quocumque potestatem habente deputati sunt, omnem Jurisdictionem Ecclesi-
asticam exercere, & quam libet censuram in executionem arrogare possint.

This Jurisdiction of Bishops is exercised either Universally by a Vicar
General, usually a Lay-man; or particularly by a Commissonary. [e] And
when he please the Bishop may do it himself.
The other part of their Jurisdiction is called Controversial; And here the
Bishop may himself judge in some Cases [*] but in the ordinary course
of Jurisdiction, a Civil Lawyer called his Chancellor is the Judge: This
Chancellor is and must be a Lay-man, which even Bishop Goodman of
Gloucester, [*Myf. Rel. Epift. I have it and can produce it at this time,
under the Kings own Hand and Seal, wherein he forbids that any Church-
man or Priest in Holy Orders be a Chancellor: and this was the occasion
of all the corruption of the Spiritual Courts: For Chancellors live only
on the Fees of the Court; and for them to dismis a Cause, it was to lose
so much blood. See further in him.] a Papist Bishop of a Protestant
Dioces, complaineth in Print, that he could not get Reformed. This
Chancellor keepeth an Ordinary Court, in the form of a Civil Court,
where are Advocates for Council, and Proctors for pleading: [*g] Cer-
tain men called Apparitors (whose name is commonly a scorn among
the people,) do from abroad the Country bring them in Accusations,
and Sammon the persons accused; besides those that by Plaintiffs are ac-
cused. Here are judged Causes about Church Materials, and Causes
Criminal, which he that readeth the whole Book of Canons and the Vi-
sitation Articles may see, they being to many for me to recite. [*b] Be-
sides a multitude of Cases about Marriages (to be contracted, dissolved,
separation) and Testaments, and the Goods of Intestate persons. [*c]
Priests, Deacons and Lay-men are judged in these Courts: The final
constraining penalty is Excommunication, or before that Suspension, and
other degrees of Church punishment before mentioned as belonging to
the Bishop: The supposed offenders are no otherwise dealt with to bring
them to true Repentance, than as in Civil Courts by other Lay-Judges.
They, that appear not, and they that pay not the Fees of the Court and
Officers are Excommunicate, and they that obey not the Orders of the
Court. In Excommunications and Absolutions the Lay-Chancellor is judge,
but he writeth the Decree in the Bishops name: And (at least sometimes)
pro forma, some Priest or other is procured to be present (no Bishop,)
to utter the Sentence which the Lay Judge Decreeeth: This Sentence is-
sent by the Chancellor to the Minister of the Parishes where the offender
liveth, who must publish it in the Church openly (as the Cryer doth the
Kings Proclamation;) But if it be the Minister himself that is Excom-
municated, another Minister readeth it. The whole process of their
Judicial Tryals, Sentences and Executions you may see in Cofin's, Tab.
9. 10.

Besides the Chancellor's Courts (called the Bishops) the Archdeacons
have certain inferior Courts, where they enquire after faults, and re-
turn the great ones to the Bishops Courts. [*k] And they Indict or give
possession of Benefices.

As for the Parish Priests or Ministers, ordinary Parishes have but one
to each; but Great Parishes cannot be served (as they call it) without a
Curate; and each Chapel hath a Curate; but all under one, that hath the
sole possession of the Benefice, whether he be Parson or Vicar. These Priests are Ordained by the Bishop (some one, two, or three Presbyters if present also imposing hands:) They are chosen to the Church and Benefice by the Patron who presents them to the Bishop; who giveth them Institution for Title, and Induction for possession. When he is Ordained, Investiture and Induction, he must not Preach to his People, till he hath got a [1] Licence from the Bishop of that Diocese, no though he were before Licensed in another Diocese: Nor must he Preach or Officiate, or have any Benefice or Church, till he have subcribed, and done as is expressed in the Act of Uniformity: And he must declare, his Assent and Consent to all things contained in and prescribed by three Books (the Liturgy, the Book of Ordination, and the Articles,) And he must swear obedience to his Bishop.

His Office is (when after Licensed) to Preach, to Read the Scriptures, and the Apocrypha, and many Acts of Parliament, and Homilies; to read the Liturgy, or Prayers; To give notice of Holy-days and Fastings: To Baptize all Children, without exception, that are offered him, by Godfathers and Godmothers (the Parents not Covenanting for them, but others;) To Marry persons; To Church Women after Child-bearing; To hear Children in Church say the Catechism that is in the Liturgy (but many have been forbidden by the Bishops to expound it, or tell the Children the meaning of the words which they say by rote.) To celebrate and give the Sacrament to the Parishioners: To visit the Sick, and absolve them, if they say they repent: To bury the Dead, affirming of them all that God in mercy hath taken their souls; as our dear brethren, to himself; excepting only, 1. Those that die unbaptized (though Children of Princes or godly Parents) 2. Those that are Excommunicate (usually such as durst not Conform to them) 3. And those that kill themselves (though in a Frenzie:) To use the Crofs, Surplice, and other Ceremonies of the Church: And to join with the Church Wardens (if they please) in presenting such to the Bishops Courts, as break their Laws; And if he deny any notorious offender the Sacrament, he must become his Accuser before the Chancellour, or Bishops Court. [En] This is the Office of a Parish Priest.

Where you must note 1. in general, that he hath no Judicial Administration in the Church: [n] They ordinarily say, that he hath no Jurisdiction but meer Priestly Orders; As if they knew not that Priestly Order is nothing but the Sacred Office; and that the Office is the Power of the Keys, or essentially containeth the Power of Guiding the Flock in Teaching, Worship and Discipline, under Christ, the Chief Prophet, Priest and King. Civil Jurisdiction over the Church is the Kings; and Spiritual is part of the Priestly Office or Order (as to the subject people to be governed.)

2. Particularly note, 1. that the Minister hath in England no power to Judge whom to Baptize, and whom not, but must Baptize all that are offered,
offered, though the Children of Jews, Infidels, Turks, Apostates.

2. That he hath no power to hinder the admission of any to baptism, into the state of adult Members by the Bishops Confirmation. For though it be said Children shall bring his Certificate, that they can say the Catechism, yet those Children may go without it, and do ordinarily: When I was confirmed myself, none was required, nor did I ever see any given. 2. And if it were, the poor Children seldom understand anything that they say, or much. 3. There is not one of multitudes in our Churches that ever fought or minded such Confirmation, because of its abuse.

3. That he hath no power to hinder any confirmed, or adult persons from the Sacraments, on the account of the grossest ignorance or infidelity: when multitudes among us know not what the Sacrament is, nor know the essentials of the Christian Faith.

4. He hath no power to convene any open offender before him, to call him to repentance: They may chuse to come to him, or to open their doors to him, or speak to him, if he come to them.

5. He hath no power to call them to Repentance openly before the Church, or pray by name for their Repentance, or admonish them.

6. He hath no power to judge any person to be Excommunicate.

7. Not to absolve any that is penitent after Excommunication; But only to read the Lay-Chancellours sentences, sent him in the Bishops name.

8. He hath no power to forbear giving the Lords Supper to any one, how notorious an offender soever, unless he will prosecute him at the Bishops Court, nor then, but for once: So that if he pay his Fees and be Absolved there, though the Minister know him to be never so bad, he must give the Sacrament the next time. And the prosecution is odious and fruitless, that I never knew any do it, except against the Nonconformists.

9. He that feeth never so great signs of Impenitency in any man that is sick, or will but say that he is sick, hath no power to deny him private Absolution and the Sacrament, if he do but say, I Repent.

10. He hath no power to forbear pronouncing of all Traytors, Murderers, Adulterers, Perjured, Atheists, &c. that never professe Repentance, at their Burial, that God hath of his mercy taken to himself the soul of this our dear brother; except the unbaptized, &c. aforesaid.

And note, 1. that the Parish Priest hath no power to do these things either by himself, or in conjunction with the Bishop, or any other.

2. And that there is not one Suffragan Bishop or Chofepicopus in England under the 26 Bishops, to do any part of their work in these 97025 Parishes.
CHAP. III.


I shall now shew more fully, that there are two things especially in which we think the very Species of our Diocesan Prelacy to be altered from the ancient Episcopacy. One is in the Extent of their Office, as to their Subject Charge, a Bishop insieme Species, of the lowest species, having then but one Church, and now a Bishop insieme species having many hundred Churches made into one, or nullified to make one. 2. In the Work of their Office, which was then purely Spiritual or Pastoral, and is now mixt of Magistratical and Ministerial, exercised by mixed Officers in Courts much like to Civil Judicatures. The History of their rise I suppose is this.

1. Christ made a difference among his Ministers himself, while he chose twelve to be Apostles, and special Witnesses of his Doctrine, Life, and Resurrection, and Ascension, and to be the Founders of his Church, and the Publishers of his Gospel abroad the World.

2. As these Apostles preached the Gospel themselves, and planted Churches, so did many others as their helpers, partly the seventy sent by Christ, and partly called by the Apostles themselves; And all these exercised indefinitely a preparing Ministry, before particular Churches were gathered abroad the World, and afterwards went on in gathering and calling more.

3. Besides this preparing unfixed Ministration, the same Apostles also placed, by the people's consent, particular fixed Ministers over all the several Churches which they gathered.

4. These fixed Ministers as such, they named indifferently, Bishops, Elders, Pastors and Teachers. Whereas those of the same Office in general yet unfixed, are called either by the General name of Christ's Ministers, or Stewards of his Mysteries; And in regard of their special works, some were called Apostles, some Prophets, and some Evangelists.

5. These Apostles though unfixed, and having an Indefinite charge, yet went not all one way, but as God's Spirit and prudence guided them, they dispersed themselves into several parts of the World.

6. But as they did many of them first stayed long at Jerusalem, so afterward in planting and setting Churches, they sometimes stayed several months or years in one place, and then went to another. And so did the Evangelists or Indefinite Assistants whom they sent forth on the same work.

C 2

7. While
7. While they staid in these newly planted Churches they were themselves the chief Guides of the People: And also of their fixed Bishops.

8. This abode in settling the particular Churches and their particular Bishops or Elders, occasioned Historians, afterward to call both Apostles and Evangelists (such as Timothy, Titus, Silas, Silvanus, Luke, Apollo, &c.) the Bishops of those Churches; though they were not such as the fixed Bishops were, who undertook a special Charge and care of one particular Church alone, or above all other Churches.

9. On this account the same Apostle is said to be the first Bishop of many Churches; (as Peter of Antioch, and Rome; Paul of Corinth, Ephesus, Philippi, &c.) When indeed the Apostles were the particular fixed Bishops of no Churches, but the Bishops equally of many, as a sort of unfixed Episcopacy is included in Apostleship.

10. On this account also it is that Timothy is said to be Bishop of Ephesus, because he was left there for a time to settle that and other Churches of Asia near it, as an Assistant of the Apostles: And so Titus is called the Bishop of Crete, because he stayed in that Island (which was said to have an hundred Cities) on this work, which belonged not to a particular Bishop, but to the more indefinite Ministry.

11. How many such fixed Bishops, Elders, Pastors, or Teachers, each particular Church must have, the Apostles never determined by a Law: But did de facto settle them according to the number of Souls, and store of qualified persons: In some Churches it is possible there might be but one (with Deacons;) In others it is evident that there were many; as at Jerusalem, Corinth, &c.

12. The particular Churches which were the charge of these fixed Bishops or Elders were Societies of Christians conjoined for Personal Communion in God's Worship, and mutual assistance in holy living: And though for want of convenient room, or liberty, they did not always meet all in the same place, yet were they ordinarily no more than could meet in one place when they had liberty: and never more than could hold personal Communion, if not at once, yet at several times in publick worship: (As it is now in those places where one part of the Family goeth to Church one part of the day, and another on the other part.) And those by-Meetings which any had that came not constantly to the publick Assemblies, were but as our House-Meetings, or Chapel-Meetings, but never as another Church: Nor were their Churches more numerous than our Parishes, nor near so great.

13. At the first they had no Consecrated nor Separated places for their Church Meetings, but Houses or Fields, as necessity and opportunity directed them. But as soon as they could, even nature taught them to observe the same appointed and stated places for such Assemblies: Which as soon as the Churches had peace and settlement, they appropriated to those sacred uses only, though they had not yet the shape or name of Temples.

14. Though
14. Though the Pastors of the Church were all of one Office, now called Order, being all subordinate Ministers of Christ, in the Prophetic, Priestly and Regal parts of his Office, in the Power and Duty of Teaching, Worshipping and Government; yet was the disparity of Age, Grace and Gifts to be observed among them, and the younger Pastors (as well as people) owed a meet reverence and submission to the Elder, and the weaker to the stronger who had notoriously more of God's Grace and Gifts. So that in a Church where there were many Pastors it was not unlawful nor unnecessary, to acknowledge this disparity, and for the younger and weaker to submit much to the judgment of the elder and more able.

15. While they kept only to the exercise of the meer Pastoral work of Teaching, and Worshipping, and that Government which belongeth hereunto, they had little temptation (comparatively) to strive for a pre-eminence in Rule, or for a Negative Voice; But alien or accidental work, did further that as followeth.

16. The Apostles did reprove those Worldly contentious and uncharitable Christians, who went to Law before Heathen Judges: And the thing shewed so little of the Christian Spirit of Love, and was also of so ill consequence, by scandals and dissensions, that it was worthy to be reproved, especially in Christians that were persecuted by those Magistrates. Therefore almost all the differences of Christians were necessarily decided by Arbitration: And none were thought so fit to be the Arbitrators, as the Elders or Pastors of the Churches. By which it came to pass, that where Churches were great, and the casting of persecution (which came but as storms that passed away) did restore that peace which cherished dissensions, the work of the Elders in these Arbitrations, was not small; especially as added to their greater proper Office-work.

17. At the same time many Heresies arose, which occasioned Divisions in the Churches, and sometimes among the Officers themselves.

18. And the Ministers being, though holy, yet imperfect, as well as other Christians, the remnants of self conceitedness and pride, occasioned also the trouble of the Churches: For when the Apostles themselves while Christ was with them strove who should be the Greatest, and have the highest place, it is no wonder if they did so afterward, who had not so great a measure of Grace as they.

19. Besides all this, when the Apostolical Virtues ceased, there were few Philosophers or Learned men that turned Christians, and few that had excellent Gifts of Oratory, fit to be Teachers of the Churches; And the most of the Elders were good men but of inferior parts; Like the better sort of our unlearned godly Christians. By which means it came to pass, that some one of the Clergy in every Church, (when there were many) having so much Knowledge, and Oratory as to overtop the rest, he was ordinarily more esteemed than the rest.

20. By these four means conjunct it quickly came to pass, that in every Church
Church that had many Elders, some one was chosen by the rest and by the people, to be the chief, and to have some special power of Church affairs: And 1. In cases of frequent Arbitration, there seemed a kind of necessity, that some one be Umpire: For if half go one way and half the other, there can be no end: 2. And in case of Heresies and different Opinions in Religion, if one had not in each Church some deciding, over-ruling power, or Negative Voice, it is no wonder if Divisions were the harder prevented, and the Churches Unity hardly kept. 3. And especially when some one was really wiser and abler than the rest, it was thought but suitable to Nature, that he rather ruled the juniors and weaker ones, than that their Votes should rule him, or rule without him. 4. And when all men have too much self-love and Pride, which enclineth them to desire pre-eminence, and maketh them judge too high of themselves, it was thought safer for all the Clergy and People, to judge who among them was really the best and wisest man, than to leave every man to be judge of himself and of the rest: For so it was too likely that every man would think himself the wisest. Therefore one was chosen as supposed by others (even by the whole Church) as the fittest man to have a deciding and over-seeing power among the rest, to avoid contention, which their own strife about pre-eminence would cause.

21. And there was a fifth cause, which was not much less than any of the rest: which was, that often through the scarcity of fit persons, one man was first settled over a new-gathered Church, before any others could be had to join with him. And therefore he being there first alone, and that in sole power, it was thought unfit that any that came after him, should come in without his consent or Ordination, because he was the sole Governor; so that, 1. because they came after him, 2. and that by his will, if not Ordination, it must needs follow that he would usually have the pre-eminence. As it is now among us, where the Rector of the Parish where there are divers Chapels, chusing his Curates, who are usually his Juniors, he is constantly of greater power than they, and ruleth them accidentally, though his Office be the same as theirs.

22. As by these means one Pastor got a pre-eminence of esteem and power above the rest, so in a short time he got the title of Episcopus, Bishop, to be appropriated to himself alone, leaving the name of Elders, and Pastors, and Priests unto the rest in common with himself: For he was now become the prime Overseer of the whole Church, both people and Elders.

23. Our own experience sheweth us how it came to pass, that the people themselves not only contented to all this, but also desired and promoted it: (especially then when the effects of Clergy-ambition had not fully appeared to the World:) For even now when a great Parish can get one Learned able Pastor, they say, we will allow you so much, but your Curates must take less: And they will not endure that the young and weak Curates, have either equal maintenance, or equal honour or power over
over them, as the chief Pastor of the Parish hath; so that the people themselves are against an equality of power, where there is not an equality of worth.

24. Though we cannot prove that this fixed Episcopacy was either set up by the Apostles, or countenanced by them, nor yet that it was begun and in being in their days; yet it could not be long after their days that it begun: And if Hierome mistake not, it began at Alexandria some years before the death of St. John the Apostle.

25. All this while the Bishop was not supposed to be of a distinct Office, or species of Ministry, (now called an Order) but only an Overseer and chief of persons in the same Office with him; being in common with the rest, Episcopus plebis, and extraordinarily, Episcopus Cleri vel Episcoporum seu Presbyterorum. As one of the Monks is made Abbot in a Monastery, or as the Justice among many is of the Quorum, or one Judge on the Bench is the chief Justice: Or as the President in an Academick College.

26. The chief thing in which a special power was given to the Bishops above their fellow Presbyters was in Ordination, that none should be ordained without them: It being a matter of exceeding great consequence to the Churches, what Ministers were set over them, and therefore put chiefly in the power of these chosen men. And the next part of their power was in having the chief disposal of all Church affairs, as our Parish Pastors have now among their Curates: so that nothing was to be done in the Church without and against their consent and pleasure.

27. This Episcopacy did so universally obtain, that I remember not to have read of any sort of Christians, Orthodox or Heretical, Catholic or Schismatical, who ever refused it, or spake against it, till Arian's time. And even he spake not against it as flatly unlawful, but as unnecessary, as far as I can gather from Epiphanius. And after him all sorts and sects of Christians still owned it: Even the Donatists and Novatians, who had their Bishops as well as others.

28. In Scripture times we read not of any mere fixed Bishops of particular Churches, who Ordained either Bishops or Presbyters; but only Apostles and their unfixed Assistants, who had an equal charge of many Churches. Not that the Office of the Indefinite unfixed Ministry was not the same with the Office of the fixed Bishops in species: (For both had power to do all the Minsterial work, as they had a call and opportunity to exercise it.) But because it being the employment, of the Indefinite or unfixed Ministers to Gather and plant Churches, before they could be Governed, the Ordination of Elders over them, was part of the planting of them; and so fell to their lot, as part of their constituting work.

29. How it came to pass that the Itinerant or Indefinite exercise of the Ministry for planting Churches, so quickly almost ceased after the Apostles days, is a matter worthy to be enquired after: For whereas some think,
think, that \textit{de jure et obligatione}, it ceased with the Apostles, as being their proper work, that cannot be true, 1. Because many others were employed in the same work in the Apostles days: 2. Because it is Christ’s own description of that Ministry to whom he promiseth his presence, to the end of the Age or World, \textit{Mat.} 28. 19, 20. 3. Because to this day, there is still lamentable necessity of such: Five parts in six of the World being yet Infidels.

30. It is most probable that this service abated and withered gradually by the sloth and selfishness of Pastors. And that it was the purpose of the Apostles, that the fixed Bishops should do their part of both these works; that is, Both to preach for the Converting of all the Infidel Countries near them, and also Govern their particular Churches (yet not but that some others might be deputed to the Gathering of Churches alone.) And then these Bishops finding so much work at home, and finding that the Itinerant work among Infidels, was very difficult, by reason of Labour, Danger, and their want of Apostolical gifts, hereupon they spared themselves, and too much neglected the Itinerant work. Yet I must confess that such Evangelists did not yet wholly cease. \textit{Eusebius Hist. lib. 5. cap. 9.} faith, \textit{Pantus} is said to have shewed such a willing mind towards the publishing of the Doctrine of Christ, that he became a Preacher of the Gospel to the \textit{Eastern Gentiles}, and was sent as far as \textit{India}.

For there were, I say there were then, many Evangelists prepared for this purpose, to promote and plant the Heavenly Word with Godly Zeal, after the manner of the Apostles.

31. It was the ordinary custom of the Apostles to preach and plant Churches first in Cities, and not in Country Villages. Because in Cities there were, 1. the greatest number of Auditors, and 2. the greatest number of Converts; And so there only were found a sufficient number to constitute a Church. Not that this was done through any pre-eminence of the City, or ignobility of Villages; but for the competent numbers sake. And had there been persons enow for a Church in Villages, they would have placed Churches and Pastors there also (as at \textit{Cenchrea} it seems they did.)

32. When there was a Church of Christians in the City, and a few Converts in the Country Villages that joyned with them, they all made up but one full Assembly, or Church, fit for personal Communion, for a long time after the Apostles days; the main body of the people being still Infidels: so that the Christian Churches stood among the Infidels as thin, as the Churches of the Anabaptists, Separatists and Independants did among us here in \textit{England}, in the days when they had greatest Liberty, and countenance.

33. Though at first the Bishops being men of the same Office with the other Presbyters, were not to do a work distinct and of any other kind than the Presbyters might do, but only Lead them and Prefide among them, in the same work as their Conductors (as I said before of a chief Judge, \\
Yet
Yet afterward the Bishop for the honour of his calling appropriating certain actions to himself alone, the Presbyters not exercising those acts in time, the not exercising them seemed to signify a want of office or power to exercise them; and so subject Presbyters (who were never made by the Apostles that can be proved, nor by their command) were like a distinct Order or Species of Church-Officers, and grew from syn-Presbyters or adherents of the same Office in specie to be as much subjects to the Bishops, as the Deacons were to the Presbyters.

34. All this while the Bishop with his fellow Elders and Deacons dwelt together in the same City, and often in the same House; and met in the same Church, the Bishop sitting in the midst on a higher seat, and the Presbyters on each hand him in a semi-circle, and the Deacons standing; And the Presbyters Preaching and otherwise officiating as the Bishop appointed, who ruled the action. And the Converts of the Villages came to this City Church as Members of it, and joyed with the rest. In the days of the Author of the Epistles ascribed to Ignatius, every Church had but One Altar, and One Bishop with his Fellow Elders and Deacons as the note of its Unity; or Individuation. For so many people as had personal Communion at One Altar, with the Bishop or Elders were the constitutive parts of the Churches.

35. Thus it continued also in the days of Justin, Tertullian and Cyprian; no Bishop having more than one Church or Altar, without any other formed self-communicating Church under him, but only Oratories in City or Country.

36. The first that brake this Order were Alexandria and Rome, where Converts soon multiplied to a greater number than could meet in one place, or Communicate at one Altar: wherefore sub-assemblies with their particular Presbyters, were there first formed, who Communicated distinctly by themselves. (Though there is no proof that they Communicated there in the Sacrament of a long time after that they met for Preaching and Prayer.) Yet even in Rome and Alexandria the only places that had more than one stated Assembly for 200 years or more, there were not so many Christians then as in the Parish that I now live in; See more of my Proof in the beginning of my Church History abridged: whose first and second Chapters belong specially to this Treatise, and therefore I must refer the Reader to them.

37. Even in Epiphanius time about 370 years after Christ, it is noted by him as a singularity in Alexandria, that they had distinct Assemblies besides the Bishops; whereupon Petavio himself largely giveth us notice, that in those days, except in a few very great Cities, there was but one Church-assembly in a Bishops charge.

38. After that in Cities, or Country Villages, the Converts multiplied into more than could meet in one Assembly, and had allowance to Communicate in their sub-assemblies; yet were they appointed on certain great and solemn Festivals, to Communicate all with the Bishops at the chief City Church, which sheweth that the sub-assemblies then were few and small.

39. Thus
Thus was the Apostles Order by degrees subverted; and whereas they settled distinct Churches with their distinct Bishops, no Bishop having two Churches under him, (that had not also their proper Bishop) now One Church was made of many without many Bishops; sub-Presbyters first in the same Church being introduced, at last sub-Churches also were set up. And when they should have done as we do with Bees, let every new Swarm have a new Hive, and should have multiplied Bishops and Churches, homogeneal, as sufficient numbers of Converts came in, instead of this, the City Bishops kept all under them as if they had been still one Church (yet not as Archbishops, that have Bishops under them) and kept their sub-Presbyters as their Curates to officiate in the several Churches that had all no Bishops but One.

The causes of this were apparently most of the same which are mentioned before for the making of sub-Presbyters: Especially, 1. The felicity of the Bishops, who were both to let go any of the people from under their superioritv: Because it was more honour to rule many than one single Congregation; and he was a greater man that had many sub-Presbyters and whole Assemblies at his command, than he that had not: And also many afforded greater maintenance than a few. And 2. the same Reasons that made men at first set up one Presbyter as Bishop over the rest, to avoid Divisions, and to determine Arbitrations, did now seem strong to them, for the keeping up the Authority of the City Bishop over the sub-Assemblies round about them. 3. And Cities only having been possessed of Bishops for many Years if not Ages, before there were Christians enough to make up Country Churches, both the Bishops and the City Inhabitants, (easily overlooking the Reason of it) took this for their Prerogative, and did plead Prescription; As if Schools being planted only in Cities first, the Cities and Schoolmasters should thence plead, that none must be settled in Country Villages, but what are ruled by the City School-Masters. And thus the Cities being far the strongest, and the interest of the Citizens and Bishops in point of honour being conjunct, and none being capable of a Country charge, but such as the City Bishops at first Ordained to it (because then there were no other Bishops,) without resistance it came to pass that both Churches and Presbyters were subjected to the City Bishops. 4. And it greatly advanced this design that the Churches which were planted in the Roman Empire, did seek to participate of all secular honour that belonged to the place of their Residence: And (as Dr. Hammond hath largely opened, though not well justified) did form themselves according to the Model of the Civil Government: so that those Cities that had the Presidents or chief Civil Rulers and Judicatures in them, did plead a right of having also the chief Bishops and Ecclesiastical Judicatures: And thus not only Cities ruled the Country Villages, but in time the distinct powers and pre-eminences of Archbishops, Metropolitans, Primates, Patriarchs, and the Roman chief Patriarch or Pope came up: And the Pagan Commonwealth...
wealth and Christian Church, within the Roman Empire, (and the neighbouring parts that were influenced by them) had a great resemblance.

41. But that which most notably set up this exert swelling and degenerate Prelacy, was the mistaken zeal of Constantine, together with his Policy, and the ambition of Christians and Bishops that were gratified by it. For, 1. As Constantine perceived that it was the Christians that were his surest strength, and when the Heathen Soldiers turned from one Emperor to another, as they were tempted, he knew that if he only did own the Christians they would unanimously own him, and be constant to him; so also his Judgment and Zeal for Christianity did concur with his Interest and Policy: And as all the Secular and Military Rulers depended on him for honour and power, throughout the Roman world, he thought it not seemly to give the chief Christians who were the Bishops, less honour than he did to the Heathens, and to common men: Nor did he think meet to deny to the Christian Churches such privileges, as might somewhat set them higher than his other subjects. 2. And the Bishops and Christians coming from under long scorn and contempt, and coming newly from under the cruel Persecution of Dioclesian, and affrighted anew by Maxentius, and Licinius, they were not only glad to be now honoured and advanced, but greatly lifted up with such a sudden wonderous change, as to be brought from scorn and cruel torments, to be set up above all others: As we should have been, had we been in their case, and it’s like should no more have feared the ill consequences of too much exaltation than they did. 3. And the Christian people thought that the exaltation of their Bishops was the honour and exaltation of their Religion it self, as well as of their persons.

42. Whereas (as is aforesaid) the Christians had commonly stated the power of Arbitrating all their Civil differences in the Bishop alone (when the Apostle intimated that any Wise man among them, as such, was fit for that business) it grew presently to be accounted a heinous crime or scandal, for any Christians to go to Law, before the Civil Magistrate. And Constantine finding them in pollussion of this custom, did by his Edict confirm it and enlarge it: decreeing that all Bishops should be Judges of all the Christians causes by consent, and that no Civil Judge or Magistrate should compel any Christian to his bar: Insomuch that in Theodosius his days, when one of Ambrose his Presbyters had a cause to be tryed, he denied himself to be a Christian, that he might have it decided by the Civil Magistrate, that was Christian also. So that even Christian Magistrates might not judge unwilling Christians but the Bishops only. Yet had not the Bishops then the power of the Sword, but decided all as Arbitrators, and enforced their Sentences with rigorous penances and Church-censures: By which means, 1. many the more turned Christians (without the Faith and Holiness of Christians) that they might both partake of the Christians honour and immunities, and specially that they might be free from corporal penal-
ties for their crimes. (And who would not do so, if it were now our cafe.) 2. And by this means the rigorous penalties of the Church by penances were the more easily submitted to, as being more eafe than corporal pains and mulcts. And when thus by the Laws and countenance of so great an Emperour, the Bishops were made the Judges of all that were Christians at pretant, and all that would turn Christians that desired it, it is eafe to understand, 1. what a Lordship they must needs have as to the kind of power; 2. How their Office must degenerate from purely spiritual, into secular or mixt: 3. And how numerous their Flocks, and large their Provinces would soon be.

And here you must note these things. 1. That the Bishop of every Church was made Judge of these causes; not alone by himself, but with his Presbyters or Clergy, who judged with him. 2. That yet this power was not then taken to be any essential or integral part at all of the Pastoral Office; but an Accidental work, which Lay-men might do as well as Paffors; and that it was committed to the Bishop only as the best able for Arbitration; because of his abilities and interest, and that as a matter of meer convenience; and also for the honour of his place.

3. That therefore this Judging power for ending strife and differences, might be alienated from the Clergy and done by Lay-men, where there was cause. 4. And that the Bishop had so much more power than the Presbyters that he could commit it from them to Lay-men. All this that one instance of Silvanus in Socrates, lib. 7. cap. 37. (and in Hammer, cap. 36.) whose words were thus [Silvanus also no less expressed in his other acts and dealings, the good motion of his Godly mind. For when he perceived that the Clergy respected nothing but gain in deciding the Controversies of their Clients, (O woful Clergy!) he thenceforth suffered none of the Clergy to be judge, but took the supplications, and requests of suitors, and appointed one of the Laity, whom for certain he knew to be a just and godly man, and gave him the hearing of their causes, and so ended quietly all contentions and quarrels.] (And the likeliest way it was.) You see here, 1. that when Princes will needs make the Clergy Magistrates to honour them, the wife and good men of the Clergy will return such power to the Laity, as usually fitter for it. 2. And that it is no wonder that when Law-bulnes is cast upon the Clergy, if they grow worse than Lawyers in covetousness and injustice. 3. And yet this was not a making Lay-men to be Chancellors that had the power of the Keys! For Silvanus did only appoint Lay-men to do Lay-men's work; to arbitrate differences; but not to excommunicate, nor to judge men to excommunication, as they do now. 4. And this was not a making of Ecclesiastical Elders that were not Paffors; and therefore it is no countenance for such: but it was a prudent casting back that work on the Laity, which good Emperours had in imprudent piety cast upon the Clergy, that each might do his proper work. 5. But this was but one good Bishop that was so wise and honest; and therefore it proved no general reformation.

This
This Judicial power went so far and took up so much of the Clergies time, that the Synod Taraconens. was after this put to Decree, Can. 4. that the Clergy should not judge Causes on the Lords day; and Can. 10. that no Bishop or Clergy-man should take rewards or bribes for Judgments.

And the Canons so deterred Christians from seeking Justice from the Civil Judicatures, that they had few but Heathens to be Judges of. Yea the Christians thought so hardly of the Judges themselves (for punishing men by the Sword, when the Bishops even for murder it self did punish them but with Penance,) that they doubted sometime whether those Christians that exercised Magistrity or Civil Judgment after Baptism, were not therefore to be taken for sinners; as is visible in Innocent 1. his Epift. to Epift. 3. to Exuper. Thlefan. cap. 3. in Crab. Tom. 1. p. 459.


And Constance is said to be a Subscriber, with 284 Bishops, 45 Presbyters, and 5 Deacons. And in former Conc. sub Silvest. [Nullum Clericum ante judeicem stare licet.]

I know that Duarenus and Gratius describe not the Bishops power as so large as the Canonists do. But Duarenus confesseth that Theodosius made a Law, that lites omnes & controversiae forensis ad judicium Ecclesiae remittereaut, si alter uter litigatorem id posseabat. That all suits and controversies forensis should be remitted to the judgment of the Church, if either of the contemders required it: And that Charles the Great renewed and confirmed the same Law: Dnar. lib. 1. p. 8. And Gratius de Imper. Sum. p. 236. faith, This Jurisdiction by consent the Bishops received from Constantine, with so great power, that it was not lawful further to have any business which the Bishops sentence had decided; that is, faith he, remoti appellations. And he there sheweth that three sorts of Jurisdiction were by the Emperours given to the Bishops: 1. jure ordinario, and so they judged of all matters of Religion (and which the Canons reached, which went very far in heinous crimes.) 2. Ex consensu partium; when the parties chose the Bishop for their Judge (Vid. Concil. Chalced. c. 9. ) 3. Ex delegatione: which yet went further: And even to the Jews such kind of power had been granted.

But of this whole matter of the Rise of such Prelacy, their Courts and power, Paradie Paulus hath spoked so well and truly in his Histor. Concil. Trident. pag. 320, 331, &c. that I would intreat the Reader to turn to it and peruse it, as that which plainly speaketh our judgment of the History now in question: Read also his History of Benefices.

43. The countenance of the Emperour with these honours and immunities, having brought the World into the Church, or filled the Churches with Carnal-temporizers, the numbers were now so great, that quickly the
great Cities had many Parish Churches, and the Country Villages about had some; so that now about 400 or 500 Years after Christ, most Bishops of great Cities had more Churches than one, even several Sub-Assemblies, and Altars, as dependant on their Mother Church.

44. Yet were their Diocesses (which at first were called Parishes) somewhat bounded, by the Canon and Edicts, which decreed that every City where there were Christians enow to make a Church, should have a Bishop of their own, and that no Bishop (except two, who bordered one on Scythia a rude unconverted Country, and the other on the like case, of which more in due place.)

45. And then every oppidum or populous Town, like our Market Towns and Corporations, was called mons, a City, and not only a few among many that have that name by privilege, as it is in England now. So that even at this height of Prelacy, about 500, 600 or 700 Years after Christ, they were but as if every Corporation or Market-Town in England had a Bishop, who ruled also the adjacent Villages. For though when they began to swell, it was once decreed by one Council, that Villages and every small City should not have a Bishop, lest the Name of a Bishop should grow vile or cheap; yet this was but with this addition, [those Villages or small Cities where there was not a sufficient number of Christians: ] (whereas Gregory at Neocesarea thought seventeen a sufficient number to have a Bishop.) And the Canons, that every City should have a Bishop, remained still in force.

45. Yet was it for about 440 Years so far from these great Bishops to usurp the Sword, or any coercive or coactive power, on mens Bodies or Estates, that they unanimously held that the Magistrate himself was not to punish mens Bodies for Hereof or a false Religion. Till at last the bloody violence of the Circumcellian Donatists, did cause Augustine in this to change his mind, and think them meet for the Magistrates coercion.

46. When Bishops grew carnal and ungodly, and more regarded the keeping up their Power, Parties and Opinions, than Charity, they began to distrust the Spiritual Weapons of their warfare; and instead of true vigilancy against errors, and confutation of them, by clear reason and a holy life, they fled to the Rulers to do it by the Sword. But though Ithacius and Idacius with their Synod of Bishops, excited Maximus to take this course against the Prisillianists; yet not only St. Martin did therefore to the death avoid their Synods and Communion, and petitioned the Emperor, for the Hereticks peace; but even St. Ambrose also at Milan would have no Communion with those Bishops, that had done this thing.

47. About the Year 430, or after, Cyril at Alexandria did lead the way, and actually used the Sword against the Lives, Estates and Liberties of Offenders: An example which others quickly followed: And easily did he step from the great Judicial Power before described, to a forcing power, the preparations being so great, and the Emperor so ready to extort them, and the people of Alexandria so turbulent and inclined by pride and passion to such ways.

48. As
48. As the Prelacy thus swelled, so the Churches grew suddenly more corrupted with all manner of Vice. The Bishops began with sorrow to confess unto the Hereticks, that the greater number in the Churches were naught. When they should chuse their Bishops they could seldom agree; but frequently instead of holy peaceable Votes, did turn to Devilish rage and blood-fled, and covered the Streets and Church-floors with the Carcasses of the slain; (especially in the Cafe of Damasius and others at Rome, and oft at Alexandria and Constantinople.) Frequently they fell into fowl, and fought it out, and murdered people by multitudes: Even the strict holy Monks of the Egyptian Delarts, were as forward as others to fighting, blood-fled and sedition: Even in their ignorance, for such a pauly and sottish an Opinion,  as that of the Anthropomorphites, as that God hath the shape and parts of a man: so that they forced that deceitful treacherous Bishop Throphilus Alexander, to flatter them, and curse the Books of Origen (not for his errors, but for the opposite truth) and to take on him to hold as they did. When God tried them with a Julian (who did persecute them very little,) they reproached him to his face, and tried his patience as well as he did theirs. The Antiochians scorned, and fully bid him shave his Beard and make Halters of it. In a word, when Constantine had brought the World into the Church, the Church grew quickly too like the World.

49. But it was not the people only, but the Pastors, both Prelates and Presbyters, that grew licentious, wicked, proud, contentious, turbulent, and the flame of their Order and Profession, and the great disturbers and dividers of the Churches: except here and there an Ambrose, an Augustine, a Chrysostome, a Basil, a Gregory, an Atticus, a Proclus, and a few such that fo shined among a darkened degenerate Clergy, as to be fangled out for Saints. Abundance got thence great and tempting Prelacies by Simony, and more by making friends to Courtiers: And not a few by Carnal compliances with the people: what abundance of most sharp Epistles did Isidore Pelusianus write to Eunapius the Bishop, and to Sozomen, Martinus, Euthathius, &c. of all their horrible wicked lives, and yet could never procure their Reformation? What abundance of Epistles did he write against them to other Bishops, and yet could not procure their correction or removal? What a sad character doth Sucipius Secundus give of the Bishops that persecuted the Priscilianists, and in particular of their Leader Isiacinus, of his own knowledge? What abundance of Prelates are shamefully stigmatized, by Socrates, Sozomen, Theodore, Eutropius, &c? When a Rebel rose up against his Prince, and got but the stronger party, and possession, how quickly did they flatter him and own him. I find but one Bishop besides St. Martin in all France and that part of Germany, that disowned Maximus that murdered Gratian: The rest applauded him for their own ends: Nor in that part of Italy I find not any besides Ambrose and one Hyginus that disowned him: (Not that I think it my part to condemn all the holy Bishops who professed subjection to Urhiers in possession.)
fion: Even holy Ambrose could write to the odious Tyrant Eugenius, [Clementissimo Imperatoru Eugenio] concluding [Nam cum privato detestiferi corde intimo, quomodo non deferrem Imperatorum.] When I honoured thee a private man from the bottom of my heart, how can I but honour thee being Emperor? And how far have the Roman Bishops gone in this, even to Phocas, and such as he?)

When good Gregory Nazianzus was chosen and settled Bishop of Constantinople, and loved and honoured by a good Emperor, yet was he rejected (though he easily yielded) even by the Synod of Bishops, in the arrogancy of their minds, because that he came not in by them. With what pride, that fallhood, what turbulency did Theophilus Alexand. carry on all his business with the Monks, and for the depositing of Chrysostome? And how arrogantly and turbulently did Epiphanius join in with him? and even Hierome make himself partaker? And how easily did he get a Synod even where Chrysostome lived to second them? Such lamentable instances are more easy than pleasant to be cited.

And that Episcopacy which was set up to prevent Heresies and Divisions, did afford the Heads of most of the Heresies and Divisions that befell the Churches. How few of all the Heresies mentioned by Epiphanius, after that Prelacy was in force, were not Heads and carried on by Prelates? And when the Arian Heresie sprung up by a Presbyter, the Prelates so numerously received it, that they seemed to be the far greater part, if not the main body of the Imperial Church: Witness the perverting of many Emperours; the many Councils at Sirmium, Ariminum, &c. And the many new Creeds which Socrates and Hilary so shamefully enumerate and declaim against. So that it was said that the World groaned to find itself turned Arian.

And their fews and inhumane contentions were so many and odious, that it is a shame to read them. Multitudes of Cities had Bishops set up against Bishops, and some Cities had more than two, or three: The people reviling and hating each other, and sometime fighting tumultuously unto blood, for their several Prelates. The Christian World was made as a Cockpit, and Christian Religion made a scorn, by the Contentions of the Bishops. Constantine's wisdom, conscience and interest, engaged him to use all his skill, his kindness and his power, to reconcile them. And if he had not done what he did, how unspeakably wretched would their odious contentions have rendered them? And yet he professed his heart almost broken by their diffensions; and while he chid them bitterly and exhorted them kindly, he could not prevail. His Sons that succeeded him laboured to unite the Bishops, (though in different ways) and could not do it. Foillianus the little time he reigned, declared his hatred of their contentions, and how much he loved a peaceable man: but that did not cure them, even when they came new from under a Julian. I will look no lower, to the more degenerate Prelacy; but recite the doleful words of Eusebius, even of those that were not at the worst, and came but newly from
From under the persecutions of former Emperors, when they had but a little prosperity, immediately before Diocletian's persecution, they are thus described. [How great and what manner of glory and liberty the doctrine of piety due to Almighty God, preached in the World by Christ, hath obtained before the persecution of our time, among all mortal men; both Grecians and Barbarians, it required more labour to declare, &c. The clemency of the Emperors towards the Christians was so increased, to whom also they committed the Government of the Gentiles; And for the great favour they bare to our Doctrine, they granted liberty and security to the Professors of Christianity. What shall I say of them, that in the very Palace of the Emperors, and in the presence of Princes lived most familiarly: which seemed of their Ministers so highly, that they granted them in their presence freely to deal in matters of Religion, both by word and deed; together with their wives and children and servants? And thus one might then have seen the Bishops of all Churches in great reverence and favour among all sorts of men, and with all Magistrates. Who can worthily describe those innumerable heaps and flocking multitudes, throughout all Cities and famous Assemblies, frequenting the places dedicated to prayer: Because of which circumstances, they not contented with the old and ancient buildings (which could not receive them) have throughout all Cities, builded them from the Foundation wide and ample Churches: These things thus prevailed in process of time, and daily increased far and wide: So that no malice could intercept, no spurious fiend bewitch, no might with cunning prevail; as long as the Divine and heavenly hand of God upheld and visitied his People, whom as yet he worthily accepted. But after that our affairs through too much liberty, ease and security, degenerated from the Natural rule of piety; and after that one pursued another with open contumely and hatred; and when that we impugned our selves by no other than our selves, with the armour of spite, and sharp spears of apprehensive words, so that Bishops against Bishops, and People against People, raised sedition; lest of all, when that cursed hypocrisy and dissimulation had swam even to the brim of malice: The heavy hand of God's high judgment after his wonted manner (whilst as yet the Ecclesiastical Societies assembled themselves nevertheless) began softly by little and little to visit us; so that the persecution that was raised against us took first his Original, from the Brethren that were under Banner in the Camp. When as we were touched with no sense thereof, nor went about so pacific God, we heaped sin upon sin, thinking like careless Epicures, that God neither cared, nor would visit our sins; And they which seemed our Shepherds, laying aside the rule of piety, practised contention and sedition among themselves, and whilst they aggravated these things, that is, contentions, threatenings, mutual hatred and enmity, and every one proceeded in Ambition, much like Tyranny it self, then I say, then did the Lord make the daughter of Zion obscure, and overthrow from above the glory of Israel, &c. — c. 2. We saw with our eyes the Oratories thrown down to the ground, the foundations digged up, the holy Scriptures burned to ashes in the open Market-place, and the Pastors of the Churches some shamefully hid themselves.—This is it not our drift to describe the bitter calamities of these men, which at length they suffered,
nor to record their diffusion and insolency practised among themselves, before the persecution; &c.)

Note that all this was before Arians his Heretic, even before Diocletian's cruelties; but not before the beginning of Church-Tyranny and ambition, as is said.

But after this, alas, how much greater were their enormities and diffusions, when their Tyranny was much increas'd; it would grieve any sober Christian to read how the Christian World hath been tossed up and down, and the people distracted, and Princes disturbed and dethroned, and Heresies fomented, and horrid Persecutions, and bloodshed caused, by the pride and contentiousness of Prelates: And most of all this, in prosecution of that Controversie, which Christ decided so long ago, viz. Who should be greatest. It was not Religion, faith Socrates, l. 5. c. 22. that the two Arian Sects of Marinus and Agapitus was about, but Primacy: They strove which of them should be the chief: wherefore many Clergy-men under the jurisdiction of these Bishops, perceiving the ambition, the vain cour and malice of these proud Prelates, forsook them, &c.

Macedonius at Constantinople was so Tyrannical, that as he came in by cruelty, so he caused more, by presumptuous removal of the bones of Constantine, to another Church, that he might pull down that, and this without Constantius the Emperour's knowledge; where the people in factions fought it out, till the Church and Streets were full of Carkalles and streams of blood, faith Socrates. The same man set four Companies of Soldiery on the Novations in Paphlagonia, till he enraged the people with Clubs and Bills to kill them all. And he was so Tyrannical in forcing Conformity, that he not only forced men to the Sacrament, but gagged their mouths and pop'd it in.

Nor was this only the vice of the Heterodox but the Orthodox, as is aforesaid. And as the French and German Bishops aforesaid did against the Priscillianists, so for their own interest against one another, they flatter'd and restlessly instigated the Civil power, even Usturpers to execute their Wills: and favoured that power that most favoured them. When the foresaid Maximus had killed Gratian and reigned in France, and entered Italy; (after that Ambrose had stopp'd him a while) Theophilus Alexander, sends to an Agent Presbyter with two Letters, and a rich present, one to Maximus and one to Theodosius; ordering him to stay the issue of the Fight; and give the present with his Letter to him that proved the Conqueror: But a Servant stole the Letters from the Priest, and opened the whole business, and caused the Priest to fly and hide himself.

50. Thee contention of the Bishops, and corruption of manners, so disturbed the more Religious sort of the people, that it occasioned the multiplying of separating Heresies: and greatly encreas'd and confirmed others, especially the Donatists, and Novations; because men thought them to be of better lives than the Orthodox.

51. Yea, by their very abuse of good and holy men, they drove even the
the Orthodox often to separated Societies, as thinking so bad Prelates unfit to be communicated with, as in Constantinople their abuse, ejection and banishment of Chrysostome caused great numbers of his faithful people to forfake the Church; and meet only in separated Conventicles; And though they differed in no point of Doctrine, Worship or Discipline from the rest, all that they could do by tyranny and threats would never bring them again to the Church; but they were called Joannites, and assembled by themselves; till Atticus by wife and honest means first began the reconciliation, by the publick inserting of Chrysostome's name among their honoured Bishops in the daily Liturgy of the Church, and Proclus after wisely perfected it, by fetching the bones of Chrysostome with honour, from the place of his banishment into the Church. But Tho.odorus, Hist. Eccl. I. 5. c. 38. ascribeth it to that good Emperor Theodosius Junior: It's like a good Bishop and he consented. For faith Socrates, c. 40. Proclus behaved himself fairly towards all men, persuading himself that it was far easier for him by fair means to allure men to the Church, than by force to compel them to the Faith.

52. The multitudes of Schifines and horrid enormities in the Church of Rome; the grand corruption of Religion by them; the shameful divisions between the Greek and Western Churches, began so long ago and continued to this day, with much more such evidence, do tell the World that is willing to see, what all this tended to as it's perfection.

53. And having thus shewed how the Bishops of the Flock came to be Bishops of Bishops, and how they grew from the Pastoral Office to a pompous denomination mostly secular, and how the Bishops of single Churches, did grow to be the Bishops of multitudes of Churches turned into one Diocesan Church of another species, we shall leave it to those that are wise and impartial, to judge whether a true Reformation must retrieve them, and what Age and state of the Church must be our pattern, to which we should endeavour to return; and in what point it is that it is meet or possible, for Christians unanimously to fix between the Apostolical institution and the height of Popery? And what satisfying proof any man can give that in a line of 1500 Years, that it is the right point that he hath chosen.
The Judgement of those Nonconformists (now silenced) who 1660. addressed themselves to King Charles the Second for Concord in the matter of Church-Government: what they then offered, and what those of the Authors mind now hold, as to the Right of what is before Historically related.

As I have delivered our Judgment about the History of Prelacy, so shall I next freely and truly express my own Judgment and those that have concurred with me about the right of Church-Government itself, (supposing those 100 Propos./ad Lud. Molinaeum which I have published about the Nature of Church-power, and the extent of the Magistrates power in Church-matters.) For Truth hath great advantage when it appeareth, 1. compact, and entire, 2. and in the open light. Since the writing of this our judgment is more fully published in the Nonconformists first and second Plea for Peace.

Prop. 1. Since the Fall of Man, as God hath given a Saviour to the World, by whom he hath made a new Covenant with or for Mankind; so hath he delivered all things into the Redeemer's hands, and given him all power in Heaven and Earth, making him the Administrator General, and Head over all things to the Church.

2. Some things are under Christ as Utensils, viz. Inanimates and Brutes; some are under him as Air enemies subdued, as Devils; some are under him as generally Redeemed, and subjects de jure, or quoad obligationem, to be Ruled and used upon terms of Mercy; And so are all Mankind in general, till the day of life and grace is past: some are under him as Visible Subjects, and Professed Subjects; so are the Baptized and visible professors of Christianity: And some are under him as sincere Heart-Covenanters, Justified and Sanctified, and to be Glorified by him.

3. As Nature itself is now delivered up to Christ, and the Law of Nature is now part of his Law, and the Instrument of his Government, both for the common good and order of the Redeemed World, and also as sanctified to the special good and order of his Church; Even so is the Office of Magistracy now under him, and derived from him, and dependant on him, in both these forementioned respects. (Notwithstanding all the vain arguments which Mr. Brown a Scotch Divine, Cont. Velthiusum hath written to the contrary; which need no confutation to an intelligent Reader.)
4. But the Office of the Sacred Ministry is much of Grace and Institution, and less of Natural original than Magistracy. For though it be of Natural obligation, that one man teach another, and that there be some fitter persons than the multitude to instruct the people and guide them in Gods Worship; Yet that in specie there should be Preachers of the Gospel, and Administrators of this instituted worship and Church-discipline, this is it fell of Christ's Institution, as the Doctrine, worship and discipline which are their Office-work are of his Institution.

5. And though a great part of a Christian Magistrates work be also Instituted, viz. to promote Christs Instituted Doctrine, Worship and Discipline, yet so much also of his work is natural, as that he may be called a Magistrate, though he be not a Christian Magistrate, while he executeth Gods Laws of Nature, for the common good: But he is (at least) left fitly called a Minister or Priest of God, who shall only teach the Law of Nature, and guide an Assembly in meer Natural Worship, (omitting all that is by Institution:) Or if any think otherwife, it being but denominate, at least this is certain, that the Christian or Evangelical Ministry is by Institution.

6. Therefore, though so far as the Mosaical Magistracy was founded in Nature, or in any Revelation expounding the Law of Nature, we may under the Gospel fetch proofs thence for the Christian Magistrates Authority and Obligation; Yet can we fetch no Model of a Gospel Ministry, nor proof of our Authority or obligation as instituted, from the Instituted Ministry of the Mosaical Church: Because the Law of Moses is abrogate, and indeed did never bind the Gentiles, (as I have fuller proved in my Treatise of the Lords day.) Nor is it safe to argue from parity of reason that we must now be or do as they did, in point of pure institution, while we so little know the total reason of God's institutions, and when he himself hath taken them down and set up new ones we must not then plead our Reason against the alterations which God himself hath made.

7. Therefore though Christ be now the Head and Fountain of Power, both to Magistrates and Ministers, yet he did not institute a new Office of Magistracy, but add new Laws for them to rule by as part of their Rule of Government; Because their Office was so much founded in Nature, and so much of their work lay in ruling mankind according to their common Natural Law: But a Ministry he did institute a new, as to the species and great essentials of the Office.

8. Christ changing both the Instituted Mosaical Law, and Priest-hood, did begin himself in his own person as the Great Prophet, High Priest and King of his Church, to exercise his Office in the Jewish Nation.

9. Being not to continue corporally on earth, nor his bodily presence being ubiquitary, he designed that the Holy Ghost should be his Agent internally to carry on his work in the World; And he appointed the Sacred Office of the Ministry, that meet men might be his Agents externally,
1. In the Teaching and Governing of his Redeemed ones in a holy order, and in conducting them in holy worship, in a Ministerial subordination to his Prophetic, Regal and Priestly Office.

10. As he himself did officiate among the Jews, so he first placed this Ministerial Power in twelve chosen men, and seventy Assistants with some relation to the twelve Tribes and seventy Elders of Israel, to whom he sent them.

11. During the time of Christ's abode among them, in the flesh, they were but as Pupils and Learners while they were Teachers; and their Abilities, Commissions, Office and Work, and so their success, were all yet imperfect. They were not yet authorized openly and commonly so much as to declare Christ to be the Messiah and Saviour, but only to prepare men for that belief. Because those works were not yet done, which must be the Evidence of their Doctrine and the Instruments of men's Conviction, viz. Christ's Death, Resurrection, Ascension, and his sending the miraculous gift of the Holy Ghost.

12. When Christ was risen before his Ascension, he perfected their Commission, both as to their Work and Province; but appointed them to stay till the descent of the Holy Ghost upon them, (as the sealing and full delivery of it, giving them full ability for their work) before they set themselves about the solemn performance of it.

13. Their Commission and Office was:—1. to Teach men and make them Christians (or Christ's Disciples),—2. and then to Baptize them into the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and so to take them into his Covenant and Church; and, 3. to Teach them as Covenanted and en-Churched persons, to observe all his commands; The first part of their work was to be exercised unlimitedly on all the World, as far as they were able; The second part on the new Converted Believers (and their infant feed;) And the third part on the Baptized (that were adult;) And he added the promise of his presence with them to the end:

14. As he now enlarged their Commission to All the World, as the object of the first part of their Office; so he added one (Paul) by a voice from Heaven, unto the number of the Apostles, who was especially made an Apostle to the Gentiles, to shew the rest that they were no more confined to the twelve Tribes of Israel.

15. Because these Apostles were entrusted not only with a common Preaching of the Gospel, but as Founders of the Churches, to be the eye and ear-witnesses, of the life, miracles, resurrection and doctrine of Christ, and to acquaint men certainly with the Laws of Christ; therefore he promised them the extraordinary gift of the Holy Ghost, to lead them infallibly into all truth, and to bring all things to their remembrance, which he had taught, and given them in charge, and so to enable them to perform all their Commission, which he gave them accordingly, and so made them the Foundations of his Church and the infallible deliver-
ers of his Will to the World, by their preaching and practice first, and afterwards by their Writings.

16. Therefore since their miraculous reception of the Spirit, all their Doctrines Writings and Establishments which were done in the Execution of their Communion, are ascribed to the Holy Ghost: It was the Holy Ghost that Indited the Sacred Scriptures; and it was the Holy Ghost that settled the Churches, and that wrought the Miracles, and that bare witness of Christ, and the Christian verity. For the Apostles spake not of themselves, but as the Holy Ghost inspired them.

17. As others in that time were employed as their assistants in propagating the Christian Faith, so had they also the same spirit, though in several measures, and gifts. And so far as they had that spirit, he was the seal of their doctrine: But because it was the Apostles that had the promise of Infallibility, we have greater assurance of the Infallibility of their writings, than of others; It being their approbation, which is much of our assurance that the writings of their Assistants were infallible, and the testimony which they give of the persons that wrote them (viz. Mark and Luke.)

18. These Apostles with their many Assistants, (Prophets and Evangelists) did by preaching, holiness and miracles, (the effects of Divine Wisdom, Goodness and Power) convert multitudes, and baptize them, and did not only thus gather them into the Catholic Church to Christ, but also settled them in a holy Order in particular Churches, for personal communion among themselves in holy worship and holy living: And they made such regular Church-communion a duty to all that could obtain it.

19. By the authority of Christ and the Holy Ghost they ordained others to the sacred Office of the Ministry; The same office with their own as to the common works of Preaching and Teaching the Gospel, Worshiping and Guiding the Churches by holy Discipline, which are the common essentials of the aforesaid Ministry: But not the same in respect of their extraordinary endowments and works before described (as eye and ear witnesses, infallibly delivering the will of Christ.)

20. Though in the Nature of the Office all Christ's Ministers have the Power before mentioned, (1. to convert men to the Faith by preaching, 2. to take them into the holy Covenant and Church by Baptism, 5. to teach, worship and rule, in particular Churches; or, 1. to gather Churches by preaching and baptizing, 2. and then to teach and guide them;) Yet all are not called equally to the exercise of all these parts; But some were by the Apostles and the Holy Ghost indefinitely employed in an unfixed course, in converting men and gathering Churches, yet officiating also in gathered Churches where they came; And others were fixed in the stated relation of Pastors to particular gathered Churches, to teach and rule them, and worship among them; yet so as also to Preach for the conversion of unbelievers, as far as they had ability and opportunity.

21. The
21. The unfixed Officers were called Ministers in General, and Stewards of God's Mysteries, and Evangelists: But the fixed Officers, were also especially called Bishops, Pastors, and Elders: Though sometime rarely the other also had such Titles, because of their doing the same work transiently in the Churches where they came.

22. They that were unfixed Preachers or Evangelists, had not that special and particular Charge of all the souls in particular Churches, and in some one Church above all the rest, as fixed Bishops or Pastors have: But they had a greater Obligation than these Bishops to preach to Infidels, because it was their ordinary chief work.

23. The Pastors of particular Churches had such a Charge of those particular Flocks, above all other Flocks (materially,) as that they were not obliged equally to do the same for others as they did for them: Though yet when they had a particular call, they might transiently or occasionally perform the work of the Pastoral Office, to other Churches.

24. This relation to their particular Flock, was not such as did oblige them from their higher regard of the Universal Church: For our relation to that is stricter and more indissoluble than to any particular Church: And we must always finally prefer the Church Universal, though materially we are to labour in our particular Churches principally (and sometimes only) because by such Order the Church Universal is best edified.

25. The Apostles usually (but not only) planted Churches in great Cities, rather than in Country Villages.

26. This was not that hereby they might oblige others to confine Churches to Cities only, nor because they had any special honour for a City, but because they were the places of greatest Concourse, and had best opportunity for Assemblies, and most materials to work upon.

27. Neither the Apostles nor others for some Ages after Christ, did divide the Countries about such Cities, and assign part of them to be the Dioces of one Bishop, and the other part to the Bishop of the next adjoining City: Nor was there any bounding of Parishes or Dioces, nor any determination, to which Bishop such and such ground, or Villages of unconverted Infidels did belong. Only as natural prudence guided them (and the spirit of God,) they so dispersed themselves that none might hinder another in his work; but as most tended to the propagation and orderly governing of the Churches.

28. Therefore no City Bishop had such a Particular Charge of the souls of all the individual Infidels, either in his City or the Country round about him (which some feign to have been his Dioces) as he had of the souls of the Church which he was Pastor of. Though he was bound to do all that he could to convert all as he had opportunity, he stood not in any Pastoral relation to this or that individual Infidel, as he did to all the individual Christians of his charge. Ignatius requireth the Bishop to know
know all his Flock by name, and enquire after them, even the servants; but not so of all Infidels in his City or Circuit.

29. No man was therefore the Pastor of any Christians in a particular Church—relation meerly because he converted them: Nor was there ever any Law made by Christ or his Apostles, that all should be members of that particular Church whose Overseer did convert them; much less that at a distance they should be the members of his Episcopal charge, though in another Church.

30. The Apostles setled in every particular Church, one or more with the Pastoral power of the Keys, to teach and govern that Church, and to lead them in publick worship. And every such Body should still have one or more Pastors with such power. And no Pastor or Bishop should have more particular Churches under his special immediate Charge, than one, unless as an Arch-bishop who hath Bishops in those particular Churches under him.

31. A particular Church of Christ's Institution by his Apostles, is [A sacred Society consisting of one or more Pastors, and a capable number of Christian Neighbours, confociate by Christ's appointment and their own consent, for personal communion in God's publick worship and in holy living.] In this definition, 1. The Genus is [a sacred Society] to be called, 1. to distinguish it from a meer community, or unbodied company of Christians; 2. and to distinguish it from Civil and profane Societies, (For the Genus is subalternate, and the species of a superior Genus.) 2. The constitutive parts are Pastor and People. 3. I say [Pastors] as distinguishing it from all other societies as headed by other Officers or Rulers; As Kingdoms by Kings, Colleges by their Governors, Schools by School-masters, Families by Parents, &c. For Societies are specified by their Governors. 4. I say [one or more] because it is the Office in some person that is the constitutive part, the number being indifferent as to the Beings, though not as to the well-being of the Society. 5. The People being the other material part of the Society, I call them [Christians] that is Baptized Professing Christians, to distinguish them from all Infidels, who are incapable to be members. 6. I call them [Neighbours] because the Proximity must be such as rendereth them capable of the Ends of the Society, For at an uncapable distance they cannot have Church-communion. 7. I put in [a capable number], because too few or too many may be utterly incapable of the Ends: One or two are uncapable defectively: such multitudes as can have no Church communion, are uncapable through excess (of which more after.) 8. The form is the Relative Union of Pastor and People, in reference to the Ends; Which I mean in the word [Consciate.] 9. The foundation or prime efficient, is [Christ's Institution.] 10. The Condition, sine qua non, is [their mutual consent.] 11. The end or terminus is their [Communion.] 12. The matter of this Communion, is both [God's publick worship] and a holy life; which distinguisheth them from such as associate for civil ends, or any other besides these. 13. The proper species of this holy Communion is that it be [Personal.] By
which I mean such as Pastor and People may ordinarily exercise in presence; to distinguish it from that sort of Communion, 1. which we have only in spirit, in faith, judgment and affection, with Christians in all parts of the World: And, 2. from that external Communion which several Churches hold together by Messengers, Delegates, or Letters. For if that kind of distant Communion would serve to the being of a particular Church, we might be of the same particular Church with men in the several parts of the World.

32. Deacons are subordinate Officers, or Ministers to Christ's Ministers, not essential to the Church, but only Integral, as needful to its well being, in such Churches, where the number and benefit of the People do require them.

33. The necessity of these Individual or particular Churches, is founded, in the necessity of the foresaid publick worshiping of God, and in the use of the mutual assistance of Christian Neighbours in the matters of salvation, and in the need of the personal inspection and conduct of the Pastors over all the Flock.

34. The difference between this personal Communion, and the distant Communion by Letters or Delegates, or merely internal in Faith and Love, is so great and notorious, as must make those Societies specifically distinct, which are associated for such distinct Ends.

35. Yet do we not hold that all true Churches do Assemble together in one place; or that they consist of no more than can meet at once: For whole Families seldom go all at once to the Assembly; Therefore if one part go to day, and another the next day, they worship God publickly in personal Communion, though not all at the same time. 2. And many may be sick, and many infants, and many aged, and the great distance of some may make a Chapel or subordinate Meeting often needful. And yet, 1. they may all come together in one place at several times for Church-communion. 2. And they may live so near, that one may be capable of neighbourly converse with others, and of admonishing, exhorting and encouraging each other, in their Christian Course.

36. Where a Church is so small as to need but one Pastor, Christ doth not require that they have more; And One can neither be superior or inferior to himself.

37. But it is most desirable that a Church be as numerous or great, as will consist with that sort of Communion which is the end of the Society; and consequently that they have many Pastors; Because this tendeth to their strength and beauty, and it is a joyful thing to worship God in full Assemblies.

38. The work of a Bishop or Pastor of a single Church is, (to mention it more particularly) to Teach the Church the meaning of the Scriptures, especially of all the Articles of Faith, and the things to be Defined in Prayer, and the matters and order of Obedience to all the commands of Christ. To instruct the Children in the Catechistical or Fundamental verities.
verities. To Baptize, to Pray in the Assembly, to praise God, to celebrate the Lords Supper, to visit the Sick, and pray for them: To visit the several Families, or personally instruct those ignorant ones, that understand not publick Preaching, as far as he hath opportunity: To watch over the Conversations of the several Members, and to receive informations concerning them: To resolve the doubts of those that seek resolutions, and to offer help to them that are so fentimental as not to seek it, when their need appeareth: To comfort the sad and afflicted: To reprove the scandalous: To admonish the obstinate before all: To censure and cast out the impudent that continue to reject such admonition: To absolve the penitent: To take care of the Poor: And to be exemplary in holiness, sobriety, justice and charity. I pass by Marriage, Burials, and such other particular Offices. And I meddle not here with Ordination, or anything that concerneth other Churches; but only with the work of a Bishop or Pastor to the People of his proper Flock.

39. The ablest Man among us, for mind and body, may find full and needful employment of this sort, among an hundred persons, especially such as our common Christians are: But if he have five hundred or a thousand, he hath so much to do, as will constrain him to leave something undone which belongeth to his Office. Therefore our Market-Towns, and large Country Parishes, where there are ordinarily two, three, or four thousand in a Parish, have need of many pastors, to do that for which the Pastoral Office was ordained: Much more our greatest City and Town Parishes that have ten thousand, twenty thousand, and some above thirty, if not forty or fifty thousand in a Parish.

40. The office of a Pastor, containing the Power of the Keys, as sub-ordinate Ministerially to Christ in his Teaching, Ruling and priestly work, is not by man to be divided and part of it to be given to one sort, and part to another (though they that have the whole power may variously exercise it, as there is cause.) But every Church must have such as have the whole power, as far as concerneth the People of that Church.

41. To divide the essential parts of the Sacred Office, (as to give one the power of Teaching only, another of Worshiping only; and another of Ruling only; or any two of these without the third, is to destroy it, and change the species, as much as in them lieth that do it.) And as no one is a man without his Animal, Vital and Natural parts; so no one is a true Pastor without the threefold power forementioned, of Teaching, Ruling that Church by Pastoral means, and Conducting them in publick Worship. He may be a Pastor that is hindered from the exercise of some one of these or more; but not he that hath not the Power in his Office. Dividers therefore make new Church-Offices, and destroy the old.

42. Churches headed by such a new sort of Officers, specifically distinct from the old of Christ's Institution, are Churches specifically differing from the Churches which Christ Instituted: Because the Society is specified by the species of its Head or Governour.
43. To make a new sort of Church-Heads or Rulers, as their Constitutive parts, is to make a new sort of Churches.

44. The three forsaid Essential parts of the Pastoral Office are not to be exercised by any Lay-man, nor by any man that hath not that Office: Nor may the Pastors do that work *per alios*, or delegate Lay-men, or men of another Office to do it as in their stead. For the Office is nothing but just Authority and Obligation to do that work: And if they convey such Authority and Obligation to another, they convey the Office to another; And so he is no longer a Lay-man, or of another Office only.

45. Therefore though many Pastors of the same Office may in a great Church distribute the work among them, yet none of them must do it only as the delegate of another, not having himself from God the Office which containeth the power of doing it.

46. But the Accidentals of the Pastoral Office may be committed to a Lay-man, or one that is no Pastor (As to summon Assemblies, to keep Registers, or the Church Books, Goods, Buildings, with many the like:) And so some thinke that the Apostles instituting Deacons was but a communicating the Accidentals of their Office to other men. Therefore if Chancellors did only these accidental works (or Lay Elder either) and meddled not with the sacred power of the Keys, we should not be so quarrelsome, as to condemn their undertaking, unless it were for the abuse.

47. We doubt not but in a Church that hath many Pastors, those that are young and weak should much submit to the elder and more able, and be as far ruled by them, as the difference of age, experience and abilities, without a difference of Office, doth require.

48. And we doubt not, but where Temples and Church-maintenance are at the dispose of Patrons, People or Magistrates, they may give them to some one Pastor as the present possessor, so that no other shall have part but by his concession. And this difference there is between the Parson and his Curates in our Parishes, and an accidental superiority and inferiority thereby, without a difference of Office.

49. If Magistrates, or Councils, or Custom, should in each particular Church that hath many Pastors, give one a Governing, that is a negative voice among the rest, in the management of the affairs of that Church, so that the rest should not go against him or without him, as Archbishops now are over Bishops, and Archbishops were formerly over Presbyters, and Archdeacons over Deacons, and Presidents over Colleges, and Courts of Justice, without claiming a distinct Office; though the said experience of Mens inclination to Church-tyranny, make us doubtful whether we should wish for such an inequality, yet would we not unequally disturb or quarrel with such an Order, when it is settled: Our Parish Order aforesaid being indeed but such.

50. Whether God himself hath appointed another sort of Bishops who may be better called Archbishops, as Successors of the Apostles in the Ruling
Ruling part of their Office; and whether these have not a Power above particular Church Pastors in Ordinations, and in the oversight of the Pastors themselves, and in the Care of many Churches, I have long ago confessed, is a Case of too much difficulty for me to determine. On the one side, though the Apostles have no Successors in the extraordinary and temporary part of their Office, yet Church-government being an ordinary and permanent part, as doctrine is, I can hardly think that when we find one Form of Church-government instituted by Christ himself, and continuing till the end of that Age, that we should presume to say that this Form then ceased and another must succeed it without good proof. What we find enacted and settled must stand, till we can prove it abrogate. And unless it were a thing which in the nature of it were temporary, it seemeth a harsh imputation of mutability, to feign Christ to set up a Church-government which should be in force but for an hundred years. And on the other side it puzzlefeth me, 1. to find it so hard to prove, that the Apostles themselves did indeed exercise any Office power over other Pastors, which one may not do towards another, over and above that which accredded to them from the meer extraordinary advantage of their gifts and Apostolical proper work: 2. And to find it so obscure, whether they settled any as their Successors in that superiority of power which they had.

51. But being in such doubt, and being uncertain whether such Arch-Bishops or Apostolical Successors in the points of Ordination and oversight of many Churches, be of Divine right or not, I resolve not to contend against any such Order, nor to disobey any just commands of such, nor to reproach the custom of the Churches.

52. And though I know that Pastors should not unnecessarily be diverted by any alien works, yet if it please the Magistrate to commit some of his power of Church-government by the Sword, (about things extrinsick, to the Pastoral Office) into the hands of some Ministers as his Officers, and if he call them Bishops, and command us to obey them, and if he make them Barons, and endow them with Lordships and great revenues, though I see the great peril to the Church from hence, by reason of mens pride and worldliness; yet will I not reproach this Order, nor deny any just obedience to any such Officers of the King.

53. If any acknowledging the Pastors of each Church to have the whole Pastoral Office, and power of the Keys of that Church which he oversees, shall yet affirm that the aforesaid superiour General Bishops (or Arch-Bishops) have a superior power of the Keys, and therefore shall have the decision of controversies that arise in particular Churches between the Pastors and the People, and that appeals may be made by the people to them, and that they may visit the particular Churches at their pleasure, and have power to confine the particular Bishops (or Pastors) when they deserve it, or to Ordain Ministers, remove them, and depose them as there is just cause, (by bare sentence, and the peoples content,) and all this jure divino, as Successors to the Apostles in their Government, or to
to such Archbishops (or General Bishops) as *Timothy* and *Titus*. I shall not contend against any of this, for the reasons aforesaid, being uncertain of the thing in question. But if I must be put to subscribe, that I believe all this to be true, (as if it were an Article of my Faith) the same uncertainty would forbid me.

54. And here I must take occasion to say, that I take unnecessary Subscriptions, Declarations, Promises and Oaths, to be one of the chiefest of the Devil's Engines, to divide Christ's Churches, and to fill out those Ministers that make conscience of perjury and lying, and so turn them out of the work of Christ, and to leave in those that do not, (when Conscience can find but any shifting pretence;) And how fit such are for the Sacred Ministry, and whose servants really they are, and how they are like to do Christ's work, and what a Case the Churches will be in, that have such, and what the effects will be with the common people, and how the lovers of Godliness will resent all this, and what else will follow hereupon, I leave to the Reader that hath the brains of a man, or ever opened his eyes to mark what is done abroad in the World, or that ever read with observation the things that in other Ages have befallen the Churches, or that knoweth what relation light hath to darkness, good to evil, and Christ to Belial. I think that the Articles of our Faith and the matters of our practice are so to be distinguished, as that there is a necessity of Believing the former, and therefore we may be called to profess that we do believe them; And for the other, (the Agenda) we must be called to do them; (and if they be plain and necessary duties of our Religion, being to be Believed to be Duties before we do them, we may sometime be put to profess that Belief.) But duties of humane imposition, or of doubtful nature, may be done, as things lawful by thousands of peaceable men, that cannot say or swear that they are duties; or may be done, as of humane obligation by those that cannot say they are of Divine obligation.

55. We hold that the first Churches that did divide all arbitrations of differences among Christians upon the Pastors, did that which brought no great present inconvenience, when the People were but few and the Pastors had sufficient leisure; but that which prepared for the degenerating of the Ministry and the Churches lamentable corruption; And therefore that they should have foreseen this, and done as St. Paul directed them, and referred matters to any fit [wise man among them.] And when they saw the mischief, they should have quickly reformed it, as Silvanus, Bishop of Troas aforementioned did: And that if there were Lay Elders in any of the ancient Churches, (as one passage in Origen, and one in Ambrose, and this of Silvanus in Socrates have made some think) they were truly Lay, and appointed only to such Arbitrations as these, and such other Ambidiousnesses over the rest, as Lay-men may do; (A help that I once tried and found to be very great.)

56. We hold that when *Constatine* gave the Clergy the sole Power of Judging the Causes (Civil and Criminal) of all the Christians, he shew-
ed more ignorant zeal, than true discretion, and did let in a pestilence into the Church; and that instead of that he should have only left Arbitrations to man's free choice, and have set up a Christian or Righteous Magistracy, to whom both Bishops and all other Christians should submit.

57. We hold that when Christians so multiplied, as that they grew uncapable of Personal Communion, at one Altar, it was the duty of them and the Bishops, to have ordered them into new Churches, which should every one have had its proper Bishop, or plenary Pastoral Office among them; and not to have kept them all still in the name of one particular Church (infini ordinis) when they were uncapable of the nature and end.

58. We hold that it was sinfully done, to make a new Office or Order of subject Presbyters, that had not the Governing power of their particular Churches, neither alone, nor conjunct; but had only the power to Teach and Worship, the Government being reserved only to the Bishop of another (called a Mother) Church.

59. But we believe that this came not till many hundred Years after Christ, and that but by slow degrees, and that after subordinate Churches and Altars were invented, and set up, yet the Pastors under the name of Presbyters, had much of the Governing power (of the Keys) though with and under the Bishop of the Mother Church.

60. The deposing of all the first rank or Order of Bishops, which were before over each particular Church, the making of a new Office of half Presbyters, the making of Churches of a new species, as being under a new sort of Officers, the making Archbishops, who should have many Churches and Bishops under them, to become the Bishops of the lowest rank, having none under them; but above all these, the making of the Pastoral work, especially discipline become utterly impossible, by putting that into one man's hand, that cannot be done but by many (or many hundred,) these and such like are the things that we can neither swear to nor approve.

61. We hold that though the Magistrate may, shape his part of the Church Government variously, according to the interest of the common good, yet that the Spiritual or Pastoral part should not have been molded into the shape of the Civil Imperial Government; And that so doing did give the Papacy that countenance which is the ground of its usurpation.

62. For we hold that the essential constitution of the Pastoral Office, and its work, and the essential constitution of the Church Universal, and of Individual (or particular) Churches, are all of Divine unalterable Institution; and that all Laws of Christ for such Constitution, and for Administration, are unalterable by man: Though we hold that Circumstantial and Accidentals are alterable, as being not fixed by any Divine determination. (As e.g. how many Ministers shall be in each Church, which of them
them shall be more regarded than the rest, as being of greater wisdom, how oft and where they shall assemble, with many the like.)

63. We hold that as all Christians (ordinarily) should have personal communion in particular Churches, so these Churches and their Bishops should hold such Communion as is needful to their strength and concord, and the common good.

64. This Communion of Churches is to be held internally by Concord in the same Faith and Love and Religion, and externally by the same profession, and instrumentally, 1. by Messengers and Letters, and, 2. by Delegates and Synods when there is need; (which as is said, for Time, Place, Numbers, Provinces, Orders, are left to humane Prudence.)

65. If any that divide the Country into Provinces, will settle Synods accordingly, and settle over them Presidents for the ordering of their proceedings, and will give power to one above others, to call such Synods, and will call those Provinces, or Nations, or Empires, by the name of Provincial, National, or Imperial Churches, and the Bishops so exalted by the name of Metropolitans, Primates, Patriarchs, &c. We contend not against this as unlawful in itself (though we easily see the accidental danger, being taught it by long and fad experience;) so be it, 1. that none of these be pretend to be of Divine Institution, but of humane determination; 2. and that they meddle with nothing but such accidentals as are left to humane prudence; 3. and that they equal not their humane Association with the Christian Worshiping Churches, which are of Christ’s Institution; 4. and that much less they do oppress their brethren, and tyrannize, nor deprive the particular Pastors and Churches of their proper privileges and work. But alas when were these Rules observed by humane Churches?

66. The Canons of such Synods or Councils of Bishops, may be made Laws indeed by the Civil power, and they are (if just) obligatory to the people, by virtue of the Pastoral Authority of the Bishops: But as to the particular Bishops, they are only Agreements, and no proper Laws (the Major Vote of Bishops being not proper Governors of the rest) and bind only by virtue of Christ’s General Laws for Love and Concord.

67. The Pastoral power is not at all Coactive by secular force, on body or estate, but only Nunciative and persuasive, commanding in Christ’s name as authorized by him, and executed no otherwise than by a Ministerial word, and by withholding our own acts of Administration, and denying our Communion to offenders: Nor did the Apostles themselves pretend to any other than this power of the Word (for the Keys are exercised but thus) excepting what they did by Miracle. And if Bishops would go no further, they would work on none but Volunteers, and their usurpations might be the more easily born.

67. And indeed we are fully persuaded, that none but Volunteers are fit for the great privilege of Church Communion, and that giving it to the
the unwilling that had but rather endure it than a Prison, is a great pro-
fanation of it, and a cheat to poor souls, and a horrid corrupting of
Christ's Churches and Ordinances.
68. If wilful Church-corruptions have made any places incapable of a
present conformity to Christ's Institutions, their incapacity must not be-
come the measure and rule of our Reformation; But a true Conformity
to the Institution must be intended and endeavored, though all cannot
come up to it at the first.
69. We do not hold that every Corruption in Number, or Officers, or
Order, nullifieth a Church, or maketh all Communion with it unlawful,
as long as the essential constitution doth remain. Yea, though my own
judgment is, that every Church in Town or Country should have a Bishop,
yet if they would but set up one Bishop with his allistant Presbyters in
every Corporation and Great Town, with the neighbour Villages, ac-
cording to the antient practice, from the middle of the third Century
for many following; To that true discipline might but be made possible to
them that had a heart to practice it, I should greatly rejoice in such a
Reformation; much more, if every Parish Pastor were restored to all the
parts of his Office, though he exercised all under the Government of Bi-
shops.
70. We hold the Parish Churches of England, that have true Ministers
(that are, not utterly incapable through Ignorance, Heresie, Insufficiency,
or Wickedness,) to be true Churches of Christ; But that is, because we
hold the particular Ministers to be true Bishops (Episcopos Gregis etis non
Episcoporum,) and to have the power of the Keys over all their Flocks: And
that is, because we hold that it is not in our Bishops power to deprive
them of it though they would; And because we hold that when Christ hath
instituted and described the Office of a Pastor or Presbyter, and the Or-
dainers ordain a man to that Office, their power shall be judged of by
Christ's institution, and not by the Ordainers will, though he mistake or
would main and change it by his wrong description. And that the Or-
dainer is but a Ministerial Invefter, delivering possession according to his
Masters will and not his own: And as long as Christ giveth to Pastors
the power of the Keys, and they themselves content to receive and use
them, (especially if the People also content to the exercise of them) it
is not the Bishops will or words that can nullifie this power. And if this
Answer were not good, I confess, I were not able to Answer a Brownist,
who faith, that we have no true Publick Churches of God's Institution,
Diocesan Churches being but Humane, if they had Bishops in each Church
under them, and being sinfull when they have none, and Parochial Chur-
ches being Human or null, as having no Bishops of their own, nor Pa-
stors of Christ's Institution, but half Pastors; and therefore being but
part of a Diocefan Church. But all this is sufficiently answered by our
foresaid Reasons; which no high Prelatist can foundly answer.
71. I do hold that those Parish Assemblies, that have no Ministers, [but
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such as are incapable, either through notorious Ignorance, or Heresie, or utter Insufficiency as to the Essentials of their Office, or by disclaiming themselves any Essential part of the Pastoral Office, or by notorious Preaching against Godliness, and opposing the Churches necessary good, are indeed no true Churches of Christ, but only are Analogically or Equivocally so called; As you may call a Community of Christians that have no Pastor or Church, which is no Organized or Political Society.

72. But yet I think it not simply unlawful to joyn at any time with such an Assembly: For I may joyn with a Christian Family, or occasional Assembly, though not as with a Church.

73. We hold, that all the Christians in the World (in particular Churches or our), do make up one Catholick or Universal Church: which is Mystical and Invisible, in that, 1. the Faith and Church of Men's minds is Invisible, 2. and Christ is Invisible to us Mortals now he is in Heaven: But it is also Visible, 1. In respect of the Members and outward Baptism and Profession, 2. and because that Christ the Head was once Visible on Earth, and is still Visible in Heaven to the Glorified part. (as the King is to his Courtiers, when the rest of the Kingdom feeth him not.) and will Visible appear again to all.

74. We hold that this Universal Church is One in Christ alone, and that it hath no other King or Head; That he hath Instituted no Vicarious Head, either Pope or General Council; Nor is any mortal man or men capable of such an Office.

75. We hold therefore that the Roman Pope (and General Councils, if they claim such an Headship) is an Usurper of part of Christ's Prerogative, which having usurped he hath used against Christ, and his interest, against the Sovereignty of Princes, and against the true Unity, Concord, Peace and Holiness of the Churches.

76. And we hold that it was the modelling of the Church to the Policy of the Roman Empire, which gave the Pope the advantage for this usurpation: And that the Roman Catholick Papal Church is a more Humane Form, and an Imperial Church, as much as the Archbishops of Canterbury as Superior to the rest of England is of Man, and that Body so united is a National Church: And that the General Councils were never truly General, as to all the Churches in the World, but only as to the Roman Imperial Church; None considerable ever coming to such Councils, but those that were or had been in the Roman Empire, or some very few that closely bordered on them: Nor had the Roman Emperor (who usually called, or gave his Warrant for such Councils, or Governed them) any power over the Clery of all the rest of the Christian World, (in Ethiopia, the outer Armenia, Persia, India, &c.) Nor did the Imperial Pope then exercise any power over them. And we are persuaded that the power of the Patriarchs of Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem, Constantinople, and of the Metropolitans, Primates, &c. stood on the same foundation with the Primacy of the Pope, and that one is no more of Divine right than the other, But
But that the Papacy is the far more wicked Usurpation, as pretending to more of Christ's Prerogative.

77. We hold therefore that the Roman Church, as such, that is, as pretending to be the Church-Catholic, Headed by an (Usurping) Universal Bishop, is no true Church of Christ, but a Humane and traiterous Usurpation and conspiracy, therefore by Protestants called Antichristian: Though those that are true Christians among them are Parts of Christ's Catholic Church, and those that are true Pastors among them, may be the Guides of true particular Churches.

78. We hold therefore that no Power on Earth, Popes, Council or Prince, hath power to make Universal Laws to bind the whole Church of Christ on Earth, because there is no Universal Head or Sovereign but Christ.

79. By all this it is evident that we grant all these following disparities in the Church: 1. The disparity of Age, standing, and Gifts among Ministers of the same Order: 2. A kind of paternal priority where one was the Teacher, Educator, or Ordainer of the other. 3. An accidental disparity, when one only by the Patron or Magistrate hath the sole possession of the Maintenance and power of the Temple. 4. We will not unpeaceably contend against the guiding power or negative Vote of One Bishop in a particular Church over the rest of the Pastors of the same Office; Nor do we take such a power to make a distinct Office. 5. We do not strive against the Presidency of one, in Synods, as Moderator; No though it were durante vita (which Bishop Hall thought would serve to heal us.) 6. We do not deny Obedience to any Bishop, who is Commissioned by the King, to exercise as a Church-Magistrate, his part of the Church-Government. 7. Much less do we strive against the Power of Kings and Lawful Magistrates Circum Sacra, (of which Grotius hath excellently written de Imperi.) But we take the Magistrate to be the necessary and only Ruler by the Sword, to keep Peace and Order among Church-men, as well as among men of all other Professions. 8. Yea, I do not contend against the Divine Right of General Bishops, (or Archbishops) such as Timothy and Titus, nor will deny Obedience to them, who take care as Visitors of Many Churches, which have every one their proper Bishop, one or more, with true plenary Pastoral power of the Keys, to guide the people of their charge. 9. We refuse not to receive Ordination from such General Bishops. 10. Nor do we refuse to be responsible to them, when we are accused of any male Administration, or to admit of Appeals from us to them. So. By all which it appeareth, 1. How fallly we are charged to be against all Episcopacy. 2. And how fallly and deceitfully all those Writers state the Case and plead against us, that only plead for a Congregational or Parochial Episcopacy, or any of this which we grant; and how they cheat their Readers, who make them believe, that our Controversie is, whether there should be any Episcopacy, and not what kind of Episcopacy
piscopacy it should be. 3. What friends they will prove to the Church, that will rather do all that is done against it, than endure those that grant all this which we do grant them.

81. That I am not singular in all this, I prove in that it was only Archbishop Usher's Reduction of Episcopacy to the Primitive State, which the Nonconformists, (maliciously called Presbyterians) did offer to his Majesty and the Bishops, 1660, as the means of our Concord, and which was rejected: Yea, that they * thankfully accepted (though not totally approved) that higher Model expressed in his Majesties Declaration about Ecclesiastical Affairs.

And now, I suppose, I have given Strangers and Posterity a truer Description of the Judgment of the present Nonconformists, than malicious turbulent ambitious Persons use to give of them, or than the extremes and freaks of a few Sectaries would allow men to receive.

C H A P. V.

Concerning the Writers of this Controversie; With a Summary Answer to the Chief that write against the Cause which I defend.

I have not been altogether negligent to read the Controversies on this Subject, nor I hope partial in Reading them; If I have, it hath been because I had rather have found Conformity to the Prelacy to be lawful; for then I had not above * nine years been silenced, and denied not only all Church maintenance, but leave to preach Christ's Gospel, nor had I been exposed as I have been to so much wrath and malice, expressed in so many furious lying-inventives and libells, besides other ways. Even when I doubted of the use of the transient Image of the Cross, I was of opinion that Prelacy was lawful, and so was likely to continue, if the Prelates would have given me leave: But in 1640, they put a New Oath upon us, Never to Consent to the Alteration of the present Frame of Prelacy, as under Archbishops, Bishops, Deans, Archdeaconos, &c. and that it ought so to stand. And I thought it was then time, when I was put to such a solemn Oath, to search more throughly into all the matter before I swore. And in searching, I found in general that almost all Writers for Episcopacy, either confound Diocesan Prelacy, such as ours, with the Episcopacy of a Single Church, or at least all their proof extendeth to no more than I have here granted. When they*
offer us the definition of a Bishop (which few of them do) it is such as neither supposeth any more Churches than one to be his Charge, nor any Presbyters under him at all; but only a Power of Ordaining Presbyters, and ruling them when he hath them, whether in one Church or more.

And I find that they are so far from proving that ever the Apostles appointed a distinct Office of Presbyters which had not the power of the Keys over the People, *in foro interiore & exteriore* (as they call them) but had only power to Teach and Worship, under Bishops as a superior Office or Order, as that they prove not any such to have ever been under the Apostles themselves; and some of themselves do plainly deny it: Nor do they prove that long after the Presbyters were any more subject to the Bishops, than the Deacons are now to the Archdeacon, or the Bishops to the Archbishop, who are of the same Order. So that whoever else they speak to, they say nothing to me, and seem not to know where the Controversie lyeth, *viz.* 1. Whether a Bishop of the lowest rank (being no Archbishop, or having no Bishops under him) over many Churches, (or Societies of Christians rated under their proper Pastors, or Presbyters, for ordinary personal Communion in all God's publick Worship,) be of Divine, or Lawful Humane, Institution? 2. Whether an Order or Office of Presbyters that have not the power of the Keys even *in foro exteriore*, be of Divine, or Lawful Humane Institution? (whom for brevity I shall hereafter call half-Presbyters.) So that the Question is not, whether one Man was after sometime called peculiarly the Bishop, and in the same Church seat over Presbyters of the same Office, as Archpresbyters, or as Archdeacons over Deacons, or Archbishops over Bishops; Nor yet whether there were or should be a General sort of Bishops (or Archbishops,) over the Bishops of particular Churches? But whether any stated Body of Worshiping Christians, as afore described (like our Parish-Churches that have *unum altare*) should be without a Bishop of their own, or without a Pastor that hath the threefold power before described, of Leading the People in Doctrine Worship and Discipline, called the power of the Keys? And whether he be a true Presbyter or Minister of Christ that wants this power? And whether they that depose the Parish Ministers of this power, do not degrade the Presbyters, nullifie the Churches under them, and depose the ancient sort of Episcopacy *quantum in se*? and set up another Humane sort of Churches called Diocesan, and of Archbishops turned into Bishops, *infimi gradus*, in their stead, together with a new *Species* of half-Presbyters?

1. How far Whitgift's Disputations against Cartwright are guilty of this overlooking the true Question, I leave to the Reader: Only I must say for him, that when his Adversarie standeth most upon the denial of all superior Episcopacy, it was his part to prove what was denied. And I need say no more than that Whitgift oft proffeth (as Dr. Stillingfleet hath collected out of him,) that God hath in Scripture prescribed no one sort of
of Church-Government: And therefore not the Prelatical.

2. I do not expect that ever this Controversie should be handled by
two more judicious Adversaries than Saravia and Beza were. And as
Beza protesteth against a Parity, and pleadeth for a Professa, desirith
that which he calleth Divine Episcopacy, tolerating and submitting to
that which he calleth Humane Episcopacy, and flatly opposing only that,
which he calleth Satanical Episcopacy; So Saravia protesteth, p. 1, 2. &
p. Defenf. 4, 5. that the General nature of the Evangelical Ministry, common
both to Bishops and Presbyters, containeth these three things, 1. The
Preaching of the Gospel. 2. The Communication of the Sacraments,
3. The Authority of Church-Government: And only pleadeth that in
this last, the Power of Bishops and Presbyters is not equal, but the Bish-
ops power is principal in Government. Which granteth the main
Question which we Nonconformist now contend for. And I confess that
Saravia's Writings were the first and chief that brought me to suspect
that the Apostles have Successors in the point of Government, as being
but an ordinary and durable part of their Office: which Argument he
hath better managed than any man else that I have seen. And p. 12. ib.
He granteth that the 70 Disciples were not under the Government of the
12 Apostles. He granteth that chosen Seniors of the Laity may be great
Assistants in the Government: Yea, Def. 1. 8. p. 83. He faith, that in
the absence of Paul and his Assistants, the Churches of Cretė were wholly
ruled, till Titus Ordained them Pastors, by such Elders. [A senioribus
quos ratio & natura in quavis Societate dat, non Ordinatio: quales sunt natu
majores, & quotquot aliquia virtute in populo excipit: quibus deferre na-
tura omnes gentes docuit: quibus addo eos quos tunc temporis passim, dona Sp.
Sancti venia excitabant, sed nulli loco alligabant.] And no wonder, for he
affirmeth, that in times of publick corruption of Doctrine, any man that
is learned and able and fit, must propugne and defend the truth, as he
hath ability and opportunity; or else he judged for hiding his talents as
the unprofitable servant, pag. 23. cap. 2. Yet doth he most improbably
imagine that Rome and Corinth had no proper Pastors, when Paul wrote
his Epistles to them. When as Paul had dwelt a year and half at Corinth,
when it was the practice of the Apostles to Ordain Elders in every Church,
and when among the Corinthians there were so many Prophets, Instruc-
ters, Speakers of Languages, Interpreters, &c. that Paul is fain to re-
gulate and restrain them in their Church-meetings, that they might not
over-do, and hinder one another. And yet were these People without any
proper Pastor? Without a Prelate? it's like they were. Yea, when Paul
directeth them to deliver the incestuous man to Satan, and to exerci-
se Church-discipline upon others that were scandalous, doth not this inti-
mate that they had among them such as were impowered to do it? If
only transiently and occasionally, they could Worship God publickly and
deliver Sacraments, and Govern the Church but transiently and rarely:
How did they spend the Lords days, when those transient guides were
absent?
absent? Did the major part of the people, who Saravia thinketh were to exercise the foresaid Discipline, also Consecrate and Administer the Sacrament, or publickly pray and worship God without a Pastor? Were they every Lords day to depoist their Collections, and have no Pastors, and so no Church-Assemblies? Had they so many Sects and false Teachers to trouble them, and yet no Pastors? When Clem. Rom. so shortly after writeth so much to reconcile the Pastors and People that disagreed. And when Paul tells the Romans and Corinthians what Officers God setteth in the Church, is it like there was none fixed among them?

And I must note how great a charge he layeth on the Bishops, when, Resp. ad N. p. 10. Art. 12. He faith that the Bishop is aquę into magis proprius singularum Ecclesiarum fuis Dioceses Pastor, illis qui ibi present & resident, ut opere ad quem cura precipuam illorum locorum pertinent: The Bishop hath more Charge or Care of all the Parishes in his Dioces than the present Pastors have: (O dreadful undertaking.) Ad quem pri- ma & precipua Cura omnium incumbet: ita ut, ipsa sum agnostis gregem, & singulis quibus manus imponit, &c. How many hundred thousand individuals then hath the Bishop of London this particular Charge of, whose names he never heard, and whose faces he never saw? Oportet enim Episcopum omnes quantum fieri possit, qui ipsius cura commissi sint, nosce. The Bishop must know all his Flock, if possible; And must he have a Flock then which he cannot possibly know, nor never saw one of a hundred or thousand of them, with any particular knowledge at least?

And Cont. quest. & Resp. Bz.e p. 103. He approveth of Zanchy's judgment [that Ceremonies and things indifferent be left free] [and the Churches free in them.]

And Defin. p. 286. He saith, [Primum Episcoporum omnium & Presbyte- rerum unum esse Ordinem Conhibitum.] I maintain that there is one Order of all Bishops and Presbyters.] Therefore they cannot differ but Gradus, as a Deacon and Archdeacon. And again, ib. p. 286. Ministerii autem Evangelici unitas, probatur ab horum unitate; & in ita loquar, identitate: Eamdem enim virorum divinitatis, omnés Orthodoxi docent, eadem Sacramenta, Ministrant, eadem coniuram exercunt; tantum Provinciarum est innumeritas & graduum diversitas. [The Unity of the Gospel Ministry is proved from the Unity, or as I may say, Identity of these: All (that are Orthodox) teach the same true Doctrine, Administer the same Sacraments, exercise the same Ceremonies; Only there is an inequality of Provinces, and a diversity of degrees.] Thus the most Learned and rational Defender of Prelacy giveth away their Caufe.

3. Bishop Bilton, a most Learned and judicious man also, saith more for Episcopally than any of our late Writers; and in my judgment saith more against the Office of Ecclesiastical Elders distinct from Pastors, than can be answered. But to our two main Questions before-mention-
4. As for Hooker, till his 7th Book came lately out, we had nothing in
him considerable of this subject: And in that Book it self, so little to
the purpose, as to our foresaid two Controversies, as is next to nothing,
nor worthy a Reply. In his § 2. p. 4. He attempts (that which few
do) to give us the definition of a Bishop, which is [A Bishop is a Minis-
ter of God, unto whom with permanent continuance, there is given not only
power of Administering the Word and Sacraments, which power other Presby-
ters have, but also a further power to Ordain Ecclesiastical persons, and a power
of Chiefty in Government over Presbyters as well as Lay men, a power to be
by way of Jurisdiction a Pastor even to Pastors themselves.] And then he distingui-
sheth of Bishops at large or indefinite, and Bishops with restraint, and
faith he meaneth the later. And so you have what must be expected
from Mr. Hooker for the information of you, what Episcopacy he pleads
for: Where it is obvious how fraudulently (through oversight or par-
tiality I know not) he dealceth: For whereas he durst put no more into
the definition of Episcopacy about Jurisdiction but [a power of Chiefty in
Government over Presbyters as well as Lay-men:] yet would not tell us, wheth-
er Government of Lay-men, (under the Bishop) belong to the Presbyters
or not: His words seem plainly to imply it; what else else is there for
his [Chiefty] and [as well as Lay-men:] And yet twice over he would name
nothing but, Teaching and Sacraments which belong to the Pastor as a Pa-
fessor in general; leaving it as a thing which he would neither affirm nor
deny, whether Pastors Governed their Flocks. Yet all that Decantate
Book turneth on the Hinges of this lame Definition (which hath other
defects which I pass by;) And without this we cannot know what Sub-
ject he disputeth of. Whereas Saravia well noted and acknowledged three
Essential parts of the Ministry in General, Mr. Hooker who leaveth out one
of them, and yet durst not deny it, should have told us, whether he in-
clude it or not; seeing it is the matter of most of our difference; and
we take him for no Pastor or Presbyter that is without the power of Go-
vernment, nor that to be a true Church (in sensu politico) that hath no
other Pastor.

2. And when as one part of his Adversaries deny not (at least) the
Lawfulness of one Bishops superiority in a single Church, as far as his
description speaketh, but only in many Churches; no, nor one Archbi-
shop's power over many Churches that have their own Bishops, but only
his power to depose all the Bishops of particular Churches and turn
them all into one Diocefan Church; his Definition visibly reacheth to no
other sort of Bishops, but such as we oppose not; and so he faith no-
thing at all against us, to any purpose through all his Book: For where
after he confidently tells us that the extent of his Jurisdiction alters not
the
the Species, it is but barely said, and by his leave I shall fully prove the contrary anon. And pag. 4. l. 7. He confesseth that de falso [Many things are in the state of Bishops, which the times have changed; Many a Parsonage at this day is larger than some ancient Bishopricks were.] It's well confessed: And I shall try among other things, whether the Name of a Bishoprick will make a Parsonage and a Dioces to be ejusdem species, and whether magnitude do not make a specifick difference, between the Sea and a Rivulet or a glass of water, or between a Ship and a Nut-shel.

And whereas page 6. He undertaketh to prove a Coercive Power in Bishops, either he speaketh according to the common use of men, or not: If not, he would not be understood: & Quo non vult intelligi, debet negligent: If he do, then by Coercive he must mean, by Outward force upon the body; which is false, and is proper to the Magistrate, Parents or Masters; and is disclaimed by all sober Protestant Divines, yet by Papists, as not at all belonging to the Pastorl Office. Though we easily grant that Preators may Coercive by word (and so may Presbyters likewise) yet no otherwise but by word. For Excommunication and Degradation as far as belong to them, are but words (and an after forbearing of their own acts of Communion.) But this is not the common use of the word Coercive as applied to Government by way of distinction. How much wiser doth the (more Learned and judicious) Bishop Bilson still distinguish by the Power of the Word, as differing from the Magistrates Coercive or by the Sword?

Yet note that page 8. §. 5. l. 7. He is brought to acknowledge [that All Churches by the Apostles erected received from them the same Faith, the same Sacraments, the same Form of publick Regiment: The Form of Regiment by them established at first was, that the Laity be subject to a College of Ecclesiastical persons, which were in every such City appointed for that purpose: These in their writings they term sometime Presbyters and sometime Bishops. To take one Church out of a number for a pattern, what the rest were, the Presbyters of Ephesus, as it is in the History of their departure from the Apostle Paul at Miletum, are said to have writ abundantly all; which speech doth shew them to have been many: And by the Apostles exhortation it may appear, that they had not each his several Flock to feed, but were in common appointed to feed that one Flock, the Church of Ephesus, for which cause the phrase of his speech is this Attendite gregi, Look to all that one Flock over which the Holy Ghost Dr. Ham hath made you Bishops: These persons Ecclesiastical being termed then Presbyters mond. and Bishops both, &c.

And page 9. he faith, [The outward being of a Church consisteth in the having of a Bishop.] Then the Brownists must carry it, that our Parishes are no true Churches (but parts of a Church) because they have no Bishop: Only a Diocesan Church hath a Bishop: Therefore only a Diocesan is a true Church; (which anon shall be proved to be but Humane.)
And page 12. He thus expoundeth Hierome, as holding Episcopacy alterable [The Church hath power by Universal consent upon urgent cause to take it away; if thereunto she be constrained through the proud tyrannical and un reformable dealing of her Bishop——Wherefore left Bishops forget themselves, as if none on earth had authority to touch their states, let them continually bear in mind, that it is rather the force of custom than any such true heavenly law can be shewed, by the evidence whereof it may of a truth appear, that the Lord himself hath appointed Presbyters for ever to be under the Regimen of Bishops in what sort forever they behave themselves. Let this consideration be a bridle to them; Let it teach them not to disdain the advice of their Presbyters, but to use their Authority with so much the greater humility and moderation, as a Sword which the Church hath power to take from them.] This is Mr. Hooker.

And page 14. He confesseth that according to the Custom of England, and a Council at Carthage, Presbyters may impose hands in Ordination with the Bishop, though not without him: So that by this they have the power of Ordination to, though he have a Negative Voice in it. And indeed if all Ordination must be done by one of a Superior Order, who shall Ordain Bishops, or Archbishops, or Patriarchs, or the Pope?

And page 18. He saith, [Most certain truth it is that Churches Cathedral and the Bishops of them are as glasses, wherein the face and countenance of Apostolical antiquity remaineth even as yet to be seen——] Which is it that we also affirm, every City or Church having a Bishop and Presbytery of their own.

And whereas page 19. He saith, [If we prove that Bishops have lawfully of old ruled over other Ministers, it is enough; how few soever those Ministers have been, how small soever the circuit of place which hath contained them.] If this be so, we grant you enough, when we grant Parochial Bishops.

But no where doth he more palpably yield our Cause, than page 21, 22. where to Cartwright's Objection, that [The Bishop that Cyprian speaketh of is nothing else but such as we call Pastor, or as the common name is Parson, and his Church whereof he is Bishop is neither Diocese nor Province, but a Congregation which met together in one place to be taught by one man.] He hath no better answer to this, than to tell us, that If it were true, it is impertinent; and that it is not true, because Cyprian had many Presbyters under him, so as they might have every day change for performance of their duty: And he never once attempteth to prove that Cyprian had more Churches, yea, or Assemblies than One; but only that he was over the Presbyters in one Church or Assembly, and as an Archbishop was over Bishops. The same thing which I submit to; but nothing against the things that I affeit against him. A Parson may have divers Curates under him, and not divers Churches, much less a thousand that have no other Bishop?

And
And whereas page 33. It is objected that many things are innovated in our Discipline, as imposing Ministers on the People without their consent, Bishops Excommunicating alone, Imprisoning, &c. His answer is, that the Church may change her customs; And on that ground alloweth the Ordination of Presbyters alone, because the Church can give them power; for he goeth in Church-matters as he doth in point of Civil Government, on his false supposition, that all Power is Originally in the whole Body, saying, page 37. [The whole Church visible being the true Original Subject of all power, it hath not ordinarily allowed any other, than Bishops alone to Ordain. Howbeit as the ordinary course is ordinarily in all things to be observed, so it may be in some cases not unnecessary that we decline from the ordinary ways.] (What is more contrary than Saracens (Traet. de Obedient.) and Hooker in their Principles of Government?) From hence also, page 38. He inferreth the necessity of continued Succession of Bishops in every effectual Ordination. And it is very observably which he granteth (for it cannot be denied.) [The Power of Orders I may lawfully receive without the asking consent of any multitude; but the power I cannot exercise upon any certain People against their wills.]

And page 38. He cannot deny but the ancient use was for the Bishops to excommunicate with the College of his Assistant Presbyters; but he taunteth Beza for thinking that this may not be changed. These are the men that build upon Antiquity, and the Custom of the Universal Church.

And page 69. when the Canons for Bishops spare course of living are objected, he saith, that those Canons were made when Bishops lived of the same Purse which served as well for a number of others as for them, and yet all at their disposing; Intimating the old Course, when every Church had its Bishop and inferior Clergy. But Innovation is lawful for our Prelacy.

And now he that can find any thing in Hooker against the points which I defend, or for that Prelacy which I oppose, any more worth the answering than this that I have recited, let him rejoice in the perfection of his eyesight. And if this much be worthy to be confuted, or such as this, let them do it that have nothing else to do. So ridiculous is the Challenge of one that glorifieth to write a Book with the same Title [of Ecclesi. Policy.] who insultingly provoketh us to write a full Confutation of Hooker, who saith so little to the main point in Controversie, our Dioecesan Form of Prelacy, and wrieth his whole Book in a tedious Preaching stile, where you may read many leaves for so much Argumentation, as one Syllogism may contain; that I think I might as wily have challenged himself to confute Mr. Fox's Book of Martyrs, or Baronius his Annals, afoth, or at least may say as Dr. John Burges doth of Mr. Parker (another sort of Parker), his Book of the Cross, which Dr. Ames faith was never answered, that if any will reduce that gaudy Treatise into Argument (it being indeed almost all made up of the fruits
fruits of Reading, History, Sentences, &c. of purpose to confute them that faid the Nonconformists were no Schollars) he should quickly have an Answer to it. "So if any will reduce all that is in Mr. Hooker's 8 Books (in tedious Discourses into Synologism, (which is against what I maintain,) I believe it will not all fill up one half or quarter of a page; and it shall, God-willing, be soon answered. In the meantime the popular Principles of his First and Eighth Book, subverting all true Government, I have already confuted elsewhere (in my Christian Directory.)

5. Bishop Downname hath laid much more to the main Points, in the defence of his Confeffion Sermon, and as much as I can expect to find in any. But, i. as to the mode he is fo contrary to Hooker, that (being a very expert Logician) he wafteth fo much of his Book about the Forms of Arguments and Answers, that he obfcureth the matter by it, and en- snareth thofc Readers, who do not carefully diftinguifh between Matter and Words; and between the force of the reafon, and the form of a Synologism. And he fo adorneth (or defileth) his Style with taunts, infulting fcorons, and contemptuous reproaches, that it is more fuitable to the Scold sat 'Billings-gate than fo learned and godly a Divine, and occasionally his Adverfaries to fay, You have here a taste of the Prelatical Spirit.

2. As to the matter of his firft Book, I am of his mind (againft meer ruling Elders) He and Bilfon have eevinced what they hold in that. But as to the points in which we differ he indeed faith much to little purpole, and finally giveth away his Caufe, or as he merrily felleth his Adverfary, pag. 62. l. 36. c. 47. he ueth it as Sir Christopher Bilfons head was used, after his apprehenion, firft healed, and then cut off. For, i. in his lib. 3. Where he fpeaketh of the power of Ordination, he not only confefleth that it is in Presbyters with the Bifhops, and that the Bifhops have but a superiority of power therein, but is angty with his Adverfary for supposing the contrary, faying ch. 3. p. 68. [But where good Sir, do I fay, they muft have the fole power in Ordination, which you have fo oft objected, and now again repeat ? make you no confence of pubifying tronks ? Cannot Bifhops be superiour to other Ministers in the power of Ordination and Jurifdiction, which is the thing which I maintain, unlefs they have the fole power? So p. 64, &c. Therefore he granteth, that extraordinarily in cafe of neceffity Presbyters may Ordain (that is without a Bifhop) page 69. and page 108: he giveth this reafon for the validity of their Ordination; Because Impofion of hands in Confirnation of the Baptized and Reconciliation of Penitents, were referred to Bifhops as well as Ordination, and yet in the abfence of Bifhops may be done by Presbyters. \* And that the Papifts themselves grant that the Pope may license a Presbyter to Ordain Presbyters: [If therefore (fainkle) by the Popes license a Presbyter may Ordain Presbyters, much better may a Company of Presbyters, to whom in the name of a Bifhop the Charge of the Church is divolved, be authorized thereto by neceffity.]. And if all
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all this be so, no doubt but the Power of Ordination is in Presbyters, as such, though they are not to exercise it alone, nor without or against the Bishop. (And so formerly they were not to Preach, or Baptize, nor Congregate the Church without him.) For why cannot a Layman Ordain with the Bishop but because he hath no such authority?

And Cap. 5. as to the power of Jurisdiction he faith the same, p. 110.

I deny not Presbyters (which have charge of souls) to have Jurisdiction; both severally in their Parishes, and jointly in Provincial Synods. And I have confessed before, that Presbyters have with and under the Bishops exercised some Jurisdiction. I grant that Godly Bishops, before they had the countenance and assistance of Christian Magistracy * and direction of Christian Laws; used in all matters of moment, to consult with their Clergy. This was practised by Cyprian, Ambrose also (in 1 Tim. 5. 1.) teacheth, that there was a time when nothing was done without the advice of the Presbyters; which therefore by Ignatius are called the Counsellors and Co-assistors of the Bishops: Which course if it were used still, as it would ease the Bishops burden very much, so would it nothing detract from their superiority in Governing.

And page 115. The thing which I was to prove, if it had been needfull, was, that whereas Presbyters did Govern each one the People of a Parish, and that privately, † the Bishop Governeth the People of the whole Diocesis and that publickly. 

So that both Ordination and Jurisdiction belong to the Presbyters Office; though in the exercise of it they must be governed themselves. Is not this the very sum of Archbishops Usher's Model of Primitive Episcopacy, which we offered his Majesty and the Bishops at first, for Concord, and the Bishops would not once take it into their Consideration, nor so much as vouchsafe to talk of it, or bring it under any deliberation? When, alas, we poor underridden Persons, not only desired to be low of our selves, but yielded to submit to all their heights, their Lordships, Parliament dignities, grandure, and to let them alone with their (real) sole-Ordination and Jurisdiction over us poor Presbyters, and to have taken as much care of the People as they would, so we could but have obtained any tolerable degree of Government to be settled in each particular Church, either in all the Presbyters or in one Bishop, and not have had all the particular Churches deprived of Bishops and all the Pastoral Jurisdiction.

But our great Controversie is handled by Bishop Downham in his second Book, wherein he laboureth to prove that the Bishops Church, or rather Charge, was not a Parish, but a Diocesis. And first, page 4. he giveth us a scheme of the Scripture acceptation of the word [Church] as preparatory to his design: In which there are many Texts cited, not only without any shew of proof, that they speak of what he affirmeth them to speak, but contrary to the plain scope of the places. And he tells us that the word [Church] is used in Scripture for the Church Militant Congregated in an Universal or Oecumeneical Synod: And offereth us not one Text for instance, which
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which he doth though injuriously, for all the rest: Nor is there any that so speaketh.

He tells us that the word is used particularly to signify the Church of a Nation in the singular number; but could name no such place as to any Church since Christ, 'but only the Jewish Church,' Acts 7. 38.

And he faith, it is used to signify, particularly and definitely the Church of a Nation in the plural number. And is not this a strange kind of Allegation? The Scripture speaketh of [the Churches in a Nation.] Therefore it useth the word for the Church of a Nation, in the plural number. Is one Church and many all one with him: Would he have applauded that man that would have said, that such an Author useth the word [College] (for the College of an University in the plural number,) because he named the College in an University? and this to prove that an University is one College? Had it not been better said, The New Testament never useth the word Church for all the Churches in one Nation (since Christ) definitely, but ever calleth them plurally Churches: Therefore to call them all One (National) Church is not to imitate the Scripture.

His first Instance is, Rem. 6. 4. All the Churches of the Gentiles. A sad proof of a National Church! What Nation is it that the word [Gentiles] signifies? No doubt the Gentile Churches were in Gentile Nations: But that doth not prove that the Christians in any Nation are ever called in Scripture (since the Jews Nation) One Church but Churches.

His next instance is, 1 Cor. 16. 1. The Churches of Galatia: And the rest are all such, v. 19. 2 Cor. 8. 1. Gal. 1. 2. 22. The Churches of Asia, Macedonia, Judea: But I hope he intended no more than to tell you that the Christians of several Nations, are never called a Church, 'but Churches, as having any sort of Union than National.

He gives many instances when the word [Church] is used definitely to signify the Church of a City and Country adjoining: But to prove it used to signify several Churches in City and Country adjoining, but one only.

Two Texts he alludeth to prove that the word [Church] is used definitely to signify these Churches Congregate into a Synod or Conistory: But I believe his word of neither place. One is Mat. 18. 17. Tell the Church, &c. If I say that [tell the Church] signifies [tell the Society containing Pastors and Christians] though it is the Pastors that you must immediately speak to and the offender must hear, I give as good proof of my exposition as he doth of his. If I speak to a man, and hear a man, though it be only his ears that hear me, and his tongue that speaketh to me, yet by the word [man] I mean not only ears and tongue. If the King send a Command to a Corporation to expel a seditious member, though the Mayor or Aldermen only do it Authoritatively, and the People but executively, yet the word [Corporation] doth not therefore signify the Officers only. The other Text is, Acts 15. 22. But I will not believe him that [the whole Church] signifies the Synod only: For though they only decreed it, I think the rest con-
(55)

consented and approved it, and are meant in the word [the whole Church.]

I grant him that (Rom. 16. 1.) the word signifieth the Church of a Village or Town; But he will never prove that it is not meant of a Church of the same Species as City Churches were. And as to the House or Family Churches which he mentioneth. Rom. 16. 5. 1 Cor. 16. 19. Col. 4. 15. Phil. 2. Dr. Hammond expoundeth, Col. 4. 15. of the Church that did meet in his house, and so some do all the rest: But that we stand not for, nor doth it concern us.

But when he addeth a multitude of Texts, as using the word Church indefinitely, not defining the place, Society of a Nation or City, quantity, &c. most of the instances brought are of Churches definite, as to place, and of the same Species as the Apostles Instituted; though when the Church of such a place is said to do a thing, it's no determination what number of the members did it. His first instance is Acts 4. 31. and next Acts 15. 3, 9, &c. The Churches had rest through all Judea, and Galilee, and Samaria: Acts 15. 3. Speaks of the Church of Antioch, which v. 27. it's said they gathered together: v. 4. mentioneth the Church at Jerusalem, v. 11. mentioneth the Churches of Syria and Cilicia. Acts 18. 22. Speaketh of the Church at Cæsarea. Rom. 16. 16. Speaks of the Churches where Paul lately travelled. v. 23. Gains was the Host of a definite whole Church, at Corinth. And when 1 Cor. 4. 17. he speaketh of his teaching in every Church, it is an Universal enunciation; but of Churches of a certain or definite Species, and so of the rest.

Then p. 5. he telleth us what is truly and properly a Church on Earth; and faith, Every company of men professing the true faith of Christ is both truly a Church and a true Church. Ans. Yes, As Cæsars cælestis is truly a Dog, and a true Dog: but not properly, but equivocally: A Church in its most famous signification is a Society constituted of the Pastor and Flock, as a School of the Schoolmaster and Scholars: And an accidental meeting of Christians in a Market or Ship, is no more properly called a Church, than School-boys meeting in such places are a School: No nor occasionally praying together neither.

So p. 5. He concludes that the Christian People of one City, and Country adjoyning, whether Province or Dioces are one Church; yeal of any Nation or part of the World, not because under one Spiritual Government or Priest-hood, but because one People or Commonwealth ruled by the same Laws, professing the same Religion. All this is de nomine only. But are we not likely to dispute well, when we never agree of the Subject, or terms of the Question? We have no mind to contend about Names: Let him call the World, or a Corporation, or Kingdom, or Ecclesiæ Malignantium by the name of a Church if he will, so that we first agree what Church we dispute of. We talk not of any accidental meeting or Community, but a Society before defined, constituted of the pars gubernans and pars subjecta. And of this sort we know of Divine Institution, an
an Universal Church Headed by Christ, and particular Churches headed under him by their Bishops or Pastors: A Church without a Head, (in Fair, Ship, or Temple) we talk not of: Nor yet of a Church that hath but an Accidental, Extrinsic, and not an Essential Constitute Head, to them, as they are Churches of Christ's Institution: Whether it be the Emperour of Germany, or of Constantinople, Mahometan, Christian, Papist, or Protestant, we believe that every Sovereign is so the Head, that is the Ruler of the Church, that is, of the Christians in his Dominions. We denominate a formâ: Bishop Downame may denominate whence he please, a materiâ or ab accidente, &c. and say, They are one Church that are under one Prince, Law, of one Religion. Do with your Equivocals what you will; But forget not that it is a Pastoral particular Church of the Holy Ghost's Institution that we Dispute about. Otherwife I deny not Diocefan, or Patriarchal Churches, nor deny that the Papal Kingdom is a Church of a certain species right or wrong.

And forget not his Concession p. 6. and we need no more, [Indeed at the very first conversion of Cities, the whole number of the People converted (being sometimes not much greater than the number of the Presbyters placed among them) were able to make but a small Congregation. But those Churches were in Constituting, they were not fully constituted, till their number being increased they had their Bishop or Pastor, their Presbyters and Deacons, without which, Ignatius faith, there was no Church, &c.] Of which after.

He next, Cap. 1. laboureth much to prove, that the words Ecclesia, Parocia, and Diocesis, of old were of the same signification; About words we have no mind to strive: But all the proofs that he brings of the extent of a Church to more than one Congregation or Altar, are fetched from later times, when indeed Churches were transformed into Societies much different from those before them.

He citeth Concil. Carth. 2. c. 5. & 3. 42, 43, &c. that places that had no Bishops before should not receive Bishops without the consent of the Bishop whom they were before under. Indeed by these Canons we see much of the state of the Church in those times, and partly how the Case was altered. Every Church had a Bishop of its own: Thofe Churches were almost all first planted in Cities: The multitudes were Heathens: but the City Christians with thofe in the Country near them, were enow to make a Church or Congregation. In time fo many were Converted in the Country Villages, that they were allowed Assemblies like our Chappels at home: And some of them had Country Bishops set over them: And in many places greater Towns (which they then called Cities) were anew converted. The Presbyters that were abroad among these new Converts or scattered Christians, made them know that every Church should have a Bishop, and that they might choose one of their own: And few Presbyters being then Learned able men in Comparison of the Bishops, by this advantage of presence among them, many raw and Schismatical Presbyters crept into the Peoples affections, and perswaded them to choose them
them for their Bishops: when they were chosen and ordained, they encroached on the rest of the old Bishops Dioceses, and also refused to come to the Synods, lest their failings should be known, pretending that they must stay with their own People. Now the Bishops that complained of this, did not allude, 1. That no Bishop should be made but in a City, 2. Nor that when Christians multiplied, they must not multiply Bishops accordingly, but all be under their first Bishop only, 3. Nor that a new Congregation had not as good right to have and chuse a Bishop of their own, as the first City Congregation had. But only to keep ignorant Schismatical Presbyters from deceiving the People for their own exaltation, and from hindering Synodical Concord, they Decreed that none in their Dioceses should have Bishops, without the first Bishops consent; And that being Consecrated they should frequent Synods, and should be Bishops only of that People that first chose them, and not encroach on the rest of the Dioceses. And whereas he hence gathereth that the Country Churches [ever from the beginning belonged to the City Bishops.] There were no such things as Appendant Country Churches from the beginning of the City Churches: But it's true, that from the beginning of the Country Peoples Conversion, when they were not enow to make Churches themselves, they belonged to the City Churches as Members (Even as now the Anabaptists and Independent Churches consit of the People of Market-Towns, and the adjoyning Country Associated into one Assembly.) After that the Country Meetings were but as Oratories or Chappells: And when they came to be enow to make distinct Churches of, some good Bishops had the Wit and Grace to help them to Chorepiscopi, Bishops of their own; but most did choose rather to enlarge their own Possessions or Powers, and set Subject Presbyters only over the People. And that these new Bishops must be by the old Bishops consent, is apparently a point of Order to avoid inconveniences (if not of Usurpation:) For what power had the old Bishop to keep any Church of Christ without a Bishop of their own, when it was for there good?

That he hath some countenance from Leo, for the New Church Form (without Bishops) I wonder not, when Leo was one of the hottest that betimes maintained the Roman Primacy, if not Universal Sovereignty. And as the Care against placing Bishops in small places, ne viltelas non-men Episcopi, came in late, so 1. It intimateth that it was otherwise done, at least by some before, 2. And it is but the Prelatical grandure which Constantine had puffit up, which is then allledged as the Reason of this Restraint.

His Argument is, [That which was judged unlawful by the Canons of approved Councils, and Decrees of Godly Bishops, was never lawfully, regularly and ordinarily practis'd: But, &c. I deny the Major. Kneeling at Prayer or Sacrament on the Lords day, the Marriage of Priests, the Reading of the Heathens Writings, and abundance such-like, were forbidden by such approved Councils; especially a multitude of things depending on the new}
Imperial shape of the Churches, which are now lawful, and were lawful, and ordinarily practiced before: *Paul Kneeled and Prayed on the Lord's day, Acts 20.* &c. Therefore the placing of Bishops in Country Parishes was not unlawful before, because the Councils of Bishops afterward forbade it, nor was it ever unlawful by God's Law. Methinks a Bishop that subscribed to the 39 Articles of the Church of England, which mentioneth General Councils erring, even in matters of Faith, should never have asserted that they cannot err in matter of Government, nor retract and alter that which was well practiced before them.

His next Argument is this, If there were any Parish Bishops then, they were the Chorepiscopi, But the Chorepiscopi were not such.

*Ans.* 1. I deny the Major: There were then many City Bishops that were but Parish Bishops, or had but one Church, as shall be further proved. 2. Yet as to a great number it is granted that their Dioceses had many Churches, at the time of *Concil. Elber. Sardis.* &c. which he mentioneth. But it followeth not that therefore it was so with any in the time of *Ignatius,* or with many in Cyprian's time. 3. If it were all granted de facto, it will not follow, that de iure, it was well done, and that the old Form was not finally changed. 4. The Chorepiscopi themselves might have many Congregations under them, like our Chapels, and yet be Parish Bishops; And it's most probable that at first they had no more than one of our Country Parishes, though afterwards they had many Churches under them, as City Bishops had.

His next Argument is, [Churches endued with Power Ecclesiastical, sufficient for the Government of themselves, having also a Bishop and Presbytery, had the power of Ordination: But Country Parishes had not the Power of Ordination: Ergo, &c.]

*Ans.* 1. Government is Inferior or Superior: They might have sufficient Inferior power of Government, though they had none of the Superior power, such as belongeth to Archbishops, to whom Appeals were made: As a Corporation that hath a Mayor and Assistants hath sufficient Inferior power, but not Regal, nor such as Judges, Lord Lieutenants, &c. have. And if it were proved, (as some hold) that only General, or unfixed Ministers, like the Apostles, and Evangelists, or Archbishops that were over many Churches, had the power of Ordination, and not the Inferior Bishops of single Churches, it would not follow that these Inferior Bishops had not the power of Governing their own Churches with assisting Presbyters: And if he will prove for us, that every fixed Bishop hath the power of Ordination, who hath but the Inferior power of Governing his single Church, by Admonitions, Excommunications, and Absolutions, he will but do our work for us.

2. I deny his Minor Propos. If by [Country Parishes] he mean [the Bishops of Country Parishes] they had the Power of Ordination: And all that he saith against it, is only to prove, that de facto, they had not the Exercise of it in the times he mentioneth, and that de iure humano, it was not
not allowed them by Canons. But, 3. We grant so much of the Conclu-
sion, as that de facto, few Country Parishes had a Bishop and Presbytery: 
Because there were but few Country Parishes in the World, till the third 
Century, that were really Christians, or fixed Societies of Chris-
tians that had ordinary Church-communion together in the Sacrament, or 
had an Altar. But our Case is, About single Churches, now called Parish 
Churches, and not about [Country Churches.] For they might be but sin-
gle Parish Churches, though they were in Cities only, and the Country 
Members joyned with them in the Cities.

And his own Confession is, page 35. that besides Rome and Alex-
andria, [that had many Churches in the City, there is not the like evidence for 
multitude of Parishes in other Cities, immediately after the Apostles times.] 
I suppose by his Citations, he meaneth till the third Century. And if 
this be granted us of all the great Cities of the World, that they cannot 
be proved to have many Churches, we have no great reason to look for 
many in the Country Villages.

His next Argument is, [Churches containing within their Circuits, not only 
Cities with their Suburbs, but also whole Countries subject to them, were Dioceces. 
But the Churches, subject to the ancient Bisphons in the Primitive Church, contain-
ed, &c. Therefore they were Dioceces:

And, Either this is his Description of a Dioceces, or we have none from 
him that I can find: And let who will dispute about the Names of Dio-
cees and Parish, for I will not. And if by a Diocees he meaneth a Church 
consisting of all the Christians in City and Country associated for Personal 
holp Communion, having One Altar and One Bishop, this is that which 
we call a single Church, or some a Parish-Church, and if he call it a Dio-
cees he may please himself.

But if he mean that in these Cities and whole Countries were several 
such Churches, that had each an Altar, and were fixed Societies for perso-
nal holy Communion, not having any proper Bishop of their own, but 
one Bishop in Common, with whose Cathedral Church, they did not, and 
could not Communicate, (through Number or distance) I deny his Minor 
proposed in this sense, as to the two first Centuries; though not as to the 
following Ages. But if by [Cities, Suburbs, and whole Countries subject] 
he mean all the unconverted Infidels of that space (for doubtles he calls 
not the soil or place, the Church) I deny the very subject; There were no 
such Churches: Infidels and Heathens make not Churches, (Though Heresy-
ticks made somewhat like them, sic ut faciant sapientes, as Tertullian speak-
eth.) If the Diocecan Churches Disputed for, be Churches of Pagans and 
Infidels, we know no such things.

But if he mean that all the Heathens in that Circuit are the Bishops 
Charge in order to Conversion, I answer, 1. That maketh them no parts 
of the Church: Therefore the Church is of never the larger extent for the 
soil or Infidel Inhabitants. 2. The Apostles, and other General Preachers 
(liek the Jesuits in the Indies) may divide their Labourers by Provinces 
for
for the Peoples Conversion, before there be any Churches at all. 3. This
distribution is a meer prudential Ordering of an accident or circumstance;
and therefore not the Divine Institution of a Church Form or Species.
4. Neither Scripture nor prudence so distributeth Circuits or Provinces to
Preachers, in order to conversion of Infidels, as that other Preachers may
not come and Preach there, as freely as one that claimeth it as his Pro-
vince. For, 1. Christ sent out his Apostles by two and two at first. 2. Paul
had Barnabas or some other Evangelist or General Preacher usually with
him. And Peter and Paul are both said to be at Rome, at Antioch, and o-
ther places: And many Apostles were long together at Jerusalem, even
many years after Christ's Resurrection. Christ that bid them go into all
the World, never commanded that one should not come where another was,
nor have power to Preach to Infidels in that Dioces.

And what is the Episcopal power over Infidels, which is claimed? It is
not a power to Ordain, or to Excommunicate them. It can be no other than
a power to Preach to them, and Baptize them when converted. And this
is confessed to belong to Presbyters. If the Bishops would divide the World
into Dioceses, and be the only Preachers in those Dioceses, it would be
no wonder if the World be unconverted. It is not Bishops that are sent by
the Papists themselves to convert the Indians.

But perhaps you may say that the Bishops rule those Presbyters that do it.
Answer, 1. It's an imperfect kind of Government, which a Bishop in Eng-
land can exercise over Presbyters that daily Preach, as Mr. Eliot his help-
ers to the Natives in a Wilderness many thousand Miles from them. 2. But
if they do rule the Preachers, that maketh not the Soil nor the Heathens
so be any parts of their Church, but the Preachers only. Therefore a Dio-
cefs with them, and a Church, must be different things.

His first Reason therefore, page 36. from the Circuit is vain. His se-
cond, page 37. that the City Bishops had a right from the beginning over
many Churches, (that had no other Bishops) and did not after usurp it,
he proveth not at all: For the words of Men three or four hundred years
after Christ, alleging ancient custom are no proof: When the 25 Can.
Trull. cited by himself, maketh thirty years possession enough against all
that would question their Title. And abundance of things had Custom
and Antiquity allledged for them so long after, that were known Innova-
tions.

His third Reason is from the Choreepiscopi, as the Bishops suffragan, which
sheweth no more, but that the City Bishops (whether justly or by usurpa-
tion) were at last really Archbishops, or Rulers of Bishops: But of this
before.

His fourth Reason, from Succession will be good, when he that affirm-
eth that no Church was governed by the Parish Discipline, hath proved
that all, many, yea, or any Bishops from the Apostles days, had many
Churches under them that had no Bishops of their own. Till then he faith
nothing.
As to his instance of the Scythians having but one Bishop, the Reason was, because it was but little of their Country at first that were made Christians, or that were at all in the Roman Empire: So that the Bishop was settled at Tomis, in the borders of the Empire (in the Maritime part of the Euxine Sea,) that thence he might have an influence on the rest of the Scythians over whom the Romans had no power, and where there were many Cities indeed, but few Christians: as may be seen in Theodoret, Tripart. Nicephor. and many others. Of his other three or four instances, I shall after speak.

Chap. 3. lib. 2. He pretends to prove that the seven Asian Churches were Diocesan, and not Parochial, and never defineth a Diocess and Parish; which is lost labour.

His first Argument is, [Churches, whose Circuit contained Cities and Countries adjoining, were Dioceses. But, &c.

This is before answered: Our Question is, Whether they were as our Diocesan Churches, such as had in these Cities and Countries many Altars and Churches without Bishops under them: Trees, and Houses, and Fields, and Heathen People, make not Churches, nor yet scattered Christians, that were Members only of the City Church.

His proof of the Minor is, 1. These Churches comprized all the Churches of Asia.

Ans. If he mean that all the rest of the Churches of Asia had no Bishops, but Pariih Presbyters under these seven Bishops he should prove it, (and confute Dr. Hammond that is so contrary to him, (had he then lived:) Till then we take it as a contemptible incredible alltertion, that Asia had but seven Bishops, and yet a multitude of Churches: If he mean only that these seven were Archbishops, his importunity is too palpable.

Particularly, he saith, The Church of Ephesus, Smyrna, &c. Contained a great City, and the Country belonging to it, &c.

Ans. We talk of Churches under Churches, and he talketh only of Cities and Countries; Again, I say, Let him take his Dioceses of Infidels, Houses and Ground, we know no such Churches.

Page 46. He saith [Cenchrea was subject to the Church of Corinth, and never had a Bishop of their own.] But not a syllable of proof: It is not a Family Church, which we speak of; therefore he need not here have mentioned that: But a Church associated for ordinary Communion in God's publick worship, which cannot be celebrated without a Pastor. Let him prove that Cenchrea was such a Church and yet had no Bishop.

In §. 6. p. 49. He would prove that the Circuit of a Church was in the Intention of the Apostles, or first Founders, the same from the beginning, before the division of Churches as after: Which I shall in due place disprove: His reasons are, 1. Because the whole Church since the Apostles days hath so understood the intention of the Apostles.

Ans. 1. This is not proved. 2. I shall alone prove the contrary; that the Apostles had no intention that Churches should be defined by the limits of
of the place and Country: nor did they themselves ever appoint any such bounds to any one Church, and say so far it shall extend: Nor did they ever take any but Christians in any Circuits for Members of the Church. And I shall prove that all Churches were but such as I described, single Churches with their Bishops at the first, and that some Villages had Bishops four or five hundred years after: And his own Reason that Churches followed the Civil Form, prove the mutability of their bounds, seeing the Civil Forms were mutable.

His next Reason is because [that division of Churches which was 300 or 400 Years after Christ, with their Limits and Circuits, were ordinarily the same which had been from the beginning, as divers Councils testifie.

Ans. Those Councils mean no more, than that it had been an old or settled Custom, (as many Learned men have proved.) And if they could be proved to mean that from the Apostolical plantations the bounds of all the Dioceses were set, I marvel that any man could believe them. But they say no such thing, as were it not tedious to the Reader, an examination of each particular would shew. Else no new Churches and Bishops must be settled in the World, but those that the Apostles converted in any Cities between or near them; For the unconverted Cities in the inter-spaces, were as much those Bishops Dioceses as the Villages of equal distance: And then the making of new Cities would have made one a Bishop of many Cities, contrary to the Canons.

His third Reason is, that the Distribution of the Churches usually followed the division of the Common wealth.

Ans. 1. If so (as is said) they must be various and mutable. All the World was not divided just as the Roman Empire was: And the Imperial divisions had great changes. 2. I think it lost labour to dispute with him that holdeth this assimilating the Church to the Civil Form, was of Divine Apostolical Institution. If any can think so, let him give us his proof that the Church Constitution must vary as Monarchical, Aristocratical and Democratical States do; As Empires and free Cities do: And that from the King to the Constable, we must have a correspondent Officer: And that the Papacy as Capital in the Roman Empire, was of Gods Institution: And that an Emperour, King, or popular State may change the Form of the Churches, as oft as they may the Form of their subordinate Governments. Are not these small Reasons to prove, that when the Apostles planted Bishops in all single Churches, they intended that those Bishops should be the sole Bishops of many hundred Churches, when they should be raised in the Circuit of ground, which now is called their Dioceses. But more of this in due place.

But next he appealeth to mens Consciences, Whether it be not unlikely that there was but one Congregation belonging to these famous Cities towards the end of the Apostles days. Of which more afterward.

In Chap. 4. p. 69. He argueth, [The Presbyteries ordained by the Apostles, were appointed for Dioceses, and not to Parishes: Therefore the Churches endued with
with the power of Ecclesiastical Government were not Parishes but Diocess.

Anf. Our Question is, Whether they were single Churches as before defined, or only One Diocesan Church made up of many such single Churches: 1. If by Presbyteries be meant many Presbyters, a College, or Con- fession, I deny the Consequence; because every Church that had Government had not such a Presbytery; but one Bishop or Pastor did serve for some of the lesser Churches, and yet that one had Governing power. 2. I deny the Major: It was single Churches that had then many Elders set over them. 3. Reader, it seemeth to me no small disparagement to the Diocesan Cause, that the grand Patrons of it so extremly differ among themselves. Dr. Hammond holdeth that in all the Scripture times, no one Church had any Presbyters at all, save only one single Bishop. This Bishop Downame seemeth to hold, that every Governed Church had a Presbytery. And [no one] and [every one] extremly differ: Yet either of them would have cenfured him that had gain-fayed them.

His proof of the Antecedent is this. [They who were appointed to whole Cities and Countries to labour so far as they were able: the conversion of all that belonged to God, were appointed to Diocesses, not to Parishes: But, &c.

Anf. Is not here frustration instead of edification to the Reader, for want of defining a Diocess and a Parish. I thought we had talkt of a Dio- cesan Church; and here is a Diocess described which may be a single Church, or no Church at all as the Bishop pleaseth. Here is not so much as any Christians, much less Congregations of them mentioned as the Bishops Flock: But many an Apostle, Evangelist, and Converting Preacher, hath been set over Cities and Countries to labour mens Conversion, as far as they were able, before they had converted any, or at least now to make a Church; and after that, before they had converted more than one Assembly. The Jesuits in the Indies thus laboured in several Provinces, before they were Bishops of those Provinces, or called them Provincial Churches. But now we perceive what he meaneth by a Diocess, even a space of Ground containing Inhabitants to be converted if we can.

I will shorten my Answer to the rest of his Reasonings for such Diocesan Churches.

I will put a few Questions, more pertinent than his Queries p. 67. about the state of such Diocesan Churches.

Q. 1. Whether the Apostles were not, by this description, Bishops of all the World as their Diocesses? And whether therefore it follow that there were no Bishops under them in particular Churches?

Q. 2. Whether Apostles and Evangelists did not go from City to City, sometime staying some Months or Years at one, and then passing to another? And whether this made all the interjacent Countries their Diocelles, changing their Bishops as oft as they thus changed their Habitations?

Q. 3. Whether more than one such Apostle or Evangelist were not both at once, and successively in the same place, to labour the conversion of all they could? And whether therefore there were many Bishops to a Diocess?
Q. 4. Where we shall find the proof that the Apostles or Evangelists set the bounds of Diocceses? And whether this description of his own do make Diocceses bounded by circuit or space of Ground, or by the Abilities of the Bishop to endeavour conversion?

Q. 5. When the Apostles forbade any other to labour men's conversion in their Cities or Counties where they or others had been before them? And did not one plant and another water, (and usually more than one at once?) and did some of the Apostles have not more than one place of labour?

Q. 6. Whether (Matt. 28. 19, 20.) Discipling or Preaching to convert men, and then baptizing them, be not the way of gathering Churches, and therefore proveth that before conversion they are no Churches? and are not Christians only members of the Church? And are these Diocesan Churches that are no Churches?

Q. 7. If one be settled in a single Congregation in the City, with a purpose to endeavour the conversion of the Country; is not a Diocesan Church there the same as a single Congregation, though the Dioceses be larger?

Q. 8. If when Congregations multiplied, Bishops were not multiplied, but one would keep many Churches under himself alone, doth it prove that this was well done because it was done? and that God consented to this change?

His next Reason is, because Churches were not then divided into Parishes. Which in due place I shall prove to be a sufficient Reason against him. Churches were Societies constituted of Pastors and their Christian Congregations, as afore defined: And his inference is vain, that [Presbyteries were not settled in Parishes, because the Churches were not yet divided into Parishes. For they were Parishes, that is, single Churches, without dividing. The space of Ground called Parishes was not then marked out; nor was a Diocesan Church (like ours) that hath no subordinate Bishops divided into Parishes; for there were no such Diocesan Churches to be so divided. But the Universal Church and the Apostolical Provinces were made up (or constituted) of Parishes, I mean of particular Churches, as greater numbers are of units, and as Villages are of Houses. But to say that Churches were not divided into Parishes, in the fence in question, is all one as to say, Churches were not divided into Churches.

Our Controversie is like this, Whether all the Families in the Town should have but One common Master? And he that affirmeth it, should argue thus; Masters were not at first appointed to Families but to Villages; for Villages were not at first divided into Families, (when there were none but single Houses erected,) but Families were Families before there were Villages to be divided. As Villages were not made before Houses, and then divided into Houses, nor Cities before Streets, and afterwards divided into Streets; nor Kingdoms before Cities and Corporations, and then divided into Corporations, (or inferior Societies) Nor Academies before Colleges, and then divided into Colleges; so neither were Provincial, or Diocesan Churches made before single Churches, and after divided into
into them; but were made by the coalition of many single Churches, which should not have been changed for that use in specific, by altering the species of their Pastors, and depriving them of their Proper Bishops.

In his 5th Chap. He pretendeth to confute the Asserion that for the first 200 years, the City Churches were but single Congregations. Here we are to except only Alexandria and Rome in all the World: And we confidently extend the time to 150 years, and very probably to 200; and moreover lay, that till the fourth Century, most or very many Churches were nother, if not long after in many Kingdoms.

All his talk, p. 80. against shallow giddy Heads, that see no further than their Nose end, because it was denied that Pastors were set in single Congregations to convert also the Infidels about, I have nothing to do with: For I assert that as all Ministers are bound to endeavour the conversion of such, if they have opportunity (not wanting power,) so those are most bound to it that have best opportunity, which is the Neighbour Bishops. But till men are converted they are no parts of the Church; no, nor of that particular Church, co nomine, because converted by that Bishop (as shall be proved,) without some further consent and ground. The rest about the largenes of the Church of Jerusalem, &c. shall be considered in due place.

In his Chap. 6. p. 104. I desire it may be noted that he faith, [I do not deny but that at the first, and namely in the time of the Apostle Paul, the most of the Churches so soon after their conversion, did not each of them exceed the proportion of a populous Congregation. And p. 114. that Metropolitan he thinks were intended by the Apostles, or at least, sibi extranei & necessitate flagitante, as Beca faith: And I suppose a Diocesan Church will find no better ground than a Metropolitan, viz. Humane Prudence, or (I think intended.)

In chap. 7. He pretendeth to prove, that in the Apostles times Parishes began to be distinguished under one only Bishop, &c. But what's the proof? Rome and Alexandria are all the Instances. † But, 1. his proof that Evaristus divided Parishes about An. 100 is worth nothing, as having no sufficient evidence, but fabulous reports. 2. He allegeth Eusebius, l. 2. c. 15. sayling of St. Mark, that he is said first to have constituted the Churches of Alexandria. But this is no proof. 1. Because Eusebius's following words out of Philo do make it most probable, that by [the Churches of Alexandria] he meant [the Churches in and about Alexandria,] which pro- veth not many in the City it self. 2. If he had planted many Churches in the City, it is no proof that he varied from the practice of the other Apostles, who (as Act. 14. 23.) placed Elders (that is, faith Dr. Hammond, Bishops) in every Church: Or that the Elders of each Church had not the true Pastoral or Episcopal power of Governing the Flock, (which is all that we plead for.) And if it had been proved that Mark had been over them: it followeth not that he was not over them as an Archibishop, but as a mere Bishop only. 3. Grotius and Dr. Hammond think they prove that

K Rome
Rome and other great Cities then had more Bishops than one, by reason of the peoples diversity in Languages, &c. As Peter of the Circumcision, and Paul of the Uncircumcision. 4. Eusebius mentioneth not this as a certainty, but with an [it's said] which is the usual note of his uncertain reports (of which he hath not a few, as is commonly confessed.) 5. Dr. Hammond is so far from believing this (that many Parishes were committed so early to Presbyters under one Bishop) that he thinketh there is no proof that any such Presbyters were in being in the Scripture times. And though he confesseth that Alexandria and Rome had divers Churches in them long before other places, there is no proof or probability that it was so in the Apostles days. And l. 3. c. 4. Eusebius expressly faith, [But how many and what sincere followers have governed the Churches planted by the Apostles, it cannot be affirmed, but so as may be gathered from the words of Paul. And c. 19. he mentioneth in the singular number the Church (not the Churches) of Rome, Antioch, and Jerusalem. And l. 4. c. 11. he faith Celadion succeeded Mark in the Church of Alexandria.

But he faith l. 5. c. 9. that Julius was chosen Bishop over the Churches of Alexandria: And c. 23. Demetrius came in his place. And l. 6. c. 1. Demetrius took upon him the oversight of the Congregations there. And c. 35. Dionysius received the Bishoprick of ruling the Churches in or about Alexandria, &c.

Ans. 1. So long after it is not denied, but that Alexandria had more Assemblies than one. 2. Yet it is most likely that by the Churches in and about Alexandria, Eusebius meant the Churches under the Archbishop of Alexandria, which had Bishops of their own. 3. Before they had a Temple there might be several lesser Meetings in the City, which were but as our Chapels, or the Independants Meeting in several Houses at once, when yet the Church was but one, because they were associated for Personal Communion. 4. When the Parishes were divided to several Presbyters, yet then each Presbyter had the true Episcopal Office as to the People, though not the Name; and though they were under a superior Bishop; that is, they had the whole Office of a Presbyter or Pastor, to Govern the People as well as Teach them and Worship with them. And so there was then no Parish like ours, which is but part of a Diocesan Church, and no Church of itself (as the Bishops Form it) because it hath but a half Pastor. 5. And is not the case of all other Churches in the World, that to this time were but single Churches, more considerable than the case of Rome and Alexandria, which differed from all the rest.

Obj. But all the rest did the same, as soon as they had People enow to make many Churches?

Ans. 1. I have told you Grosius and Dr. Hammond think that there were more Bishops than one in a City for some time. 2. This multiplication was not till long after in the third Century, and with most in the fourth, when it was no wonder that the Church fell into the Imperial Form: And when they did so, the Roman Primacy arose with the rest. 3. Yet even then
then the Presbyters were *Episcopi gregis*, and had the true, full, Pastoral power as to their Flocks, as aforefaid. So that there were no Bishops that yet deposed the Presbyters as now.

*Page 125.* He saith, \[Neither was this a thing peculiar to the Bishops of Alexandria, but common to others.\]—Ignatius was Bishop not only of Antioch, but of Syria: Irenæus, the Bishop of Lyons, was Bishop of the Churches in France, &c.

*Ans. 1.* This openeth the former case: These were not Diocefsanes, deposing all the *Episcopos gregis*, and become sole Bishops, but Archbishops that had under them Bishops in each particular Church. Yet note, that it is the *French Synod* of Bishops which *Enseb. ib. l. 5. c. 23.* Iren. is said to oversee, as it’s said, *ibid.* that *Palmas* did so among the Bishops of Pontus in their Synod, and that *Victor* was President in the Bishops Synod at Rome, and *Theophilus of Caesarea*, and *Narcissus of Jerusalem* in the *Palaistine* Synod: Which is nothing to our case.

It is further saith, that *Optatus* faith, that in Rome were 40 Churches, and that *Theodoret* had 300.

*Ans. 1.* It is granted, that in *Optatus’s days* Rome had 40, which is nothing to our case in hand. 2. In thofe 40 so late, there were no half Presbyters, but as this Doctor confeffeth, they had not only a joynp power in Governing the Flocks, but in Ordination too. 3. I confeff *Theodoret’s* cafe feemeth strange, and though of late date is so incredible as contrary to the cafe of other Churches, that I do the rather for that clause believe that *Epistle to Leo* to be a forgery, or corrupted at leaft. And besides this *Reason*, I have these alfo for it. 1. Because he himfelf faith, that *Cyprus*, where he was Bishop, was but two days journey from Antioch, *Hist. Sanct. Patr. de Juliano*. And he that knoweth how great the *Diocefs* of Antioch was, will not easily believe that a Town within two days journey (to Monks that went on foot) was like to have eight hundred Churches in it at that time. 2. And we know out of whole shop *Theodoret’s Epifles* come. *Nicephorus* faith, he read above 500 of his Epifles. *Baronius* faith there is a Book in the *Vaticane* containing 150 of them: *Mettius* tranflated thofe into *Latine*. But faith *Rivet. Crit. Sacr. l. 4. c. 21. p. 455.* the Reader muft remember that they have been kept all this while in the Adversaries Cabinets, and by them are brought into light and into Latine, fo that they have no authority, further than other History confirmeth them. 3. Especially seeing *Leontius de Seltis* faith, as *Baronius* confeffeth, that Hereticks fained Epifles in *Theodoret’s name*; And *Bellarmine de script. Eccl.* mentioneth one that hath his name in *Concil. Ephes.* that neither *Theodoret* nor any Christian is to be charged with. 4. And that this one Epifle to *Leo* should be cul’d out of all the reft to be alone Print-ed after *Theodoret’s Works*, sheweth the design, and what credit is to be given to it. 5. And I shall anon cite much more out of *Theodoret* himfelf, to shew the improbability that *Diocefses* had then fo many Churches.
And so much as a just confusion of Bishop Downe, not as referring to other men with whom he dealt, but to the cause which we have in hand. And that I answer not the whole Book, is because I know of no more in it than what I have culled out, which needeth an answer as to the cause which I defend: Of which I make the judicious Reader Judge.

Bish. Hall. 6. Bishop Hall's Defence of Episcopacy meddleth so little with the point now in Question, that I have no need to say any thing to it, more than is already laid. And he granteth all that I desire.

Petavius. 7. As for Petavius, I need not confute him; for he granteth me most, as to matter of Fact, that I desire, as I shall after further shew. His Fundamental Assertion is, That the two Offices of Bishops and Presbyters, were both placed in the same person, in the Apostles days; at which Salmasius justly laugheth: For what is that but to say, that then there was no such person as a Subject Presbyter (much less as our half-Presbyters:) And Salmasius justly congratulateth his concession, [that solo confens hominum & vitandi, sedis, gratia, unus numero, Episcoporum, corundem, Presbyterorum, electus est qui praebet ceteris: Quod nemo dicit prohibet——] Nam et si Episcopalis ordine jure divino introduxit est, non eodem tamen illo jure decrevit est, ut unus in singulis civitatibus & Ecclesiis, electus Episcopus, sed Ecclesiae, consensu conciliorumque sanctiorum. Viz. [It was only by Mans consent and for the avoiding of Schism, that one was chosen out of the number of Bishops, who also were Presbyters, to be above the rest: This saying none forbiddeth. For though the Episcopal Order was introduced by Divine Right, yet was it not by the same right decreed, that One should be a Bishop in each City and Church, but by the authority of the Church and the Sanctions of Councils. Of this sober Jesuit more anon.

Bish. Andrews. 8. The Learned Bishop Andrews in his Epistles to Pet. Molinetus, hath said somewhat, but in his Scheme (Printed at Oxford, 1641, before the Treatise for Episcopacy) much more. But as to his Description of the Jewish Form, we dare not thence gather that Christians may imitate them, while we know that the cessation of the Jewish Policy and Law is so largely pleaded for by Paul, and that Christ is the perfect Lawgiver to his Church, and that we must not add or alter on pretence of supposed parity of reason. And as to his Reasons for Diocesan from the New Testament, though the well ordering of them make them very taking, yet when examined, they are no other but what we have found and answered in others.

D. Usher. 9. The truly Learned, Reverend, and Godly Primate Usher, in the same forementioned Collection of Treatises hath one of the Original of Bishops and Metropolitans, and another of the Proconsular Asia. But, I. The utmost which he pleadeth for is no more than we acquiesce in, as that
that it was his Model or Reduction (published since by Dr. Bernard) which we humbly offered to his Majesty as the means of our common concord. And he hath himself told me his Judgment, that Bishops and Presbyters differ not as two Orders, but in Degree; And that Ordinis est Ordinare, or that he hath the Order hath intrinical power to Ordain; though he is regularly to do it under the Bishops oversight; And therefore it is not invalid and null, but only irregular or schismatical, when it is done disobediently against the Bishop (and so may be disabled in foro exteriori,) which Dr. Bernard also hath published of him; and Dr. Mafon in the same Treatise fuller proveth. And he took Presbyters to be Governours of the Flocks; and the Synods of Bishops to be but for Concord, and not to have a proper Governing power over the particular Bishops, as he hath himself expressed to me. Him therefore that is for us, we need not confute. And yet I must confess, that the great Argument which he and Bishop Andrews, and Saravia, and all others use, from the title of Angel given to the Bishops, Rev. 2. and 3. did never seem of any weight to me; nor moved my understanding that way at all: Believing that Tyconius his old Exposition mentioned by Auffin † is liker to be true, and that indeed, it is neither one Prelate nor all the Clergy, but the whole Churches that is meant by the Angel of the Churches.

For the Prophecy coming by Vifion, the word [Angel] is mentioned in the Vifion phrafe, and oft in that book is by all confessed to signifie collective Bodies, and more than single Individuals: As Uher (de Babilone) himself heldeth, that by [the false Prophet] in the singular number, is meant the Roman Clergy. It would be more tedious than necessary to recite the instances in that Book. I therefore who, because of its obscurity, am apt to be distrustful of almost all Arguments that are fetched from the dark Prophecies of Daniel, or the Revelations, am little satisfied with this from the name Angel. And who can believe them that say Timothy was then the Bishop of Ephesus, and so excellent a person, as that none was like minded, as described by Paul; and yet that Christ had this against him, that he had left his first love, and must remember from whence he is fallen and repent, and do his first works or be rejected, Rev. 2. 4. 5. And in a word, that the Apostles, who placed holy persons in the Ministry, had set such over those eminent Churches, as were neither hot nor cold, and had the rest of the faults that are mentioned by Christ. And the whole style of the Text doth easily prove this Exposition against theirs, Rev. 2. 2. 4. 7. As the praises and dispraises there seem to refer to the whole Church, so v. 7. what can be more express than [Hear what the Spirit saith unto the Churches.] And v. 10. Behold the Devil shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may be tried, and ye shall have tribulation ten days: be thou faithful, &c. And again, v. 11. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the Churches] which is repeated and spoken to every one of the seven. v. 14. 15. It is liker to be the whole Society than the Bishop that is reproved for having false Teachers and Hereticks among them, and are called quick-
ly to repent: And v. 20. that suffered the Woman Jezebel to teach: For the Bishops could not hinder false Teachers, but by Excommunicating them, and dissuading the People from hearing them: But the People could have done more, even refused to hear them.

V. 23. And all the Churches shall know] seemeth to intimate that this was written to the Church.

V. 24. Unto you I say, and to the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not this Doctrine, and have not known the depth of Satan, &c. Was this spoken to the Bishop only?

Chap. 3. v. 1. Was it the Bishop of Sardis only that had a name to live and was dead, and that was warned to be watchful and strengthen the things which remain that are ready to die, whose works were not perfect before God? that must remember how he had received and heard — that had a few Names in Sardis, &c. And so of the rest.

Obj. But it is said, Chap. i. v. 20. The seven Stars are the Angels of the seven Churches; and the seven Candelsticks are the seven Churches.

Ans. And what can a man gather hence to satisfy himself in this point? whether the sense be [As the heavenly Angels, are the Guardians of the Churches, so these Stars are those Angels, in whose Person I speak, to the Churches themselves that are signified by the Candelsticks:] Or [As the Angels are the Guardians of the Churches, so by that title, I signify the whole Ministry that guide them, and by the Candelsticks the Churches, and I write to the whole. For as every Message begins with [To the Angel] so it endeth with [To the Churches].

Obj. The Bishop was to deliver it to the Churches.

Ans. This is precarious. 1. The Apostle wrote it, that both Pastors and People might immediately read it, and did not intrust it as an unwritten tradition to one, to be delivered to the rest. 2. All the Pastors were to deliver or teach it to the People, and not one Bishop only. This therefore is no cogent Argument.

10. As for the Disputers for Episcopacy at the Isle of Wight, with King Charles, they manage Saravans Argument (fetcht from the Continuance of the Ordinary part of the Apostles Office) as he did before them (and many others) so well, that for my part I cannot confute them, but remain in doubt; and therefore have nothing to say against them. But that's nothing to our Cafe, whether every particular Organized Church should have a Bishop or the full Pastoral Office in it.

John Forbes 11. As to Joh. Forbes his Ironic, he maintaineth but such an Episcopacy as we offered to his Majesty in Bishop Usher's Reduction: He pleadeth for such a Bishop as is the Moderator of a Presbytery, p. 242, 243. and as must be Subject to Censure himself, p. 145. and that shall do nothing of weight without the Presbyteries consent, p. 145. and as is still bound to the Work of a Presbyters Office, p. 146. And that an Orthodox Church that
that hath no Bishop or Moderator hath but a certain Oeconomical defect, but is still a true Church, and hath the power that other Churches have that have Bishops, p. 158. And that jure divino Presbyters have the Power of Ordaining as well as of Preaching and Baptizing, though they must use it under the Bishops inspection in those places that have Bishops, page 164. And he is more full for the Power of Presbyters Ordaining, and the validity of it, than any man that I now remember.

12. The two Books of the Bohemian Government of the Waldensian Churches,Written by LaScitius and Commenius, contain that very Form of Government, which I think the founddest of any that I have yet seen.

13. The Learned and Judicious Grotius, (before he turned to Caflander's Grotius; and Erasmus's temperament in Religion) in his book de Imper. iun. pot. circa sacra, in almost all things speaketh the same which I approve and plead for; though he be for some Episcopacy.

1. As to the Pastoral power, it fell in whomsoever, he affirmeth it to be but Nuntiative, Declarative, Suafor, and per consenfs, and not any Imperium; Like the power of a Phyfitian, a Counsellor, and an Embassador.

Chap. 4. But then by Imperium he meaneth that which is coactive by the Sword: And he acknowledgeth the power of the Ministry by the Word upon Consenters, to be of Divine Institution, so that they sin against God, who do reject it. And if the Pastors of the Church did meddle with no other power, we should the sooner be agreed. For my part I take the very power of the Keys, to be no other, than a power of applying God's Word to the Consciences of the Penitent and Impenitent, and the Church; and a power of judging who is fit or unfit for Church-communion according to God's Word, which judgment we can no otherwise execute but by the same Word, and by forbearing or exercising our own Ministerial actions to the person: (As a Phyfitian may refuse to Medicate the unruly.)

In chap. 6. He speaketh justly of the Princes power (as in the former.) And so he doth chap. 7. of the use and power of Synods or Councils.

Chap. 8. He well vindicateth the Magistrate, and denyeth to the Church or Bishops, the Legislative power, circa sacra: and sheweth that Canons are not proper Laws.

Chap. 9. He sheweth the Jurisdiction, properly so called, belongeth to the Magistrate, and not to the Pastors as such, (Though of old they might be also Magistrates.) He sheweth that the use of the Keys is called Jurisdiction, but by the same figure by which Preaching is called Legislation (which is true as to the Declaration who is bound or loose, in foro cali; but Pastors more properly judge who is to be taken into Church-communion or excluded.)
The precept of Penance be faith is no Jurisdiction, but as the Council of a Phylistian, or Lawyer, or Philosopher. That the denying of the Sacraments is not properly Jurisdiction, he thus (excellently) explaineth Ep. 229: As he that Baptizeth, or as the old custom was, puts the Eucharist into ones mouth or hand, doth exercise an act of Ministry and not Jurisdiction, so also he that absolveth from the same acts. For the reason of the visible signs, and of the audible is the same: By what right therefore a Pastor denounceth by-words to one that is manifestly flagitious, that he is an utter alien to the Grace of God, by the same right also he doth not Baptize him, because it is the sign of remission of sin; or if he be Baptized, groweth him not the Eucharist, as being the sign of Communion with Christ. For the sign is not to be given to him that the thing signified doth not agree to; nor are pearls to be given to swine: But, as the Deacon was wont to cry in the Church [Holy things are for the Holy] To: it were not only against Truth, but against charity, to make him partake of the Lords Supper, who discerneth not the Lords Body, but eateth and drinketh judgment to himself: In these things while the Pastor doth only suspend his own act, and doth not exercise any Dominions over the acts of others, it is apparent that this belongeth to the use of Liberty, and not to the exercise of Jurisdiction. Such like is the case of a Physician refusing to give an Hydropick water when he desireth it, or in a grave person who refuseth to salute a profligate fellow, and in those that avoid the company of the Leprous. (Only it must be remembered that this avoidance is by a Society governed therein by an Officer of Divine Institution.)

Next he proceeds to the Churches duty, and sheweth, 1. That as Cyprian faith, The Lity that is obedient to God's commands, ought to separate themselves from a sinful Pastor or Prelate (that is, that is grossly bad.) 2. That they ought to avoid familiarity with scandalous Christians: As a Scholar may forsake a bad Teacher, and as an honest Man may leave the friendship of the flagitious. As for the names of Deposition and Excommunication, he faith, That we must interpret the name by the thing, and not the thing by the name; And that the Church deposeth a Pastor when they forsake him or refuse to use him, and Excommunicate a man, when they avoid his communion, (and declare him unmeet for communion.) In all which the Church useth her own right, but taketh not away another mans.

Then for the Canonical Enquiries after faults, and impositions of Penance, or delays of absolution, he sheweth that both the Canons and Judgments by them being but prudential Determinations of Modes and Circumstances, bound none but Consenters, without the Magistrates Law, except as the Law of Nature bound them to avoid offences. (He should add, [and as obedience in general is due to Church-guides of Christ's appointment.] And how the Magistrate may contrain the Pastors to their duty.

Chap. 10. He sheweth that there are two perpetual Functions in the Church, Presbyters and Deacons: I call them Presbyters (faith he) with all the Ancient Church, who feed the Church with the Preaching of the Word, the Sacraments and
and the Keys, which by Divine Right are individual (or inseparable.) (Note that.)

And § 27. He faith, It is doubtful whether Pastors where no Bishops are, and so are under none, though over none, are to be numbered with Bishops or meer Presbyters.

§ 31. His counsel for the choice of Pastors is, that (as in Justinian's time) none be forced on the People against their wills, and yet a power reserved in the chief Rulers to refund such elections as are made to the destruction of Church or Commonwealth.

Chap. 11. § 10. He sheweth that Bishops are not by Divine precept.

And § 1. That therefore the different Government of the Churches that have Bishops, or that have none, should be no hindrance to Unity.

And § 10, 11. That some Cities had no Bishops, and some more than one: And that not only in the Apostles days, but after, one City had several Bishops, in imitation of the Jews, who to every Synagogue had an Archifynagogus. Page 357. He sheweth that there have been at Rome and elsewhere long vacancies of the Bishops, in which the Presbyters governed the Church without a Bishop; And faith, that all the Ancients do confess, that there is no alt so proper to a Bishop, but a Presbyter may do it, except the right of Ordination. Yet sheweth, p. 358. that Presbyters ordained with Bishops, and expoundeth the Add can thus, that Presbyters should not Ordain none, concerning the Bishop.

And p. 359. He sheweth that where there is no Bishop, Presbyters may ordain, as Altisidorenfis faith among the Schoolmen. And questioneth again whether the Presbyters have no Bishops over them be not rather Bishops than meer Presbyters; citing Ambrofe's words [He that had no one above him, was a Bishop] (what would he have said of our City and Corporation Pastors that have divers Chapels and Curates under them: Or of our Presidents of Synods: or such as the Pastor of the first Town that ever I was Preacher in (Bridgnorth in Shropshire) who had six Parishes in an exempt Jurisdiction, four or five of them great ones, and kept Court as ordinary like the Bishops, being under none but the Archbishop.)

And § 12. He sheweth that there was great cause for many Churches to lay by Episcopacy for a time.

And p. 366. he faith [Certainly Christ gave the Keys to be exercised by the same men, to whom he gave the power of Preaching and Baptizing. That which God hath joyned let no man separate.] (But then how should Satan have used the Churches as he hath done?) And he sheweth of meer ruling Elders (as he had done of Bishops) that they are not necessary, but are lawful; and that it may be proved from Scripture that they are not displeasing to God; and that formerly the Laity joyned in Councils. Only he puts thee Cautions (which I consent to) 1. That they be not set up as by God's command. 2. That they meddle no otherwise with the Pastoral Office, or Excommunication, than by way of Council. 3. That none be chosen that are unfit. 4. That they use no coercive power, but what is
is given them by the Soveraign. 5. That they know their power to be mutable, as being not by God's command, but from man.

And Chap. 11. § 8. He delivereth his opinion of the Original of Episcopacy, that it was not fetched from the Temple pattern so much as from the Synagogues, where as he said before, every Synagogue had a chief Ruler.

14. As for J. D. and many other lesser Writers, (Sir Thomas Aston &c.) who say but half the same with those forementioned, it is not worth your time and labour, to read any more Animadversions on them.

15. But the great Learned M. Ant. de Dominis Spalatensis deserveth a more distinct consideration: who in his very learned Books De Repub. Eccles. doth copiously handle all the matter of Church-Government. But let us consider what it is that he maintaineth. In his lib. 5. c. 1. he maintaineth that [the whole proper Ecclesiastical Power is merely Spiritual. In cap. 2. that no Power with true Prefecture, Jurisdiction, Coalition and Domination belongeth to the Church. In c. 3. he sheweth that an improper Jurisdiction belongs to it. Where he overthroweth the old Schoolmen's Description of Power of Jurisdiction, and sheweth also the vanity of the common distinction of Power of Order and of Jurisdiction; and maintaineth, 1. that Power of Jurisdiction followeth, ab Ordine, as Light from the Sun; 2. That all the Power of the Keys which is exercised for Internal effects, although about External Matters, (of Worship or Government) belongeth directly to the Potestas Ordinis: 3. That the Power of Jurisdiction as distinct from Order, and referred to the Bishops, is but the power about the Ordering of External things, which is used Principally and Directly for an External Effect (that is Church order.) § 5. p. 35. 4. That it is foolish to separate power of Order from any power of Jurisdiction whatsoever, that is properly Ecclesiastical, it being wholly Spiritual. 5. The Episcopal Jurisdiction (not properly Ecclesiastical) he maketh to consist in ordering Rites and Ceremonies and Circumstances, and Temporals about the Church, and about such Modal Determinations about particular persons and actions as are matters of humane prudence, (which have only a General Rule in Nature or Scripture. 6. By which (though he hold Episcopacy Jure Divino) that it is but such things that he supposeth proper to the Bishop (which the Magistrate may determine and make Laws for, as Grotius and others prove at large, and himself after; and as Sir Roger Twifden hath Historically proved to have been used by the Kings of England, Hist. Def. Cap. 5. 7. That all Ecclesiastical power whatsoever is fully and perfectly conjunct with Order. page 56. 8. That this plentitude of power is totally and equally in all Bishops and Presbyters lawfully Ordained: and that it is a mere vanity to distinguish in such power of Order, Plenitudinem potestatis a parte solicitudinis. 9. That this equal power of the Bishop and Presbyter floweth from Ordination; and is the Essential Ordinary Ministerial power. 10. That this vain separating power of Order and Jurisdiction is
is the whole Foundation of Popery. § 7. p. 36. & passim 37, &c. 11. He frequently calleth that [the Essential power] in which Bishops and Presbyters are equal, and so taketh the rest but for Accidental. 12. He thus describeth the Bishops power of Jurisdiction, c. 3. p. 39. § 13. [About these things which are constituted in the Church, only by Humane Ecclesiastical Right, there is in the Church true Jurisdiction not necessarily depending on the Sacred Order it self, if there be any at all separate from Order. Such as Licenting a Bishop to Ordain in another Dioces, &c. For these acts are not Actus Sacri neque spirituales, neque attingent directe quicquam supernaturale, sed sunt mere temporales, & circa rem externum & temporalem que est mera applicatio, &c. These are not Sacred nor Spiritual, nor touch any thing directly that is Supernatural, but are merely Temporal, and about an External and Temporal matter. Et his solis verum est, &c. So that it is most evident, that as God hath left to Humane Prudence the Ordering of some Modes and Circumstances of Worship and Discipline and Church-Order, and by his General Laws, to Spalatensis thought that all the Bishops proper Jurisdiction lay in these things, which were of Humane Right, and that all things of divine appointment were equally belonging to the Presbyters. Where again I define it may be observed. 1. That Magistrates may determine of such things, and so make void or needless such an Episcopacy. 2. That it is most certain that many things of External Order belong to a Presbyter to determine, as to one that is the Conductor of the Sacred Assemblies: As what Text to preach on, what Method to use, what Chapter to read: where and at what hour the People shall meet, how long they shall stay, what Tune to sing a Psalm in, and abundance of the like. So that even that Jurisdiction which he excepteth to the Bishop is common to him with the Presbyter that officiateth; And all that can be pretended is that it belongeth to him, to determine such Circumstances as equally belong to many Churches (which yet Synods of Presbyters may do as effectually for Concord.) 3. That indeed there is no true Ecclesiastical act which tendereth not to Internal Spiritual effects: Publick Admonitions and Confessions as well as private are for the humbling of the Sinner, and the exercise of Repentance; and Excommunications and Abolutions in publick are not only nor chiefly for the external Order of the Church, but for the preferring of the peoples souls from sin, and for the warning of others, and for the preferring in their minds a due esteem of the holiness of our Religion, and the necessity of holiness in us, and to convince those without, that God's Laws and Ways and People are more holy than those of the World. This is a clear and certain truth: and therefore according to Spalatensis, Presbyters must in publick as well as private Admonitions, and Abolutions, and Excommunications, have equal power with Bishops, except as to the ordering of the Circumstantialis of it. Which though he sometime seem to reserve for the Bishop, yet (to do him right) when he doth so, he saith that it is a mixt power: As it is the exercise of the Keys, it is Essential to the Sacred Office, common to both; but as it is a prudent determination
mination of Circumstances according to Humane Right, directly and principally for outward and not for inward effects, it is the Bishops Jurisdiction. So that really he maketh the Bishop, as such, to be but the Master of Order and Ceremonies, where the Magistrate doth not do it himself, and where it belongeth not to the Officiating Pastor as such.

His cap. 4. is to prove that the power for Internal Effects of Grace in the Church by External acts, is exercised only Ministerially, by Ministers as such, Instance: cap. 5. in Baptism cap. 6. in the Lords Supper, cap. 7. in Confessions and Penance; and cap. 9. in that Excommunication which is the exercise of the Keys (for he mistaketh in excluding Baptism from the Keys, which indeed is the first use for Intemiss.) Cap. 12. He again purposely sheweth who are the Ministers of each Ordinance. And first again Vindicateth his Uniting of Order and proper Jurisdiction Ecclesiastical as before.

§. 4 p. 465. He confidently faith, that to him it is a most certain thing, that the power of Order, is of the Word, Sacrament and Keys, and that it is, plena, tota, integra, fully, totally, entirely in every Bishop and lawful Presbyter.

§. 22. p. 472. He faith, that Confirmation is neither a true Sacrament, but a part of the Ceremonies of Baptism; nor is it at all of Divine, but of humane Ecclesiastical Institution; nor doth it suppose any special power given by God to him that administrateth it, for any special supernatural effect. But the Church for honour refereth this Ceremony to the Bishop.

And §. 24. He faith, [And why are Bishops so rigid that they will not permit to their Parish Ministers the Faculty of Confirming, especially when they themselves come very seldom into those Parishes to visit. And verify those Bishops which have large Dioceses of Christians in the Turkish Dominions, as my Arch: Bishoprick of Spalato, ought (if this Ceremony were of any great account) to give their Parish Ministers there living free power of Confirming: Yea, if the Bishops deny it them, the Parish Ministers may and ought to exercise this Ceremony by their own Authority.

And here I will tell Posterity, that if we could have but got our Prelates, &c. to have Confirmed to us but one Word, which the King granted us, pro tempore, only in his Declar. of Eccles. Affairs, viz. that Confirmation as a solemn Transition from Infant Church-State, into the Adult, should be but by the Ministers [CONSENT] (as knowing his People better than the Bishop that never before saw them, or heard of them, or examined them) it had healed one of the greatest of our Breaches: But our Concord was not thought worth this little price; Though there is not in all the places that ever I lived in, one Person of an hundred (if five hundred) that I can hear of, that ever was Confirmed, or ever sought it or regarded it. And yet their Rubrick faith, that we must not give the Lords Supper to any that are not Confirmed, or ready for it: Yet have we no power to require of any Man a Proof or Certificate of his Confirmation, nor can we know whether he be Confirmed or not; Nor can we refuse any at the Lords.
Lords Table that refuseth to be examined by us, whether he be ready to be Confirmed, (lave Infants.)

And in that 12. chap. § 25, 26, 27. p. 473. Spalatensis again sheweth, that the Power of the Keys for binding and loosing, belongeth to Bishops and Presbyters as Ministers. And though he referre the Publick use of them to the Bishop, he faith, that he may commit it to a Presbyter. For it is Mixt, and hath partly the External Jurisdiction which the Bishop received by his proper Episcopal Ordination; and partly, yea much rather (or more) the Internal, by the Keys, which they have by virtue of their Presbyterial Ordination, in equality with the Presbyters. The External, because it is External, may therefore be delegated to another, even a Lay-man: (which is it, which the Parliament of Scotland have lately declared to be in the King.) And doth not all this shew what Episcopacy is? Even a Magistrates Office, Circa Sacra, vindicated by Grotius and others. But (faith he) they cannot delegate the inward power, which is properly of the Keys, because this dependeth of the Sacred Presbyterial Order, both in fieri, in esse, in conferre & operari. For the Presbyterial Order hath always the Keys annexed.——For when any is Ordained Presbyter, the Keys are given him, and Jurisdiction, with Orders, by Divine Right.

And §. 28. p. 474. Seeing the Apostles gave the Keys equally to all Bishops and Presbyters,— No man can by Divine Right, reserve part of the Keys to himself alone, and leave another part to others.

Moreover in lib. 2. c. 3. § 61. p. 210. He sheweth that Clement, Linus, and Anacletus, were all Bishops in Rome at once.

Lib. 2. c. 9. § 1. p. 282. He sheweth, that Bishops and Presbyters are wholly equal in all Essentials, which belong to the Ecclesiastical Ministries to be exercised towards the People. And that even in Government, the rest of the Presbyters (without excepting any) in every Church make one College, of which the Bishop is the Head; all Ordained to the same Cure and Government of Souls. (So this Diocese hath between a thousand and two thousand Ministers, living some of them an hundred or six score Miles distance, to make a College to the Bishop that is usually at London.) How the Bishop is bound to Govern with them, see him, §. 4.

And §. 5. To be plainly understood, he faith, We Bishops therefore must all remember, that All the Presbyters are our Brethren, and Colleges in the Ministry; not our Servants or Slaves, and that by Divine Right they have no less power in feeding the people of God than we have: And if we exercise any External plumer Jurisdiction over them, not properly Ecclesiastical, it is not of our own power, but delegated from the Magistrates power, as I shall prove lib. 6. and 10.

Yet plainer, §. 8, 9. p. 285. These Parish Presbyters have by Divine Right, full Power in the Ministry of Christ, and in these Parishes are the Ordinary Ministers, but under the Bishop. For the Bishop alone hath a General Ecclesiastical Government to settle Ministers in their Dioceses—— But being applied to the Government of their Church, they have the ordinary power, but Presbyterial in that Church.——By positive Right only Bishops are deputed to certain Seats.—-
Yet Presbyters have so this Ordinary power, that they cannot by Humane Ecclesiasticall Right reduce it into Alt., till applied by the Bishops in his Diocesis.

And c. 9. § 11. p. 286. § 13; p. 287. He sheweth, that in Vacancies, or the Bishops Absence, the Clergy of Presbyters have the whole Episcopal power of Government.

And p. 288, 289. He laboureth to prove, that one Church had many Bishops, and that it is but Ecclesiastical Law or Custom that one Church should have but one Bishop.

And § 15. That if the Canons prohibited not, a Bishop might make all his Parish Presbyters full Bishops, as (§ 16.) in the Ministerial Essentiaals towards the Faithful, they are by Divine Right equal.s Vid. & § 20. page 291.

This is enough to say of Spalatenfis, save that all that he faith for Bishops against us, is so little a part of what is said by the rest, that it can require no new Answer. And if this great Moderator, (who returned to Rome, though for a miserable imprisonment and end) because we are not yet near enough to Antiquity, (or rather being flattered into covetous and ambitious hopes) be able to prove no greater a difference between Bishops and Presbyters, we need not think that any other is like to do it.

Dr. Hammond answered.

16. The last great, Learned, Sober Defender of Episcopacy, and the last that I need to mention here, is Doctor Hammond, who in his Annotations, and his Treat. of the Keys, and especially his Dissertations against Blondel, and his Defence of them against the London Ministers, hath said much in this Cause. But his way is new (save that he followeth Petavius in the main Supposition:) He forsaketh almost all the Fathers, and almost all the Patrons of Episcopacy of later times (who have written for it) in the Exposition of all the Texts of Scripture which mention the Elders and Bishops of Churches in those times, supposing that they all speak of Bishops only.

In his Treat. of the Keys, he maintaineth that the power of them was given to the Apostles onely by Christ, and to Bishops as their Successors by the Apostles. But I take it for undeniable truth, that the Bishops and Elders settled in every Church by the Apostles in their own time, had this power, and I need not expect a contradiction in it. And how fitly those are called the Apostles' Successors, whom they set over the Churches in their own time, even from the beginning that they settled Churches, and with whom they continued in the same Churches many Months or Years (as Paul in Asia,) I leave to others to judge.

But the Question is not whether Bishops have the power of the Keys, but whether all Presbyters have it not also? And 1. He sheweth that (according to the Canons,) the Presbyters might do nothing in this or in other Acts of Ministration, without the Bishop. 2. That our English Ordinaries, though they say, Receive the Holy Ghost, whose sins you do remit, it shall
shall be remitted, &c. Do not give the Presbyters all the Power of binding and 
loosing but so much as the Bishops or the Governours are presumed to have thought 
fit to impart to them (which he faith is. 1. The declaring in the Church the 
absolution of penitents after the Confession. 2. The absolving them by 
way of prayer before the Sacrament. 3. And by Baptifmal washing, and 
4. Upon Confession to the sick, and in private Conference, and Confession, &c. Which yet he faith, [Is by Christs Authority committed to the Pres-
byters.] 3. He faith,[All this will not extend to the absolving from the bond of ex-
communication, or proportionably to such power of binding, any further (at 
most,) than to confer the first power of it; which if it be then given, doth yet re-
main (as the other Power of Preaching, and administering the Sacraments)bound
and refrained from being exercised, till they be further looked by the donation of a 
Second Power.]

Ar. But 1. Either he was not able, or not willing, to tell us whether 
this Power be given the Presbyters or not. For he avoideth it, by saying 
[at most] and if it be given.] If not able, his ability must be plainly defici-
ent as to the decision of our main controversie of the difference between 
Bishops and Presbyters, which dependeth on it: If unwilling, he was un-
willing to give us any solid satisfactory decision of this Case.

2. Being his Neighbour, I wrote in his Life time, a Confutation of 
that Affertion, that the ordained received their Office and Power properly 
from the Ordainer as the neereft Efficient of it, (in my Dispute of Ordination, 
in my Dispute of Church-Government;) and I proved that the Power or Office 
is immediately from Christ, and that the Ordainers do but defign the Per-
son that shall receive it, and Ministerially deliver him possession by an 
investing Sign.

3. Either the Office of a Presbyter is of Divine Institution, or of Humane: 
Either fixed by the Holy Ghost in the Apostles, immutably; or made, and 
alterable by the Bishops? If the Office be of Divine institution, and fixed 
for the Churches constant use, whether by Christ immediately or by the 
Holy Ghost in the Apostles,) than it is not in the Bishops Power to alter it: And so whatever the Ordainers please to give them, is none of the mea-
sure of their Power: As the Arch-Bishop my Crown or anoint the King, 
and yet not give him what Power he please: Or rather as it is of Divine 
appointment, that the Husband should be the Governour of the Wife: 
And she that chooseth him, and he that Matrieth them, cannot alter it, 
nor do they give him his measure of Power as they please, but suppose him 
edowed with that by God, and do only choose the Person that shall re-
ceive it; and Ministerially invest him in the Possession of it. And if the 
Priest that marrieth them should by any word Contradict, or limit this in-
stitution of God, it were a Nullity, and invalid. If he do but say, I pro-
nounce you Husband and Wife. He therefore pronounceth the man to have that 
Power of a Husband which God hath given him, though he vainly say after, 
you shall have but so much, or so much of it. And so it is in present 
Case: If God have made the Ministerial Office, he hath made it something con-
constituted of its essential parts; And if so what man hath Power to alter it. But if it be humane, yea, and made by the Bishops then I confess they may alter it, or destroy it. And if a Presbyter have what power the Ordainers pleale to give him, every Ordainer may alter the Office and make a new Species of Church Ministers at his pleasure: Prove that and our dispute is at an end. But Papists, Greeks, and Protestants are agreed against it.

4. If Presbyters receive that which he calleth [the first Power] (which he would not deny, though he would not grant) it is all that at present I am pleading for it: And it is all that in their ordination they receive (as he faith) as to the Word and Sacraments. If then the Office of a Presbyter continue the same Power of the Keys as to Excommunication, and Absolution, as it doth of administering the Word and Sacraments, at present I rest satisfied with this (In which Learned Spalatensis, and those that go with him, cannot be confuted) For this proveth that their Divinely-instituted Office Essentially containeth this Power of the Keys, though to be exercised under the inspection of a Superior.

5. And if this Inspection would prove that they have not the Power or that their Office, or Order is therefore distinct, it will also prove that Bishops have not the Power of the Keys, because they exercise it under the Inspection of Metropolitanans, Arch-Bishops, Primates, or Patriarchs: And also that they are of a distinct Order from all these: And that a Phyfition hath no Power to Guide or Govern his voluntary Patents in order to Cure, and that he is off a distinct Office from the Colledge and Presidant, because he is under their inspection. And are not all Bishops under the Government of the King, as well as Phyfitions and other Subjects: And have they no Power of the Keys, because he ruleth them.

And as a Presbyter might do nothing without the Bishop, so no one Bishop could do any thing without other Bishops: For he had no Episcopal Power till they ordained him.

And as to after Government or that which he calleth the grant of a Second Power.

6. Is it any thing but Humane License to Exercice the Power of Office of Divine institution before received? And is not the Magistrates License as necessary to the Bishop and the Presbyter too, as the Bishops is to the Presbyter.

7. And I take it for undeniable among Christians, that humane Power of Government, extendeth but to the Ordering and not the Nulling of a Function instituted by God. It is not referred to King or Bishop, whether there shall be a Preaching or none, Sacraments, or none, Church Discipline and exercise of the Keys, or none; no more than whether there shall be a Scripture, and Divine Law, a Christ, a Heaven, and whether men shall be good or bad, saved or damned: But only by whom, and when, and how, this Divine Function shall be so exercised, as may best attain the end, as to those circumstances not determined of by God; and not contradicting Gods Institutions. Therefore if the Bishops say that the Preachers of the Gospel shall
shall be silenced (perhaps by hundreds or thousands) while the necessity of the Peoples Souls is undeniable, their Authority in this should hinder no man from going to Preach (further than their violence hindereth.) And so by his own Rule it must be as to Discipline, if Discipline be a Work belonging to a Presbyter. And as Spalatensis faith of Confirmation, the Presbyter should do it, though the Bishop forbid him.

8. The Second Power which the Presbyter must receive from the Prelate for Teaching, Worshipping, and Governing the Flock, is either, 1. For the exercise of it in General to any fit persons, or else for the limitation of him to such a particular Flock. 2. And it is either a General License or power at once given to do all his Work, or to do this of Government whenever there is cause, or else it is a particular License for each particular act.

1. We deny not, but that as a Physician Licensed to practice, is not thereby made the Physician of this or that Person, Hospital or City, but have a particular Call for such an Exercise or Application of his skill. So an Ordained Minister of Christ hath no proper Object on which to Exercise a Pastoral Office, but by a particular Call to such a Flock. But however you Centure our simplicity for it, we are resolved to believe, till you say more against it, 1. That the same may be said of a Bishop too; and therefore by your Argument, when this Bishop is fixed in a particular Flock, he receiveth a second power as you call it, and so without it hath not the power of the Keys any more than the Presbyter; and so must be of a distinct Order from the Bishops that give him his second power. And who giveth them theirs? And if you ride to a Patriarch or Pope, what Superiour of another Order giveth them their second Power? 2. That Institution or fixing a man (before Ordained) to a particular Flock, doth not make him of another Order or Office, nor is a new Ordination; nor is he as oft Ordained and made of another Office, as he changeth his Flock, or receiveth a new License from the Bishop or the King, (from whom I had rather have it.) 3. That the People as well as the Bishop (if not much more) do give the Minister this opportunity for the exercise of his Office, (as the Patient chooseth his Physician.) And yet it is my Opinion that this will not prove that the People are his Governours, much less that they give him a new Order or Office. And of old the People chose their Bishops themselves: It will be as much honour for you Learnedly to prove that there were no Kings in the World till Bishops made them, as to confute D. Blondel's Historical proof of the Peoples ancient choice of their Bishops.

2. And as to a General License, I will thank the King for it, yea, or any man that hath power to hinder me, that he will give me leave to Preach and Exercise my Office: But I do not think that every man that doth not hinder me when he can, doth give me power. And if a Bishop be so extraordinary good as not to silence nor hinder a Minister from Preaching Christ, I do not think that this man is an Ularper in Preaching the Gospel.
for want of a License or second Power: Nor yet in exercising the rest of his Office, where he and the People do consent. These things seem plain to us, and they that (whether by Learning, or the Love of Riches and Honour and Domination) are made wiser than we, may suffer such Fools gladly, while themselves are (in re vel spe) Rich, Honourable and wife.

3. And what is Ordination but a General Inveftiture in the power of performing the Ministerial Office? And why may not the General Power or License be given at once as at twice? I think [Take thou Authority to Preach the Word of God, and Administer the Holy Sacraments, and the Discipline of the Church, when thou art thereto lawfully called, (that is, haft opportunity and fit Objects) is a General License: And a Man may presently Exercise this Office on Consenters: Unless the fence be [Take thee power when it shall be given thee.]

3. But if it be a Particular License that is here meant by the grant of second power, I confess there is somewhat considerable in it, and that in old time the Bishop and his Clergy living together, and meeting in the same Church, the Presbyters (like our Parish Curates now) were in all the Worship of the day, and in their privater Ministry to the People to be ruled by the Bishop, and to Modify and Circumstantiate all as he directed them: And so may it be again. But sure a Minister is not to travel an hundred miles to the Bishop, to know whether he shall visit this sick man, or give the Sacrament to the other, and to know what Chapter he shall read, and such like? If it be not a General License that is meant, it must needs suppose the Bishops presence.

9. And seeing the Bishops may License a Presbyter to use the Keys, the opening of this will help our understandings about the nature of the Bishops Office. There is no act of Jurisdiction which they do not Ordinarily commit to others. The sentence of Excommunication and Absolution is ordinarily decreed by a Lay-Chancellor. (And Spalatensis faith, that Episcopal Jurisdiction may be done by a Lay Delegate.) The same sentence is Pronounced in Court by a Lay-Man, or a meer-Presbyter. The same sentence is published in the Church by a Presbyter or Deacon. And a Prince may give a License to exercise the Ministry to which we were Ordained.

I enquire then, 1. Whether the granting of this Episcopal Power, be a making that Man a Bishop that it's granted to? If so, a Bishop, a Presbyter, and a Chancellor are all of one Office, when thus impowered. If not so, then a Lay-man, or one of another Office, may have power to do the Work of the Bishops Office. And what is the Office (tell me if you can) beside Authority and Obligation to do the Work? A Lay-man and Presbyter may by the Bishop be Authorized and Obliged to do the Work of a Bishop, and this ordinarily as an Office: (For so they do,) Ergo, a Chancellor and a Presbyter may be made really a Bishop, and yet in their eleem remain a Lay-man and a Presbyter still. And is not that a Lay Office which a Lay-man may be Commissioned to do? If a Lay-man were but Commissioned to do the Work of a Presbyter: (to Teach a Church ordinarly)}
narily, to Administer the Sacraments, and to Excommunicate and Absolve in foro interno penitentialis, either it would make the Man a Presbyter, or it would be a Nullity. And if it be not so with the Bishops Office, what is the Reason? Is it not because it is not of Divine Specification and Institution, but Humane, and therefore mutable, or such as Men may parcel out, and commit to Lay-men by pieces as they please? So much to Dr. Hammond's Appropriation of the Power of the Keys in that Treatise.

As to his Annotations, I shall have occasion to recite them hereafter among those that give up the Diocesan Cause (as opposed by us) and therefore shall here pass them by.

His Differtations against Blondel, have a Premonition about Ordination, which though most confident, I shall manifest, when I come to the point of Ordination, to be most weak; and indeed have done it before his death in my Disput. of Ordin.

His first Preliminary Differtation of Antichrist, of the Mystery of Iniquity and of Diotrephes, I will not be so needlessly tedious as to meddle with any further then to say that I will believe Dr. Hammond here, and in his Annot. on 2 Thes. 2. when I am fallen into so deep a sleep, as to dream, 1. That the famous Coming of Christ, and our gathering together to him, (which is a great Article of the Christian Faith) is but Titus his Destruction of Jerusalem; and that the reward promised to all that love his appearing, is meant to all that love the said Destruction of Jerusalem; 2. And that this Destruction was not to be called night, or at hand, which fell out a few Years after. 3. And that the Gentiles of remote Countries were so shaken in mind and moved about a Question of a few Years distance of the Destruction of the Jews, more than about Christ's coming to the Common Judgment. 4. And that the Gnosticks were indeed such terrible Persecutors of the Church, (who were dispersed Subjects) when their Doctrine was but that they might dissemble to escape Persecution themselves; and greater Persecutions were near, and not the Gnosticks, nor Jews, but Nero beheaded Paul; and the Jews themselves were banished Rome? 5. And that Simon Magnus was indeed so famous a Fellow, as to be taken for the Supreme God, when Church Writers speak so uncertainly of his conflicts with Peter as of a doubtful story, and the evidence is so obscure, and the Roman Histories say so little of him? He might as well have thought the Apostle would have made all that ado about James Naytor, if he had been then alive. 6. And that there were not many other Hereticks as well as the Gnosticks that troubled the Churches, if Epiphanius knew how to name them and describe them rightly, or Irenæus before him, or John in Rev. 2. and 3. before them. 7. And that Simon Magnus and his Herefie was a Mystery of Iniquity not revealed when Paul wrote the second Epistle to the Thessalonians. 8. And that many had not then followed him and fallen away to Herefie. 9. Or that by the Apocalypse that must first come, is meant the Apostles separation from the Jews, and Moses's Law; As if
he had said, we will first separate, and that shall bring persecution on you, but till we do that, it is with-held. 10. Or that the said separation was not done by degrees, some before this, and some after. 11. Or that the difference between the few persecution of the Christians, before the Apostles Apostasie, and after it, was indeed so great as to be the Crisis of the Antichrists Revelation. 12. And that poor Simon should be the Man that sitteth in the Temple of God, and opposed and exalted himself above all that is called God, when as the Scripture never once nameth him after his deprecation of the Apostles curse or threatening; though Nicolaianism are named, and Alexander, Hymenius and Philetus named, and other Adversaries, and all the terrible things foretold, which are here supposed to be done by Simon, and his Doctrine? What, were all the Sacred Writers afraid to name him when they recited all the Evils that he must do, and are supposed to make it a great part of all the Epistles, and the History in Acts 15, and when he had been so sharply rebuked and humbled before, Acts. 13. That the &c. &c. he that with-holdeth, till he be taken out of the way, is not meant of any person, power or state, but the aforesaid separation of the Apostles. 14. That verse 8. that the breath of Christ's own mouth; signifies St. Peter's words that cast down Simon when he fell and hurt him; and that the brightness of his coming, or the appearing of his own presence, is nothing but the aforesaid Destruction of Jerusalem. 15. And so many of the Gnofficks and Heretics, that troubled all the Churches of Asia and other Countries, were got together into Jerusalem, as that they might be said to be consumed and destroyed there, who so long after troubled the Churches. 16. And when I can believe that the Revelation is made up of such a fence, and that most or much of it, was fulfilled before it was revealed and written, and all the rest fulfilled long ago (about Constantine's days) except one Parenthesis, or a few Verses in the 20th Chapter. And that the Resurrection and Thousand Years reign of the Martyrs, is that 1000 Years from Constantine's beginning, in which the Bishops had Wealth and Honour, and sat on Thrones, and judged the People in Courts, as our Lay-Chancellors now do; and that this Glory, Wealth, and Grandure of Prelates, is the Churches Resurrection, Glory and Felicity: And that these happy thousand Years continued 700 Years after the rising of Mahomet; and included these 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th Ages, which Erasmus and all learned men (even Bellarmine himself) do so deeply bewail. And that when Boys, and Whores, and Sorcerers, and Murderers, and Heretics, and Schismatics ruled the Church, they were happy that had a part in this first Resurrection to all this Glory, yea, that these are Holy too, Rev. 20. 6. And that the second death shall have no power on them; that is while they are drowning the true Churches of Christ in the Floods of all abomination, and bringing in all corruption, and laying the grounds of all division, subduing Kings, and murdering Christians by thousands, till the Year 1300. Blessed and holy and happy are they, because though they persecute the Godly, they are free from being persecuted
cuted themselves, which is the second death: Yea, that the Church was freed from persecution in the Ages when the poor Waldenses, and Albigen-

ses were murdered in greater numbers than ever the Heathens murdered
the Christians heretofore. When I can believe abundance of such things
as these, I will believe Dr. Hammond's first Dissertation.

His second Dissertation which is to vindicate the Epistles of Ignatius, I
little regard, as not concerning me. I leave it to Dr. Pearson (who they
say is about it) to answer Dallisius his numerous Arguments against him
(with Dionysius.) For my part, I with Dr. Pearson may prevail; For there
is no Witness among all the Ancients whom I more truly to (at least ad ho-
mimen) as a plain undoubted destroyer of our Prelacy, than Ignatius, who
is the confidence of the Prelatical Champions. I am polite with admira-
tion as much at their glorying in Ignatius, as the Patron of Diocelans,
who is so much against them, as I am at their glorying in Rich. Hooker as
a Defender of Monarchy and the Prelates Loyalty: Of Ignatius I shall say
more anon.

His third Dissert. about Scripture passages more concerneth us.

Cap. 1. which tells us of Christ's Episcopacy, concerneth not our
Caufe.

Cap. 2. Whether the ερεμωδεται, the Regeneration, be the New Church
State, and the Apostles Episcopal Thrones be there meant, as settled in sev-
eral Provinces (which cannot be proved ever to have been) is little to our
business. Nor yet whether he will prove that it is not Prelacy but Sec-
ular Coactive power and grandure that is denied to the Apostles, and
that it was those that judged at the Precedency defired for James and
John, which Christ intended to reprehend, because it was not an injuri-
ous Secular power, but a labour that was to be in the Prelates of the
Church. It sufficeth me that so much is here confed. And it cannot be
denied: For that Precedency and Power which Christ alloweth in the Ru-
lers of the Nations, is that which he denyeth to his Disciples: But it is not
Tyranny, proud Domination and Oppression, but just Secular Govern-
ment, which he alloweth in the Rulers of the Nations: Ergo, it is this and
not the former which he denyeth to his Disciples.

And let all the Prelates here remember, that the Question, Whether
they be Above their Brethren by Dr. H's Confession, is, Whether they
may take more care and pains for Mens Salvation? When one of us poor
Ministers were not able night and day to Catechize, instruct and oversee
a Congregation of two or three thousand Souls, without much help or
many had unavoidable Omissions, the Question shall be, whether the Bi-
shop may not undertake to Teach and oversee many hundreds or a thou-
sand Parishes, and Catechize, Pray with, and Exhort a thousand times
more than any Parish Minister doth or is able to do; And to do all this
without ever coming into those Parishes, or ever seeing the Faces, or
hearing the names of one of a multitude of the People; or ever speaking
one word to them, but summoning them by Apparitors to a Lay-Chancel-

ors.
Cap. 3. He telleth us of the Power of the Keys committ'd to the Apostles, and by them to the Bishops, as their Successors: But whether all the Bishops Ordained by them, and living with them, (and some dying before them it's like) were their Successors, and whether all true Pastors were not such Bishops as had the Power of the Keys; and whether by those Keys be meant the Government of the Flocks, or also of the Governors themselves, and of what extent the Churches under each Bishop was, and to what end and use, are the things in Question, which he here faith nothing to.

Cap. 4. He proveth by strong affirmation, that the Apostles were by Christ's last Commission, Mat. 28. 19, 20. to be the Bishops of their several assigned certain Provinces. But confidence goeth not for proof with us. He tells us of the name of Episcopacy, Acts 1. 20. We never questioned, whether the Apostles had the Oversight of the Church; but we hold, 1. That the World was the first Object of their Office, from whence they were to gather Churches. 2. That the Place, Course, or Circuit of their Travels and Ministry, was not of any Divine Institution, but left to their prudent choice, by the Common Rules of Nature (doing all things in Order, and to Edifying) and sometime directed in their motions by the present inspiration of the Holy-Ghost. 3. That more than one Apostle was oft in the same Cities and Countries, none claiming it as his peculiar Province, nor denying the right of others to be there. And where one was this Year, another was the next. 4. That when an Apostle planted a Church in any City, and settled Bishops over the People, they themselves were called by many of the Ancients, the first Bishops of those Cities; in which sense, one Man had many Bishops. 5. That the Apostles were Itinerant unfixed Bishops, and not fixed Bishops, such as they themselves confined to any one limited Church or Province. Nor can it be proved out of all Antiquity, that any one of the Apostles, was confined to any one limited Province, much less what that Province was; but only, that their Ability, Opportunity, Time and Prudence limited every Man, and directed him as the End required. 6. And that if the Apostles had fixed themselves in particular limited Provinces, they had disobeyed their Commission, which was, to go Preach the Gospel to all the World; And no Man did ever yet so dote, as to pretend that they divided the whole World into twelve Provinces, and there fixed themselves: And such twelve Provinces as they had been capable of overseeing, would have been but a little of the World: And it was but a little part, comparatively, that they Preach't the Gospel to: Most Kingdoms of the World they never saw: And those which they came into, were so great and many, that they Preach'd but to a few of the People. Yet this was not their culpable Omission, because
cause they were limited by Natural Impotency, and so by, Impossibilities of
doing more: But had it been by a Voluntary setting themselves in twelve
Provinces to the neglect of all the rest, the Case had been otherwise. But
whilst they did their best for the whole World themselves, and Ordain-
ed others to do the rest, they performed their Office.

There needeth no more to be said as to those Ancients that name the A-
opistles Bishops: Nor is their Episcopacy, if proved, anything to our Case, as
shall be manifested.

Cap. 5. He thought he had proved that Power in the Church is given by
the Apostles to the Bishops only. Whereas (with Spalatensis, and most Chri-
tians) we hold it given to Christ's Ministers, as such, and therefore to
them all, though in an Eminency the Apostles only had it. And, 1. Whereas he denyeth the Power of the 70, because they were not Apo-
files, but Disciples: We Answer, 1. That Evangelists and other Ministers
that were not Apostles, had the Power of the Keys. 2. That to deny that
the 70 were at least Temporary Apostles limited to the Jews, and had the
power of Preaching and working Miracles, would be to deny the letter of
the Text. And the Apostles themselves could not Govern Churches, till
they were gathered.

2. And yet if neither they, nor John Baptist, in Baptizing, did exercise
any power of the Keys (which he can never prove) it is nothing to our
Case.

3. When will he prove that the Evangelists and the Itinerant Afliliants
of the Apostles, had not the power of the Keys? When themselves com-
monly say, that the higher Orders contain the powers of the lower? And
are the Bishops higher than the Evangelists?

4. Nay, when will he prove, that ever any Presbyter was Ordained by
the Apostles, or by any others as they appointed, without the power
of the Keys? It would weary one that loveth not confusion and loft la-
labour, to read long Discourses of the Power of the Keys or Government,
which distinguish not the Government of the Laity or Flocks, from the
Government of the Ministers themselves? and that abuse the Church by
feigning an Office ofPresbyters that are not Presbyters, and proving that
Church-Governors are not Church-Governors? For what is the Office
of the Presbyter or Pastor essentially, but a Stated Power and obligation to
Teach and Govern the People, and Worship as their mouth and guide?

Cap. 6. He feemeth, by denying the Evangelists the power of the Keys,
and of Church-teaching, and making them mere Preachers to the Infidels,
to favour the Independants Opinion, who think the Laymen sent forth are
to do that work. But, 1. Mat. 28. 19, 20. Christ maketh such Officers
as must Preach and Baptize and gather Churches among the Infidels before
they govern them, to be them that he will be with to the end of the World.
And the same men had the Power of teaching the Churches when they were
gathered, as is there expressed. 2. Call them by what name you will,
such Itinerants were usual in the Apostles daies, as Silas, Apollo, and ma-
ny.
ny more. 3. It was not the twelve Apostles only that Converted the World, but such other Ministers, that were called thus to labour by them, or by the Spirit immediately. Joseph of Arimathea is said by many to have preached here, and in other Countries. 4. What man will dream that when these went abroad the World to convert men, they were the fixed Bishops of particular Churches first, which they thus forsook? 5. Who will believe that Joseph, Silas, Apollo, Luke, Mark, Nathaniel, Philip, or any other, when they had converted any City, or Courtney, had no power after to teach them as a Church, or give them the Lords Supper, no nor to Baptize them first, nor to ordain them Bishops, and settle them in order, but must either have an Apostle or a City Bishop to come thither after them to do it? Such Fancies are obtruded on the Church, because the one Ministerial or Priestly Office is first dismembred, and then new Officers feigned to be made up of the several Limbs.

Cap. 7. As he rob'd the Evangelists of the Power of the Keys, he would now rob all the meere Presbyters of it; and all (without shew of Scripture proof) from such words of Canons or Ancients as say the Presbyters shall do nothing without the Bishops. 1. As if the Presbyters were no Rulers of the Flocks, because the Bishops are Rulers of the Presbyters? As if a Judge or a Justice were no Governor, because he is under the King? 2. O Cruel Bishops that will undertake to do that for the Souls of many hundred Parishes, which many hundred Ministers are too little for, that the Souls of men and their own together may be damn'd by the Omision of it! If the power of the Keys be appointed for mens Salvation, they perfidiously betray them that thrust out the many hundreds that should do it, pretending that it belongeth to one man among the many hundred that cannot do it. But of the Bishops great undertaking, I must say more anon.

Cap. 8. Of the Chorepiscopi there is little that concerneth us, saving that he cometh near to grant us all that we desire, while that §. 15 he faith that Learned men believe that in the Church of one Region, of old there was but one Altar, so that Ignatius rightly conjoineth this Soveraignetie and the intercession: And all Schismatics were said to set up Altar against Altar. As Cypr. de Unit. Ecle. Ep. 40. 72, 73.] This is the sum of all that we plead for. And §. 29. he mentioneth the Chorepiscopi as immitating the 70, whereof yet he had denied the 70, to have the power of the Keys, which he supposeth the Chor-episcopi to have under the Bishops. Of Clements words in due place.

Cap. 9. About the fence of a Canon variously read.

And Cap. 10. Whether Eutychius Alexandrinus erred in one thing; and therefore were not to be believed in another, are little pertinent to our business.

In his 4th. Dissert. the Cap. 1. is but Proem, but Cap. 2. he tellis us that the Apostles as Bishops Governed the Churches which they had planted, without the mediation of a Colledge of Presbyters (all ways) and he bringeth not a word to prove it, but 1 Cor. 3. 6. You have not many Fathers in Christ,
Christ, I have begotten you by the Gospel, c. 4. 18, 16. I have planted, and c. 9. 19, 21. I will come to you, will ye that I come with the Rod? and c. 5. 3, 4. I as absent in Body but present in Spirit have judged——— This is all. And will not the impartial Reader wonder at humane frailty, how easily men believe what they would have to be true, and what, an evident Nothing will go for undeniable proof. Let the Reader Note. That the question is not whether an Apostle after that he had planted a Church remain still an Apostle to them as well as others, and have the Apostolical eminency of Power, which is greater than any mere Bishop had. 2. But first, Whether the Apostles had any fixed Provinces, or Cities undertaken as their special charge, in which no other Apostle had Apostolical Power? And 2. Whether there were not fixed Bishops set by them in all the Churches which they planted? 3. And whether it was not so in the Church of Corinth? in particular? Yea, whether they had not more Bishops or Presbyters than one? For by [Unius] which here he applyeth to Paul, he meaneth Unics, Paul only, or else he abuseth his Reader and himself. And 1. He that will follow Paul in his Travels, will find that he went the same way that some other Apostles went, viz. John and Peter, and therefore that they must have the same Dioceses, or have their Dioceses notably intermixture. John was in Asia as well as Paul, and no man can prove that he was the Second Bishop of Ephesus, as Paul’s successor only when he was dead. Nor will the Romans be willing to grant that Peter was Bishop of no more at Rome but the Jews only (as this Dr. elsewhere intimateth) left that prove not that the Gentile Church of Rome was founded by Peter, but by Paul alone. 2. What proof hath he that besides Peter and John, there were not many other Apostles per se in the same Cities where Paul had been? And that when they did come thither, they had not Apostolical Power there? 3. Doth not the Text expressly say that Paul and Barnabas long travelled together? And doth it any where intimate that Paul was the Governor of Barnabas, or the sole Bishop of the Churches planted by them both together? Sure the people that would have worshipped Barnabas, as Jupiter, and Paul but as Mercury, did see no Sign of such a Prelacy in Paul. And the Apostles seem to have ordered the matter, by going by Couples (as Christ sometimes sent two and two before him,) as if they had done it purposely to prevent these Monarchical conceits. Peter and John were together at the healing of the Cripple, and the successful preaching that followed thereupon. Sometime Paul and Barnabas are together; sometime Paul and Silas, and Barnabas and Mark: Paul and Sophrines are the inscribed Names who send the first Epistle to the Corinthians, and Paul and Timothy the second. And in the Text alleged, it is said, One faith I am of Paul, and another I am of Apollo; and c. 1. 12. Every one of you faith, I am of Paul, and I of Apollos, and I of Cephas.—And Paul baptized none of them save Crispus and Gaius, and the household of Stephanus. By which it appeareth that Peter was among them as well as Paul; and if Peter had been only the Bishop of
the Jews here also, Apollo would not have been brought in as a third in a way of equality: And the Controversie would have been otherwise decided by Paul, by telling the Jews that Peter was their sole Bishop, and the Gentiles that Paul was theirs, and all of them, that Apollo was but their Subject. But he goeth quite another way to work, preferring none, nor dividing Dioceles, but levelling Ministers, as being but the helpers of their Faith. And though they had Apostolical preeminence above Apollo, yet Peter and Paul are not said to have a proper Episcopal power over him.

And now to his Arguments. 1. Paul planted; Paul only was their Father. What then? Ergo, Paul only was their Bishop. I deny the Consequence, and may long wait for a syllable of proof. Contrarily, Paul only was not their Apostle: Ergo, Paul only was not their Bishop. For every Apostle you say hath Episcopal Power included in the Apostolical: and none of them ceased to have Apostolical Power where-ever they came, (though they were many together, as at Jerusalem) Ergo, None of them ceased to have Episcopal Power. The conceit of Conversion and Paternity entitling to sole Episcopal, I shall confute by it self anon.

2. But Paul judged the inceftuous person, and speaketh of coming with the rod. And what followeth? Ergo, None but Paul might do the same in every Diosces. I deny the Consequence. Any other Apostle might do the same. Where is your Proof? And if all this were granted, it is nothing against the Cause that we maintain.

And next let us inquire, whether this Church had no Bishops or Presbyters but Paul? As here is not a word of proof on their side, so I prove the contrary:

1. Because the Apostles ordained Elders or Bishops in every Church, and City, Acts 14. 23. Tit. 1. 5. Therefore the Church of Corinth had such.

2. If they had not Presbyters or Bishops, they could hold no ordinary Christian Church Assemblies, for all Gods publick Worship; e.g. They could not communicate in the Lords Supper; for Lay-men may not be the Ministers of it, nor the ordinary Guides and Teachers of a Worshipping Church. But they did hold such ordinary Assemblies, communicating in the Lords Supper. And to say, that they had only Pastors that were itinerant in transitus as they came one after another that way, is to speak without book, and against it; and to make them differ from all other Churches, without proof.

3. 1 Cor. 14: doth plainly end that Controversie, with 1 Cor. 11: when they had so many Prophets, and Teachers, and gifted Persons in their Assemblies, that Paul is put to restrain and regulate their Publick Exercises, directing them to speak but one or two, and the rest to judge: and this rather by the way of edifying plainness, than by Tongues, &c. And c. 11. they had enow to be the ordinary Ministers of the Sacraments. And c. 5. they had Instructions for Church Discipline, both as to the inceftuous man, and for all the scandalous for the time to come, and are chidden for not using
using it before. And who but the Separatists do hold, that the power of the Keys for the exercise of this Discipline is in the Peoples hands? Therefore most certainly they had a Clergy. And if all this go not for proof against a bare Affirmation of the contrary, we can prove nothing.

4. And 1 Cor. 4. 15. I scarce think that Paul would have had occasion to say [Though you have ten thousand instrumens] if they had not had qualified Persons enow to afford them one or two for Presbyters.

Cap. 2. proving no more of any one Apoystes fixed Episcopacy, he cometh to their secondary Bishops or Apostles: And whereas we judge, that Apostles, and Evangelists, and the Apostles Assistants were unfixed Ministers, appropriating no Churches or Dioceses to themselves in point of Power, but planting, letting, and confirming Churches in an itinerant way, and distributing their Provinces only arbitrarily and changeably, and as the Spirit guided them at the present time of their work; and that Bishops and Elders were such Pastors as these Church-gatherers fixed in a stated relation to particular Churches; so that an Apostle was a Bishop eminenter, but not formaliter; and that a Bishop, as such, was no Apostle in the eminent sense, but was also an itinerant Preacher limitedly, because while he oversaw his Flock he was also to endeavour the conversion of others, as far as his opportunity allowed him: I say, this being our judgment, this learned Doctor supposeth Apostles, as such, to be Bishops, and the fixed Bishops, as such, to be second Apostles. And I so avoid contending about Names, even where it is of some importance to the Matter, that I will not waste my time upon it till it be necessary. In § 1. he telleth us, that these second Apostles were made partakers of the same Jurisdiction and Name with the first, and either planted and ruled Churches, or ruled such as others had planted.

Answ. 1. We doubt not but the Apostles had indefinite itinerant Assistants, and definite fixed Bishops placed by them as aforesaid: But the indefinite and the definite must not be confounded. 2. And were not Luke, Mark, Timothy, and other itinerant Evangelists, as such, of the Clergy, and such Assistants or secondary Apostles? Exclude them, and you can prove none but the fixed Bishops: But if they were, why did you before deny Evangelists, Differt. 3. cap. 6. the power of the Keys, and make them meer converting Preachers, below Doctors and Pastors, and the same with Deacons? whereas Paul, Ephes. 4. 11. doth place them before Pastors and Teachers. But avoiding the Controversie de nomine, call them what you will, we believe that these itinerant Assistants of the Apostles were of that One sacred Office commonly called the Priesthood or Ministry, though not yet fixed; and that the assigning them to particular Churches did not make them of a new Order, but only give them a new object and opportunity to exercise the Power which they had before; and that Philip and other Deacons were not Evangelists meerly as Deacons (which term denoteth a fixed Office in one Church), but by a further Call: And that you never did prove, that ever the Scripture knew one Presbyter that had not the power of the Keys, as Bishops have; yea, you confess your self the contrary. All therefore...
that followeth in that Chapter, and your Book, of James the Just, and Mark, and others having Episcopal power, is nothing against us: The thing that we put to prove is, that ever the Apostles ordained such an Officer as a Presbyter that hath not Episcopal Power and Obligation too, as to his Flock; that is, the Power of governing that Church according to God's Word.

And I would learn, if I could, whether all the Apostles which staid long at Jerusalem, while James is supposed to be their Bishop, were not Bishops also with him? Whether they ceased to be Apostles to the People there? Or whether they were Apostles, and not Bishops? And whether they loft any of their Power by making James Bishop? And whether one Church then had not many Bishops at once? And if they made James greater than themselves, Whether according to your Premonition they did not give a Power or Honour which they had not (which you think unanswerable in our Cafe)?

Cap. 4. come in the Angels of the Churches, Rev. 1. 2. 3. of which (though the matter be little to our Cause) I have said enough before, why I prefer the Exposition of Ticonium, which Augustine fecmeth to favour. And I find nothing here to the contrary that needeth a Reply.

Cap. 5. he would prove the Angels to be Archbishops; which if done, would not touch our Cause, who meddle not with Archbishops, but only prove, that the full Pastoral or Episcopal Office or power of the Keys as over the Flock, should be found in every particular Church that hath unum Altare.

To prove Metropolitan (again) he tells us, how that in Provinces we find [Churches] mentioned in the Plural number, and in Cities onely [a Church] singularly: not perceiving how hereby he overthrows his Cause, when he can never prove that in Scripture many particular Churches are called [A Church] Diocefan or Metropolitan, as united in one Bishop, as our Diocefan and Metropolitan Churches now are. Nay indeed, though the Society be specified by the Government, yet the Name sticketh in their teeth here in England, and they seldom use the Title of the Church of Canterbury and York for the whole Province; and they use to say the Diocese of Lincoln, London, Winchester, Worcester, Coventry and Lichfield, &c. rather than [the Church of Lincoln, London, Coventry and Lichfield, &c.] left the Hearers would so hardly be seduced from the proper Sense of the word [Church] as not to understand them.

His Proofs of the Civil or Jewish distinction of Metropolitan, § 4, 5, &c. Let them mind that think it pertinent: But § 9. we have a great word, that [It may be proved by many examples, that after this Image the Apostles took care every where to dispose of the Churches, and constituted a Subordination and Dependence of the lesser on the more eminent Cities, in all their Plantations.] Answ. This is to some purpose, if it be made good. The first Instance is Acts 14. 26. 16. 4. and 15. 23, 22, 25, 30. Not a word else out of Scripture. And what's here? Why, * Paul and Barnabas are sent to Jeru-
And whether Antioch, to the Apostles and Elders, about the Question, 
and were brought on their way by the Church, and passed thorow Pha-
"nice and Samaria: Chosen men are sent to Antioch with Paul and Barna-
bas, Judas and Silas, with Letters from the Apostles, Elders, and Bre-
thren, even to the Brethren of the Gentiles in Antioch, Syria, and Cili-
cia: And when they came to Antioch they delivered the Letters; and 
Paul and Timothy as they went thorow the Cities delivered them the De-
crees to keep, that were ordained by the Apostles and Elders that were at 
Jerusalem. \[ Doth not the Reader wonder where is the Proof? And won-
der he may for me, unless this be: The Apostles and Elders were at Je-
rusalem when they wrote this Letter, and thence sent it to Antioch, Syria, 
and Cilicia: Ergo, They established the Bishop of Jerusalem to be the Gov-
nour and Metropolitan of Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia. The Apostle Paul 
went from Antioch to other Cities, and delivered them these Decrees: 
Ergo, Antioch is the governing Metropolis of those Cities. I think the 
major Propositions are, \[ Every City from which Apostles sent their Let-
ters to other Cities, and every City from which an Apostle carried such 
Letters or Decrees to other Cities, is by those Apostles made the Gover-
ning Metropolis of those other Cities. \] What dull Heads are the Puritans, 
to question such a Proposition as this! But it is not given to all Men to be 
wife: And we ignorant Persons are left in doubt, \[ Q. 1. Whether the 
Universal Headship or Papacy of the Bishop of Jerusalem be not of Apo-
stolic Institution? and that more than by one Apostle, even by all of 
them that were then at Jerusalem? \] \[ Q. 2. Whether the Apostles did not 
this as they did other parts of Church-settlement, by the Spirit of God? 
and so, whether it be not jure Divino? yea, by a more eminent Authority 
than the Scriptures, which were written by parts, by several single Men, 
some Apostles, and some Evangelists? when this is laid to be done by all 
together. \[ Q. 3. Whether Christ's Life, Death, Resurrection, Ascension, 
and sending the Apostles thence into all the World, (and not into the Ro-
man Empire only,) do not incomparably more evidently make Jerusalem 
the Universal Metropolis of the Earth, and so set it above Rome, which is 
but the Metropolis of one Empire? \] \[ Q. 4. Whether th'n an Universal 
Head of the Church or Vicar of Christ be not jure Divino? and so, a 
Jerusalem Papacy be not essential to the true Church and Religion? \] \[ Q. 5. Whether then all the Emperours, Bishops, and Churches, that did 
set up Rome, Alexandria, Antioch, and Constantinople above Jerusalem, 
were not Traytors against the Universal Sovereign of the Church, and guil-
ty of Usurpation and gros Schism? \] \[ Q. 6. To what purpose this Sove-
reignty was given to Jerusalem, which was never posses'd and exercis'd? \] \[ Q. 7. Whether Peter's being at Rome could alter this Church-Constitution? 
and one Apostle could undo what all together had done? \] \[ Q. 8. Whether 
the Apostles carried this Metropolitical Prerogative with them from place 
to place, where-ever they came? And whether it did belong to the Men or 
the Place? And whether to the Place whence they first set out, or to every 
Place.
place where they came? or to the place where they dyed? Judge what is the proof of any of these. Q. 9. When they were scattered, which of their Seats was the Metropolitan to the rest? or were they all equal? Q. 10. If the Power followed the Civil Power of the Metropolitan Rulers, whether Caesar did not more in constituting the Church-Order, and giving power comparatively to the Metropolitanans, than Christ and his Apostles? Q. 11. Whether it was not in Caesar’s power to unmake all the Church Metropolitanans and Bishops at his pleasure, by dissolving the Priviledges and Charters of Cities? Q. 12. If it please any King, or be the Custom of any Kingdom (as it is in many parts of America) that the Kingdom have no Cities or Metropolis, whether it must have any Churches, Bishops, or Metropolitan? Q. 13. Whether when Paul wrote his letters from Corinth to Rome he thereby made the Bishop of Corinth the Governor of the Bishop and Dioces of Rome? And whether little Cenchrea was over them also, because Phoebus carried the Letter? And did his writing from Philippi to Corinth subject Corinth to the Bishop of Philippi? And did his writing from Rome to Galatia, Ephesus, Philippi, the Colossians; and from Athens to the Thesalonians, and from Laodicea and Rome to Timothy, and from Nicopolis to Titus, and John’s writing from Patmos to the Asian Metropolitanans produce the same effect? Q. 14. If Paul’s carrying the Letters from Antioch to other Cities, proved Antioch the Governor of the rest? whether when he returned from the other to Antioch again, he made not the other the Governors of Antioch? I am ashamed to prosecute this Fiction any further. His following Citations from the Fathers I think unworthy of an Answer, till it be proved, 1. That these Fathers took the Metropolitan Order, as such, to be of Apostolical Institution, and not in complance with the Roman Government, by mere humane, alterable policy. And, 2. That this Opinion rofe as early as he pretend-eth. 3. And that these Ancients were not deceived, but our English Bishops rather (Bilson, Jewel, &c.) who took Patriarchs and Metropolitanans, as such, for Creatures of Humane Original.

While Ignatius his being Bishop of [a Church in Syria] shall prove him the Bishop of all Syria; and [the Church of God dwelling in Syria in Antioch] shall be equivalent with [the Church in Antioch governing all Syria] I shall not undertake to hinder such men from proving any thing that they would have believed.

His Cap. 6. of the promiscuous use of the Names of Bishop and Presbyter, and Cap. 7. that prepareth the stating of the Controversie, need no answer, but to say, that we deny not but where a single Presbyter was, he had himself the power of Governing that Church; but where there were many, though all had the full Office severally, they were bound to use it in Concord. And whether one amongst them shall have a precedence or guidance of the rest, we think (as Dr. Stillingfleet hath proved) to be a matter alterable by humane prudence, according to the various condition of the Churches: And if any take both such Bishops and Archbishops
bishops to be pure Divino, with Dr. Hammond, it will be somewhat to his Cause, but nothing to ours.

Cap. 8. he openeth his conceit (which in time I shall shew doth yield us the whole Cause) that every place of Scripture which mentioneth Bishops or Presbyters, meaneth Diocesan superceminent Bishops only. And first he proveth it of the Elders Bishops of Ephesus, Acts 20. because the whole flock is meant of all Asia: Fully proved, because Irenæus laid (as he thought) that the Bishops were convocate from Ephesus and the nearest Cities. But, 1. Irenæus faith not Bishops only, but Bishops and Presbyters, conjoining them as two sorts, and not Bishops or Presbyters as the Doctor doth. 2. The nearest Cities, and all Asia, we take not for words of the same importance. 3. We take not your bare word for the validity of the Consequence, that because the Bishops of several Cities were there, therefore it is all Asia that is singularly called in to the flock, the whole Flock, and not each Bishops Flock respectively; q. d. Each of you look to your several Flock. 4. We think if you calculate the time, Acts 20 and 21, and consider Paul's halfe Acts 20. 16. that few impartial men will believe that Paul's Messengers (that were wont to go on foot) did so quickly go all over Asia, and so quickly get together all the Bishops of Asia to Milevum; unless they all refided at Ephesus, as our English Bishops do at London, and Governed their unknown people by a Lay-Chancellor. 5. And Irenæus, ibid. p. 312. faith Et omnia hujusmodi per solum Lucam cognovimus, we know all such things by Luke alone, pretending no other Tradition. And if it be in Luke it is yet to be thence proved. 6. But he pleadeth our Cause too strongly, by supposing that each City then had a Bishop without any subject half Presbyter, and so that no such Office was yet made.

Cap. 9. Of Timothy's Episcopacy concerneth not our Cause. Though I hope that neither he nor his Church were so bad as the Angel or Church in Rev. 2. is described: And it's easier to answer the strength of Dr. Hammond, than for him to answer the Evidence brought by Prim in his Unbishoping Timothy and Titus, to shew the itinerant life and Ministry of Timothy, contrary to the life of a fixed Bishop. And if non-residency have such Patrons, and Timothy have taught men to leave their Churches year after year, and play the Pastor many hundred Miles distant, it will make us dream that non-residency is a duty. And if all these years Timothy's Metropolitan Church at Ephesus had no ordained Presbyter (but Pallengers that fell in) I blame them not, or wonder not at least, that they lost their first love; for it's like they seldom had any Church Assemblies to Communicate and Worship God together.

Cap. 10. Cometh to the case of Philippi, Phil. 1. 1. 2. And, 1. §. 3. he faith, It is manifest that Epaphroditus Bishop of Philippi was at Rome with Paul, when he wrote this Epistle (and he supposeth that there were yet no Presbyters, but Bishops.) And so when Paul wrote to all the Saints which are at Philippi, with the Bishops and Deacons, he meant [to those that are not at Philippi,]
Philippi where there was no Bishop, but in other Cities of Macedonia that had every one a Prelate without ever a Presbyter under him.] With some this expounding may go for modest, if not true.

Two probable Arguments I object against his improbable Expositions of this Text and that Acts 26. before mentioned: 1. Where did he ever read that all the Province of Macedonia was called Philippi; and the Saints laid to dwell at Philippi that dwelt all over Macedonia? 2. Where did he ever read in Scripture many Episcopal Churches under one Metropolitan, called One Church in the singular Number, as in Acts 20. 28. or One Flock either? 3. Will any knowing man deny that he contradicted not only Hierom and Theodore, but the common Exposition of the Fathers, by this his odd Opinion? And is it not gross partiality for the same man that can so easily cast off the judgment of almost all the Ancients at once, to lay so much of the whole stress of his Diocesan and Metropolitan Caufe upon the Fathers assertions, yea doubtful reports; and to take it for so immodest a thing in others, to deny belief to them in such uncertain matters?

But he setteth Epiphanius his words against Arierius against them all: Even that Epiphanius who ordained in the Bishop of Jerusalem's Diocess to his displeasure, and that combined with that Theophilus Alexander, (of whom Socrates writeth such horrid and unchristian practices) to root out Chrysofem, and raise a flame in the Church of Constantinople; who liker a mad man than a sober Bishop, came from Cyprus not only into the City, but the Church where Chrysofem used to officiate, to inflame his people, and declaim against, and cenfure their Bishop, to whom he was an inferiour; and that parted with him in a wrathful Prognostick, and dyed by the way home: And yet even this one man faith nothing to his advantage, but that the Apostles placed Bishops only with Deacons in some Churches that had not fit men to make Presbyters of: which we not only grant, but doubt whether ever they made any but Bishops, (though in great Cities there were many of them.)

And §. 8, 9, 10. when it seemed to serve his turn, he yet further gratifieth us, by granting, yea maintaining that one Congregation had not two Bishops, yet [nothing hindreth but that in the same City there might sometimes be two distinct Assemblies, converted by two Apostles, perhaps of distinct dialetts and rites, and these governed by distinct Bishops, with a divided or distinct Clergie,] which is almost as much as we desire. If any more be necessary he granteth it us, §. 11. where having feigned and not proved that the people of all the Province of Macedonia were laid by Paul to be at Philippi; he confesseth that then every City had a Bishop, and none of those that we now call Presbyters. And it is more this Bastard sort of Presbyters Office that we deny than the Bishops: And granting this he grants us all; even that then there was no such half Officers, nor Bishops that had the rule of any Presbyters: which he further proveth, §. 19, 20, 21. And by the way, §. 16, 17. he giveth us two more Observations, 1. That the εἰς τὸν πόλεμον gave
gave precedence to some Churches. Where I would learn whether the
Holy Ghost still observed the order in converting men, to begin at the
highest Metropolis, and descend by order to the lowest, and so to the
Villages? Or whether our Doctor do not here contradict what he said
before, of the Apostles, every where disparaging of the Churches according
to the Civil Metropolitical Order? I doubt his memory here failed him.

2. Philippi and Thessalonica being both in Macedonia, and these Epistle
being each written to all the Province, we hence learn that the Epistle
to the Thessalonians, and that to the Philippians, were written to the same
men. Whether each Epistle, REV. 2 & 3, to the seven Churches of Asia
was written to all Asia, and to all the faults charged on all that are char-
ged on any one, I leave to your arbitrary belief. For none of these are
proved, whatever proof is boasted of.

Cap. 11. he further gratifieth us in expounding 1 Tim. 3, in the same
manner, One Bishop with Deacons then serving for a whole Dioces, that
is for one Assembly, not having such a thing as a half Presbytery subject
to any Bishop.

Cap. 12. he is as liberal in expounding Tit. 1. By Elders in every City, is
meant a single Bishop that had no half Presbytery under him, and whole
Dioces had but one Assembly. We are not so unreasonable as to quar-
rel with this liberality.

Cap. 13. And about Heb. 13, we are as much gratified in the Exposition
of the word [ἐξ] of which more afterwards. And Cap. 14, and
15. he faith the same of Παπίστευς and Προφανοὶ, Pastors and Teachers, that
they both are meant of none but Bishops. And that Presbyters now adays
are permitted and tried to teach the people, and instruct them from the Scriptures,
this apparently arose hence, that Bishops in ordaining Presbyters gave them that
power, but not to be exercised till licensed by the Bishops Letters.] Of this
detractable Opinion (worse than the Italians in the Council of Trent, that
would have derived the Episcopal Power from the Pope) I have said some-
what before, and intend more in due place. The Bishops do only mini-
sterially give them possession: Christ is the only Instrucitor of the Office by
himself (and his Spirit in his Apostles.) Can the Bishops any more chuse
to deliver this possession by Ordination, than to preach the Gospell? Could
they have made Presbyters that had no power to teach the people?
Is the Bishops liberality the original of the Office? How much then is
Christ beholden to Bishops, that when a thousand Parishes are in some
one of their Diocesies, they will give leave to any Presbytery to teach any
of the people? and that when eighteen hundred of us were silenced in
one day (Aug. 24. 1662.) that all the rest were not served so too?

Cap. 16. he exerciseth the same naked affirming Authority of the words
[Ministers of the word] Luke 1. 2. and Stewards] all are but Bishops. And
he asketh whether ever man heard of more Stewards than one in one House? or of
several bearers of one Key? And he forefaw that we would tell him that
Gods Cathlick Church is one House of God, and that at least all the
Apostles
Apostles were Stewards and Key-Bearers in that one Church; and that by his Doctrine none but one of them should be Steward of Gods Mysteries, or have the Keys: And therefore he faith, that \( \text{It was that the Apostles were called Stewards of the Mysteries of God, 1 Cor. 4. 1. that is to be reckoned as pertaining to the many divided Families, that is the many particular Churches, distinct parts of the Universal Church, which the Apostles divided among themselves.} \) Answ. Unless his exam here be a self-contradicting cheat, it will hence follow, 1. That the Apostles are not Stewards of Gods Mysteries in gathering Churches, but only to the Churches gathered. 2. That in Baptizing and giving the Holy Ghost, to such as yet entered not into a Particular Church, they exercised not any of their said Stewardship or Power. 3. That they have no Power of the Keys at all, over any that are not Members of a Particular Church, (such as the Eunuch; Acts. 8. And many Merchants, Embassadors, Travellers, and many thousands that want Pastors or opportunity, or hearts, yea and all Christians in the first Instant as more Baptized Persons seeing Baptism entereth them only into the Universal Church, and not into any particular (as such) 4. And that till the Apostles gathered particular Churches, and distributed them, they had no Stewardship, nor use (at least) of the Keys. And what if it can never be proved that ever the Apostles distributed the universal Church into Apostolical Provinces, but only proved mata distributed themselves in the World, were they never Stewards then not Key-bearers? Verily if I believed such a distribution of the World into twelve or more Provinces by them, I should question the power that altered that Constitution, and set us up but four or five Patriarchs. And were the same Apostles no Stewards or Key-bearers out of their (feigned) several Provinces? If we must be silenced unless we subscribe to the Dictates of such self-conceited Confident men, who shall ever Preach that is not born under the same Planet with them? Cap. 17. he proceeded still to maintain our Cause, that even in Justin Martyr's writings, and others of that Age, by the Apostles are meant the Bishops of the several Churches who had not one Presbyter under them, but Deacons only, and therefore had but single Congregations; but did themselves alone with the Deacon perform all the publick Offices in the Church. And that no equal Presbyter was placed with them, offendeth us no more than that our Parish Ministers now are presented and instituted alone, yea and have power to take Curates under them as their helpers.

Cap. 18. He provereth truly that the Names Sacerdos and Sacerdotium are usually by old Writers spoken of sole Bishops and Episcopacy. By which we are the more confirmed in our Opinion, that he that is not Episcopus gregis a Bishop over the Flock, is not Sacerdos, true Pastor, but hath only a limb of the Ministerial Office, being a thing of presumptuous Prelates institution.

Cap. 19. He further strengtheneth us by maintaining that the word Presbyter, in the places of the New Testament cited by him, doth mean only
a Bishop, that is a Pastor of one only Congregation, that had no Presbyter under him, but Deacons: and that no mention is made by the Apostles of other Presbyters, § 6. And he gratifieth us with Epiphanius his Reasons, § 4. [because as yet there was not a multitude of Believers:] And that the Elders that Paul speaketh to Timothy of ordaining and rebuking, and thole that were worthy of double honour, were only Bishops that had no subject Presbyters. Whether they were set over the Churches as Moses was over Israel, with a design that they should make subordinate Officers under them, I shall enquire in due place.

Cap. 20. He goeth over most of the other Texts in the New Testament that mention Elders, shewing that they mean such Bishops; and that even at Jerusalem, the Elders Acts 15. were not our new half Priests, but the Bishops of all the Churches of Judea; and so of others here again repeated by him. But it sticketh with me, that these Bishops having no subject Presbyters, are found so oft in the Metropolitane City, and so oft in travel, and so oft many hundred Miles from home, that I doubt it was but a few Churches in the world that kept the Lords day, and assembeld for publick Worship, or had any Sacraments frequently, but lived as the Atheists and impious contemners of Church-Communion now do; or else that with the Fanaticks we must hold that Lay-men or Deacons did play the Priests in all Church Offices.

Cap. 21. He vindicateth that one remaining Text, Jam. 5. 14. which mentioneth Presbyters visiting the sick, as meant only of Bishops, and not of mungrel Priests: And so being secured that these were never found in the Scripture times, and consequently no Bishop (except Archbishops) that had more worshipping Churches than one, we must look who presumed to institute another Office. And here, § 3. he persuadeth us to be so civil to Ignatius, as thankfully to acknowledge him the first Patron of our Office-dignity; intimating that there is no earlier proof of the invention of this mungrel Office, than the Epistles of Ignatius.

Cap. 22. He tells us that the word Presbyter is also taken for Bishops by Polycarp, Papius, Irenaus, Tertullian, and Clemens Alexand. so that our cause will be carried beyond Scripture times. But again finding so many Bishops with Polycarp, I doubt he maketh Bishops too unwearied Travellers, and too great non-Residents, and Gods Publick Worship too often interrupted by their absence.

Cap. 23. 24. 25. 26. He speaketh of Deacons, the word and Office, which we have now no business with, but to note that cap. 26. § 8. he is again at Epiphanius allowing a single Bishop without Presbyters, but not without Deacons, because he cannot be a Bishop without Deacons, (which I believe not, nor do our Prelates) but without subject Presbyters he may (better than with them.) And § 10. he excellently argueth from the Epistle to Timothy, that seeing Paul instructeth him in all things belonging to the Church of God, 1 Tim. 3. 15. and yet never mentioneth these Medio-xumos Presbytersos, mungrel or middle Priests, it is plain that the reason is because
because none such were instituted when the Apostle wrote: To which I add, nor afterward by the Apostles, as far as can be proved, and therefore never should have been.

Cap. 27. He speaketh of the Πρεσβύτερας and πρεσβυτηρίας Tit. 1. and 2. and 1 Tim. 5. shewing that those Women were in Orders: Of which I have no mind to contend, so that by the Name it be not inferred that they are the Bishops; and that they argue not as a Preacher did since we were silenced (I can name the Man and place) from St. John's Epistle [to the Elect Lady] to prove that there were Lord-Bishops in the Apostles' days, viz. an Elect Lady supposeth an Elect Lord: But there are no Elect Lords, but Elect Lord-Bishops: Ergo——

We have not yet seen all Dr. Hammond's confutation of our Diocesan Prelacies: In his fifth Dissertation we have more: Cap. 1. He speaketh of Clemens Rom. and whereas we think that the confusion among Historians, came partly from the little notice that came down from those times of such particulars, and partly from the identity of the Office of Linus, Clemens, and Clemens; being all Bishops at once of a great Church (the Half Presbyters, being not yet ordained) he gratifyeth us by proving that not only at Rome, but also in Antioch, Ephesus, Corinth, and Jerusalem, there were more Churches than one, with their several Bishops: Even one of the few and one of the Gentiles (how the local Diocefe were then divided is hard to tell, and where it was that one Apostle had Power of the Keys, and where not) I shall improve this Concession in due place.

Cap. 2. Of Clemens Epistle he first takes notice of the Inscription [to the Church of God, dwelling (or sojourning) at Corinth] The same Phrase as Phil. 1.1,2. And by this Church he proveth (by consent affirming) that all the Churches of Achaia are meant. And that the same is to be laid of Paul's Epistle to the Corinthians, hennestingly proveth, by saying that Quisquis eas vel leviter delectaverit, (two feliciterque, hac omnino praemium omnium esse nobiscum statuit. Necigitur de hac Clementis ambigus) poterit. And so all that Controversie is ended. But though (without Scripture proof) imagination might handsomely feign, that the many Churches of Achaia are called singularly [the Church of Corinth] as one, because of the Unity of the Metropolitan; yet, I would have heard somewhat like reason for, and some instances of the use of such a speech, as this [περίττσις ἐστὶν παρθένων ἡ Πύλου, πληκκουσα τὰς πάρθενους κατά ὑμᾶς, The Church of God dwelling (or sojourning) at Rome, to the Church of God dwelling (or sojourning) at Corinth. And why and where, and by what good writers, all Achaia is called Corinth, or all Macedonia, Philippi, or all the Cities about it; indeed as the County of Worcester, the County of York, of Warwick, &c. are usual Titles, so may the Church of York, Worcester, Warwick, be in the Diocesans sense. But whoever said of all the County or Diocels [To the County, Dioeces dwelling at York, Worcester, Warwick?] As if all the County and Towns belonging to that Circuit were called Warwick, &c.
2. Doth not his own proof evidently confute him. 2 Cor. 1. 1. To the Church of God which is at Corinth, with all the Saints which are in all Achaia, Are the last words Tautological? doth [with] signify no addition at all. If by [the Church which is at Corinth] be meant all the Churches and Christians in Achaia, what sense is there in the addition of [with all the Saints which are in Achaia]? O what kind of proof will satisfy some learned Men!

3. Was it all the Churches of Achaia that the incestuous person. 1 Cor. 5. dwelt with? and that are chidden for suffering him in their Communion? and that are directed when they meet together to cast him out, and not to eat with him?

4. Would it not be Calumny according to all rational Laws, to accuse all the Churches of Achaia, of all those Crimes which the Church at Corinth is accused of, without a better proof than this?

5. Was it all the Churches of Achaia, which 1 Cor. 14. are said to meet, all in one place, and to have so many Prophets and Interpreters in that one Assembly? I am not at leisure to say more of this.

But who denieth that the same Epistle which was directed first to the Corinthians was, secondarily directed to the rest of Achaia, and to be Communicated to them? And yet not the Churches of Achaia be all said to be or dwell at Corinth.

When 2 Cor. 3, 10. Paul speaketh of [the Regions of Achaia] he saith that such were the matter belonged [to the whole Church of Achaia]. But how long have they been all been challenged to name one Text of Scripture, that speaketh singularly of the Church of a Province or Country, consisting of many particular Churches: Yet addest he [In manifesta non pluribus opus est.] Cap. 3. He only mentioneth the occasion of Clement's Epistle, where without any Proof he extendeth the Sedition then raised by them, to the disturbance of the Civil Government and Peace: And if he had proved as he endeavoureth that by τις συμβόλου is meant the Civil Rulers (which is utterly uncertain), yet the commendation of their Obedience, formerly to the Civil Power, as part of the Character of their orderliness and peaceableness, doth not prove that Rebellion against them was part of their following disorder.

Cap. 4. Is to tell us, 1. That Clement puts Obedience to Rulers, and due honouring of Presbyters as a Law of God (which is not to be doubted of.) 2. That Bishops were sent by the Apostles, as the Apostles by Christ, but were joyned only with Deacons to attend them. Mark here Reader, that he doth not only acknowledge that de facto the Order of Mungrel or Half-Priests was not yet Existent, but also that none such were sent by the Apostles, and so not Instituted, and that Clement himself taketh notice of no such even in his times. But how the Doctor will prove that no great Churches (and particularly this of Corinth) had but one Bishop, you shall see with little satisfaction.) 3. He noteth that these Bishops thus sent were constituted everywhere, Ecclesias nondum natas, sed ad partum (bonis Dei auspiciis) festinan.
proved, in des brachias atq; ulnis suis susception & administratum; to receive in their Arms and Arms the Churches not yet born, but (by Gods Blessing) hastening to the Birth] whereas of his own Head he had before laid that the Bishops were sent by the Apostles (when Clement faith no such thing) but only that they were Constituted (saying being the word used of Itinerant Preachers gathering and visiting Churches, and Constituting with Ordaining in the usual word of Bishops and Presbyters, who as such are fixed to particular Churches;) so now he more boldly feigneth that Bishops were (yea every where) to receive Churches that were yet no Churches: Where he contradiceth both Scripture and common use of the word Bishop, and abuseth Clement. 1. Let any Man that can shew us that in the New Testament the word Bishop is ever used of any Pastor that was not related to a Church, and as signifying that Relation, and that Bishop and Flock are not as much Relatives as King and Kingdom. 2. Let him shew that can, that the word was used otherwise by Christians, for many a hundred years after Christ. Though I grant that Ministers in general were (and may be) ordained sine titule, to preach and gather Churches, and help others, yet never Bishops, the word signifying an Over-seer of the Flock or Church to which he is related. 3. If it were certain that the futurity of believing mentioned by Clement had relation to the Constitution of Bishops, and not to the Apostles Preaching only, yet Clement faith not that there were yet no Believers or no Churches where they were constituted Bishops: Where there were but a few Believers, the Apostles placed Bishops and Deacons over those few, who should receive others into the same Society (till it was full and no further) who should after believe. It is an abuse of Clement to say, it was [to Churches yet not born] when he hath no such word! As if it could not be for future Believers, unless at present there were no Believers. And it is an abuse of him to feign him to assert that the Apostles did every where as soon as they had once Converted one Man, presently make that new Baptized Novice a Bishop before they Converted any more, saying perhaps one or two to be his Deacons: Or that they used to make Deacons (or Bishops either) to Churches future, that were yet no Churches: When as the Scripture telleth the contrary most expressly, that the Church at Jerusalem, was before the Deacons, Acts 6. That they ordained Elders in every Church, Acts 14.23 and not in no Church, as he implyeth: And Titus 1.5. every City is equivalent to every Church, for it was not in every Infidel City that had no Christians: Which beyond all modest contradiction is proved by the Rules given to Timothy and Titus for the Ordination of Bishops and Deacons: Who were to be approved chosen persons, that had ruled their own Houses well, under Novices, apt to teach, well reported of those without (which supposeth some to be within) Tim. 3.14.15. These things I write unto thee, that thou mayest know how to behave thy self in the House of God, which is the Church of the Living God, a Pillar and Base of the truth.] The first that were converted did not always prove the fittest to be Bishops; perhaps they might be Women or weakly gifted: To feign that the Apostles did that every where, which none can
can prove that ever they did once to make a Bishop and Deacons of the two or three first Novice-converts before there were any more Converted, and to make Bishops and Deacons before there were any Christians to constitute Churches, meekly for future Churches, this is not Clemens act, whoever else will own it.

4. Lastly he noteth here that this was done by the Revelation of the Spirit, whereby they examined and tried who was worthy of that Dignity. And, 1. What use for examination who was worthy, where there was no other to stand in Competition, and where the first Convert still was taken? Election is multis. And if he be compelled to grant that there were more Christians over whom the Bishop was set, it is a Contradiction to say that a Bishop and his Flock, though small, is no Church. 2. It is hard to believe that the multitude of ignorant Lads, and wicked Men that are now set over Churches, are Constituted by this Apostolical choice and Tryal, by the Holy Ghost.

Cap. 5. §. 5. He now acknowledgeth that where many were at first Converted, not always the first but the fittest was chosen Bishop. And how prove you that he and his Flock were no Church? The same he maintaineth, §. 11. And after from the choice usually made by Suffrages and other reasons, well confuteth the former conceit, when he took it to be Blondels; but sure he could not believe that they were Ecclesi contumæ natis, or future Believers that chose Bishops by Suffrages? But having so fully in this Chapter confuted his former, as Blondel's opinion, I doubt not but Blondel is in this as easily reconciled to him as he to himself, and meant no more, 'but, 1. That the Apostles used (not to make Bishops of the first Converts simply, but) to choose them out of the ancient, grown, and proved Christians. 2. And that being so chosen (not he that was first Baptized, but) he that was first ordained, had the prelidence in the Confection of their Presbyters: Which the Dr. might easily have seen, and spared his insulting upon the contrary supposition.

But let it here again be noted, that §. 9. he expressly and confidently affirseth all that I now desire, viz. That Clemens doth speak of that time of the Churches, beginning, in which there were not yet many Believers, and therefore without doubt, neither Presbyters instituted. If he means [no Subject Presbyters] or if he means [not many in a Church but one Bishop] I desire no more: For then no Bishop had more Church Assemblies than one, not any half-Presbyters were ordained by the Apostles. For Clemens doth not tell us what the Apostles did in the beginning of their Preaching only, but giveth us this as an account of all their course, in settling Offices in the Churches where they came.

Cap. 6. He confeseth that Clemens mentioneth but two Orders, Bishops and Deacons, (and we would have no more) and §. 4. is over angry with Blondel for gathering hence, that he did not do as those that from the Jewish Elders, or Priests, or the 70 gather another order, what is there in this Collection that delerveth the sharp words of that §.
Cap. 7. Whether Clemens well cited Isai. 60.17 we need not debate. But if yet any think that the Dr. hath not fully granted us our Cause, let him take these additions: § 7. He well gathereth from Clemens that this form of Government, founded in Bishops and Deacons (in each Church) being settled by Men entrusted by Christ, is no less to be ascribed to God’s Command than if Christ himself had constituted Bishops and Deacons in every City. (Let who dare then approve of the alteration by the Introduction of another Order of Priests.) And § 8. He noteth also out of Clemens that the foresight of the contention that would be about Episcopacy caused this establishment of Bishops and Deacons: No doubt. God foreknew both that the popular fort would oppose Government, and that the Monarchical Prelates would depose all the Bishops of the same Church save themselves, and the Arch-Prelates would depose all the Bishops of particular Churches, and set up half Priests in their stead. And he doth well not to pass the following words in Clemens (though hard, yet plainly subverting the Doctors opinion) that from this same foresight the Apostles constituted the foresaid Bishops and Deacons (in every Church) & Descrips alium ministerorum officiorum, vicec religiernum, ut in defunctorum locum ali svi probati succedere, & illorum munia exequi posse, (as Pat. Ju- nius tranlateth it.) The word [ἐνδύρων] can allow no such doubt as shall make this much of the sense to be questionable, 1. That upon the foresight of the Contentions about Episcopacy the Apostles made (by the Spirit) an established Description of the Orders and Offices which should be in the Church, not only in their times, but afterwards. 2. And that the approved men that should hereafter be ordained, should succeed in those same Orders which the Apostles had established and described, even to the same Work or Office, (τὸ δεσμόν) 3. That the Apostles thus settled or described no mingrel or half Priests, but only Bishops and Deacons, nor any Churches that had not each a Bishop and Deacon. 4. Therefore no such half Priests should be brought in, but only such as the Apostles instituted or described.

I can scarce speak my thoughts plainlier, than by the Doctors next words, § 9. [It is evident that by the immediate impulse of the Spirit of God Bishops were constituted (Deacons only joyned to them) in every Church, and so at Corinth, and the rest of the Cities of Achaia: And that by the command of the same Divine Prophecy or Revelation, successors were assigned to them after their departure: (not a new order invented) Christ thus consulting and providing for the Churches peace, &c.] And § 14. he well granteth, 1. That the form of Church Government was no where changed by the Apostles (and so no middle order instituted by them.) 2. That through all their Age, and when they were consummate in the middle, under their Disciples, the Government of every Church was in the power of the Bishops and Deacons in common.

But whereas § 1, &c. he layeth this as the ground of his Cause, 1. That it was not the Church at Corinth alone, but of all Achaia that Clemens writeth to under this name. 2. And that there were not many Bishops in one Church, but
but one to each of these particular Churches: I desire the Reader, 1. To try impartially whether in all the Drs. Book there be one word of cogent Evidence to prove what be faith, yea or to make it credible or likely. 2. To consider these Reasons following for the contrary.

1. As is said, whether Scripture custom of speech will allow us to call all the Churches of a Region [A Church] in the singular Number: Shew one Text for it if you can.

2. Whether any ancient Eclesiastical use of speech will allow us to say that the Churches of Achaia dwelt at Corinth (as Clemens speaketh, p. 1.)

3. Whether I have not proved from 1 Cor. 14. &c. that the Church of Corinth had more Ministers, or Clergy men, or Pastors in it than one in Paul’s time? And therefore was not without so soon after.

4. Whether it be credible that when it was but one or two Persons (p. 62.) by whom or for whose cause the Presbyters were ejected; that it is like either this one or two were members of more particular Churches in Achaia than one or two? Or that all the Churches of Achaia would so far own one or two mutineers in a particular Church, as to call out many of their Ministers for their lakes?

5. Ye when Clemens whole hope in matthath this one or two did this because they aspired after Power or Preeminence themselves: Could they expect themselves to be made the Rulers of more than one or two Churches?

6. And what was the cause of this one or two like to touch the Bishops of the other Churches? And what Cogniscance was all Achaia like to have of the cause of one or two distant persons, so as for them to rise up against their own Bishops.

7. If it was not all nor many Pastors that were thus turned out (as Clemens words import) why should all Achaia be called seditionis, and blamed for it?

8. Doth not the common Law of Charity and Justice forbid us to extend those words of reproof to a whole Province, which cannot be proved to extend farther than to a single Church, and principally touched but one or two.

9. I have before proved that Paul by [the Saints at Corinth] meaneth but one Church: Therefore it’s like that Clemens doth so too.

10. The Bishops and Deacons that Clemens speaketh of, were set up in one or two Churches. Cum confessus totius Ecclesiæ, or as the Dr. will needs have it [applaudente aut congratulante tota Ecclesiæ] indeed [with the good liking, Pleasure, of Approbation of the whole Church.] And shall we be persuaded that all the Cities and Countrey of Achaia were that whole Church, which approved, or consented to these particular Pastors that were put out? Or that had Cogniscance of them or acquaintance with them?

11. He expressly faith, pag. 62. ἐκκλησίαν ἐκκλησίαν, That the Church of Corinth for the sake of one or two, moved Sedition against the Presbyters.] And why doth he never say [it was the Church of Achaia.]

12. p. 63. He fippofeth the Person Emulating to be [a Believer of power in explaining Doctrine, wise in judging of Speeches, &c. And would have the concern’d Person say (p. 69.) If the Sedition be for me, and the Contention and Schisms, I will remove, I will be gone wiser you will, and will do what the People pre-determine of (or command,) only let the Flock of Christ with the Presbyters set over them live in peace.] And is it like that the Flock that this Person must say so to, was all Achaia?

13. And p. 73. He requireth [those that begun the Sedition, to be obediently Subject to
to the Presbyters (and not to their Bishop only.) And is it like to be the Bishops of other Churches through all Achæia, that this one or two is required to Obey and be in Subjection to.

I have given my Reasons, to prove that these Presbyters were in the One Church of Corinth: Compare his (if you can find them) to the contrary, and Judge impartially as you see cause.

Cap. 8. Hath nothing that concerneth us, but the recital of his grand Concession, left we should think that in Clements days, the great Bishop of Corinth, or any in Achæia, had any more Church-aspellings than one to whom he could do all the Pastoral Offices himself, he thus concludes, § 9. [Indeed mention is found only of Bishops (with Deacons) constituted in each City, sometimes under the Title of Bishops, sometimes of Presbyters; there being no token or footstep at all appearing of such as we now call Presbyters, &c.] To which I wholly agree; though not that there was but one Presbyter in Corinth.

Cap. 9. He is offended much with Blondel, for reproaching Hermas, and yet using his Testimony: As if a Heretic, or an Infidel Testimony might not be used in point of History: And, § 14. he again cometh to his Supposition of Bishops without Subject Presbyters, as if it served his turn more than ours.

Cap. 10. About Pins words, hath nothing that I find the cause concerned in.

Cap. 11. Is of little moment to us, both parties have little that is cogent, but objections about dubious words.

Cap. 12. Is but about the sense of the word applied to Irenæus, which Dr. H. taketh here and by many after to mean a Bishop, and wonders that Blondel pleaseth for a parity of order from a common Name. But it is not so much without reason as he maketh it: For if Bishops and Presbyters were in the first times called by one Name; and the highest Person in the Church then was ordinarily known by the name Presbyter, and the appropriating of [Bishop] to one sort, and Presbyter to another, came afterwards in by such insensible degrees, that no man can tell when it was; it sounds very probable, that it was the true Episcopal Power, or the same Office and Order, that was first commonly possessed by them to whom the name was Common.

And so much of Dr. Hammond's Dissertations, wherein I must desire the Reader to note, 1. That I meddle not with other men's Causes, nor particularly with the question: Whether one man in each Church, had of old, a guiding superiority over the rest of the Presbyters? Nor yet, whether the Apostles had such successors in the General care of many Churches (such as Visitors, or Arch-Bishops) but only, 1. Whether every Presbyter were not Essentially a Bishop, or Governor of the Flock, having the power of Keys, as they call it, in foro interiore et exteriori, both for resolving Conferences and for Church-order. 2. Whether every particular Church, which ordinarily communicated together in the Lords Supper, and had cœtis Adiœri, had not one or more such Bishops. 3. Whether it was not a sinful corrupting change, to bring in another Species of Presbyters; and so to depose all the particular Churches and Bishops, and set up a Diocesan Bishop, inimici ordinis, with half-Churches and half-Priests, under him in their stead. 2. And not, That as it concerned me not to speak to all that the Doctor hath said, so I have carefully chosen out all that I thought pertinent and of a seeming weight, as to the cause which I manage, and have put by nothing in the whole Book.
Book, which I thought an understanding Reader needeth an answer to.

There is yet the same Authors Vindication of his Dissertations to be considered: But I find nothing new in them to be answered by me, nor that I am concerned for the Cause in hand any further than to give you these few Observations.

1. That again, p. 5. he faith, [That by observing the pauciity of Believers in many Cities in the first Plantations, which made it unnecessary that there should by the Apostles be ordained any more than a Bishop and Deacon (one, or more) in each City, and that this was accordingly done by them at the first, is approved by the most undeniable ancient Records.]

2. That p. 7. he again well averreth that the Jewish and Gentile Congregations occasioned several Churches and Bishops in the same Cities. And p. 14. 15. That Timothy was placed by Paul, Bishop of the Gentiles at Ephesus, and S. John, and another after him, Bishop of the Jews. Pag. 16. He thinketh that Timothy was Bishop of Ephesus (or Angel) when Rev. 2. was wrote. Pag. 17. From Epiphanius he reckoneth above 50 years from the Revelation of John, Rev. 2. to the writing of Ignatius's Epistles. by which we may calculate the time when the Office of half-Presbyters began to be invented, according to his own Computation. That pag. 21. & passim, his supposition of the 24 Bishops of Judea, sitting about the Throne of James Bishop of Jerusalem, and his other supposition of their being so ordinarily there. And of the Bishops of Provinces in other Nations, being so frequently many score, if not hundred Miles off their people in the Metropolis Cities, when the people had no other Priest to Officiate, doth tend to an Atheistical conceit, that the Ordinary use of Sacred Assemblies and Communion is no very needful thing, when in the best times by the best men, in whole Countreys at once, they were so much forborn.

Pag. 26. Again you have his full and plain Assertion, [That there were not in the space within compass of which all the Books of the new Testament were written, any Presbyters, in our modern Notion of them, created in the Church, though soon after certainly in Ignatius time, (which was about 50 years after the Rev. they wrote).]

Pag. 60. He supposeth that whoever should settle Churches under a Heathen King among Heathens, must accordingly make the Churches gathered subordinate to one another, as the Cities in which they are gathered were (though Heathen) subordinate to one another, of which more in due place.

Pag. 76, 77. He faith that [As Congregations, and Parishes are Synonymous in their Style, so I yield that Believers in great Cities were not at first divided into Parishes, while the number of Christians in a City was so small that they might well assemble in the same place, and so needed no Paritions, or Divisions. But what disadvantage is this to us, who affirm that one Bishop, not a College of Presbyters, presided in that one Congregation, and that the Believers in the Regions and Villages about did belong to the care of that single Bishop, or City Church] A Bishop and his Deacon were sufficient at the first to few their Plantations—[For what is a Diocesis but a Church in a City with the Suburbs and Territories, or Region belonging to it? And this certainly might be and remain under the Government of a single Bishop. Of any Church so bounded there may be a Bishop, and that whole Church shall be his Diocesis, and so be a Diocesan Bishop, though as yet this Church be not subdivided into more several Assemblies.] So that you see now what a Dioces is. And that you may know that we contend not about Names, while they call the Bishop of one
Congregation, a Diocese, we say nothing against him: A Diocese in our sense is such as we live under, that have made one Church of many hundred or a thousand.

But Reader be not abused by words, when it is visible Countreys that we talk of. As every Market-Town, or Corporation is such a City in the old sense, so the Dioces of Lincoln (which I live in) at this reckoning hath three or foure-score Diocelles in it, and the Dioces of Norwich about 50 Diocelles in it, &c. That is such Cities with the interjacent Villages.

Pag. 78. He saith [When they add these Angels were Congregational, not Diocesan, they were every one of them Angels of a Church in a City, having authority over the Regions adjacent and pertaining to that City, and so as Church and Congregation are all one, as in ordinary use in all languages they are: Thus were Congregational and Diocesan also. What follows is of the paucity of Believers, in the great Cities, and their meeting in one place, is willingly granted by us.

I must desire the Reader to remember all this, when we come to use it in due place. And you may modestly smile to observe how by this and the foregoing words, the Dr. forgetfully hath cast out all the English Diocesan: While he maketh it needful that the Cities be Ecclesiastically subordinate as they are Civilly, and maketh it the very definition of a Diocesan Bishop to be a Bishop of a City with the Country or Suburbs belonging to it: But in England no lesser Cities (ordinarily at least) nor Corporations-Towns are at all Subject to the great Cities: Nor are any Considerable part of the Country Subject to them; nor do the Liberties of Cities, or Corporations, reach far from the Walls, or Towns. So that by this Rule the Bishop of London, York, Norwich, and Bristol would have indeed large Cities with narrow liberties: But the rest would have Diocelles little bigger than we could allow to complexionable Faithful Pastors.

But he yet addeth more, p. 79. he will do more for our cause than the Presbyterians themselves, who in their disputes against the Independents say that Jerusalem had more Christians belonging to the Church than could conveniently meet in one place; But, saith the Dr. [This is contrary to the Evidence of the Text, which saith expressly, v. 44. that all the Believers were, εν τω άυριον, meeting in one and the same place. The like may be said of the other places, Acts 4. 4. and 5. 14. For certainly as yet though the number of believers increased, yet they were not distributed into several Congregations.

Will you yet have more? p. 80, 81. When the London Ministers say that the Believers of one City made but one Church in the Apostles days] he answereth [This observation I acknowledge to have perfect truth in it, and not to be confutable in any part: And therefore instead of rejecting, I shall embrace it, and from thence conclude that there is no manner of incongruity in assigning of one Bishop to one Church, and to one Bishop in the Church of Jerusalem, because it is a Church, not Churches, being foreced to acknowledge that where there were more Churches, there were more Bishops.] I am almost in doubt by this whether the Dr. were not against the English Prelacy, and he and I were not of a mind; especially remembering, that he saith nothing against my disputations of Church Government written against himself, when I lived near him. Observe Reader,
That even now he confessed that a Church and Congregation is all one. 2. And here he confesseth, that where there were more Churches, there were more Bishops; and his words [Because it is a Church, not Churches] seem to import that desiring he supposed it is no Church without a Bishop, and that there should be no fewer Bishops than Churches. And then I ask, 1. Where and when do all the Christians in this Dioceses, of above an hundred miles long, Congregate; who meet but in above a thousand several Temples, and never know one of a thousand of the Dioceses? 2. Doth not this grant to the Brownists, that the Parish Churches are no Churches, but only parts of the Diocesan Church? 3. And then if it be proved that the Diocesan Church-form is but of humane invention, what Church in England will they leave us, that is of divine institution? This is the unhappiness of overdoing to undo all; and of aspiring too high, to fall down into nothing.

And doth he not speak much to the same purpose, p. 87. [One City with the Territories adjoining to it, being ruled by one single Bishop, was to be called a singular Church: And therefore that which is said to be done in every Church, Act. 14. 23. is said to be done in every City, Tit. 1. 5. The sum of which observation is only this, that one City with the Territories adjoining to it, never makes above one Church in the Scripture Style. (And yet he largely proveth the contrary, that there was one Church and Bishop of Jewish Christians, and one of Gentiles) whereas a Province, or Country, or Nations consists, of many Cities, and so of many Episcopal Sees or Churches.] The like hath again p. 90. § 53.

But whereas p. 88. he would Prove that a Province, or Nation, of many Churches, may be called one Church, because the Churches in all the World are so called in our Creed, and in the Scripture: I answer, That he can never prove that many Churches are ever in Scripture called one, save only the Universal Church, which is but one, being Headed by one Head, even Christ. The Universal Church (as he said before of a Church compared to Persons) is one Collective body, as a Political Society related to Christ or constituted of Christ and all Christians: And a particular Church is one as constituted of the Ministerial Pastors, and People: But find any Text of Scripture that calleth the Churches of a Nation, or Province, one Church, in all the new Testament if you can.

In pag. 103. he giveth Reasons for his singularity in interpreting so many Texts of Scripture; and argues that as the Fathers differ from each other, (as Tertius himself) so we may also differ from them, (and I know not of any Expositor that ever wrote that hath more need of this Apology than Gratius and he.) And I might like not his Reasons. But then how unfavourly is it for the same person to expect that we should in reverence to one expository word in Ireneus, and another in Ephesius, for sake the common sense of the Fathers where they do agree? or that we must bow to every ancient Canon?

But I would not have him thought more singular than he is, lest when I have answered him the Prelatists for sake him, and say that they are still unanswered, therefore I crave the Readers special observation of his words, p. 104. 105. [I might truly say, that for those minute considerations and conjectures whereas this Doctor differs from some others who have written before him, as to the manner of interpreting some few Texts, he hath the Suffrages of many of the learnedest men of this Church at this day, and as far as he knows, of ALL that embrace the same cause with him.] Of which
which I only say, that if he do but minutely differ from others, and not at all from the most. I hope my confusion of him will not be impertinent as to the rest. But if he lay the very ftrees of his caufe upon novel Expositions of almost every Text which mentioneth Bishops, Presbyters, Pastors, and quite crofs the way of almost all (fave Petavius) that ever went before him; then think whether that caufe stand on so firm ground, as some perswade, which needeth such new foundations or ways of support at this Age, in the judgement of such learned men as these.

Pag. 119, 120, 121. He proveth that Diocesan Bishops are the only Elders of the Church which James adviseth the sick to fend for: supposing the City Churches (even of Jerusalem,) to be yet no bigger than that one Bishop and a Deacon (who yet was not this Visitor of the sick) might do all the Ministerial work. Where I confess he quite outgoeth me in extenuating the Churches in S. James’s time. If the Church of Jerusalem had seven Deacons, I will not believe him (pardon the incivility,) that they had but one Presbyter. And (pardon me a greater boldness in saying,) if he had tried but as much as I have done what it is to do all the Pastoral work for one Parish of 2 or 3000 Persons in pubhck and private, he could no possibilitly have been of this Opinion. Nor do I think it likely, that when it is a singular Person that James bids fend for the Elders of the Church, but that it impliyeth that the Church where he was had more Elders than one. I confess if it had been fpoke either to Persons, plurally, or of Churches plurally, the prafe might well have signified the single Elders of the several Churches: But to say to each sick man singularly, Let him fend for the Elders of the Church (singularly,) in common use of speech signifies that there were many Elders for that man to fend for in the Church. And whereas he asketh whether a sick man must fend for the Colledge of Presbyters? I answer, that a sick man may well fend for the Presbyters or Minifters, either one after another, as there is occasion, or more than one at once if need require for his Resolution. If we lay to a sick man in London, (fend for the Physicians of the City, and let them advise you, &c.) it signifies that the City hath more Physicians than one, and that he may advise with one, or more at once, or per vices as he fayeth, &c.: and no man would speak fo to him, if London had but one Physician, and Norwich another, and York another, &c. And when, p. 121 he fuppofeth the Objection, that they have a mean opinion of visiting the sick, because they fay, it is not the Bishops work (which he well makeft him to be,) methinks this should fuit with no English Ears, who will quickly understand, that they speak de facto of our Bishops, to whom a sick man may fend an hundred, or fifty, or twenty Miles, to defire him to come presently, and pray with him, if his disease be a Phrenfie which depriveft him of his Wits, and all about him be as mad: And the Bishop with us may be faid to visit the sick of his Dioces, as a man may be faid to weed a Field that plucketh up a weed or two where he goeth; or to build a City, because he knockt up a Wall or two in his own Houfe.

Pag. 120. It is obfervable which he faith [Indeed, if it were not (the Bishops work to visit the sick,) how could it be by the Bishop, when other parts of his Office became his full Employment, committed to the Presbyter. For, 1. he could not commit that to others, if he first had it not in himself: And, 2. This was the only Reafon of ordaining inferior Officers in the Church, that part of the Bishops task might be performed by them.

Ans. Either he believed that the Office of a Subject Presbyter (or Order as they
call it) was instituted by God, and settled in the Church as necessary by his Spirit, and Law, or not: If he do, then Qu. 1. Whether the work of these Presbyters, after the institution, be not the work of their own Office, and not (in the individual acts) the Bishops? As Eve was a Rib of Adam materially, but when she was a woman, she was no part of Adam, nor her acts like his acts; and so of all woman-kind thereafter. Qu. 2. Whether the Bishop any other way commit the work or Office to him, than by calling him to an Office which God himself had made or instituted, and Ministerially investing him in it as a Servant (that hath no land of his own) may be sent by his Master to invest another in some Land which he hath given him, by a Legal Solemn delivery of possession; or as a Steward may send such Reapers into his Masters field as his Master did before exactly describe to him? Christ being the only maker of the Office, and punctual describer of it, and the Bishop, people, and Magistrates altogether, doing no more but choose the Person described as fit, and deliver him possession of the place.

But if he thought that the Bishop himself doth make the Presbyters Office, by parting his own, and so giving him as much as he thinketh fit, I shall shame this Opinion in due place.

Pag. 132. (and in his Digest.) he would make us believe that (Polycarp's Epistle, and so) Clement's [to the Church] were to be interpreted extensively as relating to the Church in the Parish; that is the Dioceses, of Corinth, or Province of Achaia: And so he distorted Tit. 1:5. and other places; but in all his Citations giveth us not a word of proof, that σαρκίσασθε signifyeth to dwell in the Circuit or extent of a Diocese, and not simply to sojourn or dwell. As if σαρκίσασθε were derived from σαρκίζει, and as if the strict notion of σαρκίσασθε were a Diocese, or a City with its Territories: As Pat. Tomis: Faith on Clement's Epist. p. 1. [cum idem sic σαρκίσασθε quad σαρκίζει quid exigere useContextum in initio libri Ruth & alibi apud 70: which he further proveth] yet and by an old Inscription of an Altar brought from Delos, &c. see the place. And we took it to be agreed on that σαρκίσασθε in its strict sense is but habito sacramento peregrinus, advena sium; and in its usual larger sense, justum habitum, acceola, sium proximus, vicinus, accola. And σαρκίσασθε & σαρκίζει but incolatus & vicinius & habitatio propinquus; a place of cohabitation, or a neighbourhood: As we still take cohabitation to be a necessary qualification of disposition matter of a Church-member (of the same particular Church, contrary to the Diocesan State, where the Members never see each other, nor hear of their Names.) And though σαρκίσασθε in process of time (as Bishops enlarged their Dioceses or Church) came to signify a whole Country, or Circuit as large as a Diocese did, yet no man can prove that it was so from the beginning of the Churches; or signified any determined space of ground, beyond the habitation of the members of one Worshipping Church or Congregation: Even as σαρκίσασθε σοικείω is not to build in the same Diocese, but near or in the same Neighbourhood; and σαρκίσασθε is not to set ones dwelling in the same Diocese, but vicinity: That σαρκίσασθε also in its strictest signification is but iunctus a sojourner, and in its largest a cohabitant, but in both signifyeth a Neighbour (and not strangers dwelling out of the notice of each other through a Diocese), is so fully shewed out of many Authors by the Basil Lexicon (published by Henr. Petr. 1568) that I need not add to it. And the Authors of that Lexicon suppose, that the third (the Church) signification
is primarily but from \( \text{Pareci hnic dicuntur qui famum al-} \)
\( \text{god accollis (not that dwell near a thousand or many hundred fere-} \)
\( \text{nal Churches)} \)
\( \text{wide & \( \text{Parecia curia & viciniae conventus (not many hundred Conventions)} \) acco-} \)
\( \text{larum coito & congregatio, huc parochiab dicunt absurde. Much more would they} \)
\( \text{call the newer Notion of a Diocefe-Parih like ours, absurd, In \( \text{Heb. 11. 9,} \) and} \)
\( \text{Luk. 24. 18,} \) \( \text{Alt. 7. 6,} \) \( \text{1 Pet. 2. 11,} \) \( \text{1 Pet. 1. 17,} \) \( \text{Alt. 13. 17,} \) \( \text{Alt. 7. 29,} \) \( \text{Eph. 2. 19,} \)
\( \text{which are all the places in the new Testament where these words are used that I} \)
\( \text{know of)} \) the Dr. himself in his \( \text{Annotations doth not once pretend that the word} \)
\( \text{is used in his Province fenfe: And is not Clemens & Polycarp liker to use the} \)
\( \text{word in the Scripture fense, than in this alien fenfe, that since came into the Church?} \)
\( \text{We must therefore take leave, till better proof of the contrary, to expound Clemens,} \)
\( \text{Polycarp, & Ignatius, meerly by [sojourners & cohabiting in such a vicinity as Per-} \)
\( \text{fional & Congregational Communion required}. \)

But his only searching proffis (again) because \( \text{Paul's Epistle to the Corinthians, was} \)
\( \text{to the Province of Achaia... To which again I answer, that Paul's Epistle to the} \)
\( \text{Coronians was to be communicated to all Achaia (and after to all the World;)} \)
\( \text{but that maketh not Corinth, and Achaia, nor [the Church at Corinth,] and [the} \)
\( \text{Churches of all Achaia] to be the same; Nay, Paul expressly distinguisheth them by the} \)
\( \text{Conjunction, as aforefaid; else his words were Tautological, if by [To the Church} \)
\( \text{of God, which is at Corinth, with all the Saints which are in all Achaia] he had meant} \)
\( \text{[To the Church of God, which is in all Achaia, with the Saints that are in all Achaia]}. \)
\( \text{And I had thought all Achaia had been more than a Parih, even as the word \( \text{Parecia} \) \)
\( \text{was used Ecclesiastically in those times, in the opinion of the Diocefe Divines} \)
\( \text{themselves. And so mouch of Dr. Hammond, and all that have written for our Prelacy.} \)

\( \text{The Opposers of Prelacy.} \)

To name the Authors that write on the other side (or some of them) is enough,
\( \text{viz. 1. Beza, 2. Cartwright, 3. Jacob against Downman, 4. Didotane alias Calderwood's} \)
\( \text{Altare Damasceenum, 5. Learned Parker de Polit. Ecclesiast. (not so florid as his Treat.} \)
\( \text{of the Cross, but more nervous) 6. Holy and Learned Paul Baime (Perkin's Successior} \)
\( \text{his Diocefe's Tryal, short and nervous, in Syllogismus. 7. Salmansius in 2 Books (Apparat.} \)
\( \text{against Downman, large and learned. 9. J. Burroughs, in 2 or 3 Sheets, Argumenta-} \)
\( \text{tively. 10. Prins unbilhoping of Timothy and Titus, 11. Dr. Balfwick's Flagellum Ponti-} \)
\( \text{ficici et Episcoporum Latimarum (oratorical).} \) 12. And such are Milton. 13. Smythewynus,} \)
\( \text{that is, Steph. Marshmal, Edw. Calamy; Tho. Young, Mat. Newcomen, and Will. Spurrow:} \)
\( \text{And a defence of it. 14. The London Ministers fuis Dictum, Presb. & Minift. 15. The} \)
\( \text{life of Wight Papers. 16. Dav. Blondel (that wonder of the world, for Chronology and} \)
\( \text{History.) A few leaves of whose over-large Collections, Dr. Hammond hath An-} \)
\( \text{swered, as you have heard, and given his reason for going no further, because Blond}
\( \text{extendeth the Ministerial Parity but to 140. But to us it is not to inconsiderable, to see by} \)
\( \text{what degree the Prelacy rose, and to see it proved so copiously, that even in after Ages} \)
\( \text{the species extent of Churches, and the Order or Species of Presbyters were not altered,} \)
\( \text{notwithstanding accidental alterstions. And therefore I shall undertake to bring} \)
\( \text{proofoenough of what I now plead for, from times much lower than 140, such as I think} \)
\( \text{the impartial will rest satisfied in, though interest and preconceived Ideas are seldom} \)

fatisfied, or conquered by a Confutation.
That it is not of God's institution, nor is pleasing to him that there be no Churches and Bishops but in Cities, or that a City with its territories, or Country adjacent, be the bounds of each Church.

Some late most esteemed defenders of Diocesanes, especially Dr. Hammond, lay so great a stress upon the supposition, that the Apostles settled the Churches in the Metropolitane and Diocesan order, and that they did partly in imitation of the Jewish policy, and partly as a thing necessary by the nature of the thing, that even in Heathen Kingdomes, when Churches are gathered in any Cities, they must have a difference of Church power over each other as they find the Cities to have a civil power (as you heard before from Dr. H.) that I think it meet here briefly to prove, 1. That it was not of the Apostles purpose to have Churches and Bishops placed only in Cities, and not in Villages. 2. Nor that Church power should thus follow the civil: 3. Nor that a City with its territories should be the measure of the habitation of each Church's members. The liet in some cases I deny not, but the opposet is the question, yea and the liet in other cases. The two liet are proved together by these reasons, following.

1. Christ himself our grand examplar did not only preach and convert Christians in Cities, but in Country villages, where he held assemblies, and preached and prayed, yea in mountains and in Ships: And though he planted no particular Churches with fixed Bishops there, yet that was because he did so no where. He performed all offices in the Country which he did in the Cities, except that which was appropriated to Jerusalem by the Law and the institution of his last supper, which could be done but in one place.

2. There is no Law of God (direct or indirect) which maketh it a duty to settle Churches and Bishops in Cities only, and forbidden the settling them in Country villages: This is most evident to him that will search the Scripture, and but try the pretended proofs of the late Prelates for the vanity of their pretensions will easily appear: They have not so fair a pretense in the New Testament for asserting such a Law, as the Pope hath for his supremacy in [Peter feed my sheep]. And where there is no Law, there is no obligation on us unto duty, and no sin in omission.

If they say that the Apostles did plant Churches only in Cities comprehend their territories] I answer, 1. They prove that they planted them in Cities, but the silence of the Scriptures proveth not the Negative, that

Q.
they planted none in Villages. 2. Nor have they a word of proof that each Church contained all Christians in the Cities, with all the interjacent Villages. 3. Much less that they must contain all such, when all the Countries were converted, and the Christians were now for many Churches. 4. Nor can they ever prove that the Apostles planting Churches only in Cities, was intended as a Law, to restrain men from planting them any where else; Any more than their not converting the Villages or the generality of the Cities, will prove that they must not be converted by any other: Or than that their setting up no Chriflian Magifrates, or converting no Princes, will prove that there muſt be no fuch thing. whoever extended the obligation of Apofolical example to fuch Negatives, as to do nothing which they did not? 5. The rea-
fon is most apparent why they preached first in Cities, because there is no fuch fishing as in the Sea: They had there the frequentef fulleft audi-
tories: And so they planted their first Churches there, because they had moft converts there. And it is known that Judæa (a barren mountain-
ous Court ay of it felf) had been fo harreffed with Wars, that there was little safety and quiet expected in Countrey Villages; and the Roman Empire had been free from the fame plague by fuch fhort intervals, that as many people as could, got into the Cities; (for all that know by experience what War is, do know the misery of poor Country people who are at eve-
ry wicked Soldiers mercy.) It was therefore among poor scattered labou-
rous, a hard thing to get a considerable auditory: which make th Mr. Eliott and his helpers work go on fo heavily among the scattered A-
mericans, who have no Cities or great Towns, because they can rarely speak to any considerable numbers. Now to gather from hence either
that Villages muft have no Churches or no Bifhops, is an impiety next
to a concluding that they muft not be assembled, taught, or worship God.

3. The reafons are vain and null, which are pretended for fuch a mo-
delling of Churches to the form of the civil Government, and thus con-
fining them to Cities. For, 1. There is no need that one Bifhop be the Governor of another at all; 2. And therefore no need that the Bifhop of a Metropolis govern the Bifhop of a leffer City, or he, the Bifhop of a Village. 1. God hath not given one Bifhop power over another, as meer Bifhops. As Cyprian faith, in his Earth Council, none of us are Bifhops of Bifhops, but Colleagues: Dr. Hammond himself faith, that the Bifhops are the Apofoles Successors, and the Apofoles were equal in power and In-
dependent. Annot. in 1 Tim.3. c. p.732. Jesus Chrift dispensing them (all the particular Churches of the whole world) by himself and administering them sever-
ally, not by any one Oeconomus, but by the several Bifhops as inferior heads of unity in the several bodies so constituted by the several Apofoles in their plantations, each of them having autoreity a several distinct commiffion from Chrift immediately, and principal to none but the fupreme doner or plenipotentiary.] Indeed if it be not Bifhops, but Archbifhops or Bifhops of Bifhops which are the Apo-
files Successors, in order over the Bifhops as they are fuppofed to be over the Priefts
Priests, then, such an order of Arch-Bishops is of divine right; But not as Metropolitananes, or for the Cities taken, but as general Officers to take care of many Churches, succeeding the Apostles.

2. And that Apolitical succession is not the foundation of the Metropolitan or City power is plain. Because if the Bishop or Arch-Bishop be the immediate successors of the Apostles, there must be but just 13 or 14 in the whole world; if they succeed them fully in the accidental of their office. But if not, than their residence in Cities, will not prove that they must succeed them in that accident, any more than in the number.

3. Nor is there the least proof (beyond an ostentation of vain words and confidence), that ever the Apostles settled Churches according to the civil form, and put the Bishops of lesser Cities under the Metropolitan; Nor more than that among themselves that Apostle was Ruler of the Year, who had the Metropolis for his Seat: The Papists themselves not pretending that Peter was Ruler of the first, because Rome was his Seat, but that Rome must have the ruling Universal Bishop, because it was the Seat of Peter. And if the Metropolitan made not one Apostle Ruler of the first, why should it do so by their successors? And I never heard any attempt to prove, that Mathew, Matthias, Apollonius, James the Apostle, Thomas, Philip, and every one of the Apostles had a distinct independent Metropolis for his Episcopal Seat.

4. Indeed its but vain words of them that pretend that the Apostles fixed themselves in any Seat at all, but it is certain by their Office and by History that they oft removed from place to place, in order to call as much of the world as they were capable, and were sometimes in Metropolis and sometimes in other places: and though the ancient make them the first Bishops of Churches, they do not say that they were Bishops of any particular Churches only, exclusively to all others; but the same Apostle that Planted ten or twenty Churches, was the first Bishop of them all pro tempore, feeling fixed Bishops to succeed them.

5. And whoever dreamt that Mark who was no Apostle, was the Ruler of other Apostles, (or least that came into his Province because Alexandria was the second Metropolis)

4. This pretended forming of the Churches at before said is contrary to the Ends of Church institution and Communion: which are the public worshiping of God, and personal Communion of Parochians or Cohabiting, and in mutual assistance. Whereas in a great part of the world, Country Villages are so far from any Cities, that if they must travel to them for this publick Communion, they must spend all the Lords day in travaile, and yet miss their Ends, and come too late. Nor can Women, Children and aged ones possibly do it at all. But if they are to have no such personal Communion with the City Churches, but have it ordinarily among themselves, then (whenever men may say that strive about the Name) they are not of that particular

Q. 2
City Church as such, but are of another Church at home, which must have a Bishop because it is a Church.

5. Their Civil and City or Diocesan frame contradiceth the plain institution or Law of Christ and of his Spirit. For 1. Math. 28. 19. 20. it is the very Communion of the Apostles and their successors (with whom Christ will be to the end of the world) to Teach or Disciple all Nations, and then to Baptize them, and so gather them into the Church Universal, and then Teach them as Disciples all his Laws, which includeth Congregating them in particular Churches where they must be so taught. Now as it is all Nations, even the whole Countryes and not the Cities only that must be Discipled or convicted and Baptized, so it is the whole Nations, Villages and all of Baptized persons that must thus be Congregated into particular Churches and taught. 2. To which add Act. 14. 23. the positive exemplary and so obliging ordinary practice of the Apostles. They ordained them Elders in every Church: so that it is Gods will that Villages have Churches. 2. And it is Gods will that every Church have a Bishop (at least) therefore it is Gods will that every Village have a Bishop which have a Church; or that some Villages have Bishops.

And though [every City be mentioned Tit. 1. 5.] that only theveth that de facto then and there, Village Churches were rare or none, but not de jure they must not be gathered: nor doth he say [ordinant Elders in Cities only]: much less [give them Rule according to the City power.] And as Cenchrea had a Church, which was no City, so Act. 14. 23. will prove that they should have a Bishop. For every Church is to have a Bishop. And Cenchrea was not a family-Church; and to the name not used equivocally: And Bishop Domnams assertion that it was a Church with a mean Presbyter under the Bishop of Corinth, is a naked unproved saying that deserveth no credit; and is contradiceth by Doctor Hammond: who faith there was there no more Presbyter in being.

6. Had this form been settled as they Pretend (in Cities only and Diocesan) there would have been uncertainty and contentions what places should have Bishops and Churches, and what places should have none: For it is uncertain and litigious, what place is to be taken for a City and what not. For Towns, sometimes signifieth any great Town, and some times strictly Towns incorporate, and sometimes more strictly eminent Corporations now called Cities with us here in England. And how great would the difficulty have been to determine when a Town was big enough to pass for a City, or when it had privileges enow for that title. If it be said, that the account and name then and thus used was the directory, they will then make Gods Church to depend for being upon a Name with heathen people. If they will call Cenchrea a City, it shall have a Church; otherwise it shall have none. But there was no such controversy in those times.

7. According to their model Churches shall be mutable and dissolvable at the will of the Magistrate, yea of every Heathen Magistrate: For if
if he will but change the privileges and title of a Town and make it no City, it must have no Church or Bishop: And if he will remove the privileges and title, the Church and Bishop must remove: And if he will endow a big Village or Town with City privileges and name, a Church and Bishop must be then made anew. But who can believe that Christ thus modelled his Churches in his institution?

8. Yea after their model, an infidel or Christian King a *ind agent*, that never thinketh on it or intendeth it, shall change the Churches, and destroy them. If by war a City be turned into no City, or if the King for other reasons take city it, or if change of Government put it into another Prince's power, that shall for his convenience turn it, the Church in City and Country is at an end, though there remain people enow to constitute a Church.

9. Yea a fire or an Earthquake by this Rule may end a Church, by Wood and Stone, though the Country still have never so many Christians: and when the City is gone, the Church is gone. 10. Yea it will be in the power of every king, even of Heathens, whether Christ shall have any Church or Bishop in his kingdoms, or not. Because he can un-city or dis-priviledge, all the Cities in his kingdom at his pleasure, and consequently unchurch all the Churches.

11. And by their way Christ hath settled as various Church forms as there be of Government in the world: For all Dominions are not divided into Provinces, under Princes &c. as the Roman Empire was: In many Countries, the Metropolis hath no superiority over the other City or the Country, and so that will be of divine institution in one Country, which will be a sin in others.

12. Yea by this Rule many vast Countries must have no Bishops or Churches at all, because they have no Cities (as is known among the Americans); and others must have but one Church and Bishop in a whole Country of many hundred Miles.

13. And by their Rule all the Bishops of England are unbishoped, and their Diocesan Churches are unchurch'd. For 1. Some of them (in Wales and Man) have no Cities now called such. 2. Others of them have many Cities (not only Coventry and Lichfield, Bath and Wells now called Cities, but) abundance of Corporations really Cities. 3. And the Cities in England, Scotland and Ireland have no Civil Government over all the Countries, Corporations, Villages of the Diocese at all: nor are they Seats of Presidents or Lieutenants that have such Rule, so that our Dioceses are not modelled to the form of the Civil Government. What subjection doth Hartfordshire, Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, &c. owe to the Town of Lincoln?

14. By their model it is not Bishops and Metropolitans alone that are of divine right: For if the Church Government must be modelled to the Civil, the Imperial Churches must have had Officers to answer all the Proconsuls and Prefects, the Lieutenants, the Vicars, the Consulars.
Presidents, the Correctors &c. For who can prove that one sort or two only must be imitated and not others.

15. They must by their rule, set up in England an inconsistent or felt destroying form. For in many if not most Counties our Lord Lieutenants; Deputy Lieutenants, and Sheriffs, and most Judges dwell in Country mansions and Villages, and not in Cities. And to either Cities must not be the Seats of Bishops and Churches, or else the Seat of Civil Government must not be the Seat of the Ecclesiastical. If they say that Offices and Sessions are kept in the County Towns, I answer. 1. So Church assemblies called Synods or Councils may be held in them; and yet not be the Bishops Seats. For they are not the Judges or Justices Seats, because of Offices, and quarterly Sessions. 2. The observation is not universally true: Ye no Offices or Seelions, at all, are therefore held in any Town because it is the County Town, but because it is the convenientest place for meetings. The choice of which is left to the Judges and Justices, who sometimes choose the County Town, and sometimes another, as they please. (As Bridgnorth in Shropshire, Alersbury (not Buckingham) ordinarily in Buckinghamshire, and so of others. 3. And these County Towns are few of them either Cities or Bishops Seats: As Buckingham, Hartford, Bedford, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Warwick, Darby, Nottingham, Sherburn, Ipswich, Colchester, Lancaster, Flint, Denbigh, Montgomery, Merioneth, Radnor, Cardigan, Carnarvon, Pembroke, Carmarthen, Brecknock, and divers others.

16. This model of theirs is in most parts of the world or many, quite contrary to the Interest of the Church; and therefore forbidden by God in Nature and Scripture, by that rule. Let the end be preferred, and the means which best serve it: Let all things be done to edification: For in most of the world the Rulers are enemies to Christianity, and disposed to persecute the Pastor of the Church, therefore they will least endure Ecclesiastical Courts and Bishops in their Imperial Cities, and under their noses (as we say) Obj. The Romans did endure it. Ans. For all the ten persecutions, the Romans gave ordinarily more liberty of Religion than most of the world do at this day. Bishops and Faithers, are glad to keep out of the way of Infidel and Heathen Rulers. (And I think verily our most Zealous English Prelates would be loath, if they had their language) to go set up a Church and Bishops Seat at Madrid, Vienna, Ingolstadt, yea at Florence, Milan, Ravenna, Venice, Lisbon, Warsaw, &c. And if they must needs be in those Countries, they would rather choose a more private and less offensive seat.

17. I think that few Churches or Bishops in the world, except the Italian (if they) are of the opinion now opposed by me. * The Greek Church is not: For though for honor sake they retain the name of the ancient Seats, yet they ordinarily dwell in Country Villages. And so doth the Patriarch of Antioch himself often, or at least Antioch is now no City, of which he hath the name. And Socrates, and after him other Historians.

* Quemadmodum hodie ab aliis sectatis Antioch in sedes
Historians tell us, that of old this practice varied as a thing indifferent, \textit{nat. nov} in several Countries according to their several customs, which had no
Law of God for them, and therefore were not accounted necessary.

18. Our English Bishops have been for the most part of another mind till Dr. Hammond and others turned this way of late: Not only \textit{Jews}, \textit{Mucedonians}, \textit{Bishops}, and many others have asserted that \textit{Patriarchs}, \textit{Metropolitans} and \textit{Primates}, and such like are of human right, and mutable, but few if any were found heretofore to contradict them. And at this day many Bishops ordinarily dwell in their Country houses, (As the Bishop of Lincoln did at Buorden, the Bishop of Coventree and Liebfield, (formerly) at Ecclesfield Castle; the Bishop of Chester (now) at Wigan, and so of others). And I think that is the Bishops Seat, where usually his dwelling is, and not where a Lay-Chancellor keepes a Court, or where a
Dean and Chapter dwell who are no Bishops.

19. There have (as Dr. Hammond hath well proved,) been of old several Churches in one City; one of \textit{Jews}, and one of \textit{Gentiles}, with their several Bishops and Clergy. Therefore one City with its territorie is not \textit{jure Divino} the measure or boundaries of one only Church.

20. If the Church Government must be modelled to the Civil, then in every Monarchie or Empire there must be one Universal Pastor to rule all the rest as there is one King: And in every Aristocracy, there must be a Synod of Prelates in Church Supremacy; and in every \textit{Democracy} — whoor what — But then the Papacy will be proved not only lawful, but of Divine institution, as the Head or Church Sovereign of the \textit{Roman Empire} (though not of all the world) (at Rome first and at Constantinople after.) And indeed I know no word of reason that can be given to draw an impartial man of judgment to doubt, but that \textit{Metropolitans, Primates, Patriarchs,} and the Pope as Head of the Churches in the Empire, hold all on the same ground, and had the same Original; as all Fathers Councells and History shew, which truly proveth that (as an Universal Papacy is a treasonable usurpation, so) an Imperial Papacy (that is, through the \textit{Roman Empire}) is but a human Creature, and \textit{Metropolitans, Patriarchs, &c. are the like;} and they that will feigne the one to be of Gods institution or necessary, must say that the other is so to.

But after all this, one consequence puts the world in hope that \textit{Diocesan} may come in time to be reformed: For sealing Kings may make and unmake Cities, and consequently Bishops-pricks at their pleasure, whenever it shall please his Majesty, or any other wise and Holy Prince, to declare every Corporation and Market Town to be a City, we must needs have a Bishop in every one of them (according to the principles of the Prelates themselves. And then the Diocese will not be so great, but a dilligent Pastor may possibly sometimes, see the greater number of his flock.

Obj. But they that do say that the Apostles took this course do not say that it is so obligatory but that in cases of necessity we may do otherwise.

\textit{Ans. 17.}
They allledge the very Law of nature for it, that it must be so even in Heathen Empires ex natura rei, as Dr. Hammond before cited. 2. All mean possessive give places to natural duties, ceteris paribus: in cases of true necessity we may break the rest of the Lords day, we may omit the Lords Supper, we may stay from the Church assemblies, we may forbear to preach or pray or meditate or read. So that the exception only of necessity will but equal this Dioecesan model, to other positive ordinances, which are indeed Divine.

Obj. What if we prove but the lawfulness of it, though not the Duty?

Ans. If you prove it not of Divine institution, I have proved it to be sinful, and shall do much more, by all the evils which attend it. And so much for these City Dioeceses and Metropolitans and modelling the Church Government to the state.

CHAP. VII.

The Definition and reasons of a Dioecesan Church considered, and overthrown.

I have already shewed, that we dispute not about any notions, nor Non-existence, but about such Dioeceses as we see and have, and that by a Dioecese we mean only a large circuit of ground with its inhabitants containing many particular Parishes: And by a Dioecesan Church, we mean all the Christians within that circuit, who have but one Bishop over them, though they be of many Parish Churches, yea few Presbyterians take the word so narrow as this. For (I think too) many of them do with Rushforth distinguish between a worshipping Church and a Governed Church (and adding the horse for Preclacy to mount on) do affirm that many (about twelve usually) of these worshipping Churches (like our Parishes) may make but one Governed or Presbyterian Church: But a Dioecese in England containeth many hundred, and some above a thousand Parishes (as is said).

But the Dioecesan (Hammond and Downam) define not a Dioecese (as we see it) as containing many Churches or holy assemblies, but only as being the Church of one City with its territories. Now the question is, what it is that is the specifying difference by which a Dioecesan Church is distinguished from others, and constituted. 1. Not that it is in a City: For an Independent Church, or a Presbyterian Church may be in a City: When there is but one Church there, or many Independent ones, these are no other than these allow, whom you take for your chief adversaries.

2. Is it then the circuit of ground that is the boundary of these Churches?
Churches, either this ground is inhabited, or not; if not, then earth and trees make their Churches. If inhabited, it is by Infidels, or by Christians, or both. If by Infidels they are no members of any Christian Church, and therefore not of a Diocesan Church. Unless they will profess to have Churches of Infidels: If they be Christians, either they are no more, nor more distant than as that they may (at least the main body of them) come on the Lords days to the City Church into one assembly, or else they are known to make more or many Church assemblies. If the former, than what differ they from a Parish Church, or an Independent Church, which is planted in a City? When each of them are but one congregation, where is the difference but in the arbitrary Name?

But if the City and territories have Christians now for many Churches, then either they are formed into many or not. If they are, they should (by their own confession) have many Bishops: If not, either Church Societies are Gods ordinance or not. If not, the City should have none: If they are, where hath God exempted the Country from the privilege or duty any more than the City?

But if they should say that a Diocesan Church is one Church in a City and its territories consisting of Christians now to make many, of whom the most part take up with oratories for Churches, this would suit our Notion of a Diocesan Church, but not theirs. For they say that it is not necessary that a Diocesan Church have more than one Congregation.

Therefore it must needs follow that their Diocesan Church must differ from our Parish or Congregational Churches only in potentia and not in actu, or else earth or Infidels must be the differenting matter. Unless they will say that the Order of Prelacy in it maketh the difference, which is the office of a Pastor who is actually Governour but of one congregation, but is in potentia to be the Governour of more when he can convert them, and then is the Governour of them all in that territory when they are converted. But if one congregation or many make not the difference, a meer possibility in the Infidels of becoming Christians cannot make the difference, because the Subjects of that possibility are no members of the Church at all. Therefore the difference must be only in the office of the Bishop. And if so, then an Independent Church that hath a Bishop is a Diocesan Church; And so an Independent and a Diocesan Church may be all one. And then if a Bishop were but seated in a Parish Church in the City or Countrie, it would make it a Diocesan Church. And then when we have proved that the Country should have Churches, and not meer Oratories, and that every Church should have a Bishop, and so that a Bishop is not to be appropriated to a City and its territories, we have done all. And that society which should have all Gods Church ordinances, should have a Pastor necessary for the exercising of them all. But every true Parish Church, should have
all Gods ordinances (belonging to a single Church) therefore they should have a Pastor (at least) to exercise them. And, a Pastor authorized to exercise all particular Church ordinances of Christ is a true Bishop. But every true particular Church should have such a Pastor. Therefore they should have a Bishop. By the Church ordinances I mean 1. Teaching, 2. Ministerial Worship, in Prayer, Praise and Sacraments. 3. Discipline secret and publick in that Church. And let them remember that they that instead of proof, do but crudely affirm, that Cities only may be Bishops Seats, do but beg the question.

But because he that puts us hardest to it (Downname) doth lay so much on these two differences of a Diocefan Church from a Parochial. 1. That a Diocefe containeth the City and territories, though at first it have but one Congregation. 2. That converting the rest of the City and territories, giveth the Bishop a right to Govern them all: I will further distinctly consider of both these.

CHAP. VIII.

Whether the Infidel Territories or Citizens do make part of a Diocefan Church.

1. W E distinguish between a Diocefe and a Diocefan Church. 1. The word Diocefe first was of civil signification, and so we have nothing to do with it. 2. It may signify a Country of Infidels whom a Minister of Christ endeavoureth to convert: And so it is no Church of itself, nor no part of a Church, if a Church be in it: (as is past all question.) And so we deny not but that, 1. Every Minister should convert as many Infidels as he can. 2. That he that is resident on the place as Pastor of a Cohabiting Church hath better opportunity than a stranger usually to convert the neighbour infidels; And therefore hath more obligation to endeavour it; because men must divide and order their work as their opportunities do invite and guide them. 3. But yet that God set no man his Ministerial Charge by the measure of ground: And therefore that if such a City-Bishop have a smaller number of Infidels in his territories, than will take up his time and labour (besides the care of his Church) he ought not to confine his labour to them, nor neglect other territories that need his help, but may, must and should go further in his endeavours, as Augustine and other later Bishops among the Saxons, notwithstanding the neighbourhood of the Britains; and as Wilfred alias Boniface among the Germans, &c. And if any other Minister come among the Infidels in the Territories of a City that hath a Church, while they have need of such help, the Bishop were a beast if he should.
should forbid him on pretense that it is his Diocess where another hath nothing to do. But as unoccupied Countries belong to any occupant, so an Infidel Country belongeth to any preacher that hath opportunity to convert them. And if a Diocess one prohibit such preaching, he is to be neglected or reprehended, but not obeyed. Yet I deny not, but prudence may direct preachers (as it would do occupants in the aforesaid case) to distribute their labours so as one may not hinder but help another: But that is not a Law of propriety otherwise than as mutual consent obligeth. And it is, but the determination of circumstances, and that not about any part of a Church, and therefore nothing to the constitution of a Church.

And as is shewed, as Christ sent his Disciples out by two and two, so the Aposiles oft went two together, or an Apostle and an Evangelist, which shewed that no one claimed the Diocess. But still, were it otherwise, Infidels are not of the Church.

### C H A P. IX.

Whether converting a Diocess give right to the Converter to be their Bishop or Governor.

1: We deny not, but that Converts owe a peculiar love and respect to those as their fathers in Christ which did convert them; which Paul claimeth of the Corinthians. 2. And we deny not but ceteris paribus, that man being as fit a man as others, and his abode being nearer, and his Church being not full, but capable of them, this advantage should encline his converts, to choose him rather than another for their Pastor,

But yet converting them as such giveth him not a right to govern them as their Pastor, nor necessiteth them to choose him: As I prove.

1. Because a Layman (as Phecentius and Edfinus and Origen, &c.) may convert men, who are not Pastors to them or any.

2. Because Conversion and Baptism as such is but men's admission into the Universal Church (as in the Eunuchs case, Acts 8. is manifest) and not into any particular Church: It uniteth them to Christ, but not to any particular Pastor: For they Baptize not into their own name.

3. Because when two or three go together, as Paul and Barnabas, Silas, Timothy, Luke, &c. it is to be supposed that one converteth not all, but one sune and another some; and therefore it converting gave right there must be many Bishops and Churches in a place.

4. Because when a Church is settled, a strange preacher that cometh
after, yea one that hath a charge elsewhere, may convert many neighbours, that were not Converted, and yet it will not follow that he must come, and set up another Church there for that, nor that they must remove their dwelling to follow him.

Because a man may (and abundance of excellent preachers have done it) convert many souls in many Countries where they go at great distances from each other: But he cannot be the Bishop of so many people or Churches so far dispersed.

But because it would make it uncertain who it is that hath any where the Episcopal power. For Conversion is, 1. A secret work known only to the person converted. 2. And it is an obscure and usually a gradual work, not done at once, but by such degrees, that the convert seldom knoweth himself who it was that converted him: Though he may know that one mans ministry so far convinced him, and another so far, and so on. It will be hard to say just when it came to a conversion. And if you say it is he that perfwaded him to be baptized, that may be a lay man, or long after his Conversion. Princes in some Countries force or perwade thousands to be baptized. If you say, that it is he that baptized him, than Paul should be Pastor but to few of the Corinthians, who thanked God that he baptized none of them but Stephanus house hold, Gaius and Crispus; as being not sent to baptize, but to preach the Gospel.

Because else many persons should be necessitated to choose a bad or very weak man, if not a heretick for their Bishop, when they may have far better and able men. For it hath been known that a bad Minister, and a heretical Minister, much more a very weak Minister hath converted men. But God doth not allow such converts therefore to cast their Souls under the danger and disadvantage of such a ones Ministry, or overfights when much fitter may be had.

Because both nature and Scripture example direct men to another course; that is, 1. To be members of the Church where they are cohabitants, if there be a worthy Pastor; 2. And to get the best they can. For cohabitation or proximity or vicinity is necessary to Church ends, both to publick and private communion and mutual help. But the Minister that converteth them may dwell far off, that.

Therefore indeed the Reasons why all in a City and vicinity were wont to be of the same Church (if there were room) was not because that Ministers converted them, but because they were fit for such Communion by cohabitation.

9. And
9. And were it otherwise the Bishop and his Presbyters preaching to the same people, the Presbyter might convert more and become joint Bishop.

10. And certainly it would unbishop all the English Bishops almost that I am acquainted with, who neither converted their Dioceses from infidelity, nor baptized them, nor convert many that ever we hear of from a wicked life, to serious holiness: which the Presbyters have done by very many, and so must there be made the Bishops (if they would.)

CHAP. X.

That a particular Church of the first or lowest order, must consist of Neighbour Christians associated for Personal Communion in local presence, in holy worship and conversation; and not of strangers so remote, as have only an Internal Heart-Communion, or an External Communion by the mediation of others.

Let it be here noted (that none daily with the Name [Church] as an equivocal, that, 1. I speak of no mere Community of Christians, nor of any accidental assembly, which have no Pastors, or no intent of sacred ends: Call them what you will: But of a proper Christian society constituted of the Pars gubernans and the Pars gubernata; the Pastor and Flock. 2. That I speak not of a Family Church, which consisteth of the Master and the Family. 3. Nor yet of the Universal Political Church, as visible or as mystical: which consisteth of Christ the head, and all visible or sincere believers. 4. Nor of any Christian Churches confined by Agreement for Concord of Churches, being many. 5. Nor of any such Churches accidentally united in one kingdom, under one king or Civil Governor, whether Christian or Infidel. 6. Nor of many Churches headed by humane appointment with one Metropolitane, Primate or Patriarch, being a Pastor thus exalted by men above the rest. 7. Nor yet of many Churches under one Arch-Bishop or general Apolitical Visitor or Pastor, claiming this general oversight by Divine right (whether rightly or wrongfully I now take no notice.) 8. But the Church which I treat of is, only the political society of Christians of the first rank (and so of a Bishop of the lowest rank, or a mere Bishop that is no Arch-Bishop.) Not of an Oratory, or Chappel of afe, where part of a true Church often meet; but of a true entire Church of the first magnitude or rank.

And I take it for granted. 1. That such Churches there should be, 2. and
and that every true Church should have its Bishop, as Doctor Hammond and many others grant, taking the Church in this political notion; or if that be not granted I will prove it further anon.

And that these lowest true political or Organized Churches, must be Neighbours united for Personal Communion; as aforesaid, I prove.

1. First from all the Scripture instances: The Churches at Jerusalem, Antioch, Ephesus, Corinth &c. were all such as is fuller to be opened in the 2d. Part.

2. From the instances of all the Churches of the first and second age, of which also more is after to be said.

3. From the duties of Church members, which are as followeth.

1. To assemble together for God's publick service; Acts 4. Heb. 10. 25. 1 Cor. 14. &c. And how can they do this, that are utterly out of reach, and never know or see each other?

2. To have the fame Pastors that are among them, and over them, and preach to them the word of God, and go before them by the example of an holy life. 1 Thess. 5. 12, 13, Heb. 13. 7, 17, 24. 1 Tim. 3. 6, 7, &c. And how can they hear the Pastors that never Preach to them, or be Guided by them, or never see them, or follow their example whom they never knew, or come for counsel to them that are out of their reach and knowledge?

3. To send to their Pastors when they are sick, to pray with them, and advise them: which they cannot do to them that are out of their reach. Jam. 5. 4. To provoke one another to Love and to good works, and to consider one another (ἐναρευόμενον) to that end: A word that signifies knowledge and more, even Observation of that which we see or know. In which and 3. 25, faith Dr. Hammond [Let us weigh and consider all advantages we can have upon one another to provoke and excite one another to Charity and all actions of piety, such as are joining in the publick service. And not suffer our selves to proceed so far towards defections as to give over the publick assemblies, (the forsaking of which is not is not only deserting the publick profession of Christ, but also of the means of growth in grace) but stir up one another to the performance of this] All which suppose propinquity, and and confine not with the distance of incapable strangers. Heb. 3. 13. To exhort one another daily while it is called to day, lest any be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin. Which we cannot do by men of another Country, with whom we have no converse.

All is plainly expressed, 1 Thess. 5. 11. 12. 13. Wherefore comfort your selves together, and edifie one another even as also ye do. And we beseech you brethren to know them which labour among you, and are over you in the Lord, and admonish you, and to esteem them very highly in love, for their work sake, and to be at peace among your selves. But how can they comfort themselves together that never came together, or see each other? There can no peace but Negative be among them, that are not among each other, and have no converse. They cannot edifie utter strangers. How can I know the Bishop
Bishop of the Diocese who never saw him, nor ever had opportunity to see him, tho I live about an hundred miles nearer him (being at London) than some parts of his Diocese are? I know those that Labour among us in this Parish, but the Bishop never laboured among us, nor was here that ever I heard of; nor do I know one in the Parish, that useth not to Travail, that ever saw him, and few that by heart say know his name.

Rom. 15.7.14. Receive ye one another as Christ also received us, to the Glory of God. 6. That ye may with one mind and one mouth glorify God — of which see Dr. Hammond, [That ye may joye unanimously Jews and Gentiles into one, and assembling together, worship and serve the Lord, wherefore in all humility of condescension and kindness, embrace and succour one another, help them up when they are fallen, instead of despising and driving them from your communion v. 14. [Able also to admonish one another to Col. 3.16. Teaching and admonishing one another in Psalms, and Hymns — But more of this in the 2d. part.

5. Lastly it is their part to admonish a brother that offendeth, and if he hear not, to take two or three witnesses, and if he hear not to tell the Church Matt. 18.15. (of which see Dr. Hammond's Notes, and of the Keys). But all this requireth personal knowledge and propinquity.

Obj. It is not necessary to the being of Church members, that every one that is a Church member know them: many in London know not their next Neighbours.

Anf. I speak not. 1. Of the Act, but of the Power or Capacity and the Relation with its end. 2. I speak not of every member, but of so great a part as denominate the Church.

1. As a Pastor who by sickness or other impediment preacheth not of a long time, may yet be a Pastor, because he hath. 1. The Power. 2. And a Relation whose end is the Instructing of the Flock. 3. And he intendeth the exercise as soon as the impediment is removed (or if lowness or any culpable neglect be the cause, that altereth not the nature of the office, but proveth him faulty): So a member that is. 1. Capable. 2. Related to the end, may be a member, though neglect or impediments keep them from the exercise of much of that which they otherwise may do. He that dwelleth in the Neighborhood may do all these Offices to another, if he will, when opportunity calleth for it; and therefore may be so obliged to it: But so cannot he that dwelleth out of reach. Citizens or members of Corporations are in a capacity for offices belonging to the society, though some may neglect them; and others want opportunity to do them, but one out of reach is incapable of the duty and therefore incapable of the Relation, which is made up of obligation to that duty when there is a cause. The Relation is essentially a Power and obligation to the Duty: And the Dispositio materiae is necessary to the reception of the form. He therefore that is not in a capable means, by cohabitation, is not materiae.
materia disposita, and can neither have Power nor obligation to the duties of a Church member towards the rest, and so cannot have the Relative form, or be indeed a member. And therefore all that write judiciously of the definition of a particular Church, do make Propinquity or Cohabitation, to be the Dispositio materie sine qua non; From which they are called Parishes. They are not a Church because a Parish; but they are therefore the materia disposita as to this part of the capacity extrinsecally (Christianity being it that maketh them intrinsically fit materials).

2. And I deny not but some few members may be several ways incapable naturally of the ordinary offices of members: Some by infancy, some by distraction, some by fickines, some by the restraint of Parents Masters or Husbands, and some by a retired disposition, &c. And some Churches may be so finfully over-great, as that the number hindereth many of the members from a capacity of the ordinary duty of the relation; which is the case of some great Parishes in London: But either this is the case of the greater part and main body of the Society, or but of a few. If but of a few, it may prove it a disordered Church, but it cannot prove it no Church; no more than a few Heretics can denominate the Church Heretical, or a few mad, or leprous persons, can denominate it mad or leprous, or than the family of Noah, David, Christ, was denominated from a Charm, an Absolom, a Judas. But if it be the main body (though in intrinsically qualifications, the Church may be denominated from the better part sometimes and not from the greater, yet) in extrinsically qualifications, it is now to be denominated a Church only from the Pastor and that number who are capable of the relation (as being the two constitutive parts) and all the rest are none of the Church: And if there be no such body united to the Pastor for true Church ends, and capable of them, it is no Church.

Obj. But it is enough to make one Church, if they be all united in one Bishop or Governor, though their distance make them incapable of knowing one another, and doing what you have described.

Ans. It is enough indeed to make a Church of another species, such as I before named, either the Catholick Church throughout the world, or a Church composed of many particular Churches (if it may be called a Church): Because their Communion is not to be Local or present; nor to the ends of a particular Church; but only intrinsically in Faith and Love, and extrinsically by Delegates or Mediators. But this is not enough to the being of a Church of the first order which now we speak of, which should have a Bishop of their own, and is not composed of many united Churches. For else the Church of a Patriarch or a Primate, or an Arch-Bishop or Metropolitan, should be a Church of the first order, and have no Church or Bishop under it. For such a Church is united in one Governor. (To say nothing of the Papal Church, which yet pretendeth not to depose all Bishops.) Therefore the unity of the Governor will
will not suffice of it self to make one Primary Church; though it may make one Compound or General Church containing many Churches and Bishops. 2. And the nature of the thing telleth us, that as the People, have their Duties and Priviledges as well as the Pastors, so the people must be united among themselves, by some common Relation, containing Power of and Obligation to that duty, and capacity of that privilege: Which is past all doubt among knowing men. Therefore an uncapable body cannot be made one Primary Church, by the unity of a Prelate. 3. But as we distinguish of a Church single and compounded of many, particular and General, Primary and Secondary, (all which terms I use to be clearly understood), so do we also of Bishops or Pastors: which are particular Bishops of one Church, or General Bishops of many Churches. Of the first sort we confess all that is said positively, that is, that one such Bishop maketh one Church. Because the very nature of his office, as shall be after shewed, doth suppose a capable Society. It being his oflice in presence personally to conduct them; which a General different Bishop cannot do, so that indeed, one Present Pastor (or more) of a flock by Christianity and Vicinity capable, and by consent united with him and another for preferential Communion in public worship and holy conversation, are the constitutive parts by which a Primary Church is effentiated and must be defined.

Obj. But even the Presbyterians say that many worshiping congregations may make up one Governed Church, though each congregation have ordinary Communion in the Sacrament, &c. among themselves distinct from the rest; because they may be all united in the Government of one Presbytery. And our ordinary Parishes have Chappels in them, and yet are one Church.

Ans. 1. We must be excused from submitting now to the opinions of Presbyterians or any other party, while we are giving an account of our own judgment in the case.

2. The Presbyterians are not all of a mind in that point, whether each of those Parishes be not a true political Church, and have not its own plenary Pastor or Bishop, and such a Government as belongeth to a particular Church, though (as they all think) subordinate to a Presbytery of many Churches conjunct (or as some call it) of one Church denominated so from the higher Government.

3. And as to our Chappels ordinarily they are but places for the assembling of such as by age or foul weather or weakeyness cannot travail to the Parish Churches, and they are for distance and number in those Parishes that have them, no more or other, than may concern not only with the personal acquaintance of the members of the Parish Church, but also with the frequent Communion of them all, by turns in the same Parish Church, if they please to travaille to it, as they may. So that these Chappels of case, as they are commonly called, are not inconsistent with all the fore-described ends and duties of Church-members: And even the Independants do confess, that age, distance, persecution, &c.
may allow one of their Churches to meet at once in several houses or places, where several Pastors may pro tempore officiate: and yet, this confiteth with all the foregoing ends of the relation.

4. And indeed disorders and confusions in Churches, must not be our measure, to judge of their Nature and constitution by, though one in a Swoone may be hardly discerned from a dead man, yet life is nevertheless essential to a man. The Principalities in Germany may be so curtailed, and intangled, that it shall be hard for Lawyers to judge whether the Princes be proper Soverains and Monarchs or not. And yet what doth constitute Monarchy and Soveraignty is known. A Ship may be made so little, and a Barge so big, as that it may be hard to distinguish them by name: and yet a Ship and Barge are divers. If in one great house, there be several men with their Wives Children and Servants, in several rooms or parts, and one have some superiority over the rest, they being free journey-men or labourers under him, the degree of the Power of the chief Master here may be in several cases to various, as that it shall be hard for any man to say, whether this be one Family only or many. But must we therefore remove all distinction of Families, or forsaile the old and usual definition. The same I say of Primary particular Churches. Stepney Parish, or Giles Cripplegate, or Martins in the fields may be so great, as to make a doubt of it, whether they are single Churches; and so may some Lancashire Parishes, that have very distant and large Chapellries. But shall the diseafe or extraordinary case, or difficulty of such a Parish, make us change the old and true definition of a Church?

And thus some Presbyterians have argued from the Multitude of Converts at Jerusalem and Ephesus, that they could not be one particular Church, to as to meet all in one place (which is the common and strongest objection against us). But I, undoubtedly there were many strangers there, that were ready to pass away to other places. 2. And the Spirit knew that the Church was quickly by persecution to be scattered. 3. And on a sudden there was not time to settle them in exact order, as afterward they did in all the Churches. Acts. 14. 23. But many Apostles being there, they might transtinctly have divers meetings at once; 4. And the number and distance of them all was no greater then might consist with the forgoing mentioned Church Ends and definition. They that meet one day with one Apostle, might meet the next day with another, and might have Personal Communion and Conversation. And 5. The text faith that they did meet all in one place: and as Doctor Hammond aforesaid faith, they deny the plain text that do deny it: they were not distributed into divers assemblies; and the [All] that meet together, must mean the greater part of the Church members at once. And I myself have Preached to a Congregation, supposed by understanding persons in it, to be six thousand, and all to have heard: and as many more might have heard the next day: and so twenty thousand might make a Church, when vicinity maketh them otherwise capable; 5 and in Jude we find that men speaking,
to Armies, yea the Enemies Armies, shew that far more could hear at once, then can do with us (whether voices or aire did make the difference I know not) and if the fore-named Parishes that have but one ordinary meeting place, have 30000 or 40000 or 50000 fouls in them, we may conjecture at the case of Jerusalem hereby; For though among those new Converts, there were not so many neglecters of the Assemblies, yet the passing strangers might be many.

To make the case plain, I would but desire the dissenters to consider. 4. Whether that Gods publick worship be not a duty? Even the Communion of Christians in Doctrine, Prayer and Sacrament?

2. Whether there must not be some present Pastors to officiate before the Church in all these?

3. Whether this Congregation must not be Christians, and persons qualified for Communion? and whether the Churches have not alwaies (by the holy Spirits appointment) differenced between Christians and Infidels, and between Heretical or flagitious persons, and the orderly and obedient? and admitted the first sort only to Communion?

4. Whether he that is present and delivereth the Sacrament, should not know what he doth, and to whom he giveth it, and should not in the administring make a difference, and keep away the Infidels, Heretics and openly flagitious, and should not know the people whom he overleath?

5. And whether he can do all or any of this, to a transient multitude, that as the waters of a river are palling away, when he still feedeth strange faces only, and those are his Auditors, and Communicants, whom he never saw before, or knoweth: how can he know whether they are Baptized Christians, or unbaptized, Jews or other Infidels?

6. Therefore is not an ordinary Cohabitation, or vicinity of necessity to a fixed Church and Pastor, that he may know them, and they may know each other? These things I suppose are past dispute.

7. And then I ask whether such a society as this be not a true Church? and such as is described in scripture? and such as should ordinarily be continued in the world? whether it be part of a more compounded general Church, and under the general oversight of Apostolical Bishops, is none of my question now, but whether this be not an ordinary political Church, of the first order?

8. And if so, whether every such Church by Attis. 14. 23, should not have such Elders as are there mentioned, which Doctor Hammond maintaineth to be Bishops? or should not have such Episcopos gregis overseers of this flock, as are impowered to do all the forefaid works of their proper Office? of which next.
That a Bishop or Pastor of a particular Church of the first rank afore-described, must govern it statedly, as present by himself, and not as in absence by another.

Nothing hath more deceived men (next to Infidelity and Carnality) in this controversy, than want of experience: Judging by a noise of words, of such matters as they never faithfully tried. Had men well tried a few years what it is to do the office of a Pastor, they would easily know to whom it belongeth. But when either university students, or nominal Pastors do stand by and look on, or read and hear only of the name of Church-Power and Government, and never did more themselves, than to preach and say the service of the Church, or now and then visit a sick man, or dine or talk on the by with a neighbour, or at most hear children say their Catechism, it is no wonder if they talk at random, and think that a man may be the only Bishop of many hundred Churches, and govern them per alios, or at twenty, or forty, or an hundred miles, by meer visiting or meeting the Clergy, and dining with them once in three years.

With such things as these, let him know that upon him will fall all the cares of Virgins duty, and for all the occupations which shall be cast on Virgins: And therefore it is much better if he administering the business himself shall be void of those causes, which he must sustain by others' offences; thus leaving that administration to live in fear of giving account or being judged for the sins which others do commit. Add also, that he perform this office by himself, tranferreth all with great facility. But be that is necessary to do it by the vicarious labour of others, besides that it is a great business to him to persuade all men mind's well to performe the work; certainly he himself hath not so much remission of his labour by abstaining from that office, as he must sustain business and troubles from them that resist, and strive against his judgment and opinion.] And if so great a Bishop as the Patriarchs of Constantinople must not do so small a part of his work per alios, alas, what a life do our Diocesan live!

I shall here therefore prove that the nature of the Primary Episcopacy (or Particular, if the word Primary be cavilled at) is such, as cannot be done in absence, nor per alios by substitutes, in any of its proper parts, but only by a present Bishop or Pastor, himself.

And here first remember that I lay [in any of its proper parts, as distinguishing the proper works of the sacred Ministry, from those that are common to other men, and those that are but Accidents or Circumstantial. As a Bishop may plaw his land, or build his house, or saddle his horse, by another, so I doubt not but he may appoint another to toll the Bell to Church, to cover the holy Table, to receive Collections, to read Proclamations, to keep the Church doors, to repair the building, to bring relief to the poor, to do that about facted things, which is common to Lay men, with
with Ministers; even to read the Psalm, to choose it, to set the tune, to publish Marriages, to name to the people the times of meeting, to read the Scriptures, to be messengers to summon accused offenders, to tell the Church, to summon witnesses, to hear witnesses and confessions; All these he may appoint a servant or another to do, because they are but accidental to his Office, and no part of his proper work; but that his proper work must be done by himself; and that as present ordinarily with the people whom he Governeth, the enumerations of the particular will evince.

1. The work of such a Bishop is Publick in the sacred Assemblies.
2. Or out of the Assemblies by way of application to particular persons and cases.

1. In the Assemblies. 1. It is the Bishop's office to be the chief Teacher of the Church; to preach, instruct, exhort and comfort them usually himself; And when he doth it not himself to appoint another, and judge of his performance. (I shall reserve the proof to the 2d. part, where all this is to be reviewed to a further use.) And this is the work of one that is present.

2. He is to be the mouth or Intercessor of the people, as a Priest under Christ the Great High Priest and Intercessor: To pray in the Assembly, to be their mouth in the common confession of sins: To praise God and give thanks with and for them; to whom they are to join in conflict with their Amen, (at least.) And this is the work of a present Person.

3. He is to Baptize and admit persons into the visible Church; Or to try and judge who is fit to be Baptized, and to admit them by some other Minister of Christ; but he can neither Baptize, nor try and judge particularly who is to be baptized (at least of the Adult) unless he be present and know the persons, and hear his confession and receive his claim.

4. He is to Celebrate the Supper of the Lord, to consecrate the Bread and Wine, to be the Messenger of Christ in his name to deliver them as his body and blood, and the Seals of his Love, and of Remission of sins unto the people, and so to commemorate his death till he come, and as his Steward to give his household meat in seasons but this is all the work of a Present and not an absent Person.

5. He is to be the judge of the claim of and title of the persons that come to the Churches Communion; to see that Infidels and incapable persons be not there, which is not well done by one that is not ordinarily present, even in the Administration to see to whom it is administered.

6. He is to be the chief publick reprover, and admonisher of Scandalous persons by name, who are so to be openly reproved and admonished in the Church, which he cannot well do if he be not in the Church himself.
7. He is to be the chief publick Excommunicator of the obstinately wicked, to declare before all that such a person is incapable of communion with the Church; which is not well done by one that is not there to do it; as shall anon be further opened.

8. The same is to be said of publick Absolution, when the Penitent is publicly taken into the Church, or judged and declared to be Abolished.

9. And the blessing of the people in the name of the Lord, at the dismission of the Assembly hath of old been referred to the Bishop as his part which is to be done by one that is there present.

11. And as for those acts of Application to persons and cases which are to be done out of the Assembly, 1. To be at hand for the people: to repair to their greater doubts for resolution, and greatest difficulties for direction (as a Physician among the sick) is not the least part of the true Bishops work. And this requireth his usual presence and some acquaintance usually with the persons life: No man will expect that all such doubting people travaile to a strange Bishop many score miles distant, or out of their reach.

2. To hear the confessions and cases of burdened penitent souls and to direct them in the true way to peace and comfort, is a special part of the Bishops work besides his resolution of Doctrinal doubts which requireth presence, and acquaintance (usually) with the person.

3. It is part of the Bishops work to watch over the people's conversation, and to see that they live not in mortal sins or scandalous courses and to reprove them that do, and draw them to repentance. And all this is a present persons work.

4. It is the Bishops work to see that the families of the flock be ordered in the fear of God, and that Parents and Masters do their duties, and indulge not wickedness in their houses, which is also a present persons work.

5. It is the Bishops work to visit the sick and to pray with and for them, which requireth presence.

The Church is therefore to be a body, Bishop, or as others the Presbytery. Rutherford's contrary reason is but a fallacy, etc. [The same Church that must be heard must be told, but it is not the Congregation but the Elders that must be heard. Ergo &c. Ans. The Church consisting of the Pastor and people must be told, and they have all ears that without confusion can hear at once, but they cannot without confusion all speak at once, therefore one must speak for all. For this argument would equally prove that it is not any Presbytery or Court, or many Ministers that should be told, if it be but one that is to speak to theinner. And it is not necessary that they all speak to him. As the chief Judge speaks for all the Bench, and the President for all the Synod, and yet the Court of Synod may be complained to; so is it hear the same man may see with two eyes and hear with two ears, and yet speak but with one tongue (yet this reason once deceived me.)

Seeing then that Christ, instituted thus much of discipline in each particular Church; it is clear that by his institution every particular Church (associated for, presbyterian Companion) should have one or more pastors authorized for so much discipline which is that which we plead for.
6. It is the Bishops work to stir up the people that are dull and backward to their several duties, in publick and in private, and to provoke them to love and to good works which is the work especially of present and not of absent men.

7. And it is his duty to have a special care of the poor, and to see that they be relieved; which he will never do well in absence and to the unknown.

8. And it is confessed to be the Bishops work to admonish the unright, to reprove and exhort ungodly persons, to convince gain-sayers, to hear the accused speak for themselves, to hear what accusers and witnesses say against them; which requireth presence, as shall be further shewn anon.

Obj. Other men may examine witnesses and reprove offenders; therefore this may be committed to another.

Ans. Other men may do it on another obligation, in another manner, to another end: But to do it from the Pastoral obligation, in a Pastoral manner, to Pastoral ends, is proper to the Pastors of the Church.

Obj. A Bishop may receive accusations by presentments, or by information, and may summon offenders, examine witnesses, and judge at a distance of persons that are to him unknown.

Ans. He may do what he can that way, when necessity hindereth him from doing better, but not with any true satisfaction to God, the Church or Conscience to discharge the office of a particular Church Bishop. In case of title to lands or goods a civil Judicature may judge of persons that are unknown; because the title dependeth not on the moral qualities of the persons: And in criminal cases where the question to be judged or resolved is, whether the person shall live or die, or shall be fined, imprisoned, banished or not, the case may be judged of unknown persons secundum allegata & probata: For outward punishments must come upon outward proved crimes, and the Judges can possibly do no more, because about twelve must judge a whole Kingdom. And yet even there they greatly regard quae mente, with what mind and intent the deed was done, and they greatly regard the moral qualifications of a Witness as to his credibility, as far as they can find it out. But in Church cases, it is mens conferences that are to be wrought upon. The first intention of the Pastor is to bring the sinner to repentance; yea though he continued in penitence never so long before, he is not to be excommunicated till at the present also he shew repentency. Therefore it is more necessary to be acquainted with the person, and many an admonition or exhortation (ordinarily) should go before. And when it cometh to excommunication, the principal part of that Act is to acquaint the Congregation that the penitent person is unfit for Church communion, and to charge and exhort them to avoid him. And to do this it is necessary that the Church be taught to abhor the sin, and to do it in abhorrence
horrence of the sin, and therefore that they be convinced that the person is such a one indeed. For seeing God commandeth them to Love all the faithful and to live with them in the exercises of that Love in peace, if Godly men be unjustly excommunicated, by a Diotrephes, who receiveth them not and excommunicateth such as do receive them, the Church must not disoblige God in obeying such a wicked excommunicate. And though its true, that for order sake, they must oft rest satisfied in the Pastor's judgement, when they have no reason to question it; Yet it is as true, that it is a thing to be done before the Congregation, that they may not only exercise a bare obedience to the Pastor in it, but also an abhorrence of the sin, which they cannot do that have no satisfactory notice of the case: And also that all suppositions of injustice and Church tyranny in their Pastors may be avoided: And that the offender may be convinced before all, that he may be ashamed: And seeing no man is to be excommunicated for any ordinary great sin, without impenitency in it; So that the question is not then so much whether the man have sinned, as whether he be Penitent, what man of any experience in these matters can believe that a Bishop, or a Chancellors Court among strangers, and also when he is in fear of being imprisoned and utterly undone if he be excommunicated, is so fit to try a mans repentance, as the face of the Congregation where he is known, and hath no such motives to contrain him to lie, and use hypocrite. Nay in very truth such judicatures may as easly know beforehand, that all the impenitent persons that almost ever come before them, (who are not conscientious persons that take the sin for a duty) will say they repent, and play the difsemblers, as that a Child will cry for forgiveness to escape a whipping.

Obj. But is it not so much the better? The Church must have hypocrites: we cannot change the heart; that belongs to God: If we bring men to profess repentance it is all that our part to do.

Anf. Hypocrites that cannot be lawfully detected must be in the Church: But we must not therefore make men hypocrites, that they may be in it; and contrain them to apparent lying, and then make lying to be the Church Title, and the very constituting qualification of a vile Christian; else you may set men on the rack till they say they repent, and then absolve them and pronounce them the pardoned Sons of God; which will be a furer way than an imprisonment. And in this practice this doctrine which I leave all Christians to judge of, is included, [Every Blasphemer, Hicetick, Adulterer, Drunkard, &c. who had rather say that he repenteth, than lie in a Goal and be undone, ought to be a communicating member of the Church, and to be declared pardoned by absolution.]

Yea if there were no Penalty, the face of strangers is no fit trial of repentance. If the sinner be obstinate, he will earlier stand it out before strangers that know him not, than before the Congregation which is acquainted with his guilt. But usually he will think, that it is no great shame to say, I repent before a few strangers, who are never like to see him more...
more, and therefore this he will easily yield to, that would not yield to confession and repentance before the Church that is acquainted with them: Experience proveth all this to be true: And I regard not their reasonings which are against common experience.

Obj. But we see that many now will rather stand it out, and go to prison, than they will profess repentance before a Bishop, or at a chancellor's Court.

Ans. But who be those? Not drunkards or fornicators or any wicked lives: But men that more fear to sin against God, who can cast both soul and body into Hell, than to lie in prison: perhaps it is such Ministers as now are licenced for not saying, subscribing or swearing as they are bid: or it is some Church-Wardens who fear that they should be guilty of Perjury; or Perjury (which in their opinion are neither of them things indifferent) if they should take the Oaths with the Articles that sometimes are offered them. Or perhaps it is some one for not receiving the Sacrament, either when a troubled Conscience maketh them fear left they should eat and drink damnation to themselves, or from a Minister, or with a Church, which they think the Scripture commandeth them to avoid: whether such be in the right or in the wrong, no wonder if they refuse to repent, though they suffer, when they fear a greater suffering from God.

Obj. But the Minister of the place, though he excommunicates none, may seek to bring the sinner to repentance, and may satisfy the Church of the ingenuity of the excommunication.

Ans. 1. In the nature of the thing, they go together, and are the work of the same persons: And therefore Tertullian saith us, that in his time, Discipline was exercised in the Church-meeting, when they had been worshipping God. 2. Who is either so fit, or so obliged to satisfy the Church of the Act, as he that doth it, and hath examined all the Cause? A parish Minister cannot bring any unwilling person to come over to speak with him, nor that we would have him have a forcing power: but he cannot do his own Ministerial part, which is to refere to be the Pastor of such a man as refusest to speak with him at all, or to take him for his Pastor, nor to forbear himself to give him the Sacrament: so that he that neither heard the examination of the Cause by the Chancellor, nor perhaps can have any speech with the person, or at least with the Accuser, or any of the Witnesses, is very unfit to justify another man's act, and to satisfy the Church that it is well done; much less to exhort the offender to repent, who to him perhaps (if he vouchsafe to speak to him) will justify his own cause, when he cannot call witnesses to convince him. And (to speak to that which is our common case) we have few persons excommunicated (that ever I knew or knew of in forty years time) save only the Conscientious persons beforementioned:

And when the parish Minister takes them for the godly persons in his Parish, and the Bishop or Chancellor excommunicates them as Impe-
nent schismatists, how shall such a parish Minister justify that, and fa‐

tisfe the person or people of the justice of it, which he himself la‐

menteth as a hainous sin, which tendeth to the dilipation of his

flock.

But I come nearer to enquire into this officiating per alium by which

an absent Bishop is supposed to do his office in the several Parishes of his

Diocese.

1. That aliis or Official is either a Layman, or a Clergyman. 2. If a

Clergyman, he is either one of the same Order with the Bishop or another.

3. Either it is the mere accidentals of his sacred function, which he

committeth to another, or the proper Acts of it. 4. Either it is pro hac

vice in some case of necessity, or it is as by an ordinary stated Offi‐

cial.

1. If it be a Layman and the work be but Accidental or Extrin‐

sick to the sacred function, I grant that he may do it: But for such works

we need no Bishop: For what a Layman may do when he bids him, he

may do when the King or his Magistrates bids him. This is not the

thing in question. But if it be a proper Pastoral Act, this Layman that

doeth it, either receiveth from the Bishop power and obligation to do it, or

not. If not, he cannot do it as his Official: If he do, then he is a Pa‐

stor or Bishop himself, and is Ordained, and so no Layman: For I provoke

any dissenting living to tell me wherein the sacred office (or any other)

lieth, but in a Power (or Authority) and an Obligation to do the proper works

of that office, so that undeniably here is a contradiction.

And if any were of opinion that pro tempore in a case of necessity a

Layman might do any Ministerial sacred act, as Preach, Baptize, Con‐

secrate the Sacrament of Christ's body and blood, excommunicate, ab‐

solve, &c. 1. I answer, if that were true, it would but prove that those

Acts are not proper to the sacred function in such a case of necessity as

single Acts, but only as ordinarily and statedly done by one separated

to them. 2. And therefore this would not at all concern our case,

which is not about extraordinary Acts in cases of necessity, but

about an ordinary stated course, by Courts, Chancellors, and Offi‐

cials.

2. But if the Agent or Official were not a Lay Chancellor but a

Clergyman, if he be of the same Order with the Bishop, than I grant all,

for it granteth me all; even that every Church should have an (ordi‐

narily) present Bishop. But if he be supposed to be but of an inferior

Order, then I proceed as before; either the Bishop giveth him power

and obligation to do the proper work of the Bishop or not: If not, he is

not hereby enabled to do it. If yea, then he hath thereby made him

a Bishop: For to be a Bishop is nothing else than to have Authority and

Obligation to do the proper work of a Bishop. But if it be but an Acci‐
dental or a common work, which another may do, it is not that in ques‐
tion, nor do we need the Office of a Bishop for it.
Moreover either the Bishop pro hac & nunce was himself obliged to do that Act which he committed to another, or not he but the other was by office obliged to do it. If he himself was obliged to do it, he sinned in not doing it. If he were not, it was not truly his act or part of his office work: nor did he do it by another, but that other did only his own work: for which not the Bishop, but he shall have the reward.

Obj. But doth not he that sendeth his servant to pay a debt, himself in Law sense pay it per alium? What another doth as his Instrument, reputatively he doth himself.

Ans. I grant it: because it is none of the debtors proper work, nor is he at all obliged to it, to bring the money and deliver it himself, but to cause it to be delivered: Therefore in sending it, he doth all that he is obliged to do, and when another is his instrument, it is supposed that he is not obliged himself to do that which his instrument doth, but only to cause the doing of it, by himself or an Instrument, as he please: so that till this is nothing to the case of a work that is proper to the Bishops Office.

Obj. But we therefore grant, that it is not proper to the Bishops Office to Judge, Excommunicate, or Absolve, but only to Rule the Action, by giving another power to do it.

Ans. If so, then nothing but Commissioning others, is the proper work of the Episcopal order: and then any Presbyter may in foro interno vel externo ordinarily execute the whole power of the Keys upon the flocks, he may Excommunicate and absolve publicly, as an act common to his Office with the Bishops, if it please the Bishop to give him Power, which he may do without making him a Bishop. And if so, I enquire whether God be not the maker of the Presbyter's office, and not the Bishop? and whether God only (describing it) give not all the power by way of Law, Charter or Institution, and the Bishop give it not only by way of ministerial solemnization and invelliture? and if so, whether he that is duly called to the Pastoral office, which God only made and delivered, will not (in season) do the works of that office? whether men commission him or not? or whether at least he any more need the Bishops commission for Church Government, Excommunication and Absolution, than for Preaching and Celebrating the Lords supper, seeing both are now thus confessed acts common to the order of the Presbyter and the Bishop? I think all this is past contradiction.

And I ask then whether that all giving of power to another be proper to the Bishops order? If yea, then a Minister cannot give his Clerk power to chuse the Psalm, or tune, &c. If not, then may not a Bishop if he please also give power to the Presbyters to ordaine, and to give other men power? For if it be his proper work only to give power to others to do all the sacred acts of office, he may give others power to ordain; and if so, then Ordination will be like Preaching, Sacraments, and Discipline, which are none of them proper to the Bishops order.
And is not Church discipline the exercise of the power of the keys? If then, the power of the keys may be exercised by the Presbyters, wherever the Bishops please, it seems it is common to them, with him, as well as Sacraments, and therefore belt not to a Bishop as a Bishop, but as a Presbyter.

And if in my dispute of ordination *I I have fully proved that the power of the Ministry is given by Christ so far immediately, as that it passeth not through the hands of Electors or Ordainers to the receiver, but is given by the mere Instrumentality of the Law or institution, and that the Electors and Ordainers do no more than determine of the qualified person that receives it, and publickly invest him, or ministerially solemnize his Possession, (as the Burgesses chose, and the Steward or Recorder investeth the Major of a Corporation, whose power floweth immediately from the Charter granted by the King;) then all this controversy is at an end: and I doubt not but that's fully proved.

And if commanding another to do an office work be all that is proper to the Bishop, I ask whether anything there be proper to him? and so whether we must have such an office? For may not the King command the Minister to do all the work which belongeth to his function? may he not appoint Magistrates, and make Law to command it? may he not punish those that do it not? Is he not *custos utriusque tabule? and must he not correct mal-administration in ministers, and drive them to do their duty? No doubt he may.

Obj. But he doth not ordaine Ministers, though he command them to do their duty when ordained.

Ans. 1. Our present question is not about Ordination, but commanding men to Govern the Church by Discipline or fully to Rule by the Keys the people of a particular Church. If this so far belong to the Presbyters' office, that he may do it by the Bishops Licence, let him that can, tell me why he may not do it by the Kings Licence? and then (as they were wont to say of old) except ad ordinatione, nothing but ordination only is proper to the Bishops' office.

And that this is not proper neither, 1. This objection it self doth intimate, seeing the Bishop may give another Power to ordaine: (and then why may not the King?) 2. Many of the Schoolmen, and the Papists themselves confess, that the Pope (say some,) or Prelates (say others,) may impower an Abbot or Presbyter to ordaine; of which see that unanswerable book of *Vetin, des, decretatu causo, Papisti, against *Sanctius for Presbyters' ordination. 3. And our Church of England caueth Presbyters to impose hands with the Bishops; and Bishop *Downham aforesaid is angry with his answer, for supposing that he pleaded for sole power of ordination in the Bishop, when he spake but for a chief power.

And if nothing but a chief power in ordaining be proper to a Bishop; why then are the Churches so confounded, and beggered, and altered, by a contrary practice? And why is a new office of *Bishops set up in the world
world? whose work is to hinder the Ministers of Christ from their office, under pretence of a power of Licensing them to it? when God licen-
teth them to the work, when he calleth them to that office, which effectually confi
ally consiseth in a power and Obligation to do it, when they have opportunity
Moreover my Lord Baem in his considerations hath well manifested (if impartially wise men could have been heard) that the office of a Bishop is a function consisting in the exercise of personal skill, or abilities: and therefore must be done by him that hath them, and not committed to an-
other, as the office of a Judge, or Lawyer, of a Philistian, of a Tutor, &c. no man chooseth a Tutor or Philistian merely to send another to him for his Tutor or Philistian, but to do the work himself. It is not like the place of a King, whose right dependeth not on his parts or skill, because he may Govern by others that are able.
And Gratius (who one would think by their respect to him, should have been regarded by them) truly faith de Imperio Sum. pag. 190 [Nam illud Quod quis per alium fecit, per se facere videtur] ad cas rationem pertinent aliones quam causs causam efficiens proxima a jure indefinitum; that is, [For this saying, That whoe a man doth by another, he seemeth to do by himself; be-
longeth only to those aliones, which nearest efficient cause is not defined by the LAW] But sure when God made the Pastoral office, he meant that the persons called to it, should do the work and not only appoint other men to do it.
And I would know whether the work of a Presbyter (as to consecrate and celebrate the Sacrament &c.) may be done per alium, by one that is no Presbyter. If not (as all say not) then I ask, whether the Bishops work or the Presbyters be the more sacred? If the Presbyters, then his Office is more sacred: If the Bishops (or both alike) then that Bishops work, may no more be done per alium then the Presbyters.
Moreover I know no Bishops but would willingly be more Respected and Honoured than the Presbyters, and if they desire, it should be only by way of fear, they neither think or with like Ministers of Christ, nor like sober men. But it by way of love, who knoweth not what advantage the present Pastor hath above the absent, ceteris paribus, to get the people's love? and Paul would have it to be so, 1 Thes. 5. 12, 13. It is those that Labour among them and admonish them, whom they must esteem highly in Love, not for their titles and dignities, but for their work sake. And who knoweth not that he that Loveth a man for Preaching the word of salvation to him, is likelier to come to him, whose doctrine daily edifieth him, and comforteth him, than to him whom one of a hundred of his Diocese never heard a Sermon or a good word from, in all their lives? If it be for the work sake that they must or will be Loved, is not the liker to be most loved who is still with them, and prayeth and praiseth God with them, and comforteth, and confirmeth them, and resolveth their doubts, and quieteth their troubled Consciences, and visiteth them in sicknesses, and taketh care of the poor, and visiteth them from house to house, than he that once or never came among them, and is unknown? And if the people
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people be rebellious and wicked, it is the present Pastor who shall be most hated and opposed (which if it be for Christ is a good and comfortable thing, and hath a special promise Mat. 5. 10, 11, 12.) And that Pastor who is most beloved of the good people, and most hated by the bad, is he that will do most good for men's salvation, and will have most comfort in his soul, and at last the greatest reward from God; and that is *ceteris paribus* the present Pastor.

And it were worth the noting (if blind men would see) that this is our great reason of the common calamities of the Churches: that when the best of the people love their present faithful pastors and the worst hate them most, and love best the absent bishops that trouble them (as they do the dead saints for whom they keep holy days) these wicked people fly to the bishop and seek to make the present pastors suspected, or odious to him, as schismatics, or such as are against the bishops mind and honour: and because these villains love the absent bishop better then the present pastors, therefore the bishop (that knoweth them not but by hearsay) taketh such for the honestest men in the parish, and so taketh their words against the ministers: and (to the utmost of my experience I speak it) ordinarily, that minister shall pass with the bishop for a schismatic, a puritan, a seditious fellow, or a stark knave, let him be more learned than Hierom, more industrious than Augustin, more holy than Macarius, or at least as suspected of these crimes, whom the flattering malignants, will so represent to him: especially if he be a sensual gentleman, that cannot endure to have his luks and licentiousnes reproved, or controlled by a minister of Christ. And when these lies and scandal have encouraged the ungodly accusers by their success, while they engage the bishop against the present pastors, and cause him to turn their trouble, hinderer or persecutor, then is the prelate and the pastor become as enemies, whose interests are grown inconsistent, and then they come to have their several parties, and the debauched take one side, and the sober and religious the other, and what followeth upon this, he is mad in this age who is ignorant after so great experience.

But I shall add more of this subject in the Chapter following.

**CHAP. XII.**

The just opening and understanding of the true nature of the pastoral office and Church Government, would end these controversies about Episcopacy.

The name of Church Government so far deceiveth undistinguishing gross or inconsiderate wits, as that they take the controversy to be
but whether we shall have order or anarchy, Church Government or none. As if neither the Magistrates Government of the Sword were any thing, nor yet the Pastors Government by the word. But I would fain know of these men what more it is that they would have, and what is the Church Government which they so much contend for?

1. Is it an Universal Legislation? It is high and damnable Treason against Christ for any mortal men to claim it. Universal Legislation is the prerogative of the Universal King. There is no Universal King but Christ, who else is Governor of all the world or all the Churches in the world? And Christ hath in nature and Scripture given the world already an Universal Law. If he hath done it well, take not on you to amend it. If you say he hath done it ill, either take not on you to be Christians, or else call your self the Christ, that is Anti-Christ, if you will take Chrift's place and take upon you to amend his work. If you dream of an Universal Pope or General Council as having this power, you will but make true Anti-Christ's of them, and foolishly confound a humane constitution with a Divine, and the Roman Empire with all the world. For you are ignorant in Church History if you see not plainly that Popes, Patriarchs, and Princes stand all on the same foundation; And that both they and Councils (fally called, General,) were but Imperial, or confined to one Princes Dominion, called or ruled usually by the Emperours, who had no power in other Princes Territories: No Councils containing any considerable members, but such as were in that one Empire, or formerly had been of it, and so kept the cunome which then they had received, except that the Romans placed one Bishop on the borders of Scythia or Tartary, and one on the borders of Persia, in hope that he might have influence further into the Countries, and rarely one or two such might beat a Council called General, so that certainly there is no Universal Law-giver or Judge but Christ. This therefore is not the Church Government of Bishops which men contend for.

2. What is it then, is it an Universal Exposition of the Scripture or of Chrift's Laws? why an exposition truly Universal is for Regulation as the Law it self: And none ever had such power (even in civil Government) but the Law-givers themselves: Else the Expofitor of the Laws should be King, and not the maker, seeing it is his fence that the subject must be ruled by. But if it be a particular decisive exposition which you in case, such as a Judge in deciding particular controversies, I shall say more to that anon.

3. If it be any Coactive or Coercive power of Church Government that you mean, by mullets or Corporal penalties, no Bishops as such have any thing to do with it; not only Bifson, but the generality of the Prelates disclaim it, and confess that it belongeth only to the King, and Magistrates and that they receive it from the King, if ever they exercise any such.

4. What
4. What is it then, is it to be the Kings Ecclesiastical Council, to prepare such Canons as he shall enact? Of Canons I shall say more anon. But though Pastors may be the fittest to Council Kings, yet that givesthem no power, nor doth aptitude make an office, nor is the King tryed to them, but may advise whith whom he please. And experienced present Pastors, are usually fitter to give advice in the matters of Religion, than they. And even Civil impartial Noblemen have usually provved wiser, soberer and more peaceable and happy Church Councillours, than the interested partial Clergy.

I am not of Erasins mind, that all Church Government belongeth to the Magistrates. I have lately published my judgment of that matter in certain Propositions to Ludov. Molinus. But I grant to him, and all sober impartial Divines do grant, that all forcing Government by the Sword, belongeth to Magistrates (and Parents) only, and not to any Bishops as such.

It followeth therefore that no Bishop power extendeth to any other effect, but only to work on the Consciences of Volunteers, unless the Magistrates or Parents may constrain them by penalties to submit to it. Suppose therefore a while that the Magistrates force were withdrawn from your discipline, and left it to itself, you would then know better by experience wherein its strength confin'd. That man would then Rule the people moft, who did most effectually convince their reason, and prevale with Conscience: and further nothing would be done, but our Bishops well aware of this—Do they not themselves confes how little their Government would signifie above the Government of present Presbyters, unless they could give clear convincing Reasons to the people, which absent strangers are unlike to do? What do you think your peculiar power would signifie in one year above a Presbyters, if the Magistrate left all at liberty in their Church obedience to their Pastors, would not the present Pastors carry almost all, with the belt and soberest of the flocks? Especially where Bishops make it their office to forbid the Pastors to do theirs, and to keep them from Preaching the word of life? Their holding fast the secular conjunct power, and using it so much doth shew what they trut to! they say themselves, what would the Keys signifie without the Sword? and the Bishops Government prevail, where none are punished for despising it if the Bishop excommunicate a faithfull Preacher, neither he not his flock will much regard it, but goe on in the service of the Lord. And perhaps some will excommunicate the Bishop and be even with him. O that the Magistrates would a few Years try what the Keys can do in England of themselves, and valetant quantum velare possint. Not that I would with him to leave off his own duty, to punish sin; but lett it not be mixed with Church Offices, so, as that all that shall be imputed to the Bishops Keys, which is effected only by the Magistrates Sword. I deny not but the Magistrate may moderately drive men to hear Gods word, and to do the
the immediate duties of their places? But not to profess that they are
Christians when they are not; or that they consent to Church Communion,
when they do not: Nor to take those Privileges which belong not to
them: No man hath right to Church Communion, who hath rather be excom-
municated than repent of sin: Therefore if God's word and an excommu-
nication will not bring him to profess Repentance, he should not be
either Rack'd or Imprison'd, to force him to say he doth repent, when it
is certain that he doth not indeed repent, who will not profess it by
casier means: Nor hath that man right to absolution and Church Com-
munion, who only professeth it for a Goal. The effects of the
Church Keys are talked of but are indeed unknown, where secular force
doth deter men into lying professions of repentance and drive un-
willing persons in to the Communion of the Church: No unwilling per-
son should have the Seal of pardon put into his hands.

Obj. But we cannot say they are unwilling who consent, though moved by
the penalty of the Law and Sword.

Ans. Yes; he is to be called unwilling, who hath not the willingness
which Christ maketh necessary: He that is not willing to have Church
Communion for itself, and for Christ and his salvation, is not willing of it
at all indeed, nor in God's account: For it is only freedome from a Prison
that he is willing of, and of Church Communion as a means to that,
and not as a means to the end that God appointed it: As he that con-
senteth to be Baptized only to heal the King's evil, or to save his life, is
not to be Baptized nor taken for a Christian, nor is it Baptism indeed,
but teaching only which he consenteth to; so is it in this case.

Obj. But how know you but them in hath right ends together with these,
punishment brings many a man to reason and true repentance.

Ans. You suppose your selves that the word and Keys will not prevail
with him of themselves; and therefore it is that you deny force;
your own Consciences tell you that it is but to avoid punishment that
you suppose him to profess repentance: Otherwise when your threats
have brought him to repentance, try what is the cause by remitting the
penalty on his body; and after freely leaving him to himself.

Obj. But some are like Children that will bear reason when their stubbornness
is taken down: Therefore it may also have better motives for ought you know.

Ans. 1. Men that are dealt with in the matters of Salvation, are not
be thus used as Fools and Children about common things; but as
men that must live and die as they choose. 2. And God hath left us no
such means to bring men into a right Choice in things of this nature:
Otherwise you might set Infidels on the Rack till they consent to be Bap-
tized, or send them to Prison, and then say, how know you but this,
as the Rod doth Children, hath brought them to their wits. But the
Church of Christ never took this course, nor never thus understood his
will. 3. The cause is plain to men that will understand: When God
hath made men free consent the Condition of their Salvation and the
Process
Decree of a free consent to be the Condition of Church Communion (and what wife man would have latter that will not make the Church a free man) ? It followeth that the Pastors must have the evidence of such a Profession of free and voluntary consent, or else they must not receive such persons: Now such a one that hath been long tried by the word, and by the penalty of Excommunication it self, and refuseth to profess Repentance, but only protesteth it when no other means will effect a Prifon, doth not give the Pastor an evidence in the Court of Reason acceptable, to signify a voluntary Repentance or consent; and therefore, whatever possibly may be known to God, he is not to be taken into the Church: For we must judge by evidence, and that is by such free profession of Repentance, as Christ hath taught us to expect: and therefore we can only judge that person to be one, that had rather say be repented than be imprisoned, but not as one that indeed repented or desir'd Church Communion as such, and for true ends.

Obj. But if he be in the Church though without Repentance, he may there be brought to Repentance afterward.

Ans. Possibilities are no Rule for us to go by in such cases, so you may say if one be Baptized, before he profess to believe or repent, he may be brought to it after by hearing in the Church: But this is but to make Laws for the Church instead of Christ, when we have cast out his Laws, and to confound the world and the Church by our foolish adverse reason. He that is in the Church notoriously against or without his will, stands there but as a testimony of the Bishops perfidiousness: And he that will not come in by any reasoning or intreating, without the violence of the Sword, is in all process of humane judgments to be esteemed unwilling: The ancient Churches would indeed importune men to Baptism; but they never baptized any (at age) that did not intreat to be baptized, and voluntarily make profession of faith and repentance. And Papists and Protestants commonly affirm, that none should be constrained to be baptized, or to make profession of Christianity. But the Papists come after and tell us that yet when one is baptized, he may be compelled by force to all his duty, and so may be constrained to stay in the Church, or to return if he forfake it: Their Reasons are, 1. Because now he is obliged by his own consent. 2. Because he hath put himself under the Government of the Church, and therefore must be Governed by it. Ans. But 1. to consent to be a Christian Ruled by Christ, and to consent to be constrained by force to continue this consent, are two things. Prove the latter if you can to be included in our Baptism? Contrarily as we freely and not forcibly consent, it is supposed that we are accordingly to continue it as we began it. 2. And to put our selves under the Government of the Church, is not to put our selves under the sword: the Church punishment reacheth no further then excommunication: and whereas a man is fully excommunicated, he is cast out of the Church again: and when he is out of it, he is not under its Government: Indeed he is under the Magistrates,
Magistrates Government: But if that will prove that he may be punished for not repenting and returning to the Church when excommunicate, it will prove too that he might be punished before Baptism, for not repenting and being baptized. For though there be some aggravations of his sin that Apollonizeth to it, yet that differeth the case but as to the degree. It is for the quality of the crime itself, that the Magistrate is to punish (as Murder, Theft, Adultery, Blasphemy &c.) Whether it be in the unbaptized, or baptized, or excommunicate: But it is for Impenitency only in some crime that the Church doth excommunicate. And if the Magistrate must imprison or kill men properly for Impenitencies, it must be as it aggravateth the crime itself, and it may be as well the unbaptized as the baptized, for he is the Governor of both: It is therefore a meer fiction of Papists Church; Tyrants, that there is such a difference between the unbaptized and the excommunicate, as that the first must not have Church privileges till they differ them, and the latter may have them if they be but compelled to keep them, or return to them by the SWORD.

And so schismatically different are they from the Catholicick Church for many hundred years after Christ, as directly to contradict them. For all the Canons as well as the History tell us, that all the ancient Churches when they had excommunicated a sinner, would not receive him till he had penitently begged readmission: Yea they used to cast down themselves on the earth (as even great Theodoreus did before Ambrose when but suspended), and to beg pardon and readmission with tears: Nay for great faults, this was not received till many months or years continued penitence, showed their desires to be sincere: and now Prelates must have a Blasphemer, or a common Drunkard, compelled by the sword to say that he repenteth, that he may the next day have the honour and privilege of a Christian Communicant, whether he will or not. O kind-natured-cruell-Church!

And when Cyril of Alexandria began to use the sword, and when the Circumcellian Donatus tempted Angeline to change his opinion about using force in matters of Religion; yea and when Ithaeus and his partakers offended Martin and Ambrose by stirring up Maximus against the Priscillianists, none of all this was to force these Hereticks by the sword, to Communicate in the Church before they had showed a voluntary repentance, nor to make them Church members against their wills, even that Ithaeus whom Ambrose him self acknowledge to bad, was not so foolish: But only they would have forced them from their own wills, and punished them as seducers of the people, and as enemies of the Churches purity and peace. Though yet it is too evident, that the pride and passion of the Prelates that were orthodox, did quickly and hardly flame out to the conflagration of the Churches, when they found that the Christian Emperors were ready to serve their passions with the SWORD.

It is then past denial, that all the power of Bishops or any Priests is but the management of the word of God, on the Conferences of men.
that believe them and voluntarily receive that word: only with this advantage, that they do not this as private men, but as Officers appointed to manage this word. And therefore he that disobeys the word of God truly delivered and applied by them, committeth a double sin; one as he disobeys God’s word as such, in the matter in hand, and the other as he disobeys that particular word of God, which commanded him to hear and obey his Pfllors. But if men will do sin, we have nothing but that word of God, which they despise to cure them by.

For instance, 1. In our admonitions and reproofs, of the greatest sinners, we can do no more but shew them God’s Law, which they have broken, and which threatens damnation to them, and to persuade them by Scripture arguments to repent that they may escape.

2. In excommunication itself, we have nothing to do but to shew them the same word, and shew them how God hath threatened to punish them, and to shew them and the Church that word which commanded us to have no Communion with them but to avoid them, and according to that word to declare them (Impenitency openly Characterizing them) to be persons unfit for Christian Communion, and such as (till they repent) are under the wrath of God, and must expect his dreadful judgment; and to command the Church in Christ’s name to withdraw from the Impenitent person, and to have no Communion with him. And all this is but the application of God’s word to his Conscience and the Churches. If his feared Conscience deride it all, we can do no more. If he will forcibly intrude into the Communion of the Church against their wills, it is like ones breaking into my house; the Magistrate must restrain him as a violater of the peace as well as of the Churches liberties: If the Magistrate will not, the Church must remove from him. If they cannot, they must pronounce him morally absent, as a forcible intruder and none of their Communion. If the Church will not obey the Pfllors sentence, he hath no instrument but the same word to bring them to it. Now all this being past denial, let us come more particularly to enquire in all this, what part there is essential to a Bishop’s office as such.

1. Is it the making of Church Laws or Canons? About what? 1. Either these Canons are but the Commanding of that which God’s Law made a duty before, or of somewhat newly made a duty by themselves; 2. Either they are Laws or Commands to the Laity only, or to the Presbyters, or to the particular Bishops, or all.

1. If they do but urge the performing of some duty already made such by God, in Scripture or Nature, whoever doubted, but Presbyters may do that even to teach and charge the people from God to obey his Laws.

And note that God daily maketh new duties by the Law of nature, even providentially altering the Nature of things; And so he maketh this
this or that to become Decent and Orderly and so a duty. And maketh it my duty to speak this or that word, to this or that person, or to do this or that particular good work. Even by varying occasions, accidents and circumstances of things.

2. But if these Canons make new duties which God hath not made, 1. If it be to the Laity, the Presbyters may do the like; for they are Guides also of the Laity, unless they are forbidden by a superior power: If it be only to the Presbyters, that will not reach our present case, as shall be further shewed afterward. 3. If it be to the Bishops themselves, they cannot be Laws, but mere agreements, because one Bishop is not the proper Governor of another; nor many of one; nor the present in Council of the absent as such.

And here by the way it is worthy to be noted how much the Diocesanis contradict themselves, in this claim of Government: They say that they are of a distinct order and office from mere Presbyters, because they have power to Govern them. And yet they make, 1. A Council of Bishops to have as high a governing power over particular Bishops of the same order: 2. And an Arch-Bishop to be the Governor of Bishops; 3. And a Primate or Patriarch to be the Governor of Arch-Bishops; and yet not to be of a distinct Order, or office, but only of a distinct degree in the accidentals of the same order. If Government prove a distinct Order, or Office in one, it will do so in the other. And why may not the Magistrate make all the same Canons who rule them all?

But let us consider what these Canons may be. 1. The Bishops make Canons, how often Synods or Councils shall be held, and when and where, and when they shall be dissolved. But, 1. May not the King do the same? And can that be proper to Bishops which the King may do? Yea which all Emperours have formerly used? 2. And is not this Cannon made to rule Bishops themselves? who is it but Bishops (or so much as them) that you think should be called unto Councils? And are the Bishops in Council of another order than themselves out of Council? Need we an office of Bishops to rule Bishops of the same office?

2. Canons are made about Temples, Buildings, Tithes, Glebes, Bells, Pulpits, Seats Tables, Cups, Fonts, and other utensils. And 1. who doubteth but the Magistrate may do all this? Yea that it belongeth to him to regulate such things as these? 2. And who knoweth not that even Bishops are under these Canons also, who are of the same order? 3. And that Presbyters (even in England) are members of these Synods, and so make Canons to rule the Bishops? Ergo, they are of a superior order to Bishops by your reasoning.

3. Canons are made for the regulating of Ministers attire, in the Church and out, and for officiating garments, as surplices &c. And of these try the same as of the former. The King may do the same as Bishops may do, and Bishops themselves are bound by them, and
Presbyters make them, which three things prove that it is not the proper work of Bishops as a distinct order from mere Presbyters.

4. Canons are made for worship Geimmes; in what gesture to pray, to receive the Sacrament, to use the Creed, &c. And the same three answers serve to this also, as to the case in hand.

5. Canons are made for Holi- days, publick Fasts, and Thanksgivings, and Lecture days. And the same three considerations fall in here.

6. Canons are made for the ordering officers, fees, and such like in Bishops Courts. And here all the same three things fall in, 1. The King may do it; 2. It is Bishops that are ruled, 3. Presbyters also make the Canons, therefore it is not just doing the proper work of a distinct Order.

7. Canons are made for the choice of what Translation of the Bible shall be used in all the Churches, and what version or metre of the singing Psalms. And of this also the three former things hold true.

8. Canons are made to impose a Liturgie, in what words Minifters shall speak to God and to the people. And, 1. This also the King may do and doth, 2. And it obligeth Bishops. 3. And Presbyters make it.

9. Canons are made against Schismatists, new Discipline and constitutions, non-subscribers, unlicensed Preachers, for the book of Articles, of ordination, for Catechizing, Preaching, Marrying, Burying, Chrifiing, and such like: In all which each of the said three answers hold.

10. Canons are made to keep Parents from open cov enanting to God for their Children in Baptism, that they shall not be urged to be present, that God-fathers do that office and not they; As also that none be baptized without the tranfient Image of a Cross, and such like: whether this be well or ill done, the three former answers all hold in this.

11. All the Canons that are for the restraint of sin, as neglect of Church worship, prophaneing of it, and other abuses, have the fame confute.

12. The circumflantiating Canons, how oft Bishops shall confirm, and whom they shall ordain, and how oft, and how oft the Common prayer be read, the Surplice worn, the Sacraments administered, in what place, what Regifter to be kept, what order to be observed in reading the Scriptures and the Apocrypha, with abundance the like, have all the foresaid answers to prove that they are no proper work of a distinct order.

There remaineth therefore but the determination of present circumstances, which are part of the Minifters proper work, or the Lecturer or Clerkes at least. As, 1. What text to Preach on to day. How to expound it, and apply it: In what method to Preach: What words to use: How long to Preach: 2. In what method, words and length to pray (where free Prayer is allowed): 3. What particular Psalm to Sing,
Sing, and in what tune; 4. On what particular days to administer the Lords Supper, besides the great days (Easter, Whitsontide) &c. At what hour to go to Church, and when to end, 5. What particular sick persons to visit, and when: And what dinner to reprove or admonish personally. And who is to be taken for a true penitent and absolved in foro penitentiali or privately (as they distinguish, all these are either the personal work of him that officiateth) (as chewing his meat of a man before he swallow it and degest it; or as choosing his medicaments is to the Physician) and belongeth to his calling, which none should hinder him in (of which I make no question) And if so, it is not the proper work of a Bishop. Or else it is fit that this liberty be taken from him, and that other men choose for him every day his Text, his Method, his words, his tune, his hour and the rest. And if so, when this also shall be made a Canon, no doubt but the King and Parliament and Presbyters in convocation, will all have a hand in it; and perhaps the Bishops be under the Canon as well as others. Yet then we have not found out a Bishops proper work unless it were when he is present in the same assemblies to govern the work in all these circumstances, in which I do not contend against him.

11. If then it lie not in Legislation or Canon making, let us consider whether it lie in judging or executing. And this must be chiefly about Excommunication and Absolution, as it concerneth the Liturgy. And here, 1. The business is not to judge of the Law, but of the Person by the Law. It is not to judge in plain cases, whether we must avoid an impenitent Fornicator, a Drunkard, a Blasphemer, an Heretick, &c. For if the Bishops say nay, we must not believe him or obey him. And for difficult intances, of the species of sins deserving, it is partly the work of an expounder of Scripture, to determine of them; and partly of the Canons and Laws of the land, where Magistrates and Presbyters are sufficient, and Bishops themselves obliged as well as Presbyters.

The business therefore is to judge whether this person be guilty of such a Crime, and 2. Whether he be impenitent therein. And that this is the work of a Parochet, that is, a Cohabiting Pastor, who is upon the place, and knoweth the parties, and not of a strange Bishop over a thousand or many hundred Churches, I have partly shewed before; and partly shall shew now, and partly hereafter. At the present let the unexperienced consider of this which any Novice that is upon the place may know.

I. 1. p. 12. Col. 2. Et Gregor. Sacris Th. 2. L. 12. 17. num. 2. 6. B. &c. And indeed we conclude that out of the case of scandal, Magistrates Laws, which materially, that is, in the Common law, or that are against common good, kind not in Conscience; at Id. Trag. lb. p. 112. n. 234. 235. Writ, is the content of Silvest. Tabien. Balc. Barol. Fioeicen. & Doctorum Communiter. So that Mr. John Humphrey is not singular in his regulation of this Case, though I gave him many thanks and Invitations in the Letter, part of which be hath printed in the end of his book.
1. A Bishop (especially armed with penal terror) or a Chancellor Court, is not like to know of one scandalous impenitent person of a hundred, which the present Pastor is like to know of. For experience telleth us that few, benevolent men will accuse their neighbours, where they shall but get hatred, and foresee no more probability of procuring the persons repentance by it: And that Church-Wardens do not and will not do it. Many men that fear perjury, refuse the oath, lest they should break it, or sin in keeping it, as it bindeth them to prosecute many men for Conscientious Nonconformity: And those that take the Oath, before they fear an oath, will make no Conscience at all of breaking it. So that a matter of notorious fact is past dispute. The land knoweth that not one Swearer, Curfer, Fornicator, Adulterer, Railer, Thief, Derider of Scripture and Religion, &c. of a multitude, is ever accused at the Bishops Court. Whereas the present Pastor can scarce choose but know the greatest part of these in his Parish, by dwelling among them, where he shall have frequent notice of it. Say as long as you will that this is long of the Minister, or Long of the Church-Wardens, or of the Apparitor, we know that the thing is so.

2. And in Church judgments, where a man's repentance is the cause in question, he hath the advantage an hundred fold that is present. For the tenor of his life before, and after, will be of great signification in judging of this: A man that never fell into such a sin before, and that quickly lamenteth it: by free confession (known to the Pastor) may easily be believed to be penitent. But a man that hath many years continued in a wicked life, and that after all admonition and persuasions to repent, confessing one day and finning the next, and perhaps deriding the Pastor, and making a jest of his own confessions, is not so quickly to be believed. And yet the strange Diocesan or Chancellor shall not know the difference, nor hear any more at the best, than [I repent] And whereas they say, it he sin again he is to be accused again.] 1. They know de facto, that this is seldom done, except against some Conscientious Nonconformist. 2. And when neighbours see that the man whom they enraged against them by an accusation, cometh home again, by saying I repent, and paying his fees, and doth but watch to execute his malice against the accusers, they will meddle in such imputable work no more.

3. And whereas the Chancellor or Diocesan must go upon the witness reports. 1. The credit of the witnesses will be unknown to them; because it lyeth upon the honesty of the persons, whom they know not but by other persons; nor those other but by others; and they are forced to take all our flight reports, usually from some slanders of themselves, almost the worst men in the Parish, accounted by them the best and most credible, because they know not them aright, nor the rest at all. 2. And how unsatisfactory a thing it is to a man's Conscience, to Judge at random, or upon the uncertain credit of they scarce know who, in a case of
of Excommunication or Absolution; whereas the present Pastor may goe on far more cleare and satisfactory grounds.

4. Moreover the Conviction of a sinner before Excommunication or Absolution, requireth a great deal of time, and a great many words, and those chosen with the greatest skill, and set home with the greater Life, and Light, and Love, that can be manifested by the Speaker. Many a time I have tried it, and could never satisfie my Conscience without more frequent, long and earnest exhortation, and prayer with it, than ever I knew Chancellor or Bishop use to forty delinquent set together. The present Pastor hath opportunity to do this: But the Chancellor or Diocesan hath not. I never heard of any such means used in their Courts that was of such a nature as true Pastoral exhortations are, to melt a sinners heart into repentance. But of this before.

2. Another case of particular judgment is, what sinner in his sickness before death, is fit for Absolution. Here they cannot make the Bishop Judge, who is many a mile off; nor can they tell how to deny it to be without the office of the Parish Pastor, and therefore they allow him to be the Absolver and yet, left he be the Judge, they bind him to Absolve all that require it, and do but say they repent: which must needs be a pernicious deceiving course to impudent souls, when it is known that nothing is more ordinary with many in sickness and in health, than to say I repent of some one gross disgraceful sin, and live in others worse without any profession of repentance, and die so at last. And must I absolve him from that sin which he repenteth of without the rest? or from all because he repenteth of one? yea, commonly men have a Confession which is like a Profession of their sin, and a Repentance which declareth it to be Impenitence it self: some stoutly some stupidly saying I confess I am a sinner and a drunkard, a whoremonger, but you Precilians are as bad and worse, for you are but hypocrites; I repent of my sins daily, and ask God mercy, though I commit them daily, and I doubt not of forgiveness, for all are sinners and if one of these say also on his sick bed, he repenteth, without any signs of serious contrition or change of heart, we must absolve him: But yet though we are not free in this, it is no Diocesan proper work, and therefore requireth not their office.

3. Another judgment of individuals necessary is who is to be baptized, at least of persons at age; in Infidell Countries, or such as ours, where many thousand Unaptibilitie Children are unbaptized till they come to age? The question is not what shall be the Law and Rule (whether Scripture or Canon) but who shall judge whether the person be capable according to the rule. Doubtles every one hath not faith: The profession that entitled to baptism must be, 1. Of the whole essence of our part of the Covenant, faith, consent and future obedience. 2. With tolerable understanding of what they say. 3. With seeming seriousness. 4. With seeming Voluntariness and fixed resolution. Now how can a Diocesan judge of this, that is not within many miles of the place, nor never saw...
the person in his life? It hath ever been confessed to be part of the
Baptizers work, though under the Government of Magistrates, and in
the Church the present Bishop is not denied a negative vote or a guiding
judgment in the affair:

4. The very name throughout is to be said of judging what individual
persons in a Parish are grown up to a capacity of the Lords Supper;
(whither be done in confirmation or at any other time) certainly
they must renew their baptismal Covenant, and moreover understand
the sense of the Sacrament, &c. But shall the Diocesan that never feeth
one of an hundred of his Diocese judge of every one of these? I will
say no longer on such instances; I think we need no more.

III. If the cases of Testaments, Administrations, Licencse to marry,
judgement of cases of divorce, dispensations and such like be pretended as the proper works of Bishops, I think I need not say to confute them, while it is known that so much as is not every Pastors work
in it, belongeth to the Magistrate, and is done among us by his Com-
mission, and that usually by Laymen.

IV. We have therefore the Government of the Ministers themselves
to speak of next, which confieth 

1. And ordination being that great and notable work, which ancient-
ly was taken to be all that was proper to the Bishop, by many of the Fa-
thers, as well as Hierome, this above all must be well considered.
And 1. Let us consider of the Reasons for it; and 2. Of the different
cases.

1. The reasons given for appropriating ordination to Diocesans, or
Bishops are these, 1. Because no man can give that which he hath not:
2. Because it is an act of superiority: 3. Because none but Bishops
ever did it in Scripture times, or since without the Churches condem-
nation.

1. The first of these reasons Dr. Hammond Premon. Differit is earnest in urging. To which I say, 1. It is granted, that no man giveth that which he hath not. But Presbyters have the office of Presbyters, therefore by your supposition they may give it.

Obj. But (saith be.) Presbyters had never a power given by the ordainers to ordain.

Ans. I deny it, and prove the contrary (whatever the ordainers mean).

1. Those who in their ordination had an Office, Power or Keys of Christs making, containing the power of ordination, delivered to them Ministerially, had the power of ordination delivered to them Ministerially: But all true Pastors or Presbyters ordained in England had an Office, Power or Keys of Christs making, containing the power of ordination delivered to them Ministerially. Ergo they had the power of ordination fo delivered. Nothing needs proof but the Minor. And, 

That
That Christ and not the Bishops made the true Pastoral Office, or Keys, is past doubt among sober Christians. And that it was the ordainers meaning to deliver them no new humane office, but that which Christ (by his Spirit and Apostles at least) made, instituted and described, I will stand to the ordainers own profession. And if so, I think they will confess, that if they did mistake, and think that the office contained not, what it contained indeed, their mistake will not disable the ordained Minister; no more than the Error of a Recorder or Steward, who thinketh when he giveth the Mayor his Oath, that his office hath lesser power than it hath: But Gods making and not mans meaning must determine of the power. Therefore all the question is whether God put the power of ordination into the Pastoral office. Of which now I will say but this, that Dr. Hammond confesseth that there was no Pastor ordained in Scripture times that had not the power of ordination: And I shall after prove, that no other should be introduced since by men.

2. And farther the Church of England appointeth Ministers to impose hands with the Diocesan in ordination: Therefore they take not ordination, but only a Superiority in ordination, to be proper to their office; As Bishop Downname and other of them also openly hold and profess.

2. The 2d Reason, that ordination is an Act of Superiority. Is granted; because the person to be ordained is yet no Minister of Christ, and therefore is Inferior to the Presbyters that ordain him, till he have received his office. 2. But that afterward the ordainer must be of an higher order (as well as greater antiquity in office) than him that is ordained by him, I deny: For than Bishops could not ordain Bishops; nor Arch-Bishops ordain Arch-Bishops: and who shall ordain the Patriarchs, or (if you be for him) the Pope? Have they all superiors to do it?

3. The third Reason from History I shall confute in due place: only here retorting it thus: In Scripture times no fixed Diocesan ever did ordain, therefore none such should now ordain.

2. But next let us distinguishing, 1. Between ordaining to the Ministry in the Universal Church without affixing to a particular Charge, and the fixing of a Pastor in that particular Church. And, 2. Between ordaining a Bishop or Plenary Pastor, and a half Pastor called now a Presbyter.

1. As Baptism as such doth joyntly a man to no particular Church, but only to the Universal, but yet they that have opportunity should secondarily by a farther act of consent also joyntly themselves to the particular Church where they live; but if they live where they have no such opportunity, they must do it after as soon as such opportunity cometh: Even in ordination to the sacred Ministry as such doth fix a man to no particular Church, but make him a Minister of Christ to the world for mens con-
version, and to the universal Church for Christians edification, as he shall have any particular opportunity for exercise (which the Church of England expretheth by the words [when thou shalt be therunto Lawfully called] meaning a call ad exercitium, to the exercise of the office received: But yet where there are not many unchristians infidels to be converted, but all profess Christianity, it is not fit such shall be ordained sine titulo, as they speak, let it occasion irregularity and poverty in the clergy, but be at once affixed to a particular Church, which fixed Ministers are in Scripture usually called Bishops, Presbyters and Pastors, with relation to their particular flock or Church, besides their primary relation to the World and to the universal Church, from which the extraordinary Officers were called Apostles and Evangelists, and the ordinary ones Ministers of Christ in general. Though I deny not but even the unfixed may be called Bishops, Elders and Pastors, as being virtually such, and in an Office which wanteth nothing but a particular Call to that fixation and exercise.

Now 1. To call a Minister already made such to a particular Church, and to make a Bishop or Pastor or Presbyter of him, doth not necessarily require a Diocesan: For, 1. The people that are at liberty may do it, and ordinarily have done (as Blondel hath fully proved) And in our times if a free people only choose a man already ordained, and take him for their Pastor, no man taketh this for a nullity, no not the Prelates themselves. 2. And a Pastor Magistrate or Prince may do it without a Bishop, as none deny. 3. And a Minister may frequently on just occasion be removed from place to place, and needeth not a Bishop for every change, at least as to the being of his office.

2. And as to the first ordination of a Minister as such, if there must be a Diocesan to do it, this is gathered either from the nature of the thing, or from divine institution.

1. As to the nature of the thing, it sheweth no such necessity, but rather contradiceth it; for 1. As to Efficiency, if a Bishop or Arch-Bishop or Primate or Patriarch may be made without the agency of any one of a higher order, then so may a Presbyter. For the reason is the same.

2. And as to the object; 1. The first object of the sacred Ministry as such, is the Infidel world, to whom they are to Preach the Gospel, and offer Christ and Salvation, and beseech them in Christ's stead to be reconciled to God, to call them from darkness to light, and the power of Satan unto God. And to think that none but Apostles should do this, and that all the world must be left to the Devil when the Apostles were dead, is an unchristian thought: To those that must do this, Christ promised his presence to the end of the world. Now, 1. The Infidel world is no more under the power of a Diocesan than of a Presbyter: If it be, it is either. 1. As he is a Prelate. 2. Or as a Diocesan. 1. Not as a Prelate in general. For if the world be the object of the Ministers office, it can be no more of the Prelates as such. 2. Not as a Diocesan: For: the
the Infidel world, [Egypt, Tartary, Japan, China, Persia, &c.] is no part of any Bishops Diocese. 2. And as to the work of a Preacher to the Infidels, it is the very same whether it be done by a Bishop or a Presby- 
ter: There is nothing to do for them but preach and baptize, and nei-
ther of those is a work proper to a Bishop.

If it be said that it is not because of the object or the work are prop-
er to a Bishop, but because the sending forth a man for that work is
proper to him; I answer, that when I have proved past contradiction
that he sendeth a man to do as high a work as he could, there do himself,
and to the very same, it sheweth that ex natura rei there needeth no higher
order than the Ministers to send him: No more than there needeth a
higher progenitor than a man to beget a man.

2. And as his office is related to the Church-Universal, all the same
argumentation will hold good. For the Church-Universal is the object
of the Ministers office as well as of the Prelates; and no more than his
own Diocese is the special charge of a Diocesan as such; and the work
to which the Minifter is ordained in general to the whole Church can
no otherwise be proved less than the Prelates, unless by proving a Di-
vine institution (which they will grant.)

2. And as for a Divine institution as to the ordaining power, I will
say but this, much, (which may take with cordate men) till I come to
speak more largely of the point. 1. That Doctor Hammond (and as far
as he knew, all that owned the same cause with him) doth grant that
the Apostles (nor any other) in Scripture times did not so much as
institute the office of a Presbyter as distinct from a Bishop, much less e-
ever ordain any one to such an office: And that in all their Instruc-
tions to Timothy and Titus about ordination of Bishops or elders and Dea-
cens, they have not a syllable about any ordination or qualification of
such subject Presbyters, but only about ordaining Bishops. Therefore
if Bishops be the successors of the Apostles in ordination, they cannot
do more than they did; nor ordain any other Presbyters than Bish-
ops.

2. That if Bishops were the Instructors of Presbyters, as distinct from
them by a Power of parceling out their office to others than Bishops,
yet have power to make more forts of sacred Ministers, by sub-division
of their power. They may make one office only to Preach, and another
only to baptize, and another only to pray, and another only to adminis-
ter the Lords Supper, and another to Excommunicate, and why not
another to ordain; and so ordination shall not be proper to a Bishop.
And so a Chancellor that hath the parcel of excommunicating and ab-
soving, is as true a Clergy man, and of as high original as a Pres-
byter.

3. But that which Dr. Hammond betaketh himself to at last: (in his
Answer to the London Ministers) is as miserable a shift as ever a poor
cause was reduced to (that had never stood if it had not been more be-
helden)
(158)

Held to the Sword than to such foundations; he durst not say that the Presbyters office is not of Divine institution: And yet it was not instituted in Scripture times: But it was instituted in Saint John's time by him a long after the writing of his Gospel (which according to Jerome was about a year or two before he dyed) and the Revelation (which according to Jerome ii. 5.) was about four or five years before he dyed. And so all the Bishops power of ordaining subject Presbyters dependeth, 1. On one ApoNles Institution, 2. Not proved at all by Scripture, 3. But only by Church-History, which hath not a syllable of such a thing, as that Saint John did institute the Presbyters office; 4. And this is signed to be done by Saint John many years after Peter and Paul, are said to be Bishops of Rome and James of Jerusalem, and Peter of Antioch, and Mark of Alexandria. Yea about thirty two years after Mark was put to death according to Eusebius * see then what proof the Doctor giveth us that even at Rome and Alexandria all that time, there was no Bishop over Presbyters, nor any that ever ordained a Presbyter that was not a Bishop.

5. But suppose the Divine institution be proved of Bishops ordination of subject Presbyters, let these three things more be noted.

1. That at last we have brought it to the Ancients measure, that except a sola ordination, except only ordination, here is no work for to make a Bishop's office of, but what a Presbyter may do.

2. That in this ordination they themselves acknowledg that the Presbyters may joyn, even in imposing hands, which is the note of Superiority (the lesser being blessed by the greater); and so Presbyters also (by Epiphanins leave) do generate patres. And Bishops have not the sola power of ordination, but the chief.

3. And whether a chief power in investing men in the Ministerial office, do make a distinct order or office de nomine, let them contend that please dere; if this were all, we were agreed: For my part, I had rather that Bishops had not only a chief power as moderators, but even a Negative voice in ordination, ye and in Removals and fixing of Ministers, than not: For in so weighty a business two Locks and Keys to keep out bad men, are safer than one. And the poor silenced Nonconformists have yielded to much more than this.

But yet there remaineth one part of the Diocesan work to be considered, viz. The judging of Heretick and Schillen, and the silencing, suspending and degrading of Ministers that deserve it. The question is whether this be not proper to the Prelates office.

And here no man can with us to swallow the terms of the question whole, without distinguishing, as if they signified but one thing.

1. As judging is, 1. Either private by discerning ones own duty, which belongeth to every private man. 2. Or publick for the deciding of a controversy; and this is, 1. Civil, 2. Or properly Ecclesiasticals
so in several manners and to several ends, Private men, Magistrates and  
Palitors may judge of Herefie &c.

2. And as for suspending, silencing and degrading, either. 1. It signifi-
ceth some Correction by the Sword or force; and that undoubtedly belong-
eth only to the Magistrate, and to no private man, nor Clergy man at
all, as such.

2. A Private man and much more a Congregation, may and must
refuse a notorious Intolerable Minifter; whether Insufficient, Heretical
or wicked and Malignant, they must withdraw from him, and not take
him for their guide, and Pastor, nor trust their Souls upon his care and
conduct. If Cyprian had never said [Plebs maximum habet pretendentum, vel
sacraeque dignos eligendi, vel indignos revocandi, the Law of nature faif
enough; as it doth warrant a man to refuse an unskilful or malicious
murdering Physician. And Scripture requireth every man to take
lied of false Teachers, and deceivers, and from such to turne a-
way.

3. To silence a false Teacher by Argument, (by word or writing.)
belongeth to every man that is called to contend earnestly for the faith,
and to answer a fool according to his folly.

4. To perfwade him by Argument to give over Preaching, or to re-
form his errours. 1. A private man may do it privately; 2. Any Mini-
ster of Christ may do it both ex charitate et ex officio et authority, as a
Minister of Christ in his name. For as a Physician doth medicate an-
other Physician, not as another man, but as a Physician, and a judge
doth judge the cause of another Judge, not as a private man, but as a
Judge; so a Minister of Christ doth Preach to a Minister, and perfwade
him, not as a private man but as a Minister, not as his superior, but as
a Messenger of Christ who is his Soveraigne.

5. Yea, to Command such a man ex authoritate Namii vel Miniftri, by
Ministerial authority in the name of Christ to forfake his Herefie and wick-
edncs, or to forbear the Sacred Miniftry, belongeth to Ministers of the
same office. For if a Minister Preach or speak to another Minister as
a Minister himself, and in Christ's name, then no doubt but he may
command in Christ's name; which is but by Ministerial office to publif
the Orders of Christ: No doubt but he may say to another Mini-
ster [I Counsel, yea Command you in the name of Christ, by virtue of
my office and my word, to forbear Adultery, Theft, Blasphemy, Here-
fee, or else to forbear the Sacred Miniftry] Yea he may say thus (with
due reverence) to a Bishop, so that for a silencing by Reason or force, or
by Ministerial authority and command as from Christ, there is no need of
the office of a Diocesan.

6. The question therefore is whether we must have a Bishop to silence
men by bare Authority without convincing effectual argument satisfying his
Conscience? or else by a distinct Superior Authority, more powerful than
the Ministers?

And
And. 1. Seing the Diocesan as such hath not the Sword, it is certain that he silenceth no further than he previeth with the Conscience, either of the Minister to be silent, or of the people not to hear him, or of the Magistrate to silence him by force.

Now to do this, either he must prove to them from the word of God, by argument, that each of these are thus far obliged by God; or else that God hath made him as Diocesan the Judge, and they are bound to do it, because he bids them do it.

For the first, as is said, it belongeth to every Minister, even with office-authority to tell both Magistrates, Minister and people their duty, in the name of Christ: Thus [God hath commanded Adulterers, Heretics, &c. To forfake their lins or forbear the Miniftry, and commanded me to publish this in his name, even to particular persons: But thou art an Adulterer, Heretick &c. go &c. Or [God commandeth me to tell the people that it is their duty to avoid a Heretick, and the Magistrate that it is his duty to silence him by force: Therefore I require this of you in his name].

2. But if the Diocesan claim a Superior Nuntiative power, as one more to be believed than the Minister, this is. 1. But to the doing of the same work which a Minister may do. 2. And he must prove that Superior credibility. 3. But Ministerial conviction is efficacious according to the evidence that is brought to do the work. If the hearer believe not that the Major is Gods word (that an Heretick e.g. must give over Preaching). Or if he deny the Minor [but thou art an Heretick] it is not a Bishops word that will convince him, but a Minister that is better at proving it may do more.

Obj. but we will command him to be silent. Ans. And he will desire you and command you to be silent again.

Obj. Then we will convince the Magistrate of his duty to silence him by force. Ans. 1. That was not the way for 300 years after Christ: And what was Episcopey for till then? 2. What if the Magistrates believe you not, will you convince him by Scripture or by your Authority over the Magistrate? It by Scripture a wiser Presbyter can do that better, or as well. It by authority, of that anon.

Obj. But at least we will convince the people that it is their duty to forfake that Preacher. Ans. Again I say, if you will do it by Scripture, a Minister can do it as well. And thus many Ministers now do silence the Diocesan and Conformists, that is, they persuade the people not to hear them, or own them. But if by authority, it must come to this at last, that you are made by God the Judges, and this must be believed.

And remember still you silence no further than you persuade the Conscience to believe that God hath given you this authority. And. 1. I ask whether it be ever likely that you will silence any Hereticks, false Teachers, or Schismatics this way by making him take you for one authorized by
by God to forbid him to Preach. For it must be in one of these three cases or all that you have this power. 1. Either to silence him as a Heretick that is no Heretick: or not proved such. 2. Or to silence him as a Heretick that notoriously and provedly is a Heretick. 3. Or to silence him as a Heretick in a doubtful case to others, but judged Heretick &c. by you.

1. In the first case neither the injured person, nor any that know that you injure him will or must obey you. Else a malignant Prelate might silence all the holiest and worthiest Ministers of Christ, and it would be at such mens mercy, whether Christ should have Churches, or the people should be Christians or be faved. I am one of the 1800 that have been silenced by better authority than the Prelates alone, and yet I think I am bound in Conscience to exercise the Ministry which I received, whatever I suffer, to the utmost of my opportunity. And if the Sword freighted my opportunity no more than my Conscience of the Diocesan Prohibition, I should be but very little hindered.

2. In the 2d. case (of notorious Heretick) all good Christians are bound by God to avoid such a man, though you never silenced him, yea though you licensed him; yea though you commanded them to hear him: And so Magistrates are bound to do their duty in restraining him. Can you deny this? Must the peoples Souls be poifoned and damned, till the Bishop please to take away the poifon and to save them? must the Magistrate let Hereticks alone till it please the Diocesan to judge them?

2. And in this case, no sober Christian will deny, that a Presbyter ought to call upon people and Magistrates to do their duty, as well as the Diocesan. Yea, and to command men in Chriis's name, to avoid a notorious or proved heretick.

Obj. But a Presbyter cannot examine the case and so get proof. Ans. He may examine it as far as Reason with Ministerial authority will permiwc the guilty or the witnesses to be examined. And his care of the Church and the peoples Souls obligeth him so to do. And a Prelate cannot bring men by force to examination or witnessing.

3. But let his guilt be never so notorious to others, is it like that the person himself will be silent through Conscience of obedience to a Prelate.

Consider. 1. that if he will not obey a Minister that sheweth him the word of God, it is unlikely that he will obey a Prelate that faith I have authority to silence you.

2. A Heretick doth not know that he is a Heretick, nor any erroneous person know that it is an error which he believeth: For it is a contradiction to err in judgment, and to know it to be any error. And then 1. He knoweth that his office is durum vitæ, and that he is bound not to cease it without cause. 2. He knoweth that you have no power to silence Orthodox Preachers as Hereticks, but those that are Hereticks indeed.
3. He taketh himself for Orthodox and you for the Heretick.

4. And all his followers are of his mind. How then will you silence a Heretick without the Sword? If you convince him of his error, you shall not need to silence him; for he will leave his error rather than his Ministry: But if you convince him not of his error, you will hardly convince him, that because of that error, he must be silent; (nor convince his followers that they must not hear him.)

3. All the question therefore that remaineth, is, whether in unknown doubtful cases, you are the Judges of Heresie, Error, Schisme; and of men's unworthiness to Preach. And here. 1. I need not tell you that by this way you can never silence either the Arrians, or any that deny your authority. Of which sort you know are most that you silence in this age and Nation. No, nor a Donatist, a Novatian, or any one that is for the office of Bishops, but taketh you for no Bishop as being unduly called: Of which sort were abundance of Christians towards each others Bishops in former ages; and such are the Papists now towards you. So that neither Papist nor Protestant that I ever knew silenced by you, doth forbear upon Conscience of this your pretended authority at all. And what a silencing power is that which fears any man would be ever silenced by? You cannot choose but know this to be true.

2. And really, should Magistrates themselves be so servile to you as to silence all Ministers by the Sword, whom a Prelate judgeth to be silent, while he knoweth not whether it be deservedly or not; God forbid that Protestants, like the Popes, should make Kings to be their Executioners, or hangmen. A nicer Executioner indeed is not bound to know or examine, whether the sentence was just or not (though in most cases to forbear if it be notoriously unjust) but what a King or Magistrate doth, he must do as a publick Judge, and therefore must hear the cause himself, and try whether he be really guilty or not, and not only whether a Bishop judged him so. Else Magistrates will either be involved in the bloody sin of persecution, as oft as a Prelate will but command them; and so must be damned and help to damn others, when Prelates please: Or else it is no sin for a Magistrate to silence all the holy est Ministers of Christ, to the damnation of thousands of ignorant untaught Souls, so be it the Prelates do but bid him, and he keep himself unacquainted with the cause. And next they must obey the Counsel at Lateranis sub. Inoc. 3. And exterminate all subjects out of their Dominions (though it be all that are there) and must burn holy Christians to ashes, because the Pope or Prelates bid them.

3. I need not make also a particular application of this case to the people: When they know nothing but wife and round and holy in the Doctrine or life of their Pastors, and God bids them know such as labour among them and are over them in the Lord, and highly esteem them in Love for their work; like they will hardly be so debauched as to violate this command.
command of God, as oft as a Diocesan will but say [I know some Heresie or Crime by your Teacher which you do not, and therefore he must Preach no more, and you must no more use his ministry.] Were I one of these people, I would be bold to ask the Diocesan [Sir what is the Heresie or Crime that he is guilty of? If he refuse to tell me I would flight him as a Tyrant: General Councils told the people of the Heresies for which they did delipose their Paltors. If he told me what it was, I would try it by Gods word: If I were unable, I would seek help. If the Diocesan silenced my Teacher, and ten neighbour Bishops wiser than he, did tell me that it was for Truth and Duty, and that the Heresie was the Bishops, I would hear my Teacher, and believe the other Bishops before him, (without taking them to be of a higher order.)

The objections against this, and what is before said shall be answered in the next Chapter. You see when it is but opened, how the Diocesan's power vanishes into the air.

CHAP. XIII.

That there is no need of such as our Diocesans for the Unity or the Government of the particular Ministers, nor for the silencing of the unworthy.

It fluck much in the minds of the Ancient Doctors and Christians that Episcopacy was necessary to avoid Schism and discord among the Ministers and the people; and that it was introduced for that reason. And I am so averse to singularity in Religion, that I will not be he that shall gainsay it. A double, yea a treble Episcopacy, though I cannot prove instituted of Christ, yet will I not contradict, because one sort I cannot disprove, and the other two I take to be but a prudential humane determination of the Circumstances of one and the same sacred Ministerial office. 1. That which I cannot disprove as to a Divine Institution, is a General Ministry over many Churches (like the Scots Visitors at their Reformation) who as Successors to the Apostles and Evangelists in the durable parts of their office, were by a conjunction of Scripture evidence and Divine authority of office, to perswade Paltors and people to their several duties, and to have a chief hand in ordaining and removing Ministers. 2. That which I will not contradict antiquity in, is a Bishop in every particular Church, to be the chief Presbyter, like the chief Justice on the bench, or one of the Quorum, as our Parish Ministers now are in respect to all their Curates of the Chappels under them. 3. And I would not deny but at all Ministerial Synods, one man may be Moderator, either pro tempore, or for continuance, as there is cause.
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These two last are but Prudential circumstances, as Doctor Stillingfleet hath proved. And in all these I like the Discipline of the Waldensian, Babenian, and Polonian Churches.

But no Government of the Presbyters, no concord, no keeping out of Heresie: requireth such as our Diocesans: 1. Who put down all the Bishops of the particular Churches, under them. 2. And pretending Spiritual Power, Govern by the force of the Magistrates Sword: 3. And obtrude themselves on the People and Pastors, without their consent, and against their wills, being by multitudes taken for the enemies of the Church. 4. And visibly before the world introducing so many bad Ministers, and silencing so many faithful ones, as in this age they have done.

Without them we have all these means of concord following. 1. We have a clear description of the duty of Ministers and people in Gods word. 2. We have Ministers to Preach up all these duties by Office. 3. The people are taught by Scripture what Ministers to choose. 4. We find it natural to the people to be for Learned and godly Ministers, though many of them be bad themselves. And though it be not so with them all, yet the more part do usually persuade the rest: So that in London and else where, those Parishes where the people chooseth, had usually far worthier Pastors than the rest, especially than those in the Bishops presentation. 5. The people are obliged by God to mark those Ministers that cause division and contention and avoid them. 6. The Ministers are bound to give notice to the people of false teachers and Schismatics, and to command them to avoid them; And themselves to renounce Communion with them after the first and second admonition. 7. These Ministers may have correspondence by Synods, to keep up concord by agreement among themselves. So we have over all a Christian King and Magistracy, who are the rightful Gouernours of the Clergy as well as of all other subjects; and may constrain the negligent to their duty, and refrain the Heretical, Schismatical and wicked from their sin. And may not all this do much to keep up Concord?

2. What our Diocesans really effect in order to concord or order, they do it by the Magistrates power, and not by the Keys; without the Magistrate they would be so contemned a sort of men, that instead of silencing us by their keys, one of us now silenced could do more to silence them, were that according to our Judgment; I mean, it were easier to persuade ten people from Hearing one of them (specially of late) than for them to persuade one from hearing us, in many places. And what the Magistrate doth, he can do by others if he pleaseth, as well as now he doth by them.

3. The Churches that have no Bishops have incomparably less Heresie, Schism, Wickedness, and more concord than we have here. The Church of Scotland is an eminent instance, which hath known but little by experience what Schism or Heresies are. And so are the Protestant
Protestant Churches of France, of Geneva, of Helvetia, and other places:

4. Were but the true Episcopacy forementioned restored, we should yet less know any show of need for our Diocesan, Magistrate Ministers, and they would suffice, to do what on earth may be expected.

Obj. Were not Bishops the means of the Churches concord in all ages?

Ans. True Bishops such as afore described, did their parts, but when such as our Diocesan sprang up, the Church was presently broken into pieces, and by odious contentions and divisions became a scandal and terror to unbelievers. To read but the Acts of Councils and the History of the Church, and there find the horrid contentions of Prelates against each others, the parties which they made, their running up and down the world, to Princes and Rulers, and Synods to bear down one another, it will do as much to grieve and amaze the Soul of a Sober Christian, almost as an History in the world that he can preserve.

Obj. But they silenced Hereticks and deposed them, and so kept Doctrine sound and safe. Ans. Before they had the Sword of the Magistrate to second them, they silenced none: For how could they do it? They only judged them to be cast out of their Communion, and deposed, which they could no way execute but by avoiding them, and persuading the people to disown them and avoid them: For they neither did nor could hinder them from gathering Churches and Preaching to their followers: And there the rejected ones did reject their Rejecters, and excommunicate their excommunicators, and in the eyes of their followers were the better men, and only Orthodox: So that their silencing was but changing their Congregations: And so numerous were the sects that followed such Teachers, that they sometimes seemed more than the Orthodox: Epiphanius found enough in his time to fill a large Volume. And the Donatists alone were so numerous in Africa as to pretend to be the Catholick Church, and by their numbers and infidelity deterred Auguline into a change of his opinion, and to call for that help from the Princes Sword, which before he had denied. Never had the Church in any place, so many Sects and Hereticks, as since the times that Prelacy grew up, and in those Countries, and where it was most exercised. And indeed the ignorance and pride of Prelates was not the least cause. For some of them (and no small number) became the Authors of Hereticks themselves, such as Paulus, Samsonarius, the Apollinaris, the great Patriarches, Dionsorus, Nestorius, Macedonius, and alas how great an number more and others of them did by their dominoering infidelity rise up with so much pride and wrath against those that humoured them not, especially if indeed they erred, as that they forced some into Schisms, and by silencing the differenters, did but drive them to set up for themselves in separated assemblies; And they so dili-
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affected the zealous people, as drove them away from the Orthodox Churches, to the Sects and Hereticks, as the English Prelates do at this day; so that multitudes of the most strict and temperate Christians followed the Novatians, the Donatists, and much worse sects.

And when the Prelates grew up to a secular terror, and twisted with the Civil power, and were backed by the Sword, 1. They made the more sober and mortified Christians the more dislike them; as may appear by what Ensebius, Socrates, and others write of them, and the Characters that are given of Cyril and Theophilus, Alexander, and such others: And by Martin's separation from Ithacius and Idaicus, and their Synods, and by the increase of the Priscilianists by their pride and violence, mentioned by Sulp. Severus, and others. 2. And it was not by the Keys indeed, but by the Sword which backt them, that they did all that they did, be it good or evil, in silencings, and in keeping up their order. 3. And they did but teach the Hereticks to strengthen themselves, by the same means: So that the Priscilianists once got countenance, from Gratian: Courtiers against the Bishops; and Ambrose was persecuted or endangered by Valentinian, as Athanasius at last was by Constantine himself, and Chrysostome deposed, and many others by such means: Yet till at last the Bishops found that evil is more commonly befriended by corrupted nature than good; and that Goodness is usually lowest where wealth and honours make men highest; and that few Princes were the best of men, and therefore that if one befriended the truth, many were like to be against it, and till the Arrianists by the help of Emperours, and Vandal and Gothish Kings, had almost turned all the Church into Arrianists, and had got the General Councils on their sides, and had cruelly percutted the Orthodox Bishops, and taught them what it was to truft to the Sword, for the clening and concord of the Churches. And when the controversy of Images came up, one Emperor was for them and another against them; By which means and by the contending of the Eastern and Western Patriarchs and Prelates, who should be the greatest, the Churches have been torn to pieces, and to continue lamentably to this day (as in the History was before declared.)

And it was the Prelatical Tyranny of the Romanists, that since raised so many parties against them, and then had no way to Curb them, but by persecuting them by the Sword and flames, as in the case of the Waldensists, Albigenfers, and Protestants appeareth: And as the Murders of many hundred thousands in Piedmont, France, Germany, Ireland, England, &c, Besides their Inquisitions shew. Thus: Solitudinem facere, & unitatem & pacem vacare. When they have hanged, burnt and slain the people and Priests, they have quieted and silenced them, and when they have made a solitude and depopulation, by killing those that differed from them, they have brought all to concord, and been all of a mind.
And let none be offended that I mention the Papists in describing Prelacy. For I do it not to raise an Odium on them; but I refer it to the consideration of sober men, 1. Whether as Hector's give us the picture and description of herbs, not in their spring, but in their full grown fialt, blossom and fruits, and as he that will know the nature and difference of fruits, or animals, must lay till they are come to their full growth and ripeness, and not take them green and young; so he that will judge either of Schism or of Church-tyranny must do. 2. And whether the Quakers, Ranters, Fanatics and Munster-mongers be not Schismaticks ripe and at full growth, and therefore a young Schismatick is not to tell us what Schism is, but should himself see what he will be when he is ripe. And so whether Popery be not the Diocesan Prelacy full grown and ripe; and whether they should not therefore see what they would come to, if that which withholdeth in the several Kingdoms were taken out of the way, as the Pope hath removed it in the Empire. If the Diocesan, Metropolitans, Patriarchs, and Pope (as to his Primacy in the Empire) did not all stand on the same humane foundation, then are they not the things that I am speaking of.

Obj. But the late and present Schismes in England shew that it is the Adversaries of Prelacy that are the causers.

Ans. Very true, for Prelacy maketh it self adversaries, and so maketh some of the Schismaticks. There are two sort of Schismaticks: some Prelates (as the Papists, the Novatians, the Donatists, and most of the old Schismaticks were); and some Anti-prelates. And there are two sorts of Anti-prelates: Some Catholick being for the Primitive Episcopacy, and some Schismaticks. And these last the Prelates make, and then complain of them. It is their state, and practice, hereafter described, that driveth men to disaffire them, and so precipitateth the injudicious into the Contrary extreme. It is Prelacy that maketh almost all the Sects that be in England at this day: When they see how the Spiritual Keys are secularly used by Laymen in their Courts, when they see what Ministers and how many hundred of them are silenced, and what Fellows in many places are set up in their stead, they think they can never fly far enough from such Prelates: To tell the world, it is Schismaticks that we silence, and they are obedient and Orthodox persons that we set up, may signify something in another land or age, but it doth but increase the disaffection of those that are upon the place, and know what kind of men the Prelates commend, and who they discommend and silence. A very Child when he is eating his apple, will not call it away, because a Prelate hath it: it is a Crab, nor when he catch a Crab, will he eat it, if a Prelate Sware it is a sweet apple. Though he that doth but look on them may possibly believe him.

I believe they that thought that Prelacy was the only cure of our Schismes, do know by this time by experience, that by that time the Prelates had again ruled but seven years, there were seven and seven
against them for one that was so before: And we that dwell among them, do take those that dislike their course and waies, to be the Generalty of the most Religious and sober people of the land (always excepting the King and Parliament and those that must be till excepted).

C H A P. X I V.

The true Original of the warrantable Episcopacy in particular Churches, was the notorious disparity of abilities in the Pastors: And the original of that tyrannical Prelacy into which it did degenerate, was the worldly Spirit in the Pastors and people, which with the world came by prosperity into the Church. Quere, Whether the thing ceaseth not, where the reason of it ceaseth?

God doth not carry on his work upon mens Souls, by names and empty titles; but by such real demonstrating evidences of his Power, Wisdom and Goodness, as are apt to work on the Reason of man. And therefore he that would make his Apostles the Foundations of chief Pillars and Instruments in and of his Churches, would accordingly endow them with proportionable abilities, that in the Mirraculour demonstritions of Power, and the convincing demonstritions of Wisdom, and the amiable holy demonstritions of Goodness, they might as far excelle others as they did in authority.

And nature it self teacheth us to difference men in our esteem and affection, as they really differ in worth and lovelines. And this Law of Nature is the Primary Law of God. And the holy Scriptures plainly fecond it, telling us oft of the diversity of Gods gifts in his Servants, which all make for concorde, but not for equality of esteem; and that there are greater and lefser in the Kingdom of God, and that Gods gifts in all men must be honoured, Matt. 12. 1 Cor. 12. Eph. 4. Heb. 5. 10. 11. 12. & 6. 1. 2. 3. 4.

And God that would have his various gifts variously esteemed, did in all ages himself diversifie his Servants gifts. All were not Apostles, nor all Prophets, nor all Evangelists: And after their deaces all the Minifters or Elders of the Churches were not men of Learning, nor of so full acquaint ance with the sacred Doctrine, nor so grave, prudent, valued, holy, charitable, or peaceable as some were usually when miraculous gifts did ceaseth, and very few Philosophers or men of learning turned Christians. Any man may know that had not been told it by Church-History, that their Elders or Pastors were such as the better sort of our unlearned Christians are; who can pray well, and worship...
God sincerely, and read the Scripture, and in a plain familiar manner, can teach the Catechistical points, and persuade to duty and reprove vice: But as for Sermons in a methodical accurate way, as now used, and defending the truth, and opposing Heresies, and stopping the mouths of gain-fayers, they must needs be far below the Learned. But yet here and there a Philosopher was converted; and of those that had no such Learning (then called secular, and the Learning of the Gentiles) some few were far better learned than others in the sacred Scriptures, and the customs and Learning of the Jews: And it was long before the Christians had Schools and Academies of their own.

That this was so, appeareth. 1. In the reason of the thing. For no effect can exceed the total cause. Therefore they that had not the inspirations prophetic, or miraculous gifts, nor Academies and Schools of secular Learning, nor so much as Riches and leisure, but Poverty and persecution and worldly toil and labour, were not like to have more Learning than the holy Scriptures taught them.

2. And this appeareth by the forecited Canons of Counsels, which forbade Pastors, even almost three hundred years after Christ, to read the Gentile books. By which the former custom of the Church may easily be perceived. And also by abundance of reproaches which are call upon some Hermits in the Ancients writings, for being too much skilled in Logick and other of the Gentiles Learning.

3. And it appeareth by the parity of writers of the second and third Centuries.

4. And also by the paucity of famous Divines that are mentioned in the Histories of those times.

5. And above all by the plainness and simplicity of those that are described and of their writings. I speak not in any contempt of them for this (perchance we value common learning now too highly.) But only to tell you the true History of those times. No doubt but many poor men among us, (divers Weavers and some Plowmen, of the Church which I was removed from, for instance) are able to pray, and teach as well as most of those who are by Eusebius extolled as the famous Bishops of the second and third age; and to write as Methodical, pious, weighty treatises, as any that were then written by men that neither converted with the Apostles, nor had been bred up in Philosophy: That I say not as Clement Romanus himself, or Ignatius, or Irenæus, yea or Cyprians, Epistles are. Yea, or as many of the ages following, even as holy Macarius, Ephrem, Cyrus, Synesius, (a Philosopher) Isidore, Pelagius, and many more have written since. If this be not believed, how many Lay-men could I name who have written more accurately and judiciously, and as far as the writings them, as piously as any of these? And that not only learned Lay-men, but men that had neither many Languages nor Philosophy. And if the books then written were very few, and of those very few that were written by any but Bishops or Phil-
...philosophers, and those few so plain as we see they are, (the best of them far below the writings of abundance of late Latin and English and French writers, that were but Presbyterians,) you may easily judge of what parts the rest of the Presbyterians of those times were, that never wrote.

And from hence you may gather the reasons. 1. Why so few volumes are left us written in the two first ages. 2. Why the Churches of then so many Presbyterians. (Whatever Doctor Hammond say to the contrary without any proof.) It was easy to find such Christians as afore-described, who might competently guide the rest by Doctrine, worship, discipline, and example: Though to find learned men was hard. 3. And you may see why so many Heretics boasted so much of their higher knowledge, and Platonical &c. Speculations, as accounting the Orthodox to be ignorant men. 4. And you may see why so few were Champions for the truth. 5. And why there were so many parties and divisions, when the Elders were many and less judicious. 6. And you may see how the opinion of Ecclesiastick men Ruling Elders came up; and how to expound Paul's, 1 Tim. 5, 17. Especially them that labour in the word and Doctrine. For it was but here and there a Learned or special gifted Christian, that was able solemnly and ornately to Preach, direct hard cases and controversies, confute Heretics, and guide the Churches in difficult cases. And the rest did hit about the Bishop as his assistants, and Preach and officiate at his direction, and oversee the people from man to man; being of the same order and office with the Bishop, but not of the same parts, and therefore not equal in the exercise.

7. And therefore lastly hence you may see, the reasons of the first fixed particular Church Episcopacy: Those few that were Philosophers or eminently qualified (being scarce now to make one for every Church) did by their gifts overtop the rest in the due esteem of all the people: Who were bound to esteem him wisest that was wisest, and to yield more to his judgment than to others that knew less: And this inequality of gifts usually lasted as long as life, and therefore did the inequality of esteem and reverence. And both the people and the inferior gifted Pastors, obeyed the Law of God in nature, and readily gave honour to whom honour was due. And when one was dead finding another fit and equal the rest, they accordingly preferred him before the rest, even as an excellent Physician would be by the patients, and by all the younger and more ignorant Physicians, that are not carried away with pride. And this did easily (as all things else) turn into formality under preference of order, and come to seem a kind of Office. But when difference required it, I know not but that all this was well done, except that they for-saw not the degenerate tyranny that would afterward hence arise.

This present experience openeth to us to the day. What did set up Luther, and Melancthon, and Illyricus, but their eminent parts? What else
elle gave Zuinglius and Oecolampadius the Prefidencie at Zurich? What else
did set up Calvin, and Beza at Geneva? And Knox and Henderson in Scotland?
And all our Parishes that have Chappells and Curates shew it here in Eng-
lund: Where one man for his worth is thought meetest to have the Benefice
and chief cure; but others may be chosen by him and placed under him,
and maintained by him (by the Bishops allowance) as his curates.

And indeed it was so long before Academies made a sufficient store of
teachers of sufficiency for every Presbyters place, that for four or five hun-
dred years, there were few bred up to competent Learning, except either
under Heathens, or else in a Bishops house, or here and there as an Auditor
of some one rare Teacher. Clemens Alexandrinus, as a Disciple of Pante-
nus and Origen of Clemenst, and some few others, came to Learning, as au-
ditors in that Alexandria School: But few other places besides Alexan-
dria had any such School of a long time, in so much as Nazianzen, Basil,
Greg. Nisien, Chrysophome, &c. were taught at Athens, by Lybanus and
such other Heathens; And Ambrose, Augustine, and many others, were in
a manner admirable, self taught, so that it was not possible then to have
many Learned men ordinarily for one Church (or congregation) And yet
many Presbyters certainly there had. Which is the true cause that one
Learned man was made an Overseer and Guide to the rest, who were his
Curates or Affiliants, gifted like our wiser sort of the Lairy, but of the same
Office and order with him; And this Bishop was the usual Preacher, and
the other did learn of him to Preach, and grew up under him as Schol-
ars; and the man that came to greatest abilities under him, was chosen for a
Bishop to another Church of that sort, but not without his own Bishops
consent, which made the debate in Councils so frequent, whether a Presby-
ter might remove to another Church, or be chosen for a Bishop of another
Church? And an African Council giveth it as a Reason why that Bishop
that had able Presbyters, should not refuse to let one go to be a Bishop else-
where, because there were many fit to be Presbyters, there were
but few men fit to be made Bishops, which implieth that they took it not
then for a meer place of order, where one man of equal parts was for
Unity to rule the rest, but for a necessary difference of exercising the fame
Office, because of the different abilities of the Officers: Which was not
only to keep an order by Iraparity of places, but to educate the Presbyters
to greater abilities, and to manage Gods work in each assembly more skillful-
ly and guide the Church more prudently, and defend the truth more power-
fully, than common unlearned Presbyters could do.

Now let it be for the present granted that for such reasons Episcopacy in
each Church was justly fated, and call it an Order or a degree as you please;
It will be a difficult question, what shall be judged of those that have the
tame place and Title, without the same Qualifications and precedency of
parts? Because the Reason of his power faileth. If one be chosen Bishop to
keep out Hierarchy, and he prove a Heretick, and the Presbyters Orthodoxo-
ous, what is his power to that end? If one be chosen Bishop to keep out Schifin,
and he prove a Schismatick or Sect-Master, and the rest concordant, what
is his power? If one be made Bishop to teach the people better than the Pres-
byters, and to teach the Presbyters themselves, and to defend truth and
Godlines, and he prove more ignorant than the Presbyters, and Preach not
to the thousandth or hundredth part of his Diocese once in all his life, nor to
any at all part once in many weeks or months or years, and if he do but in-
fluence the Ministers that are able and farr more pious than himself, what
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power hath he as a Bishop to those ends? Sure I am that *dispositio materiae* is necessary as *fine quin non*, *ad receptionem formae*. If one be made a Schoolmaster, that cannot teach the Scholars as much as they know already, but hath need to learn of them, and yet will neither learn of them, nor suffer them to learn without him, I know not well how far he is their Schoolmaster indeed. If one be made a Physician, that knoweth not half so much as I do, I should be loth for Order to venture my life upon his trust. Nor yet to venture my own life and others in a Ship that had an ignorant Pilot, when the Mariners had more skill, but must needs use it. Orders and Office that are appointed for the work's sake, essentially suppose ability for that work. And without the necessity qualifications, they are but the Caricas or images of the office (but of this before).

Therefore it is that the Christian flocks could never yet be cured, by all the art or *tyranny* that could be used, of the afeem of *real Wisdome* and *Godliness*, and preferring it before an *empty title*, or a *pompous show*, and from setting left by *ignorance* and *impity* venerably named and arrayed, then by felt evidencing worth; nor from valuing a Shepherd that daily feedeth them, from a Wolf in Sheeps cloathing, that hath Fangs and bloody Saws, and fleeceth and devoureth the flock (with the Shepherds.)

And hence we may say that *God himself* willeth to give Bishops to the Church, whether men will or no; while he giveth them such as (Jerome) Luther, Melancthon, Bucer, Calvin, Zanchius, &c, Who had *Episcopal* ability, and *really did that* which Bishops were first appointed for, while the Bishops would have hindered them and fought their blood. They taught the people, they *bred up young Ministers*, they *kept out Heresies and Schismes*, they *guided the churches* by the light of Sacred truth, and by the power of Reformation and Love: And who then was the Bishop? Who is the real Architect he that buildeth the house, or he that hath the title, and doth nothing unless it be hindering the builders?

To this already said I add but two more intimations, which I desire the sober impartial Reader to consider. 1. Writing is but a mode of Preaching: And of the two it is worse to have inept Sermons in Publick Assemblies (and to Gods works and worship dishonoured), than to have inept booke in private. And no doubt, the Pastors oversight extends to publick and private. Now while the meer worth of booke without any Authority, commendeth them to the world, though sometimes with some few, giddy Pamphlets are accepted, yet that is but for a fit; and ordinarily the Book-sellers sufficiently restrain all that are not of worth, because they cannot sell them, but if a Bishop must impose on all the people what booke they must read, in many Kingdoms it will be for the Pope and Maile, in others for Exorcism and Confutation, &c.

2. Is not order for the thing ordered? *Episcopacy* is for the Churches benefit by the Bishops eminent gifts and parts. But if the Bishop be of lower parts, than the Pastors (and an Envious Malignant hinderer of their work), Quere, Whether the order (being humane) cease not, ubi esset subiecti *dispositio* & *relatio* ad *finem*, when the end and the persons capacity cease. 11. But how the world by the countenance of Emperours was invited to come in the Church? How worldly wealth, power and honour did induce them? How Bishops were made bates for the proud and tyrannical and Covetous? How such then sought them and so the worldly Spirit had the rule, and altered *Episcopacy*, I shewed in the History before.

C H A P.
THE
Second Part.

Having in the former Part laid down those Grounds on which the Applicatory Part is to be built, and subverted the foundations of that Diocesan frame which we judge unlawful, I shall now proceed to give you the Application, in the particular Reasons of our judgment, from the Evils which we suppose this frame to be guilty of.

CHAP. I.

The clearing of the state of the Question.

THE occasion of our dispute, or rather Apology, is known in England. 1. Every man that is ordained Deacon or Presbyter (or licensed a Schoolmaster) must subscribe to the Books of Articles, Liturgy and Ordination, as Ex animo that there is nothing in them contrary to the Word of God. And by the late Act of Uniformity [that he doth assent and consent to all things contained in, and prescribed by the said books as since altered (we think for the worse.)]
2. In the year 1640 the Convocation formed, printed, and imposed a new Oath in these words (after others) [Nor will I ever give my consent to alter the Government of this Church, by Arch-Bishops, Bishops, Deans, Arch-Deacons, &c. as it stands now established, and as by right it ought to stand.]

3. After this the Parliament in the Wars imposed a Vow and Covenant on the Ministers and People contrary to this, called the _Et cetera Oath_; which Vow contained a clause to endeavour the extirpation of this Prelacy. In the Westminster Assembly before it passed, many Learned Divines declared that they would not take it as against Prelacy unexplained, lest it should seem to be against all Episcopacy, which was not their judgment, they being for the primitive Episcopacy. To satisfy these men (that else had protest ed against it, and the Assembly been divided, the Scots and some others being against all) the additional Titles of De ans, Chapters, &c. were put in as a description of the peculiar English frame of Prelacy which they all agreed against. Since His Majesty’s Restoration, there are many Acts made against the belief of an obligation by this Vow. One is made for a change in Corporations, requiring a Declaration by all in any place of Truth, that there is no obligation on me or any other person, from the said Oath, Vow, or Covenant; even absolutely no obligation at all without exception of the clauses, that are for the Protestant Religion, for Repentance of one sin, against Popery, Heresie, Schism, Prophaneness, &c. The Act of Uniformity imposes it on all Ministers, &c. to declare or subscribe that there is no obligation from that Vow on me or any other person, to endeavour at any time any alteration of Government in the Church. The Veltray Act imposes the like on all Veltray men, and so of others.

4. All Ministers swear to obey the Bishops in licetis & bonetis, which is called the Oath of Canonical Ob dience.

5. And last of all an Act past at Oxford by which we are to be banished five miles from all Cities and Corporations, and all places where we have preached, and imprisoned six months in the Common Jail, if we come nearer any of them, except on the Road, till we have taken an Oath that we will not at any time endeavour an alteration of the Government of the Church. (which plainly importeth as much objectively as the Et cetera Oath of 1640; Though not endeavouring be somewhat lessthan not conforming.) And so black a Character is put upon the Non-conformists, with a (some of them) in the beginning of the said Act, that all Reason, Religion and Humanity obligeth us for the satisfaction of our Rulers, for the vindication of our selves, and for the just information of posterity, plainly and truly to lay open our Cafe, even those reasons for which we forbear that Conformity; and by so doing, incur all this, besides the greater loss of our Ministerial Liberty, to labour for the saving of the peoples fools, and the edifying of the Church of God.

What is said in the beginning may sufficiently inform the Reader, 1. That it is not every man’s Cause that is called a Non-conformist, no nor a Presbytery arian, or Independant that I here maintain. 2. That I am not writing a justification of the Covenant. 1. As to the Act of Impoling. 2. Or of taking it. 3. Nor as to the obligation of it to any thing unlawful. Leaving such matters as
as alien to my work. 3. And that I am not so rash as to assert that it obli-
geth any man, to endeavour (in his place and calling) any change of our Church
Government, no not of a Lay-Chancellor's use of the Keys, whatever I think,
Because it is made a matter of so grievous penalty by an Act. All that I have
to do is, to enquire whether the Diocesan Prelacy as now stated, be so lawful
that we may take all these Oaths and Subscriptions to it, and to necessary that
the King and Parliament have no power to change it, or make an alteration if
they please, and we endeavour it by obeying them if they should com-
mand us.

And I go upon such Principles as Doctor Burger, Master Gatry, and many
others in the Assembly, that were ready to protest that they were not against
the Primitive Episcopacy, no nor a moderate one that did not in all things
reach it.

I will rather be guilty of Repetition than of leaving the rash or heedless un-
der a pretext for their mistake or calumny.

My own judgment is as followeth. 1. That every particular Church, (consist-
ing of as full a number as can associate for true personal Communion in Worship and
Holy living,) should be guided by as many Pators or Elders (of the same Of-

cice,) as the number of souls, and the work requireth.

2. That it is lawful, (if not usually laudable and fit,) if these Presbyters
consent that one among them who is wiser and fitter than the rest, be stated-
ly their Guide, Director, or Moderator, in the matters of Doctrine, Worship and Discipline in that Church, for order and concord, and for the peoples
sakes and their own: And especially that in Ordinations they do nothing
without him.

3. That these particular Churches with their Bishop and Presbytery are In-
dependent, so far that no other Bishop or Church hath a Divine Right to Go-

vern them, saving what is anon to be paid of General Pators or Visitors, and
the power of each Minister in the Universal Church, as he is called.

4. That as to the Communion of several Churches among themselves,
these particular Churches are not Independent, but must hold Concord
and Correspondency by Letters, Messengers or Synods as there shall be
cause.

5. That in these Synods it is lawful and orderly oftentimes to make some
one the Moderator or Guide of their debates. And that either pro tempore, or
quodam sit maxime idoneus, or durante vita, as true Prudence shall discern it
to be most conducible to the end.

6. That where the Churches Good and the calling of the Infidel World re-
quith it, there should be itinerant Ministers, like the old Evangelists, Silas,
Apollo, Timothy, Titus, &c. to preach the Gospel, and gather Churches, and
help their Pators. And if such be not necessary in any place, yet the fixed
Pators should when there is cause be itinerant, and help to convert the Infidels
and Heretics, and do both the general and particular work.

7. That the judgment of Antiquity moving me much, but more the Argu-
ment from the necessity, that the same form of Government be continued in
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its ordinary parts, which Christ at first settled in the Apostles, and is not proved repealed [do move me to incline to think that the Apostles must have such Successors, as general Planters and Overseers of many Churches. And who should (before all particular Bishops) have a chief hand in the ordaining of particular Bishops and Pastors, and removing them as the Churches do? I am yet in doubt myself, whether such general Ministers, or Arch-bishops be mere divine, of Christ's institution, I do not deny it, or contend against it. And though I would not affirm or swear to their right, I would obey them.

8. That all this Church-power is to be exercised only by God's word, managed by convincing Reason, Love and good Example, and that no Bishops or Arch-bishops have any power of Corporal Coaction; nor should give Church Communion to any but Voluntary Confidants; nor should mix and corrupt the exercise of the Keys, with unreasonable interpositions of the Sword even in the Magistrates own hand.

9. But yet that the King and Magistrates are the Rulers by the Sword over all Pastors and their Flocks, to see that all men do their duties; and to regulate them by Laws about holy things, subserviently to the Kingdom and Laws of Christ, and in conformity with the preservation of the Office of the Ministry and real liberties of the Flocks.

10. And therefore, though we think Churchmen usually very unfit for any Magistral Power, yet we shall obey his Ministers any whomsoever the King shall commit any part of his power about Church matters to; and promise them due obedience as such.

And so you see what is not the Question now to be debated.

But the Question is, Whether the present Church Government in England (as distinct from the Kings and Magistrates part) be so good or lawful, that we should swear or subscribe our approbation of it, our obedience to it, or that we will never (in our place and calling) endeavour an alteration of it (though the King command us) and that every man in the three Kingdoms that vowed to endeavour such alteration, is so clearly and utterly disoblige[d, as that all strangers that never knew him may subscribe or declare that he is disoblige[d, or not obliged to it by that Vow.

CHAP.
CHAP. II.

The first Argument against the English Diocesans; That their form (quantum in fæ) destroyeth the particular Church Form of God's Institution, and setteth up a Humane Form in its stead.

ARGUMENT I.

We cannot subscribe or swear to that form of Church Government as good or lawful, which in its nature excludeth or destroyeth the very specific nature of the particular Churches which were instituted by the Holy Ghost, and settled in the primitive times, and is it self a humane form set up in their stead.

But such we take the present Diocesan form to be: Ergo,

The Major will be denied by very few that we have now to do with. And those few that will deny it, must do it on this supposition, 1. That the Holy Ghost did institute that particular Church Form which is destroyed but pro tempore. And Secondly, That he allowed men since to set up one or more of their own in its stead. But the disproof of this supposition will fall in more fully, when I have shewed what Church Form was first setled.

The Minor I thus prove.

The Species of a particular Church which the Holy Ghost did institute, was [one Society of Christians united under one or more Bishops, for personal Communion in public worship and holy living.]

The Diocesan English frame is (definitive of or) inconsistent with this species of a particular Church.

Ergo, The Diocesan English frame is inconsistent with (or definitive of) the Species of the Holy Ghost's institution.

In the Major, 1. By [Bishops] I mean, Sacred Ministers authorized by Divine appointment, to be the stated Guides of the Church, by Doctrine, Worship and Discipline, under Christ the Teacher, Priest and Ruler of the Church. Whether he have a superior Arch-Bishop I determine not; Nor now whether he may ordain Pastors for other Churches.

What I mean by [Personal Communion] and whether it be consistent with divers Assemblies, I have fully shewed before. I mean, that the said Churches were no more numerous than our English Parishes, nor had more Assemblies; Or no more than could have the same personal Communion, and that there were never any Churches in finsae vel prima species, which consisted of many such stated Assemblies.

I shall
I shall therefore now prove, 1. That the Churches of the Holy Ghosts institution were no more numerous, or were such single Congregations. And that they had each such Bishops and Pastors will be proved partly herewith, and partly afterward.

2. And that such Churches do tota specie differ from the Diocesan Churches, and from our present Paroch Churches as they define them, and are inconsistent with them. And the first I shall prove, 1. From the Holy Scriptures. 2. From the Confessions of the Diocesan. 3. From the testimony of Antiquity. All proving fully that the ancient Episcopal Churches were but such single Societies or Congregations as I have described, and such as our Dioceses of many hundred Churches are different from, and inconsistent with.

CHAP. III.

That the primitive Episcopal Churches of the Holy Ghosts Institution, were but such Congregations as afore described.

These following particulars set together, I think will by the Impartial be taken for full proof.

1. In all the New Testament, where ever there were more stated Societies than one, for publick worship as afore described, they are called [Churches] in the Plural Number, and never once [a Church] in the Singular Number; except when the Universal Church is mentioned which containeth them all. This is visible in Acts.31, and 14.41. and 16.5. Rom.6.4, and 16. 1 Cor.7.17, and 11.16. and 14.33,34. (unless that mean the several meetings of the same Assembly at several times) and 16.1,19. 2 Cor. 8.1.18,19,23,24. and 11.8,28. Gal. 1.22. 1 Thess. 2.14. 2 Thess. 1.4. Rev. 1.4, 11,20. and 2.7,11,17,29. and 3.6,13,22,23. and 22.16.

If any say, how prove you that all these were but single Congregations, I answer, 1. It is granted me by all that these plural terms [Churches] included many single Congregations. 2. I shall prove anon that all the moat of the particular Churches named in Scripture were but such Congregations. 3. And no man can give me any proof that a Society consisting of divers such Congregations is any where called [a Church] singularly: And therefore we are not to believe that the plural term meaneth many such Singulairs, as are no where singularly named.

2. Particular Churches are described so in Scripture as fully proveth my aforesaid limitation and description. As 1 Cor. 11.16, 18,20,22. When ye come
come together in the Church I hear that there be divisions among you. A Church consisted of such as came together.

When ye come together into one place, this is not to eat the Lords Supper. And it is the Assemblies that are called Churches, when he faith [We have no such custom, nor the Churches of God.]

So 1 Cor. 14. 4. He that prophesieth edifieth the Church that is, the Assembly that heareth him, and not many hundred such Assemblies that are out of hearing.

Verf. 5. Except be interpret that the Church may receive edifying.

Verf. 12. Seek that ye may exceed to the edifying of the Church.

Object. May not the whole Church be edified per partes? Ans. Yes, but it must be per partes vel diversis vicibus. Not at once by the same man, if the far greatest part of the Church be absent.

Obj. But is not the whole man edified (naturally or morally) by the edification of a part? Ans. Yes, if it be a noble part: Because the whole man being naturally One, by the unity of the soul or form, there is a natural Communion and Communication from part to part: But one Corporation in a Kingdom, may be edified or enriched without the wealth or edification of the rest. And this Text plainly speaketh of Immediate Edification of that Church that heareth, and this at once, and by one speaker.

So Verf. 19. In the Church I had rather speak one word with my understanding, that I may teach others. Here the Church is plainly taken for the Assembly.

Verf. 23. If therefore the whole Church be come together in one place, and speak with tongues, what can be more expressly spoken to shew that it is not only a part of the Church, but the whole which cometh together into one place.

So Verf. 24. If there be no Interpreter let him keep silence in the Church.

So Verf. 34. For God is not the Author of Confusion, but of Peace, as in all the Churches of the Saints.

So Verf. 14. Let your women keep silence in the Church, for it is a shame for women to speak in the Church.

So Act. 11. 26. A whole year they assembled themselves with the Church, and taught much people.

Act. 14. 27. When they were come, and had gathered the Church together, they rehearsed all that God had done by them.

Act. 15. 3. And they were brought on their way by the Church, which must signify such a number as might be called the Church, when part was but for the whole, at least.

Act. 2. 1. They were all with one accord in one place; which it's like was all the Church with the Apostles.

Verf. 44. 46. And all that believed were together, And they continuing daily with one accord in the Temple, &c.

Act. 4. 31, 32. And the place was shaken where they were assembled together. And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart, and of one soul.

Act. 5. 12. And they were all with one accord in Solomon's Porch, and of the rest dwelt no man joyne himself to them.
If any here say that so many thousands could not be of one Assembly, I have answered it before. 1. I have preached (as was supposed) to ten thousand at once. 2. Some of our Parishes have but one Church, are thirty thousand, some forty thousand, some fifty thousand. 3. There were strangers at Jerusalem from all parts. 4. The next Verse faith [There came also a multitude out of the Cities round about into Jerusalem.] 5. The multitude were not yet perfectly embodied, and were quickly scattered.

Col. 4. 16. When this Epistle is read among you, cause that it be read, also in the Church of the Laodiceans, &c. It is not [to the Church] for then you might have said that so it may be if the Church consisted of many Assemblies: But it is [in the Church] which intimateth that the Church was but one Assembly. And so that of Colossians answerably.

All these Texts and others such plainly tell us whether a Church there was one Assembly or many hundred.

3. This is made yet much more evident, by the Scriptures description of a Bishops work; even such as the Apostles then appointed over every Church. 1. They were to be the ordinary publick present teachers of all the Flock which they did oversee. 1 Thess. 5. 12, 13. Know them which labour among you, and are over you in the Lord, and esteem them highly in love for their work sake. Those then that were over every Church, were present with the Church, and laboured among them (which they could not do in one of our Dioceses, fasting as a man may be said to labour among a Kingdom, or the World, because they labour in it.)

Heb. 13. 8, 17, 24. Remember them which have the rule over you, which have spoken to you the word of God. Obey them that have the Rule over you, and submit your selves, for they watch for your souls as they that must give account. So that a Church was no bigger than the Bishops could speak the word of God to, and could watch for their souls. But I never saw the face of the Bishop of the Dioceses where I live, and know but very few men in his Dioceses that ever did see him.

2. And this care was to extend to the particular persons of the Flocks. Acts. 20. 20, 28, 31. I taught you publicly, and from house to house. Take heed to your selves, and to all the Flock over which the Holy Ghost hath made you Bishops, to feed (or rule) the Church of God, &c. Remember that by the space of three years I ceased not to warn every one night and day with tears.

1 Pet. 5. 2, 3. The Elders which are among you I exhort who am also an Elder, feed the Flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint, &c. That is, faith Doctor Hammond [The Bishops of your several Churches I exhort, take care of your several Churches, and govern them, not as Secular Rulers by force, but as Pastors do their Sheep by calling and going before them, that so they may follow of their own accord.] See also Doctor Hammond's Annot. on Heb. 13. 7, 17. 1 Thess. 5. 12, 13. And faith Doctor Jeremy Taylor, of Deptford. Pref. [I am sure we cannot give account of souls of which we have no notice.] (O terrible word to the undertakers of so many hundred Churches, and so many thousand or ten thousand souls which they never knew!)

This
This made Ignatius (as after cited) say, that The Bishop must look after or take account of each person as much as Servants and Maids. 

Object. But there may be more in a Parish than a Minister can know. Answ. If a Parish may be too large for a Bishop’s work, how little reason have they to make a Church, and take the Pastoral Care of many hundred Parishes? 2. We must judge by the ordinary common case. In a Parish a Minister may know every one, except it be some few strangers or retired persons, or except be a Parish or Church of too great a dwelling bigness: But in a Dioces of many hundred Churches, it is not one of a hundred that the Bishop will ever know. 3. I know by experience what may be done, whatever slothful persons say; I had a Parish of about three or four thousand souls; (A Market Town with twenty Villages) and except three or four Families that refused to come to me, whom yet I knew by other means) I knew not only the persons but the measures of all or almost all their understandings, in the Town, and my attendants in the Villages knew the rest by personal conference, each family coming to us by turns. 4. And where a Church is too large for one, there may be and must be attitant Ministers, and that may be done by many, which cannot be done by one alone.

Object. So may a Bishop and his Presbyters in a Diocese. Answ. In a Diocese of many Churches, the Presbyters only know the people, and do the Ministerial Office for them, except in some one or few Churches where the Bishop dwells and sometimes preacheth: But in the same Church, all the Ministers preach to the same persons ordinarily, (per vicer) and they all know them, and all watch over them, though they assist each other in particular offices for them. There is much difference between a School-master and his attendants in the same School, and one School-master only with several Ushers in many hundred Schools. As there is between a Master, Mistresses, and Steward ruling the same Family, and one Master with Stewards ruling many hundred Families; (of which more anon.)

3. Another part of the Bishop’s work in those times was to Baptize: For it was part of the Apostles’ work. Matt. 28. 19, 20. And how great a work was that, to try the people due preparations, and to see that they did understandingly and seriously what they did, I define no other proof than the great care taken in all the ancient Churches of this business, which brought up the custom of baptism twice a year.

Object. The Apostles baptized three thousand at once. Answ. The Jews were supposed to be bred up in the knowledge of other parts of Religion, and wanted only the knowledge of the true Messiah, and his Salvation, which might be taught them in a shorter time than the Gentiles could be taught the whole substance of Religion, that knew but little: Therefore as soon as the Jews were convinced of the true Messiah and the righteousness of Faith, and consented to the Covenant, they might be baptized. 2. The extraordinary effusions of the Spirit in that time, did make a shorter preparation sufficient. At least Baptizing must be an addition to the Bishop’s work.
4. As the Apostles laid hands on Believers to convey the Holy Ghost, so the Prelates think that the Bishops then Confirmed Believers with Imposition of hands, faith Doctor Hammond on Heb. 13. 1. To teach, exhort, confirm and impose hands, all which were the Bishops office in that place. And O what a work it is to know the persons of many hundred Parishes to be capable of Confirmation, and so to confirm them (of which more afterward.)

5. I need not prove that the Bishops then were the Masters of the Assemblies, and called them, appointing time and place, as the Rulers of the Synagogues did; which I beweeth that they were present with the Church Assemblies.

6. The Bishops administered the Lords Supper (as all confess) and therefore must have some Pastoral notice of the times of all the Church to receive it: which intimateth sufficiently the extent of the Church.

7. They went before the Assemblies usually in performance of the publick worship: They prayed with them, and praised God: And Doctor Hammond thinks that in all this in Scripture times, they had not so much as a Presbyter to assist them.

8. They admonished the unruly and disorderly, and received Accusations, and openly reproved and excommunicated the Impenitent. And O, how great a work is it to deal with one Sole-airight as must be done, before it cometh to Excommunication! Much more with all in a Parish. Much more in many hundred Parishes.

9. It is confessed that it was the Bishops work to absolve the penitent publicly. And then he must judge of their Repentance; and then he must try it: And for how many thousand can a Bishop do this, with the rest?

10. The Bishop did dismiss the Congregation with a Benediction (as is maintained by those that we dispute with:) and therefore must be present in it.

11. They were to visit and pray with the sick, and all the sick to send for them to that end, Jam. 4. 14. 'If any be sick among you let him call for the Elders of the Church, and let them pray over him.' Faith Doctor Hammond [Because there is no evidence whereby these (inferior Presbyters) may appear to have been brought into the Church so early. And because the visiting of the sick is anciently mentioned as one branch of the office of Bishops; therefore it may very reasonably be resolved, that the Bishops of the Church, one in each particular Church, but many in the universal, are here meant.] Though I am far from believing him that the sick person is bid to send but for one, when the term is plural, or that he must send for many out of other Churches, I will take his concession that this was the Bishops work.

12. Lastly, They were to take care of the poor, and of the Contributions and Church Stock, faith Doctor Hammond on 1 Cor. 12. 28. 'The supreme trust and charge was referred to the Apostles and Bishops of the Church.' So in the 4th Canon of the Apostles, the Bishop must have the care of the monies, so that by his power all be dispensed to the poor by the Presbyters and Deacons; and we command that he have in his power the Church Goods. So Justin Martyr, Apol. 2. That which
which is gathered is deposited by the Prefect or Bishop, and he helpeth or relieveth the Orphans and Widows, and becometh the Curator and Guardian of all absolutely that be in want. So Ignatius to Polycarp, After the Lord thou shalt be the Curator of the Widows. And Polycarp himself speaking of the Elders or Bishops, They visit and take care of all that are sick, not neglecting the Widows, the Orphans and the Poor. [So far Doctor Hammond.

So that by this time it is easy to see how great the ancient Churches were; yea, and how great they were to be continued; when all this is the Bishops Office and Work. We are willing that they have Diocesses as big as they can do this work in, even with a Confection of assisting Presbyters. There is no one of all these twelve alone that a Bishop can do for a Diocese of many score or hundred Churches. How much less all these set together? Nay, what one considerable Parith would not find a Bishop with divers assistants work enough in all these kinds, if it be faithfully done?

As for the doing of it per se aut per alium, I have so far confuted it before, as that I may be bold to tell them now, that they may also receive the reward in se aut in alio: And if he that will not work should not eat, quere whether they should eat per alium.

I add, If all this as Doctor Hammond maintaineth was made by the Spirit in the Apostles the Bishops work, if they may make new Church-Officers to commit part of their work to, there may be twelve sorts of Officers made by them for these twelve parts of their work. And then we shall better understand them.

Whatever is the work of a Bishop as a Presbyter, every Presbyter may and must do, according to his ability and opportunity: But whatever belonged to a Bishop as a Bishop, cannot be done by another, either Lay-man or Presbyter. Therefore let us have but Bishops enough to do it, or else confefs that it is no necessary work.

So great a trust as the Gospel and mens souls which Christ hath committed to Bishops, may not be cast upon others without his consent that did commit it to them. But they can shew no consent of Christ to make new Officers to do their work by. Timothy was to commit the same to others which he had received, 2 Tim.2.2. The things thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also. And who knoweth not that if a Tutor commit his work stately to another, he maketh that other a Tutor? And so if a Physician commit his work stately to another, or a Pilot, or the Master of a Family, he maketh the other a Physician, a Pilot, a Master? And so if a Bishop or Presbyter commit his work stately to another, he maketh that other a Bishop or Presbyter. And then that Bishop or Presbyter so made is himself obliged as well as empowered, and the work that he doth is his own work, and not his that delivered him his Commission. So that this doing these twelve parts of a Bishop's work per alium is a mere mockery, unless they speak unitly, and mean the making of all those to be Bishops as they are, or else by pernicious usurpation calling their trust and work on others. For if they could prove that God himself had instituted the Species.
of Sub-presbyters, it would be to do their own work, and not another man.

My next proof of the limitation of Churches in Scripture times is, that Deacons and Bishops were distinct Officers appointed to the same Churches. The Church which the Deacon was related to, was the very same, and of the same extent, with the Church which the Bishop was related to; as is plain in all Texts where they are described; Acts 6. 1 Tim. 3. Tit. 7. &c. But it is most clear that no Deacon then had the charge of many hundred Churches, or more than one such as I have described: Therefore neither had the Bishop of that Church.

They that have now extended the Office of the Deacons further, and have alienated them from their first works, of attending at the Sacred Tables, and taking care of the Poor, cannot deny but that this was at least a great part of their work in the Scripture times and some Ages after (at least when Jerome ad Evogr. described the Offices of the Presbyters and Deacons.) And was any man then made a Deacon to a Diocese? or to many hundred Churches? or to more than one? Did he attend the Tables of many Churches each Lords day at the same time? If you say that there were many Deacons, and some were in one Church and some in another, it is true: that is, They were in several Assemblies, which were every one a true Church, and they were oft many in one Assembly: But there was no one that was related to Many stated Church Assemblies; nor to a Church of a lesser size or magnitude than the Bishop was.

5. And that there was no Church then without a Bishop (one or more) is evident from Acts 14. 23. They ordained them Elders in every Church; compared with other Texts that call them Bishops: And Doctor Hammond shewed that these Elders were Bishops. And indeed it was not a Church (in a proper political sense) that had no Bishops formally or eminently. No more than there can be a Kingdom without a King, a School without a School-master, or a family without a Master.

Object. They are called Churches Acts 14. 23. before they had ordained Elders.

Ans. 1. It is not certain from the Text, for the name might be given from their state in fieri or which they were now entering into. If it were so, it is certain that the appellation was equivocal, as it is usual to distinguish the Kingdom from the King, the School from the School-master, the Family from the Master, but not in the strict political sense of the words, for that comprehendeth both. 2. The truth is, they were real political Churches before. For they had temporary unfixed Bishops, even the Apostles and Evangelists, that converted them, and officiated among them. Otherwise they could have held no Sacred Assemblies for holy Communion and the Lords Supper, as having none to administer it. The fixing of peculiar Bishops did not make them first Churches, but made them settled Churches in such an order as God would establish.

6. Lastly, The setting of Churches with Bishops in every City, Tit. 1. 5. doth show of what magnitude the Churches were in the Scripture times. For, 1. It is known that small Towns in Judea were called Cities. 2. And that Creta
CHAP. IV.

The same proved by the Concession of the most Learned
Defenders of Diocesan Prelacy.

Though the Scripture Evidence be most satisfactory in itself, yet in controversy it much cæth the mind that doubteth, to find the Cause fully and expressly granted, by those that most learnedly defend those consequents which it overthrows: And if I do not bring plain Concessions here, I will not deprecate the Readers indignation.

1. Among all Christians, the Papists are the highest Prelatists; And among all Papists the Jesuits; and among all the Jesuits Petavius, who hath written against Salmasius, &c. on this Subject. Petavius, Dissert. Ecclesiast. de Episcop. dignit. & juris. p. 22. concludes his first Chapter in which he had cited the chiefest of the Fathers; [Halicurus igitur ex antiquorum autoritate consecitur primis temporibus, Presbyterorum & Episcoporum non tantum apellationes, sed etiam ordinis, in eadem concursisse personas, iadem ut effent utrique.] i.e. Hitherto it is proved by the Authority of the Ancients, that in the first times, not only the Names, but the Orders, of Presbyters and Bishops did concur into the same persons, so that both were the same men.] And if so, I shall shew the consequents anon.

And pag. 23. He thus beginneth his third Chapter, as opening the only necessary way to avoid the Scripture Arguments against Episcopacy, [Si quis ommatilla scripturae loca diligentius exspectet, id necessario consequens ex ilis esse statuet, eos ipsos, qui ibi Presbyteri vocantur, plus aliquid quam similes suisse presbyteros, eunusmodo hodieque sunt: nee dubitabit, quin Episcopi succint iadem, non vocatum tantum, sed etiam potestatem.] i.e. [If any one will diligently weigh all those places of Scripture, he will conclude that this is the necessary consequent of them, that those that are there called Presbyters were somewhat more than simple Presbyters, and such as now they are: and he will not doubt but the same men were Bishops, not only in name, but in deed and in power.]
Pag. 24. [Exilition Presbyteros vel omnes, vel eorum plurique sic ordinatus esse Episcopi pariter ac presbyteri gradum obierunt.] I think that either all or most of the Presbyters were so ordained, as that they obtained both the degree of Bishop and of Presbyter. Which he proceedeth to shew that he thinks was done that there might be a store of Bishops prepared for all Countries. Pag. 25. he thus far differs from Doctor Hammond, but from not the truth, as to hold, that [Plures in eadem Ecclesia velut Ephefera Episcopi ficer.] [There were many Bishops in one Church, as in that of Ephesus.] Which he taketh for a particular Church, and not a Province; and faith, that the simple manners of the Church would then bear this, till Ambition had deprived men, and Charity and Humility and the imitation of Christ waxed cold: then came that which Hieronym speaketh of, that For a remedy of Schism one was chosen out of the company of Presbyters, and set above the rest.

So Pag. 26. In eadem capitale passim ambo conferebantur. And p. 27. Hoc si ita est, quid aliter restat nisi ut pene eodem (Nam plures una in Ecclesia fuisse tales, ejdem ex locis argumentum ducet) tam non eum illud duplex quam conveniens nominum potestatis & authoritatis unaque fuisse diceat.] that is [If this be so, what else remaineth, but that both the double name, and the agreeable double power and authority, be said to have been in the same persons (for that there were many of them in one Church, may be proved from the same places.)

And Pag. 95, 96, 97, 98, 99. he lieweth out of Justin Martyr, first, [That all things in the sacred Assemblies and Sacraments were done by the Bishop alone; and that he was the Curator and Moderator both of the Sacraments to be administered, and of teaching the people, and of the Churches money. The Bishop consecrated the Sacraments, and by the Deacons administered them to the people. He preacheth and preacheth. He had the care of the Church-money, and kept them with it; he relieved the Orphans, Widows, Sick, Prisoners, Travellers, &c. And from Tertullian, that the Christians received not the Sacrament from the hands of any but the Bishops. (Were there not then as many Bishops as Church-Assemblies? And that they chiefly did baptize.

And p. 112. he citeth the Can. 7. & 8. Concil. Gangrensis, which anathematizeth those that without the Bishops consent darst give or receive the Church Oblations, &c. And p. 141. of Proser de vita contempl. c. 22. that a Bishop must excel in knowledge, that he may instruct those that live under him. And p. 144, 145, 147. he citeth Can. 3. Concil. Arelat. 3. an. 813. [That every Bishop in his own Parish do perfectly and studiously teach the Presbyters and all the people, and not neglect to instruct them.] And Concil. Tironensi: 3. Can. 4. Let every Bishop diligently study by sacred preaching to inform the flock committed to him, what they must do, and what they must avoid. And Concil. Rhemont. 2. Can. 14. That Bishops preach the Word of God to all. And Concil. Cabilonsis: 3. Can. 1. [That Bishops be diligent in reading, and search the mysteries of Gods Word, that they may shew by the brightness of Doctrine in the Churches and cease not to satisye the souls subject to them, by nutriment of Gods Words.] And p. 147. That in the formula by which the Kings of France committed Episcopacy to any, it is said, Thou shalt study by daily Sermons to edifie, or polish, the people committed to you, according to Canonical Institution. And
And *ibid.* Can. 19. Concil. Constant. in Trullo, [The Church Presidents must every day, but especially the Lords day, teach all the Clergy and people, the things that belong to piety; gathering from the Scriptures the sentences and judgments of verity.]

And p. 149. he citeth Concil. Lateran. sub Innoc. 3. c. 10. allowing Bishops to take helpers in preaching when business or sickness hindered them. And p. 150, 152, 153. he mentioned it as somewhat rare, that at Alexandria Presbyters preached, and at Antioch Chrysostom, and at Hippo Augustine, while Felicianus and Valerius were Bishops.

I do not cite all this now to prove the sense of Antiquity, but the sense of Petavius, who plainly intimateth that the Churches were no larger of a long time, than that a Bishop might preach to all the Clergy and People every Lords day; and that in Scripture times all or near all the Presbyters were Bishops (which is it that we contend for;) and consequently you may judge what the Churches were.

And though it still look much farther than Scripture times, I will shew you what Petavius thought of the Magnitude of City-Churches, even near four hundred years after Christ, in Epiphanius's days, in his *Animadvers. on Epiphani. ad Her.* 69, p. 276. [Singularem time temporis Alexandriam tempore hunc sibi jussisse, vel saltem panes in Ecclesin sustinisse, &c. i.e. That this was a singular custom of Alexandria, or at least used in few Churches, you may hence conjecture, because he so expressly mentioneth this custom as peculiar to the Alexandrian Church; to wit, that in the same City there should be many Titles, to each of which should be assigned a proper Presbyter, who should there perform the Church Offices. But yet the same was formerly elsewhere instituted; that is, at Rome: where the Presbyters did every one rule his own people, being distributed by Titles (that is, settled Sub-Assemblies. To them the Bishops on the Lords days sent Leaven, or hallowed Bread in token of Communion.] See what a shift they were at first put to, lest the several Assemblies should seem several Churches. For it is not to be imagined that this was done to signifie that common Christian Communion which they had with all other Christian Churches, but that nearest Communion which belongeth to those that are embodied under one Pastor, or the same Pastor in Common, that is one particular Church. Even as if these divers Altars or Tables were at a distance in the same Church, and the Bishop would signifie the Union of the several Companies in the same Society, by sending some of the Bread which he had blessed to them all.

But Petavius proceedeth [*Non dubito majoribus duantur in urbisbus, &c.*] I doubt not but that it was in the Greater Cities only that there were more (than one) Titles within the bounds (or Liberties) when within the same Walls, they would not be contained and meet together; and so had Presbyters put on the several Churches. But in the smaller and less frequented Cities, there was one only Church, into which they all did come together. Of which sort were the Cities of Cyprus. And therefore Epiphanius noteth the custom of Alexandria, as a thing strange to his Country-men and unusual. Hence was the original of Parishes; which word was transferred from the Country Churches to the City Churches. And adding the παρα with their
their Bishops or Curators settled in Rome by Servius Tullius the faith. Quibus Christianorum in aquis Parvaei quam simillime fuerant; Nam et ille eπισκοποι, 

To which the Parishes of the Christians in the Countries were most like: For there also were Bishops, or rather (Choripiscopi) moral Bishops placed of old: which some Latin interpretations of the Canons call the Vices of the Bishops; but others far more rightly than they, the Country, or Village (Bishops) (of which more after.)

So that you see in Petavius opinion, even when Epiphanius wrote, the ordinary Cities of the World had but one Assembly in each City and Suburbs; And only some extraordinary Cities (of which only Alexandria could be named by Epiphanius, and Rome also by Petavius, and no more by any other Author) had divers setted Titles under their several Presbyters: And even those Titles in those two Cities were but Chappels, like our Parish Chappels, received consecrated Bread from the Bishops Church, left they should think that they were a distinct body of themselves. Yea, and that the Villages that had Assemblies had their proper Bishops. And so I dismis Petavius with thanks, for his free Concession.

2. bishop Downam

My next Witness is Bishop Downam, the strongest that hath written against Parish Bishops for Diocesanes; who, lib. 1. cap. 1. (before recited) faith, [Indeed at the very first Conversion of Cities, the whole number of the people converted, being somewhere not much greater than the number of Presbyters placed among them, were able to make but a small Congregation.] And cap. 6. pag. 104. [At the first, and namely the time of the Apostle Paul, the most of the Churches, so soon after their Conversion, did not each of them, exceed the proportion of a populous Congregation.] Though this reach not so low as Petavius Concession, it is as much as I need to the present busines.

3. Mede

My third Witness shall be that learned moderate man, Mr. Joseph Mede, who in his discourse of Churches, pag. 48, 49, 50. faith, [Nor more than this, it should seem that in those first times before Dioceses were divided into those lesser and subordinate Churches which we now call Parishes, and Presbyters assigned to them, they had not only one Altar to a Church or Dominium, but one Altar to a Church, taking Church for the Company or Corporation of the faithful united under one Bishop or Pastor; and that was in the City or place where the Bishop had his See and Residence. Like as the Jews had but one Altar and Temple for the whole Nation, united under one High Priest. And yet, as the Jews had their Synagogues, so perhaps might they have more Oratories than one though their Altar were but one, there namely where the Bishop was. Die solis, faith Justin Martyr, omnim qui vel in oppidis vel viri de gente in omnem locum Convexitus fit. Namely as he there tells us to celebrate, and participate the holy Eucharist. Why was this? but because they had not many places to celebrate it in. And unless this were so, whence came it else that a Schismatical Bishop was said, Confitttare or colocare alium altare? And that a Bishop and an Altar are made correlatives? See St. Cyprian, Epift. 40, 72, 73, de unit. Eccles. etc. So that Mr. Mede granteth that every Church that had a Bishop, had no more.
more people than communicated at one Altar. To which purpose he goeth on further to Ignatius Testimony, of which anon.


ward.

5. Grotius is large in his endeavours to prove, that not only every City had a Bishop, but also every stated Assembly, of which there were divers in one and the same City, and that the Government was not suited to the Temple way, but to the Synagogues; and as every Synagogue had its chief Ruler, of which there were many in a City, so had every Church in a City its Bishop; and that only the Church of Alexandria had the custom of having but one Bishop in the whole City. Thus he de Imper. Surn. Pot. p. 355, 356, 357. And in his Annot. in Tim. 5. 17. [Sec nandum est in urbe, sicam plur. Synagogas. & plures suff. Ecclesias, id est conventus Christianorum: & unique Ecclesia suff. sing. poesidem, qui populum alloquentur & Presbyteros ordinet: Alexandriae tamen cum suff. jurent, ut unus efficit in tota urbe preses qui ad docendum Presbyteros per urbem distribueret, deest nos Sazonen., 1. 1. c. 14. & Epiphanius, &c.]

Thus Grotius thought that of old every stated Assembly had a Bishop that had power of Ordination. I confess I interpret not Sazonen nor Epiphanius as Grotius doth, nor believe I that he can bring us frequent proof of two Churches with Bishops in one City (much less many;) unless in Doctor Hammond's instance before and after mentioned. But the rest I accept.

6. I may take it for a full Concession from Bishop Jeremy Tailor, which is before cited, though in few words; Pref. Treat. of Repent. [I am sure we cannot give account of souls of which we have no notice.] And I am sure a full Parish is as many as a more able and diligent man than ever I was, can take such notice of as to do the Parish Office to them.

7. But the last and greatest Champion for Diocesan is Doctor Hammond; his Concessions are mentioned before; but now are purposely to be cited: But remember still that we are yet speaking but of the matter of Fact.

In his Annot. in Act. 11. 30. he saith, [Although this Title of Presbyters to Elders, have been also extended to a second Order in the Church, and now it is only in use for them under the name of Presbyters, yet in the Scripture times it belonged principally, if not alone to Bishops, there being no evidence that any of the second order were then instituted; though soon after before the writing of Ignatius Epistles there were such instituted in all Churches.]

(Though so sudden a change be unlikely, I pass it by.) In his Dissert. p. 208. 209. 11. cap. 10. f. 19. 20. 21. & 11. f. 2. &c. he saith, [Ephraim non idque vocat unum eum quod pro conceito simul (in una c&vitate non suff. plures Episcopos.) Qui enim omnibus ecclesias civitatem plures simul Episcopi nunquam fuerint, nihil tamen obstat, quia in eadem civitate dum aliquid determinat cunx fureum, a dromus Apostolus ad fidem addicit, &c. as I have before more largely cited him.]


7. Doctor Hammond.
3. All the Divines in the same Cause.

8. Doctor Hammond of the 16th, Vindication against London Ministers, pag. 104. [And though I might truly say that for these more minute considerations or conjectures, wherein this Doctor differs from some others, he had the suffrages of many of the learned men of this Church at this day, and as far as he kneweth of all that embrace the same Cause with him.]

I purposely pass by such Bishops as Cranmer, Jewel, &c. and such conformable Divines as Doctor Whitaker, Fulke, &c. as being not high enough to be valued by those that I have now to do with. As Jewel, Art. 4. p. 171. heueth that every Church must have one Bishop and but one, and out of Cyprian that the Fraternitas universa was to chuse him; Et Episcopus delegat pulebe presente — de universae fraternitatis suffragio, Episcopus ei (Sabino) deferretur: And mentioneth the Referpt of Honorius the Emperor to Boniface, that [If two Bishops through division and contention happen to be chosen, we will that neither of them be allowed as Bishop; but that he only remain in the Apostolick Seat, whom out of the number of the Clergy, Godly discretion, and the consent of the whole Brotherhood, shall chuse by a new Election.] How big yet was the Church even then?

Now all this being asserted, 1. It is evident that they hold that in Scripture times, no Church consisted of more than one ordinary stated worshipping Assembly. 2. And that every such Assembly had a Bishop. For if there were no Presbyters, there could be no Assembly but where a Bishop was present: for the Lords days were then used for publick Worship; and the people could not do that without a Minister, for they had Communion in the Lords Supper ever
every Lords day: And therefore they must have a Bishop, or have no such Worship. And Doctor Hammond departeth from Petavius in holding that no Church had more Bishops than one: So that de facto he granteth all that I declare, 1. That the Churches were but so many Assemblies having each a Bishop. 2. And that no Sub-Presbyters were instituted in Scripture times. And by what right the change was made we shall enquire anon.

---

CHAP. V.

The same proved by the full Testimony of Antiquity.

That the particular Churches, in finem speciei vel ordinis, (of which combined Associated Churches were constituted) were no larger than is before described, and had but Unum Altare, I shall prove Historically from Antiquity.

1. And Order required that I begin with Clements Romanus.

But let the Reader still remember that while I cite him and others oft cited heretofore by many, I do it not to the same end, as they who thence prove that Bishops and Presbyters were then the same; but to prove the Churches to be but such single Congregations as are fore-described, Ep. ad Cor. pag. 54, 55. [Κατὰ χόρας ἢ πόλεις κυριακοῦντες, καθισονταί ἰπάρχεις ἀυτῷ, δοκιμάζοντες τὸ πιστεύων εἰς ἑπτακόσιον ἰς διακόνοις ἢ μελλόντων πιστεύειν.] i.e., Per regiones gessit & ubi sub ordine praedicantes, primitas con spirito probantes, Episcopos & Diaconos corum qui ereditari erant constitucion.] Here are these concurrent evidences to our purpose. 1. In that he speaketh only of Bishops and Deacons, and neither here nor elsewhere one syllable of any other Presbyters but Bishops, it is apparent that in those times there were no Subject-Presbyters distinct from Bishops in being: Nor could Doctor Hammond any other way answer Blondel here, but by confessing and maintaining this, and so expounding Clements as speaking of Bishops only before other Presbyters were in the Church. And if so, then there could be none but Churches of single Assemblies then, or such as one man could officiate in: because there was then no more to do it.

2. In that Cities and Countries are made the Seats of these Bishops: for though some would make them to be mentioned only as the places where the Apostles preached, the obvious plain sense of the words is connexive of preaching and constituting Bishops: by preaching they made believers in Cities and Countries, and over those believers they placed Bishops and Deacons; which implicit it to be in the same places. And whereas some would strain the word [χάρακ] to signify Provinces, and not Country Villages, it must then, as distinct from Cities, have meant [many Cities] and so have settled Bishops and Arch-

C 2 Bishops,
But Bishops, intimating Subject-Presbyters under them: But here is no such word or intention: Yea, when the Country are made first the Place of the Apostles preaching (as they confess) let any impartial man judge whether this be like to be the sense [They preached in Provinces, that is, in the Cities of Provinces, and in Cities.] And if there were Country Churches and Bishops setled by the Apostle's, its easy to see that each particular Church-Assembly had a Bishop, when even the City Churches themselves were no bigger than Petænius and others mention.

3. Ad hominem, Though I believe that the [τὸν πελλόνταν πιστεύν] eorum qui creditur eant, be intended only to signify the subsequence of believing to their preaching, yet waving that, to them that suppose it to intend the subsequence of believing to making Bishops, it must needs imply that the Churches then consisted but of few, and were yet to be filled up: But whether one Bishop have many Churches is a question which must be otherwise and aliunde decided.

4. The magnitude of the Churches is plainly intimtated, when he faith p. 57. [τοῖς κακοῦς καὶ ὅσιοῖς καὶ ὅσιοῖς, &c. Confituitus itaque ab illis vel deinceps ab aliis vi-ris cellibusque eandae confedere Ecclesiae qui incepserat eum Christo inferiorum, &c.] If the Bishops were chosen by the Consent of all the Church, it was no greater a Church than would and did meet to signify their consent; and not such as our Dioceses now are.

5. Also it is intimated by pag. 69. [If it be for me that Contention, Sedition and Schisms arise, I will depart, I will be gone whether you will, and will do what shall by the people be appointed; only let the Sheep-fold of Christ live in peace with the Presbyters appointed over it.] By which words it is evident, that it was such a particular Ovile or Church, where the Will of the people might be declared as a matter that bore much sway. But who can think that this is spoken of many Congregations, where the peoples Will could not easily be signified.

And it is farther manifest in that it was but for the sake of one or two that the Church of Corinth moved this sedition against the Presbyters (called also Bishops) pag. 62. Now how many Congregations that Church consisted of, where the interest of one or two was either so far concerned or so powerful, it is easy to conjecture; let all these together, and judge impartially.

I add (though out of season) that it was none of the Apostles meaning that those whom they made Bishops of such single Churches, without a Subject Order of Presbyters, should make such an Order of Subject Presbyters, and make themselves the Bishops of a Diocesan Church without any Bishops under them. For pag. 57. he faith, [And our Apostles by our Lord Jesus Christ knew, that contentions would arise about the name of Episcopacy; and for this cause being endued with perfect fore-knowledge, they appointed them aforesaid, and left the Courses (or Orders) of After-Ministers and Offices described, that others approved men might succeed in the place of the deceased, and might execute their Offices.] So that it was the same places and the same Offices which those ordained by the Apostles had, in which others must succeed them, which therefore were described by the Apostles, and not into others.
To confirm my Explication of *Clement*, note, that Grotenius himself Epist. 182. ad Bignon, giveth this as a reason to prove this Epistle of *Clement* to be genuine. *Quod miserrimum meminit exortis illius Episcoporum autoritas, quae Ecclesiae confecundus fluit Marci mortem Alexandriae, atque ex exemplo alibi introduci capitale plane, ut Paulus Apostolus offerdit, Ecclesiae communis Presbyterorum, qui idem omnes & Episcopi, consulit finisse gubernant.* that is, Because he nowhere maketh mention of that excelling authority of Bishops which began to be introduced at Alexandria by the custom of the Church, after the death of Mark, and in other places by that example: *but be plainly sheweth, as the Apostle Paul doth, that the Churches were governed by the Common Council of Presbyters, who were also Bishops.*

Note also, as aforesaid, that Doctor Hammond in *Dissert.* granteth as to matter of fact, that *Clement* speaketh but of the Bishops of single Congregations, whom he also calleth Presbyters, there being no other in the Church of Corinth.

II. My next Witness is *Pius Bishop of Rome*, in Epist. *Julio Episcopo s in Biblioth. Patr. Tom. 5, pag. 15*, mentioning only Bishops and Deacons: of which Doctor Hammond making the same Concession, still granteth that hitherto Bishops had but single Churches. (Of this more anon.)

III. My next and greatest Witness is *Ignatius*, in whom (to my admiration) the Diocesanes so much confide, as that *quasi pro ari& foris* they contend for the authority of his Epistles. I am as loth to lofe him as they are: therefore I will not meddle in Blondel’s controversie (against whom they say Doctor Pierscor is now writing.) In his Epistle to the *Philadelphians* he saith, [*ἐν τόσοις ἀντίθεσις, βῆμα τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ, ἐν τοῖς ἐπίσκοποις, ἐν τὸις διακόνοις, τοῖς συνεκκλησίοις, μ.δ.*] [There is in every Church one Altar, and one Bishop, with the Presbytery and the Deacons my fellow servants.] I am not able to devise better words to express my sense in. He saith not this of some one Church, but of all; nor yet as of an accident proper to those times of the Churches minority, but as of the Notes of every Churches Individuation or Hæcceity as they speak. The Unity of the Church is characterised by *One Altar*, and *One Bishop* with the Presbytery and Deacons. If [*πᾶν τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ*] were cut, it would not alter the sense, being plainly implied. Bishop Downes’s Explanation of *συνοικία* as if it signified Christ, is so forced and contrary to the evidence of the Text, that his own party quite forsoke him in it, and he needeth no confutation. For who ever before dreamed that the Unity or Individuality of each particular Church, consisted in having *one Christ*, who is the common Head of all Churches? *One Christ to every Church and one Bishop*, would signifie that every Church must have one several Christ, as well as one several Bishop. Nor is *συνοικία* so used by the Ancients, except when the Context sheweth that they speak by allusion of Christ. Matter Mead’s plain and certain Explication and Collection I gave you before; the same with ours.
As for them that say that many Congregations might *per sevices* come to one Altar to communicate, I answer, 1. Let them make Churches as big as can thus communicate and spare not; though there be necessary Chappells or Oratories besides. 2. But remember that every Church used to worship God publicly and to communicate, at least every Lords day; and that there was but One Altar to each Church, and therefore but one Communicating Congregation. Doctor Stillingfleet in his Schismatical Sermon is for my Explication.

Object. *It is meant of one Species of Altars, and not one Individual.*

Answer. Then it is meant also of one Species of Bishops in each Church, and not of one Individual.

Object. The practice of the Churches after fetweetb that they took it not for a sin, or Schism, to have several Altars in a Church.

Answer. I talk of nothing but matter of fact; it was the note of One Church when those Epistles were written: whether the Author was mistaken de jure, or whether after Ages grew wiser, or rather had fewer Bishops and more Altars for the sake of Carnal Interest, I judge not.

The same Author Epist. ad Smyrn. faith [*ubi utique apparet Episcopus, ibi est multitudo fit: quicummodum utique ubi est Christus Jesus, illic Catholica Ecclesia:*] as Usher's Lat. Trans. or [*τακτικος καθος τοις Χριστος Χριστιανοις Καθολικης Εκκλησιας:*] omnis exercitus ecclesiasticus. And the Context sheweth that this multitudo or plebs is the Church which the Bishop overseetb. Therefore *ubi Episcopus ubi Ecclesia est,* and so every Church had a prefent Bishop.

So in Epist. ad Magnes. he bids them [*All unitedly (or as one) run together to one Temple of God, as to one Altar, to one Jesus Christ.*] So that every Church had one Temple and one Altar to which (as a note of their Union in Christ) the whole Church must unanimously come.

So in Epist. ad Trull. he faith [*Et Episcopus typum Dei Patris omnium gerit; Presbyteri vero sunt confessus quidam, & conjunctis Apostolorum causs; sine his Ecclesia Eleusa non est; Nulla sine his Sanctaorum Congregatio; nulla Sanctorum Collegerio. Et postea, Quid vero aliud Sacrodomum est (vel Presbyterum) quam sacer causs, Conciliarii & sessores Episcopi? Quid Diaconi, &c.*] So that it is hard more plainly to express a thing in words, than this Author expresseth, that not only *de facie* every stated worthipping communicating Congregation had their Bishop, Presbyters and Deacons, but that *de jure* it ought to be so: And that there was no lawful Church Assembly for Worship, without the Bishop and his Presbyters ordinarily; and one Altar and one Bishop were the Notes of one Church.

And Epist. ad Polycarp. [*Sapere Congregationes sunt: ex nomine omnes quae: servos & ancillas ne desis tilt (ut Trans. Lat. Ush.) i.e. Keep often Congregations: Enquire (or look after) all (or every one) by name: despise not the Servants and the Maids.*] And how many Congregations at once that Church then had, or how great it was, when the Bishop himself was to look after every one by name, even the Men-servants and the Maids, I leave to their judgments who are willing to understand the truth.

Since
Since the writing of this (about thirteen years) I have seen Itae Vossius his 
Florentine Ignatius, Edit. 2. and also had some speech with Bishop Gunning, 
confidently denying that by ἐν θεασάμενοι is meant one material Altar or 
place of Communicating: I will therefore review the Texts of Ignatius accord-
ing to Itae Vossius, and answer this Bishops confident assertion.

1. Epist. ad Smyrn. p. 4. πᾶσας ταῖς ἡμέρας ὀνομαλογήτε, &c. Omnes Episcopum sequiminis ut Jesu Christi Patrem; & Presbyterum ut Apostolos; Diaconos autem reverendissimi ut Dei mandatum. Nullus sine Episcopo aliquid operetur corporum que convenient in Ecclesiam: Illa firma Gratiam adiuit (ἐν χρειάξει) reputetur, quae sub ipso est, vel quam uinque ipse concederit; ubi uinque apparuit Episcopus, illa multitudinis est: quemadmodum uinque ubi est Jesus Christus illic Catholica Ecclesia: Non licetum est sine Episcopo neque baptizare, neque agapae facere.

Here it is evident, 1. That by τὰ πάντα, the Multitude,] is meant the a-
sembling multitude, and not distant people many miles off.
2. That by Χάμπ μπορεῖ, is meant the personal visible appearing pre-
ence of the Bishop. And so that every Church-Assembly had a present Bishop or-
dinarily.
3. That by ἐν χρειάξει, is meant the Churches joyful laudatory Com-
munition, of which the Lords Supper was a chief part. And so that the Exobarilē 
was usually celebrated with and by the Bishop, and never but by his particular 
allowance to the Presbyters; not only a general allowance to do it commonly 
as Parish Priests do without him, but to do it in his Assembly either in cafe of 
his absence, or need, or as allifying him.
4. That by ἐκ τοῦ ὑπολογίου ἐκ τῶν ἐν χρειάξει, is meant the matters and persons of 
the particular Assembly: And so that every such Assembly had a present Super-
visor or Bishop.
5. That by ὀνομαλογήτε, is meant a local going whither he goeth, and an imi-
tation of him as present; and so that they had his visible presence.
6. That the prohibition of baptizing and holding their Love-feasts Meetings 
without him, signified not only [without his general licence at a distance; ] 
but as no Servants must do great matters in the house without the Master, so it 
implies here his ordinary presence and particular approbation of the single 
persons fitness for Baptism, and his conduct of their Love-feasts, and his al-
lowance in cafe of necessary absence.
7. That the same Assemblies had a Bishop, Presbyters and Deacons. For 
the same multitude is to follow the same Bishop, Presbyters and Deacons: And 
how could one Parish follow all the Presbyters of all other Parish Churches of a 
Dioces whom they never knew? And it is certain that it was the same Church 
that the Presbytery and Deacons here mentioned had: But Deacons were appro-
riated only to single Churches, and the people of one Parish-Assembly, were 
not to follow or obey the Deacons of all other distant Parish Churches.
8. And after he saith, [Salmo I co dignum Episcopum, & Deo decens Pres-
byterium, & conservos meos Deaconos & singillatim & communiter omnes. ] 
Which plainly dignifieth that it was the same City Church in Smyrna 
that
that had a Bishop, Presbytery and Deacons: For the scattered Presbyters of many distant Parishes cannot be meant by the Presbytery which is supposed present with the Bishop and Deacons.

11. The next in the Florentine Copy, is the Epistle to Polycarpe, where he faith to the Bishop, [“Let not the Widows be neglected: Next after the Lord, be thou the Curator of them: Let nothing be done without thy Sentence: and do thou nothing without God: and what thou dost let it be well stable: Let Congregations be often made: Seek all by name: despise not Servants and Maids: speak to thy Sisters to love the Lord, and be subject in flesh and spirit to their Husbands, and to the men to love their Wives. And the Men that marry, and the Women that are married, must make their union with the sentence of the Bishop, &c.”] Here it is evident, 1. That it was a Church of which Widows were a part that is here meant: But Widows then were special parts of particular Parish-Churches, and not common to a Diocese of many such.

2. It was such a Church where the Bishop himself was to take care of all the Widows, and see that they were not neglected: And that could not be done to a Diocese of many score or hundred Parishes.

3. It was a Church where the Bishop as present could see to all that was done.

4. It was a Church that was oft to assemble or be congregate: which a Diocese never doth: For it is frequent Congregations of the same persons that is here commanded or desired.

5. It was a Church so assembled that the Bishop could by name take an account who was absent by his own eye: Yea, even of the Servant-men and Maids.

6. And such as the Bishop could himself marry all that were married in it, or at least be their particular Counsellor therein: And exhort all Husband and Wives to their duties.

7. He after faith, [“I am of one soul with them that are subject to the Bishop, Presbyters and Deacons.”] Signifying that these three were the present Officers of one and the same particular Church.

III. The next is the Epistle to the Ephesians; where, 1. Pag.17. he willeth them to love their Bishop, and all of them to imitate him: which supposeth that they knew him (and so doth not one in an hundred in most of our Dioceses, nor ever see his face.)

2. Pag. 19. He tells them that [“They agree in the Sentence of the Bishop, and so doth the worthy Presbyters agree with him, as the strings of a Harp; and therefore in their consent and confounding love Jesus Christ is sung: and they are all made a Chorus, that being consonant in consent, receiving in unity divine melody, they might with one voice sing by Jesus Christ to the Father that he may hear them, and know by whom they do good.”] Where it is most plainly signified that it was a Church which sung to God by Christ in one Chorus, in unity of conceiving voice, under one Bishop and his Presbytery and Deacons present, and conducting them.

3. After
3. After pag. 20. he praieth them for being [confonsam in Unity with the Bishop, "For if any be not within the Altar, he is deprived of the Bread of God:"

"For if the prayer of one or two bare so great force, how much more that which is of the Bishop and all the Church? He therefore that cometh not to the same, is proud

and condemneth himself. And by how much you see the Bishop silent reverence him the more: for we must receive every one that the Lord of the house sendeth, as him that sent him: you must therefore look upon the Bishop manifest (or visibly present)

"as to the Lord. Oneinus praieth your Divine Order."]

Here it is plain that it was a Church where many, yea all the Church joyned prefentially in prayer with the Bishop, which a thousand Parishes (nor two) do not.

4. It was a Church where the Bishop was seen by all when he was silent; and so reverenced for his silent presence.

5. It was a Church, which they that wilfully absented themselves from were self-condemned: But a man can be but in one Parish at once.

6. It was a Church where they might all see τὸν ἐκκόσμον ἅθιολον, the Bishop manifest, that is, Perspicient, visible.

7. It was a Church where all that had the Sacred Bread were [within the Altar,] that is, the one Sacrarium, or place of communicating in the Eucharist.

8. And this was their εὐσεβεία, the Order of their Assembly.

After pag. 25. he faith ["Hasten therefore to assemble frequently, for the Eucharist (or thanksgiving) of God, and for Glory: For when you oft meet for the same thing, the powers of Satan are destroyed, and his perdition loosed in the concord of your faith."]

9. Here it is plain that it was a Church that used to meet together for the Eucharist; manifesting therein the concord of the faith of all the Church.

And after pag. 29. he faith, ["Because they who according to Man, do all by name meet commonly in Grace in one faith, and in Jesus Christ, in your obeying the Bishop, and Presbytery, with an undivided mind, breaking one bread, &c."]

10. Here it is signified that the Bishop and Presbytery were all present as Guides in one Assembly, which was that Church which they supervized.

11. And that it was such a Church that brake one Bread, professing one faith, in presence, with undivided minds. So plainly doth this Epistle decide our controversy.

IV. The next Epistle is Ad Magnesin. In which he faith, "Canto Ecclesiae in quibus Unionem ad Carnis & Spiritus. Union of Flesh signifies th local Communion.

2. Pag. 31. he faith, ["I am dignified to see you by Dama your Bishop worthy of God, and the worthy Presbyters Basilius and Apollonius, and my fellow Servant Sotion the Deacon, whom I enjoy because he is subject to the Bishop and Presbytery, &c."]

By which words it is plain that this Church which had a Bishop, Presbytery and Deacon, was a Parochial Church that had prefential Communion with them, and not as our Dioceses.

D
3. Pag. 33. Having mentioned the Bishop he faith, ["Because in the afore-
said persons I behold all the multitude, in faith and love I warn you, study to do
all in the concord of God, the Bishop presiding in the place of God, and the Presby-
ters in the stead of the Confession of the Apostles, and the Deacons, &c.
Which sheweth that it was a Church where Bishop, Presbyters and Deacons
fate together in presence.
4. And after it's said, ["Let there be nothing among you which may divide (or
separate) you; but be united to the Bishop and Presidents, &c. Which sheweth
the same present Presidency as aforesaid.
5. Pag. 33. He repeateth [without the Bishop and Presidents do nothing] which
no reason can interpret of any Presbyters but the present.
So 6. Pag. 34. ["Let nothing else seem reasonable proper to your selves; but
one Prayer for the same thing, one deprecation, one understanding, one hope in love:
and undefiled joy.
Which importeth their present Communion in Prayer and Profession.
7. He addeth, ["All of you run (or meet) together into one Temple of God,
as to one Altar.] This needeth only an impartial Reader, and it's plain.
8. And pag. 37. ["With your worthily honoured Bishop, and the worthily
Complex Spiritual Crown of your Presbytery, and the Deacons, &c.] Where
no Presbyters are mentioned but the Bishops Presbytery which state about him
in the Church, called the Complex Corona.
9. He addeth in union fit carnals & spiritualis, that is, of present bodies and
of minds.

V. The next is the Epistle to the Philadelphians: where praising them for
their union with their Bishop as the strings of a Harp, he faith, ["Study there-
fore to use one Eucharist (or Thanksgiving) that is, to joyn all together in the
Eucharistic Communion: ) For there is one Flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ,
and one Cup (that is, which is there Sacramentally represented and given) in
the Union of his Blood, one Altar, and one Bishop, with the Presbytery and the
Deacons my fellow Servants; that what you do, you may do according to God.
Here one Church is notified in its Unity by these marks.
1. That they all joyn in one Assembly for the Eucharist. Which signifieth one
Body and Blood of Christ. 2. And that there be one Altar for this Communion.
3. And one Bishop. 4. And one Presbytery with his Deacons with him.

But here Bishop Gunning saith, It is not meant of one material Altar.

Answ. 1. It must be noted that (as Master Mede and others have observed)
Συνιατολ is used in Church Writers for the Chancel, Sacrarium, or place
where the Altar stood, as well as for the Altar itself; Into which place the
Communicants only were admitted; to which form our Chancels are made.
2. And to be intra Altare is usually meant of being one admitted to that Eu-
charistical Communion. 3. And though as we give the Sacrament in private
houses to the sick, and have Chappels for the weak and distant, so ought some
great Churches then, and yet have but one Chancel, Altar or place for the Com-
Communion of the whole Church: 4. The express words, and the Context and sense fully shew that it is personal present Communion that is here spoken of, and therefore in one place. 5. The common use of the word in other Writers, sheweth it, (as being intra vel extra Altare, and setting up Altare contra Altare, that is separated Assemblies for such Communion. 6. The most learned and famous Expositors do expound it; such as Master Mede before cited, and Arch-Bishop Udper and others. 7. The Contradictors can feign no other probable sense. For,

1. If by the Altar they say is meant [One Chrift], 2. or one Species of Altars, these are before confuted, and are palpably false. He that is in another part of the World may come to an Altar of the fame species, which is nothing to the unity of a particular Church here spoken of. 3. If they say, It is called one Altar because under one Bishop, this maketh not many to be one, no more than many Temples. And if tropically it were so meant, it would be but a vain repetition, One Bishop being mentioned besides. And it is an Altar which the Bishop with his Presbytery is supposed to be present at, which cannot be All in a Dioces called One. Partiality can give no other probable sense.

Objec. 1. One Church it is known had many Altars.

Ansiv. Not then; no nor long after except at Rome and Alexandria: and then they were but as parts of Chapells, and not of Churches.

Objec. 2. It is said also, There is one Body of Chrift and one Cup, which cannot be meant literally.

Ansiv. It is well called One agreeably to our present sense: For, 1. It is one and the fame Bread, though not one piece, which is there present, consecrated and divided to them all; and one Cup or present quantity of Wine which is there distributed among them. 2. And it is One body and blood of sacrificed Chrift, which is in every Church represented and offered by One Bishop at one Altar. This doth but confirm our Exposition. But what can be so plain as to convince the prejudiced and unwilling?

2. Pag. 45. he willeth ["the Church to send a Deacon to Antioch as other neighbour Churches sent Bishops, and some Presbyters and Deacons." And can any man think that a Dioces met to chuse a Deacon to go on a vilit, or that it was a Diocesan Bishop that was sent by a Dioces, yea that all these neighbour Churches that sent them were so many Dioceses?

VI. The next is the Epiftle ad Trojefos. Where he faith of the Bishop that came to him, [That he saw all the multitude in him;] that is, the Assembly. And as before he bids them, [Do nothing without the Bishop, and be subject to the Presbytery; and that as to the Counsel of God, and Conjuncion of Apofites] adding, [For without these the Church is not called:] what can be plainer to shew that it was a Church that had a preuent Bishop and Council of Presbyters conjunct, without whom the Church was not lawfully called together? So that every Church had such.

2. And pag. 50. he faith again, [Not inflated, but being inseparable from God, Jesus Chrift, and the Bishop and the Orders of the Apofites (that is, the Council of Presbyters)]
Presbyters) He that is within the Altar is clean; and he that is without the Altar is not clean; that is, he that doth any thing (in the Church) without the Bishop, Presbytery and Deacon, is not clean in conference: which plainly sheweth that every Church-Assembly had a guiding Bishop, Presbytery and ministring Deacon.

3. Pag. 52. he saith, [I salute you from Smyrna with the Churches of God, which are present with me:] He had not then the presence of many Diocesses; nor were Bishops alone used to be called Churches: Therefore they were Church-Assemblies which he visited, and were with him, and about him.

4. Again he repeateth, [Be subject to the Bishop and Presbytery, and love one another with an inseparable heart.] Which hath the sence aforesaid.

VII. In the Epistle to the Romans, the words of the Church presiding in loco chori Romanorum is much spoken of already by many.

The Epistles aforesaid to him have much of the like kind; as Epist. ad Tarsenfer, pag. 86. Ad'Antiochenos, pag. 86, 87, 88. The Epist. ad Heroum Diaconom calleth the Presbyters of Antioch Bishops who baptize, sacrificse and impose hands.

So Epist. ad Philippenses, pag. 112.

If after all this evidence from Ignatius any will wrangle, let him wrangle: what words can be plain enough for such? And what a blind or blinding practice is it, which too many Writers for Prelacy have used? to pretend Ignatius to be for them, who is so much and plain against them? And to toss about the name of a Bishop and Presbytery, as if all that was said for a Parochial Bishop and Presbytery (that is, in a Church associated for personal presential Communion) was spoken for such a Diocefean Prelacy as putteth down and destroys all such Churches, Bishops and Presbyters.

And what falsehood is it to perfwade the World that we are against Episcopacy because we would have every Church to have a Bishop, and would not have all the Churches in England except Diocefean, to be unchurched and turned into Chappels or Oratories? When yet we refuse not to submit to more general Overfeers of many Churches, to see that the Pastors do their duty, and counsel and exhort them to it, whether appointed hereeto by the Magistrate, or the consent and choice of many Churches.

IV. Justin Martyr's Testimony is true, but most plain, and not to be evaded. Ἐπειδὴ προς Φέρεῖς, &c. Postea fratum preposito panis & poculum offerunt — Postquam prepositus gratias egit totiusque populus fangla omnia acclamavit: qui inter nos Diaconom vocantur dant unicumque partem panis & calicis dulci, super quos facia eit gratarum aetio, atque eiiam deferre sinunt absentibus — Die solis urbanorum ac mysticanorum catus sunt, ubi Apostolorum prophetarumque littera quoad fieri potest praegentur: Cessante Leitore Prepositus verba facit adhortatoria — Postbus consis emt omnem & preces offerimus: quibus finitus protrutus panis, vinum & aqua: Illam prepositus quantum potest preces offerit, & gratiarum actiones: Plebs vero A- men accinit. Inde confecrata distribuntur singulis, & absentebus mittuntur per Dioce- stos:

And de Corona Milit. cap. 3. Eucharistiae Sacramentum, & in tempore vitius, & omnibus mandatum a domino, etiam antelucanis senibus; nec de alterum manum, quam presidentium sumimus.

And further, [Aquam adituri itidem, sed aliquando prius in Ecclesia sub antifitas manu contulimus, nos remnucare Viabo & pune & angelis ejus.]

In all these words (and many more such in Tertullian) it is evident, 1. That then a Church was a Congregatiomet for holy Worship, and not many hundred.
dred Congregations making one Church *prima ordinis*. 2. That this Church had ordinarily a Bishop present (not present in one Congregation and many hundred without.) 3. That the Bishop baptized, and took the Confessions of the Baptized, and performed the ordinary Worship, and administered the Lords Supper. (Doctor Hammond himself maintaineth that it is the Bishop that Tertullian speaketh of.) 4. That Discipline was exercised in those Church Assemblies, and therefore the Bishop was present.

5. They took the Sacrament from none but the Bishops hand (save that the Deacon distributed it as from him) which proveth that the Bishop was present, when ever the Sacrament was administered. 6. They had these Assemblies every Lords day. All which set together plainly showeth that then ever Church had a present Bishop, (ordinarily) and was no more than one Congregation, met for such Communion as is described.

Cyprian in the Separation of Felix first and five Presbyters Epist. 44. (ed.Goul) pag 93. faith, [Dens unus & Chriftiun unus & una Ecclefla Altd Al- tare constitui, et Sacerdotium novum fieri pra- ter Union Altar & Unum Sacrarium non pert.] VI. And even in Cyprian's time the alteration was not great : Epift. 68. (Edit. Goulart.) p.201. he faith, [Proper quod plebe obsenque preceptis dominici & Deum metuent, &c.] i. e. [For which cause the people that are obedient to the Lords Commands and fear God, ought to separate themselves from a sinful Pre- late (or Bishop) and not to be present, at the Sacrifices of a Sacrilegious Priest; seeing they have the greatest power either of chusing worthy Priests, or of re- fusing the unworthy : which very thing we fee coming down by Divine Au- thority, that the Priest, the people being present, be chosen (or appointed) before the eyes of all, and by the publick judgment and testimony be approved worthy and fit. And so going on to prove the Divine Right hereof he addeth, which was before done so diligently and cautelously, the people being all called together, left any unworthy person should creep into the Ministry of the Altar, or the place of Priesthood. For that the Unworthy are some- times ordained, not according to the Will of God, but according to the pre- sumption of Man; and that these things are displeasing to God which come not of legitimate and just Ordination, God himself doth manifest by the Prophet Osee, saying, They made themselves a King, but not by me: And there- fore it is diligently to be observed, and held of Divine Tradition and Apo- stolical Observation, which with us also and almost all the Provinces is held, that for the right celebrating of Ordinations, all the next Bishops of the fame Province do come together, to that people over whom the Bishop (or Prelate) is set, and that the Bishop be appointed them, (or assigned) the people being present who fully know the life of every one, and have throughly seen the act of every one's Conversation: which also we saw done with you in the Or- dination of Sabinus our Colleague, that the Office of a Bishop was given (or delivered) him, and hands imposed on him, in the place of Bifildes, by the suffrage of the whole Fraternity, and by the judgment of the Bishops that had met together and had sent you Letters concerning him. And before Seu. 4. Dens infruitt, &c. "God intrusteth and sheweth that the Ordinations of Priests (that is, Bishops) ought not to be done but under the Confidence (that is, present sight and consent) of the assisting people, that the Laity
Lality being present, either the crimes of the bad may be detected, or the merits of the good predicated, and that Ordination be just and legitimate, which was examined by the suffrages and judgment of all.—

The Cafe is so plain in Cyprian that Pamphilus himself is forced thus to confess. [Non negamus verarem Electionis Episcoporum ritum, quo plebe prescnt, immo & suffragis plebis eligit eelent. Nam in Africa illam observationem confset ex eleclione Eradii successoris D. Augustini de quo extat Epifola ejus 120. In Grecia estat Chryfoftoni ex lib. 3. de Sacerdot. In Hispanis ex hoc Cypriani loco, & Hodor. lib. de Officinis. In Gallis ex Epif. Celestini, p. 2. Rome, ex iis que supra diximus Epif. ad Antoniam. Ubique citat alibi ex Epif. Leonis 87. Et perduodae sam constinedinem ad Gregor.1. usque ex ejus Epifolos ; Immo ad tempora ssique Caroli & Ludovici Imperat. ex 1. lib. Capitulorum coronandem falsis constat ; Verum Plebi sola suffragia concessa, non electio quae per subscriptionem fieri soler.— Hoc enim potissimum tum agebatur, ut invito plebi non darret Episcopus.—]

From hence now the quantity of their Churches may easily be gathered. 1. The people must be present. 2. And this must be All the people, the whole Lality of the Church. 3. They give their testimony of the life of the ordained. 4. They are supposed all to know his conversation. 5. This is the common custom of the Churches, in Africa and all other Countries.

Now I leave it to the consideration of sober minds how many Churches, or Congregations could do all this? Whether it was many hundred Churches that never saw the person, nor one another, that were to meet in one Church or place, to do all this? Or rather the Inhabitants of a Vicinity, using to assembl common for Communion, when even our Greater Parishes now are more than can thus meet and do all this?

2. Note also that when Cyprian imposeth it on the same people that chuse their Bishop, also to separate from one that is wicked, and not communicate with him in the Sacrament, it is most evident to him that is willing to understand, that this Bishop was to be the Teacher of all the people of that Church, and was to administer the Sacrament to them in the Congregation, and they had ordinary communion with him: For how else should they be called to separate from him, in the Sacrifice (as it's called.) Doth he command a thousand or a hundred distant Churches to separate from the Sacrifices of that Bishop, who never had local Communion with him (unless perhaps once in their lives as with a stranger.) The Impartial can hardly read these words, and not understand them.

Two Objections are here made. 1. Obj. All the People is put for all present, which is a part.

Ans. By such interpretations let God or Man say what they will, it will signify but what the Reader please. The Context and many concurrent expressions (new that (though busineses or sickness might hinder some Individuals,) it was the main body of the Congregation which is called Plebs Universa, or else it will be nonsensical.

2. Object. But if the same were the custom till the days of Charles and Lodovich, then it could not be all the people, for then it's known that the Diocese were larger: Therefore it must be but all that belonged to the Cathedral.  

Ans.
(32)

Antw. 1. Even till their days Christianity had not been received by the whole Cities or Parishes, in the greatest part of the Empire; but (according to the liberty then given when none were forced to be Christians,) the Christians were but few in many great Countries. It was long ere they were the greater number of the Inhabitants in France and Flanders; longer in England; and longer in Germany, and Hungary, and Poland; and longer in Sweden and Denmark, &c. 2. That it was no Cathedral Society distinct from other Congregations under the same Bishop in Cyprian's time, is most evident: There being no such distinction intimated, but contrarily all the Bishops Church or Fleck is spoken to: And how should one part of the Church come to have a right to refuse the Bishop more than all the rest? And in all ordinary Dioceses it was so long after: But it is true that at Rome, Alexandria, and the greater Churches, where the custom was continued, and yet the multitude of the people was so great that they could not half meet in one place; those that were forwardest crowded together, and oft committed Riots and Murders (as at the Election of Damascus, and others,) till by this, the custom was changed to avoid such tumults; and those that would not be in the Crowd stayed at home: And the nearest Neighbours commonly were they that met.

Objec. But do not we see that a whole County can meet to choose Parliament Men?

Antw. 1. No: It is only the Freeholders who are comparatively but a small part of the County. 2. It is in a Field, or Streets, and not in a Church. 3. It is commonly to judge of their Suffrages by comparing by the eye, the magnitude of the distinct Companies when they separate, or else by taking their Votes Man by Man in a long time, and not to do all in their hearing, and by their Counsel, as in this Case. 4. I have been at great Assemblies for such Elections of Parliament, in the Fields; and I never saw more together than have heard me preach in one Assembly, nor half so many as some London Parishes do contain: much less as a Diocese.

There is a great deal more in Cyprian to prove the thing in question, Epist. 3, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 26, 27, 28, 31, 33, 40, which would be tedious to the Reader (should I recite it.) 

A primordio Episcopatus mei statuerim nihil fine contento veste & sine confensione plebis meae privata sententia gerere—Prohibeatur offerre, & inter apud nos, & apud confessores, ipsor, & apud plebem universam causam sustineat.] Hae singularum tradita sit & imanda plenius ratio, non tantum cum Collegis meis, sed & cum plebe ipsa universa.— Vix plebi perteudo, immo extorque, ut tales patiatur admittis—Secundum vestra divina suffragia, Conjurationi & selectati de Ecclesia sponde se pellent—] By these and many such passages it is evident that even the famous Church of Carthage, under that famous Bishop was no greater than that all Church Affairs might be treated of in the hearing of all the Laity, and managed by their consent, and the Quality of each Presbyter and Communicant, and their faults fell under the Cognizance of the whole Church; not as Governors, but as interested for their own welfare, as the words declare.
VII. And here I think I may reasonably cite the Constitutions called Apostolical, which if not written by Clement were certainly for the most part of them very ancient, as being before Athanasius who mentioneth them. And the Learned and Sober Albinus, Obferv. Lib. I. p. 58. faith, [De constitutio- omnibus iijis nemini dubium esse debit, quin probus juixa & antiquus liber sit; ceteraque affirmare possim trecentis primis co ecle{siam Græcam, tanquam rituali & Pontificali usum esse; Quisque eas attente legiter, cadem de iijis que de canonibus judicabit, additis, viz. decursum temporum primis novas, quemadmodum & nove leges & constitutiones in regimine Ecclesiae, novis occasiouis catasis, fæta sunt.] that though they were not written by Clement or the Apostles, yet they were that Summary of Apostolical or Christian Discipline, which the Greek Churches much used for the first three hundred years; and that Additions were made by degrees.

But I cite them for nothing but the History, wherein they are of great account to acquaint us with the state of the Church in those times.

Lib. 2. Cap. 18. It is said, that [Omnium Episcoporum uram habet, & eorum qui non pecantur, ut non pecent, & eorum qui in pecatis sunt, ut pecassse penitet: Elit enim Dominus, Videte ne contaminatis nimirum ex pusillis iijis. Item penitentibus condonate oportet pecasse.] Quercica curam omnium si{siique tanquam rationem de pluribus re{diturnis: Ac si nos quidem conservar, lapus vero mone, & qui in jejunio preme{tr, levia in remissione, & eum qui luxuri recipe{t, enxta Ecclesia pro eo deprae{tante, &c.] And much more works he adds: Whereby it appeareth that the Billoprick was no greater than that he could take a personal care of every member, over the meanest, found and unfound: And that it was one Assembly where all did intercede for the restoring of the Penitent.

So cap. 20. opening the Billop's duty to the Laity, he repeateth, Omnes monens, omnes inercipans, &c. And ibid. Medice ergo Ecclesia Dominus admite medicinam quique agrocantium convenientem: Omnibus modis cura, sanz, sa{onz sanz redde Ecclesia; pa{ere gregem, non per vim, neque imperiose, cum libidini & despectu quasi dominatum tenes, sed tanquam bonus pastor in sumum ac complexum agnos congrugas & oves gravis bortar.

And it concerneth them to know well what they do, for cap. 2. Sei{te qua{d qui cum, qui injuriarum non fecit, effe{it, atu qui se convertit non recipit, fratren fium oecidit, & sanguinem ejus sus{dit, sint Cain sanguinem fratris sui sibi su{dum: cur{ jus sanguis, qui ad Deum clamat, requietur. - Simi{ter coe{cet ei qui ab Episcopo suo sine injusta causa fuerit excommunicatus: Qui tanquam poliferum eje{tum eum qui eit ex{tra culpam, is quidem savior ei{t inter{citore.- Violentior est ipso bomicida qui cor{pus perimit, is qui innocetem ex ecclesiae eje{t.

Et cap. 25. Oportet ut qui in Ecclesia a{sidui sunt eos Ecclesia adi (viz. Pontifi- ce{m, Sacre{dotes, L e v i t a r s,) where the Assembly is the Church which maintaineth the Billop and Presbyters.

And cap. 26. It is the Billop that to all the Church is, Mini{ter Verbi, scien{tiae cu{los, Mediator Dei & vetrum in iis quae ad eum colendum pertinent (that is, officiace{t in Church Worhip:) hic est magis pictus ac religiosus; hic est secundum Deum pater vis{ter, qui vos per aquam & Spiritum san{tum regeneravit, &c. Epif-
Episcopus igitur ubiis praesidet, in dignitate Dei et omnium, qui clerum sub potestate suae tenet, & reti populo praebet, Deaconus vero afficitur buic, &c. So that a Bishop's Church was no greater than that he could be the constant Teacher, Guide, Bapitzer, &c. of them all.

And cap. 27. All the Oblations were to be brought to the Bishop himself, by themselves that offered, or by the Deacons. Immo primitias quoque & decimas & que sponte offerentes; in eum probe novit affictus & unicus tribuit, ut congregat; non quis eadem die aut eadem hebdomadahis aut sepium accipient, alius vero nihil ponentes. So that the reason why all the Offerings, Tythes and Gifts in his whole Dioceses were brought to the Bishop himself, was, because he was well acquainted with all the Poor of his Dioceses, and was every day to relieve them, and see that one did not receive twice the same day, or the same Week, and another have none. How many hundred Churches think you had a Church then in the Belly of it? and how large was such a Diocese?

And cap. 28. In their Love-Feasts the Bishop was to have always his special part of the Feast, even sent him if he were absent. Sure if his Dioceses had six hundred or a thousand Parishes and as many Feasts, and some of them as far off as I am from the Cathedral Church (about four score Miles) it will cost more the Carriage of the Bishop's Supper than it is worth; and it will be cold, and it is well if it think not by the way. And the Presbyters that were all to have a double portion also of the Feast, are called tuncam Consiliorii Episcopi & Ecclesie Corona, sunt enim Consilium & Senatus Ecclesie. So that it was but one City Congregation yet that had Bishops and Presbyters and Deacons, &c.

And in cap. 30. and many Chapters there is mentioned often the Bishops doing all without any help save the Deacons, which would make one think that de fato Doctor Hammond was in the right, and that some of the Constitutions were written when in most Churches there was no Presbyters with the Bishop but Deacons only.

Cap. 32. If the Deacon knew any to be poor, he must tell the Bishop, and do nothing without him. How large was this Diocese? cap. 34. This Bishop must be loved as a Father, feared as a King, honoured as a God, offering him our Fruits and the works of our hands for his Blessing; giving him as God's Priest our First-fruits, Tythes, First-fruits of Corn, Wine, Oyl, Apples, Wool, and all that God shall give us.] Was all this carried him from many hundred Parishes, many more Miles?

And cap. 36. The Bishop's Church was no farther off than that all the Members were to come to it in the morning before they went to any work, and at Evening when they had done. How big was this Diocese?

Cap. 44. The Deacon is to be the Bishop's Eye, and Ear, and Mouth, and to help him, that he may not be overwhelmed with his work: If he had a thousand Subject Presbyters, one Deacon's help only would not have been named.

Cap. 56. The Bishop is to see that this Deacon speak Peace to every one that entreat into the Church to worship. Which implyeth that he was present in the Church.

Cap. 57. The description of a Church Order is, that the Bishop's Seat be in the
the midst, and that the Presbyters sit on each side of him, and so for the rest. And the Order of Officiating was, [that (the Deacons seeing all orderly keep their Seats,) the Reader first read the old Scriptures, and the Deacon or Presbyters the Gospels; then that the Presbyters exhort the people, not all at once, but one by one, and last of all the Bishop, &c.] These were then the Churches; where every Altar had a Bishop.

So cap. 50. *Cum doceat Episcopus, junce & mores populum frequentare quotidie Ecclesi-" "siam manu & vesperos, ut omnino abesse velit, inmodo affidere conscientia, neque Ullus subjaceat Ecclesiis mutulis faciat, & a corpore Christi innum brevium decorat: Necque enim de folis Sacerdotibus diutum est, sed potius quisque Laicis, &c.* So that a Bishop’s Diocesan or Church was so great, as that no one Lay Member should be absent Morning or Evening.

Lib. 4. cap. The Bishop had the particular care of all the Pupils, Widows, Labourers, Weak, Naked, Sick, Virgins, &c. And cap. 5. He is to know well who they be that offer all the Oblations; and is to reject the Oblations of all the Wicked: [For cap. 7. Let the Poor have never so much need, it is better perish by Famine, than receive anything from the Enemies of God, which may be contumelious to his Friends.]

Lib. 8. cap. 4. The Ordering of a Bishop must be (de quo nullis est querela; & qui sit a cuncto populo ex optimis quibusque electus, quo nominato & placente popula-" "ris in unam congregatur, non eum Presbyteris & Episcopos prescentibus, die Domini-" "rico, conscientia. Qui vero inter religiosos princeps Episcopos, percontetur Episcopos & populum, an ipse sit quem præfset potest? &c.* So that all the people of the Church came together to chuse and consent to the Bishop: no greater at that time was a Diocesan Church.

Cap. 12. *His periclitis dextram & levam ejus ut dixisse Magistro affiant.*—This is part of the Common Rubrick (of the best and eddest Liturgy that I know of recorded by Church History) for the celebrating the Sacrament. So that it sufficeth a Bishop to be then present in all Churches that had an Altar and Sacrament. The rest of the Liturgy, lib. 8. sufficeth fill the same presence of the Bishop. *Cap. 35. Congregabilis Episcopo Ecclesiis ad vesperos, &c.* It would be too long to recite all the Bishops part in the ordinary Offices of the Assembly. It is hence plain that in those Ages (unless it were very few; perhaps only Rome and Alexandria) no Bishops had more stated Assemblies or Churches that had Altars, or communicated, than one.

VIII. The Canons called the Apostles run just in the same strain with the Constitutions: And though by some of them it is apparent that (at least) all of them are not so old as many think, (As that which intimath that Rulers set up Clergy-men, &c.) yet they were elder than our Compound Diocesan Churches. For *Cap. 5.* It is said, [Omnibus aliquem primitie Episcopo & Presbyteris domum mittuntur; non super altare: Manifestum est autem quod Episcopus & Presbyteri inter Deacons & religios Clericos cur divident.] By which and many such passages it is evident that there was then but one Altar and one Bishop with his Presbytery and Deacons in a Church, as in
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Ignatius’s
Ignatius's time: and, that they all lived on the same Altar, together with the rest of the Gifts of the Church, Vid. & Can. 58.

The Can. 32. faith, [Signis Presbyter contemnens Episcopum suum, fcors ftcol-
ggerit & altare alud crederit, nihil habens quo reprehendar Episcopum in causa pie-
nitia, ant jujjitia, deponatur, quasi principalis amator existit.--- Hic autem post
imam & secundam & tertiam Episcopi obfervationem fieri convent. |] The fame is
in the Can. 5. Concil. Antioch. And to set up aluid Altare, & Altare contra Al-
tare is the Phrafe used then by many Writers, and Councils, to signify a div-
iding and separating from the Church, and setting up an Antichurch; All
which sheweth that then a Bishop's Church had but one Altar.

IX. Dionysius (whoever or whenever he wrote) doth so describe the Bishops
work as sheweth that he had but one Church and Presbytery to affift him. Cap.
4. de Ecclef. Hier. he tells us that [The Prefets did baptize those that were con-
verted.] and the Presbyters and Deacons did but affift him: And it is a very
long manner of baptizing which he there describeth, and all the Church were
called together to it, and joyned in it. And this was in times when the Infidels
were to be brought in, and converted, and baptized at Age, where Examina-
tions, Professions and Circumstances made it so long a work, as this alone
would have proved his Church to be no greater than aforesaid: much more
with the rest of the work which he describeth.

X. But Councils give the sureft testimonies to such matter of fact: Con-
cil. Agath. Can. 4. Signis etiam extra Parochias, & ubi legitimus eius ordinari-
usque conventus, Oratorium habere voluerit, religiosus festivitatibus ut ibi mis-
fam audiat, propter fatigationem familie, justa ordinatione permittimus. Pas-
cha vero, Natali Domini, Epiphanie, Ascensione Domini, Pentecoste, & natali
Sancti Johannis Baptiste, & siqu maxime dies, in festivitatis habentur, non nifi in civitatibus, aut Parochias audiam. This being decreed so late, when
Christians were increaded in the Countries, alloweth them, to avoid weariness
in travelling with their Families too far, to have Chappels or Oratories in the
remote parts of the Country (but fo that they come all to the City or Parish
Church on all the greatest Festivals.) Which sheweth that then the Church
was but one Assembly which all could joyn in to hear the word:

And that each of these City and Parish Churches had a Bishop of their own;
is apparent in what followeth, [Can. 30. Benedictionem super plebem in Ecclesia
fandere ant penitentem in Ecclesia benediete, Presbytero penitens non inebrit; that is,
[It shall not at all be lawful for a Presbyter to pronounce the Blessing on the people
in the Church, or to bless a Penitent in the Church.] Now thefe being (or one at
least) performed in every Church Assembly, when a Presbyter is forbidden to
do them, it is implied that a Bishop was present to do it himself: and fo that
every communicating Assembly had a Bishop.

And it's said, Can. 31. Missis die Domingo secularibus totas audire speciali ordine
precipimus; ita ut ante benedictionem fccerdois egressi populus non praematur, quod
fi fecerit, ab Episcopo publice confandatur. So that there must be a daily proun-
ciation
cation of the Blessing each Lords day, and that not by the Presbyters but the Bishop, who must rebuke them that go out before it; which sheweth that each Church had a Bishop.

And after, [Quo solemnitatem, id est Pascha & natales domini vel Pentecostes festivitatibus, cum Episcopis interesse neglectur, quam in civitatibus communiones vel beneditionis accipienda cause positis se neesse debeant, triennio communione pravitur Ecclesiae.] By which it appeareth that in a City there were no more Christians or Church-members, than could congregate with the Bishop on the Festivals for Communion; when all the neglecters were to be deprived of the Communion for three years.

XI. The Council at Eliberis Betic. An. 305. had nineteen Bishops, twenty six Presbyters, and the Deacons, & omnis Plebs stood by: which intimateth that these twenty six Presbyters and the Deacons were the main body of the Clergy under the nineteen Bishops; which was not two Presbyters to a Bishop: why else should the Deacons and all the Laity be there, if not all the Presbyters? And supposing that Plebs omnis here signifies not strictly all the Laity, yet it intimateth that the Churches were no greater than that so great a part of their Laity was there, as that Phrase might be well used of; which cannot be of our Compound Diocess.

XII. Concil. Gangrensis, cap. 7. No one was to receive the Oblations of Fruits, and the First-fruits, due to the Church, out of the Church. And cap. 8. None was to receive them but the Bishop, or he whom the Bishop appointed. This sheweth the quantity of the Diocess, and that every Church had one Altar and one Bishop.

XIII. In a Roman Council sub Silvester, it's said, [Ab omnii Ecclesiae digaster coniurandus Episcopus, nullo de membris Ecclesiae intercedente, & omni Ecclesiae conveniente: & nulii Episcopus licet sine cuma Ecclesiae a novissimo gradu utcunque ad primum ordinare Neophytum Silvester Papa dixit, A nobis incipientes moderamente levitatis judicarum, communemus ut nulii Episcopus licet quemlibet gradum Clerici ordinare aut conferare, nisi cum omni admissa Ecclesiae, si placet: & discretionis Episcopi, placent. What can be more fully said, [Let the bishop to be ordained be chosen by all the Church, no one of the Members of the Church being wanting, and all the Church meeting together. Let it be lawful for no Bishop without the whole Church to ordain.—- Not to ordain or consecrate any degree of Clergy-Man, but with the whole Church together in one. And how great then were the Churches, when even at Rome and all about it, The whole Church united, and every member could meet together at every Ordination and Consecration? I scarce know how a testimony can be plainer.

XIV. The Concil. Sardic. which first began to befriend the Grandeur of the Roman Bishop, was it that first forbade Bishops to be ordained in small Villages: yet note that even there it was not absolutely forbidden to all Villages; but only
only to such Villages and small Cities where one Presbyter was enough: But they allowed a Bishop to the Cities. [Quae Episcopos habuerunt, & sequa tam populosae eft Civitas vel Locus (mark Locus as distinct from Civitas) qui mercatur habere Episconm.] So that if there were but people enough for more than one Presbyter, they allowed them a Bishop.

And Can. 14. It is decreed that, [As no Lay-man must be above three Weeks from Church, so no Bishop from his own Church at another place.] Whereas if a Bishop have many Churches, or many hundred, or a thousand, he could be but at one in a Year, or two, or three, or more, if he did nothing but travel from Parish to Parish. Only in the next Canon, those that have Farms or Lands in the Country are dispensed with for three Weeks to be absent from their own Churches, so they go to another.

XV. In the Epistle of the 1. Concil. Nic. ad Ecclfs. Ægypt. (in Crab. pag. 262. T. 1.) Presbyters were to be made, [Solummodo dividantur digni, & populos eos elegerit, condecormente simul & designante maxime Alexandre Civitatis Episcopo.] Still the people that had the choice were no more than could meet to chuse.

And even in the Arabick Canons ascribed to this Council by some of late it's said, Can. 72. Sic Episcopi & Sacerdotes & Civitates suas & Altaria propter altas majorae relinquunt, male facerevint; which shews that each City even then had but one Altar or Meeting for Sacramental Communion: though when these were written, there were other Churches in Villages that had Altars.

And in Pifan. Can. 57. Archi-presbyter in absentia Episcopi honorentur tanquam Episcopus, quia eft loco ejus, & eft caput Sacerdotum qui sub potestate ejus sunt in Ecclesia. The Bishop then was but such a Head of Priests in the same Church, as an Arch-Presbyter might be in his absence.

And Cap. 9. The Vote of the whole Diocese without the Arch-bishop shall not serve to chuse a Bishop, though all gathered together.

XVI. The Concil. Vafense granted leave for Presbyters to preach and Deacons to read Homilies in Country Parishes, which sheweth both that Bishops were the ordinary Preachers to their whole Flocks before, and that these Parishes were yet but new, and perhaps but Chapels that yet had not Altars and the Lord's Supper.

XVII. Binnius in Concil. Ephes. 1. To. 2. cap. 20. faith, [Dalmatius told the Emperor that there were six thousand Bishops under the Metropolitan sent to the Council that were against Nestorius; ] And there was a great number on the other side with Fabian. Antiochen. who calld out Cyril and Memnon. How great think you were these Bishops Dioceces?

XVIII. Concil. Carth. 3. cap. 39. & 40. (in Crab) some would have had many (twelve) Bishops at each Bishop's Ordination; but Aurelius defined it might be but three, because [Crebro & pene per diem Dominicum ordinationes habemus] they had
had Ordinations almost every Lord's day, and Tripoli had but five Bishops. How big were these Dioeceses where the Bishops could meet almost every Lord's day for Ordinations; and five under Tripoly was an exceeding small number.

And cap. 40. If a Bishop were accused at his Ordination, the Cause was to be tried, In eadem plebe cui ordinandus est; And surely it was not to be in many hundred Congregations at once or per vicinis.

XIX. Concil. Antioch. (before this) Can.5. (pag. 321. in Crab.) Signis Presbyter aut Diaconus Episcopum proprium contemnens, se ab Ecclesia segregaverit & seorsum collegit Altare constituat (vel in secunda edit. & privatione apud se collectis populis Altare erigere anfis fuerit, &c.) This sheweth, 1. That the Presbyters then joined with the Bishop in the same Church. 2. And that then each Church had but one Altar, and to erect another Altar elsewhere, was to set up another Church.

Can. 8. Presbyteri qui sunt in agris Canonicus Epistolus dare non possint—Chorepiscopi autem—dare possint. This sheweth that then the Country Villages had Chorepiscopos with Presbyters.

Can. 10. Qui in eadem vel possidetionibus Chorepiscopi nominatnque quamvis manus impositionem Episcoporum pereceperit, & ut Episcopi consecrati sunt, tamen Sancte Synodo placuit, ut medium proprium recognoscat, ut gubernent sibi subjectas Ecclesias canonicque moderant in eadem contenti sunt. This sheweth that then the Churches in Villages had their Bishops, though under the City Bishops.

Can. 16. A Bishop that put himself into a vacant Church without the consent of a perfect Council, where must be the Metropolitane, must be cast out, et si canonicus populus quem dixit esse habere delegavit: which sheweth that the whole people were no more than could meet to choose him.

Can. 17, 18, 21. imply the same: Episcopus ab aliis Parochia non migret ad aliam, nec fons situs infilience, nec vi coelestis populo, nec ab Episcopo necessitate compulsionis: Manus autem in Ecclesia quam primitus adlocutus est. A Church and a Parish are here the same; and no greater than that the people could be the compilers, which implies their concurrence, which could not be in a Diocefs of many hundred Churches; but in one only.

Can. 23. The Goods of the Church are faithfully to be kept: which also are to be disposed by the Judgment and Power of the Bishop, to whom is committed the people, and the souls that are congregated in the Church: and it's manifest what things belong to the Church, with the knowledge of the Presbyters and Deacons that are about him, who cannot but know what are the Church Goods, &c. Here 1. The Church contained only the souls that were congregated in it, and not many Congregations. 2. All the Church Goods were known to the Presbyters and Deacons, so that the Bishop did dispose of them while he lived, but could alienate none at his death: which sheweth that it was but one Church or Congregation, where the Bishop and Presbyters joined in the Miniftry.
Cap. 25. hath the same Evidence : The Bishop dispenseth all the Goods and Lands of the Church, to all that need, but must not appropriate them to his Kindred, &c. but use them by the consent of his Presbyters and Deacons.

XX. Concil. Carthag. 4. cap. 14. The Bishop's dwelling was to be near the Church. (But if he had many Churches, they would have told which.) Can. 17. The Bishop was to exercice the care of Government of Widows, Orphans, and Strangers by his Arch-Presbyter and Arch-Deacon (which sheweth that they had not many Churches; where each appropriate Presbyter and Deacon did it.)

Can. 22. The Peoples consent and testimony was necessary to every Clerk ordained: (which sheweth how large the Churches or People were.)

Can. 35. The Bishop is ordered to sit above the Presbyters in the Church, and in their Confefts; but at home to know himself to be their Colleague: which sheweth that they were all belonging to one Church, and not to many far from each other.

XXI. Concil. Laodic. Presbyters must not go into the Church (or Sacrament as the other Ed.) before the Bishop, nor sit in the Seats, but must go in with the Bishop, or sit in lower Seats (till he comes.) Which sheweth that they were all in one Church. And if there had been many Churches distant where there were no Bishops but Presbyters only, it's like that Café would have been excepted, as well as is the Cafe of the Bishop's Sickfes and Purgation.] See Binnus three Verions, To. 1. pag. 292. and Crab's two Vol. 1. pag. 310.

Can. 28. Forbidding the Agape, or Church Feasts to be made in the Church, implieth that other Houefes could contain the Church Members. And Can. 58. Forbidding Oblationes fieri vel celebrari in donibus ab Episcopis vel Presbyteris, doth shew that till they built Chappels there was but one Congregation in a City, which was where the Bishop was.

XXII. Decretum Innocent. 1. P. Rom. (in Crab, Vol. 1. pag. 453.) Dicit, De construendis infantibus manifestum sit non ab alio, quam ab Episcopo fieri licet : Nam Presbyteri licet sint Sacrodotes, Pontifices tamen apicem non habent, &c. And for how many one Bishop can do this with all his other work also, you may judge.

XXIII. (To look back,) Concil. Carthag. 2. Can. 3. decreeth, [Christis conjuncto, & paullorum consecratio a Presbyteris non siant : Vel reconciliare quinque in publica missa, Presbytero non licere.] (Crab, pag. 424.) But this being an ordinary publick work, this supposeth the Bishop still present in every Church to do it, and to have a Church no more numerous than he could do it for: whereas if Discipline were but moderately exercised according to the ancient Canons, there could not be fewer than many hundreds in a day for the Bishop either to excommunicate or absolve in this Diocess where I live, Leg. Albaston, Not. pag. 268. And the fourth Can. fortifieth this by this exception, Si quis...
 quam in periculo fuerit constitutus & se reconciliandi divinis altariis petiverit, si Episco
copus absens fuerit, debebat utique Presbyter confiderre Episcopum, & se postea in
summum preceptum reconciliare. Where note that reconciliandi altariis is the Phrase for
being reconciled to the Churches: And that no Presbyter might do it but in
case of the perfons danger, the Bishops absence, and with the Bishops Com-
mand: Which still (Sewed that the Bishop was uffually present. And as Al-
basinens noteth, a Presbyter might not do it for a dying Man, till he had con-
Sulted the Bishop, and told him all the case, and had his Command: Which
Suppofeth him near (for the man may be dead before our Ministers can
ride to the Bishop and have his Commission) and Suppofeth the Church to be but
small.

XXIV. To make short, and leave no place for doubting, I will joyn several
Canons which decree that [No Man shall be a Clerk to two Churches, nor an
Abbot to two Monasteries, nor a Bishop to two Cities or Churches.]
So Concil. Oecumen. Nic. 2. Can. 15. (in Bin. pag. 394.) Clerici ab hoc
decinex tempore, in duabus Ecclesiis non colectur. Ab ipfa enim domini vece undi-
virus, non posse quenquam duobus dominis servire.
And Concil. Chaledon. Can. 10. junta Dionys. Non licet Clericum conscribi in
duabus fimilib Ecclesiis. And though then the Can. 17. Sowed that there were
Singularum Ecclesiarum Rudiice Parochie vel possefiones, yet these were but like
our Chapells, and not called Churches, but only the Bishops Church. And
if the Secular Power made any place a City, it was thereupon to follow the Secu-
was to have two Monasteries; Vid. Concil. Agath. Can. 38.
And Photius & Basilmon Nomocan. Tit. 1. cap. 20. pag. 21. No in una Pro-
vincia dux Metropolitani, aut in una Civitate duo Episcopi, aut in duabus Civitati-
ibus unus Clericus--- Neque in duabus Civitatibus quis potest esse Episcopus. ]
Excepting only (even then) Episcopum Tomensem: Ile enim reliquarum Ecclesia-
rum Scythike curram gerit, (Because the Christians were few, and from under
the Roman Power.) [Et Leontopolis Haerax sub Episcopo Iauropolis ef.] He
addeth, [Porr. 35 Cont. tit. 3. l. 1. Cod. c. 3. &c. ait. [Eum qui quanam-
quen veterem aut recente conditam civitatem, proprii Episcopatus jurce, alioque privilegio
privatis, tamen Principis permisiid faciat, in funta notant, multisique bonis constitutis, ac funt
incepsum irritum factis.] So that no City new or old might be
deprived of its Privilege of having a Bishop. Now seeing Corporations and
Market Towns are in the old fente Cities, and seeing Parish Churches such as
ours are true Churches (as Communities) how many Cities, and how many
hundreds Churches have many Bishops now? He addeth, Can. 15. c. 7. and faith
[Si non permittituerit eiusquam in duabus Ecclesiis Clericum fieri, multo magis presf\n duo Monasteriorum non moderabitur: Quemadmodum neque unum caput duo corpora.
Therefore by parly of reason much lefs should one Church-man or Bishop be
the head of many hundred or a thousand Bodies, without any subordinate Head
or Bishop under him. Why may not an Abbot as well rule a thousand Mona-
steries, per alios non Abbas. as a Bishop a thousand Churches per alios non E-
pis copos?

F
More Testimonies of Councils added to the former

Chap. 5.

Upon the Review, finding some considerable Evidences from Councils before omitted, some shall be here added.

1. The Roman Clergy called a Council at Rome, Bin. pag. 158. &c. faith, that in the Interregnum they had the charge of the Universal Church: and Cyprian wrote to them as the Governors of the Church of Rome, when they had been a year or two without a Bishop. And their Actions were not null.

2. A Carthage Council with Cyprian condemned even a dead man called Victor, because by his Will he left one Fanstius a Presbyter the Guardian of his Sons, and so called him off his Sacred Work to mind Secular things. Did this favour of Bishop's Secular Power, Magistracy or Domination?

3. How came the Carthage Councils to have so many hundreds in so narrow a room or space of Land, but that every polis Corporation or big Town had a Bishop? Anno 308. at a Carthage Council the very Donatists had two hundred and seventy Bishops. And at Arles two hundred Bishops heard the Donatists Cause.

4. The Landican Council decreed, Can. 46. that the Baptized should learn the Creed, and on Friday repeat it to the Bishops or Presbyters: which implied that a Bishop was present with every Church.

And Cap. 57. It is ordained that thenceforth Bishops should not be ordained in small Villages and Hamlets, but Visitors should be appointed them: But such Bishops as had hitherto been there ordained should do nothing without the Consequence of the City Bishop. Which implied, 1. That every big Town had a Bishop. 2. And Villages before.

5. Epiphanius, Har. 68. pag. 717. &c. faith, That Peter separated from Meletius in the same room, and as Meletius went to the Mines, be made new Bishops, and gathered new Churches; so that in several Cities there were two (Bishops and Churches:) Which implied that they were Congregations for Personal Communion.

6. The Nicene Council, cap. 8. alloweth Rural Bishops then in use, (whom Petavius proveth to have been true Bishops.)

7. Greg. Nazianz. pag. 528. &c. sheweth how Churches were enlarged and changed when the strife began between Mea & Tua, Antiqua & Nova, Nobilior & Ignobilior, Multitudine Opulentior aut Tenue.

8. After Lucifer Callistus ordained Paulinus, Antioch had long two Bishops, half being his Flock, and half cleaving to Meletius.

9. Nazianzen had in the great City of Constantinople but one of the small Churches, (the Arians having the greater,) till Theodosius gave him the greater: And those Hearers he was Bishop over.

10. A
10. A Council at Capua ordered that both the Bishops' Flocks in Antioch (under Evagrius and Flavian) should live together in Love and Peace.

11. Many Cities tolerated Novatian Bishops and Churches among them, and oft many other Diffenters. Which theweth that but part of the City were one Church.

12. The Council at Carthage (called the last by Binius) decreed that [Reconciliation of Penitents (as well as Chrisme and consecrating Virgins) is to be done only by the Bishops, except in great necessity: (For how many Parishes can a Bishop do all this and all the rest of his Office?) And when Christians were multiplied they that desired a Bishop where was none before, might have one. But else allud Altare is again forbidden to be set up.

13. Another Carthage Council decreeth, Can. 15. That the Bishop have but vile or cheap Household-stuff and a poor Table and Diet, and seek Authority or Dignity by his Faith and defect of Life. Can. 19. That he contend not for transitory things though provoked. Can. 23. That he bear no Cause but in the presence of his Presbyters: else it shall be void that is sentenced without them, unless confirmed by their presence. (Note, this being a constant work required a constant presence: and it is not a selected Chapter of Presbyters that is named: And must the of many hundred Parishes dwell in the City, or travel thither for daily Causes of Offenders? &c.) Can. 28, & 30. Bishops unjust Sentence void: and Judgment against the absent.

14. A Council at Agatho, Can. 3. faith, [If Bishops wrongfully excommunicate one, any other Bishop shall receive him:] Which implieth that the wronged person lived within reach of a Neighbour Bishop's Parish: For it doth not bind him to remove his Dwelling: And leave to go daily twenty or forty Miles to Church is a small kindness.

And I have already cited, Can. 63. If any Citizens on the great Solemnities, Easter, the Lord's Nativity or Whitelintide, shall neglect to meet where the Bishops are (seeing they are set in the Cities for Benediction and Communion) let them for three Years be deprived of the Communion of the Church.] So that even when Churches were enlarged, yet you see how great a part of them met in one place.

15. Divers Canons give the Bishop a third or fourth part of all the Church Profits: And if those Churches had been as big as our Dioceses, it would have been too much of all Conscience.

16. A Synod at Carpentoralis decreed, that the Bishop of the City shall not take all the Country Parish Maintenance to himself: Which implieth as the former, that his Country Parish was small.

17. A Council at Orleans, Anno 540. decreed, Can. 3. about ordaining a Bishop, that [Qui preponendus est omnibus, ab omnibus eligatur.] The Dioceses yet were not so large, but that All met to choose.

18. So Concil. Byzazen, faith, it must be [By the Election of all.]

19. Another at Orleans, Anno 545. faith, [No Citizen must celebrate Easter out of the City, because they must keep the principal Festivities in the presence of the Bishop, where the holy Assembly must be kept. But if any have a necessity to go abroad,
(44)

abroad, let him ask leave of the Bishop.] Here is but one City Assembly, and Individuals must be known to the Bishop, and ask his leave to go abroad. And Can. 5. faith, [A Bishop must be ordained in his own Church which he is to oversee.] Which implicit that he had but one Church and Country Chapels.

20. Another Orleans Council hath the like, deposing all Bishops that come not in by common consent: And requiring them both in their Cities and Territories to relieve the Poor from the Church-House.] Let us have such Dioceses as the Bishop can do this for; and we consent.

21. A Synod at Paris, Can. 8. says, [Let no Man be ordained a Bishop against the Will of the Citizens, nor any but whom the Election of the People and Clerks shall seek with plenary Will: None shall be put in by the Command of the Prince.] etc.

22. King Clodoveus called a Synod at Cabilone, which Can. 10. decreeth, [That all Ordination of Bishops be null that was otherwise made than by the Election of the Comprovincials, the Clerks, and the Citizens.]

23. The Conf. Trium. Can. 38. sheweth how the unhappy changes were made, decreing, [That whatever alteration the Imperial Power shall make on any City, the Ecclesiastical Order shall follow it.] And so if the King will make every Market Town a City, it shall have a Bishop. And if he will make but one or two cities in a Kingdom, there shall be but one or two Bishops; And if he will make one City Regent to others, that Bishop shall be so. Thus Rome, Constantinople, etc. came by their Superiority. But Hierotheus telleth us the contrary; that the Bishop of Tanaes, or any small City (like our least Corporations) was of equal Church-Dignity with Rome (or the greatest.)

24. The same Council, Can. 78. repeateth that, [All the Illuminates (that is, Baptized) must learn the Creed, and every Friday say it to the Bishop and Presbyters.] I hope they did not go every Friday such a Journey as Lincoln, York, or Norwich Dioceses, (no nor the least in England,) would have put them to; nor that the Bishop heard as many thousands every Friday as some of ours by that Canon should have heard.

25. Anno 672. at a Toledo Council, King Egica writeth a Sermon for them, and therein tells them, that [Every Parish that hath twelve Families must have their proper Governor (not a Curate that is no Governor.) But if it be less, it must be part of another's Charge.]

26. Anno 756. Pipin called a Council in France, whose Can. 1. is, that [Every City must have a Bishop.] And (as is beforefaid) every Corporate Town was a City.

27. In the Epitome of the old Canons sent by Pope Adrian to Carolus Magnus, published by Canisius, the eighth Antioch Canon is, [Country Presbyters may not give Canonical Epistles, but the Chorepiscopi.] By which it appeareth that the Chorepiscopi were Bishops, as Petavius proveth (in Epiphani. Arrias.) And Can. 14, 15. That [No Bishop be above three Weeks in another City, nor above two Weeks from his own Church.] Which intimateth that he had one single Church.

And
And Can. 19. That when a place wants a Bishop, he that held them must
not proudly hold them to himself, and hinder them from one; else he must
lose that which he hath.

28. The same Canons say (Can. 34.) If a Bishop, six Months after Administra-
tion of other Bishops, neglect to make Catholicks of the people belonging to his Seat,
any other shall obtain them that shall deliver them from their Heresie.] So that,
1. The Churches were not so big but that there might be divers in one
Town. 2. And converting the People is a better Title, than Parish Bounds.
29. It is there also decreed, [That no Bishop ordain or judge in another's Par-
tish: else it shall be void:] And they forbid [Foreign Judgments, because it is
unequit that he should be judged by Strangers, who ought to have Judges of the same
Province chosen by himself.] But our Diocesanis are Strangers to almost all the
People, and are not chosen by them. See the rest.

Also another is, that every Election of Bishops made by Magistrates be void:
yea, all that use the Secular Magistrate to get a Church must be deposed, and
separated, and all that join with him: Also if any exact Money; or for affec-
tion of his own, drive any from the Ministry, or segregate any of his Clergy, or
fliit the Temple.

30. A Council at Chalons under Carol. Magn. the Can. 15. condemneth
Arch-Deacons that exercise Domination over Parish-Presbyters, and take Fees
of them: as matter of Tyranny, and not of Order and Rectitude. And Can. 15.
faith, [It is reported of some brethren (Bishops) that they force them whom they are
about to ordain, to swear that they are worthy, and will not do contrary to the Can-
nons, and will be obedient to the Bishop that ordaineth them, and to the Church in
which they are ordained: Which Oath, because it is very dangerous we all agree
shall be forbidden.] By which it appeareth that, 1. The Diocesanis were not
yet so large as to need such subordinate Governors as ours have: Nor 2. Were
Oaths of Canonical Obedience to the Bishop and Church yet thought lawful,
but forbidden as dangerous.

31. A Council at Aquilegia, under Ludow. Pius, wrote an excellent Treatise
gathered out of the Fathers, to teach Bishops the true nature of their Office,
which hath much to my present use, but too long to be recited.

32. Upon Ebbos Flight that deposed Lud. Pius, the Arch-Bishoprick of
Rhones was void ten Years, and ruled by two Presbyters, Fulk and Hetho:
who were not then uncapable of governing the Flock: but it is not like that
they governed Neighbour Bishops.

33. Canisius tells us of a Concilium Regiaticum, and Can. 6. is, [That the
Arch-Presbyter examine every Master of a Family personally, and take account of
their Families and Lives, and receive their Confessions: And Can. 7. That a Pres-
byter in the absence of the Bishop may reconcile a Penitent by his Command, &c.]
Which shew that yet Diocesanis were not at the largest.

34. A Council at Papia, Anno 855. order yet, [That the Clergy and People
chose the Bishops: and yet that the Laity on pretence of their electing power: trample
not on the Arch-Presbyter, and that Great Men's Chappel's empty not Churches.

35. Yea,
55. Yea, Pope Nicholas, Tit. 8. c. 1. decreeth that no Bishops be ordained but by the Election or Consent of the Clergy and People.] When they became incapable of the ancient Order, yet they kept up the words of the old Canons.

36. This is intimated in the old Canons repeated at a Roman Council, Anno 868. [That if Bishops excommunicate any wrongfully, or for light Causes, and not restore them, the Neighbour Bishops shall take such to their Communion till the next Synod:] Which was the Bishop of the next Parish or Corporation, and not one that dwelt in another County out of reach.

And Can. 72. Because the Bishops hindered by other business, cannot go to all the Sick, the Presbyters (or any Christians) may anoint them. How big was the Dioceses when this Canon was first made? Who would give his business, rather than Distance, and Numbers, and Impossibility, as the reason why the Bishop of London, Lincoln, Norwich, &c. visit not all the Sick in their Dioceses?

37. Anno 869, till 879. was held a Council called General at Constantinople. The Can. 8. is, [Whereas it is reported that not only the Heretical and Usurpers, but some Orthodox Patriarchs also, for their own security have made men subscribe, (that is, to be true to them) the Synod judgeth that it shall be so no more; save only, that Men when they are made Bishops be required as sufficient to declare the soundness of their Faith: He that violateth this Sanction, let him be deprived of his Honour.]

But these later instances only shew the Reliefs of Primitive Purity and Simplicity, more evidently proved in the three first Centuries.

38. And he that will read the ancient Records of the Customs of Burying, will thence perceive the extent of Churches: Doctor Tilley (after cited) affirmeth (pag. 179. against Selden) that The Right of Burial place did first belong to the Cathedral Churches: And Parish Churches began so lately (as now understood, having no Bishops, and distinct from Cathedrals) that they could not be there buried, before they were built and in Being; which faith Selden, began in England seven hundred years after Christ; here one and there one; as a Patron erected it: Selden of Tythes, pag. 267. Yea, in seven hundred he findeth but one of Earl Pech in Bera; and in Anno 800 divers appropriate to Crowland; and so after. And it was the Character of a Parish Church to have Baptisterium & Sepulchrum, (pag. 262.) So that before a Bishop's Church however called, had but one place that had Baptisterium & Sepulchrum: Yea, long after that Parishes, had very few Members in most places, so long was it e'er the People were brought to Christianit: And they were then, as our Bishops make them now, not proper Churches, but Chappels of Eafe. Selden, (ibid. pag. 267.) tells you that Ralph Nevil Bishop of Chichester and Chancellor of England requested of the King that the Church of Saint Peter in Chichester might be pulled down, and laid to another Parish, because it was poor, having but two Parishioners. Sure it was never built for two Perfons: But it's like many were Heathens: Or if not so then, in the Years 700 and 800 they were fo, (Though Master Thomas Jones hath well proved that the British Churches
(47)

Churches were far extended before Gregory sent Aemilia, and that our Bishops and Religion are derived from them: ) Even at Tours in France in the days of Saint Martin, notwithstanding all his Miracles, the Christians were not so many as the Heathens, at least till one publick Miracle towards his later time convinced some.


CHAP. VI.

The same further confirmed by the Ancients.

I. Eusebii Demonstrat. Evangel. pag. 138. faith, [When he considered the Power of Christ's Word, how it persuaded innumerable Congregations of Men, and by those Ignoble and Ruffick Disciples of Jesus, μνεαϕάδοι ἐκατοσκισματικοι μεταριφθιμεναι Ecclesie were constituted, not in certain unknown and obscure places, but erected in the most famous Cities, (Rome, Alexandria and Antioch) through all Egypt and Lydia, through Europe and Asia, ἐπὶ καθοικώσας τῇ χώρᾳ παντὸς ἔλεος — in Villages and Countries or Regions and all sorts of Nations.] By this it appeareth that Villages-had Churches then.

II. Though of later date, consider the History of Patrick's Plantation of Churches in Ireland: who is said himself in his own time to have three hundred sixty-five Churches, and as many Bishops, and three thousand Presbyters; as Ninian reporteth. Not only Thornside taketh notice of this, but a better Author, Usber de Eccles. Brit. Primord. pag. 950. And faded in his Comment on Eusebii Origines Alex. pag. 86. from Antoninus and Vincentius, thus mentioneth it, [Certe tautum in orbis terrarum tunc temporis Episcoporum fignetum mirae forsan definet, quibus crediderit, quod de B. Paterno Hibernensi Antonius & Vincentius tradunt; Eam sedecim Jolum Ecclesia fundasset, 365. totidemque Episcopos ordinasset, praeter Presbyterorum 3000. Qua de re confilium placeat apud prestantissimum virum Jacobum Usserium, &c.] So that here was to every Church a Bishop and near ten Presbyters. (No Man will doubt but the Bishops themselves were taken out of the better sort of the Laity, and the Presbyters of the second sort; and all below many private Christians now among us.) "And were there three hundred sixty-five Cities think you in Ireland? Yea, or Corporations either? It's safe to conjecture what Churches these were.

III. All History, Fathers, and Councils consent, that every City was to have a Bishop and Presbytery to govern and teach the Christians of that City and the Country people near it; which is but a Parilh or Presbyterian Church. For the word πόλις signifies in the old common use, any big Town, yea little
little Towns that were distinct from Country Farms and scattering Villages: so that all our Corporations and Market Towns are Oppida and such Cities as πόλεως signified. Therefore even by this Rule we should have a Bishop to every such Town.

1. Crete was called Hecatompolis, as having an hundred Cities, as Homer faith it had. And what kind of Cities were those? Which were to have an hundred Churches and Bishops (in a small Island?)

2. Theocritus l.dyl. 13. de laudibus Ptolem. ver. 82. faith, that he had under his Government thirty three thousand three hundred and thirty πόλεως Cities: And if so, they must be as small as our Boroughs, if not some Villages: certainly he had not above twice the number of Cities eminently so called that Stephanus Byzantinus could find in the whole World, in his Book, πόλεως.

3. He that will peruse and compare the Texts in the New Testament that use the word πόλεως (above sixscore times) and see Grotius on Luk. 7. 11. &c. shall soon see that the word is there used for such Towns as I am mentioning, if not less.

IV. Sozomen, lib. 5. cap. 3. tells us, that Majuma which was Navale Gaza, being as part of its Suburbs, or the adjoining part but twenty Stades distant, was, because it had many Christians, honoured by Constantine with the name of a City, and had a Bishop of their own. And Julian in malice took from them the honour of being a City, but they kept their Bishop for all that. It had the same Magistrate with Gaza, and the same Military Governors, and the same Republick; but was diversified only by their Church-State. For, faith he, each had their own Bishop, and their own Clergy, and the Altars belonging to each Bishoprick were distinct: And therefore afterward the Bishop of Gaza laboured to subject the Clergy of Majuma to himself, saying, that it was unmeet that one City should have two Bishops: But a Council called for that purpose, did confirm the Church-Right of Majuma.

V. Gregory Nabesarianis called Thammaturgos, was by force made Bishop of that City, where all the Christians were but seventeen at his Ordination: such was the Bishop's Church. And when he had preached and done Miracles there till his Persecution, there is no mention of any Presbyter he had with him; but of his Deacon Mnisonius that fled with him. (Though when he died he left but seventeen unconverted.)

And when he had converted some at Comana, a small Town near him, he did not set a Presbyter over it, and make it part of his own Diocese, but appointed Alexander (the Collier) to be their Bishop; and that over a Church who were no more than ten and debated the Cafe of his Election and Reception. See Greg. Nyssen. in Orat. in Greg. Thamm. & Basil de Spirit. Sanctio, cap. 19. & Breviar. Roman. die 15 Novemb. & Menolog. Grec.

VI. Concil.
VI. Concil. Nic. Octoem. r. Can. 13. decreeth that every one that before death defireth the Sacrament, was to have it from the Bishop: One Ed. in Crab faith, Generaliter omni eculibus in exitu potito, & poefenti fibi Communionis gratiam tribui, Episcopus probabiliter ex oblatione dare debuit. The other Ed. faith, [Et eura & probatio fit Epifcopt.] We are content that the Diocefa be as great as the Bishop will perform this for to examine all such dying men, and give them the Sacrament, or send it them after his distinct Examination.

VII. Gregor. Nazianz. Epift. 22. pag. 786. To r. persuading the Church of Cesarea to choose Basil for their Bishop, sendeth his Letters to the Presbyters, the Monks, the Magiftrates, and the whole Laity.] And though I doubt not but by that time there were Country Congregations, by this the multitude of the City Church may be gathered, where the whole Laity could be consulted, and could chufe.

And Basil made this Gregory his chief friend Bishop of Saismis, a small poor dirty Town: And yet Gregory himself it seems had in some near Village a Choreaepiscopus with Presbyters and Deacons; as in Glycerius his Case appeareth, Epift. Greg. 205. pag. 900, 901.

And Nazianzum where he plaid the Bishop under his Father (two Bishops at once, one in Title, the other in Practice without Title) was but a small Town.

VIII. Basil an Arch-Bishop was so much against enlarging Diocefas, and taking in many Churches to one Bishop, that he taketh the advantage of the difference between him and Anthyminus to make many Bishops more in his Diocefas over small places: yea, it seemeth some places were so small as that they never before had any Pastors at all: as appeareth by Gregory Nazianzene, Epift. 28.

IX. Theodore tells us, lib. 4. cap. 20. Hift. Eccl. that even in the great Alexandria the Presbyters and Deacons were all but fourteen when Lucius came to banish them to Heliopolis, a City of Phoencia; which City had not one Christian in it. By which it appeareth, that even then under Christian Emperors, Christianitie was not received by the multitude, when some Cities had not a Christian.

X. Theodore ib. 1. 4. c. 16. faith, that when Eulogius and Protagoras, the Presbyters of Edessa, were banished to Antioch in Thebais, they found the moft of the people Heathens, and but few of the Church; yet had that little number a Bishop of their own.

XI. Id. 1. 4. c. 20. In Peter Bishop of Alexandria's Epiftle (wherein he sheweth fuch actions then done by the Soldiers in scorn of the Godly, proclaiming Turpitude not to be named under the name of scornful Preaching, as G have
have been done by others lately among us) it's said of Lucius, [Quis partes
in pi nequitia & improba factis agere imperere studebat, quique Episcoporum, non de-
sentis Episcoporum Orthodoxorum in unioni coniunctam, non suffragis vere Clerico-
rum, non postulatione Populi, ut secre Ecclesiae Canones prescribant.] So that great
Patriarch himself was chosen Postulatione Populi, as shewing the custom of all
the Churches; which beginning when the people were but one Congregation,
continued as it could in some degree when they came like a Presbyterian
Church (for even then it was no otherwise) to have many Congregations.

XII. Id. c 22. Faith that [Valens found the Orthodox even in the great
Patriarchal City of Antioch, in possession but of one Church, which good
Eratius the Emperor had given them; of which he dispossessed them. And
when they met afterwards to worship God at a Hill near the City, Valens lent

to disturb them thence.] And Cap. 23. Flavianus and Diodorus Presbyters (Me-
letius the Bisho\p being, banished) led them to a River side, where they congre-
gated, till they were thence also driven by the Emperor. And Flavianus when he
could not preach, collected Matter, Reasons, and holy Sentences, (as Sermon-
Notes) for others to preach (in the Gymnasiwm Beliicum) where they resolved to
meet whatever came on it. Then Aphraates a Monk taught them, and when
Valens told him that Monks must pray in private, and not preach in publick,
Aphraates told the Emperor that he had set the House of God our Father on
fire, and troubled the Church, and therefore he was called to its publick help
(to shew how far they obeyed a silencing Emperor.) By all which it appear-
eth that even then the Orthodox Patriarchal Church of Antioch was but one
Assembly which met in one only place at once.

XIII. Id. l. 4. c. 29. When Terentius the Emperor's victorious General,
being Orthodox) was bid by the Emperor to ask what he would of him as a
Reward, he asked but One Church for the Orthodox, and was denied it,
which intimateth their numbers.

XIV. Dolichea where Epfebius made Maris Bishop, was partum Oppidum, a
little Town (and infected with Arianism,) where an Arian Woman killed En-
febius with a Tile when he went to ordain Maris Bishop. Theodor. lib. 5.
cap. 4.

XV. Epfeb. Eccles. Hist. l. 5. c. 16. tells us that Apollonius faith of Alexan-
der a Montanist Bisho\p, that the Congregation whereof he was Pastor, because
he was a Thief, would not admit him.] By which it appeareth that his Church
was but one Congregation.

And l. 7. c. 29. The Synod of Antioch say of Dionysius Alexander, that he
wrote not to the person of Paulus Samosatensis; but to the whole Congregation
(that is, his Church.) And they say [He licensed the Bishops and Minifters of
the adjoining Villages and Cities to preach to the People.] Which sheweth
what Dioce\ses and Churches then were.

XVI. Socrates.
XVI. Socrates, l. 1. c. 8. tells us that Spiritidn was at the same time a Bishop and a Shepherd.] And whether his Parish was one Church or many hundred you may easily judge, when so holy a Man could spare time all the Week to keep his sheep.

XVII. When Constant the Emperor affrighted Constantinus to restore Athanasius, Constantinus craved of Athanasius that the Arrians in Alexandria might have one Church to themselves: Athanasius told him, It was in his power to command and execute; but craved also a request of him, which was that in all Cities there might also be one Church granted for them that communicated not with the Arrians: But the Eastern Arrian Bishops hearing that, put off the decision of both the Requests.] By which a willing person may conjecture at the quantity of the Episcopall Churches in those times.

XVIII. Even in Ambrose's days the great Church of Milan was no greater than could meet in one Temple to chuse a Bishop: And Ambrose was chosen by them. Socrat. l. 4. c. 25.

And Brionius, in Vita Ambrosii c. Paulino, faith, (pag. 9.) [Quad solitus erat circa Baptizandos solum impuler, quinque postea Episcopi tempore quo decessit vix impulerent.] What then was all the rest of his work? and how many Churches could he thus oversee?

And the Arrians, for whom the Emperor made all that stir with Ambrose, were so few in Milan, that when the Emperor would have had one Church for them, and could not get it by fair means or force, Ambrose thus jefteth at the Empefr and the Arrian Goather; Quibus ut alin planctrum sedes erat, ita nume planctrum Ecclesia et; Quoniam sancta illa processerit, secum suos omnes exibit hie.] Her Coach is their Church; and which way thefe goeth, the carrieth all her Congregations with her.

Ambrose: de Offic. To. 4. c. 1. sheweth that teaching his Church is the Bishop's Office: And de iniitidus, c. 2. p. 163. To. 4. he faith to the baptiz'd perfon, [Vidisti illic (in Sacram) Levitam, vidisti Sacerdotem, vidisti summam Sacerdotem.] In which he intimateth that the Bifhop (as the Chief Priest) was present in the Church with his Presbyters at Baptizings. Which sheweth that they had not a multitude of Churches without Bishops. And de Sacram. l. 1. c. 1. how the Bifhop himfelf muft touch with Oyl the Nofterls of all that were baptiz'd, with other Ceremonies after mentioned, fheweth that he was ufually prefent at every Baptizin.

And de Sacram. l. 2. c. 1. he giveth the reason why he did wash the Feet of all that were baptiz'd, and the Church of Rome did not, Vide ne forte praper multitudo in declinat.] [Perhaps they decline it because of the multitude.] But all the Diocefs of Milan (as a Bifhoprick, not as an Arch-Bifhoprick) had no fuch multitudes, but that besides all his other work, Ambrose could have time to wash the feet of every one that was baptiz'd.
(52)

And cap. 3. Ecclesie contituia & consideratione to ipse commenda — The Church was present then. And by this work what his Church was, he celebrated the Sacrament daily: Accipio quotidie quod quotidie tibi profite: sic vive ut quotidie mercearis accipere: Quis non meretur quotidie accipere, non meretur post annum accipere.

And how he discharged all this you may perceive, de Dignit. Sacerdot. cap. 3. Episcopus, non alius nisi Episcopus opera designat, ut omne operc, magis quam professione nesciat, plus meriit esse Episcopum, quam quod nomine, vocetur. Quis fient nihit esse diximus Episcopus excellentissimus, sic nihil est mereri nisi de sancta vita Episcopus periclitetur: Si Sacerdos in crimen tenetatur. (He thought not as too many now do, that the Name and Seat of Bishop or Priest can do more to hallow Perfections, Worldliness and other Crimes, than the Crimes can do to unhallow the Bishop or Priest.)

And lib. 5. To. 4. pag. 180, having mentioned [The Husband of one Wife] he addeth, [Si vero ad altiorum sensim confectionem, inibi, ditum interpare Ecclesiis.] A Bishop must no more have two Churches than a Husband have two Wives. But some Bishops imitate Solomon’s Lust rather than his Wisdom, and will have above a thousand Churches, as Wives or Concubines.

Adding, Qui sipendis tantum contentus Ecclesie sit, penitus non ambat, que novit esse superfisna. Covetousness hath enlarged Dioceses.

And cap. 5. Cum dominatur populis, & anima servit Daemoni. When he Lords it over the people, his own Soul is a Slave to the Devil.

And cap. 6. Nam quid alii inter pretator Episcopus nifi superinspeclor? Maxime cum solio editore, in Ecclesia resideat ut ita cunctios respondat, ut cunctorum oculi in ipsum reverent. So that it is from the oversight of one Congregation where he sits among and above the Presbyters, that he is called a Bishop, and not from Churches which he overlooketh indeed, but seeth not, and might well be said to be an Overseer in our vulgar sense, as it signifies one that overlooketh or observeth not, were he, as many now.

And of so small a place as Forum Cornelii, instead of committing it to a subject Presbyter, he saith, (Epist. 63. p. 111. ad Constant. Acaniocrern Episcopum) Commendo tibi fili Ecclesiam, que est ad forum Cornelii, quocum de proximo invitas frequentes, donec ei ordinetur Episcopus.

And pag. 117. Ad Eccles. Vercellens, post obitum Eusebii Epi. he writeth to them thus to chuse another, Qii tumo magis ubi plebs est in nomine domini Congregation; ubi Universorum Petulatia congruit, dubitate ver necquam popup, uthum ibi dominum Jesum & voluntatis authorem, & petitionis arbitrum fore, & ordinationis presulem, vel largitorem gratiae.] So that this famous Church was no greater than all the people could meet and agree in the Choice or Petulation of a Bishop.

So To. 4. de Punitent. 1. 5. c. 15. Tota Ecclesias suscipimus pessoris cui compassionem & fletum, & orationem & dolore sit. By which it seems that all the Church (that is, so great a part as might be called all) was used to be present each meeting when Penitents lamented their sin.
And in To. 3. p. 183. in 1 Cor. 11. he faith, that the Angels before whom the Women in the Church must be veiled, are the Bishops as God's Vicars? which intimateth that ordinarily every Church-Assembly was to have a Bishop present.

And ibid. Hoc notat qui sic in Ecclesia conveniendi, ut munera sua offerentes advententibus Presbyteris, quia adhuc rectores Ecclesiae non omnibus locis fuerant constituti, &c. And p. 161. in Rom. 1. 2. Propterea Ecclesia scribit, quia adhuc singulis Ecclesiis Rectores non erant instituti. By which you may conjecture what he thought of the magnitude of Churches then.

Tom. 3. p. 89. He fo far acknowledgeth the People to have elected him, that he calleth them on that account his Parents, who in other respects were his Children, (in Lk. 18.) Vos nibi estis Parents, qui Saecrodium tuitis: Vos inquam Fili, vel Parents: Fili singuli, Universi Parents. (Like Hooker's Singulis Major, Universi Minor.) Where you see, that the whole Church (and not a thoufandth part) did chuse him Bishop.

And To. 3. p. 180. in 1 Cor. 14. Verum est, quia in Ecclesia (that is in every Church) Vos estis Episcopus (not in hundreds of Churches.) For he faith, ibid. in 1 Cor. 12. Et quia ab uno Deo Patre sunt omnis singuli Episcopos singulis Ecclesiis preside decrevit.] He decreed that there should be to every Church a several Bishop.

When I cite all this of the state of that famous Church of Milan, where the Emperor himself did oft reside, and which presumed to differ in Customs from Rome, I leave you to gather how it was before Christian Emperors, and in all the ordinary Churches.

XIX. Augustine was chosen by the people, and brought to the Bishop to be ordained. Vit. cap. 4. And cap. 5. Valerius the Bishop gave him power to preach before him contrary to the use of the African Churches, but according to the custom of the Eastern Churches.] Which sheweth that Augustine while Presbyter (and so other Presbyters ordinarily) was in the same Congregation with the Bishop, and not in another. And upon this other Churches took up the same custom.

And cap. 21. it's said, [In Ordinandis Sacerdotibus & Clericis Confracion majorum Christianorum, & consuetudinem Ecclesiae sequendum esset arbitratur:—And cap. 25. Cum ipsa semper Clerici Una etiam domo & mensa, sumpiensque communibus alebamur, & vigiliamur. Yea, he ordered just how many Cups in a day his Clergy-men with him should drink; and if any swore an Oath he left one of his Cups. (Through God's Mercy sober Godly Ministers now need no such Law.) By this it evidently appeareth that the Church which he and his Presbyters ruled, was not many hundred, but one Congregation, or City-Church: There being no mention of any Country Presbyters that he had elsewhere, as far as I remember.

And when Augustine was dying, the People with one consent, accepted of his choice of Erasmius to be his Successor; Epist. 110. pag. 195. To recite all that is in Augustin's Works intimating these Church-limits, would be tedious.

XX. Epi-
XX. *Epiphanius*’s Testimony I have before mentioned, as produced by *Pettavius*, that there were few Cities, if any besides *Alexandria* in those Countries that had more than one Congregation; and particularly none of his own. And Doctor *Hammond* trueth to him and *Irenæus* to prove that the Apostles settled single Bishops in single Congregations in many places without any Sub-Presbyters.

XXI. *Socrates*, l. 5. c. 21. *faith, [The Church of Antioch in Syria] is situated contrary to other Churches: for the Altar stands not to the East, but to the West.*] Which Speech implieth that (besides Chappels if any) there was but one Church that was notable in *Antioch*; while he calleth it [*The Church at Antioch,*] without distinction from any other there.

XXII. *Socrates*, l. 7. c. 3. *tells us a notable story of Theodofius Bishop of Synada;* who went to *Constantinople* for Power to persecute *Agapetus* the *Macedonian* Bishop in that City. But while he was absent *Agapetus* turned *Orthodox*, and his Church and the Orthodox Church joyned together, and made *Agapetus* Bishop; and excluded *Theodofius* who made his Complaint of it to *Atticus* the Patriarch of *Constantinople* (a wise and peaceable Man) who desired *Theodofius* to live quietly in private, because it was for the Churches good.] (May such causes oft have such decisions, and Lordly troublesome Prelates such success.) By which story you may guess how many Congregations both Parties made in *Synada*.

XXIII. *Socrates*, l. 7. c. 26. *tells us that Sisinnius was chosen Bishop of Constantinople by the Laity against the Clergy._ And cap. 28. *Sisinnius sent Proclus to be Bishop of Cyzicum; but the People chose Dalmatius and refused him._ And this custom of the People’s Choice, must needs rise at first from hence, that the whole Church being but one Congregation was present: For what Right can any one Church in a Diocese have to chuse a Bishop for all the rest, any more than the many hundred that are far off, and incapable to chuse?

XXIV. *Sozomen’s Testimony* (even so late) is very observable; *lib. 7. cap. 15. who mentioning the differences of the East and West about Easter, and inferring that the Churches should not break Communion for such Cussons, faith, [*Friculum cuhn & merito quidem judicaret, confutndimus gratia a se munere segregati est qui in praecipuis Religiousis capitibus contentient: Neque enim aedem traditiones per omnia familia in omnibus Ecclesiis quamvis inter se contentientes, reperire posses._] And he insinueth in this, [*Etiam per Scythiam cum sint Civitates multae, unam duxit habere omnes Episcopum habent (I told you the reason of this Rarity before.) Aput alius vero nationes reperire ubi & Pagis Episcopi ordinantium. Sicut apud Arabes & Cyprios ego comperii._] He speaketh of his own knowledge: No wonder then if *Epiphanius* be to be interpreted as *Pettavius* doth, when in *Cyprus* not only the Cities had but one Church, but also the Villages
Villages had Bishops. To these he addeth the Novatians and the Phrygian Montanists. And let none think their infancies inconsiderable. For the Montanists were for high Prelacy, even for Patriarchs, as in Tertullian appeareth. And the Novatians were for Bishops, and had many very Godly Bishops, and were tolerated by the Emperors even in Constantinople, as good People and Orthodox in the Faith: And Novatus was martyred in Valerian’s Persecution, as Socrates, l. 4. c. 23. faith.

XXV. Even Clemens Roman. or whoever he was that wrote in his name, Epist. 3. sheweth that Teaching the People is the Bishop’s Office, and conclusion (in Crab, p. 45.) Audire (Episcopum) attentus operet & ab ipso fuisse spelone doctiram fidei; Monita autem vite a Presbyteris inquire, a Diaconis vero ordine. Discipline: By which Partition of Offices it is evident, that the Bishop only and not the Presbyters then used to preach to the Church, and that the Presbyters (though epifdem ordinis, and not Lay-Elders) used to instruct the People personally, and give them Monita vitae: and that they were all in one Church together, and not in several distant Churches.

XXVI. Paul himself telleth us that Cenchrea had a Church, and the Scripture faith. They ordained Elders in every Church: And though Downname without any proof obtrude upon us, that it was under the Bishop of Corinth, and had a Presbyter of his to teach them; yet of what Authoritysoever (in other respects) the Constitutions called Clemens or the Apostles be, they are of more than his in this; where lib. 7. cap. 46. in that old Liturgy, Lucius is said to be Bishop of Cenchrea, ordained by the Apostles.

XXVII. Gennadius de viris illust. l. i. c. 10. faith, that Asclepius was Vicem grandis Episcopar, Bishop of a Village not great.

XXVIII. Saith Cartwright, Four or five of the Towns which were Seats of the Bishops of the Concil. Carthag. which Cyprian mentioneth, are so inconsiderable that they are not found in the Geographical Tables.

XXIX. And faith Altare Damascus. p. 294. Oppidum trium Tabernarum Velitris vicinum was a Bishop’s Seat for all the nearness and smallness of the Towns: And Gregor. lib. 2. Epist. 35. laid the Relics of the wasted Church to the Bishoprick of Veliterno.

Castrum Lunnanum had a Bishop till Gregory joyned it to Benevatus Bishop of Micenas: (and so had many Castra ordinarily.)

Remigiis did appoint a Bishop within his own Diocese when he found that the number of persons needed it: Viz. apud Landumum clarissimum Castrum six Dioceses. Of Spiridion the Bishop of Trimythantis I spake before.

XXX. Theop. Alex. Epist. Paroch. 3. in Bibl. Pat. To. 3. concludeth thus, [Pro defunctis Episcopis in locis singulorum constituit. In urbe Nichio pro Theop. penpto.
pempto Theodosius; In Terenuthide Aisinthius; In oppido Geras pro Eudoc-
mone Pirozu; In Acheis pro Apolline Mufæus; In Athrivide pro Tidoro Ath-
anaeus; In Cleopatrie Ofellus; In Oppido Lato, pro Timotheo Apelles.

And the nearness and smallness of some of these sheweth the Dioceses small.

The same Theopb. Alex. faith, Epist. Canon. Can. 6. [De iis qui ordinandi
sent hæc erit formas, ut quicquid de Sacerdotali ordinis consentiat & eligat, & tunc
Episcopus examinet; vel ci etiam assentiente Sacerdotali ordine in media Ecclesia ordinet
presente populo, & Episcoo alloquente, an etiam posset ei populus ferre etiam
Ordinatio non fiat elenctum: Ecclesia enim pacem habente decret praestibis
sanctis ordinationes fieri in Ecclesia.] Undoubtedly, as Balfamor, noteth by
[Saints] is meant fideles, the People. Here then you see that the Churches
then were such where all the Clergy were present with the Bishop, who or-
dained Ministers to a single Church where all the people could be present to be
consulted.

XXXI. In the Life of Fulgentius it is said, that Plebs ipsius loci ubi fuerat
Monasterium constitutum differenti tiam profis Episcopum, donec inveniit B. Ful-
genius, cogitabat (where, the Bishops resolved to ordain, though the King for-
bad it them.) And though the King persecuted them for it, it is added, [Re-
pleta est suerat Provincia Bizacna novir Sacerdotibus, & pene vix pancum ple-
bium. Cathedra remanuerat disposita.] And the Phraze [plebium Cathedrae]
doeth signifie a Bishop’s Seat in one Congregation of People. One Plebs was
one Congregation; and had its proper Cathedram.

XXXII. Sozomen (after Socrates) mentioning the diversity of Church Cu-
stoms (as aforesaid) l. 7. c. 19. faith, that at Alexandria the Arch-Deacon
only readeth the Holy Scriptures, in other places only the Deacons, and in ma-
ny Churches only the Priests, and on solemn days the Bishops.] By which
words it appeareth that then every Church was suppos’d to have a Bishop, Pri-
ests and Deacons present in their publick Worship. For the Bishop on his
solemn days could not be reading in many Churches (much les many hun-
dred) at once.

Lat. Basil. p. 1587.) telleth us, how Aries seeketh (as from the Bithynian Sy-
nod.) to Paulinus of Tyre, Eusèb. Cæsar. & Patroh. Seythopol. ut una cum suis
jubeturum cum populo qui eum co crat, solemnia Sacramenta Ecclesiae celebrare,— Effe
dicens consuetudinem in Alexandria—(siens etiam nunc) ut uno existente super
omnes Episcopo, Presbyteri sorsim Ecclesias obtinerent, & populus in eis Colleus so-
lemniter celebraret.—] [Tunc illi una cum aliis Episcopis, &c.] By this (with
what is said before out of Epiphaniaus) it is undeniable that this (gathering of
Assemblies by the Presbyters in the same City, and administerring the Sacrament
to them besides the Church where the Bishop was) was taken to be Alexandria’s
fingularity, even as low as Sozomen’s time. And yet note that here is even at
Alexandria no mention of many Churches in the Countries at a distance, much
XXXIV. Ferrandus Diaconus, in Epist. de 5. Quest. faith to Fulgentius, [ Sanitatem Presbyteros , Diaconos , beatamque Congregationem (which was his Church)] salutem.

And that you may again see what Congregation or Church that was, In vita Fulgentii, cap.17. pag. 8. it is said, that the Plebs sought and chose him (and that in despite of Felix the ambitious Deacon, who sought the place, and sought the life of Fulgentius.) Populus super suam Cathedram cum collocavit: Celebrata sunt cedem die Divina solemniter Sacramenta, & de manibus Fulgentii Communicans omni populus leonis discessit.] And if in the noble City of Rufe, fo late as the days of Fulgentius, the Bishop's Church-members were no more than could chuse him, let him on his feet, and all communicate that day at his hands, it is caiie by this to judge of molt other Churches.

XXXV. Concil. Parisiens. 1. (in Caranz. pag. 244. Can. 5.) faith, [Nullus civibus invitis ordinetur Episcopus, nisi quem Populi & Clericorum Eleëtio plenissima quiserit voluntate ; Non principis imperio, neque per quaslibet conditionem Metropolitis voluntate Episcoporum Comprovincialium inerat. Quod si per ordinationem Regiam honoris sui culmen pervadere aliquid nimia remitit presumpserit, a Comprovincialibus loci ipsius Episcopi recipi nullateneus mercatus, quum indebito assistentium agnoscat. Siquis de Comprovincialibus recipere cum contra indita presumpserit, fit a fratibus omnibus segregatus, & ab ipsorum omnium Charitate remotus.] Here again you see how late all the Church was to chuse every Bishop ; plenissima voluntate ; and consequently how great the Church was. And were this Canon obeyed, all the people must separate from all the Bishops of England, as here all are commanded to do from all those Bishops that do but receive one that is put in by the King, and not by the free choice of all the Clergy and People of his Church. Note that Crab (Vol. 2. pag. 144.) hath it, [contra Metropolitarum voluntatem : ] But both that, and Caranzia's Reading, who omitte th [contra] seem contrary to the scope ; and it's most likely that it should be read [Metropolitis voluntate, contra Episcoporum compro. felicite voluntatem.

XXXVI. Leo 1. P. Rom. Epist. 89. pag. (mibi) 160. damming Saint Hillary Magisterially, yet faith, [Expleturur corte vo. Civium, testimonii populo- rum, quaeretur honoratorum arbitrium, Eleëto Clericorum, que in Sacerosdomo sollem ordinationibus, ab his qui norant patrum regulas, euthodiri, ut Apostolice autoritatis norma in omnibus sacratissimum, quas praestitut ut Sacros Ecclesiae presbyterum, non solam etiam fidelem, &c. Et posse, Teneatur subscriptio Clericorum, honora- torum testimonium, ordinis confessius & Plebis : Quis presimur al omnilbus, ab omnibus eligatur.] And how great must that Dioces be, where all the Laity must chuse and vote? &c. It's true that Epist. 87. c. 2. p. 158. he would.

not
not have little Congregations to have a Bishop, to whom one Presbyter is enough; and no wonder at that time, that this great Bishop of Rome, (the first that notably contended for their undue Supremacy in the Empire) was of that mind; who also Epist. 88. faith of the Choripispi, {Qui juravit Can. Necesari, five secundum aeternitatis patrum idem sunt qui & Presbyteri.} The falfhood of which being too plain, Petavius in Epifhan. ad Heres. 74. p. 278. judgeth that these words being in a Parenthesis are irreprehens. And ibid. Epif. 88. he faith that by the Can. all these things following are forbidden the Choripispi, and Presbyter, [Presbyterorum, Dianonorum, aut Virginum consecratio, fiant constitutione Alarum, de benedictio vel nihilio: Siquidem nec erigere cit Altaria, nec Ecclesias vel Altaria consecare licet, nes per impositiones manuum seditibus baptizandis vel conversis ex hæresi Paracleteum Spiritum Sanctum tradere, nec Christis conscriere, nec Chriftmate Baptizatorum frontes figurare, nec publice quidem in Missa quærum panis invenire, nec formarum eulibet Epitola; mittere.] By which it appereth how big that Man's Diocefs must be, who besides all his other work, must be present to sign every baptized person, and reconcile every Penitent in every Congregation. And it's worth the noting what kind of works they be that the Bishop's Office is maintained for.

XXXVII. From the great Church of Rome (at its first Tide time) let us look to the great Church of Constantinople; even in the days of a better Bishop, Chryfotom: Besides that they had long but one Temple, (of which anon) Chryfotom faith in 1 Thes. 5. 12. Orat. 10. ποτέν μὲν, &c. Et primum debet imperare & preæfæ volentibus & vehementibus, qui ei gratum habent quod imperet, (p. 1472. & p. 1473.) Sacerdus in hoc fi cum consultis negotiis: Nulla est ci alia vita quam ut versetur in Ecclesia— Quis Chrifiam diligat, congrue dicaturque sit Sacris in diligentia, quod per annum sit veneranda affectio Sacramentorum; (And Doctor Hammond faith, this Text speaketh only of Bishops, 1 Thes. 5. 12.) Et ibid. [Et in prece, & done quod per Baptifmum datur, i.e. inferit, visitat, bortatur & monet, & media volit e prece, & venit.] And how many Parishes can a Bishop thus serve? And how many score miles will they lend and he go to visit the Sick at midnight?

And Chryfot. in 1 Cor. 14. p. 653. faith, Conveniant alium omnes psallebant communes. Hoc non quantum facsimus. (They had no separating Choristers.) sed tunc in omnibus erat una anima & cor unum: Nune autem nec una quidem anima illam concordiam videis & confisias: sed ubique magnum sit Balam. Paxem nune quantum precator pro omnibus, is qui praecelt Ecclesia, in qui in domum ingreditur paternam, sed bonus pacis nomen quidem ess frequent, res autem nusquam. Tune etiam domus crant Ecclesia (though called Conventicles:) Nune autem Ecclesia est dominus, vel potius quavis domo decemor. When Churches grew to be Dioceses they grew worse than when they were in houses: But he that here is laid preæs Ecclesia is he also that pronounceth Peace to them.

XXXVIII. Gregory Nyfian. speaking of the gathering of true Churches by preaching, faith (in Ecclesia. Hom. 1. p. (nibi) 93.) [He is the true Preacher, who
who gathereth the dispersed into one Assembly, and bringeth those together into one Congregation (or Convention) who by various Errors are variously seduced.

XXXIX. He that readeth impartially Beda's Ecclesiastical History shall find that in England between six and seven hundred years after Christ they were but single Churches that had Bishops: For indeed the famousest and holiest of them in the Kingdom of Northumberland were but Scots Presbyters, and such as were sent by them without any Episcopal Ordination; (Aidan, Finan, &c.) And though they did Apostolically preach in many places to convert the Heathen Inhabitants, yet their Churches of Christians were small: yet presently the Roman Grandeur and Ceremoniousness here prevailed, and so by degrees did their Church-form. Yet faith Camden, Brit. ed. Frank. p. 100. When the Bishops at Rome had assigned several particular Churches to several Presbyters, and had divided Parishes to them, Honorius Arch-Bishop of Canterbury about the Year 636. first begun to distribute England into Parishes, as is read in the Canterbury History.] But it’s plain in Beda, if he did then begin it, he went but a little way with that division.

The same Camden also tells us, that the Bishoprick of York devoured seven Bishopricks, and the Bishoprick of Lincoln more, &c. Some Seats were but removed, but many Bishopricks were dissolved and turned into one, which yet were erected when Christians were fewer, faith Ilsley Chronolog. There was one at Wilton, the See at Ramesbury, one at Crediton, one at St. Patrick's at Bodmin in Cornwall, and after at St. Germans, one at Selby Island, one at Dunwich, one at Helmham, and after at Thetford, one at Sidnecaster or Lindis, one at Osney, one at Hexham, &c. And at this day Landaff, St. Asaph's, Bangor, St. David's are no Cities, where we have Bishops Seats, as notices of the old way.

XL. Isidoreus Pelusianus, lib. I. Epist. 149. to Bishop Tribonianus distinctly nameth the Bishop's Charge, and the calamity, if he be bad, that will befall himself first, and then the whole Church: Himself for undertaking and not performing, and the whole Church, ήτι τοσοῦτοι αἰσχροί μην άνεξίως έπέλαβαν, Quod hujusmodi vivo Sacratum indigne mandavit. The whole Church then was no bigger than to chuse the Bishop and be under his present inspection, as he intimated.

And Epist. 315. to Bishop Lcontius; [If thou tookst on thee the care of the Church, against thy Will, and art constrained by the Suffrages, and the Contentions and Hands of the People, God will be thy helper.] But if by Money—&c.

Lib. 3. Ep. 216. p. 342. He reckoneth up such and so much work as necessary for a Bishop as no man living can do for above one ordinary Parish. And frequently he describeth the City and Congregation at Pelusium as the place where the wicked Bishop and his wicked Priests together destroyed the interest of true Religion.

H 2 XLI. I
XLI. I conclude this with the words of Ensebus with the Collection of Papivius Maffsonus, a Writer of the Popes Lives. [Fabianus ab iis electus est ad Episcopatum urbis: Ac forte eventi ut in locum ubi convenerant Columba, e sublime volans capiti ejus insector, Id pro fœlici signo accipientes magno consensu & alacritate animorum ipsium elegerunt: Hæc Ensebus, Hist. l. 6. Ex quo loco collegium Electionem Episcopi Romani, non ad paucos, sed ad omnes alii permisiisse. Pap. Maffon, in vita Fabiani, fol. 18 col. 2.] And if all the whole People of the great Church of Rome, were then no more than could meet in one Room to chuse their Bishop, what were the rest of the Churches in the World? and how many Congregations did they contain?

---

C H A P. VII.

More Proofs of the aforesaid Limits of Churches.

The thing that we are proving is that every Bishop should have but one Church (supposing him to be no Arch-Bishop) and that this Church should be such and so great only as that there may be personal Communion in publick Worship and holy Conversation between the Members: and not so great as that the Members have only a Heart-Communion, and by Delegates or Synods of Officers.

As to our Historical Evidence of the matter of fact, it runs thus: 1. That in the first state of the Churches, it cannot be proved that any one Church in all the World consisted of more stated Communicating Assemblies than one, or of more Christians than our Parishes. But though through Persecution they might be forced (as an Independant Church now may do) to meet by parcels in several Houses sometimes in a danger, yet their ordinary Meetings when they were free was all together in one place: And Unus Altare was the note of their Individuation, with Unus Episcopus, when Bishops grew in fashion in the eminent sense.

2. That the first that broke this Order and had divers Assemblies and Altars under one Bishop were Alexandria and Rome, and no other Church can be proved to have done so, for about three hundred Years after Christ or near; nor most Churches till four hundred, yea-five hundred Years after.

3. That when they departed from this Church temperament, they proceeded by these degrees. 1. They set up some Oratories, or Chapels (as are in our Parishes) which had only Prayers and Teachings without an Altar, Oblations or Sacraments in the City, Suburbs or Country Villages near, the People coming for Sacramental Communion to the Bishop’s Church. 2. Afterward
these Chappels were turned into Communicating Churches: But so as that at first the Bishop’s Presbyters (who lived sometimes in the same House with him, and always near him in the same City, and were his Colleagues) did preach and officiate to them indifferently, that is, he whom the Bishop sent; and after that a particular Presbyter was assigned to teach a particular Congregation; yet so, as that more of the Bishop’s Presbyters commonly had no such Congregations, but the most of them still attended the Bishop in his Church, and fairs with him on each hand in a high raised Seat, and whilst he did usually preach and administer the Sacrament, they did but attend him and do nothing, or but some by alliling Acts: as Lay-Elders do in the Presbyterian Churches: principally employed in personal oversight, and in joyning in Government with the Bishop. And those same Presbyters who had Congregations, joined with the rest in their Weekly Work, and made up the Confessors or College of Presbyters. 3. And next that (and in some places at the same time) Communicating Congregations were gathered in the Country Villages, so far off the City, as that it was found meet to leave a Presbyter Resident among them; but under the Government of the City Bishop and Presbytery, of whom he was one when he came among them. And all this while the Churches were but like our greater Parishes which have divers Chappels, where there is liberty of Communicating. 4. After this when the Countries were more converted, there were more Country Parish-Congregations set up; till they attained the form of a Presbyterian Church, differing only in the Bishop; that is, a certain number of the Neighbour Country Parishes in one Confiency (but with a Bishop) did govern all these Parishes as one Church; that is, it was many W Bills of Worshiping Churches (as six, eight, or ten, or twelve,) joyning to make up one governed Church. But at the same time many Patrons and People being convinced of the Church-form which they had before been under, and of their own necessity and privileges, did require the same Order among themselves as was in City Churches, and so had their proper Bishops, who were called Che-requisiti, or Country-Bishops. But these Country-Bishops living among the poorer and smaller number of Christians, had not so many Presbyters to attend them as the City-Bishops had; so that some Country Congregations had Bishops and some had none. And the Churches being chiefly governed by the Synods, who met for obliging Concord, to avoid Divisions; these Synods being made up of the City-Bishops at first, they there carried it by Vote to make all the Country-Bishops under them, and responsible to them: Which the rather and the earlier conferred to, because many obscure and unworthy Fellows did infinuate into the esteem of the Country-Christians, who had no Bishops near them to advise them better; and so became the Corrupters of Doctrine, and the Makers of Seeds and Heresies.

By this time one part of the Country Churches had Bishops of their own, and the other had none, but only Presbyters under the City-Bishops and Presbytery. But yet it was but few Neighbour-Parishes, like our Market-Towns and the Villages between them that were thus under the City-Bishop. For every such Town was then called a City in the larger sense as it signifies.
Oppidum, and most such Towns had City-privileges too, which was no more than to be Corporations, and not to have a Nominal Eminency, as now some small places have above greater (as Bath rather than Plymouth, Ipswich, Shrewsbury, &c.)

Next to this, the Emperors being Christians, and desiring without force to draw all the People from Heathenism to Christianity, they thought it the best way to advance the Christians in worldly respects, which ever win on common minds. And so they ended the Churches' and Bishops with such Honours and Powers heretofore described as were like to the Honour and Power of the Civil Governors in their kind. And the Bishops being thus lifted up, did first enlarge their own Dioceses as far as they could, and advance their Power; and the World came unchanged into the Church, both in Cities and Villages, (where the Christians were before so few, that many think the Heathens were called Pagani in distinction from the Citizens, who were Christian.) And then the Bishops put down the Chorepiscopi, as presuming too much to imitate their Power: And next to that, left every Corporation or Market-Town having a Bishop, their Dioceses should not be great enough, and ne vile secret nomen Episcopi, left a Bishop's Name should not be honoured enough, but become cheap by reason of the number, and of the smallness of his Church, they first ordered that no such small Cities or other places as had People enough for but one Presbyter, should have a Bishop; and afterward by degrees put down many smaller Bishops Churches, and joined them to their own: And so proceeded, by the advantage of Civil Alterations on Cities Names and Privileges, to bring themselves to the state that they are in, wherein one Bishop infiniti ordinis (that is no Arch-Bishop) hath many hundred or above a thousand Churches and multitudes of Cities, called now but Corporations, Boroughs or Market-Towns.

I have repeated so much of the History, let the Reader forget what it is that I am proving; and that he may note, that if I prove now that in later Ages they kept but the Vestiia, or Reliques of the former to prove how it was before their times, and if I prove but a Church of Presbyterian Magnitude to have so long continued, it sufficeth against that which we now call a Diocese: And that we do not play with Names, nor by a Diocesan Church, mean the same thing with a Parochial or Presbyterian; but we mean such as our Dioceses now are, where a Bishop alone with a Lay-Chancellor's Court, or with some small help of an Arch-Deacon, Surrogate, or Dean and Chapter, without all the Parish-Ministers besides, doth rule a multitude of distant Congregations, who have no proper Bishop under him. And now I proceed.

The Chorepiscopi which were at first placed in Country Churches where were many Christians, do shew what extent the Churches were then of: That these were really Bishops at first (whatever the aforesaid Parenthesis in Leo or Damascus say) most Writers for Episcopacy, Papists and Protestants do now grant; and therefore I may spare the labour of proving it: And whereas it is said
said that they were but the Bishop's Deputies: I answer, even as Bishops are the Arch-Bishops Deputies; that is, they were under them, but were really Bishops themselves: For if a Bishop may depute one that is no Bishop to be his Deputy, either a Presbyter also may depute one that is no Presbyter to administer the Sacraments, or not. If ye, then Lay-men shall come in and all be levelled, (For a Deacon also may depute his Office.) If not, then either a Bishop cannot do it, or else the Presbyter's Office is much holier than the Bishop's.

And that these Choresepisci Country-Bishops were not such Rarities as to invalidate my Proof, but very common, besides what is before said, is evident by the Subscriptions of many Councils, where great store of Choresepisci are found. And besides the names in our common Collections of the Councils, how it was in the Egyptian and Neighbour Churches at least (if not how it was at Nice) you may see in the Arabick Subscriptions published by Selden in his Comment on Entych. Orig. Alex. pag. 93, 94, 95, &c. Num. 29, 31, 55, 64, 65, 119, 122, 128, 131, 179, 193, 215, 237, 241, 275. There are seventeen named. And the Canons made to curb and suppress them, shew that they were ordinary before; as, Concil. Laodic. Can. 57. But they should rather have increased them, that Bishops might have multiplied as Churches or Christians increased, which was decreed here in England in the esp. 9. of the Council at Hertford, per Theodor. Cantmar. referente Beda, lib. 4. Hist. Eccles. esp. 5.

II. The very name Ecclesia which was first used before Parochia or Diocese, and still continued to this day, doth shew what the form of a Church then was, especially if you withal consider, that the name was communicated to the Temples or Sacred Meeting-Places, which are also ordinarily called Ecclesia; which no Man doubteth was in a secondary sense, as derived from the People, who were the Ecclesia in the primary sense. And so even in our Tongue, the word Church is used for both to this day, as it is in many other Languages. Now it is certain that a part, especially a small part, (a hundredth or a thousandth part) of the Church is not the Church (unless equivocally.) Why then should the Temple be so called from the Church, when no Church at all, but a Particle only of a Church doth meet there? (For that the word, Church in our Question is not taken for any Community or Company of Christians, but for a governed Society consisting of the governing and governed part, I have before shewed.) But, 1. A Church in its first and proper Notion being Case Evescatus, An Assembly, or Convention or Congregation; (as distinguished from the Universal Church, which is so called because it is called out of the World to Christ the Head, and with him shall make one glorious Society,) how are those twenty or an hundred Miles off, any more a part of the Assembly where I live, than those at the Antipodes may be? If you fly to one Governor, I answer; 1. So the Pope claimeth a Government at the Antipodes. 2. A Governor of many Assemblies may make them one Society, as to Government, but not one Assembly.
And certainly when Temples were first named Churches, it was not because those met there that were no Churches, but only Members of Churches: Nor is this Parish Church called a Church because some meet here that belong to the Church at Boston, Lincoln or Grantham; But to this day we cannot dis-tinguish our selves from saying, the Church of Barnet, the Church of St. Albans, of Hatfield, &c. yea, in the same City, we denominate the several Temples still several Churches.

Hesychius explaineth Ecclesia, by no other words than these three, συνοδος, συνάγων & πανίνυς, which all signify the Meetings of the People, and not Men that never see each other, only because one Man ruleth them.

Mr. Mede in his Exercitat. of Temples proveth largely that the places of Meeting are ordinarily by the Ancients called Churches, even in several Centuries. Exsib. lib. 8. cap. 1. faith, in every City they built spacious and ample Churches. And Theophil. Antioch. Antol. faith, [Si Deus dedit mundo, qui peccatorum tempusstatibus & naufragis jactatis, Synagogos, quos Ecclesias sanctis nominamus, in quibus veritatis doctrina secreta, ad eum congregant veritates studios, quotquot salvari, Deique judicium & ian evitare volunt.]

So Tertullian, de Idololat. cap. 7. pag. 171. Tota die ad hanc partem zelus fidei in gentibus Christianarum ab Idolis in Ecclesiis venire, de adversaria Officina in domum Dei venire, &c. The very Name there of a Church, and the naming of a single Temple thence doth signify our supposition.

III. To this I may add the Name and Primitive Sense of παροιμία. For it signifieth a Vicinity, and Parochus Vicinus, a Cohabitant or Neighbour, as well as inquilinus, and is used in all the ancient Church-Writers as noting both a Sojourner (as Christians are in the World) and a Neighbour: so constantly in this latter sense, not excluding the former. Else Men of several parts of the World might have been said to be παροιμια, because inquilini, had it not also and specially signified Vicinity. To avoid tediousness of Citations, I refer the unfatisified Reader but to Gerf. Bucer against Downham, and the Basil Lexicon of Hier. Pet. in the word παρωμια. And though the custom of calling a Church by the name παροιμία continued when the Church was altered in magnitude to a large Dioces, yet that is so far from proving that this was the first and old signification, as that the word rather plainly leadeth us up to the thing and sense where first it signified. And therefore to this day, Etymology teacheth us more wit than in English to call a Dioces a Parish; but only a Vicinity of Christians: And when the a Vicinity is the English of the Word, why should Strangers that we shall never see or have to do with, any more than those in the uttermost part of the Land, be called our Parishes or Neighbours?

IV. Another clear Evidence of the truth in question is the Pauauty of Churches (or consecrated Meeting-Places) for many hundred Years after Christ: both before they were called Temples and after. Not that occasional Meeting-places were few (Houses, Fields, &c.) but appropriated consecrated places
places called *Churches*, where there were *Altars*, or ordinary Church-Communion in the Lord's Supper. (Or rather it is doubtful whether the name of *Altars* with the form were introduced till two hundred Years after Christ, which maketh some the more question the Antiquity of *Ignatius* and *Clem. Confl.* and *Can. Apol.*.) I yield to *Baronius* (ad An. 57.) that the Christians had Churches, that is, places consecrated for Church-Assemblies, under those peaceable Emperors that went before *Diocletian*: *For Eusebius* (belides others) expressely tell-eth us so: *Spacious & ample commercium Ecclesiæ*: But I desire the Reader to mark his words. "Lib. 8. cap. 1. [A man might then have seen the Bishops of all Churches in great reverence and favour among all sorts of Men, and with all Magistrates: Who can worthily describe those innumerable heaps and flocking multitudes through all Cities and famous Assemblies frequenting the places dedicated to Prayer? Because of which Circumstances, they not contented with the old and ancient Buildings, which could not receive them, have through all Cities built them from the Foundation wide and ample Churches.] Here note, 1. That here is no mention of any more Churches than one in each City: *Cities* and *Assemblies* are numbered together. 2. That these Buildings are called *Churches*. 3. That these Churches were built greater than the old ones anew from the Foundation, because the old ones were too narrow to contain the People: But not superadded to the old ones. 4. That the Bishops are called *The Bishops of all Churches* in relation to the same kind of Churches as are here described. So that then a Bishop's Church met in one enlarged place.

Yet all these were no Temples; but such as the silenced Ministers have of late built in some parts of London; for the Christians were in continual danger of the demolishing of them: which fell out in *Diocletian's* time. But till this Calm which *Eusebius* here describeth, for about two hundred and fifty Years after Christ, the Christians oft met in Vaults and secret places, where they might be hid, and not in open Churches, unless now and then in a Calm between.

*Plutarch in vit. Xijii*, tells us, that even at Rome it self about the Year 120. there were few that durst profess the Name of Christ. And see what he saith, In *Vita Clement. 1. & Analect. & Muntan. lib. 1. scripto de Clem. Anac. Evarif. Alex. Xijii. Cal. U. &c.* In whose times, Killing, Banishing and Persecuting caused Scatterings, hidings, and as *Pliny* tells us many Apostasies. See what *Gers. Bucr* faith, p. 221, 222, 223. of all the Ages now about this matter: As *Tertullian* faith, *Apol. c. 3. adeo in bominibus innocentis, nomen innocentium erat adito*: Did the Rabble but see or hear the Christians, they were raged against them, and cried to the Judges, *Tolite impios*.

*Saith Polydor. Virgil. de invent. rer. I. 5. c. 6. Rome non perierit quod seiam alium antiquum templum edificatum aut dicatum vel ad usum Sacrorum suffe convertit, quem Thomas Noviti in visu patricio, quas Pius Pontifex Praxidex eximii sanctitatis vicis rogavit, domus Pontificali ejus Sorori consecrata; qui fuit annum circiter 150. But the name *Tempulum* here is not used by Polydor as by the Ancients,*
cients, for a large and comely Fabrick. For, faith Tertullian, after that, Apol. c. 37. Christians leave Temples to the Heathens. And faith Pope Nicatorus, in Epist de depositione Zacharie & Rodocaldi Episc. (recited in his Life by Papir. Maffonius, Fol. 132. Col. 2.) [ Deinde propter frigidiorum locum in Ecclesia Salvatoris, que ab Authore vocatur Constantiniana, & qua prima in totu terrarum orbis confirma est.] You see that this Pope’s own Testimony, there was no Church in the whole World built before this one at Rome by Constantine. The meaning is, no large sumptuous place called a Temple, but only commodious meaner Rooms or Buildings.

And the same Pap. Maffon. in Vita Bonifacii, fol. 55. noteth that Hieron even in his time (so late) Basilicas Christianorum tres tamen commemorass. When upon the great increase of Christians, but one odd Idol Temple even in Alexandria, was begged of the Emperor for the Christians, Ruffin. lib. 2. cap. 22. and divers others tell us what tumult and stir it caused. And when Euseb. de Vita Constant. lib. 3. c. 49. 50. tells us of his building of Churches except Constantinople, it is but one in a City, even the great Cities, Nicomedia in Bythnia, and Antioch. And Socrat. lib. 1. cap. 12. faith that even in Constantinople (which he made so great and beautiful that it was no whit inferior to Rome, and by a Law engravon on a Pillar, commanded that it be called Second Rome,) he built from the Foundation (but) two Churches, Pacis & Apostolorum.

I could find in my heart, were it not tedious, here to translate all Isidor. Pelusiotis Epist. 246. lib. 2. in which he openeth the difference between Temple and Ecclesia, and inveigheth against that Bishop as no Bishop, who cried up the Temple as the Church, while he persecuted and vexed the Godly who are the Church indeed; and against them that are for sumptuous Temples and unholy scandalous Churches; and tells us he had rather have been in the times when Temples were left adorned, and the Churches more adorned with Heavenly Graces, than in those unhappy times when Temples were too much adorned, and Churches naked and empty of Spiritual Graces.

So that when there was but one Temple in a City, (except two or three) and when that was called the Church, because it contained the Church, it’s evident what the Churches then were.

V. The ancient Agape shew how great the Churches then were, when as all the Church did feast together: and these continued in Tertullian’s time, in some places at least: And several Church-Canons mention them after that. And Chrysost. faith (Homil. de Oportet hæres. effe p. (mibi) 20, 21. that in the Primitive times, there was a custom that after Sermon and Sacrament, they all feasted together in the Church, which he highly praiseth. (But it was not many hundred Churches that feasted in one Room.) And after he faith, [The Church is like Noah’s Ark, but Men come in Wolves, and go out Lambs, &c.] shewing that by the Church he meant the Assembly. And after, [All have the same Honour, and the same Access, till all have communicated and partaked of the same Spiritual Meat. The Priests standing expect them all, even the poorest
poorest Man of all.] (By this he sheweth what Church he meant, and how
great the Church was.) Yet Serm. 21. pag. 313. Rodundat injuria in locum il-
lim: Ecclesiast enim totam continentis: Propter cuinm Ecclesia dieuitur, quia communici
omnes accipit. This doth not only shew what Church he meant, but
fully confirmeth what I said before: that [The whole Church was in that place:
and that the place is therefore called the Church, because it commonly receiveth all.] But note this, that was not preach'd at Constantinople, but yet at the great Patri-
archal Church of Antioch.

And I may add as to the former Evidences, To. 5. Serm. 52. pag. 705. when
he had shew'd that in the Church there must be no division, he expoundeth it
by [ομη ηο ηης σωζοντων ταυτης έκκληςαι κρασονάς.] [Qui seipsum ab hoc cons-
venit sejuncturh.] So that the Assembly was the Church, and not a thousandth
part of the Church only.

See more of the Churches feasting together in Baronius ad an. 57. pag. (ed.
Plani.) 543. to spare me more labour about this.

VI. Another Evidence of the Limits of the ancient Churches is (that which
I oft mentioned in the particular Testimonies) that every where all the People
either chose, or expressly consented to their Bishops, and they were ordained over
them in their fight. And this no more could do than could meet in one place;
and one part of a Church hath no more right to it than all the rest. The Con-
sequence is evident: And for them that say, that it was only the Parochioners
of the Cathedral Church that voted; I answer, Now Cathedrals have no Pa-
rishes, and heretofore the Cathedral Parish was the whole Church. The Testi-
monies fully prove that it was All the Church or People that were the Bishop's
Flock: And for some hundreds of Years there were no Parishes in his Dioces
but one, and therefore no such distinction. Pamolin's heap of Testimonies,
and many more, for the matter of fact I have already cited: And however
some talk now to justify the contrary course of our times, it is so clear and full
in Antiquity that the People chose their Bishops, at first principally, and after
secondarily after the Clergy, having a Negative Voice with them, and their
Consent and Testimony ever necessary, even for eight hundred Years at least,
that it would be a needless thing to cite any more Testimonies of it to any ver-
fed in the Ancients. Papists and Protestants are agreed de factō that so it was.
See Cyprian, lib. 4. Epit. 2. of Cornelius; lib. 1. Epit. 2. of Sabinus; and
lib. 1. Epit. 4. Ensep. Hist. lib. 6. cap. 29. tells us that Fabian by the People
was chosen to succeed Ananias. And Cyprian faith it was Traditione Apostolic,
vid. & Socrat. lib. 4. cap. 14. & lib. 2. cap. 6. & lib. 7. cap. 35. & Sozomen.
lib. 6. cap. 24. & lib. 8. cap. 2. of Chrysostom; & lib. 6. cap. 13. vid. & Aug-
ustin. Epit. 110. & Theodora, Hist. lib. 1. cap. 9. in Epit. Concil. Niceni
ad Alexandr. The Bloodshed at the Choice of Damasus was one of the first
occasions of laying by that custom at Rome. And yet though they met not so
tumultuously, they must confess. Leo's Testimony I gave you before with ma-
ny more. Theodor. lib. 5. cap. 9. of Nectarius sheweth that Bishops were then
chosen, Plebe praeente & uniovisa fraternalis, as Cyprian speaketh of Sabinius.

And it is to be noted that when the People’s Confusion had made them seem incapable any longer to chuse: 1. This was long of the Prelates themselves, who by that time had so far enlarged their Churches, that the People were neither capable of doing their ancient Work and Duty, nor yet of being ruled by the Clergy aright. 2. And when the People were refrained from the Choice by Meetings and Vote, the Magistrates in their stead did undertake the Power. 3. And when it fell out of the People’s hands into Great Men, the Proud and Covetous who could beltseek and make Friends did get the Bishopricks, whereupon the Churches were presently changed, corrupted and undone. 4. And the sense of this moved the few good Bishops that were left to make Canons against this Power and Choice of Princes and great Men, decreeing that all Bishops obtruded by them on the Churches should be as none, but be avoided, and all avoided that did not avoid them. And the Roman and Patriarchal party cunningly joined with these honest Reformers to get the Choice out of the Magistrate’s hands that they might get it into their own; and so Christ’s Church was abused among ambitious Usurers. The Decrees against Magistrates Choice of Bishops you may see, Can. Apoll. 31. & Decret. 17. q. 7. c. signis Epif. Sept. Synod. c. 3. Decret. 16. q. 7. Oct. Synod. c. 12. & Aef. 1. & c. 22. Decret. 16. q. 7. Nicol. 1. Epif. 10. & Epif. 64. with more which you may find cited by Spalatenf. lib. 6. cap. 7. pag. 675, 676, 677.

And it is to be noted that (though still the Clergy had a Negative or first Choice, yet) when they procured Charles the Great (who was to rise by the Papal help) to resign and renounce the Magistrates Election, he restored the Church to its Ancient Liberties, as far as enlarged Dioceses and ambitious Clergy-men would permit it. His words are these: [Sacrorum Canomum non ignari ut in Uci nomine Sancta Ecclesiae suo liberius potieretur honore, assensus ordinii Ecclesiasticico praebimus, ut seilec Episcopi per Electionem CLERI & POPULI se-cundem fiatuna Canonom de PROPRIA DIOCESI, remata porrifanum & munera acceptione, ob vias meritorum & sapientiae donum, eligantur, ut exemplo & verbis sibi subjiciis inquequaque prodessi valesint.] Vid. Baron. To. 11. n. 26. Decret. Dit. 65. c Sacrorum. Where note that, 1. he includeth the People of the whole Dioceses. 2. And doth this as according to the sacred Canons. So that for Men to dream that only the Parilhoners of a Cathedral Church (which had no proper Parish) or the Citizens only, were to chuse, is to feign that which is contrary to notorious Evidence of Law and Fact, as well as of the reason of the thing. For where all are the Bishops Flock, and chuse as his Flock, there all the Flock must chuse, and a parcel can claim no privilege above all the rest.

VII. The.
VII. The next Evidence is this: In the first Age, it is very fairly proved by Doctor Hammond, that there were by the Apostles more Bishops and Churches than one in many Cities themselves: And if one City had more than one Church and Bishop, then much more many distant places, in Towns and Countries. That one City had more than one he sheweth by the distinction of Jews and Gentiles Churches: As Peter was appointed chiefly for the Jews, and Paul chiefly for the Gentiles, so he sheweth it very probable, that at Rome, Antioch, and other places they had several Churches. And thus he reconcileth the great differences about Linus, Clemens and Cletus or Anacle tus. And especially on this reason, that they had not the same Language. And indeed when in great Cities there are Christians of divers Languages, it is necessary that they be of divers Congregations, unless you will have them Hier, as the Papists will have them Pray, they know not what. And though some might say, that though they be of divers Assemblies, yet they might have only One Bishop to Rule them: I answer, 1. Dr. Hammond is more ingenious, and acknowledgeth that the diversities of congregations and languages inferred a diversity of Churches and Bishops with their distinct Clergy. 2. And all Antiquity made Preaching or Teaching his flock as essential to the Bishops office as Governing them (of which next:) But he could not teach several Churches whose language he understood not.

VIII. Antiquity made the three parts of the Bishops office Teaching, Worshipping, and Governing, to be of the same extent as to the subject society under him. It was one and the same Church which he was ordinarily to Teach, to guide in worship (prayers, praise, sacrament) and to Rule by discipline (supposing still that we speak of a mere Bishop and not an Archbishop) I should weary the Reader to cite numerous testimonies for so notorius a thing. But it is known that the said Bishop neither is nor can be the Ordinary Teacher, and Guide in worship to a Diocese of a multitude of Churches, but to one or few at most. And he that peruseth ancient writers, shall find that the Bishop was not only to be a rare or extraordinary Teacher of his whole flock, but the Ordinary one: not only to send others, but to do it himself, till the enlargement of Dioceses changed the custom.

IX. Another evidence is this: In the first two Centuries, Deacons and Bishops were ever officers in the same Church: But Deacons were never then officers in more Churches (or stated assemblies that had Sacramental communion) than one: therefore Bishops were not officers in more. No proof can be given of any Deacons that had the care (in their places) of many Churches, Parishes, or Societies of Christians. And when Dioceses were enlarged, it is notable that the Presbyter that was the ordinary Episcopi in the Diocese is called the Archdeacon: Because originally he was but indeed a Deacon, the chief Deacon who was with the Bishop in one and the same Church; it being then inauditum for a Deacon to belong to many.

X. Another
X. Another evidence is, The Great number of Bishops who out of a narrow space of ground, did usually assemble in the ancient Synods. I told you before out of Grab of Sylvester number at Rome. Binns also hath the like words [Sylvester colligit in gremio sedis sue 284 Episcopos] and that 139 of them were ex urbe Roma vel non longe ab ulla. A hundred thirty nine Bishops in Rome and not far from it, had not such Dioceses as now.

Cyprian faith, lib. 1. Ep. 3. that Privatus was condemned in Synodo Lampsittana by 90 Bishops which was before Christianity was countenanced by Emperours, and were under perfeccion, yea, long before Cyprian wrote that Epiistle.

For the examining of every ordinary cause of an accused Presbyter, fix Episcopi ex vicinis locis, fix Bishops from the neighbour places, (not from 40 or foure score miles distance) were to hear and determine, and three Bishops for the cause of every Deacon, Concil. Afric. Can. 20, so that no doubt but their Bishops were as near as our Market Towns at least, even when so few of the people were Chriftians as that all that space afforded but one great Congregation.

The sixt provincial Council at Carthage had 217 Bishops (whereas the General Council at Trent had long but 40.)

A Council of Donatists (Hereticks not so numerous sure as the Catholicks) at Carthage, mentioned by Augustine, Epift. 68. (about an. 308) had 270 Bishops. And when there were so great a number of Heretick Bishops, how many were there of the Catholicks and Donatists and all other sects fet together? This one heresie had enow to become perfeccours of the Catholicks, (beating them with clubs, putting out the peoples eyes by casting vineger mixt with lime into them, dragging them in the dirt) And yet they were the smaller number, and complained of perfeccion; and some Circumcellions killed themselves to make the Catholicks odious as perfeccours (Occifos auffurent loci, vivis auffurent lucem. Quod nobis factum sibi non imputant: & quod sibi factum nobis imputant inquisuum, Clerici Hippom. ib. ad 3anitariam.) Certainly here were Churches no bigger then, than our smaller Parishes.

And Augustine cont. Gaudentium faith, there were innumerable Bishops in Africa that were Orthofox. (And it was but a corner of Africa that were Chriftians, and in the Roman Empire here meant.)

Viflor Uticensis in perfeccion Vandal. sheweth that in that part of Africa 660 Bishops fled, besides the great number murdered, imprisoned, and many tolerated. The like may be said of Patrick's Irish Bishops before mentioned, and many others, who plainly were Parochial Bishops.

XI. Another evidence is, The way of Strangers communicating then by way of Communicatory Letters, or Certificates from the Church whence they came, which were to be shewed to the Bishop of the Church where they desird to communicate: But was it many hundred Churches that they must thus satisfie? or must they travail to the Bishop with their Certificate, before they must communicate in any one Church within 20, 30, 40, or
or 50 miles of him? Doubtless an impartial Reader will think, that it was but a Bishop of the same City-Church which he desired Communion with, to whom the Certificate was to be shewn. See what Albuspinus faith of these Letters, ex Concil. Laudie, c. 41. Concil. Antioch. c. 1. Concil. Agath. can. 52. Concil. Eliiber. c. 58. in his observat, p. 254, 255.

XII. Another evidence is the ancient phrase describing a Schism by Aldare alius erigere, to set up another Altar, or to set up Altar against Altar. And to separate from that Altar was to separate from that Church: which implyeth, that there was but one Altar in a Church; and multiplying Altars was multiplying Churches.

XIII. Another evidence was the late division of Parishes: The idle story of Evaristus dividing Parishes at Rome, Gosc. Bucer hath fully confuted. It is most certain that except at Alexandria and Rome, it was long before they were divided. Sir Rg. Twifden Hist. Vindict. c. 3, p. 9, 10. faith that it was under Theodore A. B. C. that Parochial Churches began (mark Regum) to be erected here in England, and the Bishop of Rome greatly reverence in this nation &c. out of a MS. in Trinity Hall Cambridge. And it was 668 as Beda tells us before Theodore was Ordained Bishop. The evidence in history of the Latinen of Parish divisions is past doubt.

And whereas the usual answer is, that there may be Dioceses without Parishes; I answer, It is not the Name [Diocese] that is the thing in question, but the Church-state. While there was but one Bishop, there was but one place of ordinary Church Communion in the Lords Supper. And when there were more places with Altars erected, they could not be, nor were long without their proper affixed Presbyters (as Arius his fried Greweth and as is confessed) And when that was done, they were Parishes in our sense: And till that was done, some one Presbytery was sent from the Bishop as he pleased; and then all the Parishes in the Diocese must needs be under one Presbytery as well as one Bishop. There were no setted Congregations for ordinary Church Communion, besides the Bishop's Churches-meeeting, till Parishes were divided, if not by space of ground, yet by the division of Temples and People, which is the thing intended. There could be no such thing as a Diocesan Church in the sense that we oppose it in, that is, One Church with a Bishop in the Church's order (having none under him) made up of a multitude of Communicating Churches with their Sub-Presbyters, yea such as are no part of the Bishop's Con-

XIV. The next evidence is, the ancient custom of All his Presbyters sitting in one seat with the Bishop in a semi-circle in loco eminentioris on each hand of the Bishop and the Deacons standing under or below them: which is so ordained by Councils (as Carth. 4. Can. 35 &c.) And the thing is commonly reported in the ancients. And this being put usually as of his Presbyters in common, who were his assistants and colleagues, and with whom he Governed the Churches, without
without mentioning any excepted Presbyters belonging to distant Parishes. It is apparent that the Bishop then had ordinarily but one assembly. The same may say of the many Canons, that they had what the Presbyters are to do in the Church, which imply his presence; But I have mentioned many of them before.

XV. Another evidence is, the custom of the Presbyters dwelling in the same house with the Bishop (single) as in a Colledge; which not only in Hippo, but in very many other places was then used: and they dwelt near the Church, where that was not used. (As when they had wives, or the Bishop had his Episcopal as the Concil. Turon. 2. calleth her, and alloweth it.)

Tolet himself, de Sacerdotio lib. 5. cap. 4. n. 15. pag. 722. confesseth this saying, [In Ecclesia Primaetria usque ad tempora Augustini & Hieron. Episcopum & Clerum solitos vivere in communi: unde bona quae vel ex decimis, vel ex fideelium devotione offerentur, erant indivisa, & subdabant distributioni Episcopi, que partim ipsi, partim Clero, partim fabricae, partim pauperibus obveniebant. Postea vero quando quisque per se vivit, talia bona divisa sunt in quattuor partes, prima Episcopo servata, secunda Clero, tercia fabricae, quarta pauperibus.] And sure that Church then was no bigger than that Colledge did officiate to.

XVI. And that which these words of Tolet recite, is the next evidence, viz. The way of maintenance in those times. 1. They lived on Oblations mostly: And these oblations are ever mentioned as offered but upon One Altar. 2. These Oblations were all brought to the Bishops' hands, and distributed by him or his appointment. 3. The First-fruits, and Tythe that came next were also in his hands. 4. And so were all the Gifts, and all the Predia or Church glebe. 5. All these are mentioned as given to One Church only, and not many. 6. The distribution was as aforesaid, some fourfold, sometime three-fold; of which Spalatensis reciteth the decrees so fully, that I will not tire the reader with reciting them. 7. And it was the Fabreia of One Church only that the Bishop was to give the fourth part to maintain (And were many hundred fabrics more forgotten?) 8. And it was a present Clergie, and not men settled a long way off, that he was to make distribution to. 9. And when he was to have the first fourth part himself, who can think that this is meant that men must carry the fourth part of the Hay, and Corn, and Wood, and Pigs, &c. from all the Parishes through such Dioceses as ours, and the fourth part of all the Glebe rents? This would make the Bishoprick indeed seem to worldly minded men to be worth the venturing of their souls for; And they must have so many score, or hundred barns full, as might tempt them to say, Soul take thine ease, eat drink and be merry, &c. But the evidence speaketh plainly.

XVII. Another evidence is this: That when first new Communicating Assemblies were erected even in the same Cities with the Bishops, the said Bishops did devise this new trick of their own heads, to send to that Assembly some Bread hallowed.
hallowed by themselves; And this was first to comfort (as they said) the Presbyters and new Congregation, lest they should think themselves cut off from their Bishops Church and Communion. 2. To hold their interest in the people by this handle of their own making. Of these Eulogia the Can. Concil. Laud. 14. Speaks, as Petavius and others think: Pet. vi. in Epiph. ad her. 69. pag. 276. faith, [Rome, ubi per titulos distributi presbyteri suis quique populos regant: Ad eos Episcopi Dominici dixit, fermentum five beneficium paniem in Communiones symbolum mittere consueuerant. ] And the passage which he citeth out of Innocent ad Decentium cap. 3. is very full, [De fermento vero quod die Dominico per Titulos mittimus, superflue nos considerare voluisti: ciam omnes Ecclesiae nostra intra civitatem sint constitutae: Quarnem Presbyteri quia die ubi praper plebem sibi commissam nobissem convenire non possunt, iade fermentum a nobis conscedam per acothos acceperint, ut se a nostra communione, maxima illa die non judicem separatus.] That Melchiades ordained this, Damasius his pontifical book faith, which was about An. 313. But Baronius ad An. 313. largely openeth all thebusines, and sheweth that this fermentum was hallowed leavened bread, which was not the Eucharist, but a deviced sacrament (as Innocent calleth it) of Union and Communion: confirming this which I have said: And ex Can. 14. Concil. Laud. &c. he sheweth that it was used also in the East: And to this notable passage of Innocent [Omnes ecclesiae nostrae infra civitatem sanitonstitutae] all the Popes Churches were within the city, he faith, (p. 97.) [De titulis tamentre intelligit, ad quos fermentum mitti solere, non quidem quod non esset in suburbiis alie complures ecclesiae atque sanctorum memorias, sed uta profusus Titularis, in quae populus coligi consueverat. Cujus rei causa sit fe non mittere fermentum ad Presbyteros per diversa cametaria constitutam, quod illi plebem sibi subditam quam coligerent, non habenter.] Here you see, 1. That there were more Temples than Congregations, or Parishes, being erected as Monuments in honour of the Martyrs. 2. That there were no Congregations or Parishes, but within the City. 3. That this device of holy bread came upon the division of Parishes; and therefore as one was new then, so the other could not be old.

XVIII. Another evidence is the state of Cathedral Churches, which as many Episcopal Antiquaries say, were first the sole Churches of the Bishops Charge or Diocese; and that Parish Churches were since built one after another, as Chappels be in Parishes, by those that could not come so far: And that the present Government of the Cathedral by the Dean and Chapters, under the Bishop, is the evident relic of the old Episcopal Government, and truly telleth us what it was: To pass by many others, I will now recite but the words of Holinshed our Historian, a Clergy-man, Chron. Vol. 1. p. 135. Col. 1. ["Those Churches are called Cathedral, because the Bishops dwell... Yet the pestilence did first belong to the cathedral church..."] And it is a confiriable proof which Dr. Tillefsley against Selden faith (p. 179.) [The right of a Bishop... And if the Diocese was such as that all were to be buryed at the Cathedral, it was not so big as many of our Parishes in London, which are fain to take other ground for buryal; and their church will not hold the tenth part of the living as auditors.}
And"; tillare Koman altemm in necelTity the have not. And Vnnos, Chr. that Institution. And Godn-hi to as required, as fome refirtur and ficked out of the Kflwj; as the number of Churcheis increased, so firt Monafieries, then finally Parift Churches were builded, in every jurifdiction; from which I take our Deanry Churches to have their original, now called Mother Churches, and their Incumbents Archpriests; And the reft being added since the Conquett, either by the Lords of every Town, or zealous men loth to travail far, and willing to have fome ease, building them near hand unto these Deanry Churches, all the Clergie in old time of the fame Deanry were appointed to repair at fundry feafons, there to receive wholesome ordinances, and to consult of the neceffary affairs of the whole jurifdiction, if neceffity fo required: And fome image thereof is yet to be feen in the North parts. But as the number of Churches increased, fo the repair of the faithful to the Cathedral, did diminifh, whereby they are now become, especially in their nether parts, rather Markets and fops for merchandize, than folemn places of prayer, whereunto they were firt erected.] I need to lay no more of this.

XIX. The next evidence is, That when Churches first became Diocefane (in the fenfe oppofed) they were fitted to the form of the Civil Government; And Diocefes and Metropolitans, and Patriarchs, came in at the fame door: The very name diocesis was long unknown in a sacred fenfe, and was after borrowed from the Civil divisions, when the Church was formed according to them. And as Altar: Damas. p. 290. fayth, Vex diocesis ut referit ad pifeopum,ignota fuit Enfebio & superioribus feculis: And the word Parifh was also before ufed in our narrower fenfe, for a vicinity of Chriftians. And as Grymeus fayth in Enfeb. p. 1. not. 3. Enfeb. promifce usitatum hic duo vocabula παρεκαθηκαί νεκραία.

And that a Diocefane as fuch (thus formed to the Rome Civil form) and a Metropolitane and Patriarch, yea, and the Pope as the Prime Patriarch in the Empire, are all of Humane inftitution, and all of the fame original and right, there are few Proteftants that do deny. 1. The reafon of the thing plainly thoweth it. 2. Their beginning at once fheweth it. 3. And that they were never any of them fetled out of the Roman Empire, where that form obtained, except that they fetled here and there one on the verge of the Empire to have some care of the neighbour countreys, till after that the Roman name and power invited finall countreys adjoining them to imitation. And Bifhop Biljan of Cbr. Subjeti, often tells us that Metropolitans and Patriarchs are of Humane inftitution.

Godwin a Bifhop, in the Lives of the English Bifhops, de Converf. Brit. c. 3. p. 30. fayth, Quis tam imperitus est ut non intelligat, post mortem Liberii fluxiff: multos annos, ne dicam feculum suum aut alterum prinsquam Cardinalis, Patriarchae, etc.
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aut Metropolitanum nominem Christianorum ecclesiae audium est. He might have added, aut Diocesani, for they were built by the same hand on the same foundation. I do not mean that an Apostolical General Ministry was so new, but a Diocesan of many Churches, as Episcopus infiniti gradus. Multitudes of Papists and Protestants attest the novelties of these foreshadowed ranks. Two testimonies of the Papists are so notable, as that I will not pass them by.

Cardinal Cusanus (that Learned Prelate, and proud enough) li. de Concord. l. 2. c. 13. faith, [Omnes gradus Majorissi & Minorissi in ecclesiis juris positivi effe.] And therefore concluded that the Papacy is removable from Rome.

Nay the very Canon Law itself, faith, Decret. Par. i. dist. 22, c. i. e. omnes, [Omnes sive Patriarchi eipitfet apices, sive Metropolitam primatum, sive Episcopatum Cathedras, vel eclipiarum eipitfetque ordinis dignitates, intimi Romana ecclesiar.] what need we more witnesses? It is from P. Nicholas his decretal. And though a man might suspect that he meant only of the personal institution of the particular Patriarchs, Metropolitans, &c. yet the context sheweth the contrary, and that it is the species, office or place that he speaketh of; Because the opposite assertion is, that the Roman Churches dignity was founded by God himself: And the next Cap. 2. is that, not the Apostles, but the Lord himself gave the Roman Church its praeeminence.

XX. The next evidence is, That we rarely read of any Bishops preaching in any Church but One, unless he was driven out of it by persecution, or unless it were in another Bishops Church. If I should except only the great Patriarchal Churches out of all the world, and that only as late as 400 or 500 years after Christ, when Emperors had helpt to increase the Churches, no impartial man would take that for any debilitation of my proof. And yet I shall not easily yield to that exception. In Antioch and Jerusalem I think it will hardly be affirmed, that the Bishop used to preach to any Congregation but One: In Great Constantinople (equalled to Rome) when find you Chrysostome any where but in one Church, except when violence hindered him, and then the same Congregation followed him? Indeed the Novatians had a Church there, and perhaps there was some Congregation or two of Christians, who all communicated in the Bishops Church, and therefore were but as Chappels. But go into all the rest of the world, and the case will be plainer, (except Rome and Alexandria,) Even Basili an Archbishop is not found a Teacher ordinarily any where but to his Church at Cesarea; nor Gregory but at Nazianzenum (when he went from Constantinople and from Saisins;) and so of the rest, no not Ambrose in the great city of Milan: And let it move none that Milan and some other Cities had more Temples than one; for as Baronius before cited tells us, there were then many Temples built as Monuments in honour of the Martyrs, that were not Temples, nor had any Parish or Congregation belonging to them. When find you Augustine teaching in any Church but one (at Hippo) as part of his charge? Of Euphonius I need not speak, seeing it is contended that in Cyprus no City had two Churches in his days, and that it was their...
their custom to place Bishops in villages, (as Socrates, Sozomen, and Nicephorus agree.) So that the matter of fact is certain: except four or five Churches (if so many) in all the world 400 years after Christ, and except but two or three hundred years after Christ, you will find no Bishop in any Church but one, as part of his own Charge.

But the consequence inferred hence will be denied, because the other Parishes might be taught by Subpresbyters without him. Answer: But I would ask, 1. Whether all the rest of the Parishes were not the Bishops Charge? yea part of his Church, yea equally with the other part? As to what Omphrius and others say of the divisions, and the Bishops going from Church to Church, 1. It was scarce any where but in Rome: 2. It was of later times: 3. It was only in the City: 4. It was commonly the same auditors that followed him to several Churches.

And it's true that other Bishops went to the memorials of the Martyrs oft, and had as monuments more Churches than assemblies. And it's true that of later times, certain Canons bind the Bishops to visit all their Parishes: And the eldest oblige him to visit all the people: which sheweth that yet his Diocese was not great.

If he be the Bishop of the Church, and the office of a Bishop be to guide the Church, in Worship, and by Discipline, then he is bound to do this to all the Church: indeed if you make but a mere Presbyter of him, then as many may divide the work between them, so each might know his proper part, (as things stood when Parishes or Chappels were divided) But if a Bishop, as such, be the unifying head as the King of a Kingdom, he must be equally related to the whole.

But if it were not equally, who can believe that there was so great a difference in the parts of the same Church, as that one parcel of them only should have right to their Bishops presence, teaching, worshipping, and personal guidance, and ten, twenty, an hundred, a thousand other parcels have no right at all? What! a Bishop of a whole Church, not at all obliged to Teach, or Guide in personal worshipping, any part of that Church but one? Some great change was made in Churches before men could arrive at such a conceit? Even now among us, a Bishop taketh himself (by the constraining Law of man, which is his Rule) to visit his Diocese once in three years: (I do not mean one Church of forty or an hundred in his Diocese, much less to preach himself usually in those few Towns he comes to; but to call his Curate Priests together, and to set one of them to preach his Visitation Sermon.) But where find you this done by three Bishops in the world for 300 years after Christ, unless that Archbishops visited the Bishops Churches under them? Now they say there have been Bishops in England who have once in three years confirmed some children abroad throughout their Diocese. (I do not mean one of two hundred) but where find you that then the Bishop went out of his City to do this?

2. My next question therefore is, Whether the Bishops of those times were not at least as conscionable and careful and laborious in their offices, as any now are,
are, if not much more? What! not a Gregory, a Basil, a Chrysostome, an Augustine, a Fulgentius, a Hilary, &c. What! not they that preached almost daily? They that write so strictly of the labours of the Ministry? They that lived so austere, and favoured not the flesh; that speak so tenderly of the worth of souls? And would all these, think you, undertake to be Bishops of a whole Church, and yet to leave the whole work upon others, as never to come among them and teach them, and examine them, nor give them the Sacrament in all the Parishes of the Dioceses save one? This is not credible.

If you say that in Alexandria it was certainly so, that distinct congregations were committed to the Presbyters, I answer, 1. Yet so as that they might any part of them (as living in the same city) come and hear the Bishop when they would: 2. They might communicate with him per vias if they would: 3. They were all bound to do so at the great festivals of the year: 4. They were all personally governed by the discipline of the Bishop and Presbyters conjunct in Council: But of this next.

XXI. Another evidence is that the whole Plebs or people of the Bishops charge (till Churches were settled under Presbyters far off in the countrys) were bound by the Canons to come to the Cathedral Church, and communicate with the Bishop at Easter, Whitsun tide, and some other such festivals, even after they were distinguished into several Auditories and Communicating Assemblies under Presbyters; which I have before proved from the particular Canons: which certainly proveth that the Dioceses were no more than could assemble in one place.

XXII. Another evidence is that Presbyters did but rarely preach in the two or three first ages (except in Alexandria, or in some few Churches which had got some extraordinary men; Chrysostome's preaching at Antioch, Augustine's at Hippo, while they were but Presbyters, are noted as unusual things. And it is laid of Augustine (as forecited) that it being not usual in other Churches, for the Presbyters to preach in the Bishops presence, the example of that Church (by the humility of the honest Bishop who preferred his ablest Presbyter before himself) did lead many other Churches into the same practice. Spalatensis may add also as author evidence that in the beginning for a considerable time, confirmation was closely joined to Baptism, and therefore ordinarily none were baptized but by a confirmer, or in his presence: And the Bishops say, that only Bishops did confirm: And if so, then let it be considered, how large a Diocese a Bishop could be present at every Baptism: Yet it Confirmation had been at a greater distance, being all that were baptized were confirmed, it is easy to know for how many one Bishop cannot do this. Did our Bishops use it they would know. I do not think that in this city one part of 50 or 100 is confirmed though the Bishop dwell among them. Perhaps in some Dioceses not one of 1000 in we rarely hear of any at all.
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sum, sed rare — P. 351. ait, [Balsamon juris Graeco-Romanii] i. 2. cap. 9. in Ali. ii. Comment. Bullis; Populum doceo soli d ebat dilettion Episcopis: & magne ecclesii Dioeces Patriarchae juris docen.] These were like our Canons as he thews at large; and this was in later ages when a Bishop might teach pro alium. — And P. 351, 352. Consil. Trull. c. 64. dicit ex Greg. Nazianz. folis Episcopus concemnire concionari s & sanctas scripturas interpretari: Presbyteris vero non nisi Episcoporum concionem.

Of the Bishops teaching see the numerous citations in Filefacs cap. 1.

And if any be scrupulous at the name Presbyteri Parochiani usual in the Councils and Fathers, as if they were Countrie Presbyters, who preached then in other Churches? I have before cited a Canon which gave leave to Presbyters to preach in the country villages, intimating it was rare heretofore. 2. Filefacs faith, ibid. p. 562, 563. [Sed ut quod res sit libere eloquar, & illo aevi s & antiquae, cun Parochiae vox vulgo sit inm pro Dicesi usurpatur (that is for all the Bishops Charge) 3. credo Presbyteros Parochians dicitos suffrere, non alter ac sseu Dicesanos pronunciaret, hoc sit, In hac Parochia sic Dicesi ordinatos & titulatos.

But surely whilst Presbyters rarely preached, there were either Churches that had no preaching (which cannot be proved) or else few Assemblies that had not Bishops.

Obj. But then you make Lay Elders of the Presbyters.

Ans. They were the ablest of Christians ordained to the same Ministerial or Sacerdotal Office as all true Ministers are: But few of them being learned men, and able to make long Sermons, were employed only as the Bishops assistants, as elders are among the Presbyters: who if they would but ordain those Elders, and let them have power over the word and Sacraments, though only to exercise it under the Bishops or chief Patiors guidance, when there was cause, they would come nearest to the ancient use.

XXIII. And it seemeth to me an evidence that the Churches then were (usual,) but as narrow as I assert, that the Presbyters were to abide with the Bishop, and attend him in his City Church. For if you suppose them able to Teach or guide a flock themselves, (as some were such, as Augustine, Macarius, Ephrem Syrus, Tertullian, &c.) it is scarce credible to me that the Bishop would suffer such worthy persons to sit among his Auditors, when there were many country congregations that needed their help. For that the Church was so supplied with Preachers as that besides all these Presbyters in the Bishops Church, there were none for all the rest of the country Parishes as now, is contrary to all the intimations of Church-History. And therefore when we read of so many Presbyters with the Bishop, before we read of many or scarce any elsewhere, surely there were no people that needed them.

XXIV. And yet (though great Cities had many with the Bishop) I may add that the paucity of Presbyters under the generality of Bishops,etheth that their Dioceses then were but like Parish Churches with their Chappels: Or else Aurelius and the other Bishops in the Carthage Council needed not have been
been in doubt whether those Bishops that had but one or two Presbyters, should have one taken from them to make a Bishop of, which was yet affirmatively decreed, because there may be more found fit to make Presbyters of, where it's hard to find any fit to be Bishops.

I will speak it in the words of the learned Bishop Bilsoms Perpet. Govern. c. 13. p. 256. ["In greater Churches they had great numbers of Presbyters: In smaller they had often two, somewhere one, and sometimes none. And yet for all this defect of Presbyters, the Bishops then did not refrain to impose hands without them. The number of Presbyters in many places were two in a Church, as Ambrose writeth on 1 Tim. 3. Sometimes but one. In the third Council Carthage, when it was agreed that the Primate of that City might take the Presbyters of every Diocese and Ordain them Bishops for such places as desired them, though the Bishop under whom the Presbyter before lived were unwilling to spare him, Poibumianus a Bishop demanded, [what if a Bishop have but one only Presbyter, must that one be taken from him?]

Aurelius the Bishop of Carthage answered, One Bishop may Ordain many Presbyters, but a Presbyter fit for a Bishopsrick is not easily found: wherefore if a man have but one only Presbyter, and fit for the room of a Bishop, he ought to yield that one to be Ordained. Poibumianus replied, Then if another Bishop have a number of Clerks, that others stire should relieve him. Aurelius answered, Surely as you helped another Church, so he that hath many Clerks shall be driven to spare you one of them to be ordained by you.] A Diocese such as is intimated here, we do not drive again.

XXIV. Another evidence is that when ever we read of persecution turning the Chriftians out of their Churches, you ever find them gathered into one Congregation, when they could have leisure and place to meet in, and usually a Bishop with them; unless he were banished, imprisoned, or martyred, and then one Presbyter supplied the place: or unless they were scattered into many little parcels. And you find no talk of the persecution of multitudes of Countrey Presbyters afar off, but of the Bishop with his City Presbyters and Church. To which add that it was One Church still, which rejected, obstrued Bishops, and refused to obey the Emperor who imposed them. All this is manifest in Gregory Nicerian, his flight with Mephenias, and the state of his Church: In the Cafe of Basil; and of Lucius the obstrued Bishop at Alexandria, and in the Cafe of Antich before described, and of Rome it self. It's tedious to cite numerous testimonies in a well known cafe. If Alexandria was in such a cafe, or near it, I hope you will doubt of no other Churches. And that with this you may fee what Conventicles the Chriftians kept when the Emperors forbade them, and how resolutely the Bishops preached when the Emperors silenced them, I will recite the words of Barnabus himself, and in him of Donyfius Alexander, and Eusib. l. b. 7. c. 10. & c. 17. and Cyprian ep. 5. & c. in Barn. ed. an. 57. p. 542. that those who cry out against Preaching and Conventicles, when they are but strong enough to drive others out of the Temples, may better understand themselves.

Signando.
...if at any time so vehement a persecution did arise, that the Christians by the Emperours edicts were utterly excluded from the Churches and assemblies, notwithstanding, little regarding such things, they forbore not to come together in one, in holy assemblies, whethersoever there was opportunity. This Dionys. Alexander. Bishop wittnesseth writing to Germanus, when he mentioneth the Edicts of Valerian forbidding the Assemblies. But we by Gods assistance, have not abatned from our accustomed Assemblies celebrated among ourselves. Yea, my self did drive on certain brethren to keep the assemblies diligently, as if I had converting among them. And he writeth the same also to Hierax when he was banished. When we were persecuted by all and put to death we celebrated the Feast with joyful minds; and any place appointed us for several sorts of sufferings, (as the woods, the desert solitudes, the tossed ships, the common Innes, the horrid prison;) did seem fit to us in which we might keep our solemn assemblies with the greatest joy. That they held their Assemblies and offered sacrifice usually (when it was permitted them) in the prisons, Cyprian wittnesseth: But the Acts of the holy Martyrs do fullier signifie it; especially those most faithful ones called Pro-Conjuris, which were taken by the publick Notaries. Certainly the Gravel-pits afforded them advantage for the celebrating of their publick Assemblies, in the time of persecution, especially at Rome, where in the digged gravel there remain many subterraneous ample recevices: Though when the persecution was vehement, they were whence also excluded; as the letters P. Cornelii ad Lupic. Epif. Vien. testifie, aying, Christians may not miss agere, keep their meetings for Church worship publickly, no not in the vaults, (or pits;) So much of the Churches and publick assemblies of the Christians &c. faith Baronius.

Which Polyd. Virgil secondeth c. 6. yea the Bishops durst scarce be seen in the streets so hot were the persecutions, as Euseb. lib. 6. cap. 31. Therefore, as I before noted, they had yet no capacious Temples, as Illyricus well gathereth, Catalog. Temp. verit. p. 112. But they began to have days of peace and liberty under Alexander Severus, Gordian, Philip, Galienus, Flavius, Claudius, Aurelianus, Probus, and then they did enlarge their too small rooms, to that described by Euseb. lib. 6. c. 1.

XXVI. Another evidence is, that Monasteries were built before Chappels and Countrey Parilsh Churches, and farre more numerous, so that we frequently read of Monasteries under a Bishop with their Abbot, or Presbyter, when we read little or nothing of Parilsh Churches in the Countries under him. And if these had been as common, why are they not as much mentioned in the ancient records of the Church? The Egyptian Monks, and those in Judea, and those in Britain, in Beda, and the life of Hierome, Fulgentius, and abundance such witness this.
XXVII. Another evidence is the Canons, that none but a Bishop must publicly reconcile a penitent, nor pronounce the blessing in the Church, &c. Of which before in particular Canons.

XXVIII. Another evidence is that Presbyters or Bishops were not to remove from the Places they were Ordained in: But those places of old were single Churches; (usually in Cities with the suburbs that could come to the same Church, as Dr. Field faith.) Concil. Arelat. 1. cited by Spelman, pag. 40. (because we had 3 Britth Bishops there) [In quibuscunque locis ordinatis ministris, in ipsis locis perseverent] And the locus was not a circuit of 40 or 50 or 100 miles long, but the Bishops Parilh or Vicinity. Of the Bishops not removing (without a Synod) many Councils speak.

XXIX. Another evidence is that the Canons which take down the Choripisci and turn them to periadeute Vistors, or Itinereants, and which forbid the making of Bishops in small Cities, or villages, 1. Were of late date, 2. And were in aspiring times, and had a reason answerable, ne vidiscunt nomen Episcopis 3. And therefore intimate that it was otherwise before (as I have before shewed.)

XXX. A Separatist or Schismatick was then known by his withdrawing from his proper Church; and so was an Apostate or defacer: And he that stayed away certain days was to be excommunicate; And they that fall into sins and never present themselves to the Church, to shew their penitence, even when they fall sick and desire Communion, shall not have it till they shew fruits worthy of repentance, faith Concil. Arelat. 1. Can. 22. But 1. in our way, when the Church that I am of, is an hundred miles long and hath above a thousand Parishes, who can tell when a man is at the Church, and when he is not, unless you make half a years work to examine the matter in a thousand Assemblies? 2. And a man may wander, and never be in the same Assembly once in three years, and yet be still in his own Church because the Diocese is the Church: 3. Unless the Bishops preferre as well as remote relation be necessary; And then no man cometh to Church, but he that cometh where the Bishop is, for ubi Episcopus ibi Ecclesia: And the Parilh Church is with them no Church, unless equivocally as a Community. For as Learned Dr. Field faith, (and they must all say) [None are to be ordained, but to serve in some Church; and none have Churches but Bishops; all other being but affiants to them in their Churches.] Lib. 5. c. 27. p. 139. Therefore they call the Parilh Priests the Bishops Curates; and Dr. Field maketh the Bishops Church or Diocese and a particular Church all one. If then one Parilh priest of a thousand be an Antinomian, Socinian, Papist, Seeker, &c. he that separateth not from that one Priest and Parilh meeting, separateth not from his Bishops Church, nor any particular Church: For his Church is a country, which while he is in, he is no Separatist; if he joyn with any part of it.
XXXI. But my greatest evidence which I trust to above all the rest is, The greatnec of the Bishops work, which no mortal man can truly and faithfully discharge and do for a Diocese in the opposed fence, nor for more than one of our greater Parishes. I have recited some of the particulars before, and I shall again have occasion to do it more at large: I now only name these parts.

1. To be the ordinary Baptist, or fill present with all that are Baptized, (to anoint their nostrils, &c. as aforesaid.) 2. To be the Conrimer of all the baptized in all the Diocese. 3. To be the ordinary preacher to his flock, and to expound the Scriptures to them. 4. To be the only publick reconciler or absolver of all penitents. 5. To be the publick Priest, to be the Guide of the people in publick worship, and to administer the Lords Supper. 6. To take particular account and care of all the peoples souls, and admonish, teach, and exhort them as there is special need. 7. To be the Excommunicator of the impenitent (or ever one and the chief.) 8. To Ordain all Ministers and Subministers. 9. To oversee and rule the Clergy. 10. To receive all Oblations, Tithes, Gifts, and Glebes, and be the disburser of them. 11. To visit the sick in all his flock. 12. To take a particular care of all the poor, the sick, the strangers, the imprisoned, &c. as their Curator. 13. To keep almost daily, but confantly weekly Assemblies for all the publick offices. 14. To keep Synods among his Colleagues, Bishops, and Presbyters. 15. To try and hear Causes with the Bishops, and Synods, and with his Presbyters at home, about all feandals, &c. that come before him, (of which one Town may find him work enough, the convincing and gentle reproof and exhortation will take up so much time.) 16. The looking after and convincing or confuting Heretics. 17. The reconciliation disagreeing neighbours. 18. The confecting of oyl and holy bread, &c: to furnish all his Presbyters with. 19. The Benediction of Marriages, and Solemnizing of Funerals; with a multitude of other Ceremonies. 20. And besides all this, the right government of his own house (And if he had Children, the education of them.) 21. The oversight of all the Schools and educating young men for the Ministry (there being then no Universities to do it.) (That the Schools were under his care, you may see proved in Filoepisc.) 22. The Consecrating of devoted Virgins (to lay nothing of Altars and other utensils.) 23. The oversight of the Monasteries. 24. The writing of Canonical Epistles (as they called them) to Great men, to other Churches, &c. 25. The granting of Communicatory Letters. I have named all that come suddenly to my memory, but it's like not all. And how many Parishes, how many hundred thousand souls can one man do all this for, think you?

I will not tire you with citing out of I'fipore, Gregory, Ambrose, Chryflis, &c. the first Charges terribly laid on Bishops, but only now recapitulate the Preachers words whose Oration Eufhiam giveth us, at the dedication of a new Church, Hist. Eccl. I. 10. c. 4. It is Paulinus Bishop of Tyre. In which he tells them that it is the work of Bishops [Initium animarum reviviscere, vivere & introducendis, ali experientia & temporis proximitate unumquaque revivumque inquisivit, Studioque & cura cunctis, juxta hanc & doctrina que secundum picturam ista,
C H A P. VIII.

That the Diocesans cause the error of the Separatists, who avoid our Churches as false in their Constitution; and would utterly disable us to confute them.

When the Brownists say that our Churches are no true Churches, they do not mean that they are not Societies of men's deviving; but that they are not Societies of Gods Instituting. And this they prove upon the principles of the Diocesans thus: If your Churches be of Gods Instituition (de specie) it is either the Parith Churches, or the Diocesane Churches that are so: But neither the Parith-Churches, nor the Diocesane: Ergo.

1. That the Parith Churches are not such, they prove because by the Diocesans own confession, they are no Churches at all, except equivocally so called: It is one of their own principles, (and we grant it) that Episcopus & Plebs Constitute a Church, as a King and Subjectis constitute a Kingdom, and as a Schoolmaster
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Schoolmaster and Scholars make a School; and as a Master and household make a Family. And that *ubi est Episcopus* (as Cyprian faith) *ibi est Ecclesia*; which is nothing but *Plebs pastoris adunata.* And that a people without a Bishop (truly so called) are but a Church equivocally, as Scholars without a Master are a School, or as a company of Christians in a ship or house accidentally met, and praying together are a Church, &c. And as Dr. Field before cited, faith, *None but a Bishop hath a Church: all others are but his servants,* or as commonly called his Curates. Therefore when a Prelate pleadeth that our Parish Churches are true Churches (either of Gods or mans institution) they do for sake the principles of their party (as now maintained) or they contradict themselves, or they play with equivocations and ambiguities.

II. And that a Diocesan Church, which is one composed of the carcasses of multitude of mortified Churches, is not *jure divino,* having said so much to prove my self, I will not stay to tell you how easily the Separatists may prove it. So that for my part as much as I have written and done against them, I profess I am not able to confute them on the Diocesan grounds, but would be one of them if I had no better.

Quel. *How then must they be confuted?*

Ans. Thus or not at all by me. A Presbyters office is not to be judged of by the Bishops will or description, but by God's the institutor. As if the King describe the Lord Mayors office in his Charter; If the Recorder or whoever giveth him his oath, and installaeth him, shall misdescribe the office, and limit it, and say fallly you have no power to do this or that; This will not at all diminish his power, as long as it is the Charter that they profess to go by. He shall have the power which the King giveth, and not which the investing Minister describeth. If a Parson presented to a Benefice, shall be told by the Bishop at his institution, the Tithes or Glebe are but half yours, this shall not diminish his Title to the whole. So when God hath described the Ministers office, it shall be what God faith it is, and not what the Ordainer faith it is. And God maketh the Masters of each particular body of fixed Communicants, united as aforefaid, to be really a Bishop (or at least the chief of these Masters, or the sole Master: ) And therefore the Church to be truly and univocally a Church of Divine institution: Though it were never so much granted that Archbishops were over them, as the Apostles were over those *Acts 14. 23.*

And then when the Parish Churches are once proved true Churches, whether the Diocesan be so or not, is nothing to our controversy with the Separatists. But for my part I cannot confute the lawfullness of a Diocese as confuting of many particular Churches with their Bishops, as I can a Diocese which hath put them all down.
The second Argument: from the Deposition of the primitive species of Bishops, and the erecting of a humane inconsistent species in their stead: A specific difference proved.

ARGUMENT II.

A humane inconsistent species of Bishops erected instead of the Divinely-instituted species thereby deposed, is unlawful. But such is the Diocesan species now opposed — Ergo.

I have hitherto charged it with the changing of the Church Form: Now of the form or species of Bishops. And here I need not add much to the former, because they are coincident, and in proving the one I have already proved the other.

A Bishop of one Church united for Individuals Communion, and a Bishop of one Church united only for Communion in *specie actionum*, are not the same. For because I hear many say that *Magis & Minus non variat speciem*; And that a Greater and a Lesser Diocese make neither the Church, nor Bishop to be of a different species, I am here to prove the contrary.

And first let it be remembered what we have said of the Church and a Bishop: That is, They are relations. Then let it be remembered what goeth to the essence and definition of a Relation, that is, The Relation, the Correlate, the Subject, the Fundamentum (or as some speak the *Ratio fundandi* alio) and the Terminus. Now where these are not the same, or any of these, then the Relation is not the same: because where an essential ingredient is wanting, the essence is wanting.

Again it must be remembered that many Natural Relations are so founded in an act past, that the Relation resulteth from it without depending on any thing future. As God is Creator *quia jam creavit*, Father *et qui genuit*. But there are other Relations which are founded in mere *Undertaking*, *Mandate authority*, and *obligation to future actions*: As he is a Tutor, a Schoolmaster, a Judge, a Chancellor, a Pilot, a Bishop, a Husband, &c. who by *mandate and undertaking* is authorized and obliged to such and such works, implied in the names. And in these cases, there is nothing more specific than the offices than the work of the office, which is, its nearest *End*. And these nearest ends are ever essential to such Relations; whether you will call them the *Termini* or *Ends*; or by what other name, we contend not.
And therefore *Aquinas* and all, 1.2. q. 18. art. 2. and others commonly agree, that the Object and the End do specific humane acts.

But remote ends may be the same in Acts, (and so in Offices) of the same species; It proving but a Generical agreement (which yet may be in species sub-alterna.) All humane Acts should have the same ultimate end, that is, The pleasing of God in the resplendency of his Glory, and the felicity of man. Yet this maketh them not all of the same *infinite* species. All Government intendeth the common good; and yet there are different species of Government. All Church Government is for the good of the Church, and for the killing of sin, and the promoting of faith and holiness: And yet there are different species of Church Governors.

But besides the Object and End, (which all agree to) there are by Schoolmen and Cautijs, said to be *circumstances*, which may also *specific* Moral acts. The seven named by Ciceron in Rheter. are, *Quis, Quid, Ubi, Quibus auxiliis, Cur, Quomodo, Quando.* : And *Aquinas* and others tell us, that these circumstances communicate *special* Goodness or evil-to actions. *Vid. P. Soto in relec. 5. in fine de bonit. & mal. ali. Greg. de Valentin. tom. 2. qu. 15. puncto 4. Jos. Angles in Florib. 2. sect. d. 37. q. 3. a. 5. p. 2.

Greg. Sauris in Claud. Regia Lib. 2. Cap. 3. pag. 54. giveth us these two notes to know when circumstances specific actions.

1. *Quando* *Circumstantia* novam conformatatem, aut deformitatem aequali tribuit; ita ut peculiariter convenient vel reprehendit reelle rationi, nomen speciem confinit: *Rat. Quia in loco circis circumstantia transit in rationem objecti* —— 2. *Quotiesque circumstantia non respettad speciem ordinem rationis in bono vel male nisi prae susceptibility alia circumstantia a qua actus moralis habet speciem boni vel mali quam solam intra eadem speciem auget, vel diminuit, reddendo actum illum meliorum aut peiorum, totius circumstantia illa aggravans vel diminuens, non aequalis speciem mutans; confenda est: ut quantitas v. g. magni vel parta in furto.

Note also that though Relatio in forma relationis, non recipit magis & minus, e. g. Titius non est magis Pater quam Senonhues; Yet quod subiectum, & aliando quod fundamentum & corollary, it may recipere magis & minus, so that magis vel minus shall change the species. This is in such cases, where in the alteration of Quantity altereth the Capacity of the subject quod cum fenente aliam. For as in Physicks, besides the Matter, the *Dispositio materie* (which Aristotele calls *Privation*) is necessary ad formam recipiendam (which is commonly called A third Principle; but I would call it, the *Conditione necessaria* of the Material Principle;) so in Relations there must be the *Dispositio necessaria subjecti,* or else there can no relation result. E. g. to the being of a bone; some quantity is necessary to the End, that is, habitation; And therefore it is no bone, except equivocally which is no bigger than an egg-shell: So to the being of a Ship, of a Church, &c. that which is no bigger than a nutshell is no Ship or Church, though you call it so or Confectrate it, &c. And on the other side, It is not a spoon, a dill, a ladle, a pcn, which is as big as a Church, a Ship, a House. Yea a Ship and a Boat do differ in specie, though both have the same End, (safe passage over the waters by portage.) by the circumstantial differences of the End and Subject.
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So also in Societies; the whole world, or a Kingdom is too big to be a Family: And a Family is too little to be a Kingdom. Pagus, Vectus, Civitas, Regnum differ principally in their Ends, and next in their Quantity of the subject matter, because every quantity is not capable of the same Essential End.

These things being premised, for the use of such ignorant Lads only as know them not, who may possibly study the controversy, I proceed to my proofs.

1. And I will begin (though it be weakest in it self) with an Argument ad hominem; For with the men that I now deal with, I shall take that to be the most effectual argument, which is fetched from their interest, and fitted to their wills. I remember that once when an Army was resolved for Liberty of Conscience, for all that professed the fundamentals of faith in God by Jesus Christ, and the Parliament appointed some of us to draw up a Catalogue of fundamentals, (which I thought was best done by giving them the Sacramental Covenant, the Creed, Lords Prayer, and Decalogue) a good man, (with others of his mind) would needs have many more fundamentals, than I was for, and among others, (that to allow our selves or others in known sin, is inconsistent with salvation) or is damnable) I told him that I would not dispute against it, but undertake to make him call it by without dispute: And when they would not believe me, but went on, I did all that I promised presently with telling them, You know that the Parliament take Indepencency to be a sin, and they will say, If we allow or tolerate them, they here pronounce the sentence of damnation on us under their own hands] Dilium fatius; we had no more of that fundamental.

I have greater confidence of prevailing with Diocesans by such an argument: In taking the Covenant, in the Westminster Assembly, it would not pass till the parenthesis describing the English species of Prelacy was inserted; because many declared that they were not against all Episcopacy, but only the present English species. Accordingly those that took the Covenant in that sense, take not themselves bound to endeavour the extirpation of all Episcopacy but only of that species: And they that would have conformed on the terms of the Kings Declaration about Ecclesiastical Affairs, went on this supposition that the species of Prelacy was altered by it. Now I put these questions to the Diocesans. Ques. 1. If a Usurper by power should take down all the Diocesans (and their lands, Lordships, and Courts) and turn them into Parli Bishops, and say, I alter not the species but the degree, would they believe him? Ques. 2. If one that thinketh himself oblied by the Vow or Covenant against this species only, should think that he answering his obligation, if he procure no other alteration than is made in the Kings forenamed Declaration, would they tell him, You alter not the species unless you totally extirpate Episcopacy: (supposing that he had power to do it.) Ques. 3. Seeing most that we speak with who conform, and who take or plead for the Oxford Oath [Never to endeavour any alteration of Church Government] do tell us that the meaning is only that we will not endeavour to alter the present species, which is Episcopacy, and not the appurtenances, as Chancellors, &c. I ask, If it should please the King to take down
down all Diocesanes, and to set uponly a Bishop in every Parilh or Independent Church, & say, I change not the species; or if I believed that this were a Change of the English species of Church Government I would not do it: what answer would they give to this? Quest. 4. If a Conformist or one that hath taken that Oath, shall say, I did subscribe and swear only not to endeavour an alteration of the species, but not of the degree: Therefore I will do all that I can to take down Diocesans, and to set up Congregational or Parochial Bishops in their stead, will you tell this man that indeed by so doing he endeavoureth not to change the species? Quest. 5. Seeing many of the greatest opposers of Prelacy, do content to a Congregational or Parochial Bishop, will you grant that these are not at all your aduersaries as to the species of Church Government, but only as to the degree or extent of Dioceses? These cases are practical: Therefore take heed how you resolve them, lest you do that which you are unwilling of. Quest. 6. And I may ask, Why is it that many deny that it was a Parliament of Episcopal men, that raised the Army against the King, only because in the Proposition sent to Nottingham they would have had Episcopacy reduced to what is there intimated, and would have had their power shortened? Come, come, deny not the plain truth, If mágis & minus non variant species, Parliament men, yea, and the Learnedest part of that Synod who took down Bishops, were Episcopal men, yea, Prelatils as you are, for they were but for a Gradual alteration at the beginning of their war, till they were carried further by necessity and interest. Quest. 7. And I ask you also, why, and with what front do you call us all Presbyterians, who offered Bishop Ufber's Model to the King and you in 1660. as the terms of Concord? Is it against your Consciences meerly to make us odious with you know whom? what can it be better, if you grant that we are not only for Episcopacy in gener, but even for the same species with your selves? Yea, those that are against Bishop Ufber's Model, and are only for Congregational or Parilh Bishops, are it seemeth even for your species: And are they not then Episcopal as well as you? So much ad hominem: now ad rem.

II. Where the specifying Ends differ, there the Species of Relations differ. But in the Churches and the Bishops in question the specifying Ends differ: Ergo &c.

I will first manifest the truth of the Minor (for the Major is unquestionable) of Churches, and next of Bishops.

1. The ends of a particular Church as described by us are these: 1. Communion sensible and external; 2. And that local or presential; 3. And that personal by all the body of the Church; 4. And that in the same Individual acts of God's publick worship. 5. In watching over, or helping each other towards Heaven, by provoking each other to love and to good works, and if a brother offend to tell him of his fault; to comfort each other, and to live together in holiness, love and peace. 6. To be related to the same Pastors, as those that are their ordinary Teachers, Governors and Guides in publick worship, as labouring amongst them and being examples to the flock. 7. To hold a distant Communion with the neighbour associated concordant Churches, and
and particularly with those nearest them of the first order of Composition; of which association this particular Church is a part, for Communion of Churches as they are themselves a Society for Communion of Individual Christians, in a single Church.

2. Now the ends of our Diocefan Churches are not one of all these. For

1. Their Communion is internal in Faith and Love; such as we have with the Absinthe. 2. It is distant only, and not presential at all; For as Diocefan we never see each other it's like in our whole lives. 3. It is not personal (as external and sensible), but only by the intervention of Delegates, Messengers, Officers or Synods, of such. 4. It is only in eadem specie of publick worship and sacred actions that we have Communion, but not in the same Individual actions of worship: And so we may have Communion with the Antipodes, while we believe the same Scriptures and Creed, and use the same Sacraments, &c. in specie. 5. We have no converse with one another at all as Diocefan; (though as Parochial we may) we never meet together, pray together, hear together, exhort or watch over or help each other: If a Brother trespass we tell him not of his fault, &c. for we never know one of five hundred in the Diocefe, no more than men of another Country. 6. We hear not the fame Teachers; we have not the same Guides to resolve our doubts, and to instruct us as we need; We have not the same Priests to join with in Gods publick worship: But the that Teacheth and efficaceth in one Church, hath no power in another: Only we have the same Bishop to call (not the people before him to teach and warn and comfort them, but) the Parson and Churchwardens, or rather the same Lay-Chancellor and his Court, and the same Canons (for silencing our Ministers, Excommunicating many conscionable Nonconformists, &c.) which not only all the Diocefe hath, but all the Land. Not one of many hundreds of the Diocefe ever beeth the Bishop in all his life. 7. A Diocefe is itself a compound of particular Churches associated (Though mortified quantum in Diocefan;) And therefore cannot be a constitutive part of such a first order of Association, as a particular Church may be or is. These are the differences in the Ends.

Now lay all these together, and try, whether the differences in so many parts of the End of the Society, make not a Specifick difference in Societies. Whether [a company of Christians associated with the same present Pastors, for presental personal Communion in Gods publick worship, Sacraments, Teaching, and Guidance, and for mutual assistance in holy converse and living, &c. and cohabiting in a vicinity capable of this converse and Communion] be a Society of the same specie with [A company of Congregations associated (or rather never associated) to hold a distant Communion in the same specie of Belief, Prayer, Sacraments, &c. under several appropriate Pastors, not living (at Parochiani) in any such vicinity as may render them capable of any of the fore-said present associations or Communion; (unless in travail men accidentally come together as we may do with men of other lands.)] It is notorious that these Effentiating Ends of the two sorts of Societies are distinct; and therefore the Societies are essentially distinct.
Even as a City, Burrough, or Corporation, are part of a Kingdom, and are specifically distinct societies from the Kingdom. (For the Parts may have a proper subordinate specification, which all set together may constitute one more comprehensive species: As a Clock, and the several wheels and parts of that Clock may differ in species, though not as coordinate species) A Kingdom may possibly be no bigger than a City: But yet the form of a Kingdom and of a City do differ in the Ends of the Societies. So a Family in species differeth from a City, which is compact of many Families: So a Troop differeth in species from a Regiment, and a Regiment from an Army, a College from an University, a bed-chamber which is part of an house from an house, though yet it's possible that a house may be but one room, and an University but one College, and an Army but one Regiment, &c.

Now let us enquire whether de jure divino there ought to be such a Society as I have described, associating for personal present Communion and assistance as aforefaid. And this I have fully proved before Chap. 1. Acts 14, 23. They ordained them Elders in every Church. 1 Thes. 5, 12, 13. Know them that labour among you, and are over you in the Lord, and highly esteem them in love for their works sake: and be at peace among your selves. Heb. 13, 7, 17. Remember them which have the rule over you, who have spoken to you the word of God. Acts 20, 28. Take heed to yourselves and to all the flock, &c. 2, 31. I ceased not to warn every one night and day with tears. 20. publickly and house by house, 1 Pet. 5, 1, 2, 3. The Elders that are among you, &c. feed the flock (not a particle of the flock) Matt. 18, 15. If thy brother trespass against thee, tell him bis fault between thee and him; If he hear thee not, take two — If he hear not them, tell the Church— If with Selden, de Synedr. and the Ephesians by the Church were meant the Sanhedrins, it would tend to the confirmation of what we plead for, considering how thin both Council (and Synagogues) were, and in how small places. But against that fence, see Galaphies Aaron's Rod, &c.

Heb. 10, 22, &c. For sake not the assembling of your selves together, But exhort one another — 1 Cor. 11: When ye come together in the Church, 1 Cor. 14, &c. See the Text as forecited Chap. 3.

It is then manifest that Churches associating for such present Communion of Christ'ians, is of Gods appointment, which Tho'mas in a set Tres-tisie proveth to be the ground of Discipline.

2. Next I will shew that the Bishops of such a particular Church and of a compound Dioces are offices specifically different (a finibus.)

1. The Bishop of a particular Church is related to another Correlate, specifically distinct from the said Diocesan: Therefore his office is specifically distinct. The Antecedent is before proved, and the Consequence no sober man will question.

2. And their works are specifically distinct.

1. The work of the one is, 1. To be the ordinary publick Teacher of the Church; 2. To Congregate the Church; 3. To be their Guide in present worship; 4. To give them the Lords Supper; 5. To watch over and guide them, personally in their conversation; and so of the rest forenamed.

2. The
12. The work of the other is, 1. To lend Curates to be the ordinary Teachers, and Guides, and Priests to the people; even to each Parish one. 2. To have a Lay-Chancellors Court to trouble them in a secular mode, and to judge men to excommunication and absolution. 3. To visit some Towns in his Diocese, and there to call together the Clergy and Churchwardens, once in three years, (or a year if he please.) 4. To have an Archdeacon to keep some kind of Courts under him in certain places by himself or his official. 5. To grant Licences to Marry: 6. And to preach: 7. And to eat flesh in Lent. 8. To suspend or silence Preachers. 9. To lay his hands on Children or others, for the Ceremony of Confirmation; perhaps on the thousandth or five hundredth part of his Diocese, (though de jure he should do it to every one) 10. To preach as oft as he please in his Cathedral, or where he will.

But as for the aforesaid work of a Bishop of a particular Church, he is not to do it, nor any one part of it, that I know of. For whereas the true office of such a Bishop is (as Dr. Hammond in his Annotation well describes it) by a Ministerial participation to subserve Christ to his whole flock in the threefold work of a teacher, a Priest, and a Ruler, he doth no one part of all. 1. Instead of Teaching his flock, he (if he be one of the extraordinary body) doth only publickly preach once or twice a week to the thousandth or five hundredth or hundredth part of his flock: (But if so many of them, but some it may be once in a month or a year) And as to the personal care of their Souls, he hath not one Parish that he taketh the care of, to teach them personally. 2. He seldom doth officiate in publick Prayer, Praise, and Sacrifice to any part of his flock: And when he doth, it is but to a particle of the aforesaid proportion: But when others do it, he faith, He doth it by them. 3. He doth not at all govern his flock with that which is the true Pastoral Government; which is in person among them to guide them, and resolve their doubts, and admit those to Communion that are fit, and refuse the unfit; To admonish all the scandalous and unruly, as personally known to him, to watch over them and confirm the weak, and reprove sinners when they come among them. But instead of this, he never seeth them, (as to the main body of his flock) nor knoweth them, but summons their Teachers and Churchwardens, (and such as others that dwell among them, or his Apparitors will accuse to him) to come before his Lay-Chancellors Court, as aforesaid, and in his Visitation to meet him: so that here is none of the same work nor Government it self, but another kind of Government.

And here note, 1. That the aforesaid three parts of the office (Teaching, Worshipping, and Ruling) are all Essentia to the office; so that if he wanted but any one of them, he were not an Officer of the same species with those that have them all, much more if he have but One, yet not One of all.

2. That the flock or Church is not to be denominated from a small or inconsiderable part of it, but from the main body. Therefore he that is the Teacher but of one Congregation of a thousand, or many hundreds, or scores, is not to be therefore called, the Teacher of that Church or Flock, which consisteth of
(92)

For many Congregations: And so also for Worship and Personal conduct. He is not a Priest to that flock, &c. Much less when he undertaketh not one Parish.

Obj. So you may say of one of the old City Churches, such as Alexandria where the Bishop preached but to one Congregation; or of our Parishes that have Chappels, where the Christian teacheth in the Chappels; or where there are many Presbyters to a Congregation: All do not preach, at least to all the people.

Ans. I doubt not but Alexandria and all such places should have had many Churches and Bishops, as the Christians grew too many to be in and under one.

2. But yet when they had several Churches and Presbyters, the people were not at all tied to their own Parishes, but might come to hear and joyn with the Bishop as oft as they pleased: which though they could not do all at once, they might do by turns, some one day and some another: And so they did. So that still they had personal Communion with him, though not every day. 3. And they lived in Vicinity, where they were capable of converse, and personal notice, and private help from one another. 4. And the Presbyters all joyned in personal oversight or Government of the whole flock, and were each one capable of personal admonition and exhortation to any member. 5. And those that attended the Bishop and did not frequently officiate in the chief actions, yet were present with the Church, and assisted him in officiating, and were ready to do the rest when ever he appointed them or there was need: so that though quod exercitium they did not the chief parts of the work every day, or usually, yet, it was all the three parts of the Pastoral office which they did, and undertook to do, in season: 2. And that to the same Church in person by themselves. So that though Churches that swell to a disordered bulk, are not in that perfect order as more capable Societies may be; yet whilst their Communion is personal, present, as aforesaid, the Church species is not altered as in our Dioceses it is.

III. A divers fundamentum vel ratio fundandi, proveth a diversity of Relations: But a true Parish Bishop and our Diocesanes have fundamenta that are in species divers; And so have a particular Church and a Diocesan Church: Ergo, a Parish Church and Bishop and a Diocesan Church and Bishop are species divers.

The Major is undeniable. The Minor I prove by shewing the diversity.

1. The Fundamentum of the Relation of a Particular Church, is either 2. Of the Relation of the Church to God: 2. Or their relation as fellow members one to another: 3. Or of their joint relation to their Pastors or Bishops: 4. Or of their Bishops or Pastors relation to them. For certainly a Church is not only compounded of various Materials, but its form is a compounded of these four Relations set together, and every one is Essential to it (And he that cannot distinguish cannot understand.) Now everyone of these compounding Relations, is founded in a mutual consent.

1. The Relation of the Members, Pastors, and the whole Church to God is founded in God's consent and theirs: God's is signified 1. By his Scripture Institution and Command: 2. By his qualifying and disposing the persons: 3. By his providential giving them opportunity: 4 And ad ordinem where
where it can be had, by the Ordainers (as to the Pastor's relation) who are
God's ministers to invest them in the office; 5. And by his moving the hearts
of the People to consent (which belongeth to the giving of opportunity.)

The Relation of all these to God, is secondarily founded in their own con-
sent (that it may be a Contract: ) The Pastors express theirs, in their Ordi-
nation in general, and in their Induction or fixing in that particular Church, to
the Ordainers, and to the people. The members express their consent, either
plainly in a Contract, or impliedly by actual convention and submission, and
performing of their duties.

2. The Relation of the members to each other, is founded in their said
Explicit or Implicit consent among themselves, joined to their said consent to God.

3. The Relation of the Members to their Pastors, is founded Remotely in
the said signification of Gods will, by his Word and Providence, and by the Or-
dainers, (for they are but Ministers, and operate but by signifying Gods
will.) And nextly, by the mutual consent of the People and the Pastors.

4. The Relation of the Pastors to the flock is accordingly founded, 1. Re-
motely in the said signification of Gods will by his Word, Gifts, Disposition,
Opportunity, and by the Ministry of the Ordainers: 2. And nextly by the con-
sent of Pastors and People. Thus is a particular Church-relation founded,
and all these parts are necessary thereunto.

But as for our Dioecesan Churches, which have no particular Churches un-
der them, nor Bishops, but only Congregations with several Curates, being not
politically and properly Churches, (For I meddle not with such A. Bishops Dio-
ceses as confit of many true Churches with their proper Bishops ) let us see
from what foundation they result.

1. As to their Relation to God, he never expressed his Consent, nor owneth
them (that ever I could hear proved ) And therefore the Fundamental Con-
tract is wanting. Those that go Dr. Stillingfet's and Bishop Reynolds's way,
and say, No Form of Government is of Gods appointment, do grant that the
Dioecesan form is not: But that the Congregational form is, I have fully pro-
ved. Therefore they have not the same Foundation.

2. And as to the Relation of the Members of a Dioecese to one another, there
is no mutual consent truly nor seemingly signified by them: what ever some
few may do, who are not the Dioecese, it is certain that the Dioecese as such do
neither Explicitly nor Implicatedly by word or deed express any such Church
consent, but rather the other contrary. For 1. Their Dwelling in the Dioecese
is no more a profession of consent, than the Christians dwelling in Constantinople
threw with them to be Mahometans: For their Ancients there lived, and they have
no other dwelling.

2. Their choosing a Parliament who consent is no proof of their consent.
1. Because it is not past a fifth or tenth or twentieth part of the Members that
choose Parliament men. 2. Because they never intend to choose them for any such
use as to be the choosers of their Religion, or Church, and to dispose of their
Souls: But only to regulate Church matters according to Gods word, which
when
when they go agaist, they go beyound, and against the peoples content. As in choosing Parliament men, we do not trust them to choose husbands and wives and Malters and servants for all the people: Nor can we commit that trust (for the choice of our Religion or Church) to others statedly, which Gods Word and Nature have bound us to use our selves. Or if such mischoose for us, they disoblige us from accepting their choice. I am sure the Papists think not that they choose Parliament men to choose a Church for them: Nor would the Prelatifs think so, if the Parliament should prove Presbyterian, Independent, Anabaptists, or Papists.

3. The Diocefe doth not signifie Consent to a Church relation, by the Churchwardens or accused persons coming to the Chancellors or Bishops Courts. For 1. It is but a small number comparatively that do so. 2. They are compelled, and are well known to come full sorely against their wills: They are undone if they refuse: And submission and patience, are not suftention nor consent. 3. They most commonly profess to come to these Courts in obedience to the King, and as they are empowered by him, and strengthened by his sword: And not at all as Church-Paflors, empowered by Christ: For who taketh the Chancellor to be fuch?

4. The appearance of the Clergy at the Bishops Visitation, and their Conformity, is no proof of the peoples content. For the Minifters are distinct persons, and have a distinct intereft, and are no way empowered to signifie the peoples content.

5. Yea, they shew their diffent, 1. By being so backward to be made Church-wardens: 2. So backward to take their Oaths: 3. So backward to present: 4. So backward to appear at their Courts. 5. Doing it on a civil account as obeying the Kings Officers. 6. So few of them ever coming to a Bishop to be instructed, resolved, yea or for the ceremony of Confirmation.

So that the people can never be proved to consent to a Diocefe Church State.

And if they had, that is not the fame as a consent to a Congregational or Parish Church State.

3. The fame I need not say over again as to the Diocefe Bifhop, Chancellor and Archdeacon: They consent to the Parish Minifters where they are tolerable, by word or daily attendance in Gods worship: But I know England so well as that I know that as they never choose their Bishops, or Chancellors, but the King choofeth them, and a Dean and a few Prebends pro forma consent) so they are never called to expres their consent, nor do any considerable part of the Diocefe usually consent indeed; some never mind such matters: others say, the King may put in whom he will; it is no act of theirs: others had rather have a good one than a bad one, but had rather yet have none at all, especially of late times so many hundred Minifters are silenced. And some would have Bishops to silence the Minifters, and some are for them on a better account. But it’s no considerable part of the Diocefe that signifieth Consent. And as for the formal demand to the standers by at the Confecration, whether any
any of them have any thing against the Bishop, it's a ceremony fitter for a Stage, than to come here into an Argument.

4. And as for the Bishops and Chancellors relation to the People, when it wants the word of God, and his consent, and the peoples consent, and hath but the Kings callation, the Deans and Chapters formal consent, and the Prelates and Conformity Ministers consent, I may well conclude that here is not the same Fundamentum, as is of the Parochial and Pastors Church relation.

IV. And where there is not the same Relate and Correlate, there is not the same Relation. But a Parochial Church and Pastor, and a Diocfeane Church and Pastor, are not the same Relate and Correlate. Ergo.

If they be, let them become Parochial Bishops and be all the same. But what I have said of the difference of Ends and Foundations prove this; a Combination of Christians into one Church primi ordinis for personal Communion, is not the same with a Combination of Congregations for Communion mental or by delegates only. And so of the Bishops of these several Churches.

V. If a Congregational Church or Pastor be of the same species with our Diocfeane Churches and Prelates, then a Church that extendeth through all the Kingdom, yea to many Kingdoms, yea to the East and West Indies or Antipodes may be of the same species also (and so its Pastor.) And so the Pope and his Church may be of the same, (as to the magnitude) But the consequent is false: Ergo, so is the antecedent.

The consequence in the Major is evident, because there is cedem ratio; For their reason of denominating a Church One is because it hath One Bishop; and by their Principles there may be one Bishop to a Province, to a Kingdom, to an Empire, to the World.

When all the subordinate Bishops were taken down to make up this Diocfeane Church of Lincoln which I live in, the Church was One, which before was many. And if all the Bishops were taken down except the two Archbishops, the two remaining Churches I confess would be of the same species with a Diocese. Yea, if there were but One Church and Bishop in the Land. And why might not all Europe on these terms make one particular Church? If you say, Because they are not under one King, I answer, 1. That's no reason: A King is a Civil extrinsic Accidental head of a Church as a Church; and not a Constitute Head: But a Bishop is an Intrinsic, Ecclesiastical Constitute head, without whom it is no Church (unless equitably.) 2. Ten Kings may agree to give way to One Bishop in all their Kingdoms (as they have done to the Papacy.) 3. The Roman Empire was bigger than Europe: Why then might not that have been one only Church of the same species with a Diocese?

If they say that it is because one man is not capable of doing the work of a Bishop for so many Countries. I answer. Per se, he cannot do it for the hundredth part of a Diocese: Per alias he may do it for all Europe: It is but appointing some who shall appoint others, who shall appoint others, (and so too...
the end of the chapter) to do it. There is but one Abuna in Abaffia to Ordain, (though numerous Bishops who have not the Generative Faculty; which Epiphanius makes to be the difference between a Bishop and a Presbyter, that the one begets Fathers and the other but Sons: Their Country was converted by an Eunuch.) It would be a notable dispute whether all the rest be true Bishops or not (I think Yea; the Prelates must think Nay.) And yet Brierewood faith that Abaffia (after all its great diminutions) is as big as Italy, France, Spain, and Germany. And doth not the Pope govern per alios yet far more, and pretend to govern the whole Christian World? while he sendeth one to Goa, another to Mexico, (and Oviedo to Abaffia, would they but have received him.)

Obj. But he hath other Bishops under him, therefore he is not eujusdem speciei as a Diocese. Ansiv. But the Abuna hath no Ordainers under him, and the Bishop hath Chancellors, Deans, Arch-deacons, Surrogates, Officials, and sometimes in the days of old had Suffragans too, under him. (Ques. Was a Diocese then, One Church, or two?) And what if a Patriarch or Pope put down all Bishops under him, and exerciseth his power by other sorts of officers? (They that can demine, grant, let, what parts they please of their own office, may devise even.)

And seeing it would not alter the species, what if it should please the King and Parliament to put down all the Bishops of England save One? I hope the Bishops would not take that to be against the Canon of 1640, nor against the Oxford Oath [of never endeavouring to Consent or Alter the Church Government] (if it could have been paid to be taken by the Parliament) because the species is not altered: And they tell us Nonconformists to draw us to Swear, that they mean but the species. I make no doubt but at the rates of our present Ordinations, One Bishop or Abuna with Chaplains even, may Ordain Priests even, (and too many of all conscience) for all the Kings Dominions; and may licence preachers even, and may let up Chancellors, Surrogates, and Arch-deacons even to do the present work. And it's pity that the land should be troubled with so many when one would serve. I confess I would either have more or fewer had I my will.

And as for my Minor proposition, let him that thinketh it wanteth proof, when he hath considered what is before-said, and how personal present Communion in all Gods Church-worship, differeth from the Communion of associated Congregations by messengers, &c. think so still, if he be able so egregiously to err.

But I must not so leave our Prelates. I know that it is the common trick of Sophisters, when they cannot make good an ill cause, to carry it into the dark, or start a new controversy, and then they are safe. A Papist will wheel about into the wildernes or thicketts of Church history, and ask you what names you can give of your Religion in all Ages, that one proposition of your Syllogism may contain much of a Horse load or a Cart load of Books, and then I know he hath done his work, if women be the judges. And others use to carry the question a rebus ad verba: And so it is in the cafe in hand. But it is not the name of a SPECIES that shall serve your turn. We know how hard it
it is in Physicks, to determine what it is that specifyth; and much more in Morals, Politicks and other Relatives. But let the Logical notion of a species lie at your mercy: It shall suffice us, that you may not make so great a change of the Church-orders and Government of God's institution, as to turn a thousand or hundred Churches into one; and to deprive all Parishes or Churches Confratric for preferential Communion, of the priviledge of having a Bishop of their own to Teach, Worship, and Govern them preferentially and per se. As if all the Arch-bishops in the Roman Empire had put down all the Bishops, and called themselves the Bishops of the Churches. Of which more anon.


C H A P. X.

Whether any form of Church Government be instituted by God as necessary? or all left to humane prudence?

Obj. But Doctor Stillingfleet hath invincibly proved that God hath made no one form of Church Government necessary, but left the choice to humane prudence.

Ans. I. If so, Why should we all swear to this one form, that we will never endeavour to alter it? or (as the & cetera Oath) never consent to the alteration of it, when we know not but the King may alter it, or command us to endeavour it? Milt there be such swearing to the perpetuating an alterable unnecessary thing?

II. The word [form] signifyth either the essentials of Church policy, or the Integrals, or accidents which Christ himself hath setled: Or else it signifyth only some mutable accidents or modes, which God hath left to humane prudence. Of the first we deny mans power to change them. Of the latter we grant it.

1. It is undeniable of Divine institution that there be ordinary publick Assemblies for Gods solemn worship, and the peoples edification. 2. And that Ministers of that office which Christ hath instituted, be the officiating Guides in these Assemblies. 3. And that Cohabiting Christians be the ordinary stated bodies of these assemblies, and not live loosely to go every day as they please from Church to Church, but ordinarily when they can, be seated members of some one Church (To which cohabitation or vicinity, is one disposition materis.) 4. And that each of these Churches have their proper fixed Pastors, and should not take up with unfixed various mating Ministers, unless in cases of necessary unsteady...
unsetledness. 5. And that these settled Pastors should live among the People, and watch over them personally, and know them, and be known of them in doctrine and example, as to the main body of the flock. 6. That these Relations and Communion be by mutual consent of the Pastors and the body of the flock. 7. That these mutual Relations of Gods appointment and their own consent do constitute them a spiritual society of Divine institution. 8. That this Communion must be (as our Creed calleth it) a Communion of Saints: that is, of men professing Christianity and Holiness, and seeming such: And must extend to a free Communication to each other, for the supply of corporal necessities: And to a mutual assistance of each other in holy living. 9. That therefore there must be some to discern and judge whether the persons that would enter this Society and Communion, be Professed seeming Christians and Saints or not? And whether they revolt by Heresie or wicked lives from their profession? And whether they be impenitent in these revoltings? And therefore having opportunity by presence or nearness to know them and the witnesses, must judge of the credibility of reports or accusations? And must admonish the offenders, and seek by all possible conviction and exhortation, with patience to draw them to Repentance: And if no persuasion will prevail, to refuse to admit them to the Communion of the Church, and to deliver them the Sacrament of Communion, and to tell them openly of their sin and danger, and pronounce them liable to Gods wrath till they do repent, and to charge the Church to avoid Communion with them. 10. It is the particular Pastors of those Churches, to whose office all this belongeth. 11. If that Church have more Pastors than one, they must do all this work in concord, and not divide nor thwart each other. So that as many Physicians undertake one Patient, as each one singly of the same office, and yet must do all by agreement, unless some one sees that the rest would kill the patient; so it is in this case. 12. All these particular Churches must in their vicinities and capacities, live in Concord, and hold such a correspondence, and Communion of Churches for mutual strength and edification, as tendeth to the common good of all: The means of which are Messengers, Letters, and Synods as there is occasion. All these twelve particulars I doubt not but so judicious and worthy a man as Dr. Stillingfleet will easily concede. And indeed the summe of them is granted in his book. And then whether you will call this a Form of Government or not, how little care I for the meer name? 13. I may add this much more, that All these Congregations are, under the extrinseick Government of the Magistrate, as Physicians are: And he only can rule them by the sword and force.

But then we will agree with Dr. Stillingfleet or any man, that God hath left all these things following without a particular determination to be determined according to his General Laws. 1. Whether this Parochial or Congregational Church shall always meet in one and the same place; or in case of persecution or want of room, or by reason of the Age, Weakness, and distance of some Members, may have several houses or Chappels of ease, where some parcels may sometimes meet, who yet (at least per vires) may have personal present Communion,
Communion with the rest. 2. Whether a Church shall be great or small, that is, of what number it shall consist, supposing that it be not so great or so small as to be inconsistent with the end. 3. How many Pastors each Church shall have. 4. Whether among many one shall be a Chief, and upon supposition of his pre-eminence in Parts, Grace, Age, and Experience, shall voluntarily be so far submitted to by the rest, as may give him a Negative voice. 5. Whether such officers of many Churches, shall consoiate so as to join in Classes or Synods stated for number, time, and place, and whether their meetings shall be constant, or occasional pro re nata. 6. Whether One in these meetings shall be a stated Moderator, or only pro tempore, and shall have a Negative voice or not, in the circumstantial of their Synodical work. 7. Whether certain Agreements called Canons, shall be made voluntarily to bind up the several Members of the Synods to one and the same way in undetermined circumstances of their callings; or as an agreement and secondary obligation to their certain duties. 8. Whether these Associations or Synods, shall by their Delegates constitute other provincial or larger associations for the same Ends; who these Delegates shall be. Whether one in these larger Synods also shall have such a Negative as aforesaid. All these and such like we grant to be undetermined; and if they will call only such Human modes and circumstances by the name of Forms of Government, we quarrel not de nomine, but de re do grant that such kind of Forms or Formalities are not particularly determined of in God's word.

9. And besides all these, whether successors of the Apostles in the ordinary part of their work, as A. Bishops or General Ministers having the care of many inferior Bishops and Churches, be not Lawful, yea, of Divine right, or whether they be unlawful is a question which all Nonconformists are not agreed on among themselves, so great is the difficulty of it. But for my own part, being unsatisfied in it, I never presumed to meddle in any Ordinations, lest it should belong to Apollotical A. Bishops only; and I resolved to submit herein to the order of the Church wherever I should live.

III. But if you hold that Dr. Stillingfleet, Bishop Reynolds, and all those Conformists who say that no Church Form is jure divino necessaria, do extend this (as expressly they do) to the Diocesan Form, let it be observed, 1. That we plead for no more than we have proved, (and they will confess I think) to be jure divino. 2. And that we plead against swearing and subscribing to nothing, but what they themselves say is not of God's institution. 3. That the proper Prelates affirm it to be of Divine Institution, or else they will renounce it. 4. That the preface of the book of Ordination to which we must subscribe or declare Assent and Consent, doth make this Episcopacy to be a distinct Order from Presbyters, as a thing certain by God's word. This therefore I wonder how they can subscribe to, who say no Form is jure divino. I am sure they profess'd not to subscribe it, while they disprove it.

And I would have leave to debate the Case of the Church of England, a little with these Humanists, and to ask them, If no Church Form be of God's making... 1. Why may not the King and Parliament put it down as aforesaid?

N 2 2. But
2. But specially who made the Form of the Church of England which we must swear to—If another Church, then that other was not of the same Form; otherwise that Form was made before, which is a contradiction. If it was of another Form, I ask, what it was? and who made the Form of that other Church which made this Church Form? and so to the Original? If Bishops or Synods made it, still they were parts of a Church, or of no Church. If of no Church, what Bishops were those, and by what power did they make new Church Forms? that were of none themselves? If an Emperor or King first made them, either he was himself a member of a Church, or of no Church. If of a Church, what form had that Church? And why should not that first form stand? And who made that form? and so ad originem. If he was of no Church, how came he by power to make Church forms, that was of none himself? Nemo dat quod non habet. It's no honour to Prelacy to be so made. And were they Christians or no Christians that made the Diocesan Form? If Christians, were they orderly Christians, or rebellious? If orderly, how happened it that they were of no Church themselves, when the Apostles first made so much of Church Form and Order, as I have before named? If rebellious, they were a dishonourable original of Diocesan.

And if the Church Form be not of Divine institution, then the Church itself is not. For forma dat nomem & effe. And so the cause is given up to the Brownists by these Learned moderate men, so far as that there is no Church in England of Divine institution. Were it not that when in general they have said that no Church Form of Government is so Divine, they again so far unlay it, as to confess the Parish Churches or Congregations with their Pastors to be of Divine institution and of continued necessity.

All that is to be laid by and for them is this, That the Apostles were the makers of the English or Diocesan Form, but not of that only, but of the Presbyterian (and Independent) also; and so made no one necessary but left all indifferent: Or that they made one of these Forms as mutable, allowing men to change it.

Answ. But I have proved what they made; Let them prove that they made any other, of a different sort, not subordinate or supraordinate, if they can. 2. And let them prove the mutability of that which they made, and their power to change it, which they assert. Till one of these is proved, we are or should be in possestion of that which was certainly first made.

I am bold to conclude this argument with the speech of a bold but a wise and holy man, Job. Chryfotome de Sacerdotio lib. 3. pag. (mibi) 48. cap. 15. [And when some (Bishops) have obtained that prefecture of a Province not belonging to them, and others of one far greater than their own proper strength can bear, they certainly bring to pass, that the Church of God seemeth nothing to differ from an Euripus (or a confused turbulent changeling thing).]— & pag. 49. And do not these things deserve God's thunderbolt a thousand times? Are they not worthy to be punished with the
THE FIRE OF HELL? NOT THAT bell WHICH THE HOLY SCRIPTURES THREATEN TO US; BUT EVEN OF ONE THAT IS FAR MORE GRIEVOUS.] Forgive the words, my Lords; They are not mine but Chrysostome's: or if you will not forgive the citing of them, I will bear it as he did the like. Only I will abate you in my prognostication, or sentence, that far fier bell fire than the Scripture threatneth, supposing this will be sharp enough, even for the most dispersing, silencing persecuting Prelate; and imputing those words to honest Chrysostome's vehement Oratory. And I'le tell you what went next before these words, [And they do not only take in the unworthy (into the Priesthood) but they cast out the worthy: For as if they had agreed both ways to spoil the Church of God, and the first cause were not enough to kindle the wrath of God, they add the second, or worse, to the former. For I judge it equally pestilent to drive out the Profitable, and to take in the unprofitable: which certainly they do, that the flock of Christ may from no part either find consolation, or be able to take breath ] O what would this man have said had he lived now in England!

CHAP. XI.

Argument 3. From the destruction of the order of Presbyters of Divine Institution, and the Invention of a new order of Sub-half-Presbyters in their stead.

ARGUMENT III.

The office of Presbyters instituted by the Holy Ghost containeth an Obligation and Authority to Guide by Doctrine, Worship, and Discipline the flocks committed to their care: But the office of a Diocesan, being one only Bishop over many score or hundred Congregations, is destructive of that office of Presbyters, which containeth an obligation and authority to Guide by Doctrine, Worship, and Discipline, (or the exercise of the Church keys) the flocks committed to their care. Therefore the office of such a Diocesan is destructive of the office of Presbyters instituted by the Holy Ghost.

The Major is thus proved by the Enumeration of the Acts which contain the general office, and by the proof of the General power extending to those Acts: viz.

1. They
1. They that had the Authority and Obligation to exercise the Church keys in the Scripture fence, had the authority and obligation to Guide their flocks by Doctrine, Worship, and Discipline. But the Presbyters of the Holy Ghosts institution had the authority and obligation to exercise the Church keys, in the Scripture fence: Ergo they had authority and obligation to Guide their flocks by Doctrine, Worship, and Discipline.

2. Again: The office which contained an Authority and Obligation to Teach, Exhort, Rebuke, publicly and privately, to judge of persons baptizable and to baptize them, to Pray, Praise God, and administer the Lords Supper to the Church, and to judge of them that are to receive it, to watch over them privately, and publicly to Excommunicate the obstinately impenitent, and absolve the penitent, doth contain authority and obligation to Guide that flock by Doctrine, Worship, and Discipline. But such is the Office of Presbyters as instituted by the Holy Ghost. — Ergo — &c.

Here note 1. That I am not now medling with the Questions, Whether such Presbyters hold this power in subordination to any superior Bishops; nor whether there lie any appeal from them to a higher power in the Church? 2. Nor am I now questioning, Whether in Scripture fence Bishops and Presbyters are all one in Name or thing.

3. But that which I maintain is, 1. That there is no proof in Scripture that God ever instituted any order of Presbyters which had not the forementioned power of the keys. 2. And that God did institute such an Order of Presbyters as had that power, de nomine & de re. And 3. That the Diocefane Office destroyeth such, and setteth up others in their stead. What God instituted I will prove 1. Out of the Scripture records, 2. Out of the History of the Church which long retained them, in some degree.
That God instituted such Presbyters as had the foresaid power of the Keys, in Doctrine, Worship, and Discipline; and no other, proved by the Sacred Scriptures.

That God instituted such Presbyters and no other, I shall prove by the enumeration and perusal of all the Texts of Scripture which mention them, (viz. as instituted in the New Testament, and now in force.)

Acts 14. 23. When they had Ordained them Elders in every Church—Compared with Tit. 1. 5. That thou shouldst Ordain Elders in every City, as I had appointed thee.—7. For a Bishop must be blameless as the steward of God. And his power is described v. 11, 15. Ob. 2. 1, 7, 15. and 3. 10. intimate it. Compare this with 1 Tim. 3. 1, 2, 5, 6.

1 Tim. 5. 17. Let the Elders that rule well be counted worthy of double honour; especially they who labour in the Word and Doctrine: compared with 1 Cor. 9. 14. Gal. 6. 6. which shew that preaching the Gospel was their work, as well as Ruling the Churches under them, as 1 Cor. 12. 28. Eph. 4. 11, 12. Rom. 12. 7, 8. intimate.

Acts 20. 17, 28. He sent to Ephesus and called the Elders of the Church—Take heed to your selves and to all the flocks over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, (or Bishops) to feed (or rule) the Church of God which he hath purchased with his own blood. v. 31. Therefore watch &c. v. 35. So labouring, ye ought to support the weak.

Acts 11. 30. They sent it to the Elders by the hands of Barnabas and Saul.

Acts 15. 2. 6. 22, 23. To the Apostles and Elders—And the Apostles and Elders came together to consider—Then pleased it the Apostles and Elders with the whole Church—The Apostles, Elders, and Brethren send greeting—See v. 25, 28.

Acts 16. 4. The decrees which were ordained of the Apostles, and Elders which were at Jerusalem.

Acts 21. 18. The day following Paul went in with us unto James, and all the Elders were present—

1 Tim. 4. 14. Neglect not the gift which is in thee, which was given thee by prophecy, with the laying on of the hands of the Presbytery—

1 Pet. 5. 1. The Elders which are among you I exhort, who also am an Elder;—Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight (or Episcopacy) thereof, not by constraint but willingly—Neither as being Lords over God's heritage, but being enamples to the flock: And when the chief Shepherd shall appear—

2 Joh.
2 Job. 1. The Elder to the Eleth Lady —

Whether those Texts, 1 Tim. 5. 1. Rebut not an Elder. v. 19. Receive not an accusation against an Elder] speak of an Elder by Office or by Age, is uncertain; if it be by Office, the other Texts describe them.

Jas. 5. 14. Is any man sick? Let him call for the Elders of the Church. All these Texts shew that every Church had Elders by the institution of the Holy Ghost: That they were the Teachers, Worshippers, Rulers, and were among the people, present with their flock, personally doing their Offices, &c. And the Scripture mentioneth no other that I can find.

And of this I have Dr. Hammond's full confession, Annot. in Act. 11. & dissent, before cited: with all those whom he mentioneth of his party and mind. And as for them of the contrary opinion, they tell us that in Scripture times the Names Presbyter & Bishop were common: And that the word [Bishops] sometimes signified all the Presbyters (the Bishops as Presbyters and the Subpresbyters) as in Phil. 1. 12. And that the word [Presbyters] sometimes signified the Bishops only, and sometime both conjunctly: But they are none of them able to give us any one instance with proof, of a Text which speaketh of Subject Presbyters? (I mean Subject in Order or degree to Bishops of the single Churches, and not Subject to the Apostles and General officers.) And while we prove that God appointed such entire Presbyters as are here described, and they cannot prove against (Dr. Hammond or us) that any one text speaketh of a lower order or rank, I think we need no other Scripture evidence.

C H A P. XIII.

The same confirmed by the Ancients.

As for Humane testimony, the heap is so great brought in by Dr. Blondel, that I have the left mind to say any more of it; But I shall only (besides all that is said before on the by) recite a few of those testimonies which most convinced my own understanding in the reading of them in the Authors themselves, leaving others to take what they see best out of Blondel's store.

I. I know that somewhat may be said against what I shall first cite, but I think not of sufficient force. I begin with it, though not first in time, because first in Authority. The 1. Concil. Nice. in their Epistle to the Church of Alexandria, and all the Churches of Egypt, Libya, and Pentapolis, thus decree concerning those that were Ordained by Meletius, (as Socrat. lib. 1. c. 6. translated by Gyrinus.) Elie antem qui Dei gratia & veritas precibus adjuti ad nullion
Now Perhapi would Bilhop Biftiop Bilhops. Because that Moreoi'er c.i.2. falutat And 2. Because that be every Presbyters. I. the Presbytcri where III. confent Piuf 2. Though afore, secmeth confirmation limfch/fma Church. aberrom for Church Ecclcfiajical. Then Minijry, Bifliops ders hands Laying _fuch be fpoken been included, zomen, 01 But vent Collegium Bilhops. Now reckoneth Timothy and Mark with the Presbyters educated by the Apostles. Now if they were of the Senate, the Colledge; and the fame name Presbyters as Bishops had, we have no recafon to think that they had not the power of the keys.

Yet I doubt not that they were not to Confiuate Minijlers approved by their confiures, no so much as to nominate them which are to execute the Ecclesiatical functions, nor to intermeddle with any thing touching them that are within Alexanders jurisdiction, without the consent of the Bishop of the Catholick Church.] And then they add as afore, that those that fell not into Schisfis (as they did) shall have authority to Confecrate Minijlers, and nominate such as shall be thought worthy of the Clergy. Now that it is Presbyters and not Bishops that are here spoken of apperch. 1. In that it is without any note of eminency faid to be [such as were entred into Holy Orders.] 2. In that it is such as fo entred by the Laying on of Meleitus's hands: Whereas a Bifhop muft be ordained by the hands of three Bishops. And the Schisfin of one of the three, would not have frustrated the Ordination, if the other two ftodd firm in the Catholick Union.

3. Because it is the priviledge of Presbyters that is denied them: Though they be not degraded, they are to be below all other Paffors in every Church: which cannot be, that they shall be Bishops below all Presbyters. 4. Because the confent of the Bishop of the Catholick Church (where they shall come) is necessary to their officiating. But if it could have been proved that Bishops had been here included, yet while Presbyters also are included, it will not invalidate the testimony. But indeed here is no such proof. I confefs that Nicephorus (a lefs credible Author) feemeth to apply it to Bishops Ordained by Meleitus: But no such thing can be gathered out of Sozomen, either Tripart. lib. 1. c. 18. where he deferibeth Meleitus and his party, or Tripart lib. 2. c. 12. where he reciteth the fame Epiftle that Sarates doth. But I would pretend to no more certainty than is evidenc.

II. Pius Epifcop. Roman. in Biblioth. Pat. Tom. 3. p. 15. Epift. Jufiio Epifcope inquit, [Presbyteri & Dicaoni non ut Majorem, sed ut Miniftrum Chrifi te obfer- vent ------- salutat te fenatus pauper Chrifti apud Romanam confentius : saluta omne Collegiwm fratribus qui renum sunt in Domino ------- And epift. prima cedem Jufiio, he reckoneth Timothy and Mark with the Presbyters educated by the Apostles. Now if they were of the Senate, the Colledge; and the fame name Presbyters as Bishops had, we have no recafon to think that they had not the power of the keys.

O III. Tertullian
III. Tertullian de penit. to cast himself down at the feet of the Presbyters; which implyeth that they had the power of the keys for Absolution: And those whom he calleth [Seniores ] Apolog. managed the Discipline, and that not in a Chancellors Court, but in the same Congregations where and when they Assembled for publick worship. If any will say that Bishops are here included, I will not deny it; but if they will say that when he nameth the Seniors and Presbyters without distinction, that he excludes all save the Bishop alone, I shall not believe that Tertullian speaketh so un-intelligibly. Unless they will follow Dr. Hammond and believe (as I do not) that there was yet but One Presbyter, who was the Bishop in a Church, or in most Churches: which de facto would be for us.

IV. The Testimonies of Clem. Roman. Ignat. Justin Martyr, may be gathered out of the words forecited. Hieron's Testimony in this case is so plain and full, and trite in every writing (Epist. ad Evagri. & passim, making them the Apostles Successors, and the same with the Bishops, except only in ordination) that I will not trouble you with reciting it.

Epist. 28.
p. 64, Edit. Goulartii.

V. Cyprian neither would nor could govern his Church without the concur-rence of the Presbyters: (before cited) De Gaia desideratis ut de Philumerno & Fortunato hypodiaconis & Favorino acolusbe, rescribam: cui religio potivi me solum judicium dare; eum multi adhuc de Clero absentes sint; nec locum suum vel sero repetendum putaverint, & hae singulorum tradenda si & limanda plurius ratio: non tantum eum collegis meos, sed & eum plebe ipsa universa. Epist. 36. (edit. Goulart.) He showed that it is the Clergy's duty to take care of the widows, the sick, the poor, the strangers: (he the Bishop was then absent.) So also Ep. 37. And Epist. 10. he reprehends the Presbyters for reconciling and absolving the Lapsed over hastily and with neglect and contempt of the Bishop, but not as if the work were not their office work to do: Nay he giveth us this full plain testimony, that even in this publick Absolution in foro externo, the true custom of the Church was for the Bishop and his Presbyters together to impose hands on the penitent and so absolve them, receive them, and give them the Sacrament. Pag. 30. faith he, Nam.eo. eos in minoribus peccatis agent pecatos penitentiam juusto tempore, & sequendum discipline ordinem, ad ex-omologosin veniant; & per impositionem manus Episcopi & Clerius s. Communionis acceptant; Nunc crudo tempore, penitentiae adhuc perseverante, nondum retinens Ecclesia ipsius pace, ad Communicationem admittertur, & efforitur nonum corum, & nondum penitentiam addi, nondum exomologos in iis, nondum manum eis ab Episcopo & Clero imposita, Eucharistia illis datur.]

Epist. 5. p. 15. He writeth to the Clergy in his absence to do the work of Discipline, even their own part and his, and (as no man doubteth but they did the whole work in the publick assembly when he was absent for long time, so that you may see what kind of Chappel meetings they had) it being the custom for encouragement of sufferers, to go to the Confessors and.
and visit them and there celebrate the Sacrament,) he perswadeth them that the people may not go crowding by great companies at once, left it stir up envy, and they be denied entrance (it’s like they were in prison) and lose all while they are inflamable to get more: But that one Presbyter and one Deacon go one day, and another another day by turns, because the Change of persons, and vicissitude of meeters would break the envy: and all should be done in meekness and humility.

But the words I insist on are, [Peto vos pro fide & religione vestræ, singami-nilliie & Vestræ partibus & meis, ut nihil vel ad disciplinam vel ad diligendiam defist.] And if the whole work of Discipline be such as is partly their own part, and partly what they may do in the Bishops absence in his stead, it is within the power of their function: For a Lay-man or a Deacon cannot do all the Presbyters work in his absence.

And Epift. 6. p. 17. Having exhorted the sufferers or confellors not to grow proud by it, and lamented that some after sufferings grew insolent and were a flame to the Church, he addeth (Nee a Diaconis aut Presbyteris regi poffe.) Shewing that even the Government of the Confellors belonged to them both in their places: And of himself he faith to his Presbyters, Satus refcribere nihil potui, quando a primordio Episcopatus mei starem nihil sine conflitto vestr., & five Confesfæ Plebis max, præsuxa Sententia gere — sed evanenere—— in Commune tradibimur—— As to them that say, This was only Cyprians arbitrary condensation, I answer, 1. He faith Non potui: And 2. he elsewhere speaketh of it as due, 3. It agreeth with the Canons and customes of those times: 4. Cyprian pleadeth so much for the Bishops prerogative, that we have little reason to think him both so submissive and imprudent, as to bring up ill customes, and teach the Minifters and people to expect that as their part which belonged not to them, and fo to corrupt the Church.

And in the Ep. 11. p. 32. again he faith [Ante examinacionem graviissimæ & extremi deliciti salam, ante manum ab Episcopo & Clero in presentem impopam, offerre Lapis pacem & Exhaflam dare, id est Salmam Domini corpus profanare antebant——]

The fame he hath again Ep. 12. p. 37. (with an examinabuntur singulis praeventibus & judicantibus volvis (that is, the people, to shew how great the Church was.)

Afterward Ep. 14. he directeth the Presbyters to absolve thoe by Impofition of hands themselves without him that are infirm and in danger, but that the reft must be publickly reconciled in the Church presente & fiantium plebe. To recite all of this nature in Cyprian, would be too long.

VI. I will add next a General Testimony viz. the conftant custome of all Churches, even Rome it self, where the Presbyters have Governed without a Bishop in the intervals, when after one Bishops death another was not chosen. As before the choice of Fabian’s successor you may fee by the Epiftles of the Roman Clergy to Cyprian. Marcius was expelled by the Roman Presbyters.
fede vacante, Epiph. H. 42. And if they had the power over one another, more over the flock.

And I need bring no particular proofs of this: For when Bishops have been banished, imprison'd, dead, and the seat vacant a year, yea, divers years together (as it hath been at Rome) was the Church no Church all that time? Had it no Government? Was there no power of the Keys? Was the Church laid common to all? This instance is so full as nothing can be said against it, but that it was in Case of Necessity. But that only proveth that it is the Presbyters office work, though out of a case of necessity they must do it with the Bishop, and not without him. But a Lay-man may not do a Presbyters proper work on such a pretence. However the Church by this practice hath declared it's judgment in the case.

VII. Concil. Carth. 4. Can. 23. is [Ut Episcopus nullius causam audit abfque praencia Clericorum fiorum; Aliquin irrita erit fententia Epifcopi, nifi Clericorum praenfita confirmetur. If it be said that here is no mention of their Consent, but of their Presence only, I anfwer, It is a presence necessary to the Confirmation of the Bishops sentence: and the presence of Differents would rather inform the fentence (more than their absence) than confirm it. And the conjunct Canons shew that it is Consent that is meant. For,

Can. 32. it's said [Irrita erit donatio Epifcoporum, vel venficio, vel commutatio vel Ecclefiafiece, abfque connexion & subscription Clericorum: where fuch a Connivence is meant as is joined with Subscription. And if Subscription of the Presbyters was necessary in these cases, no less than Consent is meant in the other.

Which is yet more apparent by those following Canons, which forbid the Bishop to Ordain without his Clergy, or to accufe any of them but by proof in a Synod, or to suffer a Presbyter to stand while he fitteth. And the Canons that place the Bishop in confefition Presbyterorum; and let him in the midf of them in the fame feat in the Church, and call him their Colleague: The Canons which make the Presbyters Governours of the Rural Churches, and make the Deacons fervants to them, of which the number is too great to be now recited.---

---

Even here Can. 22. it's said [Episcopus sine Concilio Clericorum fiorum Clericos non ordinet: Ita ut Civium affenfio & connexion & testimonium querat.] And if not sine concilio, then not contra confefio. And if the consent of the Laity be necessary, sure the Clergies is fo too.

Can. 29. Episcopus fì Clerico vel Laico crimen impofuerit, deducatur ad probationem in Synodum. Can. 30. Caueant Judices Ecclefie ne abfente co cujus caufa ventilent fententiam proferant; quia irrita erit, imo & confefio in Synodo profa fato dubiit. And if a Bishop muft not fo much as accept but in a Synod on proof, much less might he be judge alone.

Can. 33. appointeth that Bishops or Presbyters shall be invited to preach, and confecrate the Oblation, when they come into strange Churches.] So far there was no difference.
Can. 34. *Ut Episcopus in qualibet loco sedens, siare Presbyterum non patiatur.*

35. *Ut Episcopus in Ecclesia & in confessus Presbyterorum sublimior sedeat. Intra
donum vero Collegiam Presbyterorum se esse cognoscat.*

Can. 36. *Presbyteri qui per Diœceses Ecclesias regunt, &c.*


Yea even in Ordination it is said, Can. 2. *Presbyter quntm Ordinatur, Episcopum esse, & manum super ejus tenente, etiam omnes Presbyteri qui praenomen fiant manum juxta manum Episcopi, super Caput illius teneant.* Et Can. 3. *Discoun quum ordinatur solus Episcopus, qui cum beneficte, manum super caput illius ponat : quia non ad Sacrumtium sed ad ministerium confecratur*! So that Priesthood was to be conferred by the hands of Priests, and the Bishop's alone was not enough; But Deacons, might be Ordained by a Bishop without Presbyters.

What need I tinc the Reader with other Councils testimonies? when this, though called Provincial having 214 Bishops, and among them *Aurelius, Augustine,* &c. is no less valuable than any General Council in the volumes of the Councils.

VIII. In the Arabick Canons of the Concil. Nic. 1. (which I cite not for their justification, but as telling the matter of fact in the times of which they were written whensoever it was) it's said, Can. 47. After one Bishop is forbid to absolve him that another hath Excommunicated [*Eadem Lex crat & Sacerdote, id est, Ut nullus Sacerdos solvet ant liget quem alius Sacerdos solverit ant ligaret, quamdiu ille qui solvet ant ligaret vixerit: Post mortem vero successor ejus solvet eum mortuem ligaret: sed debit Episcopus praefere hunc negotio---- Neque convent us Episcopus aut Arbicieipsopo solvet ant liget eum, qui digne a Sacerdote solutus ant ligatum fuit, quamdiu ille qui solvit ant ligavit vixerit.* ] Here you see the Priest may bind and loose, and that in foro Ecclesiastico: yea so falt that no Bishop or Archbishop may loose or bind contrarily during his life. Then Presbyters had the keys.

And Can. 57. (according to other Canons cited before) they say, [The Arch-Priest in the Bishops absence shall be honoured as the Bishop, because he is in his place; and let him be the Head of the Priests, who are under his power in the Church, with all that the Archdeacon is over. ] And if one Presbyter may Rule the rest as a Bishop, the Government of the flock is not above their Order or place. If it be said that he doth it as the Bishops Deputy, it is answered oft enough before. Spiritual Power (or Pastoral) is deputable to none but such as are of the same Order: which is not properly a restitution.

IX. Presbyters had power to Baptize and to celebrate the Lords Supper, Therefore they had power to judge who were Baptizable, and who were capable of the Lords Supper: For 1. Else they would not do it as Christ's Ministers, but as the executioners of another's judgment. And if so, they may give both Sacraments to Turks and Infidels if they be bid. And then indeed the Priest is not the Baptizer or Consecrator Morally, but the Bishop doth
it by the Priest: All which are false. And a Presbyter may preach and Baptize in any Infidel Kingdom, where no Bishop hath any Diocefe, and this as an ordinary case (in Turkey, Tartary, China, Japan, &c.) And what Bishop shall there tell him whom to Baptize where there is no Bishop? And the power of Baptizing is the first and greatest Key of the Church, even the Key of admission.

And they that do among us deny a Presbyter the power of judging whom to Baptize and give the Lords Supper to, do not give it to the Bishop (who knoweth not of the persons) But the Directive part they commit to a Convocation of Bishops and Presbyters; and the Judicial partly to the Priest, and partly to a Lay-Chancellor.

X. Epiphanius Hrers. 75. faith, [The Apostles did not set all in full order at once: And at first there was need of Presbyters and Deacons; by whom both Ecclesiastical affairs may be administered: Therefore where no man was found worthy of Episcopacy, in that place no Bishop was set.] By which it appeareth that he thought that for some time some Churches were Governed without Bishops: And if so, it there belonged to the Presbyters office to govern.

Whereof we may add the opinion of many Episcopal men, who think that during the Apostles times, they were the only Bishops in most Churches themselves. And if so, Then in their long and frequent absence the Presbyters must be the governours.

XI. That many Councils have had Presbyters, yea many of them is past doubt: Look but in the Councils subscriptions and you will see it. A Synod of some Bishops and more Presbyters and Deacons gathered at Rome, decreed the Excommunication of Novatianus and his adherents, Enfeb. lib. 6. c. 43.

Noetus was convented, judged, expelled by the Session of Presbyters, Epiphanius Hrers. 47. c. 1.

See a great number of instances of Councils held by Bishops with their Presbyters in Blondel, de Episc. fedi. 3, p. 202. Yea one was held at Rome presidenribus cum Joanne 12 Presbyteris, An. 964. vid. Blond. p. 203, 206, 207.

Yea they had places and votes in General Councils: Not only at aliorum procuratores, as Victor and Vincentius in Nic. 1. but as the Pallors of their Churches, and in their proper right. I need not urge Sedlen's Arabick Catalogue in Entycb. Alex. where there were two persons for divers particular places: or Zonaras who saith, There were Priests, Deacons and Monks; nor Athanasius a Deacon's presence: Even if late the Council of Basil is a sufficient proof.

XII. The foresaid Canons of Carthage which are so full, are inserted into the body of the Canon Law, and in the Canons of Egbert Archbishops of York, as Bishop Elfer and others have observed.

XIII. Hierome's
XXIII. Hieron's [Communi Presbyterorum Concilio Ecclesie gubernabantur,] seconded by Chrysostome and other Fathers, is a trite, but evident testimony.

XIV. That Presbyters had the Power of Excommunications see fully proved by Calderwood, Altar. Danysæ. p. 273.

XV. Basil's, Anaphora Bibl. Pat. Tom. 6. p. 22. maketh every Church to have Archpresbyters, Presbyters, and Deacons, making the Bishop to be but the Archpresbyter.

CHAP. XIV.

The Confessions of the greatest and Learnedest Prelatifs.

1. The Church of England doth publickly notifie her judgment, that Church Government, Discipline, and the power of the Keys is not a thing alien from or above the Order of the Presbyters, but belongeth to their office. 1. In that they allow Presbyters to be members of Convocations (and that as chosen by the Presbyters.) And whereas it is said, that the Lower house of Convocation are but Advisers to the Upper, I answer, All together have but an advising power to the King and Parliament; But in that sort of power, the lower house hath its part, as experience sheweth.

2. There are many exempt Jurisdictions in England, (as the King's Chapel, The Deanry of Wensford, and Wolrverhampton, Bridgenorth, (where six Parishes are governed by a Court held by a Presbyter) and many more, which shew that it is consistent with the Presbyters office.

3. The Archdeacons who are no Bishops exercise some Government; And so do their Officials under them. The Objection from Deputation is answered.

4. The Surrogates of the Bishops, whether Vicar General, Principal Official, or Commiffaries, are allowed a certain part of government.

5. They that give Lay-Chancellors the power of Judicial Excommunication and Absolution, cannot think a Presbyter incapable of it.

6. A Presbyter pro forma oft passeth the sentence of Excommunication and Absolution in the Chancellors Court when he hath judged it.

7. A Presbyter in the Church must publish that Excommunication and Absolution.

8. By allowing Presbyters to baptize, and to deliver the Lords Supper, and to
to keep some back for that time, and to admit them again if they openly pro-

fess to repent and amend their naughty lives, and to absolve the sick, they intimate

that the Power of the Keys belongeth to them, though they contradict them-
selves otherwise by denying it them.

9. And in Ordination the Presbyter is required to exercise discipline: And

the words of Acts 20.28. were formerly used to them [Take heed to your

selves and to all the flock, over which the Holy Ghost hath made you Overseers (or

Bishops) to feed (or Rule) the Church of God: Whence Bishop Usher gather-

eth that the Churches once was that the Presbyters had a joynt power with

the Bishop in Church Government. And though lately Anno 1662. this be

altered, and those words left out, yet it is not any such new change that can dis-

prove this to have been the meaning of them that made the book of Ordination,

and that used it.

II. Archbishops Cranmer with the rest of the Commissioners appointed by

King Edward the Sixth for the Reformation of Ecclesiastical Laws, decreed

the administering Discipline in every Parish by the Minister and certain Elders;

Labouring and intending by all means to bring in the ancient discipline. Vid.

Reform. Leg. Eccles. tit. de Divinis Officis cap. 10. And our Liturgy willed

this Godly Discipline restored, and substituteth the Curses till it can be done.

And the same Cranmer was the first of 46 who in the time of King Henry the

Eighth affirmed (in a book called The Bishops Book, to be seen in Fox's

Martyrology,) that the difference of Bishops was a device of the ancient Fathers,

and not mentioned in Scripture. And of the opinion of Cranmer with others in

this point, his own papers published by Dr. Stillingfleet Ironic. p. 390,391, &c.

are so full a proof, that no more is needful.

III. Dr. Richard Cosin in his Tables sheweth how Church Discipline

is partly exercised by Presbyters, and by the Kings Commision may be much

more. And it is not alien to their office.

IV. Hooker Eccles. Pol. lib. 5. pleadeth against the Divine settlement of

one form of Government: And lib. 7. Sect. 7. p. 17, 18. he sheweth at large

that the Bishops with their Presbyters as a Consels governed the Churches:

And that in this respect [It is most certain truth, that the Churches Cathedral

and the Bishops of them are as glasses wherein the face and very countenance of Apo-

stical antiquity remaineth yet to be seen notwithstanding the alterations which track of

time and course of the world hath brought. And much he hath elsewhere, which granteth that the Presbyters are Church governours, though not

in equality with the Bishops.

V. Dr. Field, lib. 5. c. 27. shewing how the Apostles first limiting and

fixing of Patiors to particular Churches, was a giving them Jurisdiction,

faith, [this assigning to men having the power of order, the persons to whom they were

to minister holy things, and of whom they were to take the care, and the subjecting

of
of such persons to them, gave them the power of Jurisdiction which they had not before.

And [As another of my Rank cannot have that Jurisdiction within my Church as I have, but if he will have any thing to do there, he must be inferior in degree to me; so we read in the Revelation, of the Angel of the Church of Ephesus, &c.] So that with him a Bishop is but one of the Presbyters, of the same Rank, having the first charge of the Church, (as every Incumbent in respect to his Curates) and so above his Curates in Degree.

And [As the Presbyters may do nothing without the Bishop, so he may do nothing in matters of greatest moment without their presence and advice. Conc. Carthag. 4. c. 23. --- It is therefore most false that Bellarmine faid, that Presbyters have no power of Jurisdiction. --- For it is most clear and evident, that in all Provincial Synods Presbyters did sit, give voices, and subscribe as well as Bishops: --- And the Bishops that were present (in General Councils) bringing the resolution and consent of the provincial Synods of those Churches from whence they came, in which Synods Presbyters had their voices, they had a kind of consent to the decrees of General Councils also: and nothing was passed in them without their concurrence. And Chap. 49. [The Papists think that this is the peculiar right of Bishops: But they are clearly refuted by the universal practice of the whole Church, from the beginning: For in all Provincial and National Synods, Presbyters did ever give voice and subscribe in the very same sort that Bishops did; whether they were assembled to make Canons of Discipline, to hear Causes, or to define doubtful points of doctrine: And that they did not anciently sit and give decisive voices in General Councils, the reason was, not because they have no interest in such deliberations and resolutions, but because seeing all cannot meet in Councils that have interest in such business, but some must be deputies for and authorized by the rest, it was thought fit that the Bishops. ---] So here are Bishops authorized by Presbyters as their Deputies in the greatest affairs in General Councils.

He proceedeth to prove this by instances, Concil. Later. sub Innoc. 5, &c.

VI. Even Archbishop Whitgift maintaineth (as Doctor Stillingfleet hath collected, Iren. pag. 394.) that [No kind of Government is expressed in the word, or can necessarily be concluded thence: --- No form of Church Government is by the Scriptures commanded to the Church of God (or prescribed.) ] And Doctor Stillingfleet there citeth * many testimonies, to prove this the judgment of the Church of England: And if so, it must be only men and not God, who make any difference between a Presbyter and a Bishop in the point of Jurisdiction.


P
where 34 Presbyters subscribed after 22 Bishops. And in the first Sub Symmach.
where 72 Bishops subscribed 67 Presbyters; So in the third, fifth, and sixth,
under the same Symmachus, Felix had a council of 43 Bishops and 74 Presbyters.
The Council. Antif. ed. c. 7. faith. Let all the Presbyters being called come to the Synod
in the City, *]

VII. To the same purpose writeth the Greatest Defender of Prelacy
Bishop Doweram, Def. lib. 1. c. 2. sect. 11. pag. 43, 44. and the placesbefore
cited out of him, professing that the Bishop hath but a chief and not sole
jurisdiction.

IX. Bishop Ufors judgment is fully opened in his Model which we offered
to the King and Bishops in vain, and which he owned to me with his own
mouth:

X. Because the citing of mens words is tedious, I add, that All those whom
I cited Christ. Concord. p. 57, &c. to shew that they judge the Presbyters
Ordination may be lawful, and valid, do much more thereby infer that they
are not void of a Governing power over their own flocks. viz. 1. Dr. Field
lib. 3. c. 32. 2. Bishop Doweram Def. lib. 3. c. 4. p. 108. 3. Bishop Jewel
5. Bishop Alley Poor mans Libr. Prelect. 3. & 6. p. 95, 96: 6. Bishop Pil-
kington. 7. Bishop Bridges. 8. Bishop Bilson, Of Subjec. p. 540, 541, 542,
233, 234, &c. 9. Alex. Norvel. 10. Grosiuus de imper. 11. Mr. Chisfenhall,
Andrews. 16. Chillingworth. To which I add 17. Bishop Beamhall in his
Answor to Milerius’s Epistle to the King. 18. Dr. Stewords Answor to
Apolog.

XI. Spalen fans is large to prove the power of the Keys to belong in
common to Presbyters as such. I cited the words before, Lib. 5. c. 9. n. 2.
& c. 2. n. 48, &c.

XII. Even Greppeus the Papist pleadeth in the Council of Trent for the re-
froring of Synods of Presbyters instead of Officials, (the thing so much detetted
in England, as that all we undergo must rather be endured ) yet faith Greppe-
us [ Restor the Synods which are not subject to so great corruption, removing
these
those Officers by whom the world is so much scandalized, because it is not possible that Germany should endure them.] The Spaniards and Dutch-men willingly heard this, but not the ref. Hist. p. 334. lib. 4.

XIII. The opinion of Paulus himself, the author of that History, is so fully and excellently laid down, of the Original of the Bishops grandeur, and of the manner of introducing the Ecclesiastical Courts by the occasion of Pacifications, Arbitrations, and Constantines Edict, as that I intreat the Reader to turn to and peruse p. 330, 331, 332, 333.

XIV. Filefaeus (a Learned Papist) copiously proveth from Councils that Presbyters were called the Rectors of the Churches, pag. 560. And more than so, that they were called Hierarchici and Prelates, and had place in Councils especially Provincial, p. 576, 577, 578. Pag. 574. he citeth Concil. Aquins. saying, Presbyteri qui present Ecclesiam, de omnibus hominibus qui ad eorum Ecclesiam pertinere, per omnia cum gerant. Pag. 576. he proveth they were called Prelates abundantly. Pag. 577. Episcoporum instar siueam habeant plebon regendum.

XV. Mr. H. Thorndike is so large in defending the Presbyters Governing power, and that as grounded on the power of Congregating, in his Form of Trinit. Gov. and Right of Church, &c. that it would be tedious to recite his words. Pag. 98. he saith, [The power of the Keys belongeth to the Presbyters and is convertible with the power of celebrating the Euchariji, and that’s the Reason why it belongeth to them (Nothing could be spoken plainer to our use.)

And p. 128. The power of the Keys, that is, The whole power of the Church, whereof that power is the root and source, is common to Bishops and Presbyters.

And Right of Ch. p. 126, 129, 130, 131. he saith much more to confirm this by testimonies and instances of antiquity.

XVI. The great Jo. Geffon is cited to your hand by the same Filefaeus as shewing that Curates were Hierarchical, Quia cadem opera Hierarchicae est incumbunt que & Episcopi: And more out of Geffon, de Concil. Evangel. & de stat. Ecclesiastic. tit. de statu Curatorum confid. 1. & 4, &c.

XVII. I will end all in the fullest testimony for these times, His Majesties Declaration concerning Ecclesiastical Affairs, before the passing of which it was examined by his Majesty and the Lord Chancellor, before Dukes, Lords, Bishops, Doctors of their party, and many of us also that are now silenced, and after all two great Bishops with Bishops Reynolds and Mr. Calamy appointed by the King to joyn with two Lords to see that it were worded according to the Kings expressed sense. And it saith p. 115 &c. [Because the Dioceses, especially some of them are thought to be of too large extent, we will appoint such a number of Suffranguan Bishops in every Diocese as shall be sufficient for the due performance of their work. * * 3. No Bishop shall Ordain or exercise any part of jurisdiction which pertaineth
appront onto the censures of the Church without the advice and assistance of the Presbyters: And no Chancellors, Commissaries or Officials as such, shall exercise any act of Spiritual Jurisdiction, in these cases, viz. Excommunication, Absolution, &c. —— As to Excommunication our will and pleasure is, that no Chancellor, Commissary, or Official Decree any Sentence of Excommunication or Absolution.— Nor shall the Archdeacon exercise any Jurisdiction without the advice and assistance of the Ministers of his Archdeaconry, whereof three to be nominated by the Bishop, and three by the election of the major part of the Presbyters within the Archdeaconry.

Moreover an equal number to those of the Chapter of the most learned, pious, and discreet Presbyters of the same Diocese annually chosen by the major Vote of all the Presbyters of that Diocese present at the Election, shall be always advising and assisting together with those of the Chapter in all Ordinations and every part of Jurisdiction which appertains to the censures of the Church, and at all other solemn and important actions in the exercise of the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction wherein any of the Ministry are concerned. — And our Will is that the great work of Ordination be constantly and solemnly performed by the Bishop and his aforesaid Presbytery ------- 5. We will take care that confirmation be rightly and solemnly performed by the information and with the consent of the Minister of the place: Who shall administer to the Lord's Supper till they have made a credible profession of their faith, and promised obedience, &c.—— Beside the Suffragans and their Presbytery, every Rural Dean ------ together with three or four Ministers of that Deanery chosen by the major part of all the Ministers within the same, shall meet once in every month, to receive such complaints as shall be presented to them by the Ministers and Church-wardens of the respective parishes, and also to compose all such differences between party and party, as shall be referred to them by way of Arbitration, and to convince offenders, and reform all such things as they find amiss, by their Pastoral Reproofs and Admonitions, if they may be so reform'd. And such matters, as they cannot by this Pastoral and peremptory way compose and reform, are by them to be prepared for and presented to the Bishop; At which meeting any other Ministers of the Deanery may if they please be present and assist. Moreover the Rural Dean and his Assistant are in their respective divisions to see that the children and younger sort be carefully instructed by the respective Ministers, &c.] See there.

This was the judgment of his Majesty, &c. 1660. And on these terms we were ready to have Conformed and United with the Prelates so far as to go in the peaceable performance of our Offices. But that very Parliament who gave his Majesty thanks for this his Declaration, did lay it by, so that it was never done, but other Laws established which we feel.

Obj. You do but obtrude on us your own opinions: For when you had drawn up most of these words, his Majesty was fain to seem for the present to grant them you, for the quieting of you.
CHAP. XV.

Whether this Government belonging to the office of Presbyters, be in foro Ecclesiae & exteriore, or only in foro Conscientiae & interiore.

The last shift that some Prelates have, is to distinguish between the forum internum Conscientiae, penitentiale, and the forum externum Ecclesiasticum, and to tell us that indeed Presbyters have the Power of the Keys in private or in the first sense, but not in Publick or in the second.

Answ. 1: Note that the question is not whether they have the sole power, or the chief power, or with what limitations it is fit for them to exercise it, nor what appeals there should be from them; But whether the power of the Keys be part of their office.

2. That
2. That the question is not of the power of Governing the Church by the sword, which belongeth to the King, and is Extrinsic to the Pastoral office, and to the being of the Church (As protecting the Church, punishing Church-offenders corporally, &c.) For this is proper to the Magistrate, and belongeth neither to Bishops nor Presbyters as such. We claim no part with the Prelates in any such secular Government as their Courts use, except when they come to Excommunication and Absolution: At least no coercive power at all.

3. All the question is of the power of the Keys of Admission, Prohibit, and Exclusion; of judging who shall have Sacraments, and Church-Communion with our assemblies? that is, Who shall be pronounced fit or unfit for it, by our selves?

And that this belongeth to Presbyters in foro publico Ecclesiae, I prove,

1. Because they are Publick officers, or Pastors over that Church, and therefore their power of the Keys is a publick Church power, else they had none of the Keys as Pastors of that Church at all: For the Keys are to Let in and put out; They are the Church Keys: and he that hath power only to speak secretly to a single person, doth not thereby take in to the Church or put any out, nor Guide them publicly. A man that is a Minister (at least) may convince, satisfie, comfort any mans conscience in secret, of what Church forever he be, even as he is a member of the Universal Church. But he that is a publick Officer and Governour of the Church may publicly Govern the Church. But a Presbyter is a publick officer and Governour: Ergo.

2. The rest of his office may be publickly performed, Coram Ecclesia, and not in secret only: He may Preach to the Church, Pray with the Church, Praye God with them, Give them the Sacrament: Therefore by parity of Reason he may publicly exercise discipline, unless any by-accident pro tempore forbid it.

3. Else he must be made a meer Instrument of another, and not a rational free Agent and Minister of Christ: Yea perhaps more like to an Ass who may carry Bread and Wine to the Church, or like a Parrot that may say what he is bid, than a man who hath a discerning judgment what he is to do. I must publicly baptize, and publicly preach and pray, and publicly give the Lords Body and Blood: And if I must be no Judge my self to whom I must do this, then, 1. Either I may and must do it to any one (without offending God) to whom the Bishop bids me do it: And if so, I may Excommunicate the faithful and curse Gods children, and absolve the most notoriously wicked, if the Bishop bid me. And how come they to have more power than King Balak had over Balaam? or than a Christian Emperour had over Chryostom? He that faith to the wicked, Thou art righteous, Nations shall curse him, people shall abhor him, Prov. 24. 24. Wo to them that call evil good and good evil! But what if the Bishop bid them? If I may not preach lies or heresies if the Bishop bid me, then I may not lyingly curse the faithful nor blasphame the wicked if he bid me. If I may not forbear preaching the Gospel mealy for the will of man, when God calleth me to it, much less may I speak flanders, yea and
and lie in the name of God, when men bid me. The French Priest did wittier than so, that being bid from the Pope to curse and Excommunicate the Emperour, said, I know not who it is that is in the right, and who is in the wrong, but I do Excommunicate him that is in the wrong whoever he be.

2. Or else, it will follow that I am bound to sin and damn my soul thereby, whenever the Bishop will command me: which is a contradiction.

3. Or else it will follow that I am a beast, that am not to judge or know what I do, and therefore my acts are neither sin nor duty.

4. If he have not the Keys to use publickly in foro Ecclesie he hath no power of Excommunication and Restitution at all: For to Excommunicate is publickly to notify to the Church, that this person is none of them, nor to be communicated with, and to charge them to avoid his company.

5. The Bishops themselves put the Presbyters to proclaim or read the Excommunication: and if this be any Ministerial or Pastoral act, certainly it is in foro Ecclesie.

6. Most of the Acts before named as their concessions, as to be in the Convocation, &c. are acts in foro publico.

7. The full proofs before brought from Antiquity, of Presbyters sitting in Councils, Judging, Excommunicating, &c. are of publick, not private exercise of the Keys.

8. They are the same Keys or Office power which Christ hath committed to the Pastors, even the Guidance of his Church, to feed his lambs: And ubi Lex non distinguat non est distinguendum. Where doth Christ or Scripture say, You shall use the Keys of Church-power privately, but not in the Church, or publickly?

9. All this striving against Power in the Ministers of Christ, is but striving against their duty, work, and the ends and benefits of it: He that hath no Power for publick discipline, hath no obligation to use it; and so he is to neglect it: And this is it that the Devil would have, to keep a thousand or many hundred Pastors in a Diocese from doing the publick work of Discipline: And as if he could confine Preaching to Diocesans only (And I verily believe they are better of the two at Preaching, than at Discipline) he knoweth that it is but few souls of many thousands that would be taught: Even so when he can confine Church discipline to the Diocesans, he knoweth how little of it will be done. And who will use his wit, learning and zeal, to plead his cause, and his parts and office, to serve his designs and gratifie him, who considereth what it is to be a Bishop, a Christian, or a man?
That the English Diocesan Government doth change this office of a Presbyter of God's institution into another (quantum in fæc) of humane invention.

I come now to prove the Minor proposition of my Argument; That the Diocesan Government deposeth the Office of Presbyters which God hath instituted (as much as in them lieth) By which limitation I mean, that if we would judge of the Power and Obligation of Presbyters, as the Prelatical constitution de fæcio doth describe it, and not as God describeth it contrarily, we must take it for another thing. For the proof of this it must 1. be considered what is Essential to the office, and 2. How somewhat Essential is taken from them.

1. And 1. we grant (as before) that no Action whatsoever, as performed at the present, or for some excepted season, is Essential to the Pastoral office: A man ceaseth not to be a Preacher or Pastor, as soon as the Sermon is done and he is out of the Church. When a man is asleep or in a journey, he endeth not his office: Nor yet when he is interrupted by business, sickness, or persecution. Yea, if he were so sick, as to be sure never to exercise his office more, he keepeth the Title with respect to what he hath already done.

2. Yet Exercife as Intended and as the Relative end or Terminus of the Obligation and Authority, is Essential to the Office: For when it is a Relation which we question, and that consisteth in Obligation and Authority, there is no doubt but it is ad aliquid, and is specified by the Action or Exercife to which men are Obliged and Authorized. (As a Judge, a Soldier, a Phylician, are) And it being a Calling which we speak of, and that durante vita & capacitatem, it must be such Action as is intended to be Ordinary, and Constant. He that Consenteth not to do the work of a Minifier, and that for more than a trial or a present occasion, and is not Obliged and Authorized to that work, at least statedly as his intended ordinary course of life, is no Minifter of Christ: which Paul well expresseth by that phrase Rom. 1. 1. Separated to the Gospel of God.

3. As God in creating man made him in his own Image, so did Christ in making Church Pastors: Therefore he saith, As my Father sent me, so send I you: And he that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that despiseth you despiseth me,
me, and — him that sent me, Luke 10. 16. And they are Embassadors to be-
seek men in his name and stand to be reconciled to God, 2 Cor.5.19,20. And Christ
himself is called the Angel of the Covenant, and the Apostle and high Priet
of our Profession, and the Great Prophet, and the Bishop of our Souls, and
the good Shepherd, and the great Shepherd or Pastor of the flock, and the
Minister of the Circumcision: And he was a Preacher of the same word of
life as we are: And he administered the same Sacrament of Communion as
we do.

Now as the Office of Christ had these three Essential parts, viz. to be the
Teacher, the High Priest, and the Ruler of the Church; so hath (not only the
Apostles, but) every true Pastor in his place (as is proved) this threefold
subserviency to Christ. 1. They will confess themselves, that He is no true
Pastor who hath not Authority and Obligation (which set together are called
a Commitment) to be a Teacher of the Church. For though some men may be
so weak as that they can Teach but by Reading, Catechizing, Conference,
or very short defective immethodical Sermons: And though where a Church
hath Many, the Ablest may be the usual publick Preachers, and the rest be but
his assistants: Yet I never found any proof of Elders that were not Teachers
by office as well as Rulers, and had not Commitment to Teach the flock ac-
cording to their abilities, and might not Preach as the need of the Church
required it, however the weaker may give place to the abler in the exercise
of his office. Because his office is an Obligation and Authority to exercise his
Gifts as they are, for the Churches greatest edification.

2. And it will be confessed that he is no Minister or Pastor who is not Com-
missioned by Christ to be the Churches Guide in publick Worship, in Prayer,
praise, and Sacrament of Communion: However where there are many, all
cannot officiate at once.

3. Therefore all the doubt remaineth whether the power of the Keys for
Church Government, such as belongeth to Pastors, be not as Essential as the
rest; I say the Commitment, the Authority, and the Obligation, (though violence
may much hinder the exercise;) And this I have proved before and must not
stay to repeat it. Only 1. God doth not distinguish; when he giveth them
the Keys and office. Therefore we must not distinguish. 2. The very sig-
nification of the words [Keys, Pastor, Presbyter, Overseer, Steward, &c.]
do not only import this Guiding, Ruling power, but notably significit it,
as most think more notably than the Worshipping part of their office. 3. Dr.
Hammond and all of his mind confess that in Scripture these words are applied
to no one person or office, that had not the Governing as well as the
Teaching and Worshipping power. 4. The truth is, the Teaching, and Rul-
ing, and Worshipping power, are inseparably twitted together. Ruling is
done (not by the sword here, but) in a Teaching way by the Word: As a
Physician may 1. read a Lecture of health to his Patients, 2. and give
every one particular directions for his own cure; and this last is called Go-
verning them: So when the same Pastor who Teacheth all generally by
Sermons, doth make his applications to mens persons and cases particularly,
it is Governing the Church: as when a man is impenitent, he doth Ex-
communicate him only by teaching him and the Church, that such persons
are so impenitent are under the wrath of God, and uncapable of Church
Communion, and therefore requiring the Church as from Christ, to avoid
that person, and declaring him to be under the wrath of God till he repent,
and requiring him to forbear Communion with the Church. And so in other
acts of Government. And as in Worshipping, the Pastor delivers the Sac-
crament of Communion, so it must belong to him to Give it or Deny it.
5. And indeed the ancient Churches had usually more Pastors than Assem-
bles, by which means every Presbyter could not daily preach and officiate.
But yet they were so constant Assistants in the Government, as hath occasioned
so many to think that it was mere Ruling Elders who joined with the
Bishops in those times. And Paul himself laying 1 Tim. 5: 17. The Elders
that rule well are worthy of double honour, especially they that labour in the word
and doctrine, doth plainly imply that there were fewer who were thus La-
bourers in the word and doctrine than that Ruled well. For indeed the following
practices of the Churches expoundeth this Text, when the Churches hav-
ing few Learned or able Speakers, he that could speak or preach best, did
preach ordinarily, and was made Chief or Bishop, and the rest helped him in
Government, and other offices, and taught the people more privately, and
preached seldom when the Bishop bid them and there was need: (Being yet
of the same office.)

Obj. Why then may they not now be forbidden publick Government: in foro Ec-
clesiae exteriori?

Ans. 1. Our question is not chiefly what part of the exercise of their pro-
per office may be restrained on just occasion; But what it is which truly
belongeth to their office. 2. It is one thing to forbid it them im-opertar: and another statedly (for this changeth the Office.) 3. It is one thing to
forbid a man Preaching, Praying, or Exercise of Discipline in a Church where
there are many, and all cannot speak at once, and his restraint is for the
better doing of the work, and the avoiding of confusion: And another thing
to forbid a single Pastor of a Parish Church, with all his Curates, to do it,
when there is no other there, nor near the place, that knoweth the people,
to do it; but it must be undone. 4. And indeed the case of Discipline in this
different from Preaching and officiating in Worship: Twomen cannot do
the latter at once in the same Congregation, without confusion and hin-
derance of Edification: But ten men or twenty may consult and consent to
the acts of Discipline. So that by Reason, Scripture, and Antiquity it is clear,
that if any one part were more essential to the Presbyters office than the rest, it
would be the Authority and Obligation to Rule the flock by the word of God, and
exercise the Church Keys of Discipline.

II. Now that this power is here taken from them (notwithstanding
all the forcited Concessions or Confessions that it is due to them ) I
prove.

I. I might:
I. I might premise, that *Ubi non est idem fundamentum, non est eadem relation:* *At, &c.* There is not the same foundation, therefore not the same relation. 

For 1. Here is not the same Election, no nor Consent. I opened this before. Though all Antiquity gave the Church the Election of her own Pastors, yet we make not that necessary to the being of the office or relation to them: So there be but Consent. But we take Consent of the Church to be necessary, to any mans Pastoral Relation to that Church (though not to the Ministry in general as unfixed.) For, seeing it is not possible to Exercise the office without the peoples Consent, it cannot be assumed as over them without their Consent: Because that which cannot be exercised should not be undertaken to be exercised. But with us, commonly, the Patron chooseth, and the Bishop approveth, institutes, and giveth him induction, and so he is fully settled in title and possession in their way, without any of the peoples knowledge or consent.

Obj. You choose Parliament men who make these laws, and your Ancestors consented to Patrons power: Therefore you consent.

*Ansiv.* This seemeth a jest, but that the business and execution make it a serious matter to us. 1. It cannot be proved that all the Churches or people gave the Patrons that power. 2. We never intended to consent that Parliaments should do what they list, and dispose of our Souls, or of that which is necessary to the saving of our Souls. 3. Else you may as well say that we consent to be Baptized and to receive the Sacraments, because the Parliament whom we chose consenteth to it: And so we may baptize Infidels because their great grandfathers consented that all their posterity should be Christians: And you need no discipline to keep men from the Sacrament, if Noah consented that all his posterity should fear God and serve him and so be saved. Many men are jested out of their faith and salvation, but none are thus jested into it. Sin is a mockery, but so is not piety.

4. Our forefathers had no power to represent us by such consenting. If they could oblige us to Duty by their Authority, they cannot be our substitutes for the performance of duty, any more than for the possession of the reward. 5. What God himself hath laid upon the Person or existent Church, they cannot commit to another if they would themselves, because the obligation was personal, and they have not Gods consent for the transmutation. We cannot serve God by proxy, nor be happy by proxy.

Obj. But how unjust are the common people to choose their Pastors: They are ignorant, and partial, and tumultuous. Do the children beget their own father, or the sheep choose their own shepherd?

*Ansiv.* 1. No: but wives choose their own husbands, and Patients choose their own Physicians, and Clients their own Advocates, and servants their own masters, &c. Similitudes run not on four feet. If all the Church of Christ besides the Prelates and their Curates, be as brutish as sheep and as silly as infants (in comparison of them) then they have talkt reason in their similitude. Else 2. Is it not notorious in England that no Congregations
gations have had more.Learned and holy Pastors, than where the People have had their choice? I desire London but to consider it (nay they know it by great experience) what men hath Aldermanbury had, Mr. Calamy, Dr. Stough-ton, Dr. Taylor, and so before? What men hath Blackfriers had, Mr. Gibbons, Dr. Gouge, and many formerly? So also Antholins, Lincolns-Inn, Greys-Inn, the Temple, &c. But the truth is, that is an excellent person to us, who is an odious or contemptible person to the high Prelates. If he will preach as Heylin writeth, and make the people believe that Presbyterian are Rebels, and Disciplinarians are feditious brainfick fellows, and strict living is hypocrifc, and praying without book and much preaching is Fanaticism, and that none are worthy to preach the Gospel who will not swear to be true to this Prelatical interest: that drunkennefs in a Conformable man is a tolerable infirmity, and their ignorant nonfence is fitter to fave souls or Edifie the Church, than the labours of a Learned Holy Nonconformift; that Calvin was a Rogue, and Cartwright, Anfius and all such as they, discontented factious Schismatics, unworthy to preach or to be endured; This is a fon of the Church, and an excellent person with the men in question. But it is the man that Learnedly and Judiciously openthe word of life, that clofely and skillfully and seriously applyeth it, that is an example of Holinefs, Sobriety, Love, Meeknefs, Humility, and Patience to the flock, who spareth no labour or cofl or fuffering for the faving of mens souls, who is for the wisdom which is firft pure and then peaceable, &c. This is the Pastor that is excellent in our eyes. And of fuch I have oft wondred that the common people should ufually choose far better than the Prelates do. But the truth is, Wildnefs and Goodnefs have their witneffes even in the confciences of natural men, which Faction, Pride, and Flefhly interest doth bribe or silence, and cannot endure.

3. But what's all this to us? We plead not now for the necceffity of the peoples Elections, but only for their content: If the Patrons as now, or the Clergy as formerly be the Nominators, or Electors, yet should the peoples content be acknowledged neceffary in the fecond place.

4. For who is fitter to choose, or refufe, or content at leaft, than he whose everlasting interest lieth at the flake? Is it their own foul that must be faved or damned? And in good fadnefs do these Diocefsans love the souls of all the people better than they love their own? Do you make them believe this, by not feeing one of a thoufand or many hundred of your flock once in all the time of your lives? Doth the filencing of fo many Minifters fhow it? Christ will have all men at age in Covenanting, Baptifm, and the Lords Supper, to be Chufers or Refufers for themselves, because (as Clem. Alexandr. Strom. 1. faith,) they have free will; and it is themfelves that must have the gain or los, that must be in heaven or hell for ever. What if a Prelate, a Parliament, a Patron, or a forefather, chute Mafpietis or Heretics for us, must we accept the choice? Is this our baving of false prophets, and of the leaven of the Pharifees, and our trying all things, and letting no man deceive us, &c.

5. But, how unflit is this objection for a Prelates mouth or pen? Are you
you the Church Governours? Is all this contention that you may have the Keys alone, without the parish Ministers? And is this the fruit of all your Government, that the common Church members are so mad, so bad, so untractable, that they are not fit to be free Consenters to them that are to Teach and Guide them to salvation? Who then is this Church Ruine and Abomination long of but your selves, who have and only will have the Keys? Have you not fine Churches and members, that are not fit to choose no nor consent to their own Guides? Why do you not take care that the Churches by discipline may be better constituted? As none should be Pastors who are not fit for the duty of Pastors, so none should be members who are not fit for the duty of members. It’s excellent Government indeed to keep such in the Church as are unfit to be there, and then fetch an argument from their unfitness for their neglect of their duty, and your depriving them of their power? As if you should choose none but idiots (or most such) to be Jury men, and then argue thence, that they are unfit for so great a trust, and so the people must lose their liberties.

6. There are among the ignorer sort of the people, usually divers sobres and good men, and the rest use much to hearken to them.

Obj. What if the people will not consent to any but a Heretick or intolerable person? Answ. 1. The former answers serve to this: You do fairly to keep such people in the Church? But as the Foreigner wondered in Henry the Eighth’s days, to see at once some hanged for being Papists, and some burnt for being Protestants, and cried out *Dii boni quoniam gente hie vivunt!* So it is such another case to see at once the same Prelates forcing the unwilling into the Church and to the Sacrament, as if this would or could save them (if their Church be salvation) in despite of them, even on pain of undoing, and perpetual imprisonment; And yet Excommunicating and calling out those that are willing to stay in; As if Consent were a mark of an alien and a reprobate, and unwillingness the mark of worthines.

2. Such as you here describe are not fit to be members of a Church. If they will not Consent to Church priviledges and duties, they should be without the doors. And you may force them to hear Teaching whether they are willing or not; But you cannot make them Godly nor bring them to heaven, nor give them right to Church Communion and Sacraments whether they will or not. So much of Election and Consent.

2. Moreover the Ordination differeth from that of Gods institution. For Presbyters are now Ordained commonly neither by Archbishops, Bishops or Presbyters of Christ’s institution (in their way.)

1. The Bishops themselves profess that they Ordain not as Presbyters. For they say such have no power of Ordination. 2. They are not Bishops of Christ’s institution as is before proved; but of another species, which half themselves confess to be but humane. 3. They are not Archbishops, because they have no Bishops under them. And so having not their power of Ordination as Officers of Gods making, they have no power from him to Ordain.

Obj.
Obj. By these two last differences you seem to give up the Cause to the Separatists.

Answ. The Separatists do so; but so do not we: 1. Because whether the Prelates will or not, the people expect that to every worthy Pastor.

2. Because we judge of Parith Ministers as God describeth them, and therefore as true Bishops: and consequentely take the Prelates for a kind of Archbishops whatever they say themselves. 3. And there is no honest Minister but hath the Consent of some neighbour Ministers and of the People: And though imposition of hands be a laudable Ceremony, yet it is not that, but mutual Consent of themselves and the Pastors and People in which their external call confilieth, as is before said.

II. The different Correlates and Terminis make different Relations. The Churches which the ancient Presbyters were related to, were true entire Churches, however their work might be parcelled among the members. But according to the Prelates platform, each Presbyter hath his charge over no Church of Christ at all, but only over a hundredth, six hundredth or thousandth part of a Church; having no more to do with all the rest than if they were of another Diocese.

III. But I come to the point intended: That they take from the Presbyter his essential Obligation and Authority appeareth,

1. In general, they commonly affirm, that the Governing power belongeth not to them; and that they are but the Bishop's Curates: By which they mean not only that the Bishops rule them: but they say that the Bishop doth Teach all his Diocese per alios, even by these his Curates. And accordingly they have lately botted out of their Litany [Bishops, Pastors, and Ministers of the Church] and have substituted [Bishops, Priests, and Deacons] left the Priests should be supposed Pastors. But they altered not the Collect for all Bishops and Curates. And they have put out of the Office for Ordination of Priests, Act. 20, 28. Now what a Presbyter doth in the person of the Bishop and as his instrument, that he doth not in the distinct person of a Presbyter: He that payeth money or delivereth possession in his Makers name, doth it not in his own. So that if really they mean as they say, that quaed personam legalem quamvis non naturalen, it be the Bishop that doth Teach and Officiate per alios, then no Presbyter is indeed endued with any power of Teaching, Officiating, or Ruling in the person of a Presbyter, but only to be the Servant and Instrument of the Diocesan.

2. No Presbyter hath power to judge whom he shall Baptize, or whom to refuse; but is to Baptize all without any exception that have Godfathers and Godmothers, who will but say the words in the book. The Canon 78. is [No Minister shall refuse or delay to Christen any Child according to the book of Common prayer, that is brought to the Church to him upon Sundays or Holidays to be Christened—— Else suspended three months from his Ministry. (Yea, that is it that pays for all.) So Can. 79. he is bound to do in houses in case of danger.}

Yet
Yet-Cap. 29. **No Parent shall be urged to be PRESENT nor be admitted to answer as Godfather for his own child.** Now the Liturgy requireth not any Godfather to adopt the child, and take it for his own: nor doth it allow us to refuse the children of Turks, Jews, or Heathens. And if these Godfathers be known Atheists, Turks, Jews or Heathens, or the wildest abortions, or wicked persons, if they did ever in their lives receive the Sacrament, and will say as the Book bids them, the Priest cannot refuse the child. But if the godliest Parent can get none to be such Godfathers or Godmothers, his child must not be baptized. I told the Bishops, my self, that I had a notorious Infidel booted that he would bring his child to be baptized, and say the words of the book, and see who durst refuse it; and I was answered that if the child had Godfathers, there was no refusal but I should baptize him. But when I ask, what if these Infidels (professedly such) be the Godfathers, and lay before-hand, I will say these words and refuse me if you dare? they have nothing to say, that common reason should regard. Now he that is but sent to Baptize those (even all whomsoever) that others bid him baptize, and hath no more discerning or judging power of the persons capacity, than a Lay-man hath, is in this no Presbyter, but a Prelate's messenger or servant.

3. They have no power to instruct, admonish, or reprove in secret or publicly or in their own houses, any one Ignorant Heretical Infidel, Atheistical or scandalous wicked man, that will but refuse to speak with them or to hear them. And yet he must give this person the Sacrament, at least till he prove that by him which his refusal to speak to him maketh impossible to be publicly proved. If I have great reason by some private occasional speech or report to believe, that many of the Parishes know no more of Christ than Pagans do, or that they among their own companions (who will not accuse them) profess Atheism, Infidelity, or Heresies; or if after scandalous fame I would admonish them to repent, if they refuse to speak with me, or suffer me not to come and speak to them, I have no remedy, but must still continue them in the Communion of the Church.

**Obj.** You would not have such men placed your self.

**Answ.** But I would not be forced, then my self, to give him the Sacrament of Communion as his Father, who refuses to speak with me or to hear me as his Pastor; but would have power to refuse that Pastoral admonition to him that refuses the rest.

4. They have no power to judge of the fitness of any one for the Sacrament of the Lords Supper, in point of knowledge, faith, or Covenanting with God, nor whether he understand what the Sacrament is, any more than an Infidel or idiot; so be it the Bishop do but confirm him (in his childhood) or he will say that he is ready to be confirmed. Indeed all are required to send their children to be Catechized; but 1. few Ministers use it; 2. few persons in a Parish come; 3. If they refuse, we cannot prevent their further communicating; 4. It is but to lay over the words of that Catechism which they are called
called to; which experience tells us children will do like Parrots, without understanding what they say: And we must not ask them any other questions.

It is true also that they who are confirmed by the Bishop should bring a Certificate from the Minister that they can say the Creed, Lords prayer, Commandments, &c. But they may choose, and not one of many doth it. I went my self at thirteen years of age or fourteen, to the worthy Bishop Morton with the rest of the School-boyes without any Certificate, and without any examination he hastily said as he passed on three or four lines of a prayer over us, when I knew not what he said: And after this, no Minister can refuse any one at age the Sacrament. The Rubrick faith, They should openly own their Baptism, &c. But few do it, and none can be refused for not-doing it. And so the transition from the number of Infant members into the number of the adult, is made without the Ministers Consent (Though the Kings Declaration once yielded to the contrary) And Communicants crowd upon him in utter ignorance, because they were Baptized in Infancy: Nay few in a Parish (not one of many hundred of my acquaintance) is ever confirmed by the Bishop at all, so much as ceremoniously, or regard it.

5. They have no power to choose what Chapter they will read to the Church in publick (though a word before the Homilies lib. 2. seemed once to allow it them) But every day in the year even week-days and Holidays they are tied up to the Chapters imposed on them, though Bell and the Dragon, Judith, Susanna, Tobit, and other Apocryphal writings be appointed for Lestons, even about 106 Chapters of the Apocrypha in two months: And though any scandal or other occasion in his Church would direct him, to choose some other subject for the peoples good.

6. He hath no power to choose what words to use in his publick prayers to God: no not to use any that are not written for him to read out of the book. And though custom hath forbid Ministers to pray without book in the pulpit, yet this is but connived at because it cannot easily be remedied: One of them wrote a book against it, as answering that part of our Savoy Reply 1660: Dr. Heylin hath largely laboured to prove that it is contrary to the Canon, which indeed doth seem express against it: And that's not all; However their Confidences digest it, all the Conformists in England do subscribe as ex animo a covenant or promise [that they will use the form in the said book prescribed in publick prayer and administration of the Sacraments, and no other.] Canon. 36. Mark, No other: And the Bishops that endure this are forced to say, that these Pulpit prayers are not the Churches prayers but our own: But yet they are [Publick prayers] and therefore I doubt a breach of the Canon-Covenant.

7. A Presbyter as such hath no power to preach the Gospel. The words of his Ordination do but give him power to preach when he shall be lawfully called: yea his Presentation, Initation, Induction and possession of a Pastoral Charge, do not all make up this Lawfull call, nor may he preach one Sermon
Sermon after all this, till he have a particular Licensing Instrument from the Bishop. So that he preacheth not merely as a Presbytery nor as a possessed incumbent, but as Licensed by the Bishop.

8. When he visiteth the sick, he hath no power left him to judge, whether the person be penitent and fit to be Absolved or not. But if the wickedest liver will but lay or swear that he repenteth of Swearing, or Adultery, of Perjury, though such expressions or circumstances be such as plainly tell a present Minister, that he hath nothing like to a serious repentance, yet must this Minister be forced even in absolute words to Absolve him from all his sins: When a Papish Confessor would require more. I do not in all this lay the fault that this Minister hath not power to keep away any of these persons, from Baptism, Confirmation, the Lords Table, Absolution, &c. but only that he hath no power to forbear his own action and application, and leave them to others that are satisfied to do it: Nor not so much as to delay till he give a reason of his doubt to his Lord Bishop.

9. When he buryeth the dead, he hath no power to judge so far as to the performing or restraining of his own act, whether the deceased person must needs be declared and pronounced blessed. Three sorts of persons he must deny Christian burial to. 1. Those that die unbaptized, (though they be the Children of the holiest Parents) 2. Those that kill themselves (though they be the faithfulest persons of godly and blameless lives, who do it in melancholy, deliration, a phrenzy, fever, or distraction.) 3. All that are Excommunicate, (though by a Lay Chancellor,) for not paying their fees, or though it be because they durst not take the Sacrament from the hands of an ignorant, ungodly, drunken Priest, to whose ministration neither they nor other of the Parish did ever consent; or that it be the Learnedest Godly Divine that is excommunicate for dissenting from the Prelats.

But all others without any exception that are brought to Church, they must bury with a publick Declaration that they are saints, viz. [That God in mercy hath taken to him self the soul of this our dear brother] (And without Holiness no man shall see God.) (So great difference in Holiness there is between the Holy Church of Rome and ours, that they Canonize one Saint in an age by the Pope, and we as many as are buried by the Priest.) Though it was the most notorious Thief or Murderer, or the most notorious Atheist, or Infidel, or Heretic, who either writeth, or preacheth or disputeth that there is no God or no life to come, or useth in his ordinary talk to mock at Christ as a deceiver, and to scorn the Scriptures as nonsense and contradiction, or though it be a Jew who professeth enmity to Christ? Much more if it be a common blasphemer, perjured person, adulterer, drunkard, a scorners at a godly life, &c. who never professeth repentance, but defies the Minister and his counsel to the last breath, yet if he be brought to the Church for burial, the Priest must pronounce him sated in the aforesaid words, so be it he be not Excommunicate (of which sort of late there are too great numbers risen up, in so much that the sober Prelats themselves cry out of the growth and peril of
of Atheism, Infidelity, and most horrid filthiness, and profaneness. 

The words of the Canon are (Can 68.) [No minister shall refuse or delay to bury any corps that is brought to the Church or Churchyard (convenient warning being given thereof before) in such manner and form as it is preferred in the book of Common Prayer. And if he shall refuse— except the party deceased were denounced Excommunicated Excommunicatione majori for some grievous and notorious crime, (and no man able to testify of his repentance) he shall be suspended by the Bishop of the Diocese from his Ministry by the space of three months.] But the New Rubrick in the Liturgy faith, [The office ensuings is not to be used for any that die unbaptized, or Excommunicate, or have laid violent hands on themselves.] The Office faith, [Forasmuch as it hath pleased Almighty God of his great mercy to take unto himself the soul of our dear brother here departed, &c.] And [We give thee hearty thanks that it hath pleased thee to deliver this our brother out of the miseries of this sinful world.]

And yet as self-contradictors and condemners, if any man do but say of one that hath been openly against the Prelates or Conformity, that he was a godly honest man, (much more one that was against the King, and especially a downright Traitor who so lived and died impenitently) they take it for a heinous crime, (as in the latter case they well may do.) And yet (except those whose quarters they set up upon the gates, or deny Christian burial to by the Magistrate,) the poor Priest must pronounce them all at the Grave to be the Bishops dear brethren and saved as aforesaid.

10. They have no Power to give the Sacrament of Communion with Christ and his Church, to any the most Learned holy Christian, who dare not receive the Sacrament kneeling, (for fear of bread-worship in appearance, &c.) which (though I think is unwarrantably scrupled, yet) hath so much of Universality and Antiquity as maketh it ill be seeming those same men who cry up the Church Councils, Customs, and Antiquity, to cast out of Communion those that conform to all these, for so doing. For who knoweth not by Can. 20, of Concil. Nic. 1. and the content of Antiquity, that they took it for a custom? and tradition and Canon for the Universal Church, that none should at all adore God kneeling on any Lords day in the year, nor on any week-day between Easter and Whitsunday.

11. They have no power to forbear denying the Sacrament of Communion to any how faithful and holy soever, who is against the Diocesan Conformation, and is unwilling that those whom he taketh to be no true Bishops should use that which he taketh (as used by them) to be no true Ordinance of God, but a taking of his name in vain; or if on any other account he be unwilling of it: For the new Rubrick is, [There shall none be admitted to the holy Communion, until such time as he be Confirmed, or be ready and desirous to be Confirmed.] So that it is not actual confirmation which they think necessary. But [a Desire of Confirmation] by the imposition of the Diocesan hands, is made a thing necessary to Christian Church Communion.

12. As it is before laid that he hath no power to judge who shall be Confirmed,
firmed, and admitted into the Rank of Communicating members, so he hath no power at all effectually to keep away the gross faults offenders, or to forbear his own actual putting the Sacrament into their hands. For though the Canon seem to favour his power, and the Rubrick say somewhat the same way, yet it is to be noted, 1. That whereas the Rubrick alloweth him to advertise the scandalous not to come to the Sacrament, yet it is only the contentious that have injured others and are not reconciled, whom he is plainly enabled to refuse. 2. Among those that he may advertise not to come, the grossly ignorant (who know not what Christ or the Sacrament is) the Atheist, Infidel and Heretic are not numbered at all; but [an open and notorious evil liver, or that hath done wrong to his neighbours] 3. And if he be never so wicked, yet unless also [The Congregation be thereby offended] the Curate cannot hinder him, or so much as advertise him not to come. And if only a few Godly persons be offended, they are not the Congregation; or if the Minor part be offended, they are not the Congregation: And how shall the Minister know whether the Major part be offended: For he hath no power to ask them, much less to put it to the Vote: And the Major part will never come to him not be accusers? And if the Major part (which is no wonder) be themselves so ignorant, Heretical, or ungodly as not to be offended, but rather to take the Sinners part, then the Curate must give them all the Sacrament, and hath no remedy. 4. And he that must not live in Taverns, Alehouses, Play-houses, or other places of wickedness (especially if he live as Chrysostome did, who never did so much as eat with any one in his own house) may have most of his Communicants to be abominable and flagitious, before it will be Notorious to him: for (as is said) He hath no power to call any to witness anything, that are unwilling. And few will be willing to enrage their neighbours, when they foreknow that it will do more hurt than good. 5. And if he do refuse any one, he is bound to become an Informer, and to give an account of the same to the Ordinary within fourteen days at the farthest.

Whereas, 1. Perhaps he may dwell many score miles off; 2. And have his studies and all other business on his hands; 3. And must then bring his proofs, when he is not enabled to examine any witnesses nor take proof of that which to all others is notorious. 4. It is a great doubt whether the Sinner have not his remedy at Law against him to his undoing, if he lay not by all his other business to prosecute the proof to the utmost. And if he do lay by the rest of his work that while, the Bishop may undo him or suspend him. 5. By this means he shall more exasperate the Sinners (by prosecuting them to such a Court as the Prelates) and harden them against all profiting by his Ministry, than if by his Pastoral office he had himself first lovingly convinced them, and suspended them only till they repent. 6. When he hath all done, if the Sinner pay his fees and say, He repenteth, the Chancellor is to Absolve him: And so the Curate doth only to his own vexation and the Sinners hurt, deny him the Sacrament but once. And if the wrath
or scorn of the Sinner shewed that he was far from true Repentance, the Curate cannot deny him the Sacrament the next day, nor ever after, till he not only again commit the same sin (Adultery, Perjury, Drunkenness, &c.) but till it be again notorious, and he will be again at the same trouble in the prosecution. 7. And there are few great Parishes in England where there are no Swearers, Drunkards, Railers, Fighters, Fornicators, Adulterers, and such like abnow, to hold a Curate work through the whole year to prosecute them, though he lay by almost all his other work: so that by this way, if he keep such from the Sacrament, he must keep all away by ceasing his Ministerial work. 8. The Curate cannot refuse him till he hath called and advertised him; whereas the person may refuse to come to him, at least by pretending business and other excuses. All these things make this which seemeth his most considerable power, to be in effect but next to none.

13. The Curate hath no power when any person is obstinate and impenitent in the most notorious scandal or heresy, or endeavoureth to pervert others, to admonish him before all, that others may beware, nor to call him openly to Repentance.

14. Nor hath he any power to judge who shall be Excommunicated as impenitent, be the crime never so heinous or notorious: no not so much as to concur in this power with any Bishop, Chancellor or Presbyters; any more than any Lay-man hath. He can but Accuse them, and so may an Apparitor or Church-warden: or Read the Bishops or Chancellors Excommunication, as he doth the Kings Proclamations, or as the Clerk doth other writings.

15. He hath no power to absolve publicly any person Excommunicated, no more than a Lay man; but as aforesaid to read the Absolution.

16. He hath no power to forbear his own act of Reading an Excommunication against the faithfullest and most religious persons in his Parish, whom it shall please the Bishop or Chancellor to Excommunicate, (that is, usually, a Nonconformity, or a Churchwarden who dare not swear to their large books of Articles, to persecute the Nonconformists, &c. or one that appeareth not at their Courts, or a poor man that doth not pay their fees, &c.) The poor Curate must read the Curfe against them.

17. He hath no power himself to forbear the open Reading of an Absolution of the most impenitent wicked man, whom it shall please the Chancellor to absolve. And how easily that is procured for any man, that is but Rich and Conformable, is well known.

18. The Curate hath no power so much as to Baptize the holiest believer or the Child of such, as do but fear lest it be a Sin to use the Transient Image of the Cross, as a humane symbol of Christianity, and an engaging dedicating sign, that he [will not be ashamed to profess the faith of Christ crucified, and manfully to fight under his banner against the Devil, the world and the flesh, and to continue Christ's faithful servant and fouldier to his life's end.] If the person to be baptized were a Turk, or a Jew,
a Jew, who both hate Idolatry, and should be so scandalized at this **Transient Image** and humane Symbol, as that they would rather never be Christians or be Baptized, than receive it; yet must the poor Priest let them go without Christianitie, rather than Baptize them without this Image of a Cross, unless he will be suspended from preaching Christ's Gospel to the ignorant that they may be saved. But if he will **bear that**, he may do what he will; that so poor souls may be the losers.

19. If the commonest whore or wicked woman come to be Church'd, as they call it, after child-bearing, the Priest must use all the Office of thanksgiving, without first expecting her repentance, as if she were the choicest person: And must give her the Sacrament.

20. To conclude, no Priest as such ( till Licensed ) hath power [ to take upon them to expound in his own Cure, or elsewhere ( and therefore not to his family, or any one of his ignorant neighbours ) any Scripture, or matter, or Doctrine; But shall only study to Read plainly and aptly, without glossing or adding the Homilies, &c. ] Are these Authorized Priests, that may not so much as tell a Child the meaning of his Catechism, or any Article of the Faith? No though an ignorant person ask him? The Priests lips should preserve knowledge, and the Law should be enquired of at his mouth, for he is the messenger of the Lord of hosts. But an English Priest may not expound any **Matter, Scripture, or Doctrine** but barely Read, till the Bishop License him.

**Obj.** If they be not able, it will do more harm than good.

**Ans.** Will the righteous God be always mocked? and suffer men to make merchandice of Souls, and to vilifie them and set them at cheaper rates than they would do a goose, a pig, or a dog? Is this a fit answer for those that are their Ordainers? under whose examination and hands all men enter into the Ministry? Will they say that they can get no better? What, not when they have made so many Canonical Engines to keep out better? What, not when such as Cartwright, Hildersham, Amstercum, Parker, Dod, Ball, &c. are cast out as unworthy? When so many hundred were silenced in Queen Elizabeth and King James's days; and Eighteen Hundred of us now? When the Bishops have got so many Laws to hinder us from Preaching in publick and private, and to banish us five miles from all Cities, Corporations, and places where we have preached? When none but their sworn Curates, Subscribers, Declares, &c. may preach, yet can they get no better? Will they keep up a Ministry whom they will themselves so ignominiously stigmatize, as to tell the world, that none of them all, as Presbyters, may be endured to expound any Scripture, Doctrine, or Matter, but barely to Read? Yea as if they would dissuade them from all Learning of Humanity or Divinity as needless or hurtful things, they say [ be not only study to Read plainly and aptly. ] So that he that **readeth** for any more than to Read, doth break the Canons of the Prelatical Church.

Also
Also a Priest as such hath no power to judge what Garments he shall wear, nor of what colour at home or abroad.

He hath no power to judge in what house he may instruct or pray with any of his flock: nor when so much as with his Church in publick, or with any sick or afflicted neighbour in private, to Fast and Pray: But they are all straitly forbidden to preach or administer the Sacraments, (except to the sick) in private houses: To preach or officiate in any room have a Confecrated Chappel, even in a Nobleman’s house: To keep publick or private faiths; To give the Sacrament to any that are not of their own Parish, at least if they go from their own Priest, because he never studied more than to Read: They have not power to admit any other, how Learned and Holy soever, to preach in their Churches, as Presbyters, without Licence. All these they their Priestly power.

Obj. But a Surrogate may Excommunicate.

Answ. 1. That is but ludicrous pro forma. 2. Or else it is but their self-condemnations while they allow one Presbyter of a thousand, to do that which all the rest are forbidden. The same I say of Arch-deacons, and peculiar Ordinaries.

Object. They make Canons in Convocations, and choose Convocation Priests.

Answ. 1. It is but two Priests of many hundred that are in a Convocation: And what’s that to all the rest. 2. Choosing is not a Governing act. Where the people choose Kings and Parliament men, it proveth not that they have any Government themselves. The Laity ever formerly chose their Bishops, and yet were no Bishops nor Church Rulers. 3. It is in the Bishops power to frustrate their choice. For when they have chosen four, he may put by two of them. In this great Convocation which hath now moulded our Liturgy, which hath formed the Engines that have done what is done, the great and famous City of London had not one chosen Clerk in the Convocation. (No wonder then if they Confem not, as not being bound by their own Consent.) For when they chose Mr. Calamy and my self, the Bishop refused us both (which I am so far from mentioning in discontent, that I take it to have been a greater Mercy than I can well express.) 4. I take not Canon-making to be any considerable part of the Pastoral Office. If two of many hundred, have power to please the Plural Number of Prelates, Deans, and other Dignitaries (whom they cannot over-vote) by serving them against the Church and their Brethren, doth that prove that Presbyters as such have the Governing power of their flocks?

I am not striving for a power of Ruling one another, much less of Excommunicating Kings and Magistrates, nor a power of making Laws, or Ruling
Ruling Neighbour Churches: But only a power of Guiding their own flocks, and judging of their own actions. Yea, and that not as Ungoverned or without Appeals: But as Ruled by Magistrates, confociated for Concord with other Pastors, and Ruling Volunteers. And if Archbishops also Rule them by Gods Laws, we shall submit.

CHAP. XVII.

That the great change of Government hitherto described (the making of new species of Churches, a new Episcopacy, and a new sort of half-sub-presbyters, with the Deposition of the old, was sinfully done, and not according to the intent of the Apostles.

There are two pretences (and no more that I know of) made to justify all this foredescribed change. The first is by Dr. Hammond when he was hard put to it at last, in answer to the London Ministers, which is, That Sub-presbyters were Ordained in Saint John's time, and therefore by him. The second is ordinary, that though de facto the Apostles setled but single Pastors (without Sub-presbyters at least) over single Churches or Assemblies, yet this was not done with an Obligatory purpose, for the so fixing of it; But only de facto, pro tempore, as a State of immaturity, with a purpose and intent, that it should grow up to the change of this maturity.

I. To the first Pretence I answer. 1. What probability is there that one Apostle when all the rest were dead, should make so great a change in their Church Orders? Either it was part of the Apostolical Commission and work to settle Church Offices and orders for Government, or not. (as to the species, if Christ had not before done it; or to settle it by revealing what Christ did command them; either from Christ's mouth, or the Spirits inspiration, to settle the Catholick Church, as Moses did the Jewilh.) If it were none of their Commissioned Office work, then it was none of John's: And then it is done so as may be yet undone. But if it were John's work it was Theirs; And if theirs, why did they not perform it? Even while they had
had that promise, **Matt. 15. 20, 21:** Where two or three are gathered together in my Name, &c. And, **If two of you agree of a thing, &c.** If you say that there was no need till they were all dead, I answer, It is a Fiction. The greatest numerous Church at Jerusalem, had more need of more than One to officiate among them, (and so had Ephesus, Antioch, Corinth, &c.) than most Churches else had in St. John's days. And were all the Apostles so negligent and forgetful?

2. What proof is there that St. John did make this change? It is either by Scripture that it is proved, or by History. 1. Not by Scripture: For 1. No Scripture mentioneth S. John's doing it. 2. Dr. Hammond and his followers confess that it was not done (as can be proved) in Scripture times. And Chronologers suppose that there was but a year or two, between his death, and the end of Scripture times, that is, the writing of his Apocalypse. And is it probable that he began so great a Change the last year of his life?

2. And History maketh no mention of it at all. (For I am ashamed to answer their nonconcluding reason, from St. John's bringing a young prodigal to a Presbyter to be educated, or his Ordaining Presbyters, when it is no more than is said of the other Apostles.) Let them give us, if they can, any satisfactory proof, that S. John alone, a year or two ere he died, made this new species of Presbyters and Churches, that we may believe it to be of God. But blind presumptions we dare not trust.

3. None of the Ancient Churches, Councils or Doctors (that ever I could find) did ever hold that Subpresbyters were instituted by St. John alone, and these changes made by him: How then shall we think that men of yesterday can tell us without them, and better than they, and contrary to them, the history of those times?

4. By as good a course as this, what humane corruption may not be defended, and Scripture supposed insufficient to notice Gods Church-institutions to us? When there is nothing said in Scripture for them, the Papists or others may say that S. John made this or that Change when all the rest were dead: But why must we believe them?

5. And the Church hath rejected this plea already long ago. When Papias pleaded that he had the Millenary Doctrine from St. John himself, and when the Eastern Churches pretended his Authority for their time of Easter observance; here was incomparably a fairer shew of St. John's Authority than is produced by Dr. H. in the present case: And yet both were over-ruled by the Consent of the Churches.

II. And that it cannot be proved to be the Apostles intentions that their establishment herein should be but temporary, and left to the will of man to change, I have largely proved in my Disput. 1. of Church Government long ago. I now only say,
1. That which the Apostles did in execution of a Commission of Christ, for which he promised and gave them his infallible Spirit, was the work of Christ himself and the Spirit, and not to be changed but by an Authority equal to that which did it. But such was the setting of the species of Churches and Elders. Ergo—&c. The Commission is before recited from Scripture, and so is the promise and gift of the Spirit to perform it.

2. Where there is full proof of a Divine Institution by the Apostles, and no proof of a purpose that men should afterward change it, or that this institution should be but for a time, and then cease; there that Institution is to be supposed to stand in force, and the repeal, cessation, or allowed mutation to be signed. But there is full proof of a Divine institution by the Apostles that Presbyters with the power of Government were placed over single Churches (and no other faith Dr. H.) And there is no proof brought us at all, of either Repel, Cessation, or Allowance for mutation—Ergo &c.

—They confess de facto all that we desire, viz. 1. That there was then none but single Churches or Congregations under one Bishop. 2. That there were no Subpresbyters. Let them now prove the Allowance of a Change.

3. That supposition is not to be granted which leaveth nothing sure in the Christian Churches and Religion: But such is the supposition of a change of the Apostles Orders in these points. Ergo.

If the after times may change these Orders, who can prove that they may not change all things else of supernatural institution? As the Lords day, Baptism, the Lords Supper, the Bible, the Ministry yet remaining, &c. And if so, nothing is sure.

Object. Christ himself instituted these, and therefore they may not be changed.

Answ. 1. It was not Christ himself that wrote the Scripture, but his servants by his Spirit. 2. Christ himself did that mediately which his Apostles did by his Mandate and Spirit. Mat. 28. 20. The Spirit was given them to bring all things to their remembrance which he had spoken to them. And to cause them to Teach the Churches all things which Christ had commanded them. And as Christ made the Sin against the Holy Ghost to be greater than that which was but directly against his humanity, and as he promised his Disciples that by that Spirit they should do greater works than his, so that which his Spirit in them did establish, was of no less authority, than if Christ had personally established it.

4. By this rule the Prelates themselves may be yet taken down by as good authority as the Apostles other settlement was changed: For if it was done by Humane Authority, there is yet as great Humane power to make that further change: Wherever they place it, in Kings, Bishops, or Councils, they may yet put down Bishops, by as good authority as they put down what the Apostles set up; and may set up more new orders still, by as good authority.
rit as they set up these half-presbyters: And so the Church shall change as the Moon.

5. That which is accounted a reproach to all Governours is not without proof to be imputed to God, and his inspired Apostles. But to make oft and sudden changes of Government, is accounted a reproach to all Governours: Ergo—

For it is supposed that they wanted either foresight and wisdom to know what was to be done, or Power to maintain it. To make Laws and set up Churches, Officers, and Orders, this year, and to take them down, and set up new ones a few years after, seemeth levity and mutability in man: And therefore must not without cause and proof be ascribed to God. And the rather because that Moses Laws had stood so long, and the taking down of them was a scandal very hardly born: And if the Apostles that did it, should set up by the Spirit others in their stead, to continue but till they died, this would be more strange and increase the offence.

6. There was no sufficient change of the Reason of the thing, Therefore there was no sufficient reason to change the thing itself (if Prelates had had Authority to do it.) If you say, That in Scripture times there were not worthy men enow, to make Subpresbyters and Bishops both of: I answer, It is notoriously false, by what Scripture speaketh. 1. Of the large pourings out of the Spirit in those times: 2. Of the many Prophets, Teachers, Interpreters, and other inspired speakers which were then in one Congregation, Acts 13. 1, 2. And 1 Cor. 14. Infomuch that at Corinth Paul was put to limit them in the number of speakers, and the exercise of their gifts. 2. And it's known by history and the great paucity of Writers in the next age, that when those miraculous gifts abated, there was a greater paucity of fit Teachers, proportionably to the number of Churches, than before. 3. And who can prove that if there had been more men, the Apostles would have made a new Order of Presbyters, and not only more of the same Order?

2. Obj. But the Churches grew greater after than before?

Ans. 1. Where was there three Churches in the whole world for 300 years so numerous as the Church at Jerusalem is said to have been in Scripture? 2. If the Churches were more numerous, why might they not have been distributed into more particular Churches? 3. Or how prove you that Presbyters should not rather have been increased in the number of the same Order, than a new Order invented? 4. This contradicts the former objection: For if that Churches were so small and few before, it's like there might have been the more gifted persons spared to have made two Orders in a Church. 5. And what if in Constantin's days the Churches grew yet greater, than they did in the second, or third age compared to the Apostles? will it follow that still more new Orders may be devised, as Subpresbyters were?

7. There
7. There are wiser reasons of the change too visible: And therefore it is not to be imputed to a secret unproved mental intention of the Apostles. In Christ's own time, even the Apostles themselves strove, who should be the greatest. False Apostles afterward troubled Paul by striving for a superiority of reputation. Diotrephes loved to have the preeminence. Sect-masters rose up in the Apostles days: Acts 20. 30. Of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them. Some caused Divisions and Offences contrary to the Doctrine which they had learned, Rom. 16. 17. In Clem. Rom. time the Church of Corinth was contending about Episcopacy and superiority, even Lay-men aspiring to the chair. Peter seemeth to foresee what Paul did, when he forewarned them not to Lord it over God's heritage, 1 Pet. 5. 1, 2, 3. Victor quickly practized the contrary when he Excommunicated the Asian Bishops. See Grotius his complaint of the early and ancient pride, contention, and tyranny of the Bishops, De Imper. summ. Pot. p. 260, 361. Novatian with Novatus quickly showed this spirit (if they be not wronged) at Rome and Carthage; and so did Feliciusinus and his partners against Cyprian. What strifes were there for many ages between the Cecilians and the Donatists? What horrid work was there at the Concil. Ephes. 1. And Concil Chalcedon & Concil. Eph. 2. between the contending Bishops on each side? The reading of the Acts would make a Christians face to blushing. What strife between Antonyiuis and Basil for a larger Diocese? What work against Nazianzen to cast him out of Constantinople? What sad exclamations maketh he against Synods, and against those Names and Titles of preeminence and higher feats, whishing the Church had never known them? And yet he was angry with his friend Basil for placing him in so small a Bilhoprick as Sofia. What abundance of Epistles doth Isidore Feluriota write to Enseebius the Bishop and Sofiunis and the other wicked Priests, detecting and reproving their malignity, drunkenness, and horrid wickedness? And how harpily doth he lament that a faithful Ministry is degenerate into carnal formal Tyranny, and that the Bishops adorned the Temples under the name of the Church, while they maligned and persecuted the Godly who are the Church indeed? How lamentable a description doth Sulp. Severus give of the whole Synods of Bishops that followed Ibacine and Idacine? And in particular of Ibacine himself, as a fellow that made no conscience of what he said: And what did Martin think of them who avoided all their Communions to the death, and would never come to any of their Synods? Especially because by stirring up the Magistrates against the Priscillianists, they had taught the vulgar fury to abuse and reproach any man that did but read, and pray, and fast, and live strictly, as if he were to be suspected of Priscillianism (which Hooker himself complaineth of, Pref.) And Ambrose also did avoid them. What bloody work did Cyril and his party make at Alexandria? What a man was Theophilus after him? What work made he against Chrysostom? What a Character doth Socrates give of him? What insolence and furious zeal did Epiphanius shew in the same
cause, in thrusting himself into the Church of Chrysostom to stir up his hearers to forsake him? Hierom had a finger in the same cause: His quarrels with Jothan Hierosol. with Rufinus, his abusive bitterness against Vigilantius, &c. are well known. The multitudes of Canons for preserving the grandeur of Patriarchs, and Metropolitans, and Prelates, on one side, and for keeping small Cities without Bishops, ne vilefact nomen Episcopi, and for restraining Pride, self-exaltation, enlargement of Dioceses, encroachment on each other, on the other side, do all shew the diseases that needed such a Cure, or that had such a vent. In a word the Bishops never ceased contending, partly for their several opinions and errors; and partly for preeminence and rule, till they had brought it to that pass as we see it at this day, between Rome and Constantinople, and the most of the Christian world. From all which it is most apparent that Pride and Contention were cured but in part in the Pfairs of the Churches: And that the remaining part was so strong and operative, as maketh it too credible that there were ill causes now for enlarging of Dioceses and getting many Churches into one mans power, and setting up a new Order of half-subpresseers; And that the event of such a change is no proof that it was the Intent of the Apostles, that this change should be made when they were dead; no more than you can prove that all this turbulent pride and strife was intended by them.

If any say, that it is not probable that so soon after the Apostles all the Churches would conspire in such an error: I answer, If all these things before mentioned were not done, or if matter of known fact may be denied as improbable, then that objection hath some fence. To which I add,

8. I have proved that this change was not made at once, but by slow degrees: No nor made so soon as is pretended, nor so universally, but in long time, except at Alexandria and Rome; It was long before the Churches knew it.

9. And I think none will deny but other things were taken up as the Traditions of the Apostles, and all the Churches customes, which yet are now rejected as no such thing. To say no more of Easter and the Millennium, there were five ceremonies which were accounted the Churches universal customes, and traditions, and none was to omit, viz. not kneeling in adoration on the Lords days, Adoring towards the East, the White Garment, the Milk and Honey and the Chrism to the Baptized: But were these fuch? Socrates, Sozomen, and Nicephorus tell us great Reasons to believe that ( whatever some say ) the time of Easter, the Fast of Lent, and many other observances, and among others the largeness or smallness of Dioceses, were no Laws of God or the Apostles, but usages voluntarily and diversly taken up, in several places, in which no Christians should condemn each other, but allow a liberty of different and difference, without breach of Charity or peace.

10. Moreover it is a clear proof that the Apostles intended no such change, in that they left no Rule, Instructions or Directions for it, nor for the calling of the new sort of Presbyteros, nor for their performance of their places. They left
left full directions for the Ordination and Regulation of Bishops, called Presbyters, and for Deacons, not leaving out so much as Deaconesses; And would they have wholly omitted all instructions for the new order of Presbyters, and Prelates, &c. if they had intended them?

11. To put all out of controversy, God hath told us that his settled orders are for continuance. Eph. 4. 11, 12, 13. Such Offices as Christ hath given to the Church, are for the perfecting of the Saints, for the work of the Ministry, for the edifying of the Body of Christ, till we all come to the unity of the Faith, and the knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, &c. If God do give some to lay the foundation, and some to build thereon, yet he leaveth not men to make new Officers besides all these, to do his appointed work. Timothy had charge to propagate the same Doctrine, and the same Church orders, even to the coming of Christ, 1 Tim. 6. 13, 14. 2 Tim. 2. 2. and 1 Tim. 3. Tit. 1. 5. Heb. 10. 23, 24, 25. But of this I desire the Reader to see full proofs in my 2. sheet for the Ministry.

12. Lastly, the holy Scripture is a perfect standing Rule for all things necessary to Salvation, and Divine Faith and duty, and to Church worship and Communion. If not, what is? And where shall we find it? And what stop shall we make of our additions, if there be no Law or Rule to govern the universal Church? And who are they that have power to Rule the Church universal? See my Key for Catholicy, against the claim of Pope and General Councils. But if it be, then the adding and altering is presumption, except in circumstances which God hath left to man’s determination: And then why must we swear never to alter unnecessary circumstances, were they such?
The fourth Argument, From the Impossibility of their performance of the Episcopal Office, in a Diocesan Church; And the certain exclusion and destruction of true particular Church Government, while one man only will undertake a work too great for many hundreds.

All that I have said hitherto is far short of this one Argument, from the notorious unquestionable mischiefs which the opposed frame of Prelacy doth infer; not probably, but certainly; not only where Bishops are bad, but with the best; not in some Churches, but in all.

ARGUMENT IV.

That Form of Prelacy is not lawful and to be sworn to, which maketh the Episcopal Office impossible to be performed, and certainly destroyeth and nullifieth true particular Church Government wherever it obtaineth. But such is the opposed frame.

None will deny the Major but the Erastians, who think that the Magistrate only is the Church Governour (which as to forcing Government is true) And they that so think, must needs be against Bishops otherwise than as they are Preachers or Magistrates. Therefore I may let them pass.

The Minor I am to prove by parts.

It must be remembred, that I have shewed how great the Dioceses are, and that no work proper to the Office of a Bishop can be done by a Lay-man, or any but a Bishop. And have prevented the pretence of doing it per alios. And now I must shew more fully than in the former briefiate, what the work of a Bishop is; And then you shall see whether it be not impossible. And lest you think I precisely feign more work than God hath put upon them, I will take it out of Scripture and Dr. Hammond's Annotations.

I. The Teaching of the Flock. II. The Priestly worshipping of God with them. III. The Government of them by Discipline, are the three parts of the Bishops Office, as hath been proved.

L. The
1. The Teaching of the Flock is, 1. Publick Teaching them in their Sacred Assemblies, by expounding and applying the word of God. 2 Pet. 5. 2, 3. Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, &c. faith Dr. Hammond, [The Bishops of your several Churches, I exhort — take care of your several Churches and govern them, &c.]

Heb. 13. Remember them which have the rule over you, who have spoken to you the word of God. Dr. H. [Set before your eyes the Bishops and Governours that have been in your Church and preached the Gospel to you — ] Acts 20.7. Upon the first day of the week when the Disciples came together to break bread, Paul preached to them — ] Matt. 24. 45, 46. Who then is a faithful and wise servant whom his Lord hath made ruler over his household to give them meat in due season.

1 Thes. 5. 12. We beseech you brethren to know them that labour among you and are over you in the Lord and admonish you, and to esteem them very highly in love for their works sake.] D. H. [Pay (your Bishops) as great a respect as is possible for the pains they have taken among you.]

1 Tim. 5. 17. The Elders that rule well are worthy of double honour, especially they that labour in the word and doctrine. ] D. H. [Let the Bishops that have discharged that function well, receive for their Reward twice as much as others have, especially those that preach the Gospel to whom it was news, and also continue to instruct congregations of Christians in settled Churches.]

1 Tim. 3. 2. A Bishop must be — — apt to teach.] D. H. [One that is able and ready to communicate to others the knowledge that himself hath.]

2 Tim. 4. 1, 2. I charge thee before God and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing, and his kingdom, preach the word be instant in season, out of season, reprove, rebuke, exhort with all long-suffering and doctrine. ] See Dr. H. Annot.

And can one Bishop be the publick Teacher of a thousand, a hundred, or many Churches: Can he feed them, and give them their meat in due season? where one of a thousand never heard his voice nor saw his face? Is the flock with them or among them? Can you say to his Diocese, I beseech you know the Bishop that laboureth among you and admonishest you, and esteem him highly in love for his works sake? Will they not say you mock them, and that they cannot know him whom they never saw; nor love him for his work and admonition among them, that never was among them, that never workt with them, that never admonisht them; but only that one of many hundred saw him, and heard a Visitation Sermon in one City or market Town once in three years, or a year at most. Must many hundred Congregations that never heard him, give him double honour that preacheth sometime to one Congregation a hundred or twenty miles from them, and this as their Instructing Elder? Judge of the possibility of this.

2. The Bishops are also bound to private helps, instruction, counsel, and to watch over all the flock, and every particular member of them; as a Father
must look to every Child, and a shepherd to every sheep, and a Phyician to every Patient.

\textit{Acts 20. 20, 28, 31. I taught you publickly and from house to house} — — — Take heed therefore to your selves and to all the flock, over which the holy Ghost hath made you Overseers, to feed the Church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood — — — Therefore watch, and remember that by the space of three years, I placed not to warn every one night and day with tears \textit{D. H. [Instructing both in the Synagogues, and in private Schools, and in your several houses whither I also came — — — Wherefore ye that are Bishops or Governors of the several Churches, — — — look to your selves and the Churches committed to your trust, to rule and order all the faithful Christians under you.}

\textit{Col. 1. 28. Whom we preach, warning every man, and teaching every man in all wisdom, that we may present every man perfect in Christ Jesus.} \textit{Heb. 13. 17. Obey them that have the rule over you and submit your selves, for they watch for your souls as those that must give account.} \textit{D. H. [Obey those that are set to Rule over your several Churches, the Bishops, whose whole care is spent among you, as being to give an account of your proficiency in the Gospel.}

I beforecited Ignatius telling the Bishop that he must enquire after every one by name, even servants and maids. And Dr. Jer. Taylor who faith, \textit{No man can be accountable for them that he knoweth not (or cannot know.)}

Now is it possible for a Bishop to do this: To instruct, oversee, counsel, one of many hundreds of the flock? who know him no more than one in another kingdom? Is this pastoral teaching of particular Souls, to have an Apparitor call one of a thousand when he Conformeth not, or offendeth, to a Chancellors Court; How little know they what the work of a Pastor is that think so?

5. Bishops must teach the flock by their own \textit{visible example}; By holy speaking and holy living before their flocks. \textit{Heb. 13. 7. [Remember them which have the rule over you, who have spoken to you the word of God, whose faith follow, considering the end of their conversation.]} \textit{D. H. [Set before your eyes the Bishops —— observe their manner of living.]} If it were the Pope at Rome, we might cast a conjecture by the report of that great liar fame. Because it is a place that we hear often from in the Curranto's and Gazets: But no Gazette tell us of the life of our Bishop. And how shall those observe their manner of living, who know not whether they be alive or dead, till a Minister is to be silenced, or a new Bishop doth succeed the old? You may as well bid us observe how they live in the \textit{West-Indies.}

\textit{1 Pet. 1. 5, 3. Neither as being Lords over Gods Heritage (or having dominion over your charges) but being examples to the Flock.} \textit{D. H. [Walking Christianly and exemplarily before them.]} What! before them that never saw or heard them? Before men of another Country, that may swear and not repent with Peter, \textit{We know not the man?} What! be examples to them that are out of the notice of their words and lives? But if really you think that fame is sufficient, \textit{1. It must be of persons and things not too far off. 2. It must be}
in a Golden age or another world, where good men are not hated and calumniated, and where bad men if great are not extolled, and where false reports be not easily believed and reported; where a vile person is contemned, and those that fear the Lord are honoured; Where the faithful left Paters are not the object of great men's jealousy, of bad men's malice, of diffenters and contentious men backbitings and reproch, and are not made the drunkards' song, nor the scorn and off-fouring of all things, and where he that reproveth or departeth from evil, doth not make himself a prey; or at least where malignity, worldliness, and lying are not the predominant humours of the Age. When you have secured us of a true name, we will make the example of another land or Diocese, (as soon as one of this Diocese as strange to us) the exemplar of our lives.

4. Another part of the Bishops work is to preach to those without that are uncalled, as he hath opportunity: To labour in the word and Doctrine, 1 Tim. 5. 17. faith Dr. H. To preach the Gospel to whom it was new: which made Dr. Downham and other Prelatifs say That the City and Territories are their Diocese even when few of them are converted, that they may first convert them and then govern them, and Dr. H. to Note out of Clem. Rom. that they are made Bishops over the Infidels that should after believe. And doubtles they must do their best to call the unbelieving and impatient to Christ.

And how much of this will a Bishop have time to do, that hath the work of a Diocesan of Christians on his hands?

5. It is the work of a Bishop to Baptize, or at least to judge of those that are to be Baptized, Matt. 28. 19. Go and disciple all nations baptizing them. And Dr. H. thinketh that no Presbyter, but Bishops baptized in Scripture time, because they were then no other existent. And it is too evident in Antiquity (by what I before cited) that no child or aged person was usually baptized without a Bishop (when Bishops came up,) at least they used to anoint their nostrils, &c. with holy oyl. And doubtles they that Baptized or admitted to baptism, did examine them of their faith, and resolutions, before they took them into the Covenant and Vow of God. And how many hundreds in a year can the Bishop do this for, besides all his other work?

6. It is by the English Canons and Rubrick the Bishops duty to confirm all that were baptized: many think it is meant in Heb. 6. 1, 2. Our Bishops take it for a proper part of their work. And they that must confirm them according to our Liturgy, must know their understanding, and receive their profession of their faith, and standing to their Baptismal Covenant, which requireth some time and labour with each one, for him that will not make a mockery of it. Look into the Bills of London, which tell you how many are born every week; and thence conjecture how many hundreds in a year the Bishop hath in that Diocese to Confirm, and consequently in other Dioceses proportionably? Or if that will not inform you, try over England where you come, how many are (though but curiously as a daily ceremony) confirmed at all? Whether it be one of many hundreds? And set this to the rest of the Bishops work.

7. It is the Bishops work to defend the truth against gainlayers, to confute and
and stop the mouths of Hereticks and contradicters, and confirm the troubled and wavering minded in the faith: not by fire and sword, nor by a quick prohibition of others to preach; but by sober conferences, and weight of evidence, and by Epistles as Paul did, when they are not at hand, yea even to other Churches: and as one that is gentle to all men, apt to teach, patient, in meekness instructing them that oppose themselves, if God peradventure will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the truth, 2 Tim. 2.24, 25. And shall the Bishop do this for many hundred Churches? While he is defending the poor flock against Papists, Quakers, Arrians, Socinians, Infidels (as how numerous are the deceivers’!) at Newark, or Gainsborough, or Boston, what shall they all do between that and Barnet, or the remotest part of Buckinghamshire?

II. The second part of the Bishops office is to be the peoples Priestly guides in Gods’ worship: principally in the publick Assemblies, and oft in private, viz.

1. To confess the peoples sins and their own: To be their own and the Churches mouth in pray’r, thanksgiving and the prai’res of the Lord. And in how many hundred Congregations at once will they do this?

2. To consecrate and distribute the Sacrament of Communion; and consequently to discern who are fit for it. And in how many Churches at once will he do this?

3. To bless the Congregation at the end of every meeting. All these I have before proved that the ancient Bishops did; and Dr. Hammond faith, No other in Scripture times. And what Ubiquitary shall do this.

4. And in private it is the Bishop that must visit the sick, that must be sent for by them all, and must pray with them. As Dr. H. at large proveth, Amos. in Iam. 5. I have told you before how well and for how many he is able to do this, in one of our Dioceses. If that serve not, then, I pray you if you are foreigners, ask English men what number it is of sick men in a Diocese that are visited and prayed with by the Bishop? Compare them with the Bills of Mortality in London, and judge proportionably of the rest, whether he visit one of many thousands of such as die, to say nothing of all the sick that do recover.

5. And it is the Bishops work to receive all the offerings, first-fruits, tythes, and other maintenance of the Church, as the Canons before cited say. And see Dr. H. on Acts. 2. c. and Acts. 4. 33, 34, 35, &c.

6. It was the Bishops work to take care of all the Poor, Orphans, Widows, Strangers, as the Canons cited shew; And Dr. H. on 1 Cor. 12. 28. c. faith [The supreme trust and charge was referred to the Apostles and Bishops of the Church.] So in Can. 41. Apost. A Bishop must have the care of the monies, so that by his power all be dispensed to the poor, &c. where he citeth Titus. Mart. and Polycarp. for a particular care. I have before told you that if the poor of every parish be not relieved till the Bishop take notice of them, few of the poor in England would be any more for Bishops, than for famine, nakedness, and death.

III. But the principal thing which I reckon impossible, and is, and must be destroyed by Diocesanes, is the Government of all the particular Churches, (or Parishes) in the Diocese.
Where note, 1. That I speak not of the Magistrates Government, 2. Nor of that General Inspection by which an Archbishops or General Pator overceth the inferior Bishops with their flocks, as a general Officer doth the Regiments and Troops in his Army, which have Colonels and Captains of their own. But I speak of the particular Church Government of the Bishops of single Churches, like that of Captains over their own troops, or rather Schoolmasters in their several Schools.

And I the rather mention this because Bishops making it more proper to themselves, than Teaching or Worship, must hold, (were they consistent with themselves) that they can let's delegate it to others.

The exercise of the Keys are 1. For entrance by Baptism. 2. By Confirmation (rightly understood, as in a peculiar Treatise I have opened it) 3. By Reproof, Consolation, Excommunication, and Absolution of particular persons, which I am now to speak of.

Where distinctly note I. What the work is Mutually. II. In what manner it must be done. III. On how great a number of persons.

1. 1. To receive accusations and informations of all the great and perilous heresies, crimes, and scandals in the Diocese.

2. To judge of the credibility of the witnesses (hardly done by a stranger) and of the validity of their proofs. For Councils themselves have petitioned the Emperours, that ungodly persons might not be witnesses, who make so small a matter of other sins, as that they may be supposed to make but little of false witnessing. Else an Atheist or Inhild or man of no conscience (as he never need toms' of Church preference, for want of conforming to mens wills, to he may be master of the same, liberty, and lives of all honest men, at his pleasure, and govern them that govern Church and State. Therefore Bishops themselves must difference between witnesses: And to say, I know an honest man that knoweth an honest man that faith they are honest men, is a poor satisfaction in comparison of personal knowledge. Much less to trust the whole trial to another.

3. He must hear the accused person speak for himself. For there is no judging till both are heard.

4. He must rebuke false accusers, and justify the innocent, and vindicate their good name.

5. He must by convincing arguments and melting affections, labour to bring the sinner to Repentance.

6. He must define the Church to be witnesses of his faithful admonitions, and to avoid the like crimes and impenitence themselves, and to pray God to give Repentance to the offender.

7. He must publicly declare the impenitent excommunicate, and bind him over to answer it at the bar of God, and set God's terrors before his Conscience.

8. He must try and judge of the Truth of the Repentance of those that say they do repent (where all the ancient rigorous Penance came in.) And not trust every incredible saying, 1 Repent.

9. He...
9. He must receive those publickly into the Church that truly repent, or credibly profess to do so; and must comfort him with the declaration of the pardon of his sin.

10. He must perswade the Church to receive him into their affections and Christian Communion, and to esteem and use him as a Brother again.

II. And as to the Matter, all this must be done, 1. with great Prudence and discretion; else the Church may soon be set on fire, (as by a confession of a Deacons adulteries at Constantinople, &c.) 2. It must be done with deliberation and thorough acquittance and information of the truth; else rash and hasty judgments, and believing knaves will disgrace the Bishop, and injure the just, and gratifie the wicked, & breed uncurable breaches between so unjust a Bishop and the flock. 3. It must be done with the greatest seriousness, reverence, and gravity; As knowing that the honour of God and Religion and the Church lieth on it, and the comfort or recovery of the souls of men, and the preservation of the rest.

It is not a Chancellors check, nor saying, do you repent, and will you pay your fees, that dispatcheth such a work as this. It requireth much skill, and time and patience. Poor Sinners must not be taken in a passion; nor is it imperious frowns that melt men into true Repentance: The opening of the nature of the sin, and the aggravation, not reproachfully but convincingly; the awakening of a secure hardened sinner, with the terrors of the Lord; the drawing him home by the opening of the motives of Love and mercy; do all require greater skill, and holiness, and love to Souls, than most Bishops have that ever I was acquainted with; much more than a Lay-Chancellor hath, who is the man that doth the work, that never pretended to be a Divine.

I must profess for my own part, that when I did this with others for one Parish, it called for more skill, and holy affections, and consequently more convinced me of my weakness, by far, than publick preaching to the people. The heart of an honest judge will be turned within him, before he passes the sentence of death on an offender. And before we pass the sentence of Excommunication, our bowels must yearn over poor souls, and all means be tried to recover them.

And here it is not the clearest witnesses of the crime that will serve turn: For men are not to be excommunicated for any ordinary crime, unless it have impenitenacy and obstinacy added to it. And therefore the work of the Bishop is (not like a secular Court to judge only of the fact and fault, but) to judge of mens repentance or Impenitence. And that is a thing that cannot be done by a few Lordly awful words.

You will say, Because all this we judge that ordinary Priests are not to be trusted with so great a work, but a few wise and Reverend Prelates.

Abs. 1. I never yet knew the best Bishop that was to be compared for ability in this work to many a Parish Minister that I have known: Nor did I ever know One Bishop tolerably fit for it, who had not for a considerable time been a laborious Parish Minister. Those that come from the Universities to be Noblemen's and Bishops Chaplains, and to get the Tythes of two or three rich Benefices, and then are made Prebends, Deans, and Masters of Colleges; and then are made Bishops, may read, and talk of all this work; but know no more what
what it is indeed than I know how to build an house.

2. An experienced Minister that livest upon the place and knoweth all the persons and witnesses, hath incomparable advantage above a strange Prelate.

3. One that is their familiars and ordinary Teacher, whom they neither contemn, nor fear with a carnal awe, for fear of punishment, may differ whether Repentance be credibly serious; which he that speech them by greatness and terror shall never know: For almost all the verdicts will there profess Repentance, though they come home with redoubled malice against the persons that would have reformed them: Only a man that believeth he is in the right will incur the Bishops wrath for not confessing, that he is in the wrong.

4. But yet our Caution is far greater than the Bishops; For because this requireth so much skill and faithfulness, we would have no one Man trusted with it (except in a case of necessity, when a Church can have no more) For in the multitude of Counsellors is safety: We would have every Church have a Confessor of Presbyters (and if one be a Bishop we contend not against it) And we would have it done in the presence of the Seniors of the flock, who know, the persons, that so if one should want skill or truthfulness, he might be helped by others, or hindered from doing wrong. And if all this will not do, we would have the next Synod of neighbour Pastors to have a final audience of the case.

And now let any thing except utterly blinding Pride and Partiality be judge; the Seniors of the flock, WHO ALL KNOW THE PERSONS, be not likeness to JUDGE RIGHTLY IN ONE PARISH, where also a neighbour Synod may review the case, than ONE STRANGE PRELATE or CHANCELLOR FOR A DIOCESE OF MANY CHURCHES, WHERE HE KNOWETH NOT THE PERSONS:

Especially when this Chancellor and all the Proctors and Officers of the Courts do live (in wealth) upon the Trade, and therefore must manage it as a trade. When in the way that we desire, no Presbyter, nor Synod, should have one farthing for all his pains, but his comfort in obeying God, and endavouring the Churches good and mens salvation.

Alas Lord, How long shall Christs enemies be the Pastors of his flocks? and the seed of the serpent be the great instruments that must break the serpents head, and the lovers of sin be they that must be the suppressers of it, and those employed to teach men knowledge, who themselves will not know, and to preach up holiness who cannot endure it? To willing minds these things are plain.

Church Discipline hath its effect on the Consciences of men, and these things take as they come with spiritual life, light and love. We see in our Preaching, how much all work is lost, which is done proudly, unskilfully and marred in the manner. And true Pastoral discipline must work just as Preaching must do, it being but a more particular application of the same word to persons and causes.

Athenasius Patriarchus Constantiniop. in his fifth Epistle for the residence of Bishops (Bibl. Patr. T. 3. p. 159.) faith of confiant preaching [Hoc nole dieque debeat frugali Pastoresgregibus jurius inculcare, quae tam necessaria sint, quam de respirare animam: Necessarium inquam omnia judicia et testimonium Dei demum sare; ita ut ab hoc]
And in his three last Epistles he counselleth the Emperor to force those Bishops to Preaching and Vigilance, that will not do it without force.

And indeed, unjust Excommunications most hurt the Excommunicators.

Read Nicon's Epistle ad Euseb. de injuria Excommunication, proving that an unjust Excommunication bindeth not another, but falleth on the Excommunicators head.

But the sad truth is, that it's usual with the Prelates to confess the vanity of their own Spiritual power, and to call it a leaden sword, which would but be despised, if it were not backt with the Magistrates sword, which is the very thing they trust to.

But of this anon.

III. And lastly, let it be considered objectively what work it is that every Bishop hath to do: and then you shall see whether it be possible.

1. As to the number of Sins in Specie: 2. As to the number of Sinners.

1. Such sins as are in other Countries, and as are condemned in Scripture are among us also. 1. As to Intellectual evils, we have ignorant persons who neither know what Christ or Christianity is, or what a Sacrament is, or what are the Essentials of Faith. We have Atheists that think there is no God, or say so at least; we have more Infidels, that deride Christ and Christianity; we have impious persons who make a mock of Godliness: we have Quakers and Familists, and Seekers, who either deny the Scripture to be God's Word, or true, or say Scripture, Church and Ministry are lost, or turn Scripture into an Allegory, or that prefer the light within every man, Heathens and all, as sufficient without it; and Enthusiasts and true Fanatics who trust to inward Revelations and impulses instead of God's word. We have Papists, we have Anti-

norians, Libertines, and more Sects which the Bishops themselves can name you, and overcharge.

2. And for more voluntary sins, we have almost all the breaches of all the commandments: We have open enemies of preaching, praying, sacraments, family duties, catechizing, the Lord's days holy observance: Common sinners of those that fear to sin, and diligently seek God. We have (if the Bishops could know them) malignant persecutors, that would force God's servants to most odious sins, that hinder Christ's Ministers from doing the work to which they are devoted; and from preaching to sinners the Gospel of Christ, and calling them to Repent and live. We have idolaters, false worshippers, blasphemers, perjured persons, common profane swearers, and cursers, and liars; and we have children despisers and dishonourers of their parents, and servants of their masters; and subjects of Princes and Rulers, (and whether of Bishops and Pastors, let the Bishops judge:) Profane families; husband and wife living in open enmity or wrath: we have murderers, fighters, ratlers, such as maliciously seek the ruine of others, great and small oppressors, thieves, defrauders, adulterers and fornicators, filthy speakers, gluttons, drunkards, such as waste their lives in gaming, plays, and idleness; false-witnesses, Simoniacal, bribe-takers, subverters of justice,
to say nothing of the notorious effects of gross uncharitableness, covetousness, and pride. These and more than these are here.

2. And for the number of sinners: 1. Conjecture by the number of persons: 2. And then by the commonness of the sins.

1. I have before oft told you that some Dioceses have many hundred Parishes, some above a thousand; and in the lesser sort of these Parishes, commonly there are in some 50, in most 100 or 200 families; and in the greater and Market Towns, there are in some of the lesser about 1000 souls, in the middle sort about 2000 or 3000 or 4000; and in the bigger about 5000 or 6000, and some few 10000: And in the greatest Parishes of all in London, some 20000, some 40000, some 50000, and it is laid in some many thousands more.

2. And for the sins, 1. The Bishops themselves say, that Atheism, Infidelity, and derision of Scripture and Religion aboundeth among such as I will not name: 2. They say themselves that Rebels, and Quakers, and Seekers, and Enthusiasts, &c. are so many as that they know not what to do with them. 3. They say themselves that Papists increase, as that they give out their hopes to swallow up all. 4. One sort which they call Schismatics, as being against their interest, they really exercise their power against: and find that this one sort are more than they know what to do with. 5. The number that malignantly labour to make all strifes and diligence in seeking God, to become a scorned hated thing, and make it to seem more self-conceitedness and hypocrisy, and to keep people from obeying God, is so great, as we cannot reckon them. 6. The number of the grossly ignorant is lamentably great. 7. Common swearers and cursers are usually met with in our ordinary converse. 8. How common drunkenness is, let lamenting Parents, grieved wives, and beggared families tell you. 9. Whether fornication and adultery (rarely heard of till of late, comparatively) be now grown common, if not in fashion, I leave the Prelates themselves to judge. 10. To pass by all the rest, whether serious credible Repentance (though not expressed by the ancient severe penances) be now a common thing, for these or many other sins, I am content that any English man be judge, that ever laboured to bring men to Repentance, and knoweth what Repentance is.

And now by this conjecture 1. How many thousands (I say not the Bishop who puts it off, but) the Lay-chancellor hath to stand at his bar at once, it discipline were tolerably exercised. 2. How many years, the accusers and offenders were like to wait before a cause could be heard. 3. Or how spiritually, powerfully, meltingly this Lay-man (that never preached) is like to draw all these thousands to Repentance. 4. What the Sinner and the Church shall do till the year come that they can be heard. 5. Whether it be possible for any such thing as true Pastoral conviction, exhortation, discipline, to be ever exercised on them at all, while such new sins, even heinous ones are still committed: and the Bishop or Chancellor or Surrogate, that had a thousand, or ten thousand sinners at once to speak to, when he could deal but with six or seven in a day (if he did nothing else,) shall before he can examine their cases have thousands more (of their and others) to examine.

So that nothing of this nature can be more notorious, than that our controversy with
with the Bishops is but such as these: Whether the Lord Mayor alone shall not only oversee all the Families in the City, but be the Only Governor of them, so that Husbands, Parents, and Masters, shall only teach and exhort their families, but the Lord Mayor alone shall rule them, as to their daily works, their speeches and their lives.

Or whether the City and the whole Diocese shall have but one Schoolmaster, who shall be the sole governour of all the Schools in all those hundred parishes, 20, or 40, or 100 miles distant, and the Schools shall have under him only Curate Others, who shall only teach the boyes as far as they are willing to learn, and for all their untractablenes, disobedience, absence, and faults, shall present their names to a Chancellors Court, set up by the sole ruling Schoolmaster.

Or whether all the Colledges in the University shall have no Governour but the Vicechancellor, and the rest be but Tutors to the Volunteers.

Or whether all the Patients in a Diocese shall have but one Physician, to govern the Patient by precepts, and under him only Apothecaries to carry about his medicines and directions? Indeed if it were the Physicians work to play the Soldier, and cut all their throats, it might be done in a short time. But healing requireth more ado. And if it were the Bishops or Chancellors work to do no more, than to read an accusation, and say, Do you Repent, and (as some do, because they must be thrice admonished;) to say at once, I admonish you, I admonish you, I excommunicate you; or to do as the Pope doth, Interdict whole Kingdoms at once, (as Herod killed all the children in hope that he should meet with Christ among them,) then a few hands might do the work. But whether it be possible to exercise the discipline of Christ, in their Diocesan way on one of a thousand, let the impartial judge: As also whether that Church be better said to be governed or ungoverned where one of a thousand is governed indeed, whereas it is the body of the people, and not one of a thousand, that is called the Church.
The same Impossibility proved by Experience.

They say Experience is the teacher of fools: But O how well were it for the Churches of Christ, if their Reverend Bishops (who think themselves only meet to govern them) had but learnt by it, these 1300 years, at least. The Experience which I offer you is,

1. That of the ancient Churches: what work the enlargement of their Dioceses, and growing great by the greatness of their charge made quickly by the destruction of true discipline, abundance of forced testimonies: how. To which what sad complaints might I add out of Socrates Chrysolomus, Jude Pseudo, and many others: which made Gregory Nazianz. Orat. 1. Say so much of the difficulty of a Bishops work, and to depose him, lest when contentious men were ready to depose him, and so with force really that there had never been greatness and Priority and difference of Sees as upper and lower among the Patrons of the Churches being tired with their contentious pride and envy, even of the Orthodox themselves; who instead of doing the work, contended for power and pre-eminence.

A cited some of Chrysologus sayings before, de seriendat 3 c. 16. 17. where he speakth of the greatness of a Bishops work, and p. 57. So p. 58. Nisi quoad Episcopus omnium domus circumierit, in hac parte vel eas superans, quibus nullum alium studium sit a quo in foro verendi deambulandique, hinc omnino offensores infinitum emergit: Nique enim ille qui agratum, sed et qui sani sunt, inuis se volunt: vel quod non religionis ac pietatis, sed bonoris dignitatisque potius nomine plurimi sibi rendicant. Ne si quem forte continerit exiguoibus potentioribus usque Christianae ecclesiae sunt, hoc eoque communia ita urgenti, ab Episcopo frequentius inuisi, hic potius Episcopus palpatoris atque adulatoris nostrum sibi inuisit. Chrysologus speaketh like a man that knew by experience what a Patron's work is: And if our Bishops must go to every house, how many years pilgrimage would it be to go but once through all their Dioceses?

Birman, faith Epist. 82. Cum prae deant urbis velis populos, & cætus, ut indicem, patrias, proprie Diocesan ambitu circumfusus, occasione inventa ex quacunque veteri privilegii, suasque in vicinas sibi subdant civitates, quatenus dux, quibus vel dux Prefales sufficiant, sub uno redigatur multus. And the doleful lapse of discipline hereupon all History witnesseth.

Which n. a le Eusebium say, Eccles. lib. 1. Quantum negotii credimus esse, cum prater vicos & paes, vicinis frequentes & ample civitates (such as our big Market Towns) uni parent antiqui—Et multorum præfili huius tam late patri pec. si qu.am maxime foret expedition omnibus mandatis negotiis non possent tamen
in omnibus oppidis Concionari; quum bodie una civitas quanplures requirit Ecclesias. How much less will one perform all the rest of the Bishops' work?

Savth Musculus Loc. Commun, de Ministr, p. ivi 438. [Quare videntint Episcopi, &c. Let Bishops look to it, who when they cannot (or do not) rightly Ministr to one Church, extend their power, not to some few Churches, but to whole Provinces. Let them read Chrysostome in Tit. 1. P. civitates, in every City, &c. These things made Luther say advers. falsa nominatum ordinem Episcop. To.2. p. 310. Perinde habet, &c. It is with these wicked ungodly Bishops all one as if the Devil himself should mitred and ringed fit in the chair and himself rule the people.

And Bishop Hooker in 8 precep. faith, Et certe si jam vigere antiquos ille erga populum amor. If they had the ancient Love to the people, they would themselves confess that there is more work in one City, than the best men can easily do.

They know well enough that the Primitive Church had no such Bishops til the time of Silvester the first. I cite this ex Altar, Damasien having not the Book at hand.

Filesacius tells us, ex Concil. Triburians c. 26. Relata ut coram sancta Synodo quaremonia plebium, co quod sint quidum Episcopi nolentes ad predicandum, vel ad conferendum sias per annum paricias circuire, de Orig. Parap. c. 537. What would they have done if they had been in our times.

See Isidore Pelus, Ep. 246. 1.2. p 236. teaching Bishop Eusebius, (and Theodatins) what a Church is, who had so far left the true Episcopacy, as to take walls for men, and to abuse and scorn the true Church or godly people, while the Walls were adorned, as if Christ had come from Heaven more for [Walls than Souls] &c. of which before.

In a word, nothing is more evident than that true Discipline was shut out at the times and in the degrees as Dioceses were enlarged; and that in Africk and other places where the Churches or Dioceses were more small and numerous, discipline was best preserved.

II. The second sort of experience is, that of almost all the Reformed Churches, who have found the Pastoral work and Discipline particularly to be so great, as that less than all the Parish Ministers concurring could not perform it. 1. Those Churches which with Calvin set up Presbytery, exclude no Pastor from the Governing part; but took in Elders of the people to help them, because experience had told them that all the Ministers were too few: what then would one Bishop and Chancellor or Vicar have been able to do?

2. The Lutherans who set up superintendents, commonly set them over the Pastors as not to take away the true Pastoral power of governing their particular flocks, as finding by experience, that the old way of Prelacy would not do it: And usually they join Magistrates with them, as they also in the Palatinate did. And it is such a moderate superiority which is exercised in Hungary, Transylvania, and in Poland till the Papists rooted them out thence.

3. The Helvetic Divines exercise a certain measure of power in keeping the unth from the Sacraments; but not what they judge to be the Churches
Churches duty, because the Magistrate never would consent: That the Priors are for it, as needful to the right ordering of the Churches you may see in Polini: Syntax, at large, and in most of their Divines of Basle, Bern, Zurich, &c. I will now only cite the honest hearty words of Magnus above 190 years ago, because he was a man most clear and candid, and that did manipulate his judgment neither to Luther, Calvin, nor any party as such; but took liberty to differ from them all as in the points of Redemption, perseverance, &c.) At Bern in his Loc. Commun. ed. 1567 p 421. He proved Bishops, and Presbyters and Doctors, and Patrons to be all one. And p. 422. that in the Aposiolic Primitive Church they governed the Church in common, being subject to no head or president. But after the Apostles died, as Hiero- neat to avoid schism, but as he thinketh more out of a desire of Majority, one got the name and presidency of a Bishop: But, faith he [whether this counsel did profit the Church or not, by which such Bishops were introduced, as Hiero- neat by custom rather than by truth, of divine disposition, to be above the Presbyters, it hath been better manifester to after ages, than when this custom was first brought in: which we must thank for all the insolency, wealth and tyranny, of the Principal and Equitral Bishops, yet for the corruption of all the Churches, which if Hiero- neat had seen, undoubtedly he would have known that it was the devise, not of the Spirit of God, to take away the powers thus pretended, but of Satan himself to lay warts and destroy the ancient Nimphs for feeding the Lords flock; whereby it might come to pass that the Churches might have not true Priors, Doctors, Presbyters, and Bishops, but under the mask of those names, idle-beliers, and cunning Princes, who will not only not themselves feed the people of God with sound Apostolick Doctrine, but also take care by most wicked violence, that it be done by no one else. By this devise of Satan it is brought to pass, that instead of Bishops, the Churches have potent Lords and Princes, for the most chosen out of the order of Nobles and great men, who being upheld by their own and their kindreds power, may dominate over the flock of God as they list.

And p. 423. The office appointed to the Bishops that came after the Apostles times was to preach to the people, to administer the sacred things, to prescribe repentance, to take the care of the clergy and the people both in City and Country, to ordain, to write, to take care that the power of the Church be rightly kept and disposed, and to take the patronage of Church matters with Princes. And if the Bishops had but stood here, it had been better with the Church: Or if the Princes and Priors of our times would return to those Canonical Rules, there might be hope that the Ecclesiastical State and order might possibly be re-formed, and the controversies of those times might be ended by the word of God. Hence it is plain that the office of true Presbyters and bishops in the Church of Christ is, to feed the Lords flock with sound Doctrine, and to be truly Priors and Teachers. But now the false Bishops pretend a Paul and Cure, when going to the Assembly-Office they are, as they say, Episcopally elected. They put on a white stole, longer than ordinary; with a girdle (not such as John Baptiste wore, &c.)—The mask'd Papists thus dignify, that not feed the flock of God, 
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but performeth the Church service in such a gesture, Ceremony and dialect, that all the matters of the Church may be nothing else than certain vain and pompous showes — so that if one of the Apostles were there, he would never so much as dreame that this were the Episcopal feeding of the Lords flock. Thus the Bishop doing once or twice a year doth sufficiently performe his Office, whatsoever he do the rest of the time. The ordination of Ministers and other things accounted Ecclesiastical, he committeth partly to his suffragane, and partly to his Vicar, or Chancellor. The office of Teaching he committeth to some Doctor or Monk, so sworne, as that he shall not dare to speake a word (or hille) besides what is prescrib'd him in the forms ofLabels.

Thus far doth he speake of the Popish Bishops: But who would believe he meant not ours that had seen them? And how little do they differ? Well you shall next hear him speake of Protestant Bishops.

Pag. 425 [ Let us now come to other Ministers, Pastors and Bishops, divers from these, who do nothing in the Church of Christ but Preach and teach: They have certain certain days of the week on which they Preach: And that is well: They Preach only out of the holy Scriptures: And that well too. But this is not well, that very many of them speak formally and coldly, and not from the heart; so that Seneca somewhere faith, agree to them: Animum non faciunt, quia animum non habent. They make not men hearty (or serious) because they are not so themselves: And that of the Roman Oratory, thou wouldest never talk thus, if thou speakest from the heart: Nor do they accommodate the word of God to the Hearers, by pertinent and profitable distribution, but they think they have well performed their office, if they have any how spoken out the hour. In the mean time, they observe not the peoples minds and lives, much lesser do they reforme them: Nor do they take care how the people grow in the knowledge of God, the faith of Christ and in true Godlines: They apply not themselves to the study of the Scriptures, nor persuade the people to read them in their houses; they neither take care of the poor and strangers nor visit the sick, as little caring how and with what faith they separate: And thus they discharge their Ministry neither faithfully, prudently nor profitably. It is indeed of great moment that they bring not strange Doctrines into the Church; but teach the Scripture Doctrines; and that they use not superstitions rites, but are not content with simple administration of the Sacraments, according to the example of the Primitive Church. But in this they are to be blamed, that they do things right and profitable, not from the hearts, but slightly, as on the by, and what is accordingly to be else done by a faithful Minister they wholly neglect. While they thus Minister, they do not indeed bring Error and superstitions into the Churches, as in the foregoing ages was done. But in the mean time, inclining to the other extreme, they take the course which by degrees will bring the people into that indifferency in Religions which is the most pestilent, and is drunk in Epicurism therewith and extinguish of all Religions. Wherefore I beseech them in the Lord, that they fully performe and discharge their Ministry, and not thus by the halfe.] Thus far he describes our ordinary better sort of the Clergie, but not our Bishops.
And Ps. 431. They that labour more to keep up the authority of Bishops, than
"to save the people, when they cannot convince the Ministers, called by the Magistrate,
"of error, do raise a question about their calling, (being themselves neither lawfully
"chosen nor called) saying, what Suffragane ordained you minister? what Bishop cal-
"led you to the office? As the Priests by Christ. They questioned not his work,
"which they could find no fault with, but his power—so these, where
"they cannot by God's word defend their own errors and abuses, nor disprove our
"true doctrine, they fly to the Episcopal power and authority, as if they did pos-
"sess any such unblamable and lawful power, when they neither discharge the office,
or have the power of true Bishops; wherefore let no true sincere Minister
"of Christ regard the working of these men, but as content with the testimony of his
"Confession, and his calling to teach by the Lawful Magistrate, go on in the Lords
"work with alacrity of spirit.

Here he addeth the manner of their calling at Bern, by the election of
the Pastors and confirmation of the Magistrates, and reception of the
people, that you may know what he meaneth by the Magistrates Call.

And p. 436. having told us, that Christianinity falleth where the election
"and pastoral care of the Ministry falleth, he addeth. [But now they that ende-
"avour to put out the light of truth, boast much of the power of Bishops, Arch-
"bishops, Metropolitans, Patriarchs, and the Roman Pope; where if you urge
"them to it, they are not able to prove by any truth of divine institution, that so
"much as this first ministerial power (of Ministring in the Church) is in those
"Bishops, Arch-bishops, Metropolitans, Patriarchs or Pope, that is, in these Church
"Lords (Satraps). Let them prove that these are true Ministers of Christ.
"I divine not about Episcopal (simply) in it self, whether it be to be numbered
"with Christ's true Ministers: But the controversy is whether such Bishops at our age
"too patiently tolerateth are to be numbered with Christ's true Ministers: It is great-
"ly to be feared, lest in the day of judgment they will hear that dreadful word
"from God, Depart from me ye workers of iniquity, I know you not.

I have added more of Musculus then directly concerneth the point now
in hand, because I would take him all together. And because the Helveti-
"ans are not accounted Presbyterians. I add Bullinger, Decrod. 5. Serm. 3. p.
"(mthi.) 377. 378. and Serm. 4. p. 58. Where he sheweth that Diocesan
"Bishops have not the sole power of ordination, that Presbyters and Bish-
"ops were the same and had the same work, and the horrid abuses, that
"came into the Church by the degenerating of Episcopacy: And Deod. 5.
"Serm. 10. p. 491. that in latter Ages, Prelates and Bishops, snatching by ty-
"ranty that power of excommunication, to themselves, which before was used by
"the Pastors in Synods in common, and sacerdotally using it against the first ins-
"titution, had turned a wholesome medicine into deadly poison, and made it abso-
"lutely good and bad. But I may not recite all.

Wigandus was no Presbyterian, being superintendent of Magdeburg
fall, and alter of Wismars, and alter of Jenae, and alter Bishop Pomerinem-
"s, nor yet Math. Index. yet go they the same way as may be seen, Sy-
tagn. p. 1049. de excem. p. 1114. de Eccles. p. 1135. de Minif. Should I cite all that is laid in those that never were called Presbyterians, about the degeneration of Episcopacy, the largeness of their charge, the ruine of discipline by their tyranny, ambition and grasping wealth, and titles, when they neither will nor can perform the work, I mean by Luther, Melancthon, Illyrius, Chytræus, Tzagédis, Bucer, Zuinglius, Oecolampadius, Gy neur, Arétius, Guaithier, Pet. Martyr, i. e. Chenimitius, Pelargus, &c. I should but over-weary the Readers patience. I only add that if the Churches of France, Belgium, Geneva and the rest of the Presbyterians, and the Churches of Transilvania, Hungary and formerly, Poland (that were Orthodox) and Bohe mia, Brandenburgh Saxony, the Palatinate, &c. that set up another sort of Episcopacy, had found, that the old or English species would have done the ministerial works it is not credible that they would all have rejected it.

III. The third part of that experience which I allledge is the Bishops own.

1. This is signified by their confessions before named.

Ar. Bishop ßhors reasons for the ancient use of Episcopacy with their Presbyters who shall be acknowledged true Church Governors over their flocks, is fetched from the need of so many to the work. And Mr. S. anley Gower late of Dorcefter was went to protest (being long intimate with him) that he protestéd to him that he took a Bishop to be but primus Presbyterorum, of the same order, and every Presbyter a Governor of the flock: And when he asked him, why then he would be a Primate as he was, he told him that he took it not for any part of his office as instituted by Christ but for a Collateral Dignity which the King was pleased to bestow on him, for the more advantageous discharge of his Spiritual Office.

What Bishop ßewels opinion was to the like purpose is plain enough in his works.

Bishop Reignolds (that now is) professed to me his opinion to be the same, when he took the Bishoprick, and when he saw Dr. Stillingfosts book, that no form of Church Government is prescribed in Scripture, professed that it was always his opinion: And joined with us in our proposals for Bishop ßhors Model.

Dr. Stillingfost in his Treñicon hath said so much against the Jus Divinum of our Prelacy as can never be answered.

I have talked with many of the Bishops and Episcopal Conformits my self of these matters, and I do not remember that ever I spake to one accounted a Learned man, that did not confess when driven to it, that the Greatness of the Diocells, and the Chancellors Government by the Church Keys were causes of so great a lapse of discipline, as is to be groaned under: And can shew us no probability, if possibility of restoring it, while it so standeth. And yet they would have us subscribe and swear never to endeavour any alteration of the Church Government: not excepting in our place and
and calling, by petition, or otherwise, no though the King commanded us.

Bishop Hall in his Mod. Offer doth confess the faultiness, and desires reformation; and in his excellent Peace-maker, would take up even with a presidencie durante vita, as sufficient to reconcile us.

Dr. Hammond himself oft complaineth of the lapse of discipline, and the clergy and peoples vices thereupon.

The Liturgy wisheth the godly Discipline restored, but doth it not, as if in our case it could not be done.

Abundance of their Writers lament the scandals of clergy and people which have abounded, of which I shall say somewhat more anon.

2. And this is yet plainlier confessed by the Actual omission of discipline: We need not to dispute whether that can or be ever like to be done, by our Prelacy, which is nowhere done, and never was done, no not by any one man of them, not excepting the very best; so that if they had not come near the Eriugena opinion in their hearts, and thought this use of the Keys to confit if in bare Teaching, or the rest to be of no great need, it had not been possible that they should have quieted their Consciences. Or at least, if they did not do it, by saying, I cannot help it; It is not long of me: As Bishop Goodman layeth it on the King in the case of Chancellours, and most lay it on the Church-Wardens and Ministers for presenting no more: But all must confess that little is done besides the troubling of Non-conformists. It is not one of a thousand in a Diocese, I am confident, that ever is brought under the exercice of Church discipline that ought to be; Nor one of many thousand that should be so according to the ancient Canons of the Churches. If I should give no other instance, than the ordinary neglect of all God's publick worship (Preaching, Prayer and Sacraments) in publick Churches or any other Religious Assemblies, I do not think but ten thousand persons in this Diocese, and twenty thousand, if not fourty, in London Diocese are guilty, that were never questioned by the Church.

I may therefore argue thus: That which never was done by any one Bishop in England, being the contended work of their office is naturally or Morally Impossible to be done (or if it have a possibility it is as bad as none, when it never was once reduced into act) But the true exercize of Church discipline on all or the hundredth or many hundredth person that it is due to; was never done by one Bishop in England, that can by any credible History be proved (since the deconformation or reformation.)

Ergo.

The strength of the Major is plain. 1. From the Bishops own mouths who use to praise themselves as the Watch, Learndit and bell of the Clergie, and therefore fitter to be trusted with the Government of the Church than all or any of the Presbyters (though but under them) And they would take it heynously if we question their wisdom, constance or honestly, and if they are all or most so good, sure it is long of the
flate and constitution of their places, and not long of their persons, that their very proper work is made but a shadow and a dream.

2. But though this be but ad homines, yet really we have had very worthy and excellent persons to be Bishops; what a man was Jewell? Arch-bishop Grindal had Godliness enough, and resolution too to make him odious, and favoured Lectures and Preaching, &c. Enough to bring him down, if Camden, Godwin or Fuller, are to be believed; but never could do this work of discipline, upon one of hundreds or thousands under him. We had an excellent Arch-Bishop-Abbot afterwards, good enough to be reproached by Heylin, and to suffer what I need not mention, but never able to do this work. What Learned, Judicious worthy men, were his Brother Robert Abbot, and after him Davenant, Bishops of Salisbury? And how good a man was peaceable Bishop Hall, so Ulster in Ireland, Moron and many more? But no such thing was done by any of them? what should I say now of Bishop Reignolds, and Bishop Wilkins. Men Learned and extraordinary honest in these times: But let any man enquire whether any such thing as the discipline in question is exercised on the thousandth Criminal in their Diocese ? Indeed we have heard in Bishop Reignolds Diocese of a great number confir’d for Nonconformity: And it is his praise that it was not his doing; but his Chancellours (though heretofore Judge Advocate in Fairy-faced or Cromwell’s Army.) And to say now that it is long of Church-Wardens, Chancellours, &c. Is but to say that the Church is corrupted, the Episcopal discipline almost quite cast out, and all the remedy is to say. It is long of somebody: Like the Physician whose praise was, that his patients dyed according to the rules of art; or the nurse whose praise was, that though most of the Children perished, it was long of themselves or somebody else.

IV. But the fullest experience, which so far satisfies me, that all the books in the world cannot change me in this, is my own, and the rest of my Brethren in the Ministry. I have lived now (through God’s wonderful mercy) three-score years wanting little than four * In all this time, whilst the Bishops ruled, I never heard one man or woman called openly to repentance for any sin; nor one ever publicly confess or lament any sin? Nor one that was excommunicate in any Country where I came, except the Nonconformists. Nor did I hear of any but one man to my remembrance, who did formal penance for Fornication, I doubt not but there have been more: But the number may be conjectured by this. I lived under a great number of drunken and ignorant Curates that never preached, and Schoolmasters, myself, and many more were round about us, that were never troubled with discipline, or cast out. I never lived where drunkards and swearers were not common; but never of one of them underwent the Churches discipline: But those that met to fast and pray, and went to hear a Sermon two miles off, when they had none at home. But yet this is the last of my conviction.

When

* Now near sixty-five I have late ly heard two excommunicated for teaching School and being married without Licence, and a third no cause named.
When I undertook a Pastoral charge my self; I kept with me two Ministers to assist me (at one Parish Church and a small Chappel): I had three Godly Justices of Peace in the Parish, who to countenance our discipline kept their monthly meeting at the same time and place. I had four ancient Godly men that performed the office of Deacons: I had above twenty of the Seniors of the Lavity, who without pretence of any office, met with us to be witnesses that we did the Church and sinners no wrong; and to awe the offenders by their presence: These met once a month together, we had almost all the worthy Ministers of the Country agreeing and associated to do the like in their several Parishes as far as they were able; that unity might the more convince offenders: We had in the same Town the next day after our monthly Town-meeting, an Assembly of a dozen or twenty such Ministers, to edifie each other, and that those might be tried by them and before them, whether we could persuade them to repentance, who could not be prevailed with by ourselves: And, which was our case incomparably beyond all this, the times nor our judgment allowing us to use discipline upon none but such as consented to our office and relation to them, we told them that we had all agreed only to exercise so much of discipline as Episcopal, Presbyterians and Independants had no controversy about (some of the Episcopal joynig with us) and that we would exercise it in all our flocks, but we could be Pastors to none against their wills; whereupon of about 3000 persons, 1800 or more of which were at age to be Communicants, all refused to do any more than hear me preach, (for fear of discipline) except about 600 or a few more. These 600 were the most understanding Religious part of the Parish, all the grossly ignorant, and the Common Swearers, and all the Drunkards and scandalous persons were among the refusers, except about five or six young men that had got such a Love to tippling that they could not leave it. These hid their sin a while: But could not long. Yet the trouble and work that these five or six men made us, sometimes by Drunkenness, sometimes by fighting, sometimes by flattering their Neighbours, or such like was more than it is easy for an unexperienced person to believe. So hard was it to bring them to a Confession of their sins or to ask those Forgiveness whom they grossly wronged, that when we endeavoured with all our skill to convince them, and used both gentle exhortation, and also opened to them the terrors of the Lord, when we prayed before them that God would give them repentance, when their own Parents and relations joyned with us, all would not make them confess their sin, but we were forced to cast them out of our Communion (for the most part of them). And among all the rest there were some that sometimes would need admonitions, and reconciliations with one another, which found us some work. But if we had but been troubled with all the other (1000 or 1200 as was supposed) of the Parish, and so with all the Swearers, railers, Common Drunkards, some Infidels, &c. What work should we have had? So much as I dare confidently say that (with
out being half so strict and troublesome as the Ancient Canons were) all we could not possibly have done more in the work of discipline, than Govern that one Parish. Nor could we have done so much, but with such omissions as nothing but disability would have quieted our Consciencs under.

And that you may know that I give you not my single experience, the rest of the honest Ministers of the County. 1. Sometimes durst not associate with us, because the scandalous persons of their Parishes were so many and so matterly and fierce, as that they were not able (they thought) to exercise any discipline among them. 2. Some that did joyn with us were fain to do as the Independants, and gather out some of the best to be their flock as to Communion in the Sacrament, and let the rest live quietly as bare hearers, because the offenders were so many that they durst not exercise discipline on them. 3. Some did even give the Sacrament to all promiscuously how scandalous soever, to avoid the difficulties of exercising discipline. 4. And all over the land they were saine to take the same course with these forts aforesaid, yea and more, too many quite forbear the Sacrament, because they could not keep away the scandalous. 5. And too many took up the way of Separation, and gathered Churches out of these Churches, according to their several opinions, because the Parishes were so bad, that they thought them incapable of discipline. Though yet the truth is. 1. Many such made them worse than they were. 2. And took the course that was easiest to them, by avoiding the most difficult part of their work; 3. And they were led to it by over valuing Expressive parts in some of the people, and unvaluing the good desiers of some that wanted such Expressions.

And if we that found discipline too hard a work for us to exercise in our several Parishes, should have dreamed that one of us, was sufficient to have exercised it on a thousand or many hundred such Parishes (by our selves and Chancellors) O what Monsters of ignorance, should we have been.

CHAP. XX.

Objections against Parish Discipline answered.

Obj. 1. You make this discipline seem more needful than it is. A Church may be a true Church without it. The Helvetians use very little of it at all.

Ans. 1. The Helvetian Divines write for it, though with lenity and they are for denying the Sacrament to the Impenitently wicked, which is not nothing; and they are for Pastoral admonition of the persons that are scandalous. And the rest the Magistrates hinder them from, and partly
partly undertake themselves. And verily I take it to be much more ingenuous to let the Magistrate do what he can, and to pretend to no more discipline, than to talk for it, and never use it.

2. A man may be a true man though he have the Pulpit, Dropfic, Gout or Stone, or be disincumbred. And are these therefore indifferent things?

3. Whether discipline be needful judge after these Reasons. 1. Otherwise Bishops are not needful to exercise it, nor any other Pastors, but bare Preachers. Why should Lordships, wealth and honours, be allowed Bishops for that which is not needful? 2. If it be needful to be exercised on Ministers, why not on the People also? And if not on Ministers, why have there so great numbers been silenced, suspended, and troubled? Sure somebody thinketh, that our silence is needful. 3. If it be not needful, why did the universal Church use it, and that so thriftily from the beginning? And why do they that say this, pretend a reverence to the Ancient Churches, to the Councils, the Canons, and the Bishops of those times, who went ten times further in their Severities than we do. 4. It is needful by Precept and Divine Canon as may be seen, Lev. 19, 17. Matth. 18, 15, 16, 17, 18. 1 Cor. 5. Tit. 1, 13. and 2, 15. and 3, 10. 1 Tim. 3, 5, 15. and 5, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24. 2 Tim. 3, 5. and 4, 2. 2 Thes. 3, 6, 14. 5. It is needful to the honour of God, our Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier, that he may be declared Holy in the Holiness of his Church, and not by our allowed wickedness be represented as an unholy friend to sin. 6. It is needful to the Churches honour, that it be not as a very fles and fink of wickedness as the Infidel World. 7. It is needful to the Churches beauty, safety, and felicity, that God may delight in it, and not for sake it, as he hath done most of the East, nor make them miserable by his judgments. 8. It is needful to the Honour of Holiness itself, which will be villified if we difference not the precious from the vile. 9. It is needful to the Conviction and Conversion of Mahometans, and other Infidels and Heathens, who now are kept in their Infidelity, by seeing that Christians are as bad or worse than themselves; and would be more drawn to Chrift, if the holy Lives of Christians, and holy State of Churches did invite them. 10. It is needful to the comfortable Communion of Saints, as it is proscribed by us in our Creed. 11. It is needful to prevent the infection of the Church, and the increase of sin, seeing a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump, and he that toucheth pitch will be defiled by it. 12. It is needful to encourage and strengthen the Faithful, when they see by this prejudicium futori judicis, as Tertullian calleth it, the difference that God himself will make. 13. It is an Essentiel part of the Pastoral Office to have the Power of Discipline: And what is the Power for but the Work? yea Power and Obligation are essential to his Office. 14. It is needful to the Holy Administration of Sacraments, and other parts of Divine Worship, that Holy things be not given to Dogs. 15. It is needful to convince the ordinary careless sinners among us, that seeing a difference put between
the good and bad: they may not think that preaching is but idle talk and fallhood, and that they are as safe as others. 16. It is needful to keep the better people from offending God by their familiarity and communion with the notoriously wicked. 17. It is needful to break the Serpents head, that in Christs Church the Devils works may be renounced and cast out; and sin be publicly made a flame, as the Devil out of the Church endeavoureth to do by Truth and Holiness. 18. It is needful to the case and peace of Magistrates, that they may not be overwhelmed with the cares, troubles, dangers, that come by multitudes of Wicked Men; but the Pastors labours with the voluntary may prevent such much of the Magistrates trouble with the involuntary. 19. It is needful to the safety of Commonwealths and Kingdoms, that they be not poisoned by wickedness, and so exposed to the judgment of God. 20. And lastly, it is needful to the scandalous Sinners themselves, that they may not be suffered to die and perish in their sin, but have all possible means used to bring them to repentance, that they may be faved. Consider whether all these Reasons prove not Discipline to be needful.

Object. II. But Constantiner time there was no Christian Magistrate, which made it then needful: But since the case is not the same.

Answ. 1. Down then with Bishops now, if their work be needless. But why then were they set so much higher, and had so much more power since the days of Constantine then before? 2. Are you wiser than all the Councils (Nice, Ephes. Chalced. Conftantie, &c.) which have ever since made Canons for Discipline? 3. Again, try whether none of the foregoing reasons, be still in force. 4. Read Galatians Aaron Rod, which fully proveth the continued need of discipline.

Object. III. But discipline is not to be used on all that deserve it, but only one now and then, one to be a terror to the rest: You are for too much strictness, rigidity and severity.

Answ. 1. I am not for half the rigidity and severity of the Ancient Bishops and Churches, who made the penitents wait at the Church doors, and cast down themselves with cries and tears to beg absolution and re-admission, and in many cases to wait thus many years together, and in some, till their death bed. I am for accepting the first credible profession of Repentance: I am for gentle exhorting them and praying for them long before we cast them out. I am not for troubling any for small faults: Nor for bringing any mans secret sins to light, or making them more publick than he make them himself: I am not for imposing such penances as the Papists do. And is a strictness short of theirs intolerable to you, that pretend to be more holy than they? Yea more, I am not for the use of discipline at all, where it is notorious to true reason that its like to do more harme than good. And is all this too much strictness? But I am not for keeping it out, and then making such pretences, nor for cauing the inconveniences, and then pleading them against the duty.
2. The Scripture and Canons do not bid you reprove or suspend or reject one blasphemer, or drunkard of many; but all that are such: And do you say that God and Councils disapproved, and bid us do that which they would not have us do?

3. To censure one of a hundred or a thousand, yea, or twenty offenders, will be no terror or warning to the rest: who will look to escape that which falleth on so few.

4. When one of so many only is censured, the Church will be still under most of the forementioned danger and delusion: and this much will not reach the End.

5. Partiality is an odious Character of injustice and should not be found in civil judges; much less in the Churches of Christ. And it will burden and enrage those persons whom you deal with, when you charge them to lay, you charge me, and let many others alone, in the same sin. Is this your Church justice, or rather malice to me?

Obj. IV. You confess your self that it is so hard to use discipline in one Parish, that most Ministers did neglect it when the Bishops were out: And why blame you the Bishops then for neglecting it?

Anf. 1. We were to deal with the Parishes in that deased and unruly state as the Bishops left them: And all great works must have time to be done in. And at last the reformation prospered apace, till they pulld it down. 2. We were to make use of such Ministers as the Bishops left us, and of young men who were newly come from the Universities. And men cannot get with them interest, experience and resolution in a day. 3. The remaining respects which the people had to the Prelates and their way was a hinderance to us that desired to meddle herein with none but confessors. 4. A great number of Sectaries, raised by the distastes of the Prelates wayes, did also hinder us. 5. Yet it was than possible and feasible to Ministers that were wise and willing to do so much as might very much attain the ends of discipline, though not so much as they desired. 6. But is this an Objection fit for the Prelates to make? or doth it not irrevocably their condemnation? what would you say to a Physician, a Pilot, a Schoolmaster, that should say, It is not an hundred Physicians, that can do what should be done for all the Patients in this City, nor an hundred Pilots, that can well govern all the Ships; nor an hundred Schoolmasters that can well Govern all the Schools in the Diocese? Therefore I will get them all turned out, and I will be the only Physician (with my Apothecaries) the only Pilot (with my Skim) the only Schoolmaster (with my Monitors and Others) my self; for the work can be but left undone? Such rule the Churches must have while God for our lasses will suffer it.

The doing it per alias is oft enough answered before.

Obj. V. Many Parish Ministers are young and raw and unfit to govern. Anf. 1. They are unfit who make this Objection, who bring and keep foolish in, and call so many hundred one that are better (lover ignorant malice hinder them) 2. This also may be said against their preaching, much more.
more: For, 3. They may Rule with others, when they cannot preach by others. 4. There may be appeals to the next Synod (or Prelate if you will have it so).

Obj. VI. You would have a Priest to be a Pope in his Parish. Ans. I can call this Objection no better than gross Impedance: For, 1. It's a Contradiction: A Pope is a Head of the Universal Church: And so it is saying, that we make every Minister a Head of the Universal Church to his Parish. 2. We desire more Presbyters than One in one Church. 3. We desire Appeals to the next Synod: and is that to be a Pope? 4. Is not one Minister as able to Rule a Parish, without the help of assistants and Synods, as one Prelate to Rule many hundred Parishes, who likely is a worse man than the Minister? Impudent pride will perhaps say no.

CHAP. XXI.

The Magistrates Sword is neither the strength of Church discipline, nor will serve instead of it, nor should be too much used to second and enforce it.

These three assertions I will prove distinctly. 1. The Magistrates Sword is not the chief strength of true Church discipline.

I add this, because this is the Prelatifs last Objection, that its true that the Keys are but brutum fulmen and a leaden sword without the Magistrates: For almost all men will despise it: Who will come to our Courts if they may choose? Who will regard our Excommunications? Do not the people now despise them? what then would they do if they had their wills? when we have excommunicated the Schismatics, They will Excommunicate us again.

The greatest Prelatifs who write to me and speak with me, use these very words themselves. To which I answer.

1. If we prove that Chrisf hath instituted discipline, and that for such noble ends as aforementioned, it is little les than blasphemy thus to reproach it: As if Chrisf had no more Power, Wisdome or Goodness, than to ordain so vain and unprofitable a means, to such high and necessafy ends.

2. The objection doth but express a carnal mind, which regardeth only carnal things, and thinkth as basely of all others, as if nothing moved them but the interest of the flesh; And as if Gods favour or displeasure, and the authority of his word and Ministers were of no force or regard even with the Church of Chrisf.

3. The objection inviteth Kings to put down all Bishops, except Preachers
Preachers and Magistrates; For why should they put the people to so great charge and trouble, especially when they love the Prelates so little as to keep them up to wield a Leaden Sword, and to brandish a brutum fulmen, and to make a noise to no more purpose; yea to rob the Magistrate of the honour of his proper work, and to make the deluded people believe that those things are done by a brutum fulmen which really are done by the Civil power.

4. This objection bitterly reproacheth all the ancient Churches and Bishops, and all General and provincial Councils, and all the Cannons and ancient discipline of the Churches; As if they had troubled the world to no purpose, and all their discipline had been vain.

5. The objection is notoriously confuted, in that the Discipline was more powerful and had better effect, before Constantius time than after, and was much more strictly exercised against sin. And that which so long did more without the Sword, than afterward by it, doth not receive its efficacy from the Sword.

6. A naturall there is as much of Divine Authority, as much of the power of his Precepts Prohibitions, Promises, and threatened, as much of Heavenly inducement, as much of the terrors of Hell, as much of internal goodnes of holyones, and evil of sins, as much of Soul interest in what the Ministers propoundeth for mens conviction, as there is, when it is back with the Magistrates Sword. And if all these have no force, Christianity must be a dream, and able to do no good in the world; which better becometh Julian, Celsus or Porphyry, Symmachus, or Eunapius, to say, than a Bishop.

7. By this objection the Prelatists openly confess that their Churches consist of men so carnal as are not moved by Divine authority without the Sword: And consequently what Pillars they have been to the Churches, and how they have governed them; and what they allow us to expect from their discipline for the time to come.

8. By this Objection they condemn themselves and justify the Nonconformists: For why should we Swear that we will never endeavour any alteration of to brutish an Office, as it the King and Parliament could not take down such an useless thing? And why should so many hundred Ministers be forbidden to Preach Christ, so not assenting, consenting and Swearing to such a vaine and brutish power?

9. By this they give up their cause to the Presbyterians, and Independents; Confessing that their discipline is unfruitless; when as we that plead for another frame, desire not the Magistrates Sword to interpose, and desire to use discipline on none but Volunteers. And either the discipline which we desire hath some efficacy, or none. If none, what need they fear it, or hinder it, or silence so many hundred Ministers, and write and strive, and all to keep men from using such a brutum fulmen which can do no harme. But if they confess that our discipline hath
hath efficacy, and theirs hath none, what do they but directly call us to
seek the alteration which we are required to abjure?
10. Lastly by this objection they shew themselves too ignorant of
the nature of Church, and discipline, and Sacrament and Ministry: Or
else they would better know how far Volunteers are proper objects of
Church discipline, and have the right to the privileges and Communion
of the Church.
11. The Magistrates Sword will not serve instead of Church disci-
pline.
1. Else Christ would not have instituted another office for it.
2. Else it might serve also instead of Ministry, Preaching and Sa-
craments.
3. The nature of it tendeth not directly to convince men of Errors
to lead them into truth, to move them by heavenly motions, and to
bring them to true repentance and godlyness. But this will be fuller
proved under the next; and is confessed by all save the Erastians.
111. The Magistrates Sword should not be used too forwardly or too much
to second or enforce Church discipline; much less to be its life and strength,
and inseparably twined with it. I mean,
1. No unbeliever should be forced to say he is a Believer, and to
profess the Christian faith.
2. None upon such profession should be forced to be Baptized.
3. None that hath no right to Church Communion in the Sacrament
should be forced to receive it.
4. None that Apostatizeth from Christ should be forced falsely to pro-
fess that he is still a Christian.
5. None that are at age should be forced to stay in the Church by loca-
al preference or relation as a member of it, who is not willing, and the
practice of the Papists who force no Heathens to be Christians, but af-
ferward force Christians by fire and Sword, and burn them that are
Heretics, Schismatics, or Apostates is seld contradiciting and self-condemning; God having left man as much unto his own choice for
continuing as for Entering into the Church: And as for Obedience to Rul-
ers, Infidels may owe it to Christian Kings, as well as Christians: And
none but Magistrates can use the Sword to punish either.
6. No Magistrate should punish a Mans body, mostly because he is
Excommunicate, and so punished already. Nor should he be made a
marr executioner to the Bishop, without hearing, trying and judging the
Cause himself, in order to his own execution.
7. No Magistrate should force an Impenitent sinner to lie and say he
doeth repent, that thereby he may be admitted to the Church Communion
and Sacrament, but it is the force of Gods word that must try his Repen-
tance.
But yet I acknowledge, 1. That Magistrates and Parents and Masters
may
may force their subjects to use those means which tend to make them Christians, as to hear preaching, conference or disputations, or to read convincing books: But with these two cautions. 1. That it be but when it is like or hopeful to do more good than harm. 2. That it be by wife and moderate means of confirment, and not hang or burn them to convert them.

2. Accordingly magistrates, parents, and masters, may use the like force with their subjects who are Christians, to cause them to use the foresaid means (of hearing and reading and conference) for the curing of their dangerous errors or sinful lives.

3. And I doubt not but magistrates may punish men corporally for their crime according to the nature of them, and even for the same that the church hath excommunicated them. If one be excommunicated for treason, murder, theft, swearing, prophaning the Lord's day, and holy things &c. it followeth not that the magistrate may not also meddle with him.

4. And we doubt not but magistrates may restrain false teachers from seducing others, and drawing them from God to sin.

5. And the magistrate may and ought to encourage ministers in the use of the church keys, and to preserve them from the violence of wicked men.

7. And they may make a difference in their favours and rewards, between christians obedient to God and their pastors, and infidels, excommunicate, in penitent ones, and apostates, by denying honors and preferments and rewards to the worse, which he giveth to the better sort of men.

But yet as to the cases before denied, especially the forcing men by fire, sword, and imprisonment to say, they believe and repent, and to take the sacrament and other church privileges, and making this the strength of church discipline, I have all this against it.

1. No force should be used to the hindering and destruction of Christ's ordinance of discipline and his church laws. But such it would be in the case in hand. For Christ's fundamental covenant is, that the true willing penitent and believer shall be a member of his church, or those only that credibly profess to be so (at age) he that will may freely drink of the water of life. Nemo invitus fit Christianus: so that to say, that any man hath right to the mystical church privileges, but consenters, or any man hath right to the visible church privileges, but credible professors of consent; is to contradict the very condition of the covenant of life, which is the sum of all the gospel. Its true, you may compel some men to duty, but you cannot compel them to be happy.

But to force them by perpetual imprisonment, confiscation and the sword, to say that they are christians, or repent, consent or are willing, and so to give them absolution and church-communion, is to make Christ's ordinance of none effect. For true discipline is to make them penitent and willing.
ning, and then to use them as such: But, 1. It is not credible that that person is truly penitent and willing to be a Christian, or have Church-communion, who will not be persuaded to consent by all that can be said by the Pastors from the word of God, but yet on the rack or to prevent undoing will say, I consent. This is contrary to the nature of true Repentance. 2. Or if it did not make this forced consent utterly incredible, yet it utterly crofeth the ends of Church discipline, which is to discern the voluntary penitent, which force to obscureth that no man can tell whether the person be credibly penitent or not. If I left a Legacy to so many that are Lovers of the Church, and its Communion, and my Executors should get the Magistrate to hang, or imprison or undo certain men that are accused as Enemies of the Church, unless they will say, we Love the Church, I think my Will would be ill performed, if those men had my Legacy, that were forced to say so.

2. No man should be forced to his own sin and destruction. But he that is forced to take the Sacrament when he is unwilling and had rather be without it, in likelihood is forced to his sin and destruction: For even the Liturgy telleth the unworthy that they eat and drink damnation to themselves, and that the Devil may enter into them as he did into Judas: And who is unworthy if the unwilling are not?

3. Force is not fitted to cause love and willingness; therefore men should not be forced to take a Gift, which Love and willingness is the condition of; men use not to say, Love me or I will hang thee or imprison thee. This seemeth to make a new way of Preaching which Christ never made.

4. Christ's terms are self-denial, Cross-bearing and forsaking all and following him for the hopes of heaven: But this seemeth a new and contrary Gospel, as if Christ had said; He that will be my disciple rather than be imprisoned or die, shall be saved or received.] Christ's faith: He that forsaketh not all that he hath cannot be my disciple, Luk.14.33. This way, faith [He that will come to the Church-communion rather than forsake all shall be my disciple]. Christ's faith [He that loveth any thing, even his life more than me, cannot be my disciple.] This way faith, [He that loveth life, credit, wealth, liberty so well as that he will rather receive the Sacrament than lose it, shall be my disciple] Christ's faith, except ye repent ye shall all perish.] This forceth a Minister to absolve a wicked man, as if he should not perish, if he will but rather say [I repent] than lose his liberty and estate. God's faith [He that loveth the World, the love of the Father is not in him]. This way faith [Do but Love the world so well as to say and do any thing to keep it, and then Pastor, and people shall number thee with the Lovers of the Father.] God's faith; The carnal mind is enmity to God and is not subject to his Law nor can be.] This way faith [If thy carnal mind make thee say or do any thing to save thy liberty or money, thou art an obedient Son of the Church and of God.] And is not this to set up a new Gospel, Gal.4.7.
5. And this way compelleth men to lie and play the Hypocrites, when we may discern it is so. Mr. Capel of Tempt: would persuade us that a lie thus differeth from most other sins, that it is so evil in itself, as that it cannot in the very act be lawful. When a man against all perswasion, faith or heweth you, that he doth not believe in Christ, or doth not repent, to say to that man, [Say thou believest, or Repentest, or thou shalt be confisicate and lie in jail] is plainly to say [Lie or suffer] I deny not but that in some cases a man may be examined when it is foreknown that he will lie. But its one thing to force him to examination and answer, and another to force him to that particular answer.

6. It is a compelling men to pretend to that which we cannot compel them to, that is, to have a Right to so great a benefit as Absolution and Church Communion. Force giveth no man Right to the Benefit, and their force should not compel him falsely to pretend a Right.

7. It confoundeth the Church and the world: Whilest every man is made a member of the Church that had but rather tell a lie and take bread and wine, than be undone, what wicked man on earth will not do the same (unless he be so Conscientious that mistake and Conscience hindereth him) Is there any Infidel, Heathen, Atheist, Murderer, Traitor, or Sensualist, in the world that will not do it? What should hinder him that believeth there is no God, to do thus rather than be undone? Is it so hard a word to say in a Chancellours Court [I repent] and deride and curse them when, he is gone out; or is a bit of Bread and a Sup of Wine so hard for a Glutton or Drunkard to get down, as that any of them would rather lie in jail. 1. So that by this course the Church and the Infidel world are made equal, and no man can prove that any Mahometan Congregation is not as good, as to the persons, as such a Christian Congregation: For what Mahometan would not say and do this rather then be undone? unless he be a Conscientious one, who is not so bad as those Christians that have no Conscience. 2. And by this means no conjecture can be made of the real members of the Church. Thousands may be driven in at the doors, but we have no means to perceive whither any of them indeed be Christians.

8. And hereby the Church and the Christian Religion are greatly dishonoured, while this odious stigma is made the mark of a visible member, [One that had rather say he is a Christian and repenteth, than lie in a jail] Is this a laudable description?

9. And hereby Mahometans, Jews and Heathens are hardened in their Infidelity and reproach of Christ, while Christians are such as these.

10. It putteth every conscientious Minister into a snare, and troubleth his Conscience, or turneth him out, when he must put the Sacrament into the very hand of every man that had rather take it than be imprisoned; and must read the Absolution of every one that had rather say, [I repent] than be undone.
11. It hindereth the comfort of the faithful in Church Communion
to know that this is the measure and Character of those with whom
they must hold that Communion, which is called the Communion of
Saints.

12. It destroyeth Church unity and Love. For every visible member
of the Church being a seeming Saint, should be loved with the special
Love which belongeth to Saints, by us who are not Searchers of the heart.
But who that is not out of his wits can by any obedience to the Church,
be brought to Love all those as seeming Saints, who will choose a Sa-
crament before a jail? He that cannot believe them, cannot Love
them as such.

13. It will strengthen them that Separate from us as no Church, and
make it not so easy to prove that we have any Church, as else it would
be; when they should argue [Where there is no credible Profession of Faith
and repentance there is no true Church: But &c. Ergo. The Major is un-
deniable. * The Minor indeed is not true, because many do Voluntarily
profess, and shew their Voluntariness other ways. But no thanks to
them that teach the accusers thus to argue [When the Laws of Profession
are Profess or lie in jayle, there is no credible (Voluntary) Profession: But
&c. The Major they prove, Non esse & non apparens here are equipollent:
But under such a Law no voluntariness and Credibility is apparent: Ergo—
And I know but this answer to the Minor, it is apparent otherwise,
though not by that forced profession, because multitudes daily shew that
they approve of what they do.

14. Force tendeth rather to hinder men Repentance and Love to the Church:
For Fear breedeth Hatred; or at least Hate doth. Kindness breedeth
Love. God winneth our Love by mercy: And we are so to win the
Love of others. Give a man but a box on the ear or slander or wrong
him, and try whether it will make him Love you; to say, Love Christ
and the Christian or I will undo thee and lay thee in jail, is the way to make
him hate them.

15. And the Office of the Pastors is such as that truth and Goodness are
the wares which they expece to sinners' choice, and Light and Love are
the effects which Spirits Word and Ministry are appointed to produce.
And by Light and Love they must be wrought. Therefore no Minister
doeth his work, or doth any good to some, if by Light and Love and
holy Life he help not the people to the same. And therefore the ad-
junction of Jays and confesations, is so contrary to his Office and de-
signe as obscureth or destroyeth it. (Though Enemies may be restrained;
and peace kept by force.)

16. True discipline cannot be exercised this way, not only as its
loft in the confusion of powers (as a little wine in Wormwood juice)
but because the Number and quality of the Church members will make
it impossible. Enemies and rebellious carnal minds are not subject
nor can be to the Lawes of Christ; you may affright them to a Sacra-
ment.
ment, but one of them will make a Minister such work, who will but call them to credible repentance for their crimes, and will renew those crimes so oft till he be excommunicated, and will so hate those that excommunicate, as will tell you what can be done, when such are forced unwillingly into the Church. Of this I have spoke at large in my Book of Confirmation.

17. It tendeth greatly to harden the sinners in the Church in their impenitence, to their damnation: when they shall see, that let one swear and curse and be drunk every day in the week, if he will but say, I repent, rather than lie in Jayl, he shall be absolved by the Chancellour in the Bishops name, and have a sealed pardon delivered him in the Sacrament, by the Minister who knoweth his wicked life. How calls a way to Heaven (which leadeth to Hell) do such good-natured cruel Churches make men?

Obj. The Minister is to refuse the scandalous.

Anf. Not when he is absolved by the Chancellour.

Obj. But if he sin again, he may refuse him again.

Anf. How far that is true, I thought before. But not when he is absolved again. And he may be absolved toties quoties, if he had, but rather say, I repent] than lie in Jayle.

18. Let but the ancient Canons be perused, and how contrary to them will this course appear? The ancient Churches would admit none to absolution and communion after divers greater crimes, till they had waited (as is aforesaid) in begging and tears, and that so long a term and with such penitential expressions, as satisfied the Church of the truth of their repentance. It would be tedious to recite the Canons. How great a part of Cyprians Epistles to the Churches of Carthage and Rome, are on this subject? reprehending the Confessors andPresbyters for taking lapsed persons into church Communion before they had fulfilled their penitential course? And what a reproof do they cast upon all these Bishops, Churches and discipline, who say, That sinners must be taken into Communion, if they will prefer it before a Jayle. Though they love a Whorehouse, an Ale-house, a Play-house, a Gaming house, yes, a Swine-Stye better than the Church, yet if they do not love a Jayle with beggery better, they shall be received.

19. Even when Christian Emperours had advanced Prelates, and given them (though not the sword yet) the aid of it in the Magistrates hand to second them, they never used it to force any to the Communion of the Church, but only to defend them, and to reprove their adversaries. Yea, when Prelates themselves began to use the sword, or to desire the Magistrates to serve them by it, it was not at all to force men to say: They Repent and so to be absolved and communicate; But only to keep heretics from their own assemblings, and from publishing their own doctrines or maintaining them, or from being Pastors of the Churches. And yet now men will force them to be Absolved and communicate.

And how great mischief did even so much use of the sword in matters of Religion as was the punishment of Heretics then being (though they
were not forced into the Church,) Socrates brandeth Cyril of Alexandria, for the first Prelate that used the sword; and what work did he make with it? He invaded a kind of secular Magistracy. He set himself against the Government, and under his shadow those bloody murders were committed on the Jews, who also killed many of the Christians. The Monks of Mount Nyitra rote to the number of 500, and assaulted the civil Governour and wounded him; and Amonius who did it was put to death by Orfles: and Cyril made a Martyr of him; till being ashamed of it, he suffered his memorial to be abolished. And when Hypatia a most excellent woman of the Heathens, was famous for her publick teaching of Phylosophy, Peter, one of Cyril's Readers became the head of a party of that Church, who watched the woman, and dragg'd her out of a Coach into a Church, stript her of her cloaths, and tore her flesh with sharp shells, till they killed her, and then tore her members in pieces, and carried them to a place called Cynaron and burned them, for which we read of no punishment executed, Socrat. lib. 7. c. 13, 14, 15. And it was this S. Cyril who deprived the Novatians of their Churches, and took away all the Secret treasures of them, and spoiled the Bishop Theopompus of all his fortunes, Socrat. lib. 7. c. 7.

What his Nephew and Successor Theophilus was and did, you have heard before, and shall hear more anon.

What the ancient Christians thought of using the sword against Hereticks (though they compelled them not to the Church and Sacrament) any man that readeth their Writings may see, viz. Tertullian, Arnobius, Latianus, and abundance more. And the case of S. Martin towards Ithacius and Idacius, I have oft enough repeated: Only I cannot but note the impiety of Bellarmin, who de Scriptor. Eccles. de Idacio (fally making Idacius to be the same with Ithacius, when he was but one of his associates) doth tell us that Ithacius fell under the reprehension and punishment of the Bishops (in eo reprehensis & punitionibus ab Episcopis fuit, quod Prifillianum apud sectares accessoriet & occidi curset) whereas Sulpicius Severus, tells us, that all the Bishops of the Synod joined with them, and one S. Martin and one French Bishop more disowned and refused them, and Martin would have no Communion with them to the death (fave that once at the Emperours perswation he Communicated with them to save a prisoners life, which was given him on that condition, and yet was chastified by an Angel even for that,) And Ambrose at Milan also disowned them (as you may read in his life;) and when the deed was done, the Christians spake ill of Ithacius and Idacius for taking that new and bloody way, which before the Churches commonly disowned, but they pretended that they did not cause this execution.

And the same Sulpicius tells you, that when this new way of seeking to the Emperour, was first set on foot by Ithacius and his Synodists, the Prifillianists quickly got the handle of the sword; and by a Courtier got even Gratian to be on their side against the Bishops.

And
And yet that was not all the mischief, but when Maximus had killed Gratian, it was this pleading of these bloody Orthodox Prelates which he trusted to as his means to possess the Empire, and so punished the Prisciillianists to please them, and serve himself of them (of which more anon.)

But you may see here that Bellarinus himself seemeth to disown Bishops seeking to Magistrates to punish Heretics; As if he had forgotten their bloody Inquisition and Massacres. And Brunius in vit. Ambros would persuade us that Ambrose (who was of Martin mind) did not disown the punishment of heretics by the sword, but he would not have Churchmen seek it. As if it were not evident enough that it was the thing itself that he and Martin were against, and that Martin was reproached by the Prelates as a factor of Heretics, for travelling to Maximus Court and importuning him to save them. And as if the Inquisitors did not seek to the Magistrate, and more, even Judge, and execute the sword themselves.

It is true that Augustine was at last for the use of the sword against the Donatists. But its as true. 1. That he wrote much before against it. 2. That it was so much against the Churches former judgement and practice that he was fain to write his Apology and reasons. 3. And that the Donatists, Circumcellians used frequent and cruel violence against the Christians that were Orthodox (or Cecilians) and caught their Presbyter in the streets of Carthage, dragged him in the dirt, and abused him cruelly two Church days before they let him go, with many such outrages: Yea, the Catholics could not go safely in the streets for them; and among other devises, they mixt Lime and Vinegar together, and cast it in mens eyes as they passed in the streets, to put out their eyes: And they were so mad that they wounded and killed themselves to bring odiun on the Catholics: And they were so numerous, that they called themselves the whole Catholic Church. 4. And Aushin did never desire the Magistrate to force them to the Sacrament, but to defend the Church, and repress their insolencies. 5. And yet the whole Clergy joyed first in a representation of all this to the Donatists Bishop Januarins as being an old experienced peaceable man, and to desire him to remedy it, before they would fly for aid to the Magistrate (all this you may see in their Epistle to him iner Augustini Epistolis.

And what work did the Arrians make with the Orthodox, when they had got the Emperors sword to serve them. Nay indeed it was the Arrians who did first set this work on foot (after the Jews and Heathens.) They so depopulated the Churches by it in the daies of Constantinus and Valens, that they seemed all to be turned Arrians, and the Orthodox party seemed to be almost conquered if not extinct. And their Sergius the Monk that instructed Mahomet, set him by this way of the sword on that extirpation of Christianly, which hath so dolefully prevailed in the Eastern Empire: And so great was the swords success against the faith of
the Trinity, that Philostratus of Old, and out of him Sandinus of late, would make us believe that almost all the ancient Bishops indeed were Arians.

But the saddest instance of the mischief of too much serving Churchmen by the sword, is the case of the Papal faction: when Cyril had begun the trade at Alexandria, faith Socrates, Episcopus Romanus non aliter atque Alexandrinus quasi extra sacrosanctos fines egressus, ad seculum principatum cum jam ante depulsus (it seems Rome had the primacy in a Sanguinary Prelacy) And, faith he, Then Pope Celestine first took their Churches from the Novations, and compelled their Bishop Runicola to keep their meetings privately in houses: And though the Bishops commanded them as Orthodox, yet they spoiled them of their fortunes; Sacrat. l. 7. c. 11. to impatient are armed Prelates of any that are not of their mind and way, how honest otherwise ever they acknowledge them.

But, alas, since then what streams of blood have been fled to back the Romane discipline? How many hundred thousand of the Waldenses and Albigenes did they murder? How many thousands in Belgium, France, Germany, Poland, Ireland, &c. And when at first they fearlessly got the Magistrates to serve them voluntarily with the sword; at last they would constrain them to it, as their duty; and such a duty as they must perform on pain of losing their dominions: For the Pope having first excommunicated them, next may give away their dominions to others, as is fully expressed, Concil. Later. sub. Innoc. can. 3. & Concil. Rom. sub. Gregor., 7. And do I yet need to say more, what mischief hath come by overmuch backing Church discipline by the sword? If I do, let this be the close, that God knoweth how many Great men and Commanders are now in Hell, for the perfections and murders, which Church men have thus drawn them to.

2. Lastly, most certain this course (of forcing all men into the Church and to the Sacrament by prifon and sword) will keep up perpetual divisions in the Churches. The more religious sort of people will still in all ages be flying away from such Churches as from a Puri-house, or infected place, or ruinous house that's ready to fall. The inexperienced Prelates think that it is but some few preachers that teach the people such strict opinions; and if those were cut off all would be well: But their ignorance is the Churches plague and their own. 1. There is somewhat in Scripture that persuadeth them that God hateth all the workers of iniquity; and that holiness and unholiness are as Light and Darkness, and that he that nameth the name of Christ must depart from iniquity, and that the impatient and scandalous must be avoided and ashamed, and hereticks after a first and second admonition, and that he that bids them Good speed, is partaker of their evil deeds, and that a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump, and therefore the wicked must be cast out, and must be to us (if obstinate after admonition) as Heathens and Publicans: These are not the words of phanatics but of Christ. 2. There is something in the said
newborn soul which is contrary to wickedness; and which inclineth men to an enmity with the Serpents seed as such, though a love to them as men that are yet capable of grace and which disposeth men to obey all the fore-said words of Christ. 3. And there is in the people more than in the Pastors, some remnants of ignorance, which makes them more liable to stretch these words of Christ too far, and by mistake to run further from wicked men than God would have them. But when they see the Wilderness called the Garden of God, and the wicked not only tolerated in the Church, but forced into it by the Sword, and so the Church to contain the world, and to be as vicious as Infidels; (what ever men should do, I dare confidently prophecy what they will do; All the Prelates in the world, no nor all the godly that preach, will never prevent it, but every age will bring forth new divisions, and the stricter fort will be still flying from such Churches as these, to worship God in purer societies; And if you are angry with the Scriptures, and with the Papists, keep them from their knowledge, you must do so also by the Creed, Lords Prayer and ten Commandments, or else the very Article of [the Communion of Saints] and the praying [Thy Name be hallowed, thy Kingdom come, thy Will be done in earth as it is heaven] with the precepts of Holiness and Righteousness, will have the same kind of operation.

Obj. But in the Church of Rome, there is unity and concord, and no Sects, and therefore that cannot be what the sword may do.

Ans. 1. But the Church of Rome is it self a faction, divided from the rest of the Church. Do they not differ sufficiently from the Greeks, Armenians, Abassines, &c. Did they not drive from them Germany, Belgium and the rest of the Protestants? Yea, even by their cruelty, so far was cruelty from preventing it? The Anabaptists, and many other Sects may be at one among themselves, and yet not at one with any others.

2. Are you willing of a concord in your Churches upon the same terms as the Church of Rome hath it? What, with the same ignorance and ungodliness; Locking up the Scriptures, in Latin Prayers and Masses, and a Cathlick Tyrant or Usurper, and all this procured by the blood of so many hundred thousands, and kept up by the same Love-killing means? would you indeed have such a concord? Es cum solitudinem facitis, pacem vocabitis, as Tertullian speaketh.

3. But indeed the Church of Rome hath one other means for concord which you want; and that is various houses and orders of Monaticks. Ignorance and prophaness will serve for the concord of the world; but there will be still some who believe and forthink of a life to come, and therefore will be religious; and for thefence when they cannot have communion with the wicked, this politickly holy Church hath provided this expedient: every one that will be Religious than the rest, hath a hive or society to flee to at their choice, and may betake themselves to that which is most strict or most suited to their own conceits. And if you would make Independent Churches to be like such Monasteries, where the Religious fort may
have Communion with one another, you may do much to prevent a further breach.

Object. II. But the sword will prevail with the most: In the changes of Religion in England and elsewhere, the People have always changed with the be King.

Answ. 1. Men may seemingly leave an ill way with the King: Because they are wicked that walk in it, and therefore can fay any thing. But men will not so easily leave a good way when a King shall leave it; Because they that are in a good way are often Good men, and true to God, and hold Truth and Goodness fatter than bad Men hold Error and Evil.

2. Indeed this is the way to have a Church onely of perfidious wicked Men, who will turn to any thing with their tongues (because they will not turn to God with their hearts): And to have no true Christian left among you: for such fear not them that can kill the body only, in comparison of him that can damn the Soul, Luke 12.4. 3. Do not France, and all the Churches, and Our selves at this day fully shew you the falseness of this Objection.

CHAP. XXII.

An Answer to the Objections. 1. No Bishops no King. 2. And of the Rebellions and Seditions of those, that have been against Bishops.

I Come not for your own sake to meddle with such matters as these, but you put a necessity on us, by making us odious by such pretences.

1. To the first I answer, 1. Were not all the very Heathen Emperors heretofore, and are not all the Heathen Kings still, Kings, and as great as others, without Bishops? And may not Christian Kings much more? 2. If the Presbyterians had said, no Presbyters, no King, you would have taken it for treasonable; as if they had threatened that the King shall not be King, unless they may have their way, and shall not the King be King unless you may be Bishops? 3. What is in the nature of the thing to warrant this assertion? Presbyterians own every text and Article for Monarchy as the Prelatifs do, even as ever any Christian Council or Confession asserted, as far as we can learn. They plead no other divine right for their offices, than our Prelates do. And (save what some of them have held by the Magistrates own gift) they pretend to no power over any mans body or purse. Many of them and the Independants, meddle no further than their own Congregations. What is in all this against Kings? That an Ariflocratical Church Government may not live quietly under Monarchy, or a Monarchial Church Government under Arifocracy, is an asferted fiction, without all proof. Otherwife by the fame reafon you would perswade Venice, Holland and all such Governments, that Prelacy may not be endured under them.

4. But
4. But what if it were all as true as it is false? What is it to those Nonconformists that craved Bishop Ufiers Episcopacy? The question is but whether a humble Bishop in a Parish or Market Town, without any Lordship or great revenues, or interest in the sword, may not live as safely and obediently under Kings, as our Lord Bishops? Yea in very deed most of the Independant Churches themselves have a kind of Episcopacy, whether they own the name or not: For usually one single Pastor hath as much as a Negative voice in the managemt of all disciplinary affairs.

II. But the answer to the second will fuller answer this. 1. Do you not know that where Prelacy is at the highest, there Kings and Emperours have been at the lowest? Do you not know how the Papal Prelacy at the present usurpeth one part of their Government: and is ready to take away the other when they can, when ever Kings displease them? Can any thing be said to hide this by him that readeth, but the two forenamed Councils (Later. & Rom. fub Gregor. 7.) Did Prelacy preserve those Emperors of the East that suffered by it? Doth it now preserve the Emperors of Moscovy, where the Patriarks interest is pretended in the rebellion? Did it preserve Frederick, and the two Henries of Germany? or Henry 3, and 4th of France? Did it preserve the Kings of England, Will. 2. Hen. 2. and 3. John, &c. from their wars and troubles? Did it preserve the Kingdom of Navar to the right Lord? What should, I say, more of this after the copious instances of H. Fowles? and after that volume of W. Prin. of the Engl. Prelates Treasons? Read it and judge.

2. What people more peaceable and obedient to their superiors, for instance than the Helvétian Ministers have been? who yet have no such thing as Bishops.

3. Dr. Pet. Moulin Junior, one of yourselves in his answer to Philanx Angl. hath said enough to confute most of the Calumnies against the Reformed Churches in this point.

4. Who knoweth not, that even in the ancient Churches, and that when Episcopacy was thriving apace, yea and by-and-among-the Bishops themselves, yea some that were good men and are now Sainted, yet tumults, seditions, rebellions, and contentions troubled-the Churches, and the Emperours and Magistrates, as frequently as of later times, which I mention not to abate the honour of those better Christians, but to shew you, that all this was done under Prelacy, and therefore it was not want of Prelacy, or avertness to it that is to be taken for the cause.

2. That these dissenteres were found in the best times, and among the purest Churches, and therefore are not to be now thought strange, or taken for a mark of a bad religion.

I will not repeat what I said but even now of the horrid tumults and blood shed at Alexandria, their cruel Murdering of Hypatia, and the insurrection and sedition even of the Holy Monks, and Saint Cyril's Sainting of the executed actor of violence on the Governour.
What work his Predecessor Saint *Theophilus* made against Saint *Chrysostome*, how *Epiphanius* acted his part; how Saint *Hierome* was of their party; how even the Orthodox Bishops in several Synods opposed and deposed those two excellent Bishops of *Constantinople* Gregory *Theol.* and *Chrysostome*, hath been said before.

Even at the Election of *Chrysostome*, *Theophilus* went about by all means to discredit him, and to prefer one *Idodore* a Priest of his own Church. And that you may know, how Loyalty prevailed against the owning of Tyrants when they got the better you shall further hear why *Theophilus* set so much by this *Idodore*, because he undertook for him a perilous piece of service (Faith Socrates ii. 6. c. 2.) viz.

*When the Emperor Theodosius waged War with Maximus the Tyrant, Theophilus sent Presents directed to the Emperor with two Letters (one to Theodosius and one to Maximus) charging Isidore to present him that got the better with the gift and one of the Letters. Isidore being careful of his business, went diligently about this feat; got him to Rome, and heard after the Victory: But his fetch was not long ere it was found out; for his Reader, that accompanied him stole away his Letters. Whereupon Isidore, being afraid to be taken with the manner, took his cæles in all haste to Alexandria: This was it that made Theophilus labour so earnestly for Isidore: But all that were of the Emperours Court preferred John to the Bishoprick: And afterwards when as many charged Theophilus with heinous crimes, and presented to the Bishops (then present) libells and Articles against him, some for this thing and some for that; Eutropius one of the Emperours Chamber having gotten the Articles and Indictments, shewed them to Theophilus, bad him choose whether he would Create John Bishop, or stand at the Barr and answer the Crimes that were laid to his charge. Theophilus was so afraid with this that presently he consented to the installing of John.*

What would have been said of one of us now, if we had not only complied with a Victorious Tyrant, but also jugled with presents and double Letters before hand. I did my self disown Oliver Cromwel openly to his death; and yet because after twelve years possession of the Usurpers, I did but Dedicate two Bookes to his Son Richard, whom I never saw nor heard from, only to encourage him to befriend truth and unity against Papists and Sectaries, who then threatened all, (and this when the Royalists themselves gave out that he was Really for the restoration of the King) this is made odious Crime in me, as a thing deserving greatest Infamy.

Do I need to recite how great *Leo* himself and other *Roman and Italian* Bishops owned the Barbarian Conquerours? No wonder than if they too early took Theodoricus for their King set over them by God, who was a better man than the rest, and had at last a better Title.

*Saith.*
*Saith Socrates further li. 6. c. 7. [When the Common-wealth of the
*Roman Empire, was tossed with these troublesome storms of Rebellion
*such as were promoted to the reverend function of Priest-hood
*were at distraction among themselves, to the great slander of Christi-
*an Religion: Then was one set against the others - the original of which
*perillent Schism came from Egypt, and the occasion was as followeth,
*There was a question broached a little before, whether God were
*in body, or in the likeness and form of man? Or whether he
*were without body, and void of all Corporal Shape. * Hereof
*there arose sundry contentions and quarrels: While some affirmed this
*and others: Some of the rudest and unlearned sort of Religious men
*thought that God was Corporal, and of the form and figure of man:
*But the greater part condemned them with their Heretical opinion, af-
*firming that God had no bodily Substance or Shape. Of which opinion
*was Theophilus Bishop of Alexandria; so that in the hearing of the whole
*Congregation he inveighed bitterly against the Contrary ---- The wor-
*shippers of Egypt, understanding this, left their Religious houses, came
to Alexandria, flocked about Theophilus, condemned him for a wicked
*ed person, and sought to bereave him of his Life. Theophilus being
*made privy to their Conspiracy, was wonderful pensive, devising how
*he might escape their hands and save his life. As soon as he came
*into their presence he Gluted them Courteously, and said thus to them:
*When I fallen mine eyes on you, methinks I see the lively face of
*God. With these words the rash heat of the unruly Monkes was de-
*layed, and they said, If that be true that thou sayest, that the Commen-
tance of God is no otherwise than ours, accurate then the works of Oris-
gen: For divers of his books do impugne our opinion: But if thou
*refuse to do this, assure thy self to receive at our hands the punish-
*ment due to the impious and open Enemies of God: Nay, faith
*Theoph. I will do that which seemeth good in your eyes.] Thus you
*see what the Monks were. But will you see what Theophilus was.

*It followeth [The Religious houses in Egypt were overseen of four
*worthy men, Brethren, Diocorus, Ammonius, Eusibius, and Eustachius,
*Their great fame and excellency made Theophilus force, them out of
*their beloved solitude, and make Diocorus, a Bishop, and two other
*to live with himself ---- At last, their Consciences were pricked,
*perceiving, that the Bishop was set upon heaping and hoarding of mony.
*
*and that all their labour tended to gathering, they would no longer
*dwell with him but got them into the desert ---- As soon as Theophilus had
*underfoot that they abhorred his manner of living, he was wonder-
*fully incensed, and promised to work them a disputation ---- and being
*prone to anger and revenge, besijuised himself against them and endeaour-
ed by all means to work them mischief. And he began to delphi-
*Diocorus, the Bishop, for it grieved him to the guts that the Worship-
*pers made so much of Diocorus and reverenced him so highly (To be-

**What should such Religious men be now?

*Hereof
*should such Religious men be now.

*Thought
*that
*was
*Corporal, and of the form and figure of man:
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*refuse to do this, assure thy self to receive at our hands the punish-
*ment due to the impious and open Enemies of God: Nay, faith
*Theoph. I will do that which seemeth good in your eyes.] Thus you
*see what the Monks were. But will you see what Theophilus was.
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*prone to anger and revenge, besijuised himself against them and endeaour-
ed by all means to work them mischief. And he began to delphi-
*Diocorus, the Bishop, for it grieved him to the guts that the Worship-
*pers made so much of Diocorus and reverenced him so highly (To be-
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*But the greater part condemned them with their Heretical opinion, af-
*firming that God had no bodily Substance or Shape. Of which opinion
*was Theophilus Bishop of Alexandria; so that in the hearing of the whole
*Congregation he inveighed bitterly against the Contrary ---- The wor-
*shippers of Egypt, understanding this, left their Religious houses, came
to Alexandria, flocked about Theophilus, condemned him for a wicked
*ed person, and sought to bereave him of his Life. Theophilus being
*made privy to their Conspiracy, was wonderful pensive, devising how
*he might escape their hands and save his life. As soon as he came
*into their presence he Gluted them Courteously, and said thus to them:
*When I fallen mine eyes on you, methinks I see the lively face of
*God. With these words the rash heat of the unruly Monkes was de-
*layed, and they said, If that be true that thou sayest, that the Commen-
tance of God is no otherwise than ours, accurate then the works of Oris-
gen: For divers of his books do impugne our opinion: But if thou
*refuse to do this, assure thy self to receive at our hands the punish-
*ment due to the impious and open Enemies of God: Nay, faith
*Theoph. I will do that which seemeth good in your eyes.] Thus you
*see what the Monks were. But will you see what Theophilus was.

*It followeth [The Religious houses in Egypt were overseen of four
*worthy men, Brethren, Diocorus, Ammonius, Eusibius, and Eustachius,
*Their great fame and excellency made Theophilus force, them out of
*their beloved solitude, and make Diocorus, a Bishop, and two other
*to live with himself ---- At last, their Consciences were pricked,
*perceiving, that the Bishop was set upon heaping and hoarding of mony.
*
*and that all their labour tended to gathering, they would no longer
*dwell with him but got them into the desert ---- As soon as Theophilus had
*underfoot that they abhorred his manner of living, he was wonder-
*fully incensed, and promised to work them a disputation ---- and being
*prone to anger and revenge, besijuised himself against them and endeaour-
ed by all means to work them mischief. And he began to delphi-
*Diocorus, the Bishop, for it grieved him to the guts that the Worship-
*pers made so much of Diocorus and reverenced him so highly (To be-
shorter than Socrates) Theophilus not knowing else how to be revenged, set the Monks against him and his Brethren, and accuseth them of holding contrary to the Scripture, that God had no body, hands, or feet, and so taketh on him to be of their opinion, till he had set them altogether by the ears: And the ignoranter Monks being the greater number he took their side, and so they went first to it by zealous reproaches, one part calling the other Origines, and the other part calling them Anthropomorphites, and at last it came to a deadly Battel. And, saith Socrates, Theophilus perceiving, that his fetched framed after his will went with great power towards the Mount Nitria, where there religious houses stood, and aided the Monks against Dioscorus and his Brethren: And the Religious men thus beset with great danger had much ado to save their lives.] Socr. 1. 6. c. 7.

Did ever Presbyterians commit such an unchristian and inhumane villany as this, by such false diffimulation and malice? And here we see how the quarrel began against Origens Works, not for the passages that are truly culpable, but for the sounder parts; and how it came to pass that Chrysostome was not so forward to condemn them as his Condemners did require him to be.

Theodor. lib. 4. Hist Eccl. c. 13. Tells us that when the Emperour Valens his order was brought to Eusebius Samosatens for his removal and banishment, Eusebius tells the Officer, That if the People should know it, they would drawn him in the River (Euphrates) and therefore contrived to slip away by night.] What would they say, if our Churches were such as this orthodox Episcopal Church was?

Theodor. lib. 3. c. 13. The Virgins openly sung in reproof of Julian the Emperour [Rat illum consederatum tyrannum contemnendum esse & omnium irrisione ladendum] judging that wicked Tyrant to be condemned and made a mocking flock by all. And yet he was a lawful Emperour and none of the cruellest Persecutors.

Theodor. 1. 3. c. 13. When the People of his Church had found out Eusebius their banished Bishop, they earnestly perswaded him to return, contrary to the Emperors Edict, and not to suffer his flock to be left to the Wolves (which were the Bishops set over them by the Emperour). And is not this more than the people are now condemned for, who only hear the Miniflers privately?

Cap. 14. When the Emperors Arrian Bishop was set over them, not one of all the People, rich or poor, servant or labourer, husbandman or Artificer, man or woman, young or old, would come as they use to the Church, nor come in sight of the Bishop, nor speak with him: But though he lived very modefly, he came to the Church (place) alone. They would not bathe with him nor bathe in the same water, but throw it first into the Channel, when he left the City (this was Eunomius). Do our hearers deal as harshly as this?

Afterward when Lucius was set over them, the Children in the streets did burn their ball, because his Affes feet had touched it.
Id. ib. c. 16. When the Bishop of Edessa was removed and another set over them, the people frequented private meetings in the Suburbs. And when the Emperor commanded his Prefect, Modestus, to take Soldiery and disturb them, and drive them away, the women ran with their Children hoping to die with them. And Eulogius the Presbyter asked, Was the Emperor made Priest when he was made Emperor?

And how the Presbiters and People of Antioch continued their meeting whether the Emperor would or not, though he disturbed them by Soldiery.

Theodor. c. 17. Basil answer to the Prefect, when he offered him the Emperours favour, was, that Children were to be so talk'd to, but Men bred up in divine Studies, would suffer any death rather than suffer one syllable of divine Truth to be blemished. Quod autem ad Imperatoris amicitiam, &c. But as for the Emperours friendship I much value it (faith he) joined with godliness, but if it want that, I say, it is pernicious. In one of us this answer would have been enough to make us seem as bad, as it made Basil esteemed good.

Id. 11. c. 19. When the forenamed Lucius was made Bishop of Alexandria, and Peter their Bishop put out, the People would come to the Church place, though he persecuted them as he had done the other, & omnes pariter egressi Lucium conditum lacetare, they all began to tear Lucius with revilings, because he persecuted the Monks of Egypt.

Id. 1. c. 38. Audas a Bishop in Persia demolished their Temple (or Pyreum) by violence: For which the Emperour of Persia killed him, and destroyed all the Christian Churches.

Id. 1. 4. c. 21. When Moses was desired by Queen Mavis to be her Bishop among the Saracens, he would not let Lucius ordain him, because he had persecuted good men, But said to him (Quis impius non tua causa conventus Ecclesiasticos pestulante infectatus est? Quis est hauratorum virorum numero non parte exclavit? Quam inimicatem barbaram, malefici abs te in die singulorum admissa non superas?) Do Nonconformists speak more harshly to our Bishops?

Theodore himself frequently calleth Julian a Tyrant. cap. 22. The Heathens kept their Feasts openly; Telis autem Apostolice doctrina propagatoribus, tyrannus est se botem prehinit. And, when he was dead, they openly rejoiced at his death.

Id. cap. 30. 1. 4. With what bold language doth Isaiah tell Valens of his fighting against God, and calling out his Ministers, and Gods fighting against him, and what he would be sure to meet with at the end, if he kicked against the pricks.

Lib. 5. c. 17. The Christian people of Thebaliana rose, and killed some of Theodosius his Officers, which provoked him by his Soldiery to kill seven thousand of them, for which Ambrose brought him to do open penance.

To mention all the blood shed at Rome (as at Damascenus election and else)
else) and Constantinople, and Alexandria would be tedious, even that which was shed on the account of Bishops.

Lucius Calaritanus was a pious Bishop; but so hot for separation from those that had been Arians, that he is numbered for it with the Heretics, though an orthodox Bishop.

The Novatians were Episcopal, and so were the Donatists, and yet how have they been judged of for their Schism I need not tell: Apollinaris father and son, Paulus Sampsonatus, Nestorius, Dioscorus, Eusebius, Nicomed, Theodorus Mopsuest, and how many more Bishops have been Arch-heretics and the cause of tumults and difensions. The very reading over the acts of the General Councils, especially Eph. 1. and 2. & Caled, is tremendous. It was to be a Bishop, that Maximus made so pestilent a stir at Constantinople and Alexandria against Gregory Theolog. Yea they tell us themselves, that it was becaufe he could not be a Bishop that Aerus spake against Bishops, so pestilent a thing hath the desire of such Bishops been.

Theodotus the Bishop would not so much as joyn in Prayer with Basil morning or evening, becaufe he had but communicated with Bishop Eustathius upon his fair profifions, Basil. Epift. 43. Admir: ad Terentium Comit.

The contention between such excellent persons as Eusebius Cæsar while Bishop, and Basil: while Presbyter, was very sad and scandalous.

The contention between Basil and Eusebius about the extent of their Dioces was no less.

The People of Cesarea would have torn in pieces, Eusebius the President, the Emperors own Unkle, for Basils sake, if he had not hindered them.

The Church of Neo-Caesarea wrangled with Basil for his Psalmodie, and even avoided him as if he had been an Heretick, see Basils Epift. ad mer. 4. to Julian, what language he there useth to the Emperour: Not that I judge him, but with you to judge equally of the actions of those times and ours. See Basil Ep. 82. Theod. I. 5. e. 19.

The Antiochians for a Tax under Theodosius the great, did tumultuate and kill the Magistrates, and destroyed the Statue of Placilla the good Emprefs.

In the West good Ambrose at Milan (was not silenced as we are, but) by an Orthodox Emperor desired and commanded to deliver the Arians profifion, but of one Church: and he refused to do it, and to forfake that Church (or Temple) or deliver the Vessels till they should be taken by force. Vit. Ambros. per Baron. p. 6. whereas we all left our Churches at a word. Nay though he would not refist the Emperour, he would rather die than deliver up the Church.

When he was celebrating God’s Worship he was fain to break off, to rescue an Arius Priest out of the hands of the Orthodox people, who had laid hold on him: For which multitudes were laid in prison and Irons, and accused of Sedition, and great Calamity followed to the Church,
Church, and this from Valentinian an Orthodox Emperor.

Ambrose, faith when he refused to deliver up the Temple, Ex qua sunt Divinae Imperatoriae potestati non esse subjicia (if Baronius say true); but mine I shall yield to him]. But we hold that even Temples (as well as Bishops) though dedicated to God, are under the Civil power of the Empour.

When Ambrose was desired but to quiet the people, he answered It is in my power not to stir them up; but it is God that must quiet them. So great was his interest in the people that the Emperor said he was a Tyrant, and that the people would deliver himself bound to him, if Ambrose did but bid them. Yet had Ambrose been the man that had gone on his Embassie to Maximus, and kept him from coming into Italy in pursuit of Valentinian which made Ambrose say [Non hoc Maximum dicere quod Tyranus go sum Valentinian qui se me legationis objectum queritur ad Italianam non potuisse pervenire.]

And because the late revolutions in England are made by some Prelates the pretence for the silencing of the 1800 Ministers, of whom one of ten never medled with Wars, being fallen again on this case of Maximus, let it be noted how like he was to Cromwell,aving that it was not the Scatixies, but the Bishops that he studied to please and rise by. When Gratian the Emperor befriended the Priscillianists, Maximus to please the Bishops persecuted them to the death. When Valentinian by Justina the Empress means did persecute or trouble Ambrose for refusing to deliver a Church to the Arrians, and also other Orthodox Bishops as well as Ambrose, Maximus gave to Ambrose and the Bishops the Honour of keeping him out of Italy, and letting Valentinian escape: Yes, wrote his Letters to Valentinian for the Orthodox Bishops, telling him how grievous a thing it is to persecute the Ministers of God, and when under his father they went for faithful Ministers. Qua tanta mutatio, ut qui antea sacrodotes, nunc sacrilegi judicante! Ifdem certe praepetit, Ifdem Sacramentis dilatit; Exdem side credunt, quà antea crediderunt. An potest Venerabilis minibus veneritas tuae conceptam semel in animis religionem quam Deus ipse confinuit poffe esse? And proceedeth to shew what disorders and contentions must needs follow when there be a shew of persecuting Christians and Ministers.] Upon this message of Maximus, Valentinian being afraid of him, the persecution ceased; and Ambrose must be sent again on the Embassie to Maximus to stop him: But when as the Bishops of France and Germany owned him, and Ambrose would not communicate with those Bishops (no more than Martin) faith he, cum vidisset me absinere ab Episcopis qui communicabant ei, vel qui aliquos devies licere a side (that is the Priscillianists) ad necem pettebant, justis me sine mora regredi. See here that Ambrose as well as Martin separated from the Communion of the multitude of Bishops for owning Maximus, and for seeking to the Magistrate to draw his sword against the Priscillianists, whom St. Severus calleth Gnatsticks: When as many among us, have by words and
writing provoked Rulers to draw the sword against us that differ, in no one point of doctrine from the Articles of the English Church.

And the said Maximus and the Bishops did so close, that only one Hyginus a Bishop is mentioned, and Theognostus besides Ambrose and Martin that rejected Maximus, and refused Communion with the Synod and Bishops, and was banished also for so doing. By which you may see, 1. That Bishops can comply with usurpers that will be for them as much as Presbyters, 2. And that all is not unwarrantable separation or schism, which Bishops call so, when these three shall separate from so many.

And faith Baron. in vita Ambros. Maximus ut Tyranni nomen vitaret, prinde atque fidei Catholicae tendet causa bellum illud scriptissit, in hereticos pugnam convertit, & Catholicos sacerdotes quibus valuit honoribus & officiis ex profectus, p. 24. Maximus raifeth that war for the Orthodox Bishops to save them from the persecution of their lawful Prince, and sets himself to do them all the honor he could, and to pull down the heretics.

And these were the Halicioun dikes which Ambrose himself declareth and magnifieth, even when Maximus had suppress the Arrians [En tempus, acceptable, quod non hennisimus per fidem caligintus prinizas annus rigit, nec alius nichis, etc. ibid. Reader was not that time more mane than ours? that Ambrose must be so loyal as to save his Prince and Country from a usurper; and yet so pious as to be persecuted by his Prince, and he and his brethren saved by that same usurper, and openly give praise to God for the great felicity of the Church which received by that same usurper whom he so resisted? Is it not pity that things should be so strangely carried?

And that yet you may see more into this business, Paulinus in vit. Ambros. p. 40. tells us, that Maximus took just a name to himself as Cromwell the Protector did. [Maximus Procuratorem se reipublica nomine presumisse consederat.] He would rule as the Procurator of the Common-wealth.

Weil! But this is not all the usurpers that rose up in those dikes. Eugenius soon becometh more terrible than he (who once was but a Schoolmaster). And how doth this loyal S. Ambrose carry it? when he had got of Theodosius a pardon for all that took part with Maximus, even his Army except two or three, yea and benefits too, yet did not this holy loyal man think it sinful to write thus to the Tyrant Eugenius, [Epist. 1. 2. p. 105. Clementissimo Imperatori Eugenio, Ambrosius Episcopvs Bisho Ambrose to the most Clement Emperor Eugenius. And thus concludeth, [In his vero in quibus vos rogari deest, etiam exhibere sedulitatem potestatis debitas, scit ut scriptum est, cui honore, honore, cui tributum, tributum: Nami cum privato detulerim corde intimo, quomodo non deferrem Imperatori ?] i.e. But in these matters where it becometh us to petition you, we must also give the diligence due to power: as it is written, honor to whom honor, tribute to whom tribute: For when I honored you, when you were a private man from the inwards of my heart, how should I not honor you an Emperor?]

Reader do not only judge of my two Epistles to Rich. Cromwell by these
these passages, but even of theirs that submitted to Oliver himself: and yet Judge of the inferences that are raised by our accusers.

Should I but recite the words of sublimity of Bishops to usurpers, yea of Gregory the Great and such of the highest note, it would be over tedious to the Reader, who I doubt will think that I have been too long in this unpleasant History already.

2. But this I must need add ad hominem. That it hath been the Bishops themselves that have been the grand cause of our Church divisions and separations: what advantage they have given the Separatists I showed before. I am sure in the Congregation where I once was teacher, and the Country about, nothing that ever came to pass hath so inclined the people to avoid the Prelates, as their own doing, especially the silencing and reproaching their ancient teachers whom they knew longer and better than the Prelates did.

2. That it was a Parliament of Episcopal and Erastians, and not of Presbyterians, who first took up Armies in England against the King.

3. That the General, and chief Officers of the Parliaments first Army were scarce any of them at all Presbyterians, but Episcopals by profession, having few Independents.

4. That the Lord Lieutenant of the several Counties, were almost all Episcopal, five three Independents.

5. The Major Generals of the several By-armies in the Counties were almost all Episcopal.

6. The Assembly of Divines at Westminster were all save eight or nine Conformable.

7. Most of the Episcopal men of my acquaintance took the Covenant, that could keep their places by it, or at their composition.

8. I knew few of them that took not the engagement it self, against King and house of Lords, meerly for liberty to travail about their business, when we that ran a greater hazard by refusing, never took it; but many were cast out of their Churches, and their government in the University Colleges for refusing it. These and many more such unpleasant things, I have fully proved elsewhere, being constrained by the false accusations of implacable men, to mention that which I had far rather silence.

9. And what hand the Londoners, the Presbyterian Ministers, and Gentlemen, and people had in bringing in the King was once known and acknowledged.

And General Monks Colonels and Captains were so many of them Presbyterians, when they cast out the Anabaptists, from among them in Scotland and marcht into England and restored the King, that as I knew divers of them to be such, so far as I could learn from others, the chief strength of them were such or so inclined.

10. And though many of the Parliament were suppos'd Presbyterians long after, who were Episcopal at the raising of the Army, yet could not
the late King Charles I. be rejected and judged and put to death, till most of the Parliament were violently excluded and imprisoned by the Army. And as soon as they were but called together again, it was they (in Parliament and Council of State) that opened the door for the Kings restitution. But while the matters of the Church of Christ, and the decision of religious controversies, and the liberty of Christ's Ministers to preach his Gospel, must be laid upon state revolutions, and where Bishops that can neither accuse Christ's Ministers of heretic, ignorance, negligence, covetousness, pride, nor scandalous immoralties, shall run to the old methods; and persuade Kings that these men are not for their profit, that they are pestilent fellows and movers of sedition among the people, that they prophecy not good of Kings but evil, and that they would set up another King, one Jesus, and therefore are not Cæsar's friends, these malicious projects may silence Ministers, and prosper, while our sins are to be punished, and the peoples, contempt of the Gospel and their ingratitude are to be chastised. But the wicked servant that faith, my Lord delayeth his coming, and beateth his fellow servants, and casteth and drinketh with the drunken, will see that his Lord will come in a day, that he looked not for him, and will cut him a slander, and give him his portion, with hypocrites (for their dead Image of Religion will not save them) there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth, Matt. 24. 48, 49. 50. 51.

C H A P. XXIII.

Four double charges I have now proved against the aforesaid Diocesan form of Government, the least of which alone is enough to prove it utterly unlawful.

1. That it overthrew the ancient Species of Churches, and setted up another sort of Churches, in their places and sets up one Church of that kind instead of many hundreds.

2. That it overthrew the ancient office of a Presbyter; by taking away one part of his work (viz. Government) which as much belonged to him as the rest: And maketh a new office of subject Presbyters, which God never made.

3. That it overthrew the ancient sort of fixed Episcopacy, (as distinct from Itinerants and Arch-bishops) taking down a thousand or very many Bishops, even the Bishops of particular Churches, and instead of them all setting up but one over all those Churches; as if all Bishops were put down, and the Archbishops only take all their charges and work upon them.

4. That it maketh the Discipline or Government instituted by Christ, in the very matter of it to become impossible and impracticable, and so exclud-
excludeth it, under pretence that they are the only persons impowered for it; and they set up a kind of secular Courts and Government in its stead; and to are practically Erastians.

I shall conclude all with these Confessaries which follow what is already proved.

Conf. 1. Such Diocesan principles greatly strengthen the Brownists cause, who deny us to have any Church or Ministry of divine institution: as is before shewed. And as for them that say, [No form of Church Government is of divine institution]. Ans. 1. It is well, that they are forced to except both the universal and the particular Churches, and expound this only of Associations of Churches. 2. It is well that yet they confess that the office of Pastors is of Divine institution; who are made Church Governors by Christ. 3. But it is scant well that yet they subscribe to the book of Ordination, which affurth the Divine right of three distinct orders, if they do not believe it. 4. And these also much gratifie the Brownists, who affirmeth that we have no Churches of Divine institution, and thinketh that it is no fault to separate, but from a Church of humane invention.

Conf. 2. To say that no man High or Low is bound in his place and calling to endeavour a Reformation of such a Church-Government, and so to justifie the neglecters and opposers of all such Reformation is to draw upon a man self the guilt of so much pollution, and of the ruin of such a multitude of souls, as should make that Conscience smart and tremble, which is not feared and past all feeling.

Conf. 3. To swear or subscribe, or say and declare, that though millions should swear to endeavour such a Reformation, in their places and callings, by lawful means, there is no obligation lieth on any one of them from that Oath or Oath: So to endeavour it, is — The Lord have Mercy on that Land, City or Soul that is guilty of it —

Conf. 4. All carnal interest and all carnal reason is on the Diocesan side, and all the lusts of the heart of man, and consequently all the Devil can do: Therefore while carnal Christians make a Religion of their lusts and interest, and pride, and covetousness, and idleness are more predominant, than the fear of God and the love of souls, no wonder if the Diocesan cause prevail with such.

Conf. 5. A truly sanctified heart knoweth the nature and worth of Grace, and the nature and weight of the Pastoral Office, and is devoted to God and the good of souls, and contemneth the ease and pleasures of the flesh and the riches and the honours of this World, and is the best argument in the World against such Diocesan Prelacy; and must at least be weakened before it can subscribe never to endeavour to amend it.

Conf. 6. No wonder if the most serious zealous practical sort of Christians are ordinarily against such Diocesan Prelacy, when it hath the described effects and that those among themselves.

Conf. 7. No wonder if the principal work of such Diocesan be to silence faithful preachers and persecute zealous Christians, where they had e-
The marginal text reads:

esposed a cause to contrary to the interest of Godliness that all these are
unreconcilable thereto: Speak not of any other Prelacy.

Conf. 8. Take but from such Prelacy the plumes which it hath stolen
from Magistrates and Presbyters, and it will be a naked thing, and simi-
ly a name.

Conf. 9. If Magistrates were not the Prelates Executioners or second-
ed them not by writs de excommunicato capiendo, Æt. such Prelacy would give
up, as dead, or aweary of it self.

Conf. 10. The ill Mixtures of force and secular power, corrupteth
Church Discipline, and depriveth it of its proper nature, use and force,
maketh it another thing, or undiscernable.

Conf. 11. Though in cases of necessity civil Rulers may intrust Church
men with part of their power about religion, it is far better out of ne-
cessity that they keep it wholly to themselves. And let them thunder
their excommunications without any power of the Sword.

Conf. 12. Such Bishops and Arch-Bishops as overthrow not the
Churches officers, and discipline of Christ, must be submitted to by all
peaceable men, though we cannot prove them as such to be of Divine in-
stitution.

CHAP. XXIV.

Some testimonies of Prelatifs of the late state of the Church of
England, lest we be supposed partial in our description of
it.

I. For the true understanding of the late state of the Church of Eng-
land, the Reader may find some light, in the Lord Falklands
Parliament Speeches, and Sir Edward Dearnings, and in Heylins own
History of the Sabbath, with Packlingtons Sunday no Sabbath, and the
Bishop of Lincolnсes book of the Holy Table name and things, and Dr.
Heylens answer to him; And the same Heylins History of Arch-Bishop Laud:
and from Mr. Thorneclays four last books.

II. To what common sorne all ferior Godliness was brought by
the rable through the abuse of the name Puritane, used by the Prelatifs
to make odious the Nonconformists, is after shewed out of Bishop Down-
ane, and Mr. Robert Bolton, who is large and frequent in it.

III. Bishop Halls Confession of the corruptions in the Church Go-
vornours and Government in his Modest offer and Peacemaker, and
his disclaiming thote that deny it, I have cited elsewhere.

IV. Williams Arch-Bishop of Yorke, Morton Bishop of Durham with
many other Episcopal Divines of greatest name and worth, did assem-
ble in Westminster and collected a Catalogue of things needing reformation in Discipline and worship, which are to be seen in print.

V. A Prelatical Divine in a Treatise called Englands faithful Repraver and Monitor, thus spake to his prelates and Pallor pag. 60, 61, &c. And now with what depth of sorrow ought we to recount your past errors, partly through neglect of duty, partly through abuse of power ——

* were the faithful in your trust? did ye diligently instruct the ignorant? severely punish the disobedient? Endeavour to reclaim those that walked disorderly and contrary to the Gospel — That ye were violently bent against Action and Schisme, against singularity and Non-conformity, all confess; a few excepted who thought nothing too much, yea nothing enough in this kind, how opposite to Christian mildness, prudence and Conscience: But in the mean time, by reason of your Connivance or Supinences in the Episcopal office, Ignorance and Superstition every where misled the people, and caused them to wander in darkness, not knowing whither they went. Profaneces like a rank pernicious weed overspread the field and Vineyard of the Lord—

--- And the profane and vicious lives of those who stood up in defence of your Government * occasionally gave increafe and added strength to the oppofite factious party, who alledged this as one main ground of their separation from the Church, that those who adhered to it,

* were for the most part unworthy to have Communion with any orderly well governed Congregation of believers, because of their loose and scandalous manner of living, which because they could not redrefs,

* they did pretend at least they were bound thus to flurn and avoid as hateful to peace and to good men. Wherefore ye did not carefully separate between the precious and the vile * but consulting with Hell and

* blood what ye were to do in this case, thought in humane Policy to break the power of one party, by strengthening the hands of the other * or not binding and restraining them with the Cords of Ecclesiasticall discipline. Thus while you oppofed Profaneces against

* Schifm * or did let that loose at this, or secretly favoured and upheld it in hope to suppress the later by the former, the one grew too strong Diocesan, and would * by the violence of opposition for your selves, and both for the Church in order to peace and holines. As for your labour in the work of the

* Ministry, how little it hath been for many years together, it is even a thame to mention, some of you wholly exempting your selves, from this necessary burden of their calling, for cafe and pleasure: Others

* supposing it a task and employment too low and inferiour for them ——

* Therefor for the most part, lightly or seldom bearing it with their shoulders, and laying it aside presentely, as that which concerned o-Bishops

* other men, and not themselves any longer than they list; And thus far had been pardonable with men, had care been taken to fee this work dutifully performed by the Clergy --- But alas there were not wanting of you, who did not only wink at the wilful neglect of their inferi-
our brethren in this point of Ministerial duty: But did countenance and favour such as were most peccant therein, judging them most adverse from faction, who were least conscious. Of Preaching to the people, and tending friends to the present Government, who were lothe enough, God kneweth, in their office and conversation. Whence it came to pass that very many who were for you in the time of Tryal, were ignorant and dilolute men, dishonourable to your party, and indeed to the Christian Religion, which they did continually profane by their words and works: So unsuitable is humane policy with Evangelical simplicity, and unsuccessful when it is used to support the regiment thereof. And instead of sending forth meet Labourers into the Lords harvest, fit Pastors into his flock, you sent thoe that were idle Shepherds, loving to flumber, given to sleep, altogether like your selves, careless of the Lords Heritage, either unwilling if able or if willing unable, or neither willing nor able, to divide the word of truth, giving them their portion in due season. As for those to whom God had given both ability and will, to preach the word, ye permitted them not the free use and exercise of their gifts, but forbade them to teach the people as oft as they saw it convenient or necessary for their Edification. And though you did at first commend to them, the way of Catechizing the younger sort --- yet afterwards, I know not upon what grounds or for what reason, you so far limited and restrain'd the Minifter in this pious and profitable practice, that ye did in a manner take away the key of knowledge, or make it useless for them, so that they could not enter in thereby.

And pag. 69. of this I am assured, that nothing was reformed afterward in your ordinances, it being as free and indifferent for all who came, as ever. --- p. 70. 71. 72. [The like excuse some frame for the grofs corruptions of your prerogative Courts, for commutations, unjust, partial and unreasonable Censures of Excommunication, for unlawful (to say no more) suspension of the meaner sort from ordinances of Jeſus Christ, for non-payment of the pecuniary miffles and fees imposed on them, and without Equity exacted of them, by your profligate and greedy officers. They pretend the power of the Chancellour to be distinct and separate from that of the Bishop, in many points of spiritual Jurisdiction, and to exempt from it and uncontrollable by it, however proceeding illegal and exorbitant in the proceedings there of; --- And surely it may seem strange to any considerate perfon, that ye who did so much strain your authority for the introduing of new Ceremonies into the Church of Christ (flavouring of Superſition, and begoting jealousies in mens minds of Popish innovations intended by you,) without prudence or Conſcience, and used it so rigorously for the enforcing of the old upon many ill affected to the observance of them, absolutely requiring conformity to the Church Liturgy in every point, of all men, notwithstanding rebus sic stantibus & professata disciplina. *some formes
former thereof were not appliable to divers persons) would not extend it to the utmost measure for the rectifying those great abuses which had by insensible degrees crept in, and corrupted the true Primitive discipline——But Court employments, State flattery, and sinful Compliances with great persons, were the main lets, which hindered you from the due discharge of your office, both in preaching the word, and exercising the Rod of Christ, according to his mind and will, while ye thought in carnal reason, such means as these most effectual for the acquiring and retaining of your greatness, and despised those which the prudent simplicity of the Gospel did offer and commend unto you: Wherefore it is no wonder if vice did reign there where flattery did abound, and that in the chief Ministers and Messengers of truth, if injustice and oppression did bear sway,——If men were secure in their sins, where peace was proclaimed——where a prophane Company heard nothing for the most part decreed in the Pulpit but Faction, from which perhaps, alone they were free. And what could be expected from the common people, but blind ignorance, love of pleasures more than God——when ye their chief Leaders caused them to err, not only through your negligence, but also by your example.——And I would to God some of you had not proved false and deceitful to your brethren, whom ye perverted from the way of truth and peace, by your own departing from it——continuing taft friends to the world——ye were carnal your selves and walked as men, shewing them the way to heaven with hearts and eyes fixed upon earth. For who more immoderate in their care for the things of this life than you? Who more eager in the pursuit of riches and honor, were tenacious in withholding good from the owners thereof, than your selves? Who were more set upon the usual course of enriching above measure, and raising your families on high? If a dignity or office fell within the Companys of your Dioces, who was presently judged of you more worthy to possess and manage it, than a Son or a Nephew, or a Kin man, or an Alle, though they were many times altogether incapable of the honor and trust to which ye preferred them in the house of God, either they wanted ability of parts requisite thereto, or had not as yet attained to maturity of years, being not much past their nonage, as we have known some of them to be, or in all respects undeserving persons. And yet men of age, and experience, eminent for learning, and pietie, mutil hand unveiled before such as these, to receive directions, and commands from them, to whom they were able and fit to give the same: who through the just judgment of the Almighty, have since been as much and more learned——than they do now learn others, every way their superiour, but in place.] Here he citeth such like words also even from Bishop Andrews, Consec. ad Cler. with his prediction of the fall of their order, for their vicious lives. So p. 6. [To this specious design, an open way seemed to be made by the
the great profanecies and vicious living of the opposite party, who while they were zealous for conformity to the ordinances of men, and thought a main part of Christian duty, to depend upon the observation of them, did allow themselves carnal liberty in violating the precepts and commandments of God. And this they did, as from the inbred corruption, which is common to all men; so likewise from a private spirit of opposition against the adversaries of their cause].

And p. 10. Speaking of advantages against the Bishops and their party, faith he [1. This perchance was not the meanest, that they might thus check and shame the open profanecies, gross impiety, irreligiousness and sin of their professed adversaries: The which (to speak truth), was so eminent and notorious in many of them, as might stir up a meer natural Conscience to hear or behold it; and cause therein an abhorrence from their course, (so opposite as well to right reason, as sanctifying grace) much more in a mind enlightened, though with the smallest ray of Evangelical truth. For what could be more strange or hateful to men, in whom was any spark remaining of common grace or moral virtue, and who were not wholly possessed with Atheism, and carried on with fullest bent to libertinism, and ungodly practice, than to hear those that professed themselves the followers of Christ, scoffing at the purest acts of his worship, blaspheming or prophaneing his holy name; by caufing Oaths, fearful imprecations, direful excursions, and such like speeches, not to be expressed again without horror and amazement. And not only so, but glorying likewise in this their abominable wickednesses, and in other of like damnable nature; in lasciviousness, lusts, excess of wine, and strong drinks, revellings; wherein they thought it strange that others ran not with them to the same excess of riot, speaking evil of them.—— How much did this their apparent and overbearing impudence in sin, commend and grace the seeming Saint-like conversation of their adversaries, [of some of them, we cannot without manifest breach of charity judge of them otherwise, than that they were simple harmless well meaning men, who being offended (and not without cause) at the corruption of the times, and scandalous lives of many in the sacred office of the Ministry.——] And indeed their strict conformity in other respects to the precepts of the Gospel, with their constancy in suffering for the defence of their cause, did argue as much as moderate men and not possessed with prejudice hatred of their opinion and persons: For such as these could never be induced to entertain a good conceit of them, no not in the least measure; but judged their best actions to be counterfeit and false; and thought their greatest suffering to proceed from pride and contumacy of spirit—— Now as it comes to pass between those that extremuely hate one another, that they endeavour as much as in them lieth, to be unlike each other in manner of life, so it fared in this case.——

And p. 27. 28. (The slack hand of ecclesiastical discipline, was ano-
ther cause of the general ignorance and profaneness of these times; which reached no further for the most part, to the inferior Clergy (how peccant soever otherwise) than in disconformity to Episcopal orders, Provincial or Synodical Constitutions touching external government: Neither did it call people to a due account (if any) of their proficiency in the knowledge of Christ Jesus, or censure them for non-proficiency therein, yea scarcely for gross and scandalous crimes, if they were persons known to be well affected to the present Government——

And of the change since in 1653 when Bishops were down, he faith, p. 29 [I can speak it on my own knowledge, that a Town of good note in the Western parts of the land, not far distant from the Sea, heretofore famed for all manner of riot, and disorder, by this course of late years hath been reduced to that order and discipline, that it is a rare matter to see a man there at any time disposed with wine and strong drink, or to hear a rash Oath proceed from any man's mouth, no not when there is most frequent concourse of people thither from all the neighbour- ing parts.

Such changes through Gods mercy were not rare, till Prelacy returned. Reader, I cite, the words of this author so tediouly, because many would perwade those that knew not those times that none of this was true on either side; And because the Author was a very high Prelatist, writing openly against their adversaries, 1657.

VI. Dr. Gauden, after Bishop of Worcester, Hier. spf. pag. 287. faith, [I neither approve or excuse the personal faults of any particular Bishops, as to the exercise of their power and authority; which ought not in weighty matters to be manngned without the presence, Council, and suffrages of the Presbyters, such as are fit for that assistance. The want of this S. Ambrose, S. Hierome, and all sober men * duly reprowe, + He mak.

as unsafe for the Bishops and Presbyters and the whole Church. For in cib our Pre-

multitude of Counsellors is safety and honor. I am sure much good they might all have done, as many of them did, whom these touchy times were not worthy of——]

And p 262. 263. [They have taught me to esteem the ancient and Catholic Government of Godly Bishops, as Moderators and Presidents among the Presbyters in any Dioceses or Precincts, in its just measure and continuance for power paternal duty exercised, such as was in the perfecting, pure and primitive times. ———] Just such we offered them in Bishop Uppers Model, ——— p. 265, [I confes after the example of the best times and judgment of the most learned in all Churches, I always wishe such moderation on all sides, that a Primitive Episcopal pacey (which imported the authority of one grave and worthy person, chosen by the consent, and affirmed by the presence Council and suffrages of many Presbyters) might have been restored or preferred in this Church; And this not out of any factious design, but for those weighty reasons which prevail with me].

Ff 2

Add
Add to this, what he faith in Hookes life of the late Bishops, and remember that this man was one of the Keeneft Writers against the adversaries of the Bishops in his time; And that though he was made a Bishop and great, when the King was restored, yet he was the only Bishop of them all that in our conference at the Savoy, did desire and endeavour by such concessions to have reconciled us altogether.

VII. I must not tire the Reader with more such long citations, I next with him to see Mr. Alesburies Treatise of confusion, p. 21. 24. 28. 104. 105; 169. Where he describeth the ancient discipline, and sheweth from our own Prelates that it is every particular member of the flock that the Pastor should personally know and counsel; And see how far we are from this.

VIII. But none of these speak of the times that we are now fallen into: It can hardly be expected that any of their own party should yet dare to speak against them: yet in private talk how common is it? But because it will be too tedious to recite the words, I desire the Reason to prefix a Book called Leabod, or the five groans of the Church, which in sharpness and high charges upon the Prelates since their return, exceeded all that are before cited. And that you may know that he is sufficiently Episcopal, one of his accusations of them is for accepting so many into the Church not that were lately against conformity: I know the man who is said to be the Author, and know him to be conformable to this time, and in possession of a benefice in the Church.

IX. Let the Reader remember that the division between the Conformists and Non-conformists began at Frankford in Queen Maries days; and that Dr. R.Coxe was the man than began this lit against the English Church there, by his forcible obtruding the Common-Prayer book on them, and that long led that party; And let him read in Caffander his 20th. Epistle where he will find that the said Dr. Coxe when he was made Bishop of Ely in Queen Elizabeths time, wrote to Caffander for directions about setting up Crucifixes or crosses in the Churches; and Caffander instructed him in what shape the Cross is to be made: And his Pree. Ecclesi, gave us some of our Collects.

X. Yea, when the Popish Prelacy is describ'd, it is so like to ours that when Dr. Bethwicke and others wrote against the Italian Bishops, ours take it as spoken of them. Hear Bishop Jer. Serm. on Mat. 9. 37 38: [But the labourers are few, I say, not there are but few Cardinals, few Bishops, few Priests, that should be preachers, few Archbishops, few Chancellors, few Deans, few Prebendaries, few Vicars, few Parish Priests, few Monks, few Friers; For the number of these is almost infinite— And p. 198. And what shall I speak of Bishops? Their cloven Mitre signifies perfect knowledge of the old and new Testament; Their Crosses signify diligence in attending the flock of Christ. Their purple boots and sandals signify that they should ever be hasted and ready to go abroad through thick and thin to teach the Gospel.—— But, alas in what kind of things do they bear themselves as Bishops? These mystical titles and.
that Christ will not know them for Labourers.

Pag. 144. The Christians in old time, when they lived under Tyrants, and were daily put to most blameful deaths, and were hanged and dispossessed of all the world, yet never lacked Ministers to instruct them. It is therefore most lamentable that Christians living under a Christian Prince, in the peace and liberty of the Gospel should lack Learned Ministers to teach them, and instruct them in the word of God: This is the greatest plague that God doth send on any people.

To which, I add on the by, that if any say, we would labour if the Bishops would give us leave.] Though the charge against them thus intimated is grievous (and it were better for that man that offendeth one of Christ's little ones, much more that hindereth multitudes from their duty in seeking men's salvation, that a Mill-stone were hung about his neck, and he were cast into the depths of the Sea) yet that this will not excuse men from the preaching of the Gospel to the utmost of their power, see Bishop Bilson himself Asserting, viz. that silenced Ministers should not therefore give over preaching, in his Christian subject.

XI. Yea, read but Caesar's description of the Heathen Druides, and tell us, whether their Character agree not better with the Prelacy which hath prevailed in the Churches these seven hundred years at least, than Christ's Character in the Scripture, save only that it is Christianly which they protest. Caesar Comment lib. 6. p. 72. [In omni Gallia, &c.: 6 In all France there are two sorts of men in some number and honour, &c.

the common people are accounted almost but as servants, &c. which of themselves doe nothing, nor are used in any consultations, most of them being pressed with debts, or the greatest part of their lives spent in servitude to the nobles, who have all that power over them as Lords over their servants: And of these two sorts, one are Druides, the other Knights. The former are interested in Divine affairs, they procure publick and private sacrifices, &c. they interpret Religion: To these flock abundance of young men for discipline, and they are with them in great honour: For they determine of almost all controversies private and publick. And if any crime be committed, if murder be done, if there be any controversy of inheritances or bonds, these men determine them, and do award rewards and punishments. If any private person, or the people stand not to their award (or decree) they forbid them the sacrifices. This is with them the most grievous punishment.

Those that are thus interdicted are accounted in the number of the ungodly and wicked: All men depart from them, and fly from their presence and their speech, lest they get any hurt by the contagious, nor is any Right (or Law) afforded them when they seek it, nor anyhonour done them. And
over all these Druides there is one in chief; who hath the highest authority among them. When he is dead, if any one of the rest excel in worthines, he succeedeth: but if there be many equal, he is chosen by the suffrage of the Druides: and sometimes they contend for the principality by Arms.

At a certain time of the year in the borders of the Carnuli (Chartres) which is count'd the middle of all France, they have a Confessor (or Convocation) in a consecrated place; Hither come all that have controversies from all parts, and obey their judgments and decrees. It is thought that this Discipline was found in Brittain, and there translated into France. And now they that more diligently would know that business, for the most part go thither to learn it. The Druides use not to go to the Wars, nor do they pay tribute with the rest. They have freedom from warfare, and immunity of all things: Being excited by so great rewards, many flock to this discipline of their own accord; and many are sent by their parents and kindred. They are reported to learn there abundance of Verses. Therefore some continue at learning twenty years; and they think it not lawful to commit them to writing; for in other publick matters and private accounts, for the most part they use the Greek Letters. It seemeth to me that they do this for two causes: because they would not have their discipline (or learning) made common (or brought to the Vulgar) nor those that learn it, neglect their memories by trusting to writings; which befalls the most, who by the help of writings, remit both their diligence in learning and their memory. This especially they persuade that souls die not, but after death pass from some to others: and by this they think that men are chiefly excited to virtue, neglecting the fear of death. Many things also they dispute and deliver to youth about the Stars, and their motion, of the Magnitude of the world, and of the earth, of the nature of things, of the force and power of the immortal Gods. So far Cesar, which I repeated as offering it to consideration, whether the foresaid Prelacy for Grandure be not liker to these Druides, than to Chrills Ministers who must be the servants of all? And yet whether they are not far more negligent in the exercise of discipline? And whether this discipline, which shameth sin, by thus distinguishing the Godly and upright from the ungodly and wicked, be not of the very light of nature, and found much in Brittain before Christianity, and therefore should not be hated and banished by Christian Bishops, who pretend that their office is instituted for that very use and end.


CHAP. XXV.

The Ordination lately exercised by the Presbyteries in England is valid: Ergo Reordination unnecessary.

That valid ordination is not to be repeated, is agreed on by Protestants and Papists: It is one of the ancient Canons called the Apostles, Can. 67. [Siquid Episcopus aut Presbyter aut Diaconus secundam absque ordinationem accipit, deponent, tam ipsi, quem qui ipsum ordinarerit.

Arg. 1. The way of Ordination which was valid in the Primitive Church is valid now.

But the way of Ordination by meer Presbyters was valid in the Primitive Church: Ergo it is valid now.

The Major needs no proof, at least to the point in hand.

The Minor, I prove.

1. From Hieromae frequently cited words in his Epistle to Evagrius, where he tells us, that the Presbyters of Alexandria from the date of Mark till Heracles and Dionysius made or ordained their own Bishops. Having shewed that Bishops and Presbyters were of one office, he addeth. [Quod autem posse minus electus est, qui ceteris preponatur, in se habens molestum factum est, non minisperque ad se trahens Christi ecclesiam, rumpere: Nam Alexandriae Marci Evangelii et Heraclei et Dionysii Episcopos, Presbyteri semper unum ex se electum. in excessivi gradum collocatum Episcopum nominabant: Quomodo si exercitus Imperatorum faciat: aut Dianum eligant ex quo industrinm noverint, et Archidioconum vocent.] Where note, 1. That Hierome undertaking to shew how Bishops were made at Alexandria, mentioneth no other making of them but this by the Presbyters:

2. That [Presbyters made Bishops] is brought by Hierome as an Argument to prove the Identity first, and nearness after of their power.

3. That he ascribeth to the Presbyters the Election, the placing of him in a higher degree, and the making of him a Bishop.

4. And that he distinguisheth the Presbyters making of a Bishop thus anciently, from that which followed Heracles and Dionysius, which was by episcopal ordination or consecration. Which observations are sufficient to answer all their objections that will persuade men that Hierome speakehth but of Election.

2. This testimony is seconded by a more full one of Eutychius Patriarch of Alexandria, who out of the Records and Tradition of that Church,
in his Arabick Originals thereof faith as followeth [according to Seldens Translation in his Commentary pag. 29. 30.] [Constituit item Marcus Evangelista duodecim Presbyteros cum Hanania, qui tempore manuerunt cum Patriarcha, addit ut cum vacaret Patriarchatus eligerent unum & duodecim Presbyteris cujus capiti reliqui undeincim manus imponerent, etque benedicierent, & Patriarcham cum ecrent: & dein virum aliquem nisi quem eligerent, cujus Presbyterum, furent contrarient loco ejus qui se facerit et Patriarcha, ut ita tempore ecrent duodecin. Neque desit Alexandri insitutum huc de Presbyteris, ut sit elect Patriarchas ecrentur Presbyteris duodecin, usque ad tempora Alexandri Patriarchae Alexandrii, qui fuit ex numoro illo 318. Is autem vestiti ne denerc Patriarcham Presbyteri ecrent, & decrevit ut mortuo Patriarcha conveniret Episcopi qui Patriarcham ordinarent. Decretum item ut vacante Patriarcha, Eligent sive ex quacunque regione, sive duodecin illis Presbyteris, sive aliis, utres flerebit, virum aliquemcsimum, cujus Patriarcha ecrent; atque ita evanuit insitutum illud antiquum, quo ecrent solitus a Presbyteris Patriarcha, & succedebit in locum ejus decretum de Patriarcha ab Episcopis ecrendo.

Here you see in the most full expressions that the Presbyters Election, imposition of hands and Benediction created their Bishop or Patriarch, and also chose and made or ordained another Presbyter in his room, and so ordained both Presbyters and Bishops.

3. The Tradition or History of Scotland telleth us that their Churches were long governed by Presbyters without Bishops, and thence had no ordination but by Presbyters.

Honor Boetius Hilb. Scot. li. 7. fol. 128. 6 [Ante Palladium populi sufragii ex Monarchis & Gudde Pontifices assumenf.] John Major de gentibus Scotorum. li. 2. cap. 2. Saith [prioribus illis temporibus per facerantes & monascos fines Episcopis Scoti in fide crediti sunt.]

Jahan. Fordomus makes this the outcome of the primitive Church: Scoti. li. 3. cap. 8. Ante Palladium adventum habebant Scoti Sideri Doctores ac Sacramentorum Ministratorem Presbyteres sulmmodo vel Monarchos, ritum sequentes Ecclesie primitive.


All which assures us that then only Presbyters could ordain where there were no other, the same we may lay of the Gothis Churchers according to Philoxerius Eclog. li. 2. c. 5. That were for forty years after their conversion without a Bishop, V.Iphilas being the first.

4. Columbanus was no Bishop but a Presbyter and Monk, nor his Successors that yet Ruled even the Bishops, as Beda noteth, Hid. li 3. c.

4. & 5. Hahere solet ipsa Insula Reitarem semper Abbatem Presbyterum, cujus
exjus jure & omnis provinciæ, & ipsi eflam Episcopi, ordine inutitato del exe x\f
esse subjici, juxta cxe memplum primi Dotoris illius (Columbani) qui non Epis-
opus sed Presbyter exstiti & Monachus.]
And these Presbyteries did not only ordaine (as being the only Church
Governours) but they sent Presachers into England, and ordained Bishops for
England at King Oswalt's request, as Beda at large relateth Eccles: Hist. 13.c.
3. 5. 17. 21. 24. 25. The Abbot and other Presbyters of the Island Hy,
sent Aydan [Epifcopi, Episcopatu ipsum ad evadendos inceudos
& incoès musti debere decernunt — Sicque illum ordinantes ad prædicationem
miserunt &. Successit vero ci in Episcopatu Finan, & ipsis illo ab Hy Sector-
num insula ac monasterio definitus, c. 17. & cap. 25. Aydano Episcopo de bat-
vita sublato, Finan pro illo gradum Episcopatus a Scotti ordinatus & missus ac-
coparat &c. So cap. 14. &c. You will find that the English had a Suc-
cession of Bishops by the Scotish Presbyters ordination: And there is no
mention in Beda of any dislike or scruple of the lawfulness of this course.
Seguinis a Presbyter was Abbot of Hy (cap. 5.) when this was done
And (cap. 4.) it appears that this was their ordinary custom, though
in respect to the Churches that were in the Empire, it be faid to be,
more inutitato, that Presbyters did Govern Bishops: but none question-
ed the validity of their ordinations. And the Council at Hrnedford,
subjected Bishops in obedience to their Abbots.
And the first reformers or Protestants here called Lollards and Wickliffits
held and practisèd ordination by mere Presbyters, as Waleshham reports
Hist. Angl. An. 13. 89. and so did Luther and the Protestants of other
Nations, as Pomerania ordination in Denmark shews, and Chytreus Saxon
Chron lib. 14. 15. 16. 17.
5. Leo Mag. Epiff. 92. cited by Gratian, being consulted a rutiico
Narbonenfis, de Presbytero vel Discono qui sì Episcopos nentiti sunt; & de his
quos ipsi clericos ordinarent, answered [Nulla ratio sit ut inter Episcopos
habitantur quin a clericis sunt electi. nec a plebibus expeciiti, &c. — yet thus
recolinth their ordination [Signantem clericum ab ipfis Pfeudo- Epifcopi
in eis Ecclesius ordinari sunt, quod proprie Episcopos pertinebant, & ordinatio
corum sum conseffion judicio præsidium famili, potest rata haberi, ita in
ipfis Ecclesias perfesentur.] So that the mere consent of the proper Bishops
can make valid such Presbyters ordination.
6. Faëtissimus was ordained Deacon by Novatus one of Cyprians Pres-
byters, Schismatically, yet was not his ordination made Null by Cyprians;
but he was deposed for Mal-administration. See Blondel p. 312.
7. Firmilian (in 75 Epifen. apud Cyprian) Saith [Necesffiò apud nas fis,
ut per singulas annos severe & prescriptum unum consecutius ad disponendum
que eure nostrae commiffa sunt, ut si quae graviora sunt, communis consilii dirigatur
This shews that communis consilii importeth a confenting Governing Power) &c.
Omnis potestas & gratia in Ecclesiæ confinita, ubi præsidium majus nati qui
& baptizant, & unam imponendi, & ordinandi presidium præsidium.] If

Gg
any say, It is only Bishops that Formilian speaks of; I answer, 1. He had a little before used the word (Seniores) (the same in sense with Majores nati here) as distinct from (Presbytii) to signify either all Fathers in general, or Presbyters in special. 2. When he speaks of (Majores nati) in general, they that will limit it to Bishops, must prove it so limited; and not barely affirm it. 3. The conjunct acts of the office disprove that: It was the same men that had the power of baptizing.

8. The great Council of Nice (the most reverend Authority next to the holy Scripture) decreed thus concerning the Presbyters ordained by Melitius at Alexandria and in Egypt [Hi autem qui Dei gesti & natis presibus adjuti, ad nullum Schismas deflexisse comperiri sunt, sed se intra Catholica & Apostolica Ecclesias fines ab erroris labe vacuerunt, aut每位 habent unum ministros ordinandis, tum eo que clerici digni fuerint nominandi, tum denique omnis ex legis & instituto Ecclesiastico libere exsequendi.] If any say that the meaning is that these Presbyters shall ordain and Govern with the Bishops but not without them, I am of his mind, that this must needs be the meaning of these words; or else they could not be consonant with the Church Canons: But this is the reason that ordination belongeth to the Presbyters office, and consequently that it is no nullity (though an irregularity as to the Canons) when it is done by them alone Soz. lib. 5. 6. csp. 6.

9. It is the title of the twelfth Canon Concil. An cyanini [Quad non oporit Chorepiscopos ordinare nisi in agris & villulis] Now either these Chorepiscopi were of the order of Bishops or not; If they were, then it further appeareth how small the Churches were in the beginning that had Bishops, even such as had but Vnum Altare, as Ignatius saith; when even in the Country Villages they had Bishops as well as in Cities; notwithstanding that the Christians were but thinly scattered among the Heathens. But if they were not Bishops, then it is apparent that Presbyters did then ordain without Bishops, and their ordination was valid. And the Vastities of the Prelates is disingenious in this that when they are pleading for Diocesan Churches, as containing many fixed Congregations, then they eagerly plead that the Chorepiscopi were of the order of Presbyters: But when they plead against Presbyters ordination; they would prove them Bishops. Read & Can. 10. Concilii Antiocheni.

10. Even in the daies of ignorance and Roman Usurpation, Bonifacius Magnun. alias Wilfred, Epist. 150 (Ant. Bib. Pat. To 2. p. 105.) tells Pope Zachary (as his anwer intimateth) that in Gente Boiariorum there, was but one Bishop, and that was one Vivilo, which the Pope had ordained, and that all the Presbyters that were ordained among them, as faras could be found were not ordained by Bishops, though that ignorant usurping Pope requireth, as it seemeth, that they be reordered, (unless Benedictioem ordinationis should signifie only the blessing or confirmation of their former ordination, which is not like) For he faith [Quia in- digna perrexisse ad gentem Bisriorum, & invenisse eos extra ordinem ecclisiastici.]}
1. Of old it was the Custom of the Church that Presbyters join with the Bishops in Ordination. Concil. Carth, c. 3. All the Presbyters present must impose their hands on the head of the Presbyter to be ordained with the Bishop. Which fully sheweth, that it is an act belonging to their Office; and therefore not null when done by them alone, in certain cases: and that it was but for order sake, that they were not to do it without a Bishop, who was then the Ruler of the Presbyters in that and other Actions.

And its worth noting, That ib. Can. 4. The Bishop alone without any Presbyters was to lay hands on a Deacon (though not on a Presbyter.) Because he was ordained non ad sacerdotium sed ad ministrum, not to the sacerdotal Priesthood but to a Ministry or service, which plainly intimated what Arch-Bishop Uffin said to me, that Ad Ordinem pertinent ordinarum (quamvis ad Gradum Episcopalem ordinations regere.) The Priesthood containeth a power to ordain Priests; but the Episcopal Jurisdiction as such sufficeth to ordain a Deacon: Or that the Bishop ordaineth Presbyters, as he is a Presbyter (his Prelacy giving him the government of the action) but he ordaineth Deacons as a Ruler only.

Arg. II. Ordination by Bishops such as were in Scripture time is valid (and lawful). But the Ordinations in England now questioned, were performed by Bishops, such as were in Scripture times, Ergo the late Ordinations in England (now questioned) are valid and lawful.

The Major speaking de nomine & officio is granted by all. The Minor I prove thus. 1. The Ordinations in England now questioned were (many or most) performed by the chief particular Pastors of City Churches (together with their Colleagues or fellow Presbyters) that had Presbyters under them. But the Chief particular Pastors of City Churches having Presbyters under them, were such Bishops as were in Scripture times: Ergo, the Ordinations in England now questioned were performed by Bishops such as were in Scripture times.

I must first here explain what I mean by [a particular Pastor] as in an Army or Navy a General Officer, that taketh up the General care of all is distinct from the inferior, particular Captains, that take a particular care of every Souldier or person under their command: So in the Church in Scripture times there were 1. General Officers, that took care of many Churches (viz. a general care.) And 2. particular Bishops and Presbyters that were fixed in every City or particular Church, that took a particular care of every Soul in that Church. It is only these last that I speak of, that were Bishops.
Bishops in the grades not such as the Apostles and Evangelists; but such as are mentioned Acts 14. 23. and Acts 20. 28. Tit. 1. 5. &c.

Now for the Major it is notoriously known, 1. That ordinarily some of our Ordainers were City Pastors. 2. That they had Presbyters under them; viz. one or more Curates, that administrd there with them, or in Oratories called Chappells in the Parish.

Pas is Oppidum, and our Boroughs and Towns Corporate are such Cities as are signified by that word: And there are few of these but have more Presbyters than one, of whom one is the Chief, and the rest ruled by him. Besides, that one was oft-times President of the Assembly chosen by the rest. For instance (if I had ever medled in Ordinings as I did not), 1. I was my self a Pastor of a Church in a City or Borough. 2. I had two or three Presbyters with me, that were ruled by me: so that I was flattered their Chief: I was flattered chosen by the neighbourhood associated Pastors to be their Moderator (which was such a power as made Bishops at Alexandria before the Nicene Council.)

Now that such were Bishops (such as were in Scripture-times) I prove 1. By the Confession of the Opponents: Doctor Hammond and his followers maintain, that there were no subject Presbyters instituted in Scripture times; and consequently that a Bishop was but the single Pastor of a single congregation, having not so much as one Presbyter under him, but one or more Deacons (which granteth us more than now I plead for:) and that afterwards when Believers were increased, he assumed Presbyters in partem curae: So that our Bishops which I plead for are of the nature of those after Scripture times in the Doctors sense. De facie this is granted.

2. The Bishops in Scripture times were ordained in every City and in every Church, Tit. 1. 5. and Acts 13. 23. So are ours. They had the particular Episcopacy over sight rule and teaching of all the Flock committed to them, Acts 20. 28. (and if the Angel of the Church of Ephesus were one chief, he was but one of thefe, and over these in the fame Church and charge:) And so have our Parochial Pastors; these very words, Acts 20. 28. being read and applied to them in their ordination. They had the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven committed to them, and so have ours. If it be said, that these are but things common to the Bishop with the Presbyter:

1. What then is proper to a Bishop? To lay [Ordination] is but to beg the question: And Ordination itself is not proper in the sense of our own Church, that requireth that Ordination be performed as well by the laying on of the bands of the Presbyters, as of the Bishop. 2. They use themselves to make the governing or superiority over many Presbyters to be proper to a Bishop.

3. Those to whom the description of Bishops in Scripture belongeth are truly and properly Bishops. But the Description of Bishops in Scripture agreeth (at least) to the chief particular Pastors of City Churches, having Presbyters under them; Ergo, such are truly and properly Bishops.

The Minor (which only needeth proof) is proved by an induction of
of the several Texts containing such descriptions, as Acts 20, and 13. 23, 1 Tim. 3. and 5. 17, Tit. 1. 5, &c. 1 Thes. 5. 12, Hebr. 13. 7, 17, 24, 1 Pet. 5. 1, 2, 3. and the rest.

4. If our Parochial Churches or at least our City Churches (those in each Town Corporate and Borough) be true Churches, then the chief particular Pastors of them are true Bishops, but they are true Churches; Ergo.

Still note, 1. That I speak of Churches as governed Societies in senso politico; and not as a Company of private Christians.

2. That I speak only of particular Pastors, or Bishops infini gradus, and not of Arch-Bishops, and General Pastors. And therefore if they say It is not the Presbyters, but the Diocesans, that is the chief Pastor of your Parish Church: I answer, there is none above the Resident or incumbrant Presbyters, that take the particular charge and oversight: The Bishop takes but the general charge, as a general Officer in an Army. If they do indeed take the particular Pastoral charge of every Soul, which belongs to the Bishops infini gradus, then woe to that man that voluntary takes such a charge upon him, and hath such a charge to answer for before the Lord. If they say that the Presbyters have the particular charge for teaching and Sacraments, but the Bishops for ruling. I answer, 1. It is Government that we are speaking of, if they are Bishops infini gradus, then there are no Bishops or Governors under them. And if so, then it is they that must perform and answer for Government of every particular Soul. And then woe to them.

2. Governing and teaching are acts of the same Office by Christ's institution, as appears in 1 Tim. 5: 17, Acts 20. 28, &c. And indeed they are much the same thing: For Government in our Church sense is nothing but the explication of God's Word, and the application of it to particular Cases: And this is Teaching. Let them that would divide, prove, that Christ hath allowed a division. If one man would be the general Schoolmaster of a whole Diocese, only to oversee the particular Schoolmasters, and give them rules, we might bear with them: But if he will say to all the particular Schoolmasters, you are but to teach, and I only must govern all your Scholars, (when governing them is necessarily the act of him that is upon the place, conjunct with teaching, this man would need no words for the manifestation of the vanity of his ambition. The same I may say of the Masters of every Science, whose government is such as our Church Government is, not Imperial but Doctoral: yea of the Army or the Navy where the government is most imperial.

Now for the Argument. 1. The consequence of the Major is undeniable: because every such Society is essentially constituted of the Ruling and Ruled parts, as every Common-wealth of the pars imperans and the pars subdita: So every organized Church of the Pastor and the Flock.

2. And for the Minor, if they deny both our Parish Churches, and our City Churches (that is those in Towns Corporate, to be true Churches, they then confess the shame, and open the ulcer and leprous of their way of governing, that to build up one Diocesan Church, (which is not
not of Christ’s institution, but destructive of his institution) they destroy and pull down five hundred or a thousand Parish Churches, and many City Churches.

If they will also feign a specific difference of Churches as they do of Pastors, and say that Parish Churches are Ecclesia dioce, but Diocesan Churches are only Ecclesia gubernatrix of which the Parish Churches are but parts: 1. The Scripture knoweth no such distinction of stated Churches: All stated Churches for worship are to be governed Churches; and the government is but guidance, and therefore to be by them that are their Guides. 2. I have before proved, that every worshipping Church, that had unum altare was to have a Bishop or Government by Presbyters at least.

Arg. III. That Ordination which is much better than the ordination of the Church of Rome, or of any Diocesan Bishops of the same sort with theirs is valid.

The Ordination now questioned by some in England, is much better than the Ordination of the Church of Rome, or of any Diocesan Bishops of the same sort with theirs, Ergo the Ordination now questioned by some in England is valid.

The Major will not be denied by those which we plead with; because they hold the Ordination of the Church of Rome to be valid, and their Priests not to be re-ordained.

The Minor I prove.

If the Ordination, that hath no Reason of its validity alleged, but that it is not done by Diocesan Bishops, be much better than the Ordination of such as derive their power from a mere Usurper of Headship over the universal Church, whose succession hath been oft interrupted, and of such as profess themselves Pastors of a false Church, (as having a Head and form of divine Institution,) and that ordain into that false Church, and cause the ordained to swear to be obedient to the Pope, to swear to false Doctrine as Articles of Faith, and ordain him to the Office of making a piece of Bread to be accounted no Bread, but the Body of Christ, which being Bread still is to be worshipped as God by himself and others (to pass by the rest) than the Ordination now questioned in England is much better than the Ordination of the Church of Rome.

But the Antecedent is true: Ergo so is the consequent.

And for the other part of the Minor I further prove it: If the Office and government of the Romish Bishops and of any Diocesanes of the same sort with them, be destructive of that form of Episcopacy and Church Government which was instituted by Christ, and used in the Primitive Church, then the Ordination now questioned by some in England is much better than that which is done by such Diocesanes.

But the Office and Government of the Romish Bishops and of any Diocesanes of the same sort with them, is destructive of that form of Episcopacy
The Episcopacy and Church Government, which was instituted by Christ and used in the Primitive Church. Ergo The Ordination now questioned by some in England is much better, than that which is done by such Diocesan.

The Reason of the consequence is because the Ordination of Presbyters now in question is not destructive of the Episcopacy and Government instituted by Christ and used in the Primitive Church: Or if it were, that's the worst that can be said of it. And therefore if any Ordination may be valid notwithstanding that fault, so may it. N. B. 1. I here suppose the Reader to understand, what that Ordination is now questioned in England: viz. Such as we affirm to be by Bishops, not only as Presbyters, as such are called Bishops, but as the chief Presbyters of particular Churches, especially City Churches, having Curates under them, and also as the Presidents of Synods are called Bishops:

2. Note that all I say hereafter about Diocesan, is to be understood only of those Bishops of a Diocese of many hundred or score Churches which are inimici gradus, having no Bishops under them, who are only Priests, who are denied to have any proper Church Government: And not at all of those Diocesan Bishops, who are Arch-Bishops having many Bishops under them, or under whom each Parish Pastor is Episcopus Gregis having the true Church Government of his particular Flock.

And thus because the Major is of great moment, I shall handle it the more largely.

The Viciousness of the Romish Ordinations appeareth thus.

1. In that they commonly protest to receive and hold the Ordainers office and power from the Pope: The very office itselfe say the Italians being from him; And the application and communication of it to the individual subject being from him, say the Spaniards and French also. But the Pope as such hath no power to make Bishops at all: which I prove

1. Because the very office of a Pope as such is not of Christ, yea is against Christ and his prerogative and Law, and abhorred by him; viz. [An universal visible Vicar or Head of the Church on earth.]

2. Because on their own principles, the Pope can have no power, for want of uninterrupted succession of true Ordination, nothing being more plain in Church History scarce, than that such succession is long ago nullified by oft interruptions, as I have proved elsewhere, and as is by many Protestants proved.

3. Because the Work that they ordain their Priests to is Idolatry, even Bred worship; besides Man worship, and Image worship.

4. Because all their Priests are (in the Trent Oath) sworn to this Idolatry, and sworn to renounce all their Senses to that end, and to renounce the Scripture sufficiency; and to own the Papal Treasonable usurpation, which all are contrary to the Office of Christ's Ministers.

Yet are those, that ordained at Rome, received by our Prelates, when they turn to us, without reordination, and their Orders are not taken.
taken by them to be null (which I dispute not now). Much less are the late Protestant English Ordinations null.

II. The Viciousness of such other Prelates Ordinations, is proved by all that is said against their Calling it self before. And further, 1. Those Prelates, that are chosen by Magistrates and not by other Bishops or the Presbyters of their Dioceses or People. (what false hypocritical pretext ever there may be of the contrary) are by the Canons of the Universal Church no Prelates. But such are those in question: Ergo——

The Major (to omit many other Canons) I prove from Concil. Nic. 2, Can. 3, in Bini. To. 2. p. 393. [Omnem electionem, que fit a Magistratibus, Episcopi vel Presbyteri, vel Diaconi, irritum manere, cx Canone dicente, si quis Episcopus secularibus Magistratibus usus, per eos Ecclesiam obtinerit, depnatur & segregetur, & ennes qui eum eo communicant: Oportet enim eum qui eit promovendus ad Episcopatum ab Episcopis eligi, quemadmodum a sanctis Varibus Nicex decretum est in Can. qui dicit [Episcopum opus est maxime qui dem ab omnibus, qui sunt in provincia constituin, &c.]

Argument IV. Orders conferred by such as are in orders, and have the Power of Order equal with the highest Bishops, is valid. But the Orders lately conferred in England and Scotland by those called Presbyters, were conferred by such as were in Orders, and had the power of Order equal with the highest Bishop: Ergo The Orders lately conferred in England and Scotland by those called Presbyters, was valid.

As to the Major, I remember Arch-Bishop Usher told me himself that it was the argument by which he endeavoured to satistie K. Charles I. 1. That Ordinis or ordinare, a man that is in orders as to the sacred Priesthood, may ceteris paribus confer Orders; it being like Generation or univocal causation. 2. That Hierom tells us the Alexandrian Presbyters did more; for they made their Bishops: And at this day among the Papists, men of inferior Order must with them ordain, or consecrate, or make their Pope. And Bishops make Arch-Bishops: How much more may men of the same Order confer what they have, that is the Power of the Priesthood or Presbyterate. As Abbots (who are no Bishops) have frequently done.


In the Canons of Elstree ad Wofan Episc. in Spelman p. 576. I. 17. Having shewed that there are seven Orders (1. Osiarius. 2. Lector. 3. Exorcist.}
the Bishop for Unity sake have the privilege of Ordination and Inspeckion, yet he is there declared to be but of one and the same (7th.)
Order with the Presbyter. *Hacd pluris interes inter Missalem Presbyterum
& Episcopum, quam quod Episcopus constitutus sit ad ordinationes conferendas,
& ad visitandum, sed inficiendam, curandumque ea quae ad Deum pertinent,
quod nimia credentur multitudini, solum Presbyter hoc idem faciet. Ambo
siquidem unum tenent comuniquem Ordinem, quamvis dignior sit illam pars
Episcopi. This being the Doctrine of the Church of England even in the times of Popery, we have little reason (with the Preface to the book of Ordination) to say that it is manifest in Gods word that they are distinct orders. For as it is added Can. 18. Non est alius ordo consti-
tutus in Ecclesiasticis ministriis (human and all taken in) præter memora-
tulos septemitos &c.

Dion. Petavius Theol. Dogmat. To. 4. par. 2. Tami. 3. Append. c.
2. p. 677 Altemus est, quod namquam iterare illam (ordinationem) licet ut
cum ab haeret ad Catholicam Ecclesiam revertuntur, qui vere ordinati, eis demum
manus imponitur. And what ordination is valid among the Papists, see in
Johnsons answer to my Questions.

FINIS.
POSTCRIPT

Promiscuous additions to the Chapter, 4. of part second out of Mr. Gilbert Burnet's book called, The Vindication of the Church of Scotland, &c.

Pag. 304, 305. Let me here send you to the Masters of Jewish Learning; particularly to the eminently learned Dr. Lightfoot, who will inform you that in every Synagogue there was one peculiarly charged with the worship, called the Bishop of the Congregation, the Angel of the Church, or the Minister of the Synagogue. And besides him there were three who had the Civil judicature, who judged also about the receiving of proselites, the imposition of hands, &c. And there were other three who gathered and distributed the almes. Now the Christian Religion taking place as the Gospel was planted in Cities where it was chiefly Preached. these forms and orders were reteined, both names and things.

Pag. 306.--- These Presbyters were as the Bishops Children, educated and formed by him, being in all they did, directed by him and accountable to him, and were Probationers for the Bishoprick, one of them being alwaies chosen to succeed in the seat, when vacant by the Bishops death. Now all these lived together as in a little Colledge, thus the Churches were planted and the Gospel disseminated through the world. But at first every Bishop had but one Parish, yet afterwards when the numbers of the Christians increased, that they could not conveniently meet in one place, and when through the violence of persecution they durst not assemble in great multitudes, the Bishops divided their charges in lesser Parishes * and gave assignments to the Presbyters of particular flocks, which was done first in Rome, in the beginning of the 2d. Century — And things continued thus in a Parochial Government, till toward the end of the 2d. Century, the Bishop being chiefly intrusted with the cure of Souls, a share whereof was also committed to the Presbyters, who were subject to him, and particularly to be ordained by him, nor could any ordination be without the Bishops, who in ordaining was to carry along with him the concurrence of the Presbyters, as in every other act of Ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

* The story of Erastus divided into Titules (are b. less proper Parishes) is confused by the most knowing Historians.
Corruptions broke in upon Church Officers, especially after the 4th. Century, that the Empire became Christian. Which as it brought much riches and splendor on Church employments, so it let in great Swarms of corrupt men on the Christian Assemblies: And then the Election to Church offices, which was formerly in the hands of the people, was taken from them, by reason of the tumults, and disorders that were in these Elections, which some time ended in blood, and occasioned much Faction and Schism: And Ambitus became now such an universal sin among Churchmen, that &c.

I do not allledge a Bishop to be a distinct office from a Presbyter, but a different degree in the same office, &c.

As for the sole power of ordination and Jurisdiction, none among us claim it, but willingly allow the Presbyters a concurrence in both these.

That whole frame of Metropolitans and Patriarchs was taken from the division of the Roman Empire, which made but one great National Church.

I acknowledged Bishop and Presbyter to be one and the same office, and to plead for no new office-bearer in the Church. The first branch of their power is their authority to publish the Gospel, to manage the worship and dispense the Sacraments: And this is all that is of Divine right in the Ministry; in which Bishops and Presbyters are equal sharers, --- but besides this the Church claimeth a power of Jurisdiction, of making rules for discipline, and applying and executing the same; All which is indeed suitable to the common laws of societies, and the general rules of Scripture, but hath no positive warrant from any Scripture precept: And all these Constitutions of Churches into Synods, and the Canons of discipline, taking their rise from the divisions of the world into the several provinces, and beginning in the 2d. and beginning of the 3d. Century, do clearly shew they can be derived from no Divine original, and so were all to their particular forme but of humane constitution. Therefore as to the management of this Jurisdiction, it is in the Churches power to cast it into what mould the will --- But we ought to be much more determined by the Laws of the land --- In things necessary to be done by Divine precept, since no power on earth can Council the authority of a Divine Law, the Churches restraints are not to be considered.
I acknowledge that without Scripture warrant no new offices may be instituted.

I am not to annul these ordinances that pass by Presbyters, where no Bishop can be had: And this lays no claim to a new office, but only to a higher degree of inspection in the same office, whereby the exercise of some acts of jurisdiction are restrained to such a Method: And this may be done either by the Churches free consent, or by the Kings authority.

In Auguslines time it appears from the journal of a conference he had with the Donatists, that there were about 500 Bishopricks in a small tract of ground.

Pag. 50. Observe the Bishops were to be ordained in the presence of the people, where every one might propose his exceptions, yet the popular Elections were not wholly taken away, and at least the peoples consent was asked.

Pag. 41. Vossius, from all the manuscripts of Damascus his lives of the Popes, showes that S. Peter ordained both Linus and Cletus, Bishops of Rome, and after some enquiry into the matter he concludes, that at first there were three Bishops in Rome at once, Linus, Cletus, and Anacletus: in the next succession he placeth Cletus, Anacletus, and Clemens.

Pag. 48. Among the Jews where ever there were an hundred and twenty of them together, they did erect a Synagogue.

Pag. 49. At a conference which Augustine and the Bishops of that Province had with the Donatists, there were of Bishops 286 present, and 120 absent; and 60 Sees vacant: And there were 279 of the Donatists Bishops.

Pag. 51. The Gothic Churches are said to be planted 70 years before Ulphilas their first Bishop came to them (Pag. 50, He showeth the like of the Scots.) By the stream of Ignatius Epistles, especially that to Smyrna, it would appear that there was but one Church at least but one place where there was one Altar and Communion in each of these Parishes (which was the Bishops whole charge.)

Pag. 56. The enlarging of the Diocesies hath wholly altered the figure of Primitive Episcopacy.

That the Bishops were chosen by the people, and by the Clergy and people, and at last not intruded without the peoples consent, Father Paul Saript. de Beneficiis oft tells you, and I have fully proved by many Canons in my abstrait of Church-history of Councils.

FINIS.